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Preface
The Proceedings of the Third Goddard Conference on Mass Storage Systems and Technologies
Include all the papers presented at the Conference which were made available for publication,
as well as transcripts of the panel discussions and the after-dinner speech. We are grateful to
the authors, and the panel members, for their time and effort.
Dr Hans Mark, currently Professor of Aerospace Science at the University of Texas in Austin
TX, delivered a thoughtful keynote speech In which he pointed out that, in the last part of the
last century, and the early half of this century, the focus was on solving the Inflnltely small
(atomic, nuclear) and Inflnltely large (cosmological) problems which lent themselves to study
without the aid of computers. The tnflnltely complex problems which are being studied now
require the use of computers.
Dr John Simonds, Director of the National Storage Industry Consortium (NSIC), talked about
the Future of the US Dlgltal Recording Industry. By the end of the century, very much higher
recording densities in both optical and magnetic recording media will be available, and the
efforts of NSIC, whose members Include industry, research Institutions and universities, are
directed towards attaining these goals more rapidly. Dr Simonds also announced the
formation of a new Division, the National Storage System Foundation (NSSF), which wlll
work to ensure that the hardware and media development efforts of NSIC will be
complemented by work In the sol, ware and systems Integration arenas to ensure that end users
are able to realize the full potential of the storage devices being developed.
The next session focused on media. Steve Jewell, of Advanced Measurement Systems, spoke
about risk factors to storage of magnetic data. Quarter Inch Cartridge (QIC) tapes, which are
beginning to outsell most other formats, and their growth path, were described by Ted Schwarz
of 3M. Ted Larsen, of Southwall Technologies, dealt with the write-once optical media
developed by Dow, and Jeff Howell, of ICI Imagedata, explained the certification procedures
used with the ICI optical tape which is currently the recording medium used with the CREO
1003 Optical tape recorder.
Standards are important for any large, long-term archive, and there were four papers devoted
to this important issue. Bob Coyne, of IBM Federal Data Systems, and chairman of the IEEE
Storage Systems Standards Working Group, explained the status of the IEEE Mass Storage
Systems Reference Model (RM). Since its inception in 1982, the RM has undergone significant
modifications, and is now in Version 5. A guide and standards are still being worked on. Don
Sawyer, of NASA's NOST and NSSDC, explained the roles of standards in the various phases of
the IKe of data. Lou Reich, of Computer Sciences Corporation, delivered a talk on A Reference
Model for Scientific Information Exchange, and Fynnette Eaton, of the National Archives and
Records Administration. addressed the problems peculiar to preserving electronic
information.
The plenary session of the In-st day was terminated by a panel discussion on User Experiences
with Storage and Distribution Media. This was moderated by Mr Jimmy Berry of the National
Security Agency and the panel consisted of representatives from the Goddard V0 DAAC,
NOAA's National Climatic Data Center in Asheville NC, NARA, NSSDC and the US Geological
Survey's Eros Data Center.
Nine poster papers were on display that evening during the Conference reception. There were a
number of exhibits and demonstrations by vendors during the In'st two days.
The second day of the conference opened with a session on system performance. Henry
Newman, of Instrumental Inc., set the stage with a talk entitled Emerging Standards for
Collectlon of Performance Data. Performance measurements made on automated cartridge
libraries (STK 4400, Wolfcreek) from Storage Tek were presented by Gary Hull of Hughes STX.
David Therrien of Epoch Systems reported on the use of magnetic tape technology for data
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migration,and Jean-JacquesBedetofHughesSTXpresentedasimulationstudy of the Goddard
V0 DAAC.Datastoragesystemconceptswerecoveredin three tails. Largedata systemsat the
NationalSecurityAgencyin FortMeadeMD,and at the Mobil company facilities in Dallas TX
werethe subjectof tails byMikeShieldsand MikeDaffyrespectively.Dr DavidDeWitt,of the
University of Wisconsin In MadisonWI, gavea provocatively titled invited talk on parallel
object-oriented databasemanagementsystemsand why they would doom standards like
NetCDFI The Distributed Mass Storage System at NASA Langley was described by Juliet Pao.
The day closed out with a panel discussion, chaired by Dr Sanjay Ranade of Infotech SA, on
User experlences wlth Unlx-based Hlerarchlcal File Storage Management Systems. The
participants Included Mobil (E-Mass), the Department of Defense (Amass), Sandla National
Laboratories (Unitree), Supercomputing Research Center (Epoch), NASA/GSFC (Unltree) and
NASA Ames.
The Conference Banquet was held in the evening on October 20 and concluded with a tail by Dr
David Parker of the Library of Congress on the archlving of movies.
Communications technologies will play a key role in enabling wider, easier access to data
libraries, and In distribution and ingestion of data. Dr Nim Cheung, of Bellcore, described
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) and SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) in his invited
talk which was followed by one from Dr Yelena Yesha of the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County, on Digital Libraries. There were five tails on Data Distribution Systems; it
is obvious that, even in small systems, the problem of integrating technology and software
from multiple vendors can lead to unanticipated problems and delays. Dr Jaideep Srivastava,
of the University of Minnesota, presented a talk on A Parallel Data management System for
Large-scale NASA Datasets. The final presentation at the conference was one on the
Importance of Robust Error Control In Data Compression by Sandra Woolley of the University
of Manchester in England. Data compression Is the removal of redundancy in data; error
detection and correction (EDAC), on the other hand, involves the addition of redundancy to
combat errors caused by noisy channels or corrupted media. In the case of compressed data,
extremely robust EDAC is required since small errors can propagate their effect far into a data
set.
We are grateful to:
Jean-Jacques Bedet, Hughes STX Corporation
John H Berbert, NASA/GSFC
Jimmy F Berry, National Security Agency
William Callicott, NOAA/NESDIS
Terry Pratt, CESDIS/GSFC
Sanjay Ranade, Infotech SA
Don Sawyer, NASA/GSFC
Elizabeth Williams, Supercomputing Research Center
all members of the Conference Program Committee whose energetic efforts made this
conference possible; the speakers, panel discussion members, and the attendees for their
positive contributions which are collected together here; Jorge Scientific Corporation for the
Conference arrangements; the staff at the University of Maryland Conference Center for the
excellent facilities they provided; Len Blasso and Ann Lipscomb for help with the layout and
publication of these Proceedings.
P C Hariharan
Systems Engineering and Security, Inc
Ben Kobler
NASA/GSFC
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Some Visions For Scientific Future
Hans Mark
The University of Texas at Austin
Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
401 Woolrlch Hall
Austin, TX 78712-1085
Phone: (512) 471-5077
FAX: (512) 471-4070
(1) __11
This conference brings together people whose work is at the heart of what Vice
President Gore has called the "Information Super Highway". There has been much
discussion about the value of this new communications _6_pt but there is no doubt
in my mind that many important new developments will resuit from its implementation.
However, I want to narrow the discussion somewhat and ask how the technology that
you are developing will be useful in extending the frontiel:s of human knowledge. How
will computers and their associated devices be helpful in scientific research? What are
the frontiers that we will be exploring? These are the questions I would like to examine
today.
I do not have to tell this audience that computers are more than adding machines. The
truth is that enough computer power can by itself be something that qualitatively
enhances our ability to develop physical theories and to gain insights that could not
have been gained otherwise. What I want to do is to speculate about some of the things
that are still hidden behind the curtain of ignorance and to see where massive
computing and data handling systems can be the key to finding answers. This is to me,
perhaps the most exciting prospect before us today.
(2) The Infinitely Large. the Infinitely Small. and the Infinitely_Complex.
Some years ago Professor Victor F. Weisskopf of MIT presented a lecture on the subject
that he called the "Infinitely Large, the Infinitely Small, and the Infinitely Complex".
What he meant by this title was that during the first half of this century great progress
was made in understanding the "small" on the one hand, and the "large" on the other.
What he meant by "small", was the understanding of atomic and nuclear structure.
The key to this understanding was of course, the development of quantum mechanics
in the early years of this century. Once the subtleties of this way of looking at nature
were understood, the mysteries of atomic and nuclear structure were resolved. In fact,
today, seventy years after Werner Heisenberg established the uncertainty principle as
the central theorem of quantum mechanics, everything we know still leads to the
conclusion that quantum mechanics is applicable to all known phenomena, including
the most esoteric high energy events. There is no question that this is a very real
triumph of the human intellect. For all practical purposes, we understand the
structure of matter and the formalism of quantum mechanics gives us the means to
make predictions that are both scientifically valuable and of enormous practical utility.
By the "large", Weisskopf meant cosmology. In this field also, the early years of this
century saw enormous progress. In 1917, Albert Einstein for the first time, wrote down
his equations of general relativity that predicted a dynamic universe. It is ironic that
Einstein himself did not believe his result and introducedhis famous "fudge factor", the
"Cosmological Constant" that made the universe static. It was only after Edwin Hubble
and his collaborators discovered that the universe did in fact expand that Einstein's
theory was triumphantly confirmed ....
What is perhapsmost fascinatingis that in recentyearsWeisskopfs"small" and "large"
have been coming together. The "big science" investments in high energy particle
accelerators and space- based astronomy have revealed to us that the higher the
energy, the more things seem to look alike. We now have evidence that the four forces
of nature, the strong nuclear force, the electromagnetic force, the weak nuclear force,
and gravity, become more alike as the energy of the interacting system is raised. My
friend and colleague, Professor Steven Weinberg of The University of Texas at Austin
and his colleagues, Sheldon Glashow and Alxlus Salam, succeeded in showing that, at
high energies the electromagnetic forces and the weak nuclear forces become identical.
Strong nuclear forces and gravity exhibit some of the same trend. This is, of course,
why building the new Superconducting Super CoIlider Particle Accelerator is so
important. At the same time, we are learning more about the first few instants of the
universe after the "big bang". It is at this time that the equlllbrlum energy that is the
temperature, was high enough so that all forces probably looked alike, and that as the
universe evolved, there was the differentiation toward the "infinitely complex" world as it
exists today. This differentiation was of course Weisskopfs last theme to which I want
to return in a few minutes.
All of the things that I have Just mentioned depend on theoretical concepts developed in
the early years of this century. Computing machinery was and is most important in
exploring the "small" and the "large". But I can safely say that computers did not lead
to the new fundamental insights in either one of these areas that dominated science in
the first half of this century. It is in the understanding of the "infinitely complex" that
computing machines have and will come into their own. It is in exploring these areas
that new insights can be obtained o_d.v_through the use of high speed computers and I
would submit that this is what is really new in modern fundamental scientific research.
What I would like to do now is to discuss two examples in which computing
machinery and data storage systems on a massive scale are the essential equipment
necessary to make progress on an intellectual level.
(3) Chaos Out of Order: The Understand!ng of Nonlinear Systems
It is a remarkable fact that almost everything we think we understand about the
universe is derived from solutions of linear systems of differeiltial-equ-ations, or of
differential equations that happen to be integerable. Isaac Newton was lucky. When he
formulated the laws of motion and the law of gravitation more than three hundred years
ago, he could apply these with great precision to the motions of the planets in the solar
system. The precision was so astounding that people began to believe the universe
operated like a clockwork. As great a mathematician as PIe_rd Simon de Laplace
asserted, that if the conditions of the past were precisely established, then the future
evolution of the universe could be completely predicted. As I have said, Isaac Newton
was lucky. Laplace's statement depended on the fact that the solar system is, to a good
approximation, a two-body problem. Thus the equations of motion as Newton
formulated them were approximately Integerable. It was this circumstance that led
Laplace to make his statement. However, the key word is "approximately". Once people
started to look at the details things turned out to be much more difficult than expected.
One hundred and seventy years after Newton's epochal work, James Clerk Maxwell
had a similar stroke of luck. Maxwell was able to "unify" the electric and magnetic
fields with a new system of equations that automatically explained the existence of
electro-magnetic radiation. This system of equations turned out to be approximately
linear and could therefore be dealt with using the principle of superposition. A vast and
rich set of solutions followed that, once again, had en0rm0us appii=Ca{ions,: both in
generating new knowledge and in developing practical applications. Maxwell's work
also seemed to point in the direction of the existence of a "clockwork" universe.
By the end of the 19th century, there were small hints on the horizon that the
optimism generated by Laplace and by Maxwell was not really justified. The two people
most responsible for pointing this out were Henri Polncar_ and Ludwig Boltzmann.
Poincar_ busied himself with the problem that Laplace thought he had solved. Was the
solar system really a "clockwork"? In short, was it stable over long periods of time.
Although Laplace thought he had proved this point, the fact is that he did not and in
1885 Polncar_ showed that the solar system was unstable, or that at least stability
could not be demonstrated. The equations that Newton had established were not
integerable when all of the subtle forces acting on the bodies in the solar system were
included. Even more important, when methods of perturbation theory were applied It
was not possible to obtain a rigorous proof that the solar system was stable. Thus,
from the viewpoint of rigorous analysis, the notion of the "clockwork universe" was no
longer tenable. This statement is true even though it is possible to write down "exact"
equations of motion for the solar system.
Another most important event that occurred at about the same time was Ludwig
Boltzmann's monumental work in founding what we today call statistical mechanics.
Boltzmann set himself the problem of explaining the macroscopic laws of
thermodynamics on the basis of what was becoming to be the accepted microscopic or
atomic view of the world. The first law was easy because it is simply a restatement of
the conservation of energy. The difficulty lay with developing a way to deal with the
concept of entropy on the microscopic level. Explaining the second law of
thermodynamics was the critical problem. Boltzmann succeeded by developing the so-
called "H Theorem" in which the thermodynamic entropy is related to the probability of
the occurrence of a given "state" of the microscopic atomic system. What he did was to
use a simple gas to start with the development of his theory. He then defined the
statistical probability of a given "state" of the gas containing a very large number of
atoms or molecules. Applying Newtonian mechanics to anaIyze the properties of the
collisions between the atoms or molecules of the gas and, to describe the macroscopic
system, averaging (or integrating to be mathematically precise) the behavior of
individual atoms or molecules over a very large number of collisions he developed his
famous relationship between entropy and the statistical probability of the state of gas.
In order to execute this program, Boltzmann had to make an assumption about the
state of the gas in the past, that is, before the time at whic_ Bo_ltzmann's description of
things starts. Not unreasonably, he assumed that the atoms or molecules moved
completely randomly and that nothing could be said about the state of the gas before
the "clock" in his calculation was started. He called this assumption "molecular chaos"
and it is essentially equivalent to the "ergodic hypothesis" which states that the system
(a gas in this case) will eventually assume all possible physical states energetically
available to the system. Unfortunately, no one has been able to prove that the "ergodlc
hypothesis" is correct. In fact, we now know that it is not. Thus, Boltzmann's
derivation also turned out to be only an approximation. Once again, an approximation
that was extremely useful from the practical viewpoint but that contained an important
flaw if theoretical rigor is the objective.
Maxwell's equations also led to some fundamental contradictions. The great Dutch
physicist Hendrik Antoon Lorenz, struggled for many years with the problem of making
Newtonian mechanics and the Maxwellian theory of electromagnetism consistent. This
questions was also not resolved until Einstein proposed the special theory of relativity
which was to have unforeseen consequences as well.
I have digressed, perhaps too much, by recounting all this history. The point is, that
Victor Weisskopfs problem of the "infinitely complex" only became clear as the flaws In
the theories that were to explain the "small" and the "large" became apparent. The
accident that Newton was able to derive the Mw of gravitation because the solar system
is approximately a "two body" problem and that Maxwell's equations turned out to be
linear to a first approximation hid the true nature of things. Henri Poincar6, Ilya
Prigogine, and a number of other people began to suspect that the real complexities of
nature were hidden in the nonlinear equations that actually governed the real world. It
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was of course, in developingsolutions of theseequationsthat high speedcomputers
becameabsolutelyessential.
In the past two decades,peoplelike EdwardLorenzat the MassachusettsInstitute of
Technology,have investigatedthe behaviorof simplenonlineardifferential equations
on relativelysmallcomputers. Lorenzisa meteorologistso hestartedby lookingat very
complexnon-linear systemssuch as the atmosphere. However,he was the first to
realizethat complexitymay bea propertyof the non-linearity rather than the complex
nature of the atmosphere.Thus he lookedat very simplenon-linearequations. What
he discoveredwas that there are domains in which chaotic solutions of simple and
perfectlydeterministicequationsexist. Thesechaoticsolutionscanbe tracedon visual
displays associatedwith modern computers. When this is done, new insights are
apparentsimply by lookingat thepicturesthat aredeveloped.
What Lorenzand his colleaguessawis that thechaoticsolutionsof nonlinearequations
exhibit subtle patterns that seemto imply somekind of a morefundamental order or
regularity. The beautiful patternsof the "strangeattractors" on his computerscreens,
although they describedchaotic motions,were themselvesevidenceof somekind of
"order". No one quite understands this at present, but it is an approach requiring
computercapacityto developin the future.
At the sametime, peoplelike my colleagueHarry Swinneyat TheUniversityof Texasat
Austin haveset up experimentsthat are, if you will, "analogcomputers"which exhibit
chaotic behavior in "simple" physical systems when the right circumstances are
imposed. To completelyunderstand theseexperiments, it will also be necessaryto
apply high speedcomputing systemsof the most advancedkind. Perhapsthe most
beautiful exampleof chaotic behavior is the recentexplanationof the orbit and the
chaotic tumbling of Saturn's satellite Hyperion. Hyperion movesin Newtonianorbit
around the planet Saturn,yet it tumbles in a most unpredictableway, due to the fact
that the effectof Saturn's rings on the satelliteput it in a regionwherethe solutionof
its equationof motionis chaotic.
To thoseof us who receivedtheir scientificeducationshalf a centuryago,the fact that
chaosresults from orderis surprising. This is but oneof the startling consequencesof
the understanding of Weisskopffs "infinitely complex". An even more startling
consequenceis that orderseeminglycanarisefrom chaos.
(4) Order out of Chaos: The Genetic Code
In his monumental work on the origin of species, Charles Darwin commented on the
infinite variety of life. If there ever was a phenomenon that is truly "infinitely complex",
then it must be the existence of living things. Darwin pondered this question and after
much thought, developed the theory of evolution through "natural selection". He
maintained that the interaction between living beings and their environments shaped
how they evolved. Darwin published his Ideas in 1859 and a little less than a century
later, they were triumphantly confirmed on the molecular level by Francis Crick,
Maurice Wilkins and James D. Watson. What I am speaking of is, of course, the
unraveling of the "genetic code".
What was discovered by Crick, Wilkins and Watson in 1954 is that the properties of
living organisms are determined by a huge mo!ecu! e called "deoxyri_- nucleic acid", or
"DNA" for short. This molecule is a formidable and highly ordered structure of three
billion units. It is wrapped around the chromosomes in the nuclei of the cells which
constitute all living beings. When this molecule is unraveled, it stretches to the length
of over six feet. The most important part of their discovery is that the molecule
contains a code which is different for each living being. This code has to do with a
rather simple sequence of four amino acid molecules arranged along the three billion
units of the DNA structure. The "infinite variety" of life that Darwin speculated upon
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can be explained by the absolutely enormousnumber of different combinations of
arrangementsof these four moleculesdistributed amongthe three billion units of the
DNA. Howdid this exquisitely"ordered"moleculeoriginate?Wedo notknow.
Wedoknow that the DNAmoleculebehavespreciselyaccordingto the lawsof quantum
mechanics that Victor Weisskopftalked about in his lecture on understanding the
"small". Doesthe hint of "order"evenin Edward Lorenz's chaotic "strange attractors"
provide the clue? Is this how "order" arises from "chaos"? No one knows.
The study of the DNA molecule has led to enormously important practical
consequences. We have actually been able to pinpoint how certain genetically linked
diseases arise from the sequence of the four amino acid along the DNA molecule. Sickle
Cell Anemia, Downs' Syndrome, and a number of other conditions result from slightly
abnormal sequences of these amino acids along various sections of the molecule. It is
of course, this discovery that led people to the conclusion that if we understood the
sequence of the entire molecule we would be able to deal with many genetically related
conditions that are now not within the reach of treatment. Thus the "Human Genome
Project" was initiated.
Up to now, we have precisely sequenced perhaps five thousand of the three billion
amino acid units along the chain of the DNA molecule. We have, so to speak, only
scratched the surface. In order to do the sequencing job, two things need to be done:
One Is that the chemistry must be automated because it would simply take too long to
perform the complex chemical operations that are necessary by the standard
techniques. The second is that, in order to actually "decode" the molecule, an
enormous computer program must be built to do what Is essentially a cryptological
analysis of the sequence. It is, of course, here where once again your expertise becomes
Important.
There are already some very intriguing results of the work done to date on the DNA
molecule. I have already mentioned one which is that very small changes in sequences
can have large effects in terms of the macroscopic health of the organism. The second
discovery seems to be that there are large sections of the molecule in which the code is
not telling us anything, or at least, so we think. These are called "nonsense" sections
by some of the practitioners of DNA sequencing. If I had to guess, I believe that
eventually we will discover that these "nonsense" sections of the molecule have a very
precise purpose. Since I am speaking to computer experts, it may be that the specific
sequence changes that characterize the diseases I have mentioned are akin to "machine
language" in this code, but that there are also higher level languages that will become
apparent only when a complete cryptological job is done. Is it possible that qualities of
supreme Importance, such as intelligence, judgment and human emotions comes from
the existence of such "higher level" patterns in the DNA molecule sequence, I have
already asked the critical question: How did this highly ordered molecule originate?
Now I have to add another one: How did the patterns and the codes evolve? And if we
try to understand the patterns that "cause" the more subjective (and probably more
Important) qualities of human beings, are we not treading on the feet of God? Are such
things even within the realm of what is knowable?
There are many uncertainties, but I am certain of one thing: Computers and data
storage systems will have a crucial role to play in decoding the DNA molecule and in
understanding its workings.
(5) The End Game - If There is One.
What does all this mean? Personally, I believe that Victor Weisskopfs scenario is
correct. For most practical purposes, we have understood the "small" and the "large"
although important questions still remain. There are people who believe that this is
true not only for "practical" purposes but that it accurately reflects the state of
"theoretical"knowledgeas well. Is it possibleto createthe "final theory" that explains
both the "small"and the "large"and indeedshowsthat ultimately they cometogether?
Manyof our very best theoreticalphysicistsbelievesoand areworking hard to develop
it. I tend to agreewith this view provided that it is restricted to the domains of
Weisskopfs "small"and "large". I also believethat when (or if, for thosewho are less
optimistic) the "final theory" is put before us, it will not help us to deal with the "
infinitely complex". Wewill then haveto turn our attention to an entirelynewterritory
and developnovelwaysof dealingwith the newsituationswewill confront.
The"infinitely complex"and its understandingis the newchallengewith which wewill
grapple. What we now need to do is to re-examine some of the things that we thought
we understood in this new context. What I have tried to do in the past few minutes is
to take a short look at two aspects of complexity: the origin of chaos (complexity) from
order and the control of complexity (life) through highly ordered systems simple codes.
Since dealing with complexity is really your business, your work will be critical to the
success of the most important efforts to understand these things. To me, this is the
real meaning and also the value of this conference.
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The recording industry resembles the semiconductor industry in several aspects. Both are large
(>$60 Billion/year revenues); both are considered critical technologies supporting national
objectives; both are experiencing increased competition from foreign suppliers; they recognize
significant opportunities for both technological and market growth in the decade to come; and
both realize that a key to this future growth Lies in alliances among industry, academia, and
government.
The semiconductor industry has made significant investments in alliances relating to
manufacturing technologies (SEMATECH) and to Joint long-term technology research centered
in universities (SRC). The federal government has provided funding support of these efforts in
recognition of the critical roles semiconductor technologies play in national interests.
The recording industry is now also forming critical alliances, but has been slower in starting
and in gaining broad recognition by government agencies and legislators that the industry
needs federal support. Traditionally, the recording industry has been viewed as mature, stable,
and, while critical to national interests, able to chart and fund its own course toward future
national needs. That perception is fortunately changing.
Industry Challenges
In fact, the recording industry faces unprecedented challenges. Foreign companies play a
dominant role in all aspects of consumer recording and in the supply of components and in
manufacturing for other recording products. At the same time, U.S. recording industry profits
have eroded (or gone negative), forcing personnel downsizing and even corporate failures.
Manufactured quantities of hard disk drive units have been growing at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 14%. In terms of recording capacities, the total aggregated storage
capacity of the hard drives shipped is increasing at a CAGR of 44%. The result of all this is a
current oversupply of disk drives, driving profits of some companies to new lows. Even if U.S.
corporations can survive these problems, economic pressures have made it increasingly
difficult to make long-term investments in research.
Opportunities for Growth
On the positive side, the long-term market growth potential for recording is significant,
assuming that the industry can survive the current problems.
The figure below depicts three main market growth vectors for recording: (I) expanding
business, education, health, and governmental markets; (2) increased opportunities for
recording in entertainment services (driven largely by HDTV); and, (3) a potential for a large
growth in personal information systems.
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These opportunities are consistent with the vision for the National Information Infrastructure
that has been widely discussed by a variety of governmental sources. This concept involves a
central communications highway which is fed by high-performance systems of computers,
software architectures, displays/printers, and, of course, digital storage.
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Combined, these opportunities for growth could result in a market size for recording within the
next ten years which is more than an order of magnitude greater than at present. In fact, one
executive of a large U.S. company speculated on a market size approaching a trillion dollars
per year in that same time frame. The challenge for the recording industry is to build these
future markets by developing systems solutions for the new storage-intensive applications.
Foreign corporate strategies clearly have targeted the growth opportunities in the
entertainment and consumer segments, with the ancillary expectation that the resulting
technology and manufacturing capabilities will feed product offerings in the commercial and
governmental sectors. Further, foreign governmental support of the requisite alliances to
make this all happen is both strong and mature.
Corporate planners in this country are no less perceptive of the opportunities, but they have
traditionally experienced barriers to form tile same level of alliances toward focused
objectives. First, it was once common for the U.S. government to resist corporate alliances for
anti-trust reasons. Fortunately, that situation has been significantly improved in recent
years. Second, our litigious society raises barriers for organizations to work together 1. Third,
there is an inherent distrust among some organizations to work with each other. We come from
]The author can be induced with ,almost no urging to relate his h,'u-rowing experiences in trying to get corporate ,and
university lawyers to agree on intclleclu_d propcrty agreemeuts, for instmlce.
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a history of each company acting independently toward market development and penetration.
And fourth, our federal and state governments are still seeking the most effective ways to
provide support for critical industry segments.
Alliances
Like the semiconductor industry, the U.S. recording industry is taking steps to work together
toward the opportunities that are commonly perceived. The National Media Laboratory, based
in Minneapolis, is an effective organization which addresses govemment users and their needs
for systems support and testing. More recently, the National Storage Industry Consortium
(NSIC) has been formed 2 with the objective of enhancing the competitiveness of the U.S.
recording industry through a strategic plan to form joint research programs on pre-
competitive technologies and to coordinate technology developments among corporations,
universities, and governmental organizations.
NSIC today has 36 member companies and over 30 universities which support the ongoing
joint research programs that have been established. Early in its development, NSIC held
workshops to prepare technology roadmaps for the storage industry. The following two figures
summarize elements of NSIC's strategic plan for hardware and media technology
developments; this plan is now being updated in detail and is being augmented by programs in
software systems and in manufacturing technologies.
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2Incorporated in California, April, 1991
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CURRENT NSIC JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAMS
On the basis of this early work, members of NSIC proposed key joint technology research
programs which have subsequently been established and which are currently partially funded
by both NIST/ATP and ARPA. The goal of these programs has been to create pre-competitive
technologies which will enable magnetic disk recording at l0 Glgabits/In 2, magnetic tape
recording at one Terabyte per cubic inch, and optical recording at 10 Gigabits/in 2.
The figure below depicts a number of recording system performance parameters as a function
of time. Our industry has traditionally produced technology advances which, for most of the
RECORDING SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE
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important performance parameters, plot linearly on the semi-log scale shown. These linear
plots indicate, for instance, that, by the year 2000, the industry would be expected to provide
products with areal densities of one Gigabit per square inch and track densities of less than
10,000 tracks per inch.
The NSIC goals postulate performance well beyond the usual industry trajectories in each of
the parameters shown. By setting targets well beyond normal industry expectations, we
encourage non-evolutionary approaches to technology development. To illustrate this point,
current NSIC programs have goals for areal densities of 10 Gigabits per square inch and track
densities (for magnetic disks) around 25,000 tracks per inch. Reference to the figure above
shows that these targets are significantly beyond the progress that would traditionally have
been expected within this industry.
The table on the following page is a financial summary of four present major NSIC joint
research programs. All data are expressed as SK.
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NSIC 5-YEAR JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAMS
PROGRAM FUNDING FEDERAL NSIC TOTAL
AGENCY FUNDING FUNDING COSTS
SWAT (Start: 5191)
Years 1 - 5 ATP/NIST $5,421 $8,662 $14,283
HEADS (Start: 8192)
Years 1 - 5 ATP/NIST $5,534 $6,246 $11,780
UHD RECORDING (Start: 3/93)
Years 1 -2 ARPA $10,700 $11,633 $22,333
Years 3 - 5 NOT YET IDENTIFIED $17,335 $20,360 $37,695
HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING
MATERIALS
Years 1 - 3 ARPA $6,272 $6,272 $12,545
TOTAL ALL PROGRAMS $45,262 $53,373 $98,635
The first program (SWAT - funded by NIST/ATP) is aimed at producing short wavelength
sources for optical recording. The approach is to use nonlinear optical materials to effect
frequency doubling of red diode lasers to produce blue integrated sources with an attendant
reduction In mark sizes on optical media. The second ATP-funded program addresses new
magnetic heads technology to meet the high-density goals set forth above. The third program
on the list Is a large ARPA-funded program with a variety of technical objectives in both
optical and magnetic recording. The fourth program (PRISM - also ARPA funded) is aimed at
development of holographic recording materials which will be stable and which can be
manufactured reliably at low cost. Figure 5 substantiates that this industry and its government
sponsors are seriously committed to using this process of Joint research for advanced
technology developments in this critical industry.
Still other NSIC programs are in the proposal stage. A 5-year program leading to digital optical
tape recording capable of providing several Terabytes of data in a small cartridge (similar to a
3480 cartridge) has been proposed to ARPA as a TRP proposal. Another proposal is being put
together relating to the development of prototype holographic data recorder systems which
utilize the materials being developed in the PRISM Project. Yet another in process is a program
addressing manufacturing technologies for the recording industry.
SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES
NSIC to date has focused on hardware and materials aspects of optical and magnetic recording.
We recognize that there is an equally critical need for development of software relating to mass
storage systems. Quoting from pending legislation:
"NASA, ARPA, NSF and appropriate agencies shall develop technologles for "digital libraries"
of electronic information. Development of digital libraries shall include ..... development of
advanced data storage systems capable of storing petabytes of data and giving thousands of
users nearly slmultaneous access ....... development of database software capable of quickly
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searchlng, fllterlng, and summarizing large volumes of text, Imagery, data, and sound,
....... development and adoption of standards for electronic data ...... technology for simplifying
the utilization of networked databases distributed around the nation and around the world."
These software developments are essential from two points of view: (I) they are necessary if we
are to take advantage of the significant gains expected in the performance of recording
technologies, and (2) achieving the goals of the National Information Infrastructure (NIl)
demands that these capabilities exist to enable efficient database sharing throughout the
network.
For these reasons, NSIC, working with the National Storage Laboratory at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory and other industry software developers, has recently formed a new
division of NSIC, the National Storage System Foundation (NSSF).
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This division, like the earlier NSIC structure, will have membership from NSIC industrial
companies, universities, and the national laboratories. It is intended to augment and extend
existing collaborations and standards organizations in standardizing, developing, and
transferring technology for high performance storage systems.
The objectives of NSIC/NSSF are to:
• Create a United States digital library strategy
• Develop co_e technology for high capacity, high performance digital libraries and
storage systems
* DeveIop technology for simplifying access to digital libraries
• Define a 6ohe/rent st()_a-ge-sy-steln in-fras-trUcture=::
• Establish requirements for buildable components
• Promote interoperabflity among c0mponents from different developers
* Encourage the development and adoption of standards
• Organize and seek flmding for collaborative research projects for next generation
digital libraries and storage systems
The establishment of NSSF will encourage, through NSIC's central coordination, interactions
between the software and hardware communities. Hopefully, both divisions of NSIC will
influence and enhance each other's offerings In designing approaches to the needs of NII.
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So, what's next?
NSIC is presently sponsoring a detailed process of producing an updated and detailed
technology roadmap for this industry - both software and hardware components. Participating
in this process are industry, university, and national laboratories persons. Government
persons are also invited to participate (any who would like to Join are asked to call the author).
In addition, a comprehensive National Plan for the recording industry is being prepared. This
plan will describe the recording industry and its several segments in terms of both business
issues and technology needs for future development. It will make use of the technology
roadmap referred to above. It will conclude with a set of recommendations for government
action in support of this industry.
At this time, it is premature to review the specific recommendations which will be made for
government action. It's safe to say that these will include a request to assist this industry by a
process that starts with a committed federal budget amount for investments in support of this
industry. This budget would be used to fund new Joint research programs, university or
national laboratories work, or other activities which are Judged to be important to NSIC's
mission of enhancing the competitiveness of the U.S. recording industry.
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Abstract
Bills currently before the House and Senate would give support to the development of a National
Information Infrastructure, in which digital libraries and storage systems would be an important
part. A simple model is offered to show the relationship of storage systems, software, and standards
to the overall information infrastructure. Some elements of a national strategy for digital libraries
are proposed, based on the mission of the nonprofit National Storage System Foundation.
1. National Information Infrastructure Background
Two bills before the current session of Congress call for the creation of a National Information
Infrastructure. The bill before the House of Representatives is called the "National Information
Infrastructure Act of 1993" [1], and a somewhat similar bill before the Senate is called the
"National Competitiveness Act of 1993" [2]. Whether or not either of these bills are passed, the fact
that these bills have reached the level of serious committee discussion has afar reaching impact on
the storage industry. The Senate bill states that "While the private sector must take the lead in the
development, application, and manufacture of new technologies, the Federal Government should
assist industry in the development of high-risk, long-term precommercial technologies which
promise large economic benefits for the nation .... and cooperate with industry and academia to help
create an advanced information infrastructure for the United States. The term "information
infrastructure" is defined in the Senate bill as "a network of commup_ati0n _ systems and computer
systems designed to exchange information among all citizens and residents of the United States."
Both bills propose to support the development of digital libraries as part of the information
infrastructure. Some of the key provisions which relate to the underlying storage systems are,
"Development of advanced data storage systems capable of storing hundreds of trillions of bits
of data and giving thousands of users simultaneous and nearly instantaneous access to that
information;"
• "Development of means for simplifying the utilization of networked databases distributed around
the nation and around the world;"
• "Encourage the development and adoption of common standards and, where appropriate,
common formats for electronic data." : : =
The references to information infrastructure, storage systems, and digital libraries in the proposed
legislation demonstrate an important shift in the perception of what constitutes our national
information assets. In 1987, the Executive Office of the President, Office of Science and
Technology Policy, published "A Research and Development Strategy for High Performance
Computing" [3], which found its way into the High Performance Computing Act of 1991. The four
areas of research supported by the program which came to be called the High Performance
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ComputingandCommunicationsInitiative werehighperformancecomputers,softwaretechnology
and algorithms, networking, and basic researchand human resources.Storagesystemswere
supported only indirectly, to the extent that they were needed by the computing and
communications elements. The proposed legislation, which is heir to and which references the
HPCC legislation, still emphasizes networking and various aspects of computation, but the
acknowledgement is there that storage systems are an integral part of the information technology
that forms our national information infrastructure.
2. A Model for National Information Infrastructure
A simple model for the components of a national information infrastructure is diagrammed in
Figure 1. At the top of the figure is a layer representing users. As defined by Congress, the users are
the American people - children in school, individuals in their homes, and entrepreneurs creating
new opportunities and new jobs. To say this another way, the users are not just academic and
government researchers.
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Figure 1. A Model for Information Infrastructure
To access the information infrastructure, there must be a layer of service providers. In our model
the information access service providers are a layer of entrepreneurial service offerings which make
the nuts and bolts of the infrastructure available to users. In a recent Business Week article entitled
"The Cleavers Enter Cyberspace" [4], the lead sentence refers to this layer by asking, "Is Middle
America ready for Internet?" The article describes how services such as Prodigy, CompuServe,
GEnie, and America Online are offering Internet access to hundreds of thousands of users. Other
examples of services available today are access to stock market information, airline reservations,
banking, and thousands of forums and bulletin boards. Will industry find it pr?fitable to deliver
access to the medical research l_raries of NIH, weather and environmental data bases of NOAA,
earth observation data bases of NASA O_oddard, and the astronomical catalog from JPL? The
expectation is that by developing the infrastructure and educating the public, opportunities will
abound to provide value-added access to the nation's information assets.
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The information infrastructure layer itself is the focus of our interest in this paper. In our model, the
infrastructure consists of four components: high performance computers, data repositories, the
networks which it is now fashionable to call data highways, and the standards and software which
enable the other components to work together.
High performance computers and networks have had center stage for the last several years. Our
model takes a cue from the proposed NII legislation and elevates the data repositories to an equal
billing. Repositories are the massive storage systems comprised of disk arrays, high density tape,
optical media, and robotic media libraries. The fourth item, Standards and software, has been
acknowledged by HPCC and Nil sponsors to be a key enabling component. In our model, standards
for information infrastructure would encompass standards for storage systems, such as the ones
being developed by the IEEE Storage System Standards Working Group. Software would
encompass the file systems, database management systems, storage servers, intelligent data movers,
and physical volume managers.
3. Toward the creation of a United States digital library strategy
We must all seize the moment to formulate a strategy in plain, simple English to support the
National Information Infrastructure with technologies for digital libraries, storage systems, and
software. One organization which is working toward formulating Such a strategy is the National
Storage System Foundation (NSSF), a newly formed division of the National Storage Industry
Consortium. NSIC is a not-for-profit business league chartered in California. The mission of the
NSIC's NSSF division is to promote and support joint academic, industrial, and governmental
research in information storage systems and software. The following outline for a digital library
strategy is based on the mission statement of NSSF.
Develop core technology for high capacity, high performance digital libraries and storage systems
Digital libraries and storage systems can be very large, they can be geographically distributed using
high speed networks, and they can be complex systems containing many kinds of data and many
varieties of hardware and software components. We must, of course, be concerned with developing
the core hardware technologies which provide the physical storage for digital libraries. We must
also be concerned with developing the overall software architecture of the digital library systems.
This includes research and development of key software components that are not yet available and
integrating the hardware and software to create digital library systems. Other architectural issues are
the ability to scale storage system both in size and in performance, to distribute them
geographically, to make them secure, and to allow nondisruptive insertion of new technologies.
Develop technology for simplifying access to digital libraries
The successful deployment and utilization of the National Information Infrastructure is dependent
upon massive amounts of data, stored in digital library systems, to be readily and easily available to
consumers of this information. We must work to promote the deyelopment of software and systems
which will make this possible. This includes technology to categorize and organize data, methods
for optimizing data organization for rapid retrieval, and technology for extracting metadata. It
includes technology to search, filter, and summarize large volumes of data. It includes technology
for handling text, images, sound, and numerical data. It includes user interfaces using graphical and
expert system technologies as well as automated access from other computers.
Define a coherent digital library infrastructure
The components which define the effectiveness of a digital library system, whether on a local or
national scale, include computers, software, storage hardware and networks. Subcomponents
include the security environment, the systems management environment and many other facets of
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informationaccessandretrieval.For a largenumberof thesecomponentandsubcomponentareas,
standardsexist or arebeingdeveloped.We mustwork to identify usable,coherentenvironments
from theavailablechoicesandto identify areaswhereadditionalwork needsto bedone.
Establish requirements for buildable components
Not every company has the interest or resources to build an entire storage system. Our goal should
be to define storage systems in such a way that specialists can build a software component with
reasonable certainty that it can operate in a system with software components from other sources.
As with hardware, the definition of components is a combination of historical precedent, feasibility,
and standards. By defining building blocks and interfaces that conform to standards, we can enable
different organizations to develop components in their areas of expertise with the confidence that
these components will work with components from other developers.
Encourage the development and adoption of standards
We must encourage the establishment of standards for the storage industry through the IEEE
Storage System Standards Working Group, ANSI X3, and other standards organizations. The IEEE
Mass Storage System Reference Model has already taken significant steps to define the broad
outlines of a future scalable standard for open storage system interconnection.
Promote interoperability among components from different vendors
A critical factor in the rapid market acceptance and deployment of digital library systems is the
ability of hardware and software products from many vendors to seamlessly operate together. We
must promote the idea of interchangeable and/or interoperable hardware and software components.
To this end, we should support the development and use of standard test cases and reporting
procedures to validate compliance with defined standards and interface definitions. Compliance
enforcement is not a function of the IEEE and other standards organizations. This makes it possible
to establish clearinghouses in which interoperability of digital library components and systems can
be tested and demonstrated. Clearinghouses could be commercial operations, nonprofit
organizations such as NSIC/NSSF, or an informal network of researchers and users.
Promote collaborative research projects for next generation digital libraries and storage systems
We need to initiate more joint research projects among industrial, university, and governmental
research units to focus on the core technologies of the next generation of information management
systems, including scalable, high performance, high capacity digital libraries and storage systems.
Collaborative research proposals from the storage system community will help to focus
governmental and industrial research funds on the development of digital library and storage system
technology. Collaborative research will go a long way toward ensuring openness and
interoperability among components. Collaborative research will lower the cost for everyone of
building the national information infrastructure.
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Introduction
General
Magnetic storage media (tapes, disks, cards, etc.) may be damaged by external magnetic fields.
The potential for such damage has been researched, but no objective standard exists for the
protection of such media. This paper summarizes a magnetic storage facility standard,
Publication 933, [I] that ensures magnetic protection of data storage media.
Background
Magnetic field sources can occur naturaily (lightning) or unintentionally (ac line shorts,
ground faults). In addition, the espionage threat exists that some unauthorized person or group
could use high-energy magnets to destroy data from some distance away.
The existing standards on this subject [2][3] do not detail the magnitude of the magnetic fields
which can be generated, nor the susceptibility threshold of the magnetic media. Instead, the
fields are estimated and experimentally tested using magnets which are orders of magnitude
less than those possible (and commercially available) today.
What are the threats to magnetic media? This paper summarizes research performed by the
author to:
* Quantify the largest magnetic field that could be generated (now and in the near future);
Characterize the magnetic susceptibility of a variety of magnetic media currently in
use;
Analyze the propagation of a magnetic field in conjuncti0-fi with the susceptibility of
the magnetic media;
and finally,
* Determine the spacing between hypothetical worst-case magnets and magnetic media to
ensure that tape or disk erasure will never occur.
Publication 933 is a new standard that presents minimum spacing requirements between
magnetic media and potential magnetic field sources. The procedure ensures both vendors and
users of magnetic storage media that their data is safe from magne{ic corruption.
Magnetic Basics
Before we begin the discussion, let's review some common magnetic terms and units. Magnetic
fields are created whenever a current flows. The amplitude of the magnetic field is
proportional to the amount of current flow. The units of the magnetic flux (or magnetic field),
B, are tesla (1 tesla = 1 weber/meter2), or, for smaller magnetic fields, gauss (G), where:
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1 T = 10,000 G
For reference purposes, the stationary magnetic field of the earth is about .5 gauss. The field of
a small permanent magnet can range from 100 G to 13,000 G, and today's superconducting
electromagnets can produce steady-state field strengths as high as 500,000 G (or 50 T] [4][5].
Some common magnetic devices and their corresponding fields are shown in figure I.
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Figure 1. Magnetic Fields and Field Strengths
The magnetic field vector, B, is also known as the magnetic induction, or the magnetic flux
density. It should be distinguished from the magnetic field intensity, H, which is different, but
is also referred to as the magnetic field. The magnetic field intensity is expressed in Oersteds,
which are equivalent to gauss in free space. For purposes of simplicity, the value for B and H
shall be assumed equivalent for purposes of this paper.
Magnetic Threat
This section discusses magnetic field sources that could destroy magnetic media. The magnetic
fields could be generated by natural occurrences (lightning), accidental events (shorting of ac
conductors), or other means. However, this chapter will focus on high-energy fields
intentionally generated to destroy magnetic media at a distance.
As figure 1 shows, magnetic fields generators up to 50 T have been built, and fields as high as
380 T [6] are theoretically possible. Magnetic field generators of this size use superconductors
to carry the enormous currents required.
High-energy, superconducting electromagnets require careful design to keep the coils at
cryogenic superconducting temperatures. In addition, the internal magnetic stresses applied to
the superconductors can tear the conductors apart, or cause the conductors to revert to a non-
superconducting state.
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Future advancesin roomtemperaturesuperconductorsand the energy transfer capability of
batteries and capacitorswill significantly improvethe easewith which high-energymagnets
can be constructed. Indeed, the current state-of-the-art will Improve as manufacturing
processes are discovered for known high temperature superconductors. The net result will be
an increased capability for generating high level magnetic fields that are portable.
k_th_lll_luI_fleld_strengthlhat could be developed by a hostile force with suffl¢lent_m_aI_
_?
The data available today would limit the value to some field strength below about 50 T, even in
a pulsed, destructive mode. However, it is naive to presume that energy storage technology will
not also improve with time. In keeping with the intent of providing an absolute worst-case
scenario, the h_hest _rmssible iru_tantaneous applied magnetic field stren_h i__J_o__l_
500T.
The 500 T upper bound was selected because It is unlikely that superconducting magnet
technology will yield a magnet exceeding this value in the near future. A more Important
reason is a fundamental premise of the 933 series of documents. The premise, stated more
succinctly, is:
This standard (Publication 933-I) defines a process for determining the level of
magnetic protection of a facility. The absolute level selected (500 T or 50 T), is not as
important as the process. If a facility manager chooses to partition the facility space
into zones that provide 500 tesla protection, or 5,000 tesla protection, he may do so, as
long as the requirements of Publ/cation 933-1 are met at the level specified.
The purpose of determining the maximum magnetic field, then, is not to define the real threat
today. The purpose of the process is to set a limit that magnetic storage media users and
providers can agree upon is a worst-case magnetic field.
The upper bound provides a standard that represents the maximum protection _, as
opposed to the maximum possible (which is currently much lower). The field applied is
assumed to be a constant field (worst-case), to eliminate ambiguities about pulse
characteristics or eddy current shielding.
The 500 T limit also may be zoned into lower levels of protection (such as 5 tesla and 50 tesla
protection zones) in areas where the 500 T limit cannot be applied. It is then the customer's
choice to purchase the magnetic storage protection that is required.
The 500 T limit depends on the magnetic susceptibility of the magnetic media. While 500 T (or
5,000,000 oersteds) is the maximum threat, the next section discusses the threshold for the
minimum field that can cause magnetic damage.
Magnetic Media Characteristics
Data can be stored on many types of magnetic media. Disks, floppy disks, tapes, and tape
cartridges are the most commonly used magnetic media storage devices. Each of these devices
consists ofa substrate of poly (ethylene terephthalate) (PET) that is coated with a thin film of
magnetic coating (nominally 2 to 5 um thick) [7]. The coating is comprised of a polymeric
binder, lubricants, curing agent, solvents, and magnetic particles. The particles selected for a
medium are dependent upon a variety of factors including cost, required storage density, and
magnetizing force.
The coercive force of the magnetic media is the amount of applied field required to reverse the
magnetic field in the material. As figure 1 shows, commercial magnetic media have a coercive
force between about 200 and 2000 oersteds (or gauss, in flee space). The traditional research
[2][3] held that the coercive force is the minimum threshold to induce magnetic destruction.
Discussions with industry leaders on this subject [8][9], however, indicated that "levels
significantly below this value may induce data errors" [10].
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The results of a detailed researcheffort indicated that the_tnlnimum field likely to cause
magneAlc dam_a_with a coercivity of 200 oer_I_d.__or greater is approximately 100
oersteds. The failures ofdisks and tapes that have been subjected to field strengths below this
figure shall be considered non-destructive in most instances.
Magnetic Field Generators and Models
Magnetic fields can be generated by many means, but electromagnets are the most common
source of high energy magnets. Whenever current flows, a magnetic field is generated. The
threat to nearby magnetic media is dependent upon:
* The amount of current being carried in the conductor(s) of the electromagnet
* The size of the electromagnet
* The number of windings or parallel current paths for a multi-conductor electromagnet
The most common magnetic field generator configurations are created by long, thin wires, and
circular loops (with multiple windings). When fields are generated in this fashion, simple
equations can be used to characterize their magnetic field patterns. Publication 933 discusses
the derivation of fields in this manner.
In order to provide a consistent basis for the specification, a standard model was needed to
model a variety of real-life magnetic field generators. The models and some simple formulas
are presented below.
Magnetic Fields from a Current Can]rlng Wire
The magnetic field produced by a thin wire of inf'mite length [ I l ] is
_o i
B - tes la2nR (I)
where:
R = perpendicular distance from the wire
to the point in question (in meters)
Po = 4frx i0 -7 H/m (the permeability of free space)
and,
l = the current in the conductor in amps
This equation is valid for most single conductors when the point in question is close to a long
wire. This equation is used to model the threat from lightning protection systems, ac short
circuits, nearby power sources, and other high current line conductors.
Magnetic Fields from a Wire Loop
The next case we review is that for magnetic fields generated from a wire loop. This type is the
most commonly used to generate the high-energy fields of superconducting magnets. For ease
of presentation, we will forego a discussion on the related subjects of heat dissipation and
stress forces associated with high-energy superconducting magnets.
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Thefieldof a thin wire bent into a circular loopis easily modeledfor the magneticcomponent
on the axis of the loop(theworst casemagneticfield}. If weconsidera magnetic loop with a
radius a, the magnetic field at a point {on the axis of the loop) at a distance z from the loop is:
/_ 0 la2
B = B = = a tesla
2 (a2+z2) 2 (2)
where both a and z are expressed in meters
If we examine this equation, we see that in the far field condition (z >> a), the equation reduces
to:
S _ m
l'_ 0 la2
2 z 3 (3)
Also derived from equation (2) is the field in the center of the loop, given by:
/_0 1
Bz --
2a (4)
Modeling Discussion
The magnetic field equations presented are a simple means of determining how fields
propagate. In order to create a standard for media protection, however, we also needed to define
some fixed parameters and definitions. For example, the following primary assumptions were
made:
The magnetic field from an external, uncontrolled source (an intentionally generated
source), shall be assumed to be generated from an infinitely thin loop of infinitely thin
wire, with a radius of. 1 meters. While a practical magnet must deviate from this value,
the assumption allows us to use the equations presented above, and the radius provided
is a realistic value.
The realistic threat must be addressed. If a hostile entity wished to destroy magnetic
media, it would be far easier to directly access the space with a small magnet (or other
means) than use an expensive, cumbersome superconducting electromagnet. The
protection against a magnetic threat should match the physical security already in
place at the facility.
In highly secure storage facilities, the magnetic threat can be divided into two distinct
types of threat, defined as follows:
- The Type I magnet is small enough to fit into a briefcase, and can be
carried into common areas and unprotected areas of the storage facility itself. The Type
I magnet has a maximum applied field of 5 Tesla
_te, AL/d_a_ - The Type II magnet is capable of generating field strengths of up to 500
Tesla. Since this type of magnet would require much more preparation time and energy
storage components, Type II magnets can only be placed in locations which are not
continuously patrolled or inspected (i.e. adjacent office spaces, exterior walls/roof,
tenants above and below the magnetic storage area (MSA).
Damage to magnetic media can come from a variety of sources, including natural and
man-made sources. The threat from a lightning strike is atleast as likely (and as
potentially damaging), as the threat from hostile forces. Electrical power sources, and
structural steel members can also produce high level magnetic fields which could
damage magnetic media.
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Thekey notionfor magneticprotectionis the magnetic protection zone terrA. This level
is the minimum magnetic field which could damage magnetic media in the MSA. The
area is partitioned into magnetic protection zones, each of which are rated based on
their magnetic protection characteristics. For example, a tape storage rack next to an
external wall may have a magnetic protection zone level of 1 tesla, while the center of a
huge vault would have (no greater than) a 500 T level.
The computational model and associated variables for each of the magnetic field threats
described in Publication 933 are presented in Table I.
Table 1. Summary of Magnetic Field Sources and Modeling Parameters
Magnetic Field
Generator/Source
Type I Electromagnet
Type II Electromagnet
Computational Model
Model (Equation #'sl
Infinitely thin wire
loop, with. I meter radius,
equiv, field in center.
Use (4) to calculate I,
and (2) to determine
field propagation range.
Same as above
Minimum
2m
4m
Field equivalent
to magnetic
protection zone
required. No
fields > 5 T, or
<IT.
Same as above, but
no fields > 500 T,
or< IT.
Lightning rod
grounded conductor
Infinitely thin wire of
length equivalent to
conductor. Use
200,000 A current
or less.
4m Reduce current if
parallel grounded
conductors are
present.
AC shorts and related
conductors
Infinitely thin wire of
length equivalent to
conductor. Use short
circuit current rating of
distribution panel or
I0,000 Amps, which-
ever is greater
Im 2 Use this value for
ac outlets, lights,
phone lines, power
feeders, thermostat
and control lines.
greater
Metallic beam or
member
Infinitely thin wire loop
with radius equiv, to 1/2
the longest diagonal of
beam or member
lm 3 Use for any beams
that are not bonded,
use B = 2 Tesla.
Water pipes See ac shorts I m
1 Ignore conductors or magnetic sources that are further than this distance from the MSA.
2 Use .S meters for conductors completely contained within controlled space.
3 For beams with diagonal < .3 meters. Use .1 meters for rebar with diagonal < 2 cm
Publication 933 provides additional guidance on selecting potential threats, modeling their
field propagation, and specific guidance on using the equations.
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Magnetic Shielding
Some Magnetic Storage Area (MSA) vendors may choose to shield certain portions of their
space to improve their magnetic media protection. Other vendors may have existing steel
rooms that can be characterized according to the calculations presented herein. A full treatise
on magnetic shielding is far beyond the scope of this paper, but characteristics of magnetic
field shields are presented in Publication 933.
Summary of Magnetic Shielding Properties
The following statements summarize the characteristics of magnetic shields, and lend insight
into their design.
1) Ifa Magnetic Field shield is exposed to a high level magnetic field, and is insufficiently
thick, the material will saturate (become permanently magnetized), and provide little
or no magnetic shielding.
2) Constant or low frequency magnetic fields can only be shielded with steel or ferrous
metal. The magnetic properties (B/H curve, saturation induction) of the material, as
well as its thickness must be used to ensure that the steel will not saturate before it
performs its desired shielding goal.
3) Magnetic fields fall off as I/distance, 1/distance 2, or 1/distance 3. Therefore, the threat
magnet must be accurately modeled to determine that field to which the shield will be
exposed.
4) Shielding against high-energy magnetic fields is impractical at close range because of
the requirement for thick magnetic material.
To illustrate the field strength reduction from magnetic shielding, we now review figure 2.
Figure 2 shows several curves which illustrate the free space falloff distance for electromagnets
of various field strengths. For example, a .01 Tesla (100 gauss) may destroy data at a separation
distance of 0 meters, while a 10 Tesla field can destroy data at distances up to 1 meter (about 39
inches). These distances are based on a. l meter radius electromagnet as described above.
When shielding steel is correctly installed to the walls of the magnetic storage area, the
protection level of the space may increase. Figure 2 shows the minimum separation distances
between various thicknesses of steel (cold-rolled, low-carbon strip steel [ 12]) and the magnetic
shielding separations and field strengths [13]. For example, if a shield is required to increase
an MSA up to 50 Tesla protection, and if the separation distance (distance between the exterior
threat and the shield) is about .5 meters, a minimum of 2 inches of steel will be required for the
shield.
As the example shows, shielding can be an expensive proposition, especially when the shield
must be close to the external threat or the field to be shielded is excessive. The shield must also
be constructed to provide good magnetic flux transfer, which usually involves welding and
additional attachment mechanisms. Structural loading can also be a problem.
For this and other reasons, the best magnetic shielding mechanism is physical s_paration
between/he magnetic storage area tMSAI and the magnetic threat. While it may be difficult to
obtain such separation in some existing facilities, careful design and site selection may reduc<e
or eliminate the cost of protecting against magnetic threats. The next section discusses the
magnetic protection certification, a means of verifying that magnetic media stored in a facility
could not be adversely affected by magnetic sources of any type.
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Figure 2. Magnetic Shielding Separation Distances
Magnetic Protection Certification
The purpose of Publication 933 is to provide an objective standard for the magnetic protection
of magnetic media storage facilities. The previous sections of this paper discussed the nature o f
magnetic fields and how magnetic media could be destroyed. We now review a sample magnetic
protection certification, which shows how a facility is certified.
Facility Layout and Magnetic Protection Zone Map
In this example facility certification, company X owns an MSA in a facility as shown in figure
3. The L-shaped MSA is shielded on two walls, and has good physical separation on the
remaining walls. The roof of the facility is over 4 meters above the MSA. The company X
controlled space is the area which the company owns and has alarmed on a 24 hour basis. The
MSA has sufficient physical security to preclude unauthorized access, but desires a 50 Tesla
magnetic protection level.
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After a site inspection and authorization to proceed, a magnetic protection zone map is created
(in conjunction with a magnetic protection certification report). An example of a magnetic
protection zone map is shown in figure 4. The magnetic separation zone map shows the areas
within the MSA and their corresponding magnetic protection zones.
As figure 4 shows, some area on the east wall of the space is unsuitable for magnetic storage,
even though it is shielded. On the south wail, the 6 mm (I/4"} steel shield is performing its
intended function of increasing the interior space within the MSA that is rated for 50 T
protection. A vast majority of the northern part of the MSA is rated for 500 T protection.
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Figure 4. Magnetic Protection Zone Map
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Details for the floor and ceiling, and outlets are presented in figure 5. Figure 5 shows the areas
which are unsuitable for magnetic storage. The areas which are unsuitable for magnetic
storage are based on the following guidelines:
The floor - the floor of the MSA is poured concrete with rebar reinforcement. If an
externally applied magnetic field coupled to the rebar, the ends of the rebar (which are
assumed to be randomly oriented in the slab) could be subjected to field strengths of up to 2
Tesla. The separation distance shown (.05 meters, 2 inches) is valid for rebar with
diameters up to 13 mm {I/2").
The ceiling - the ceiling of the MSA is lighted with fluorescent lights which are
interconnected with flexible conduit. If a light shorted instantaneously to structural steel,
the current in the conductor could reach 10,000 amps (limited by the short circuit current of
the lighting breaker). The separation distance shown is based on this current, and is
present at any point on the ceiling since the cabling runs are flexible.
The outlets - the outlets in the MSA are fed from two breakers, each of which used a
separation distance derived in a manner similar to that in the ceiling. The flexible conduit
to the outlet can be oriented between the 18" on center studs in any random fashion,
therefore, the field radiation is as shown. The separation distance is common for outlets
fed from breakers with a similar short circuit rating.
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Figure 5. Magnetic Protection Certification Details
The magnetic protection certification report provides a means for MSA vendors and users to
ensure magnetic protection. The design and solicitation documentation can now reference
Publication 933 and a certain t_reat level (50 Tesla, for example), instead of subjective terms
such as "magnetic protection" and "ferromagnetic shielding". The certification can be
performed by a "qualified assessor", or be '¢self-certifled" by a representative of the MSA.
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While there may bequestionsabout a specificfacility, or the derivation of specificprocesses,
Publication 933 presents a standard which is comprehensive, and can be tailored to a
customers'specificapplication.
Summary
The intent of this paper is to introduce a method for determining the magnetic threat to
magnetic storage media. An additional intent has been to introduce Publication 933, an
objective standard for magnetic protection of magnetic storage media. In this paper we have
learned the following:
Magnets may destroy magnetic media via natural, unintentional or intentional means.
The highest magnetic fields which can currently be generated have a field strength of about
50 Tesla, and fields as high as 380 Tesla may be theoretically possible.
Magnetic media can be damaged at field strengths as low as 100 gauss (.01 tesla). The
coercive force of the magnetic media determines how high the field must be to damage the
media.
Simple formulas can be used to estimate the propagation of magnetic fields from simple
wire and loop magnets.
Magnetic media can be damaged at distances up to 4 meters (about 13 feet).
Magnetic shielding can be used to reduce the magnetic field and subsequent separation
distance between magnetic sources and magnetic media.
Publication 933 is a new standard that presents minimum spacing requirements between
magnetic media and potential magnetic field sources. The procedure ensures both vendors
and users of magnetic storage media that their data is safe from magnetic corruption.
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The Industry
More Quarter-inch Cartridge (QIC) tape drives are sold than all other data tape recorders
combined. I By the end of 1993, the installed base will be over ten million units. In terms of
unit volume, QIC tape drives are second only to consumer video systems, although that
separation is measured by orders of magnitude. A comparison of estimated volumes of data
systems shipped in 1993 is shown in Figure 1. QIC's unique self-contained tape transport and
guidance system within the cartridge allows for low-cost, highly reliable, small form factor
transports which meet the needs of small to medium computer systems such as the IBM
AS/400, workstations and personal computers. QIC systems provide solutions for computer
systems which require the back-up of a few hundred megabytes of data for less than $200
(single user) in the 3.5 inch form factor Mini-Data Cartridge to 5 gigabytes of data for under
$2000 (less than $1000 in large OEM quantities) in the 5.25 inch form factor Standard Data
Cartridge. The proliferation of 100+ MByte disk drives in PCs is driving a large Increase in the
penetration of Mini-cartridge tape drives as the back-up storage device of choice.
In the workstation, LAN server, and small-to-medium computer system, however, 4 mm and 8
mm helical scan devices have made significant inroads on the larger capacity Standard Data
Cartridge. In the past few years, their sales growth has been fiat and is predicted to decline
slightly in the next few years. Helical scan systems have been able to provide large multi-
gigabyte storage capability in the $2000-$5000 range, suitable for unattended back-up for
small-to-large systems. Two years ago helical scan solutions were able to offer 10X storage
capacity for a 2X-4X price over the top-of-the-line Data Cartridge systems. This capacity
difference is shrinking as new technologies are introduced into Data Cartridge systems.
Today, the capacity ratio is 2:1 with the introduction of the five gigabyte (5 GB) systems by
several QIC drive manufacturers. With the next generation, the Standard Data Cartridge will
exceed its 8 mm rival in capacity while maintaining its lower cost advamtage.
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Figure I. 1992 Tape Drive Sales
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Quest for 1 Gbit/in 2
The migration path of the Data Cartridge Technology, DCT, to higher areal density and, hence,
higher capacity is shown in Figure 2. Data Cartridge Technology shares the National Industry
Consortium's (NSIC) goal for tape of achieving an areal density of one 109 bits per square inch
(I Gb/In 2). The diagonals correspond to lines of constant areal density. For reference, the
published path of 4 mm helical scan. The 10 Gb/in 2 NSIC target for rigid disks along with its
present achievements is also shown. The usable range along the 1 GB/in 2 is bounded by the
maximum demonstrated bit density recording, approximately 500,000 transitions per inch
(500 kfci or 20000 fcmm), and the maximum demonstrated rigid disk track density of almost
10,000 tracks/in (400 trks/mm). Given the issues of tolerances and media substrate
instability, it is expected that for tape, the track density will be in the range of 3000 to 4000
tracks per inch. To achieve 1 Gb/in 2 the corresponding bit density will need to be 250 kbpl to
333 kbpl. Current QIC technology under development and due as products in ]994 is the 13GB
generation. Its predecessors, the i.35GB generation and its derivatives are already in
production. Future technology generations code named "Hawk", "Condor", and "Eagle"
represent areal densities of approximately. 150, .500, and 1.000 Gbit/in 2, respectively.
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Figure 2. QIC Areal Density Migration Path
The areal density curve in Figure 2 is nearly vertical from the QIC 150 drives to the 1.35GB
generation. In that period, nearly all the increase in areal density is the result of increases in
bit density. Bit density increases have been made possible, primarily, by increasing the
coercivity of the media and changing the data modulation code to provide more data bits per
flux transition in the media. The horizontal break in the curve between the 1.35GB and the
13GB technology families has come about by the introduction of track following servo systems
and thinfllm magnetoresistive, MR, heads. The plan is then to progress with increases in both
track and bit densities towards the "Eagle" generation goals.
The quest for areal density is reflected in Figure 2. The real measure, however, is the increase
in capacity. This is more difficult to predict because of the increasing length (area) of the tape.
The media substrate thickness, which plays a dominant role in the tape length, has been
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plunging. It hasdecreasedfrom25 microns in the IBM3480tape to about6 microns(.00025
inch) for the current generation. Newsubstratematerialssuchas Polybenzoxazole,PBO,may
makeIt possibleto achievethicknessesof I-2 microns. Thelength of tapehas increasedfrom
760feetin the 1.35GBsystemto 1200feetforthe 13GBfamily. Futurecapabilities for the 5.25"
StandardDataCartridgeand the 3.5" Mini-data Cartridge are illustrated in Figure 3 as bands
reflecting potential tape lengths. Because of this variation and other modifications to the
areal density, the advanced technology generations have been Identified by code names rather
than capacity or areal density designations. The Mini-data Cartridge holds about 30 percent of
the tape length of the Standard Data Cartridge.
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Figure 3. Data Cartridge Capacity Growth.
New Technologies
New technologies In the following areas will fuel the capacity growth in the current
development and future Data Cartridges:
Heads
Servo
Encoding
Media
It is planned to introduce one or two major technology advances in each new generation. In
this way, the absorption of technology is reasonable and yet, the growth in areal density and
capacity Is strong and sustainable. The specific key technologies for each generation are
shown in Table I.
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Technology Family
1.35GB
Table I. Key Generational Technologies
New T_Imologies
900 Oe Co-Fe203 Media
1,7 RLL Encoding
13GB MR Thinfllm Heads
Track following servos
Hawk Barium Ferrite (BaFe) Media
Partial Reponse Encoding
Condor ME Media/Advanced BaFe Media
Ultra-Thin substrate
Eagle Perpendicular Recording Media
Perpendicular Recording/playback
Heads
From this list the critical technologies that differentiate linear scan Data Cartridges from
helical scan systems are MR heads and track following servos. The other technologies are
equally applicable to both philosophies. The DCT track following servo allows it to approach
helical scan in track density by reducing the difference from an almost 20:1 factor down to
about a 1.3:1 factor. The MR head allows the Data Cart to achieve very high data rates
inexpensively through multiple data channels and operate over wide speed ranges, unlike
inductive heads, since its output signal voltage is speed insensitive. Because the MR head is DC
p93EeAte_ and is built as a planar array, it does not lend itself to multi-element azimuth
recording or operation through transformer coupled systems. It is unlikely that MR heads will
be incorporated into helical scan systems.
Head Technology
The thinfllm MR head being introduced in the 13GB generation represents a quantum Jump in
technology and capability. It allows the system to be approached differently than with
conventional inductive heads. This head senses dF/dx versus dF/dt. Hence, its output is the
same, barring any separation losses, from 0.I inch/sec to 2000+ inches/sec. It is also a much
more sensitive transducer, producing approximately I000 mlcrovolts, uV, per mll, .001 inch,
of head width versus I00 uV/mil for an inductive head when the latter is optimized for the
head-to-media speed at which it is intended to operate. An inductive head output, e o, is
compromised by its maximum operating frequency, fmax, which is limited the number of
turns, N.
fmax ~ 1/N 2
e o ~ M r.t.N.w'v
N
Mr
t
V
W
is the number of turns
Remanent Magnetization of the Media
effective recording depth
is the head-to-media velocity
is the read track width
Running at a sub-optimal speed, i.e. multi-speed drives, results in an even greater difference
between the output of inductive and MR heads. The much greater output of the MR head results
in a system performance that is dominated by the magnetic medium's signal-to-noise-ratio,
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SNR,rather than the system noise. Hence,the raw signal output from the mediumis less
important than its intrinsic SNR. Theconfigurationof the 13GBhead is illustrated in Figure
4.
13 GB HEAD
 ONFIGURATION
Figure 4. 13GB Head Configuration
The head contains three "13GB" data channels, capable of read-while-write for tape motion in
either direction, arranged in an asymmetrical 2:1 spacing separation. Two channels are used
for data and the third is used to read servo data. The functions of the channels are alternated
between servo and data as shown in Figure 5 to minimize both the number of elements and the
overhead for the servo band. Only 14 percent of the tape surface is devoted to servo
information in this configuration. Two servo bands are required, as long term tape substrate
instability of the current PET media and current head manufacture/assembly tolerances
would cause excessive mlsregistration of the outermost head because of the additional
separation if only one servo band were utilized.
BAND6
Figure 5. Servo Band and Head Configuration
In the wider separation region between the two 13GB channels, a 1.35GB compatible channel is
inserted. This provides backward compatibility for several generations of systems, allowing
old tapes as far back as QIC-24 (60 MBytes) to be readable in this system.
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Track-Following Servo
As previously illustrated in Figure 2, the track density for Data Cartridges has been limited to
about 150 tracks per inch by tape tracking and distortion in the cartridge. The non-
repeatability in track has both a quasi-static component associated with the direction of the
tape motion and a dynamic component resulting from the composite of rotating parts. The
13GB system incorporates a full-time tracking system. The tape is divided into two servo
bands to reduce the effect of tape distortion due to time variations in temperature, humidity,
tension, and creep. The servo pattern and resultant "on track" signal are illustrated in Figure6.
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Figure 6. Servo Pattern and "On-Track" Position Error Signal
In the "on-track" condition, the "B" signal is 50 percent of the reference "A" signal. The system
has allowed the tracking error to be reduced from .001 inch ( 1000 microinches) to 30
microinches. The number of data tracks has been increased from 30 in the 1.35GB to 144 in the
13GB drive. The latter is the equivalent of about 750 frac_ks per inch (tpi). This track density
breakthrough is illustrated in Figure 7. Azimuth recording used in helica| scan still allows an
extra 30 to 40 percent in track density but, is inefficient in other ways such that its future areal
density advantage is only 15 to 25 percent.
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Figure 7. Data Cartridge Track Density Migration Path
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Data Encoding
The path for data encoding for Data Cartridges has generally followed that of rigid disk drives.
Historically, the codes employed were MFM, 4/5 GCR, 1,7 RLL. In the near future, a form of
Partial Response may be employed. The 2,7 RLL disk drive code was not incorporated because
of its much smaller clocking window which is incompatible with the poorer time base
instability (Jitter) of tape. These codes and their data bit to transition on the tape efficiency are
shown in table 2.
Table 2. Data Encoding
Type Efficiency
MFM 0.5
4/5 GCR 0.8
1,7 RLL 1.33
2,7 RLL 1.5
Partial Reponse 1.5 - 2.0
Partial Response encoding is the first non-peak detecting system. It operates by sampling the
waveform and determining from a sequence of sampled amplitudes what the signal was. It has
several variants (PR4, EPR4, and E2pR4) .These are differentiated by the number of times the
waveform is sampled. The most effective configuration is highly dependent on the system
characteristics. For a given error rate, the efficiency ranges from 0.9 to 2.0 Disk drives
utilizing thinfdm inductive heads have not achieved efficiencies much beyond 1.6-1.7 because
of anomalies in their isolated pulse reponse characteristics. The MR head, however, gives the
smoother, more classical response, of a conventional ferrite head and efficiencies approaching
2.0 are anticipated. This technology change will have the least impact on increasing the
capacity.
Media
For all forms of magnetic recording, the magnetic medium is the key ingredient in propeiling
increases in areal density. The most important characteristics of tape medium are its
magnetic properties and its surface finish. The surface roughness, which is semi-independent
of the magnetic characteristics, impacts head-to-media separation, hence, output and density
response. Its other key characteristic is "defects" which cause drop-outs in the signal resulting
in errors.
13GB generation of Data Cartridges employ the standard SVHS 900 Oe cobalt doped iron oxide
(Co-Fe203) particle which was also employed for the 1.35GB generation. It was selected at that
time because of its superior environmental stability, availability, and noise characteristics
relative to metal particles (MP). Since then, improved passivation has greatly reduced the
corrosion concern for MP. Future generations will require new media. It is anticipated that
either a super-fine MP or BaFe particle will be used. While metal-evaporated, ME, media such
as NiCo or CoCr hold out the promise of the higher performance required for future systems,
the issues of sufficient durability and chemical stability to meet long term data storage
requirements have yet to be demonstratedfor these media. Progress has been reported and,
perhaps, ME media will be ready by the very late ] 990's.
MR heads with their much greater sensitivity have altered the prioritization of characteristics
for magnetic media. Where the system noise dominates the SNR, such as with inductive heads
with a few hundred microvolts of signal or less, the output from the tape is paramount. Among
the particulate media, MP has the highest magnetic moment, hence, the highest output. ME
films offer even higher outputs. In Data Cartridges, where MR heads are utilized, however, the
medium's SNR dominates the overall system SNR. Here particle size, packing density, and
uniformity of dispersion are the most important characteristics. Based on the data cell size for
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the projectedtrack and transition densitiesfor current and future generationsand assuming
an effectiverecordingdepthof onefourth (1/4) the minimum spacingbetweentransitions, the
calculatedSNRIs shown for each of the media in Figure 8. The high performance "HDTV _ MP
particle is assumed to be .01 micron (um) in diameter by 0.1 um long with an .005 um thick
passivatlon layer. In all cases it Is assumed that a 50 percent by volume fractional packing
density Is used since this Is dependent on the process capability of the manufacturer. This Is
optimistic for Co-Fe203 and MP which are typically closer to 40 percent and pessimistic for
BaFe which Is closer to 60 percent. Both NICo and CoCr ME media are also compared. Here the
SNR is derived based on the surface granularization. The NiCo Is assumed to have magnetic
domains with an approximated dimension of 300 angstroms (1.2 microinch) and the CoCr to
have hexagonal crystals of 150 angstroms in diameter.
The SNR in Figure 8 Is calculated. Practical experience indicates that the actual SNR will be
about 6 dB lower. ThIs can be attributed to head-to-media separation, surface roughness, non-
uniform dIstribution, etc. Figure 8 does give the relative SNR, however. The required SNR to
for a raw error rate needed for a 10 "15 corrected error rate (error bursts between bits) in
conjunction with other system parameters is approximately 27 dB. 900 Oe Co-Fe203 is
adequate for both the 1.35GB and the 13GB generations. A new medium is required for the
Hawk generation. ThIs Is likely to be BaFe whose calculated SNR Is 3-6 dB greater than that
projected for MP. The additional advantage resulting from dual layer coating may allow BaFe
to suffice for both the Hawk and Condor generations.
Use of particulate media is very desirable in that it provides substantial cost savings over
sputtered or evaporated metal film media. ME media Is expensive because of both the cost o f
the equipment and the overall throughput of that equipment. Vacuum deposition equipment is
both expensive initially, requires a significant amount of downtime for maintenance, and has
coating speed rates in the hundreds of feet per minute instead of thousands of feet per minute
for particulate coaters.
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Figure 8. SNR for Various Media
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The transition to ME mediawould appearnecessaryfor the Condortechnology generation
(approximately500 Mb/in2). However, Fuji has demonstrated dual layer media In which a
smooth thin 0.2-0.5 um layer of MP is coated over a thicker layer of lower coercivity media or a
non-magnetic layer with special characteristics such as titanium oxide. Dual coating has the
potential of achieving a magnetic layer as thin as 0.1 um. The output of this medium at very
high densities approaches within a few dB of that of the ME media with the density response
and overwrite characteristics of thinfllm media. Yet, it retains the produclbillty, lower cost,
and tribological characteristics of the current particulate media systems. This thin layer
characteristic may reduce one of the more difficult characteristics of BaFe, namely the
difficulty in overwriting this very high coerclvity (> 1500 (De) material. Hence, the migration to
the more expensive ME media may be delayed until after the turn of the century. The
construction of such a medium for Data Cartridges Is shown in Figure 9.
UNDERLAYER
0.5 - 1.0UM MAGNETIC TOP LAYER
0.1 - 0.2 UM
BACKCOAT
0.3 - 0.5 UM
Figure 9. Potential Dual Layer Particulate System
A straightforward method of increasing the capacity is to make the tape longer. This can be
achieved by making the magnetic layer, substrate, and backcoat layers thinner. The front and
back layers are already quite thin and further reductions will provide little opportunity to
lengthen the tape significantly. The current PET and PEN substrates are reaching their
mechanical limits as the substrate thickness approaches 4 um. Materials such as the
polyaramides or Polybenzoxazole, PBO, offer promise of higher modulus and, in the case of
PBO, other improved characteristics. A comparison is shown in Table 3. 2 PBO or a material
with similar coefficients of creep and expansion will be necessary for Data Cartridge
Technology to reach 3000-4000 tpl.
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Characteristic
Table 3. Substrate Characteristics
units PEN PET ARAMID PBO
Density
Melting Temperature
Young's Modulus
Tensile Strength
Tensile Elongation
Long Term Heat-Pool
Temp
Heat Shrinkage (200 ° x 5
rain)
C o e ff o f Thermal
Expansion
Coeff of Hygroscopic Exp.
Moisture Absorption
g/cm 3 1.395 1.355 1.420 1.54
o C 263 272 350 None
kg/mm 2 500-850 650-1400 1000- 4922
2000
kg/mm 2 25 30 50 56-63
% 150 95 60 1-2
oc 120 155 180 >300
% 5-I0 1.5 0.I <0.I
I0-6/o C 15 13 15 -7
10" I0 10 18 <I
5/%RH
in/in/% 0.4 0.4 1.5 <l
RH
The mechanical strength of PBO may allow the thickness of the substrates to approach 1.0 um.
Figure 9 illustrates the effect of total tape caliper on length. It is expected that the magnetic and
back coatings will add from 0.6 to 1.5 um to the substrate thickness for total caliper.
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Figure 9. Tape Length versus Caliper for 5.25" Data Cartridge
Other factors such as tape handling, tension variation, achievable substrate roughness, etc.
also figure into determining the maximum length achievable.
The Marketplace
In the past, Data Cartridge Technology has carved out a large segment in the PC to medium
system marketplaces for back-up and data exchange where the emphasis has bqen focused on
low initial cost and compactness. While retaining these characteristics, the enhanced capacity
and potential for high transfer rate opens up new markets. The "Tertiary Storage " market
4O
graphbyAnn Drapeaufrom last year'sNASAConferenceon MassStorage3 hasbeenupdated
with helicalscanand DataCartridge next generation capacity, due in late 1993 or early 1994,
in Figure I0.
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Figure 10. Capacity and Transfer Rates for Assorted Removable Technologies
It should be emphasized that the growth paths for certain technologies are not shown as they
have not been announced by their developers. Undoubtedly, they too will be growing in
capacity and data rate. The latter, though, is likely to be much slower for helical technologies.
Their improvement rates will be primarily paced by the increases in bit density which is
similar for all the above technologies with the exception of optical.
High Performance Systems
"Linear Scan" technology such as Data Cartridge Technology offers the opportunity to
incorporate many parallel channels at minimum additional drive cost. A 12-channel system
compatible with the 13GB cartridge has been proposed. This class of drives is called Peregrine.
There are two versions. The first is simply a 12-channel version of the 13GB drive. It increases
the maximum data rate from 1.54 MBytes/sec to 9.3 MBytes/sec. A later second version, called
Peregrine II, uses an 180 ips 13GB cartridge to achieve a sustained data rate of over I00
Mbits/sec or more precisely, 14.3 MBytes/sec. These are shown as the breakout points in
Figure I0. The multi-channel approach is also applicable to the Mini-cartridge. Because of the
size of the cartridge, the tape speed is limited to 120 ips. Hence, the maximum data rate for the
Mini-cartridge is 9.3 MBytes/sec. The twelve-channel configuration was selected because of its
compatibility wlth the 13GB systems and a feature geometry that is relatively economical to
produce. Utilizing only half the width of the tape because of the tape related track distortion,
TRTD, the elements are set on a 204 um (.008 inch) pitch. Use of advanced substrate materials
and tighter tolerances in the head fabrication may allow future generations to easily expand to
24 channels. It is not anticipated that the channel pitch will be reduced much below 200 um.
Multiple gaps might increase this number to 48 channels but, the structure and the
termination of the elements would be very complex. One possible configuration of the 12
channel head is shown in Figure I 1. Contrasted to the 13GB head in Figure 4, it appears very
complex, and even more so when compared to a single-channel head. However, a good analogy
4]
can bedrawnfrom the individual transistorand integratedcircuits. The fabrication processes
and dimensionsbetweenIC'sand thinfllm headsis quite similar.
12 CHANNEL HEAD
Figure l i. Twelve-Channel Peregrine Head
• ' The Peregrine head is symrneti'ically divided into _o groups of six channels centered about a
servo channel. The outermost data ch/_nnel is no farther away from the tracking servo
channel in the Peregrine configuration than it is in the 13GB configuration except for the
small delta displacement of one quarter of a 13GB servo band. Hence, the issues of TRTD on
the head-to-track misregistration is little worse than in the 13GB. The layout of the Peregrine
head to the 13GB head is illustrated in Figure 12.
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Thebit and track configurationsfor the next generation"Hawk"are fairly well definedat this
time. ThePeregrineversionof that technologywill provideover250 Mbits/sec and 56 Gbytes
of data in the maximum configuration. This is illustrated in Figure 10 as the P3 extension.
The principal characteristics for the first three members of the Peregrine family are listed in
Table 4.
Parameter
Table 4. Peregrine System CharacterisUcs
Peregrine 1 Peregrine 2 Peregrine 3
Technology 13GB 13GB Hawk
Capacity (GBytes) 13.5 13.5 56
Data Rate (MB/s) 9.3 14.3 31
Data Rate (Mb/s) 76 114 253
No. of Channels 12 12 12
Bit Density (kbpi) 67.733 150 150
Data Tracks 144 144 216
Media Co_Fe203 Co-Fe203 BaFe
Media Speed (ips) 120 180 180
Tape Length (ft) 1200 1200 1500
The progression of Data Cartridge Technology to higher bit density, more channels, and a
practical upper limit of tape speed to the region of 200+ ips, should make Data Cartridge
systems with 1-2 Gbit/sec data rates readily achievable in the future.
Sutnmaxy
Within the established low cost structure of Data Cartridge drive technology, it is possible to
achieve nearly 1 terrabyte (1012) of data capacity and more than 1 Gbit/sec (>100 Mbytes/sec)
transfer rates. The desirability to place this capability within a single cartridge will be
determined by the market. The 3.5" or smaller form factor may suffice to serve both the
current Data Cartridge market and a high performance segment. In any case, Data Cartridge
Technology provides a strong sustainable technology growth path into the 21st century.
1. International Data Corporation
2. National Media Lab Newsletter
3. NASA Conference Publication 3198, Vol. II pg. 203
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A proprietaryprocesshasbeendevelopedto "stabilize"the mediaagainst corrosionand
phaseseparationobservedpreviouslyin this alloysystemunderenvironmental testing
at elevatedtemperaturesand humidities.Althoughhaving the effectof decreasingthe
sensitivity of the mediasomewhat,excellentstability results have beendemonstrated
for this process,while still retaining sensitivityadequatefor current applications. The
subbinglayersetsa smooth,hardenedsurfacefor the optical mediaand is particularly
important in reducingopticaldefectsin the PETsurface. Thebackcoatenhanceswebor
tapehandling propertiesand can significantlyreducewearon the front surfaceof the
tape.
Vacuum Depostion
A laboratory size sputtering machine (13" web width) is used with 3 separate
minichambers located around the coating drum. Each minichamber is operated
independently in either the metal or reactive sputtering mode for discrete and
sequential layer depositions. Optical properties of the deposited layers are measured
in-situ and used to computer control the operation. Optical monitors provide frequent
wavelength scanning from 360-2200nm of both reflection and transmission, and the
computer provides down-web data logging of all process parameters. Typical optical
properties of the media at two wavelengths are shown in Table I.
TABLE 1 : Optical reflection and transmission of media at 670/830nm on PET during
sputter deposition.
LAYER:TYPE _ _: i'
, T _ J ' } ;,'- ' :4 _-- ,
1. Optical Metal Only
2. With Oxygen Dopant
3. With Activation Layer
4. With Abrasion Layer
i: 4"Hick
~ 35nM
~ 50nM
- 65riM
75/75%
55155%
43/5O%
37145%
"; l:ii:!'{:I! i_
3%
10%
8%
7%
APEX WRITE/READ Test Results
An APEX OHMT-300 instrument is used to measure recording characteristic with an
830nm laser. For purposes of evaluation, modulation depth is defined as (RO-RI)/(R0-
R2), where R0, Rl and R2 are reflectivities of unwritten media, written data bits and
bare PET (typically 6%), respectively. Full modulation (i.e., 1.0) is def'med as the data
bit reflection equal to base PET reflection. For the current product, modulation depth as
a function of writing energy for various pulse widths is shown in Fig.2 for two different
lasers in the system, lOmW and 50mW, and a disk rotation rate of 5rps (about 850mm/s
velocity). Write sensitivity of the media increases substantially with decreasing pulse
width. At the shortest pulse width tested (50ns), full modulation is reached near 0.5nJ.
The offset of the power curves at 250,300 and 350ns to lower energies (about 0.35nJ) for
the 50roW laser vs. the 10mW laser is attributed to the spacial differences in the energy
output of the two lasers incident on the media surface and/or a possible difference in
calibration.
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FIG.2: Modulation Depth vs. Writing Energy at Various Pulse Widths
The APEX test results (50mW laser) of writing energy as a function of pulse width at
various fixed modulation depths are shown in Fig. 3. Over the range tested, the writing
energy (P) at a fixed modulation depth decreases linearly with decreasing pulse width (t)
and can be described by the function, P = A + Bt. At 50% modulationdepth, the intercept
(A), at t = 0 for an infinitely narrow pulse width, is 0.2nJ, and the slope (B) is 0.O045J/s.
The increase in writing energy for a fixed modulation depth is attributed to time
dependent power dissipation by thermal conduction in the media. This characteristic
implies a significant energy advantage (as well as speed) for shorter pulse writing.
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FIG. 3: Writing Energy vs. Pulse Width at Various Modulation Depths
Data Bit Morphology
CREO written data bits of approximately l micron diameter are shown on a section of
tape in the photomicrograph of Fig.4. Formation of such data bits are shown in more
detail by atomic force microscopy in the micrograph of Fig.5. With the exaggerated
scaling in the z-axls, the bits appear as mounds with a somewhat faceted center pit. The
cross-section of the lower bit in Fig.5 shows the pit with a fiat bottom, which may
extend down to the substrate. The small rectangular features in the surface of the media
are believed to be metallic crystallites.
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FIG.4: PhotomicrographofCREO Written Tape
FIG. 5: AFM Micrograph of CREO Written Data Bit Scale =nm
Wear Test Results
As a guide to developing wear resistance, a simple abrasion test with a hard eraser was
employed to determine the number of strokes required to produce an observable
removal of media from the substrate. The results in Table 2 indicate a major
improvement in wear resistance for the combination of subbing and abrasion resist
layers. The contribution of the subbing layer in enhancing abrasion resistance is
attributed to a firmer base for the media provided by its hard-coat properties and
stronger adhesion to the optical metal. The abrasion resist layer is then most effective
under these conditions. There appears to be an optimal thickness of the abrasion resist
layer, i.e., abrasion resistance improves significantly with increasing thickness,
however, media sensitivity is somewhat diminished by thicker layers. Wear tests
conducted at CREO on the optical tape recorder show very promising results. Initial (at
zero search cycles) raw and corrected bit error rates are below 5xl 0exp-5 and 10exp-22,
respectively. At search speeds of 5m/s, more than 5,000 searches are readily obtained
on tapes without backcoats before corrected bit error rates of 10exp- 12 are exceeded.
With the current top side structure, the major contribution to wear appears to come
from the back or slip-coated side of the tape. Very promising results have been obtained
from samples with antl-abrasion back side coatings.
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TABLE2: SimpleErasureAbrasionResistanceof MediaShowingEffectsof Subbing
and AbrasionResist Layers
WITHOUT SUBBING LAYER
WITH SUBBING LAYER
i CO_T,I_G _ P,E,,'
ACTIVATION LAYER ONLY 7
.............................................................. _ ...................................
WITH ABRASION RESIST 8
ACTIVATION LAYER ONLY 12
WITH ABRASION RESIST 30
Environmental Test Results
Accelerated aging tests were conducted by suspending unprotected tape strips in a
temperature/humidity chamber at 70°C and 95%RH. Typical optical property changes
with time for stabilized media are shown in Fig.6. Only slight changes in transmission
and reflection were observed after 384 hours. At each test interval, the characteristics
of modulation depth vs. writing energy were measured on the APEX tester (with the
lOmW laser and 250ns pulse width), as shown in Fig.7. No noticeable changes in
writing characteristics were observed. All of these results are in sharp contrast to
earlier experience with these media before the stabilization process was developed; i.e.,
the media would be totally degraded after weathering for 24 hours. Other tests are in
progress to determine potential for 100 year archival life.
(1.5)
0 1 O0 200 300 400
Time (hrs)
%T %R
500
FIG.6: Change In Transmission & Reflection vs. Time at 70°C and 95%RH Change in
Percent @ 850nm
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FIG. 7: Modulation Depth vs. Writing Energy at Various Times in T/H Chamber at 70°C
and 95% RH
Conclusion
An optical recording media has been developed for permanent digital storage
application in tape formats. Useful characteristics of write sensitivity, durability and
environmental stability have been demonstrated. The sputter coating process can be
scaled to large, wide-web roll coaters for future high-volume production. Although
tuning of overcoats will be required for blue lasers, the media is well suited for such
developments in future higher speed, higher density applications.
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Introduction
ICI has developed a unique and novel method of certifying a Terabyte optical tape. The tape
quality is guaranteed as a statistical upper limit on the probability of uncorrectable errors.
This is called the Corrected Byte Error Rate or CBER, and is defined below.
We developed this probabilistic method because of two reasons why error rate cannot be
measured directly. Firstly, written data is indelible, so one cannot employ wrlte/read tests
such as used for magnetic tape. Secondly, the anticipated error rates need impractically large
samples to measure accurately (Smythies and Woodley [I ]). For example, a rate of IE-12
implies only one byte in error per tape.
The archivability oflCl 1012 Data Storage Tape In general is well characterised and
understood; see for example Ruddick [2]. Nevertheless, customers expect performance
guarantees to be supported by test results on individual tapes. In particular, they need
assurance that data is retrievable after decades in archive. This paper describes the
mathematical basis, measurement apparatus and applicability of the certification method.
Tape format and error correction
See figure I. Data is stored as records written transversely across the tape. Each record on the
tape is built up from I024 codewords. Each codeword contains 64 bytes of user data and 16
error correction code (ECC) bytes. The ECC algorithm is a Reed-Solomon code which can
completely correct up to 8 defective bytes within a codeword. If there were 9 bytes or more, then
the codeword would he flagged as uncorrectable and the regenerated data would very likely
contain errors.
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Figure I. Data format on IC11012 Data Storage Tape
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The CBER is the probability that a byte regeneratedfrom the raw data in any codewordis
corrupt. Becauseof the ECC, and the way the data Is packed in each record, the number of
defective bits in each byte does not affect the ECC; it is thus appropriate to measure errors in
bytes rather than bits. Statistically, the number of errors in the data increases with the raw
byte error rate, or BER.
The ECC works on expanded codewords 255 bytes long consisting of the 80 user and ECC bytes
plus 175 bytes filled with zeroes. The algorithm generates 8 correction bytes and 8 correction
addresses in the expanded codeword. With more than 8 corrupt bytes in the original codeword,
the corrections and addresses are wrong, and there is a high probability that some of the 175
padding bytes will be toggled non-zero. When this happens ECC breakdown is detected and the
recovered data is issued as it was read.
Origin of Errors
Optical tape is written by short bursts of intense light from a laser which reduces the dye-
polymer recording layer thickness, making it appear dark. The data is read by another lower
power laser which discriminates the dark and light regions. Errors arise if either a written
region appears bright or an unwritten region appears dark. There are many potential sources
of errors, but for media certification we are only interested in those from physical anomalies
in the recording layer.
Bright spots occur when there is a break in the dye-polymer coating so that the underlying
aluminium alloy reflector is exposed. Alternatively, the coating is so thick that the write laser
cannot 'punch through' to sufficient depth. Dark spots are generally due to scratches and debris
which scatter the read laser light. They can also be seen if the dye-polymer layer is thinner
than normal, so that it is comparable in thickness to a written area.
Calculating the CBER from measurable properties
For reasons given above, one must use statistical probability to compute CBER. This section
starts with the general case and develops a practical tool for deriving the CBER from the
background defects and observable point defects.
1. General case.
The probability of a given codeword being corrupt Is the sum of the probabilitles of that
codeword containlngy=9, 10, .. 80 corrupt bytes. The CBER for this codeword is the sum of the
products of
l) the probability lay,8O of a codeword having y corrupt bytes before correction, and
li) the fraction y/80 of corrupt bytes in the codeword (since correction is inhibited).
8O
y-9
2. Effect of background defects.
If the defective bytes are completely random, then the binomial distribution can be used to
compute the Py,8O from the probability p of any individual byte in the codeword being corrupt.
The fraction p is the byte error rate, or BER.
n ! p)n-w
Pk,n k!. (n" k)( "pk'(l"
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It was shown in Howell [3] that the CBER calculated in this way is the most pessimistic value; if
the defective bytes are not random, i.e. they are clustered in the record, then the CBER will be
less. It represents an upper bound on CBER when the raw BER in a record measured by the drive
is used directly in the binomial distribution.
In practice the CBER estimated from data from large scale experimental trials [3] is
substantially less than the upper bound. A lot of perfectly serviceable material would fall if
this simple test was applied indiscriminately. The reason is clear when the tape surface is
examined more closely. A relatively small peak in BER would be amplified by the non-linear
binomial expression so it dominates the CBER result. However we find that these peaks are not
showers of defects spread over the tape width. They are compact clusters caused by well-defined
circular or 'point' defects. Such defects corrupt nearly every byte within their boundary, but do
not affect those outside.
A practical certification method must take the morphology of these point defects into account.
As the tape is not preformatted it is impossible to know exactly which codewords will be
affected. We can still obtain an important statistical CBER estimate from the size alone. This
will now be derived.
3. Effect of individual 'point' defects.
Consider codewords within a single record containing a defect which is exactly one byte block
(384 microns) wide. This defect is superimposed on the random background errors. Every
codeword in the record will have at least one corrupt byte from the defect. The probability of 9
corrupt bytes in total is then the binomial probability of 8 out of the remaining 79. For a defect
which is 2 byte blocks wide, we must Fund the binomial probability of 7 out of 78, and so forth.
In general, consider a 'point' defect which is (w+w') blocks wide, where w' is the fraction and w Is
the integer part. The CBER for a record containing this defect is given by the following formula:
8O
CBeR (1 ' Y+ - w )'Py-w.8o-*)'_"
y=9
80 80
w' Y ' Y
= +I1-w
y=9 y=9
= w',B.+_ +(1- w').B.
where B w is the cumulative binomial expansion from background errors for the CBER of a
codeword which has w bytes within a 'point' defect:
8O
p Y---Bw = _ y-w,8o-w 80
y-9
4. Effect of multiple 'point' defects.
If several 'point' defects occur in the same record, their combined effect is calculated from the
probability of the defects coinciding in any codeword. Consider two defects each less than one
block wide of sizes w' and v' blocks. Assume they are randomly placed in the record. The total
CBER will be the sum of the contributions from codewords with none, one or two bytes affected,
as follows:
CBER = (1- w').(1- v').B o
+ ((1- w' ). v' +w'.(1- v' )).B1
+(v'.w').B 2
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The calculation can be developed iteratively to include any number of such defects, of any
width (w+w') blocks. Let din be the probability of a codeword having exactly i corrupt b_(tes
from n point defects. Imagine a codeword which is initially free of point defects. Here d0U =I
and dlO....dso 0 = 0. We include the effect of each defect which might affect the record in turn.
For the k'th defect the vector d k is generated from its predecessor elk- I and defect width (w+v¢)
thus:
d_ =0, fori <w
d_ (1 w'). k-1= - dl-w,f°ri=w
. _ Jk-1¢ - (1-w').d,%'.w fori>w
The expression for the CBER in a record with n point defects is then the sum of the
contributions from the codewords with 0, I, 2 .... 80 bytes corrupted by 'point' defects.
8O
CBER = ._0 dt.Bl
5. Practical implementation.
The vector d = (d0,d I .... ds0) is a complete description of the effect of 'point' defects in a record
on the CBER for that record. The vector B = (B0,B 1 .... B80) is only a function of the background
BER. One can therefore compute d as an arithmetic mean over all records in a region of tape
(say l metre) and use it in the above expression for an average CBER. If the BER is invariant
along the tape the vector B will be constant for all regions. Thus one has a computationally
efficient method of predicting the CBER profile for a tape from the sequence of d vectors and
the background BER.
Measuring Point Errors
'Point' defects are regions of the tape which introduce substantial clusters of errors, and are due
to irregularities in the active layer. A fully automatic system is required which will measure
these in line for every tape pancake (figure 2).
Zm_e Armlyele rand Logging
Video
Position
Int'o
I
Figure 2. Automatic inspection for IC11012 optical tape
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Thesystemuses a pair of line scan cameras which observe the tape in the near infra-red as it
passes at constant speed. Defects show up in both cameras, but the wavelengths have been
carefully chosen to measure the reflectlvity in the unwritten and written states. The latter
measurement is clearly an indirect one. The optics incorporate many innovative features to
reduce sensitivity to other disturbances, such as tape movement. This means that the system
can be made very sensitive to variations in coating which are known to affect read/write
performance.
The cameras will resolve to 20 microns at the tape surface. This means that any defect can be
measured to 5% of a byte block width. The software analyses the image in real time, including
correlation of the two camera images to avoid double-counting of defects. The codeword defect
vector d is built up for each transverse scan which approximates to a record width. The
cumulative codeword defect vector may then be used to compute the CBER directly for each
metre run of tape, as described above. This is also a traceable record for quality assurance.
The software further analyses the image to classify the physical form of the defects. Thus,
scratches, thin and thick dye-polymer, debris and exposed reflector are individually logged
and displayed. This map then becomes a permanent record of every tape which is produced, so
that in the unlikely event of problems the product is fully supportable.
Conclusions
The method described is a non destructive, statistically valid prediction of the CBER for
certification of individual tapes. It is flexible in three respects.
Firstly, it ks not a simple pass or fail quality check. Different applications will have different
tolerances to uncorrectable errors. One inspection provides all the information needed to
determine the suitability of a tape. It is then possible to grade tapes ffthe need arises.
Secondly, the CBER is known along the whole length of the tape pancake. This means that
cutting positions can be optimised to minimise waste when removing any substandard regions
of the pancake.
Finally, the defect vector is a compact record which is independent of subsequent changes in
service I. The CBER can be recalculated easily and accurately for any background BER. This
could be BER measured by the tape drive after writing. Equally it could be BER at some point in
the future as estimated by models from accelerated ageing experiments.
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Key Concepts and Features
Abstract model for open storage systems
lnterconnection (OSSI)
Modularity
Transparency
Separation of policy and mechanism
Logical separation of control and data flows
Third-party transfers
Layered object naming via name services
Enable automated storage hierarchy
management
No scalability limits
OSI system management model
General security model
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Fundamental Abstractions
Sets/Containment/Groups
used for managing sets of storage system
objects
many types of homogeneous and
heterogeneous sets
Stores
structured address space with operations
fundamental object manipulated by the Model
contain all storage data
includes physical stores, virtual stores, vlrtual
volumes
Physical Volume
media
Cartridge
volumes
Device
Interfaces and mount
points
SOID
Model-visible objects
directly maps to storage
contains physical
contains read/write
typed name for all
Mover
Media Access Point
a read/write Interface with state (position,
etc.)
Dual Role:
as Device Manager
controls media access points
as Data Transfer Manager
controls peer data flow between two movers
Commands: copy, load/unload, position
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Physical Volume Repository (PVR)
Contains cartridges and device mount points
Mounts cartridges onto device mount points
Supports location-independent access to
contained cartridges and devices
Transfer mechanism may be human, robotic,
or a combinaUon
Commands: mount/unmount, stage,
Inject/eject
Physical Volume Library (PVL)
Location-independent mounting of a set of
cartridges resident in various PVRs
Secure and reliable mounting of removable
media
Single uniform physical volume name space
Global resource allocaUon and compatible
device selection
Lifecycle management for cartridges and
physical volumes (assigned, scratch,
maintenance)
Commands: mount/unmount, stage,
import/export
6O
Storage Server
Composes physical and virtual stores into other virtual stores
Supports concatenation, replication, RAID, etc.
Virtual stores are managed and exported via storage groups
Range of access semantics:
fine to coarse grained access & allocation
shared flocking) to unshared access
Commands: copy, create/delete/reconflgure, mount/unmount,
Import/export
Environmental Services
Communications
Location by SOID Name
Security
Layered Name Services {Directory Services)
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1.0 Introduction
This paper's perspective is based on the author's experience generating, analyzing, archlving,
and distributing data obtained from satellites, and on the experience gained in data modeling
and the development of standards for data understanding under the Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS).
Data formats are used to represent all information in digital form, and thus play a major role
in all interchanges and access to this information. The need to more efficiently manage and
process rapidly growing quantities of data, and to preserve the information contained
therein, continue to drive a great interest in data formats.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the role of formats as they support the use of data
within a space agency. The life-cycle identified is only one of many variations that would be
recognized by those familiar with the 'space business', however it is expected that most of the
issues raised will be pertinent to other 'space business' life cycles and to other 'non-space'
disciplines as well.
2.0 Space Data Life Cycle Outline
This life-cycle has a clear beginning, but an iU-deflned end, if it exists at all. In outline form,
as shown in Figure 1, it begins with the generation of an Instrument Bit Stream (IBS) by a
science instrument flown on board a space platform, the collection of these bits, and their
transmission to a ground system. Ground processing is performed to recover the original IBS
and to produce an Instrument Bit Stream Product (IBSP). This is followed by the application
of various types of processing to correct for instrument characteristics and to produce a First
Calibrated Product (FCP). The further application of various types of processing to compare
the data with models and data from other sources usually results in some Archival Products
(AP) suitable for long term archlving. The IBSP may also be a suitable product for long term
archiving although this is not shown explicitly in the figure. Parts or all of these products are
distributed over time spans of decades to data requesters for further analysis and for the
archival of additional products derived from this analysis. Finally, at various points in time,
there is the expected removal of these archival products from the archive. This demise of data
is currently ill-del'med because to date most data draining from scientific archives has been
accidental. It is an ongoing issue to arrive at effective policies and practices for data retention
in such archives.
3.0 Role of Formats
3.1 Information, Not Just Data
The primary purpose for the birth of data in this life cycle is to provide new information that
will be used to advance scientific understanding of our universe. (Throughout this paper,
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"information" Is understoodas any kind of knowledgethat can be transferredamongusers,
while "data" Is understoodas the representationforms of that information.)
FIGURE 1 : A SPACE-DATA LIFE CYCLE
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Instruments onboard a space platform generate large volumes of data bits having repeating
structures containing numbers representing a variety of observations and conditions. As the
information represented by these number moves through the life cycle, it is augmented with
other information and processed into new types of information. For example, a spinning
particle detector on board a spacecraft counts particle events, but eventually this information
is turned into count rates and then into particle fluxes. By combining this information with
instrument looking direction information, particle fluxes in various directions are obtained.
It is such particle fluxes that may be readily compared with our models of this space
environment to validate and extend the models, thus increasing our understanding of the
universe.
3.2 Formats and Metadata
At each stage in the life cycle, the information is represented in some way by data bits.
"Format", or "Data Format" information typically refers to the way data bits are organized
into recognizable data types (e.g., integers, reals, characters) and the way sequences of these
data types are constructed to form ever more complex structures including whole data
products that may cross multiple files on a physical volume. While this format type of
information (i.e., metadata) IS essential, much more metadata is needed to fully understand
the information carried by a digital data stream or data product. For example, data types
usually need additional attributes such as meaning (a text description), units, precision, and
meaningful ranges or valid values. Information on the relationships among the data types,
and the data structures, can be complex but must be known. Additionally, information on the
context in which the data were obtained (e.g.,mission, processing history, instrument
locations and pointing directions) is also required if the data are to be fully understood.
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Theamountand typesof metadata that need to be recorded and formally associated with a
data product, in order to fully understand it, depends on the knowledge of the intended users of
the product. Clearly more metadata (supporting information) is going to be needed by high
school students than by graduate students in the science discipline associated with the
instrument being flown. Further, information that seems 'obvious' to those familiar with the
production of a data product can rapidly become 'cloudy' when they have not worked with the
product for many months or years. Experience suggests that clear categories of required
metadata need to be defined, and then supposedly conforming instances need to be checked by
independent reviewers to be sure the information is understandable and complete if the
information is to be useable by others.
It is also true that space data products tend to become better understood as they are used over
time. Some long term instrument drifts may become apparent and correlations with other
data may improve the understanding of the space data product. Further, there may be new sets
of metadata created to efficiently search the data in new ways. Thus the mechanisms used to
represent and manipulate the metadata must support augmentation of the metadata over
time.
Given the large volumes of data that need to be handled in the life cycle, efficient computer
processing is a major consideration. Since writing, testing, and maintaining new software is
a major expense, one might postulate that an ideal scenario is one in which all (or most) of the
types of information, including relationships, that need to be represented should have
generally agreed structural representations, or formats. This would mean that a computer
interpretable language, capable of representing much of the information desired to be
expressed in scientific data products, would be available. The extent to which such a language
can be developed, and still provide sufficient storage and processing efficiency, is not clear to
this author. That such a language is not available, coupled with the costs of unique sollware,
can be viewed as the primary reasons for the great interest in data formats.
3.3 Access to Formatted Data
As there is no standard, formal, language for representing the kinds of scientific information
we have been addressing, a number of techniques, each supporting a type of access to the
information, are currently being used.
The most basic type of access is to build an understanding of a unique data structure,
representing some set of scientific information, into the access software. This has the
advantage of being very efficient for access, but has the severe disadvantage of being very
costly since it promotes the generation of lots of unique software. It also makes information
interchange difficult because recipients need to make modifications to their local software to
be able to 'read and understand' each new data structure. For long term preservation of such
data, good human understandable documentation going down to the bit level is needed to
enable new access software to be written when needed. The existing software languages are
inadequate for this task because it can be very hard to infer the underlying data structure
from the software. This is understandable because these languages are designed primarily to
transform data and not to provide an understanding of the data. In addition, the software
languages usually do not address the needed bit level information.
Another type of access is to use software that supports a 'particular data model' (e.g., an n-
dimensional array with dimensional and global attributes) having a private internal data
structure. Information to be exchanged or stored is mapped to the data model, and then loaded
into the internal data structure. This includes the data and some of the metadata needed to
understand the data. The advantage for information interchange is that local software can be
prepared to work with the data model, and thus be able to work with a variety of information
as long as it can be usefully represented by the data model. The disadvantage is that no
current data model can usefully represent all the types of scientific information that need to
be exchanged, and the information's representation must be converted to the internal form of
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the data model. Further, for long term preservation, the Information must be carefully
checkedto ensure no loss whenchangesoccur to the local hardware,operating system,or
versionof the data modelaccesssoftware. It is not clear that this can evenbeaccomplished
for large data volumes. When the data modeland its software is no longersupported, the
information will need to be extractedand movedto a new model or a new technique for
information preservation.
A third typeofaccessis providedby a variationof the secondtype of access. In thls type the
datamodelis representedby a standard, not private, internal data structure. This has an
additional advantage for long term preservation in that the information content's
dependenceon hardwareand operatingsystemshouldbeclearfrom the standard, and thus
much moreeasilycontrolledagainstinformation losswhenhardwareand operatingsystems
change. Further, there is no needto movethe information to a new model or mechanism
whensoftwaresupportingthe modelis no longerto bemaintained. Thecreationof newaccess
softwareor other techniquescan wait until the information needsto beused as longas the
documentrepresentingthe standardstill exists. In otherwords,the lack of working access
softwaredoesnot meanthe informationhasbeenlost.
A fourth type of accessis providedby softwarethat understandsa standarddata description
capabilitythat is embeddedwith the data. Thisdiffers fromthe 'particular data model' in that
it is able to support a much more varied set of data structures, but typically (as far as the
author is aware) does not support the relationships that would provide the capabilities of the
'particular data models'. The lack of 'particular data model' support is likely to be addressed
as these description languages mature. The advantage to this approach is the great flexibility
ofdata structures that can be supported. The disadvantage is that embedding the description
capability with the data may cause considerable data expansion and thus may not be practical
for large data volumes. Further, access to the information may be less efficient than for
'particular data models' with data structures tuned to their needs. However data description
capabilities tare especially good for information preservation since the information is
preserved as long as the data description standard is available. It should be noted that the
'particular data models' use some type of internal data description capability, but only to the
extent needed to support their data model.
The last type of access described here uses software that understands a separable data
description language. This is like the embedded capability described above, except the
description may be separated from the data. This has the distinct advantage of not expanding
the data volume, and of allowing this metadata to be independently managed and updated.
This also allows the structure of the data to be efficient for representing the information. The
disadvantage is that access to the data, using the description language software, is likely to be
less efficient than for the 'particular data model' case.
Some of the current constraints on the use of data formats and their access mechanisms can
be seen by a closer examination of the format and metadata issues in the space data life cycle.
3.4 Format (and Metadata) Issues in the Life Cycle
The approach in this section is to examine the environments suggested by Figure 1, and to
determine a number of data format considerations that can affect the identified data products
3.4.1 Space Platform Environment
An instrument on board a space platform generates an Instrument Bit Stream (IBS). There
may be several constraints that determine how the data are formatted, including: 1) space
platform resource limitations such as telemetry bandwidth, on board power and weight, 2)
available space platform data handling services, and 3) reuse of data structures from previous
versions of the instrument or from similar missions.
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This resourceconstrained environment drives a very efficient use of bits to represent
numbers, flags,modes,and other conditions. Seldomare thesenumbers 16or 32 bits in
lengthastheyusuallyarewhengeneratedbygroundbasedcomputers,and often theyarealso
scaledin variousways. Complexinstrumentswill usemodeindicatorsto signal the presence
of different data structures, or different interpretations of the numbers in a given data
structure. To reducethe telemetryburden,only informationnot easilyaddedon the ground
will be included in the IBS. Suchdata structureswill needa lot of additionalmetadata,not
found in the IBS,to befully understandable.
TheIBS is encapsulatedin somemannerbeforeit is transmitted to the ground. Traditional
space platform major and and minor telemetry frames force an overall structure that each
instrument must share, with the result that one instrument's data stream is multiplexed with
that of others unless there is only one primary instrument on the platform. The new
standards for the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) packets and
frames allows an instrument to own individual packets containing hundreds or thousands of
bits. This greatly simplifies space platform data handling on the ground and gives the
instrument developer much greater freedom in designing a data format for the packet content.
However the instrument packet designer must now explicitly insert time tags as needed
because, in general, there is no guaranteed relation between packet generation and an external
clock.
If similar instruments have been flown on previous missions by the same instrument team,
then it is likely that the same or similar data formats for the IBS will be used and this will
facilitate some software reuse.
In summary, an IBS tends to have a great variety of data type representations for numbers,
and to be quite instrument specific in the organization and meaning assigned to these data
types. Nevertheless the types of information represented, such as images, time series, and
spectra, are more common across different instruments and missions than are the various
representations or formats used. The use of data description languages may be the best
approach to providing common access (i.e.,reusable software) while supporting a variety of bit
efficient representations.
3.4.2 Generic Ground Processing
The function of Generic Ground Processing in this life cycle is to remove the artifacts of the
space to ground transmission domain, to recover the original IBS, and to put out an IBSP
which has a basic structure that is the same from mission to mission. Typically the IBS is
collected for a previously agreed period, such as an orbit or a day, before an IBSP is released.
The IBSP will include, in addition to the original IBS bits, attributes related to the
accumulation period such as orbit number or time period covered, and possibly some quality
information relating to the reliability of the recovered IBS. This information will be
appended without altering the format of the IBS, which in general is transparent to Generic
Ground Processing. This stage of the life cycle is a reasonable place to add one or more
identifiers of the metadata needed to convert the IBSP into useful information. This has the
benefit of stimulating the documentation of this metadata (which might Include a formal
description of the format using a data description language), and making the IBSP much more
archivable as well as useful if it needs to be shared with a distributed set of colleagues. This
will also provide a good start to the metadata that will be needed to support other products in
the life cycle, and will provide a source of information to stimulate reuse in other mission's
products. Note that it appears less desirable to actually include most of the metadata, as
opposed to identifiers of the metadata, in the IBSP. Including thls metadata may
significantly expand the size of the product, and it freezes the metadata at an early stage of
understanding of the product.
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An IBSP Instance may be one or a few files, and may be distributed via networks or via
physicalmedia(sequentialor randomaccess).
Thls environment may include a temporary, or seml-permanent, archive for the IBSP
instances from many Instruments and missions. It is assumedthat any such temporary
archivingis donewithout needingto understandthe contentof eachIBS. For example,the
archivecatalogwouldbe populatedwith informationsuch asspacecraftIdentifications and
orbit numbers that are obtained from sourcesother than the IBS. Considerations for
permanentarchlvingareaddressedin sections3.4.4,3.4.5,and3.4.6.
In summary, the format of the IBSPincludesthat of the IBS,but adds additional attributes
associatedwith the collection interval, mission, instrument, etc. to make the resulting
product readily recognizableand archivablewithout having to parsethe content of the IBS
structure. The format should be efficiently accessible whether the distribution is via
networks or physical media (both sequential and random access)since the next stage of
processingwill most likely be donein a pipelineapproachand a media independentformat
will have the best chance of being a long lived output format from this Generic Ground
Processingenvironment.
3.4.3 Instrument Calibration Processing
The functionality envisioned in this stage of the life cycle is primarily the conversion of the
raw IBSP numbers (actually the IBS numbers) to more meaningful quantities. These
conversions are most likely to be reversible (e.g., multiplying values by a constant), although
some non-reversible calibrations may also be performed at this stage. Although not shown
explicitly in Figure i, thls processing may require incorporation of other data streams
derived from the space platform, such as orbit and attitude information, or data from ground
observations, to complete the calibrations. Typically the result is an Initial Calibrated
Product (ICP) whose format is organizationally similar to the IBSP, but with some
information (perhaps quality) eliminated and other information (such as location and
pointing direction) added.
This product may, or may not, have most of its values converted to 8, 16, or 32 bit quantities to
be more easily processible by software. Even greater changes in the format are likely to take
place if there has been prior agreements to push all data into a particular data model whose
Implementation software maintains its own internal format, or ff there is a need to conform
to input requirements for the next stage of processing. These decisions will most likely
depend on trade-offs among the volume expansion that would take place, the availability of
storage, and use of common mechanisms for access to this data product.
This processing would most likely be done at a mission or project facility, and typically an
ICP instance would be one or a few fries.
The metadata associated with the IBSP should be a good starting point for the metadata
needed for this new product, but It needs to be suitably updated. It is very important that the
insight gained from overseeing the calibration processing be recorded as supporthlg
metadata. A new metadata identifier, for this new set of metadata, can be inserted in forming
the ICP. Again it appears desirable not to include substantial amounts of metadata directly
within the product for the same reasons given in section 3.4.2. The use of an overall format
organization that is efficiently accessible from all types of media or from networks is also
desirable if the mission is long lived and evolution of systems is a concern.
In summary, the format of the ICP may, or may not, be substantially different from that of the
IBSP. This appears to depend primarily on the nature of the calibration performed, on the
relative availability of storage space for this product, and on the planned use of access
mechanisms such as use of a single data model or use of a data description language. As
envisioned in this life cycle, the basic nature of the information contained In the ICP is not
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substantially different from that in the IBSP or IBS. In other words, the presence of an image,
time series, or spectrum, for example, would be present throughout and through a simple
mapping (calibration function) be related to the output of the instrument. More complex
transformations of the information are assumed to take place in the next stage of the life
cycle.
3.4.4 Instrument Team Analysis Processing
The two primary objectives of this stage of the life cycle are to extract new understanding of
our environment from the data, and to produce useful APs that support future analysis. The
functions envisioned to meet the objectives are wide ranging. They include reprocessing the
IBSP with Improved calibration information', the application of physics models to effect
substantial transformations of the ICP into what are often referred to as "higher level
products", and the selective subsetting of the products for lncorporatlon into a variety of
favorite data analysis and display tools. Subsets of data (Archival Product Subsets, or APS)
from external archives may need to be folded into this processing either to create a new
product or for comparisons. Papers for publication in the literature would be generated, and
some of the products (including possibly the IBSP and FCP) generated should be suitable for
preparation for long term archlving.
This processing environment will need to have Its own archive to hold the ICP instances,
support products ingested from long term archives, and intermediate products generated
during the processing. This archive requirement is not explicitly shown in Figure I, but may
be met by some combination of project archive support and local archive support. In general,
it must be assumed that data products in multiple formats will need to be archlvable and
accessible to this analysis processing environment. The formats of these products can ease
the archlving function if they include an easily accessible set of attributes (e.g., time period
covered, mission, instrument) that can be used to populate an archival catalog, and if they did
so in a way that allowed them to be updated and accessed without having to modify or parse
the rest of the data product.
The analysis processing environment's desires for the formats of the input products (ICP and
APS) shown In Figure I can be widely varying. While this environment may be able to
significantly affect the ICP format, such as ensuring that arrays are stored in an efficient way
for the local hardware, this is much less likely for data acquired from long term archives.
Thus this environment must work with data in multiple formats.
Given that this environment is likely to have a good set of resources, the detailed formats at
the record level (bits and bytes) are less of a concern than overall product organization and a
clear understanding of the information present in the data. Maintaining an up-to-date set of
metadata linked to the ICP will help to avoid information loss, particularly when this stage of
processing involves sending data to distributed colleagues, and it will aid in preparing data
products for subsequent archiving. Processing the ICP and APS will generally involve
applying selection criteria to values within these products, and the extraction of subsets of
values when the selection criteria are satisfied. The focus will be on sofftware to perform this
subsettingand extraction. The output formats for these extractions may be driven by the
input formats required by favorite analysis tools.
The generation of Archival Products (AP) will be constrained by the requirements of the
intended archive, as well as by the internal formats used in this analysis environment. The
archive should require formats that are as media independent as possible in order to
facilitate management of the products within the archive. The archive may require a specific
set of attributes with each instance of an AP to support automated data ingest cataloging and
future subsetting. The extent of metadata, needed to support use by some minimally trained
potential user (e.g., high school student, graduate student) and going down to the bit level,
needs to be included with the AP.
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A typical AP Instance, submitted to an archive, may range up to tens of thousands of files. A
great many such Instances many be sent over several years to complete the archlvlng of a
single AP.
In summary, the Information processing within this stage is likely to deal with a number of
formats. Constraints on these formats typically come from the Input constraints of
commonly used data analysis tools, and from archive constraints on the types of formats the
archives will provide. Further constraints may come from satisfying local data management
needs by providing a set of attributes with each product Instance to ease local cataloging.
FInally, for those products which are Intended for long term archives, additional constraints
are likely to be Imposed by particular archives, Including the association of complete sets of
metadata with each product Instance. The Impacts of these constraInts can be minimized ff
formats are adopted which support the archive's data Ingest and metadata needs since these
formats should also support local data management and catalogIng needs and aid In the
distribution of meaningful products to colleagues.
3.4.5 Long Term Science Archiving
The two primary objectives of this stage of the life cycle are to preserve Information (not Just
data bits) for an Indefinite period (assumed to be many decades, at least), and to provide
requesters with a range of access services. The role of formats is a key element In both of these
objectives.
The Information preservation objective has proven to be quite difficult and tends to be greatly
underestimated by new archives that have not felt the full Impacts of technological change.
For APs Ingested Into the archive, full data product metadata, down to the bit level, Is still
needed. Software access, alone, as the way to understand and work with bit structures has
proven to be Inadequate. It is very expensive to ensure that software, archived with a data
product, performs properly against changing hardware and operatIng systems. Even software
which supports multiple data products Is unlikely to have sufficient resources behind it to
permit the extent of testIng needed to be very sure that all the data products are accessible
without Information loss. Large, stable vendors stand the best chance of having the resources
to do extensive testing, but even here there is no guarantee against some data/information
loss. An archive relying on such software must also have an extensive test plan involving
accessIng and comparing data values with the new and old software. Software which provides
many types of Information Is particularly difficult to adequately test and this becomes more
difficult as the archive data volume grows. In addition, software (i.e., data manipulation
languages) are inadequate as data description languages because they rely on local
representations of bit level data types which tend to change with new hardware and operatIng
systems. Therefore It appears that the use of standard data description languages, coupled
with human readable descriptions Intended to be complete and understandable 50 years Into
the future, ts the best current approach to addressing these aspects of information
preservation.
Archives which do format conversions on AP ingest to an internal data model also risk
Information loss unless they have done a very careful mapping of the Incoming Information
to that model. This can be difficult since archive personnel may not suffÉciently understand
the IncomIng information to ensure against information loss. Therefore it is safest to avoid
format conversions for archival copies of APs. and to limit conversions to the provision of
special data access services for some APSs. The provision of some of these services, such as
rapid online access to large amounts of this information, is likely to require some format
conversions given current technology. This Implies a trade-off must be made among
Information preservation , efficient online access services to the information , and storage
volume. The author believes that only two of these three can be optimized In any single
system, at least with current technology. This appears t o be a major challenge for archives
that Is easily overlooked since the lack of desirable access services is felt Immediately while
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the loss of information may not be noticeduntil there hmsbeenmajor technologyevolution(e.g.,a decadeormore).
APformatsshouldalsosupportthe updatingof metadataover time without having to rewrite
the associated data. For example, new calibration coefficients may be defined, new
interpretations of certain typesof observationsmay needto be documented,and metadata
errorsmayneedto becorrected.
APformats,including the associatedmetadataand its linkageto the data, shouldavoidor at
leastisolate,anymediadependence.Forexample,the embeddingof directory and file names
in thedataormetadatacanproducenameconflictswhen the information must be moved,in
responseto technologyevolution, to new mediatypes within the archive. It also makes
subsettingofthe information (i.e.creating an APS)for distribution to requestersdifficult to
accomplish. Sinceall referencesto directory and file namescan not beeliminated,the best
approachappearsto be to use formats which allow these namesto be isolated and readily
updatedasneeded.Directorynamesandfilenamesshouldneverbeusedin metadatatext as
it becomeveryhard to update. Unfortunately this is commonpracticeamongdata producers
becauseit is convenientin a localsystemandthere is nostandardwayacceptedto name,and
thus refer,to otherdataobjects.
A difficulty in producingan APSwith propermetadataresultsfrom having to extract that set
of metadata,from the total metadataassociatedwith the original AP, that is pertinent to
understandingthe AlaS.Thisputsconstraintson theformatof themetadataandsuggeststhat
the metadatashouldbebrokenintoseparateobjects, someof which will apply to all possible
APSsand somethat will beneedto beshapedfor particularAPSs.
Theefllclent ingestand catalogingof APs,which is neededto support accessto thesedataas
APSs,requires that catalogattribute objectsaccompanythe data products and be linked to
this dataat a usefullevelof granularity. Thedataproducers,after they understandthe ingest
requirement of archives, are in the best position to prepare products that include these
attribute objects. Ideally, all data products would include such objects to facilitate local
catalogingin both temporaryand longterm archives.
APs which are submitted to an archive on mediavolumes containing a great many data
objectsalsoneedto includestandardtable-of-contentsand/or indexobjects. Thepurposeof
theseobjectsis to permit efficient subsettingof the APinto an APSin responseto requests.
Again,it is mucheasierfor the data producerto createtheseobjectsin consultationwith the
archive than it is for the archive to produce them after a great volume of data has been
received.
In summary,archivesshould requireAPformatsto be asmedia independentas possibleand
to include complete metadata, down to the bit level, in order to maximize information
preservation. This metadatashouldbe updateablewithout havingto rewrite the data. The
inclusion of catalog attribute objects, including table-of-contents and index objects, can
greatly improve archive efficiency and accessservicesat little cost to APproducers. The
provision of efficient online accessto largeamounts of information may require format
conversionsand specialsoftware,with the attendant increase in data storage volume over
that devoted to information preservation. The use of data description languages can support
information preservation while allowing access to a great variety of data structures, but
current data description languages are not yet providing very efficient access.
3.4.6 Archive Data Analysis Processing
There are two primary objectives for this stage and they are the same as for Instrument Team
Analysis Processing; to extract new understanding of our environment from the data, and to
produce useful APs that support future analysis. The primary differences are that the data
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comefrom an archiveas one or moreAPSs,and the availableprocessingresourcesmay be
much less than for Instrument TeamAnalysisProcessing.
AnAPSneedsto havea completemetadatasetassociatedwith it as it maybedecadessincethe
information was put into the archiveand theremay not be anyone who is familiar with the
data or even the mission. APS formats need to support incremental access to the
information, such as through table-of-contents and index objects, when the volume of data in
the APS is large (e.g., CD-ROM).
It is a great benefit to this analysis processing if there exists working access software for a
given APS. An AlaS that includes a format description written in a standard data description
language stands a good chance of having working software that may be used to access the data.
An APS that conforms to a particular data model may also have working software, but this
software should be supplied as an addition to the metadata, not as a substitute.
4.0 Summary
This space data life cycle is only one of many variations seen in the 'space business'. However
it is expected that most of the issues and concerns raised will also be applicable to 'non-space
business' life cycles.
The preservation of information (not just bits) throughout this cycle is a primary objective,
and this requires appropriate metadata, down to the bit level, at each stage of the cycle.
Software alone is not suitable for information preservation. The required metadata grows
throughout this cycle, and must be associated with the data in ways which permit both the
data and metadata to move easily to new types of media, including both random and
sequential.
Data formats are used to represent the data and the metadata, and to link the two. The data
formats are subject to various constraints as the information moves through the life cycle,
and no single bit representations for science objects (e.g., image, time series) is practical at all
stages of the cycle. The need to support subsetting of both the data and metadata is apparent in
several of the stages, as is the need to support archival or repository ingest.
It is suggested that data description languages may be a good approach to supporting
information preservation and some automated access, but are not yet up to providing efficient
access for a range of archive online services. Therefore it may be necessary, given current
technology, to use one copy of the information for preservation and a somewhat differently
formatted version (in some cases) for efficient online access services. However the products
sent out from these access services may be weil served to have associated standard data
description language metadata to support automated access. The use of particular data models
have a role to play, particularly in terms of efficient access, but they can get in the way of
information preservation ff archives try to use them as their primary storage mechanism.
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I. Introduction
This paper presents an overview of an Information Interchange Reference Model (IIRM)
currently being developed by individuals participating in the Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) Panel 2, the Planetary Data Systems (PDS), and the Committee
on Earth Observing Satellites (CEOS). This is an ongoing research activity and is not an
official position by these bodies.
This reference model provides a framework for describing and assessing current and proposed
methodologies for information interchange within and among the space agencies. It is hoped
that this model will improve interoperability between the various methodologies. As such,
this model attempts to address key information interchange issues as seen by the producers
and users of space-related data and to put them into a coherent framework.
Information is understood as the knowledge (e.g., the scientific content) represented by data.
Therefore, concern is not primarily on mechanisms for transferring data from user to user
[e.g., compact disk read-only memory (CD-ROM), wide-area networks, optical tape, and so
forth] but on how information is encoded as data and how the information content is
maintained with minimal loss or distortion during transmittal. The model assumes open
systems, which means that the protocols or methods used should be fully described and the
descriptions publicly available. Ideally these protocols are promoted by recognized standards
organizations using processes that permit involvement by those most likely to be affected,
thereby enhancing the protocol's stability and the likelihood of wide support.
II. Issues In Scientific Information Interchange
Figure 1 presents an overview of what is meant by information interchange. The left side
indicates the existence of several pieces of information In various local forms and knowledge
of the relationships among them. The objective for the data producer is to assemble these
pieces and the appropriate knowledge in a way that can be transferred across a spatial and
temporal gap to a consumer system where any or all of the pieces of information and the
relationships between them can be identified, extracted, and used in processing and display.
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An essential element in this view is the physical (spatial) separation of the two systems.
Temporal separations can range from a fraction of a second to many decades.
The problem of moving strings of bytes reliably from senders to receivers has been successfully
addressed by several suites of standards. The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model and
the standards that adhere to it provide a solid framework for understanding and
implementing systems that move data across networks. The packet telemetry and
telecommand standards developed by the CCSDS supplement OSI-compllant protocols with
capabilities specifically designed for communications with satellites. The Sony-Phillps Red
and Green Books provide the basis for encoding information on CD-ROM media so that the
resulting disks can be read in any CD-ROM reader. These protocols can assure that a
transmitted byte string is received completely and in the correct order (or ff it is not, that the
failure is reported to the receiver).
The protocols cited above do not, however, address all the needed aspects of encoding and
interpreting the information within byte strings. They transport blocks, packets, and frames,
whereas end users in the space sciences deal with images, spectra, tables, and maps. How then
do we address the transport of the information objects, such as images and tables, to
scientists? The OSI model allows for applications-level protocols that provide the rules for
encoding and interpreting information within an applications domain. It is the applications-
level protocols (sometimes with assistance from presentation layer protocols) that allow
recipients to extract information from the bytes of data they receive. Few formally
standardized data transfer methods for scientific information exist, but the need for them is
growing. Most science disciplines within NASA are developing or seeking standard ways to
transfer complex scientific information. The IIRM provides a mechanism for characterizing
data transfer methods (with emphasis on those for scientific applications) so that users can
describe the similarities and differences between existing or proposed methods. This may
provide a basis for discussing the way individual science disciplines view their data and
perhaps result in greater uniformity between data transfer methods for scientists. The more
standardized the methods are the more automated the services can be for dealing with the
information in both producer and consumer environments.
Several characteristics of space science applications complicate the information interchange
process, including:
• Highly heterogeneous computing environments
• Voluminous data and metadata
• Wide variations in the level of user sophistication
• A large--and expanding--set of information relationships
The remainder of this paper discusses some of the key issues of information transfer in space
science applications, This list is a first pass and is probably not comprehensive. Interested
readers are encouraged to submit any additional issues or comments on current issues.
A. Encoding Information Into a Data Stream
Whenever information is stored or processed, it is encoded as a series of primitive data
elements. Use of heterogeneous computer hardware and bit-efficient coding schemes for data
from satellites and science instruments results in a wide variety of bit sequences to represent
primitive data types (e.g., integer and floating point numbers). For efficiency, the data
processed by a computer should be encoded in the formats that the computer hardware
supports; however, these formats often differ for the computer systems used by the producer
and consumer of a data stream. There are several ways to address this problem:
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• The producer'ssystem may know the local representationof the consumer's system
and convertdata to the consumer'slocal representationbeforesending
• The producer'ssystemcan inform the receivingsystemabout the data representation
and requirethe consumerto convertthe data it receivesto Its localrepresentation
• Theproducer'ssystemcanconvert data into an agreed-onformat, and the consumer's
systemcan convert from the agreed format to its local representation
No single solution Is best for all situations. Despite today's sophisticated and fast computer
hardware, converting large volumes of Information from one format to another for
Interchange or archlving Is often Impractical; data volumes appear to Increase as rapidly as
processIng power. This means that a scientist's access to Information may be llmtted simply
by the difficulties of data translation.
Encoding Issues also arise In every layer of software through which Information must pass
when transferrIng data streams. For example, some operating systems Impose private record
encoding schemes within files that can restrict or complicate the flow of data files within an
open system.
Programming languages present an additional problem: a programmIng language's set of base
types is usually richer than the primitive data types represented in hardware (for example,
arrays and enumerated types). However, different programming languages use different
conventions to encode the same base type, and encoding Information as a sequence of base data
types that can be recognized and manipulated by all the languages that might be used to process
the Information Is often difficult. For example, exchanging arrays across different languages
is often difficult because arrays for some languages are implicitly column major, and for
others they are row major. These kinds of problems have led to specialized data definition
languages (DDLs) that allow data to be fully described in a way that Is Independent of any
particular programming language. Even with DDLs, some modification of the Information
may be required before the Information is used with a specific programming language (the
array majority Issue Is such a problem).
B. Identifying and Accessing the Information in a Data Stream
The receiver of a data stream must be able to locate, identify, and access each major
information unit in the data. These units are called information objects; however, use of thls
term does not Imply that the systems producing and consuming them necessarily conform to
the prInciples of object-oriented programmIng.
For open systems, a very large number of different types of information objects may be
transmitted. The producer knows the identity and order of objects within any data stream it
transmits, but it is presumed that the consumer has no prior knowledge of the data contents. A
mechanism is therefore required to identify and describe each information object in the data.
The usual mechanism IS to provide supporting information, or metadata, that identifies and
describes the Information objects. Some of the metadata acts like a table of contents or Index
In helpIng to locate and identify the information objects. Software is then provided to browse
through a large set of information objects to find the specific objects required for an
application or to create a useful subset of objects. Metadata are also used to describe the
attributes of information objects and to describe the relationships between information
objects.
Numerous issues are associated with metadata. First, the mechanism for encoding and
supplying the metadata must be determined. Second, the amount and completeness of
metadata needed to describe information objects and their relationships Is inversely
proportional to the inherent level of the consumers understanding of the information objects
received. Producers must determine the metadata needed to make the transmitted data
understandable and accessible to the intended audience. The requirements are particularly
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stringent for archived data, wherea data stream may bepreserved beyond the life of any
hardwareor softwarethat createdit or that canaccessit. In suchcases,sufficientdescriptive
informationmust beavailableto allowdecipheringof the entire data stream.
Metadataaredata,and like other kinds of data,generallyrequiretheir own metadata to allow
recelversto understand and interpret them. This meta-metadatamust also be provided. A
current mechanismfor storingand providingsomeof this meta-metadatais a databasecalled
a Data Dictionary or Data Entity Dictionary (DED).The DED defines information in a
consistent format.
C. Interpreting Information in a Data Stream
Received information must often be placed into a context broader than the containing data
stream. A common problem is unambiguously identifying and naming an object so that it can
be distinguished from all other information objects that exist in a large system. A traditional
method of naming the information objects held in computer systems is by location, for
example, directory path names for files. This method causes problems, however, when the
location of an information object changes, then references to the object (e.g., a file reference
appearing within a text document) must also change.
Another issue is how received information objects relate to other information objects within a
large system. Software reusability depends in large measure on this issue, for ff a piece of
software has applicability to a wide variety of data objects, a mechanism is needed for
determining which objects the software can and cannot handle. The inheritance mechanism
used in object-oriented programming addresses this problem by providing a hierarchy or
network to determine how each type of object is related to all other types. Typically in an
object-oriented system, software that works for one type of object will work for all objects of
that type and for all types of objects derived from the original type.
III. Overview Of An Information Interchange Reference Model
The IIRM consists of three layers, as shown in Figure 2. The layers support information
partitioning and a degree of information hiding, which grows as one moves from the lowest
layer to the top layer. This structure allows the functionality assigned to each layer to be
addressed separately and allows users to assume that the functionality of the lower layers is
provided in support of a given upper layer. An implementation need not adhere to strict
information hiding to be consistent with this model; access to information at a lower layer
may be needed to meet special circumstances. For a given implementation, the three layers
work together. Note that not every implementation will interoperate with other
implementations at the adjacent (lower or upper) layers.
The top layer of the IIRM is based on the object-oriented paradigm. This schema includes the
definition of base types, a type hierarchy, and relationships that model the process of
information interchange. Use of an object-oriented data model, by identifying the specific
objects defined and supported (either implicitly or explicitly) by various information
interchange methodologies, makes it possible to identify similar objects across
implementations and to compare the capabilities and mechanisms of each implementation.
This technique allows analysis of non-object-oriented methodologies through the
identification of the implicit objects that a methodology supports. In addition, an object-
oriented view allows for explicit definition of complex relationships among scientific data
and metadata. Current object-oriented data models do not discuss underlying representation
of data. Because such representation is an important aspect of science data exchange, the fIRM
augments the object-oriented data model with the additional (lower) layers that deal with data
representation issues.
The functionality addressed in each of the layers is described in the sections that follow.
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A. Stream Layer
As noted previously, the IIRM augments existing models of the data transfer process, like the
OSI model. Because the IIRM addresses issues found in the user-oriented top layers (the
applications and presentation layers) of the OSI model, the fIRM can assume the existence of
protocols for the lower five layers of the OSI stack (the physical through session layers) and
need not duplicate the functionality of those lower layers. However, the fIRM applies not Just
for information interchange over networks; it is for information transported on media like
tape and CD-ROM as well. The stream layer--the lowest layer of the fiRM--provides the
interface between the IIRM and medium-dependent standards, protocols and mechanisms for
data transport. It hides the unique characteristics of the transport medium by stripping any
artifacts of the storage or transmission process (such as packet formats, block sizes, inter-
record gaps, and error-correction codes) and it provides the higher levels of the IIRM with a
consistent view of data that is independent of its medium. This common view is that data are
simply collections of named sequences of bits. The term name here means any unique key for
locating the data bytes of interest, including path names for files, a virtual channel ID for
CCSDS telemetry, and so on.
Examples of s.tandards and protocols that provide the functionality needed in the stream layer
are ISO 9660 for CD-ROM, ISO standard labels on magnetic tapes, and file transfer protocol
(FTP) on networks. For example, the ISO-9660 standard provides the volume and directory
information needed to locate a file on a CD-ROM volume and sufficient information about the
file format that a user retrieve the file as a sequence of bits. It ignores issues such as record
structure (fixed length or variable length). The returned file is simply a sequence of bytes at
this point; access to the information encoded within this file (or any other data stream) is
addressed in the structure layer, described in the next section.
B. Structure Layer
As mentioned previously, information must be coded into primitive data types that can be
recognized and accessed by computer hardware and operating systems. In the structure layer,
information is viewed as a sequence of primitive data types. For any implementation, the
structure layer defines the primitive types that are recognized. This usually means at least
characters and integer and real numbers. Primitive types can also include the aggregation
types typically supported in computer languages, including the array (where each element
consists of the same type of data) and a record or structure that can (potentially) hold more
than one type of data. An enumeration type is also often provided as a primitive type. As noted
earlier, because of the efficiency constraints often imposed on space science data, users
sometimes create their own representations for primitive data types (e.g., 6-bit integer
numbers). Issues relating to the representation of primitive data types are resolved in this
layer.
All types of information are built from these primitive types. Through the structure layer, the
information is mapped into primitive types and then into the corresponding bits and bytes of a
data stream. Note that a single structure may be distributed among several streams. The issues
of the structure layer are often thought of as data format issues and are handled automatically
by DDLs.
C. Object Layer
The highest layer in the IIRM is the object layer, wherein information is represented as objects
that are recognizable and meaningful to end users. For scientists, this includes objects such as
images, spectra, and histograms. The object layer adds semantic meaning to the data treated by
the lower layers of the model. Some specific functions of this layer include the following:
Recognizing data types based on information content rather than on the representation
of those data at the structure layer. For example, many different kinds of objects--
images, maps, and tables--can be implemented at the structure level using arrays.
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Within theobjectlayer,images,maps,andtablesare recognizedand treatedasdistinct
types of information.
• Presenting applications with a consistent interface to similar kinds of information
objects, regardless of their underlying representations.
• Providing a schema mechanism to identify the characteristics of objects that are
visible to users along with the relationships between objects.
To characterize information in the object layer, the IIRM uses concepts and terminology that
have been developed in the object-oriented community. Agreement is not unanimous about
what constitutes an object-oriented approach, but most models of obJect-orlented systems
currently in use or in development share the key features needed. One such model, the concrete
object model developed by the Object Data Management Group (ODMG}, is being used to
facilitate the standardization of Object Database Management Systems (ODBMSs). This paper
uses the ODMG's approach to describe the entities at the object layer of the IIRM. Thls model
can be briefly summarized as follows:
• The basic modeling primitive is the object. As wlth real-world objects, information
objects can be arbitrarily complex. For example, in the real world, both a bolt and an
automobile are objects, although the latter Is significantly more elaborate than the
former. Similarly, a pixel of an image, an entire image, and the entire dataset
containing the image can all be treated as objects.
• Objects can be categorized into types.
• Instances of objects are created using object types as templates. Each object instance
possesses all the characteristics of its type. The set of an instances of a specific object
type is called that type's extent.
A type has one interface and one ol more implementations. The interface defines the external
public behavior supported by all instances of a type. The components of the interface are as
follows:
• Attributes--Characteristics of the object for which an external user can get the values
for any instance of the object
• Relationships--Logical paths an external user can traverse to move from an object
instance to related object instances
• Operations--Actions an external user can invoke on an instance of an object
An implementation defines the internal or private data structures and procedures that support
the externally visible states and behaviors. A single interface may have several alternative
implementations.
Object types are related to one another using the supertype/subtype (or parent/child}
relationship. This relationship links all object types according to their shared characteristics
and is commonly represented as an acyclic graph. For example, a type called Faculty Member
may have subtypes called Instructor and Associate Professor, and Faculty Member may in turn
be a subtype of Person. All of the attributes, relationships, and operations defined for a
supertype are inherited by the subtype. The subtype may add attributes, relationships, and
operations to introduce behaviors or states unique to the instances of the subtype. A subtype
may also refine the attributes, relationships, and operations it inherits to specialize them to
the behavior and range of state values appropriate for instances of the subtype.
i
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IV. Model Schema For Scientific Information Interchange
The three-layer model Just described is general and can describe many data interchange
problems. The goal of the IIRM, however, is to have a model specifically suited to describing
scientific data interchange. In this section the model adds a domain-specific object-layer
schema that allows characterization and comparison of systems for scientific data
interchange.
To show what the description of an object looks llke, Figure 3 presents a formal description of
an image as represented in the object layer of a hypothetical data system. The descriptions of
each component are given in plain English, although for a real data system the descriptions of
attributes, operations, and languages will typically be in a formal, computer-readable
language.
A key point about scientific data in general can be found in the description of relafionships in
the sample: Manipulation of a primary scientific data object such as an image frequently
requires substantial auxiliary data. For example, interpretation of image objects requires a
knowledge of the camera detector calibration as well as geometric information--orbit
position, spacecraft inertial attitude, and the mounting and pointing of the camera on the
spacecraft. These kinds of information may be of scientific interest in their own right (for
example, the trajectory of a spacecraft reveals something about the number, position, and
masses of objects in the solar system), but ff in a scientific application they are primarily used
to analyze of other information objects such as images and spectra, these kinds of information
are auxiliary data. Auxiliary data can be collected into a set of objects. The attributes,
operations, and relationships for each type of auxiliary data object are highly dependent on
the object's role in data analysis. With orbit/attitude/pointing information, for example, there
may be attributes that indicate the inertial frame of reference (e.g., ecliptic and equinox of
date) and there may be operations to return spacecraft position at a specific time.
Another key point arises from the requirement that the IIRM be applicable to an open system
environment. In such an environment, it should be possible to devise software that can receive
and manipulate new types of objects with little or no reprogramming To do so such software
must have access to the metadata that describes the interface to each new object. A database of
interface definitions for objects is sometimes called an Object Interface Repository (OIR) or an
Object
Dictionary (OD); these are specific cases of a DED. Such a DED can identify the interface
components--attributes, operations and relationships--for the known types of objects. The
DED can also provide a formal definition of each of these components. A DED and the
definitions within it can be considered objects called metadata objects. Transferring metadata
objects from one DED to another or from a DED to an end user may require that the metadata
objects be encapsulated for transport other kinds of objects, so that metadata objects may exist
outside of the framework of a DED.
Given the complexities of scientific data, typical data requests may require the transfer of
several types of primary objects (for example, some images and their associated image-
intensity histograms), along with associated auxiliary objects, such as calibration files and
orbit/attitude/pointing data, and metadata objects that describe each of these other kinds of
objects. Thus mechanisms must be available for collecting other kinds of objects and
encapsulating them during transport; such mechanisms are called container objects.
Container objects may contain their own kinds of metadata: for example, they may provide a
sort of table of contents that identifies and locates each object within a container.
Figure 4 provides a preliminary class hierarchy. Each downward arrow indicates a subtype
relationship. For example, both Container Object and Data Object are subtypes of Object and
they inherit all the methods of Object.
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Whenapplying the IIRM in the analysisof a data systemor a data interchangemethodology,
seekto identify the typesof objectsthat areused by the system.Examplesof this analysisare
givenin the next section.Somedatasystemscan bebestdescribedby modelingfrom the top(i.e., objectlayer)down,whereasothersare better suited for modelingfrom the bottom (i.e.,
streamlayer)up. Either a top-downor bottom-up approachmay be used when applying the
IIRM model.
obj_t Type
Desc ription
Supertype
Subtype
Attributes
Operations
Subsample
Average
Generate Histogram
Relationships
Calibration
Pointing
Image
An image represents a mapping of the intensity of electromagnetic
radiation in two or three spatial dimensions. Digital images consist
of a set of picture elements, or pixels, with the value of each pixel
proportional to the intensity of light measured by the camera system
within the areal extent of the plxel.
Image is derived from type Array, which describes homogeneous
multi-dimension data structures. Type Array is in turn a subtype of
the most basic type calied Object
Subtypes of this type can be created to characterize images taken by
specific camera systems.
The following are the attributes--the visible characteristics---of
images:
* Number ofdimenslons (2 or 3) in the image [positive integer
numbers]
• Number of pixels in each dimension [positive integer number]
* Number of bits per pixel [positive integer number]
• Content [character string]
, Time that picture was taken [date/time]
, Exposure time [time]
• Wavelength or frequency range [real numbers]
, etc.
The following are the operations that can be performed on all
images. These augment the set of operations that are inherited from
the parent type Array.
Create a new image consisting of a contiguous set of the pixels from
an image.
Create a new image by averaging a specified number of contiguous
pixels from an image.
Create a Histogram object for which each element is the total number
of pixels within an image with a given intensity value.
The following are relationships involving image objects:
This relationship relates an image to a characterization of the
sensor that took the image.
This relationship relates an image to where the camera is pointing.
Figure 3. Sample Type Description of an Image
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V. Applying The Reference Model
In this section, the IIRM is used to characterize current data exchange methodologies as
follows:
I. Identify the primary object types defined by the methodology at the object layer, along
with the auxiliary, metadata, and container objects used.
2. Identify the primitive data types defined in the structure layer and the way the object-
layer entities map to the primitive types in the structure layer
3. Identify the media and data exchange mechanisms supported at the stream layer.
The following data interchange methodologies are described here:
• Hierarchical Data Format (HDF)
• Planetary Data System (PDS)
• Standard Formatted Data Unit (SFDU)
Figure 5 summarizes the key characteristics of these methodologies.
A. Hierarchical Data Format
The HDF was created by the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) to
provide access to common types of scientific data. An HDF is a self-describing file format that
contains a set of tagged objects. NCSA provides a comprehensive library of routines in C and
FORTRAN to create and to retrieve data from HDF files. In addition, there is a sizable body of
applications software, both public domain and commercial, for accessing data in HDF format.
HDF has been selected as the baseline standard data format for the Earth Observing System
Data and Information System (EOSDIS). Consequently, the HDF data model is undergoing
significant evolution to provide high-level data types commonly used by scientists to model
Earth-related phenomena. The following analysis is based on Version 3.3 of HDF, released in
September 1993.
Object
I I
Objects Objects
L MetadataObjects Data Objects
Figure 4. IIRM Object Layer Class Hierarchy (Preliminary)
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Figure 5. Preliminary Descriptions of HDF, PDS, and SFDU Using IIRM
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HDF provides a set of Application Program Interfaces (APIs) through which all application
data access must occur. The primary data objects within HDF are classified by the relevant
API. These APIs are equivalent to defining the external Interface (i.e. operations and
relatlonshlps) of objects at the IIRM object layer in that they are independent of the internal
implementation of the objects within HDF files. The APIs currently defined are:
Raster Image API: Allows the user to store and access raster images and optional color
palettes. Three optional forms of image compression are supported: JPEG, run-length
encoding and IMCOMP compression.
• Palette API: Defines color tables for 8-bit raster image data.
Scientific Data Set {SDS) API: Allows the storage and access of multidimensional
arrays with specific attribute data. The interface provides the ability to slice an array
and work with the resulting subset of the data.
NetCDF API: Also allows storage and retrieval of multidimensional arrays. This API
supports the netCDF data model, developed by the Unidata program of the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research, which is a richer data model than SDS.
Additional features include an "unlimited" dimension and global and local attributes.
Vdata API: Allows storage and retrieval of collections of data that can be viewed as
record structures. This includes data meshes, polygonal data with connection
information, packed data records, and sparse matrices.
• Vgroup API: Allows general hierarchical grouping of HDF objects.
• Annotation API: Allows labels and unstructured text to be associated with any HDF
object or with an entire HDF file.
HDF does not support the concept of type hierarchies and formal inheritance. NCSA's
commitment to backward compatibility with previous versions of HDF has led to some
features that would probably be implemented differently ff the system had been engineered to
be object-oriented from the outset. For example, the NetCDF API is a pure superset of the SDS
API, since these two APIs developed separately, the relationship between the SDS and NetCDF
is not a true subclass/superclass relationship.
The structure layer in HDF supports a standard set of primitive data types including real
numbers (IEEE floating point), integer numbers (unsigned and signed 2's compliment), and
character strings (big-endian byte ordering). In addition, HDF can store the machine-specific
representation of reals, integers, and character strings for supported platforms.
The basic building block of an HDF file is the data object, which contains both data and
information about the data. A data object has two parts: a 12-byte data descriptor (DD) and a
data element. Figure 6 below illustrates two data objects.
ADD has four fields: a 16-bit tag, a 16-bit reference number, a 32-bit data offset, and a 32-bit
data length. The tag of a DD tells what kind of data is contained in the corresponding data
element. A tag and its associated reference number uniquely identify a data element within an
HDF file.
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Data Descriptors
[ Rankanddimensions I ]
Data Elements
"-[ Iv 2; 90 by 100
63.2, 54.5, 12.3, ...
16.2, 103.6, -7.4,...
12.1, 6.9, 83.6 ...
Figure 6. Two HDF Data Objects
DDs are stored in a linked list of blocks called data descriptor blocks, or DD blocks. The file
header, DD blocks, and data elements appear in an HDF file in the following order:
• File header
• First DD block
• Data elements
• Additional DD blocks and data elements
_xeam__Ler
HDF depends on a stream layer that provides direct access capabilities. The tagged structure in
the structure layer requires efficient seeking to specific locations in a single HDF file. HDF
fries may be stored or transmitted on sequential media, but they must be moved to direct access
media before they are accessed.
B. Planetary Data System
The PDS acquires, archives, and distributes much of the data that NASA collects on bodies in
this solar system other than Earth, including planets, comets, and asteroids. When the
prototype of the PDS began in 1983, it inherited substantial amounts of existing planetary
science data in many different formats. It was not practical to reformat all of those data into a
standard representation, therefore, the PDS developed a methodology for describing data in a
way that both human users and computers could identify and understand the content of a data
file or stream. This methodology describes data objects that are set forth in a language called
the Object Description Language (ODL). A label (typically called a PDS label) encoded in ODL is
attached to every data file or data stream that flows into or out of the PDS to identify the
objects in the file or stream. Gradually the PDS evolved a relatively comprehensive set of
standard objects and data providers are encouraged, even required, to submit data in a format
that is consistent with the standard objects definitions. The standard objects are defined
through the Planetary Science Data Dictionary (PSDD).
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PDSobjectmodelis still in developmentandthe descriptionbelowincludessomenewfacetsto
the modelthat arecurrently beingadoptedandformalizedthrough the PSDD.
Thetwosimplesttypesofobjects,calledElementand Bit Element, can hold a single instance of
a primitive data type. The two are similar, but the Bit Element type can handle primitive data
that are not aligned on byte boundaries. There are two general aggregation objects--Array and
Collection that hold element objects. An array is homogeneous--all elements must have the
same underlying primitive data type--while the collection can be heterogeneous, which makes
it analogous to the record or structure data type found in many data models.
The PDS also provides several primary data objects that are specialized for space science
applications. These include:
• Histogram
• Image
• Table
• Spectrum
PDS does not use the inheritance mechanism to defme subtypes of these objects. Instead, each
of these object classes provides all the attributes needed to describe nearly all instances of the
object. For example, all images are objects of type Image. Figure 7 describes the image object.
Three aspects of the PDS object model, as illustrated above for images, deserve elaboration.
First, there are only a few PDS objects that have formal subtypes. Specifically, there are
several important subtypes of the Table object, including a Palette object to hold color table
information for image display and a Series object to hold time series (or similarly organized)
data.
Second, no currently no formal operations defined for images or any other type of PDS object
exist. There are several reasons for this omission, including the difficulty in agreeing on what
the standard operations should be and neither the PSDD nor the ODL used for PDS labels
currently have the syntax or semantics necessary to describe operations. A unique problem
with defining standard operations arises when PDS object types like Image are designed to
cover a vast extent of object instances, with no use of subtyping to provide specialization. This
means that some PDS object types are so complex that there is no single piece of software that
can account for all the possible permutations of their optional attributes. For example, no
single piece of software can handle all instances of PDS images.
Third, there are no formal relationships defined for PDS objects, except for the limited use of
supertype/subtype as noted above and a simple relationship called Contains indicates an
object holds other types of objects. The most notable example of the Contains relationship is
the Table object, which contains one or more Column type objects. In general, if two or more
instances of PDS objects are related--for example, an image and its associated histogram
together within a f'fle--this relationship Is only implicitly indicated by the objects that are
contained within the same file and described together by the same PDS label.
Auxiliary Objects
The planetary community has developed a standard representation for orbit/attitude and
pointing auxiliary data. This standard is called SPICE, where the letters of the acronym stand
for the kinds of information that are handled: spacecraft, planets, instruments, coordinates,
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and events.The Navigationand Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF)at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) provides auxiliary data to projects in SPICE format. The NAIF also
maintains the SPICE standard and provides an extensive Fortran library of operations to
support SPICE-encoded data. SPICE files (called SPICE kermels) are considered to be PDS
objects and their attributes are defined through the PSDD.
object a'yp_
Description:
Supertype:
Subtype:
Attributes:
Operations:
Relationshlps:
Image
An image represents a mapping of the intensity of electromagnetic radiation
in two or three spatial dimensions. Digital images consist of a set of picture
elements, or pixels, with the value of each pixel proportional to the intensity
of light measured by the camera system within the area extent of the pixel.
PDS has no formal inheritance mechanism, hence there is no formal
supertype for type Image.
There are no formal subtypes since there is no formal inheritance
mechanism. In practice there are numerous subtypes of images, since the
standard image format produced by each of the cameras abroad a planetary
spacecraft can be considered to be a subtype of type Image
The following attributes are mandatory and must appear in each description
of an image object instance:
• Lines--number of scan lines in image
• Line Samples--number of scan lines in image
• Sample_Type--Type of primitive data that makes up a pixel of the image
• Sample Bits--The length of a pixel. There are also a large number of
optional-attributes which may or may not appear in a description for an
image object instance, depending upon whether or not they are needed (ff
omitted, they each have a default value). A representative set of the
optional attributes for Image are given below:
There are also a large number of optional attributes that may or may not
appear in a description for an image object instance, depending on whether
or not they are needed (if omitted, they each have a default value). A
representative set of the optional attributes for Image are given below:
• Bands--The number of spectral bands in an image
• Band_Storage_Type--Method used to interleave spectral bands in a
multi-spectral image
• Encoding_Type--The method used to compress an image, ff any
• Line PrefLx Bytes--The number of bytes at the beginning of a scan line
that-contain non-image data (for example, gain information or timing
data)
• Line_Suff__Bytes--The number of bytes at the end of a scan line that
contain non-image data
The PDS does not formally define operations upon objects.
There are no formal relationships defined for Image objects.
Figure 7. Description of PDS Image Object Type
Another type of PDS auxiliary data is the Gazeteer object, which is a subtype of the Table object
that provides information about geographical features on planets and satellites. For example,
it provides the name of a feature or region, the body on which it is found, and its coordinates on
the body.
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Metadata Objects
The PDS defines a set of metadata object classes called Catalog Objects. They are used
primarily to provide a template for data providers who are supplying information to be placed
into the PDS catalog of data holdings. Some catalog objects are also used to augment the
standard attributes of data objects. A prime example is the Map Projection catalog object,
which provides a set of attributes that define a map projection. Frequently the raw images
from planetary spacecraft are processed by mapping their pixels onto a standard map
projection grid. When an object of this kind is created, a Map Projection catalog object is
placed within the Image object in a PDS label to describe the map characteristics of the data.
Users can correlate each pixel of the image with its location on the planet from information
from the Map Projection object.
Contalner Objects
The PDS has several objects that serve to collect other objects. The most important is the File
object, since most PDS data are transferred within files. Since much of the data that the PDS
distributes is on volume-oriented media llke CD-ROM, there Is also a Volume object to provide
information on the organization of a collection of fries.
PDS container objects ol_en have their own metadata. There is a Header object, which defines
the headers that in turn describe the contents of data files. Aside from the standard PDS labels,
this includes the VICAR labels found on many planetary images and the FITS headers found on
many planetary datasets derived from observations with earth-based telescopes.
Structure Layer
The PDS has a fairly ordinary set of primitive scalar types: character strings, integer, and real
numbers, enumeration types. It also uses the CCSDS format dates and times, allowing these to
be considered primitive types as well.
There is no single required representation for primitive types. It is the instantiation of a
primitive type as an Element type object, or as a component of some other kind of object (like a
pixel of an image), that determines its format. Thus primitive types like numeric values can be
represented in nearly any computer's native format. The PDS label that describes a data object
provides information on the encoding of the primitive data types within the object. For
example, a PDS label will identify whether or not the real number values that make up a
histogram object are encoded in VAX format, IEEE format, or another type of format.
There is no separate data definition language for PDS-labelled data, because the PDS labels
contain information needed to understand the structure layer, A PDS label does not as a rule
provide a complete structure layer mapping: it does not rigorously establish the position of
every data item in the object. Users have to rely upon numerous implicit rules to map from the
PDS label's description of objects to the underlying representation of those objects within the
structure layer.
Stream Layer
Small amounts of data are sometime provided to users over the NASA Science Internet.
Typically FTP or DECNET file copy is used to transfer files over the network. Larger quantities
of data are typically provided to users on CD-ROM. There are many CD-ROM titles that adhere
to PDS standards. These disks adhere to the ISO-9660 standard. There are currently no specific
stream layer services provided by the PDS to access data files in a way that is transparent of
the medium of transport.
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C. Standard Formatted Data Units
The CCSDS Panel 2 has been developing, adapting, and adopting standards to improve
information interchange within and among space agencies. CCSDS standard
recommendations have been developed in support of a methodology called SFDUs. Briefly, this
methodology involves the association of a small label with a collection of data values, forming
a labeled value object (LVO), and the incorporation within the label of a globally unique
identifier (i.e., Authority and Description Identifier, or ADID) of a description of the data
values. This description may be a CCSDS Panel 2 standard and thus be found in a formal
CCSDS recommendation document, or it may be defined by a user and be found at a Control
Authority Office (CAO) set up by a participating agency conforming to the CCSDS standard
titled "Control Authority Procedures." The primary function of a CAO is to register, archive,
and disseminate data descrlptlons in response to user requests. These descriptions may
themselves be composed of several labeled objects, including a formal (computer interpretable)
description of the format of the data values, a text description of the mission and
instrumentation involved in the creation of the data values, and software that may be used to
obtain particular services from the data values. As such, these description LVOs may also be
packaged with the data LVOs to form a self-describing data package.
Stream Layer
The SFDU standards assume the existence of stream layer services such as those provided by
the volume/directory file system on a CD-ROM, the sequence of files on an ISO/ANSI standard
labeled magnetic tape, and FTP for network file transfer. The provision of a sequential byte (8-
bit) stream is the minimum requirement of the SFDU standards, while the use of named (e.g.,
directory/file names) byte streams permits the construction of sequences of labeled data
objects that cross multiple files on random access media. This functionality is described in the
Structure Layer.
Structure Layer
The standard titled "SFDU Structure and Construction Rules" is the primary CCSDS Panel 2
standard that interfaces with stream layer services. It defines an SFDU 20-byte label to
support three primary functions:
I. Provide mechanisms to determine the end of a sequence of data values (i.e., encapsulate
the data values) associated with the label
2. Provide a code which gives a general classification (e.g., data, data description package,
supplementary data) to the encapsulated data values
° Provide a globally unique identifier of a description (e.g., data description package) of
the encapsulated data values. It also defines a number of standard descriptions and
assigns globally unique 8-character standard identifiers (e.g., "CCSDO001") to them.
Application of this standard to the stream layer converts the byte stream view into a view of a
sequence of hierarchically organized labeled value objects. This sequence may span multiple
files on both sequential and random access media. One or more such sequences may be defmed
on a physical volume, or within a single file. There is no explicit provision for crossing
multiple physical volumes with a single sequence, but it is possible ff this is supported by the
stream layer. It should be noted that the standard can be applied in such a way that many files
are not required to contain labels. Thus the standard can also be applied to pre-existing data
streams and to Flies conforming to other standards.
The labeled value objects at the lowest level of the hierarchy have a content that appears as a
sequence of bytes from the stream layer. The structure layer function of interpreting this
sequence of bytes into a sequence of primitive datatypes (e.g., integers, characters, and reals) is
accomplished by interpretation of the Data Description Record (DDR) found within the Data
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DescriptionPackage(DDP)identifiedIn the label.This linkageof Informationis illustrated in
Figure8.
TheDDRcanbeexpressedIn a numberof standardlanguagesthat havebeendocumentedin
CCSDSstandards.Currently these include "ASCII Encoded English (CCSD0002)", "Parameter
Value Language (CCSDO006)", and the draft standard "Enhanced Ada Subset (EAST)." The level
of language-related automated support for access to the labeled value object depends on the
language selected and ranges from presentation (e.g., ASCII/English) of a text description of the
record structure(s) withIn the value to full parsIng of record structures (e.g., EAST). Alternative
support may be obtained from software associated with the particular ADID. This software
may be provided as an additional object withIn the DDP.
DDPs are archlved In a CAO so that any DDPs not present In the data stream may be obtained
from the CAO. DDPs are expected to provide a complete description of the values whose labels
contain their ADID, and in addition to the DDR which supports the structure layer function,
they are likely to include a DED object and other semantics which may be used to support
object layer services as described In the next section.
The SFDU standards provide a very general mechanism for representing and transmitting
data objects. The SFDU standards do not currently provide a fully object-oriented approach:
there is no class hierarchy; nor are methods defined, other than services for insertion and
retrieval of data from containers. But SFDUs can be used to encapsulate data objects complete
with their attributes and methods. SFDUs also provide container objects for combining
collections of primary objects with the auxiliary data and metadata needed to interpret them.
Thus the SFDU concept is one of a very few data interchange mechanisms that are designed to
encapsulate and transmit all of the kinds of information contained in a scientific data system,
whether object-orlented or not.
Primary Objects
Unlike the PDS and HDF methodologies described above, there are no specific primary data
objects in the SFDU concept. Instead the SFDU standards provide a general object class called
an Application Data Object (ADO). (Each SFDU object class has a one-letter identifier and an
ADO is also called an I class object. As described in the Structure layer discussion, the ADID in
the label points to a DDP that fully describes the LVO. The Data Entity Dictionary (DED) with
the DDP gives all the attribute names for the LVO type. In the future the DED will also contain
relationship information about the LVO type. The DED is further described later in this
section. For example, a scientist can use the ADID of an ADO to determIne whether the data in
the SFDU is an image, map, spectrum, or whatever, and to tell whether the object is the FITS
format, PDS format, or some other format.
Auxiliary Objects
SInce the SFDU standards have been developed with scientific applications in mind, there is a
specific class of SFDU called the Supplementary Data Object (SDO) (or S class) that is used to
contain auxiliary data. For example, ff a spectrum is transferred in an ADO the calibration
information for the spectrum can be placed into a SDO and the S class supplemental SFDU can
then be transferred with the I class SFDU that holds the spectrum. As with ADOs a SDO may
contain virtually any kind of data in any format desired, and the ADID for the SDO provides
the key to determIning the content and format of the object.
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Figure 8. SFDU Label Value Object and Its Description
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Metadata Objects
An important aspect of the SFDU concept is the ability to encapsulate metadata as well as data.
There are three types ofmetadata objects defined by the SFDU standards:
DDO (or D class)---These objects are used to hold the data descriptions that map an
SFDU obJectmfor example, an ADO---into the structure layer. The definition is given in
a DDL. A DDO provides the mapping for a specific instance of an SFDU object. For
example, a DDO may provide the data definition for a specific data table. Other data
tables may have very different representations and hence would have their own DDO to
describe them.
DED Objects (or E class)--These objects are used to hold descriptions from a DED. The
descriptions define types of objects rather than specific object instances. They can also
define the terms used in object type definitions. For example, if an object has an
attribute called Length, a DED object can specify the minimum and maximum values
allowed for Length. The CCSDS is currently completing work on a standard
representation for the information within DED objects. This standard representation
uses the Parameter Value Language (PVL) to encode the DED information.
Catalog Attribute Object (CAO) (or K class)--Data systems often maintain a catalog---a
database that describes the data held within the system. The CAO can be used to
transfer information to and from a catalog or a similar database. When a data system
transfers applications data to a user it will often provide the pertinent catalog
information or other attributes for the transferred data objects. The CAO supports this
by holding the attributes of a set of ADO wrapped within a container SFDU. As with
other types of SFDUs, the form and content of a CAO are not constrained by the SFDU
standards. The information might be given in tabular format, where the columns are
the attributes of the objects that are being described and each row of the table contains
all the attributes for one data object. Alternatively, catalog attribute information can
be given using PVL or a similar keyword/value notation, where there is a
keyword/value pair for each attribute of each object.
Contalner Objects
The SFDU methodology provides three types of container objects:
Exchange Data Units (or Z class)---These objects are the most general encapsulation
mechanism for SFDUs. An Exchange Data Unit (EDU) can hold essentially any
combination of the SFDU objects described in this section, including other EDUs.
Applications Data Units (or U class)--These container objects can be used to aggregate a
set of related ADOs and SDOs. An Applications Data Unit (ADU) may include a CAO that
describes the other objects in the container. An ADU can also hold other ADUs.
* Description Data Units (or F class)---These container objects can be used to aggregate
DDO, DED Objects, and any other metadata objects.
VI. Relationships With Other Reference Models
This section provides a comparison of the IIRM and two other models: the IEEE mass storage
system reference model and the familiar OSI reference model for communications.
A. IEEE Mass Storage System Reference Model
Information on the Mass Storage System (MSS) Reference Model (RM) was obtained from the
paper "Mass Storage System Reference Model: Version 4", which was published in the
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proceedingsofthe GoddardConferenceonMassStorageSystemsand Technologies,Volume 1,
1992.
The MSSRM establishes a client server environment to provide access to a (potentially)
distributedsystemthat acceptsandreturnsnamedBitflles. This storagemodeladdressesdata
interchangeovertime(i.e.,storage),but notoverspace(i.e.,an instanceof a MSSis not moved
to a new location).In contrast,the IIRMaddressesdata interchangeoverboth time and space.
Sincedata movedovertime and spacemayend up stored in a MSS,It is useful to perform a
mapping between the IIRM and the MSS RM.
The MSS RM named Bitflles appear to be virtually identical to the named bit streams that the
IIRM Stream Layer provides to the Structure Layer. The one ex:eption is that the MSS RM
Bitflles also have a set of attributes such as file creation date, file owner, etc. Such attributes
have not been called out explicitly in the IIRM, although they must exist and be accessible to
the Structure and Object Layers. In other words, the entire MSS RM addresses functionality
covered In the IIRM Stream Layer.
B. ISO Open Systems Interconnect Reference Model
The ISO OSI RM addresses the interchange of information over time and space using electronic
networks. In contrast, the IIRM applies to both networks and physical media as interchange
mechanisms.
The OSI model is a seven-layer model, which makes use of the Information hiding principle of
layers. The functionality of layers one through five (Physical through Session Layers) Is to
establish a connection between two communicating nodes and effect the transfer of data bits
between them. This Is similar to the functionality of tile IIRM Stream Layer, although the
name capability associated with this bit stream as output from the Session Layer appears to
depend on the particular protocol standards defined for this layer.
The sixth layer of the OSI model, called the Presentation Layer, is intended to convert a bit
stream into recognizable data types. While it is hard to determine from the OSI model itself the
extent of this functionality, a clearer picture emerges from an examination of the ASN. 1
protocol defined for this layer. For this layer, the functionality is similar to the IIRM
Structure Layer, which includes the identification of common data types, and their
aggregation into named structures.
The seventh, and top, layer of the OSI model, called the Application Layer, is intended to
provide user applications with a number of common services. The types of services to be
provided, as shown by some of the protocols defmed for this layer, include electronic marl, a
directory service, and a file transfer service. There is considerable parallel with the IIRM
Object Layer, as these layers are intended to provide user applications with a service view of the
underlying data structures. Differences include the object orientation of this layer in the IIRM
(although an object vlew of the Application Layer should be possible) and the IIRM focus on
understanding scientific data by focusing on identifying objects of scientific interest. The fact
that the OSI model addresses network functionality leads to identifying Application Layer
services for what are highly common network service needs (e.g., electronic mail). The types of
objects (and their services) being addressed by the IIRM Object Layer could, In principle
through standardization, enter an expanded OSI Application Layer.
The OSI Application Layer file transfer service, differs from the IIRM file transfers that aI'e
handled within the Stream Layer. This is not a contradiction to the mapping between the
models just described. The functionality requested from a file system in the IIRM is to provide
named bit streams. The functionality provided by an FTAM file transfer in the OSI
Application Layer includes the recognition of common data types. The IIRM views the
recognition of data types, and the provision of services from them, are more usefully obtained
from an object view, not from a file view. Mechanisms that take this object view could use an
FTAM service, in principle, in either of two ways: 1) by not using the capability of ASN. 1 to
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describethedata types,and insteaddescribingthe filecontentas a bit string, thereby reducing
FTAM to simply providing named bit streams, or 2) by using FTAM to include the
functionality of the IIRM Structure Layer, and then providing an object view of the FTAM file
content. These variations in mapping reflect options on the level of services requested, and the
ways they may be combined.
VII. Summary And Future Plans
The IIRM provides a basis for comparing data systems and data interchange methodologies at
three levels: as represented by a stream of bits (the stream layer); as a stream of primitive
elements (the structure layer); and as a collection of objects. By applying this model
similarities and differences can be called out in the systems that are used for scientific data
interchange and data analysis. The object layer of the model is unique as it accounts for
primary scientific data like images and spectra that require auxiliary data for interpretation,
metadata for description, and containers for encapsulation. The fIRM allows the user to
describe how all these elements fit together for a specific data system or application.
In the future the IIRM will be refined and the model applied to data interchange systems other
than the three that were analyzed in this paper. This analysis should permit data system
designers and implementers to improve the compatibility and uniformity of information
interchange where practical. This may, for example, make it possible for a scientist to
compare spectra of the Earth's atmosphere with those from other planets, even though the
spectra may be retrieved from different data systems in quite different formats. Capabilities
like these will be especially important if we want to reduce the burden on scientists from
dealing with the form rather than the content of scientific data.
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Preserving Electronic Records: Not The Easiest Task
Fynnette Eaton
National Archives and Records Administration
7th and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20408
fez@cu.nih.gov
The National Archives and Records Administration has had a program for accessioning,
describing, preserving and providing reference service to the electronic records (machine-
readable records) created by Federal agencies for more than twenty years. Although there have
been many changes in the name of the office, its basic mission has remained the same: to
preserve and make available those records created by Federal agencies that the National
Archives has determined to have value beyond the short-term need of the originating agency.
A phrase that I once coined for a preservation conference still applies: the National Archives,
when it decides to accept the transfer of records into its custody, is committing itself to
preserving these records for perpetuity.
Most people think of the National Archives as the keeper of the Constitution and the
Declaration of Independence. Even the most experienced researchers are unaware of the
growing number of files that have been accessioned by the National Archives in electronic
format. Since the creation of the Center for Electronic Records in 1988, the number of files
transferred has literally skyrocketed: in 1988 the Archives received 150 files from Federal
agencies; in fiscal year 1991, the number was 1500, an order of magnitude increase in two
years. This number jumped again this last year to 8700 files. Unfortunately, the number of
fdes that we shou]d be receiving completely overshadows our accomplishments. Beginning in
the 1970's, NARA signed agreements with Federal agencies specifying that at certain times or
under certain conditions these agencies would transfer files to the National Archives. The
Center in 1990/91 developed a database to determine how many of these files have been
transferred. As you can see on the graph, we have received very little: less than 10% of what
has been anticipated. The second chart is even more daunting. It combines what we knowingly
have not received from agencies with projected numbers of new files currently in use at
agencies that warrant permanent retention by the National Archives. The National Archives
asked the National Academy of Public Administration to perform a study, identifying the most
important current databases in use in the Federal government, and to provide s in a study
commissioned by the National Archives in 1990 and 1991 identified as candidates for
preservation by the National Archives. This second graph has four components. First, almost
a blip on the chart are the Ides received. The second component is what has been projected that
we knowingly should have received, based on schedules developed with Federal agencies. The
third area is the continuation of series beyond the first fde, that should have been received, but
have not. Only the fourth component are the flies identified by NAPA that NARA should target
for transfer.
Consequently, although the Center has successfully increased the number of files being
transferred, we have barely made a dent in the ensuring the preservation of Federal records
that have clearly been designated as important enough to be transferred to the National
Arc hives.
The successful and almost ubiquitous use of computers for more kinds of record keeping
activities in ever increasing quantities poses serious and extensive problems for the National
Archives and Records Administration. We share many of these problems with organizations
represented in this audience.
The problems posed by electronic record keeping Include fragility of the media, rapid
obsolescence and incompatibilities between makes and models, and even between different
releases of the same product. The magnetic media most commonly used to store electronic
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records off-llne, open reel tape or tape cartridge, are physically fragile and easily erasable and
reusable, presenting a serious challenge to the preservation of electronic records.
The lack of standardization coupled with hardware and software dependencies of electronic
records means that even if we can identify and physically preserve the records, we may not be
able to access the data they contain. And, finally, rapid and unending change in computer
technology exacerbates these problems.
The purpose of my paper is to discuss the types of problems we have encountered in trying to
preserve the electronic files at the National Archives. But, before I provide specific examples of
our problems, I want to quickly acknowledge the fact that my institution's holdings are tiny in
comparison to the size of most of this audience's. The amount of information currently in our
custody is roughly 1 Terabyte. But NARA makes up for size in the diversity of files that it has
accessioned. As of October 1st, 1993, the Center has electronic files from 9I agencies: 19,278
data files in a wide range of formats. For example, although our regulations clearly state that
agencies should transfer files that are hardware and software dependent in either ASCII or
EBCDIC character code, we have in our holdings files that are BCD binary coded decimal,
binary data, EBCDIC and binary data, EBCPARK. EBCZON, Multipunch, NIPS (National
Military Command Information Processing System), SAS, and SPSS.
I would characterize our problems as falling into three categories. First there is the very
serious problem with metadata. Secondly, the hardware and software dependencies of files,
which prohibit us from being able to properly process and preserve the information and
thirdly, the medium itself. I would like to spend time on each of these categories.
First, documentation. I would like to use a true anecdote to bring into clearer focus how wide-
ranging the problems relating to metadata can be. There was one accession, which we could not
properly process, because the documentation was only half-way complete. The agency had
made an incomplete copy of the documentation, providing us with only the even-numbered
pages, because they had failed to make a proper two-sided copy of the documentation.
Fortunately, we were able to secure a full copy of this information, before it was dispersed.
Although this appears to be a silly example, it illustrates why it often takes archivists within
the Center between six months and a year to secure all the necessary documentation for files
that are being accessioned into the National Archives.
Unfortunately, the Center is not always successful in receiving sufficiently complete
documentation to ensure a proper understanding of the file. There are numerous examples of
fries that have been rejected for transfer because documentation was simply too incomplete.
We have rejected surveys of taxpayer attitudes, trade statistics, military personnel statistics,
and a collection of Vietnam War data, because the archivists could not make sense of the data,
due to the lack of documentation.
The likelihood of encountering these problems increases dramatically if the files being
transferred are either program fries that have not been prepared for distribution or older files
that have been in offsite storage for some time. If a file is active, it is easier to find reliable
documentation. If the file has been distributed to the public, documentation would have been
prepared for those ordering the files.
Yet there is also a middle ground, where NARA has received documentation, but it is
incomplete and causes problems when trying to provide reference on these files. One file, the
Combat Area Casualty file, which is one of our most frequently requested files, provides a good
example of these types of problems in documentation.
The Combat Area Casualty file was maintained by the Department of Defense. The system
recorded those people, either military or civilian who were wounded, captured or killed in the
conflict in southeast Asia. One of the problems with the documentation appears to have been
caused by clerical error. In preparing the list of codes for types of injury, the person creating
the documentation skipped one of the letters of the alphabet that represented a code for a type
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of injury. Thustherewererecordsthat, accordingto thedocumentationpreparedby the office
using the file, wereinvalid. A secondproblemencounteredwasthe replacementof one set of
codeswith another,without identifyingthis changein the documentation. This is a common
problemwith files that are frequentlyupdated. The documentationmust also beupdatedas
codesaremodifiedor replaced. Otherwisethe documentationwill not accurately reflect the
information in the file. This is a seriousproblemfor the NationalArchives,becausewedo not
actively maintain these files: we simply preserve the information for access by researchers or
the agency interested in the file.
The Center continues to confront the problem of hardware and software dependencies when
working with agencies to transfer files to the National Archives. Some of our knottiest
problems come from records created on systems developed during the Vietnam War. Perhaps
the best example is the Filesearch IV system, which was used by the Combined Document
Exploitation Center, to film captured Vietnamese documents. In 1977 the National Archives
acquired a 106 reels of motion picture film which had 16 mm images superimposed on 35 mm
motion picture film, with the sound track used to record a digitized index to the images. There
was a major problem. The FileSearch retrieval equipment had ceased to be manufactured in
1969. There have been several efforts to find a way to get access to the index, but there are few
systems still in existence (we have one that has never been operational) and we found that there
were two incompatible coding structures. Thus, the index to the 3 million images and I
million documents is inaccessible.
The issue of hardware dependency is still with us, even today. One agency with financial data
was interested in transferring the records to us, but this agency had used "Tall Grass" tape
drives to create the file and their drives had not been used for many years. When one of our
computer systems analysts visited the site, he reported that is was unlikely that the drives
would function, and that the data would be inaccessible unless placed on a tall grass tape drive
and then outputted to another format.
A third example is provided by a large statistical agency that has permanent files that were
created in a proprietary system with both hardware and software dependencies, that they have
not been able to successfully convert into a format that could be used outside of that agency. We
have been working with this agency for more than 15 years on this issue, yet we have not yet
received a file from this system. (Census Input/Output [CENIO ]).
Our major problem with software dependencies is found with military files created during the
Vietnam War. The military used NIPS software, (National Military Command Information
Processing System) to compact files that had numerous repeating fields. Unfortunately, at
some point in the 1970's IBM ceased to support this software, and since no one else was a major
user of this system, It disappeared. The records, however, are still with us. Currently the Center
has approximately 150 files that are in this NIPS format. In this case, we are hopeful that the
functionality of relational databases will provide the tools necessary to decode the files
recorded in this format.
Some additional examples of software dependent files that we are unable to provide normal
access are the National Economic Commission Computer Budget Gameor simulation, which
was recorded in a spreadsheet and implemented via macros; the United States Railray
Administrations Tracking/Document Management System, which was created in Basis and
transferred to us in system backup format. These are problems we currently have. If we did not
have the regulations requiring fries to be hardware and software independent, this list would
be unending.
The last category of problems, fragility of the medium, are the ones that my branch deals with
since we have the responsibility for making preservation copies of fries transferred by Federal
agencies to the National Archives. We often find, particularly with older tapes, that we are
unable to read the files because of excessive data checks. We have several accessions of older
files that we have not been able to copy because of this problem. Since this is probably the only
extant copy of the file, we are in ttle uncomfortable situation of either rejecting outright these
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files, or trying to copy as much of the information as possible onto newer media. The problems
encountered in trying to copy older tapes is one of the best Justifications for working with
agencies to provide copies of data that are to be transferred while they are still in use, so ffthere
are problems, the agency can easily supply another copy of the information
Another problem we are finding with older files is the condition that we refer to as "sticky"
tapes. On a few occasions we have been notified by the computer center we use that one of our
tapes has stuck to their tape drive. So far they have not threatened to kill us, but we must
carefully monitor the conditions of the older tapes that we send to the computer center for
processing. The National Media Lab has been very helpful in providing us with advice and
training in how to screen older tapes.
The fragility of the media has been well documented. Storage conditions are always cited as a
major reason for data loss In magnetic recordings. In many cases, the Center has no
knowledge as to the storage conditions of the tapes before they are sent to the National
Archives for copying. A couple of years ago we received some tapes from Wright Patterson AFB
that had files relating to the Vietnam War. The Center has not been able to process most of the
records transferred from the Department of Defense on the Vietnam war because the files are i n
the NIPS format and there is only limited documentation for most of these files. We had hoped
to gain additional information about our records from these recently received files, but we
discovered that the tapes had not been stored properly: there was the possibility of fungus on
the tape and most of these tapes were created before 1975 and exhibited tendencies of sticking.
Again, this is a more dramatic example than what we normally confront, but it helps to convey
the wide range of problems facing us as we receive files from the very large universe that is the
Federal government.
The Center has techniques for dealing with these problems. For example, to cope with lack of
standardization, NARA has issued regulations requiring that any electronic files scheduled for
transfer to the National Archives be written in a simple format that is not dependent on any
specific hardware or software. We are attempting to find more sophisticated solutions to
compatibility by promoting standardization and collaborating with other organizations such
as the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the National Environmental Satellite
Data and Information Service and the Federal Interagency Coordinating Committee on Digital
Cartography. To overcome the fragility of magnetic media, we have implemented controlled
storage and testing procedures, and we require other agencies which retain permanently
valuable electronic records to do the same. We actively encourage agencies to give us copies of
permanently valuable records at tile earliest opportunity, and we return the agency's tapes to
them for possible reuse. But these are means of coping rather then solving the problems. So
the task of preserving electronic records for future generations is not the easiest task: but it is
an essential one. That is why we, at the National Archives, look to other agencies and experts
in the field of magnetic recording to help us confront the problems of electronic records. By
working together we might actually find some solutions to the problems confronting us today.
Thank you.
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Invited Panel: User Experience with Storage and Distn_oution Media
MR SAWYER: The panel chairman for today Is Jim Berry. He received his BA from the
University of Maryland and his master's from American University. He also has an MBA from
the University of Southern California. He's held various positions at the National Security
Agency, the Department of Agriculture, and the Office of Personnel Management.
Currently, he's the user representative to a processing office which supports one of the major
operations groups at NSA. His areas of specialization are massively parallel computing, high
speed networking, and mass storage.
Jim Berry.
MR BERRY: This afternoon, each member of the panel Is going to make a very short
presentation, and then we'll open it up with questions. I invite questions from the floor. Each
person is now going to explain to you what they do at their respective organizations.
The first speaker Is Lee Bodden. Lee is the Hughes STX manager of the Goddard Space Flight
Center Version 0 Distributed Active Archives Center. He has been one of the system engineers
for the DAAC since its inception in 199 I.
Lee?
MR BODDEN: (Off microphone.)
Thank you. My name Is Lee Bodden, as Jim sald earlier. I'm with the Goddard Space Flight
Center V Zero DAAC. We've been asked to give a short two-minute presentation on what the
DAAC is; I understand that there will be other talks on the Goddard DAAC later on.
We're just getting rolling as an on-line, active archive. We -- right now we've got about two
terabytes of data on line, but we anticipate growing to twenty terabytes minimum. That's Just
what we're looking at now. It may be more than that, because there are projects that are coming
at us from all directions.
Our computers, we went with SGIs. The mass storage hardware for our archive -- we're going to
be talking about Cygnet optical jukeboxes with 12-inch optical platters; and we've got the
Metrum RSS600, which is an updated VHS cassette library system, which has been performing
very well for us. We've only been using it about six months, but we're very happy with It.
Our storage medium: for the Cygnet, the corresponding media is the optical disk, and the
Metrum uses VHS cassettes with a capacity of 14.5 gigabytes per cassette. The distribution that
we're currently supporting that we're holding up to Is what you see here. There are other types
of media available upon special request.
And, as I say, we're just getting going. Our ingest volume right now is 25 gigabytes per month,
and our monthly distribution is 125 gigabytes. That's going to increase. By fiscal year 1997 we
are looking at perhaps getting up to 60 gigabytes distribution per day. We have a long way to go
from where we are and where we're going to be.
Just very quickly, this is an architecture of our system, and these two rectangles, sort of in the
middle there, those are our computers with the peripherals surrounding what we call our DADS
(Data Archival and Distribution System) systems. So, we've got one computer dedicated to
running the archives. Then we have another computer, our second one, which is dedicated to
our information management system riMS). This system is where the users will log into, and
users, using our IMS, will be able to browse the summary records, which we call metadata, of
all our current data holdings, and select the data.
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Onceselected,the IMS/DADSinterface is automatedso that the IMS will take that request
fromthe user, feedit into theDADSand fromthereon --we are slowly automating the system--
so the users will not see anything beyond that, except for the fact that their request has been
filled onto one of these different types of media, sent back to them. We are supporting on-line
FTP distribution of the data for limited amounts of data.
So that's the situation that we have at the Goddard DAAC.
MR BERRY: Thank you. The next person on the panel is Richard Davis, who is the data
administrator and records officer of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration's National Climatic Data Center in Asheville, North Carolina. He's been in
government service for 47 years -- I didn't know anybody had been in that long -- in the field of
meteorology and climatology.
He's responsible for the management of 50,000 cubic feet of manuscript records, 1.3 million
microfiche, and over 100,000 reels of magnetic tape, which are depicted on his slides. He's also
currently the project manager for the receipt and archiving of data from the new Doppler
radars (NEXRAD) that will generate in excess of 88 terabytes of data per year.
Dick?
MR DAVIS: (Off microphone.)
Thank you. Can you hear that all right? At the National Climatic Data Center, we receive
climatological and meteorological information from the National Weather Service (NWS), all
the Department of Defense agencies, and the FAA. This has been going on for many years.-- We
started in 1938 in New Orleans, and then we moved to Asheville, North Carolina, in 1952, and
we've been there ever since.
We are an officially designated records center for the Department of Commerce. As such we
work very, very closely with the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). We
do have a significant amount of data today, about 140 terabytes now. The NWS modernization
will generate about 100 terabytes per year, and then who knows in 1999, what it will be like. So
there's a fair amount of data to manage..
So right now this is the way it's looking like in gigabytes, how we've been doing. And from 1986
to 1993, you see here we -- right here is the NEXRAD program. We'll be getting about 33,000
eight millimeter EXABYTE tapes per year -- somewhere in the neighborhood of 88 to 90
terabytes per year from this one project alone.
Now, the good news is that within five years, we would start to migrate these things to 3480
cartridges, and we're going to give Fynnette (Ms Eaton of NARA) about 990,000 3480 cartridges
each year.
MR BERRY: The next person is Fynnette Eaton. She is going to get another chance to talk to
you about her problem, which she described in her previous talk. So maybe she can say a few
more words about it now. She is the chief of the Technical Services Branch of the Center for
Electronic Records, and has been an archivist at the National Archives and Records
Administration since 1977.
MS EATON: Yes, if it's alright -- is this working?
MR BERRY: Why don't you use the one in front of you?
MS EATON: I do not have any overheads. I am wearing two hats for this meeting. Margaret
Adams, who is the chief of the reference services, supplied me with the information about the
Center's reference services.
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As I said in my talk, wehaveapproximately19,000 files. They range from military files from
Vietnam to the 1990 Decennial census files. The Bureau of the Census constitutes almost 30
percent of our holdings. About 50 percent of our requests are for the census files.
The date span of our files is from the 1960s up to this past year. We do not have information on
llne. As I was telling my host at lunch, I think NARA is the dinosaur of the group. We do not
provide on-line access. People can get documentation about our files and then we will supply
copies of the flies either on 3480 or 9-track open reel.
The National Archives has a new facility that is very close to this campus. Our office will move
into this new building in January 1994. There are plans to provide access to Internet for NARA
staff at this building. Once Internet is available to the Center for Electronic Records, we will
explore ways for making information available to users through the Internet.
MR BERRY: Thank you. The next panelist is Jordan Gottlieb, who works at the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center. For the past ten years he has participated in the design, development,
implementation and maintenance of small and large software projects, project
implementation and management, and also had extensive involvement in system integration
and archive management of near-line and off-line data.
MR GOTTLIEB: I work at the National Space Science Data Center, and we have an enormous
range of media we deal with, most of which are listed. We consider 7-track no longer a current
media, but it will show up on the next slide as having significant holdings.
What we do is we act as a twofold division. We actually are chartered with archlvlng data,
scientific data, but we also have taken on a new role in the not too distant history of also
providing distribution services. Distribution services get to be rather interesting because we
support an on-line distribution service for that data which is electronic, but we also have to
support the analog portions, scientific photographs, fiche film of very old history, as well as
alternate media for electronic data.
The current estimates of the holdings are listed there, and right now the holdings are probably
somewhere around three and a half terabytes. We're looking to have that continue up to six
terabytes in the coming year, and then we're looking at a projected growth of approximately six
terabytes every year after that.
It gets to be a rather large problem as the equipment gets more and more sophisticated and the
data rates keep going up, and it becomes a problem to manage these issues.
7-track is rather interesting because we are in the process of migrating that to a more modem
media, and one of the things we are challenged with at the Data Center is continually finding
ways to promote data up into more current media. As was stated in many of the presentations,
the media changes so rapidly that by the time we actually can do a study and acquire new media
technologies, the next media is out and touted as better and more efficient.
MR BERRY: Thank you. The next panelist is Laura Potler, who has been with Goddard for nine
years. She started with compiler debugging on the massively parallel processor and has
transltioned to systems analysis of data systems for satellite projects, including ROSAT,
SeaWiFS, and TRMM.
MS POTLER: Hello. Well, I'm really surprised to be with such a distinguished group. I'm in a
very different category-- I do not work for an archive and distribution center. My job Is (me
step removed. I'm a systems engineer, and I've been working at Goddard on an assortment of
projects over the last.., close to ten years, actually. I half suspect I was invited because a few
years ago at one of these conferences I shot my mouth off about the state of eight millimeter,
and I think they're getting even with me.
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=Anyway, I have worked on a variety of projects. I started out on ROSAT, which is short for
Roentgensatellite. This is x-ray astronomy; high-energy astrophysics. It was launched in
1990. Then I worked on the design of SeaWIFS, which stands for the Sea-Viewing, Wide-Field-
of-View Sensor, which is the follow-on to CZCS (Coastal Zone Color Scanner). SeaWIFS is
scheduled to launch next year. Very recently I switched to TRMM, which is the Tropical
Rainfall Measurement Mission. I've been doing system design of the data systems which
produce all the data that goes to these folks here.
I wrote up a few notes about the projects themselves, the formats of the data. A_ you see, the
ROSAT data is in FITS format. SeaWiFS and TRMM, HDF. We're hoping to feed both of these
data sets to the Goddard DAAC. The size of the holdings, as the years go by, changes
dramatically from ROSAT to TRMM. I have it broken up by proprletary and public. It could be
Intermedlate andflnal products or however you want to term it. In terms of proprietary data
holdings, ROSAT is currently working towards 300 glgabytes. TRMM is expecting 66 terabytes
over the life of the mission. So you can see how dramatically the data holdings size increases.
The archive medium for ROSAT, both the proprietary and the public, is 12-inch WORM.
SeaWIFS has an intermediate (or proprietary) archive on 5.25-inch magneto-optical platter
and is planning to have the DAAC as the public archive, which would mean a combination of
12-inch WORM and VHS. TRMM is still TBD.
So, as you see, we've got projects that are in really very different stages. ROSAT has been
operational for several years, SeaWiFS is about to be operational, and TRMM is still very much
in the design stages. So I have a real interest in the discussions going on here.
In terms of volume distributed, I called up ROSAT. I haven't actually been involved with ROSAT
for several years. I called up Cynthia Cheung and she told me for the month of August, 334
requests were made. These comprise 6,000 files ranging from l to 10 megabytes per file.
For SeaWiFS and TRMM, we haven't started distributing data yet, so we don't really know what
we're going to be up against. We have estimates based on their predecessors.
Mode of distribution available: ROSAT is shipping out uncompressed data, mainly
electronically. That's the way they prefer to deal with it. Again, the volume is such that it's
manageable at this point. They do get some 8-milllmeter and 9-track requests, but the demand
is minor, really, compared to the network.
SeaWiFS' mode is dependent on the DAAC, and I suppose TRMM's will be, also; and, as well, of
course what mode the science communities wish to receive the data by.
Wishes and responses to problems: maybe we'll get into these as we get further discussion. I
don't want to ramble on here, but there are a lot of wishes that the various groups have. So I'll
wrap it up with that.
MR BERRY: And the last panelist is Darla Werner, who is section manager of integration and
technology assessment, affiliated with the Hughes STX Corporation. She is project manager
for the Landsat Digital Archive Conversion System and managed EDC's digital archive
computer operations and technical support areas for over ten years. She implemented tape
baking in April 1993, which I believe is a solution for some of the problems where the lacquer
on the tapes is peeling off.
MS WERNER: The EROS Data Center is a U.S. Geological Survey Facility. It was established in
1972 in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, to receive, process and distribute Landsat data. EDC was
designated as a national land satellite remote sensing data archive in 1992. EDC archives over
I0 million space and aircraft images of the earth's land surfaces. Three million of those
images are Landsat.
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The national archivists focussed on developing advanced data archivlng and retrieval to
permit more efficient storage and retrieval of the large amounts of data that we will be
receiving in the next I 0 to l 5 years.
As far as the digital archive, the facility is over 12,000 square feet of environmentally
controlled storage space in the lower level of our facility. It is accessible to the computer room
via an elevator, and all other accesses are card key. The original 4,400 square feet were
constructed in 1978; and I0 years later, we finished off another 8,000 square feet to
accommodate the early historical Landsat wide band videotapes and also to create an overflow
area for 9-track and 3480.
As far as security controls and environmental controls, we do follow the National Archives'
Code of Federal Regulations for Electronic Records Management and also use the Care and
Handling of Magnetic Storage Media publication from NIST.
The EROS Data Center has made a major commitment to the long-term preservation of data.
We currently have two media conversion projects in process: copying 9-track tape to 3480 and
also transcribing Landsat data from the I -inch high density tape to DCRSi digital cassettes. We
began baking sticky tapes in April of 1993, and wehave experienced a lO0-percent success rate
with that venture.
As far as our current storage media, our primary media is still the 9-track tape; however, we are
copying to 3480. We did start with about I05,000 9-track tapes 3 years ago, so we have made
some significant progress. As far as 3480, we have about 50,000.
The 8-mm cassettes are used as system backups, and they are used basically on all of our major
systems throughout the building. QIC tapes are used by the users on their work stations, and I
do believe that we have more QIC tapes in the building. This is all that is registered in our
digital archive, but users tend to keep them in their desk drawers and wherever.
We currently have at the Data Center about 37,000 l -inch high density tapes. We have another
26,000 tapes that are stored in Alexandria, Virginia, that are being incrementally shipped out
to the Data Center. We will be transcribing the 26,000 tapes which hold the TM Landsat data
and also these 13,000 high density tapes holding some of the older, or the more recent, Landsat
MSS data.
The DCRSi cassettes are the result of a conversion that we are doing, which began in December
1992. By the way, these 200 cassettes hold the data that was on 7,200 high density tapes.
CD-ROM: we have what's reported here Just a small number less than 200, but again, this is
what's registered in the digital archive. If you look in the offices at the EROS Data Center, I
believe that we've got hundreds and hundreds of CD-ROMs. They're quite popular.
We have two robotic systems, an EPOCH file server that is used for browse images and
electronic file transfers, and also a newly installed STK silo, which is used for raw data sets to
be used later for image processing.
As far as distribution, our primary media is 9-track tape. We put out very few 3480s on a
monthly basis. We'd like to see that increase. And 8-mm cassettes have been requested more
often, even just within the last six months.
As far as issues, problems, and challenges, the first is the rapidly changing technology and the
challenges of technology obsolescence. I believe we need to put more emphasis on retrieval.
Due to the changing technology, the question I often ask myself is: are we going to be able to
play back the data 10 or 15 years from now that we've recorded today?
Also, our distribution data sets are getting larger. Because of the large size, the distribution
media options are more limited. We are starting to put out more one gigabyte-sized data sets,
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and naturally, that's a lot of 9-track tapes, which most universities are still using. There are
some universities that have been requesting 8 mm, but because we like to verify our products
before they go out the door, that's a very slow process for product generation.
We wish there were more 3480 users. We are watching advances in the 3480 technologies.
Media management and maintenance are expensive. As our digital archives grow, there's more
and more tasks that are associated with maintaining an archive. We can't Just put a tape on the
shelf or in the archive and then call it done. Media maintenance and management require
people and specialized equipment, and that costs money.
As our digital archives get older, we have to convert to newer media or advanced recording
technologies, and conversions cost money and take a lot of time. I also believe that
conversions are a never- ending process.
Data management is a science. It involves many tasks and considerations. It's not Just
archiving and it's not just data handling. It's defining metadata and knowing the
environmental conditions and specifications for good archiving practices; making sure that
data is going to be available and useable by future users.
I believe that data management is a very complex system of processes that depend on one
another. For many data facilities, I believe that data management is a number one problem as
far as having funds allocated. I think that more budgets need to have data management as a
line item versus Just a category under a project. It seems as though when funds are allocated for
data management, that the moneys tend to go into the systems that are used to record the data;
and there's very little resources that are available for archiving and the tasks that are
associated afterwards.
Thank you.
MR BERRY: Thank you.
Now you know a little bit about the panel. First of all, we would like to entertain questions
from the floor or, alternatively, we'll discuss a series of points. This is your opportunity to ask
questions of the panel, to get their opinions or find out more about what they've been doing.
I'm going to start it off with a question. What I'd like to know from the Panel is the following: I
notice you are using things like 3480, 7-track, 9-track. Where do you anticipate going in the
future, let's say two years from now, three years from now? Are you still going to be in the same
place or will you be in a different place?
MR DAVIS: We'll be still 3480 or perhaps 3490, if we get that capability.
MR BODDEN: For the Version 0 DAAC, which is part of the EOS project, we anticipate staying
with the Metrum, which is giving us a lot of good use. And also with the Cygnet jukebox. But
the problem for Version l becomes a lot more complex, and they will be receiving up to one
terabyte of data per day to process. So the EOS project itself has to still be looking at what kind
of options and alternatives are out there that can handle this kind of load. So there is
somewhat of an open page here as to where we're going to go in the long run.
MS WERNER: For our long-term preservation of data in our lower density archives, we have
made a commitment to go with 3480s, but we are also looking at the advances in that
technology. The 3490 looks to be a promising substitute for that.
In our higher density archives, we will be using the DCRSi cassettes, but longer term, we are
keeping our options open.
MR BERRY: Could each of you speak to the question?
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MS EATON: Most of our files are much smaller, and what we are interested in doing Is actually
downsizing it. What we would like to do for most of our users, who are not -- they're more
interested in specific information from the files as to try to move to floppies to actually send it
out, so that It can be more exactly what they want.
We currently use 9-track and 3480. Most of our users are from universities, so they have the
mainframes. But ffwe could move to other modes so the PC could be used, we could get a much
wider dIstribution.
MS POTLER: Again, in my situation I'm not so much looking at archlving and distribution of
the final products but finding ways to keep data, large amounts of data, near-line so that I can
do reprocessing in order to get the final product and give it to these folks.
We are keeping our eyes on the market, trying to figure out what the best solution is. I haven't
seen it yet, but we're looking. We're trying different things.
MR GOTTLIEB: The Data Center has an idea of what to do in long term. We currently are
supporting 9-track, 3480/90, 8 mm, 4 mm, 12-inch optical, CD- ROM, and adhering to the ISO
9960, and we're looking to progress into other areas. We are currently looking into D2, DI, D3,
when and if it becomes available, quad density platters, optical platters, blue laser CD-ROM,
which will be a 2 gig CD-ROM.
But we also have to continue to support the user base, which may be regressive in the current
technology trends, so that right now we can't plan on migrating everything to a forward
technology and lose the capability of being able to provide data to our user base.
MR BERRY: Okay. Thank you.
VOICE: (Off microphone.) The Issue of archive came up with six panelists; they probably
identified about eight different long-term archive media. The first question is, I guess: Is
anybody working the issue to say the United States shall go to -- in some kind of synchronous
fashion to D2 or whatever? And if that were to ever occur, what would be the Impact?
MR GOTTLIEB: The answer is that the decision ofhowan archive actually manages and stores
its data is an internal question. And yes, there are standard activities being processed by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology. The question is whether or not excluding
certain media out of the marketplace would present problems in the U.S. and whether or not
there could be more than one sanctioned archival media.
So what the data centers tend to do is look at those media which are currently providing
adequate storage and recovery, as well durability for the long-term archiving, with
philosophies of future promotion into more sophisticated media.
MR DAVIS: I would take perhaps a little exception to the internal situation with the archiving.
In our case, we must go ahead and keep our archives in a format that will be transferable to
NARA in the future. Therefore, it does not become a totally internal situation of how we're
going to keep those.
Right now, they accept the 9-track or 3480 in ASCII or EBCDIC. So we attempt to go ahead and
do that for those fries that we know may well be transferred to NARA at some time in the future.
So there's always a problem with the term archive and long-term retention.
Archive is for permanency, real, in perpetuity, where long-term retention is temporary.--
NARA says that temporary can be up to 75 years. Well, we're in the process of trying to keep our
data at least for 75 years before we turn it over to the Archives in many instances. But we must
follow their dictates.
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MRBODDEN:LetmeaddJust one more thing. I'm not so sure that it makes sense to go to Just
one standard media for archives, and I Just want to quickly point out that in the Goddard
DAAC we have selected two different types of media for two very different reasons. We went
with the optical platters for what we consider our most highest priority data, most Important
data, and the data that we could spend money on.
For the VHS system, our Metrum system, what we selected there was a media that provided us a
very economical amount of storage per terabyte or per gigabyte, whatever you want to call it.
So there are two different types of media that are being selected for very different reasons. So
that's some of our justification.
MS WERNER: In 1988 we went through a lengthy process of reviewing the types of media that
were available at the tIme for both our low-density and our high-denslty archives. At that tIme
we elected to go with the 3480 to replace the 9-track tapes. But, with the large amounts of data
that we have at the Data Center, we have to be more conservative with our choices rather than
choosing maybe the newest technology at the time. So we have made a commitment to go with
3480.
MS EATON: If I can second with the last two comments that speakers have said and then add
an additional thought. Because of the diversity of formats used by agencies, the National
Archives uses standards to ensure that we will be able to process those files deemed to have
long-term value and that is why our current regulations cite 9-track and 3480 cartridge. We can
find drives that can read the data, so unless there is a problem with the tape itself, we know we
will be able to process the file. There is also, though, the issue of what do you need the
information for. If the information is scheduled to be transferred to the National Archives,
then it must be in a format that we can process. But if it is current information that your
agency will need for five or ten years, and it has been scheduled as temporary, then you should
use whatever format is best for your institution. We don't feel that we have a right to impose
standards on temporary information. We can give suggestions, but it is really up to the
individual institution as to what they use.
MS POTLER: Well, I keep coming to these things hoping that I will hear from various
committees the answer we are all seeking. There is no one good answer. I agree with everything
that's been said so far. It's interesting that every time I come to these, I hear about more and
more technologies. It's diverging instead of converging. It's exciting, it's interesting. I'd like to
see more work done in terms of committee work or various organizations getting together to
try and do some more standardization of what's already in existence, because once we do
commit to something, we have to stick with it and make it work. And I'd like to see more
elegant software to support a lot of the hardware technology and so forth. But I agree with you
that standards is a big issue right now.
VOICE: My question deals with the use of compression and what experience either using the
industry standard 3480 -- I don't know the name of the compression algorithm (Edltor: IBM
calls this IDRC, Improved Data Recording Characteristic, and has licensed It to other
manufacturers under names such as Improved Character Recordlng Characteristic, or ICRC)--
for some of the more specialized algorithms which might be applied, especially considering the
cost that CPU power is decreasing at a significant rate now. Has anybody had any experience
with applying compression techniques to the data? And does it impact your error rates?
MR DAVIS: We are Just experimenting now with compression techniques on the 8-mm tapes on
the EXABYTE drives. In some recent tests we found a compression rate of about 8 to I for the
NEXRAD radar data, which meant we got about 38 gigabytes on a tape, which sounds great. But
then when we read it back, it took a little over 20 hours to read it (Laughter). We didn't have any
error rate problems, but our concern is, of course, that If you get into the middle of that thing
and get some sort of little burp or something like that, you've got a lot of time invested in that
one tape.
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We'll probably use that compression and go to something less than the 8 to I, maybe 5 tapes to I
or something like that, where it would really be beneficial to us.
MR KOBLER (NASA): Ifl could Just interrupt for one quick second. I know Sandra Woolley is in
the audience, and she will be doing a paper the last day. I invite you to listen to that paper.
That might address some of your questions, unless she wants to respond to that now perhaps.
MS WOOLLEY(Manchester University, England): Thank you. Yes. Data compression does
impact your error rates. If you have, say, a single uncorrected bit pass through the system, it
can scramble all data to follow, and that's the main theme of my talk. Robust error control is
absolutely essential to preserve data integrity. Thank you.
MR BODDEN: Continuing to talk about compression, at Goddard DAAC we've also Just started
looking at compression as our on-llne system is Just really getting going now over the last few
months. We are looking to compress at three different points. We transfer data over the
network from different data projects, and we were looking to compress the data at these points.
We've had difficulty getting that started so far.
The second point that we're looking to compress is, as we receive the data, process it, then we
put it to the archive, we were looking to compress it at that point. And that has yielded some
very good results. For one class of data, like AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radar)
data, we're getting a 70- to 80-percent compression rate. Each file is about 240 megabytes in
size, and we're able to compress that down quite nicely. So that has worked there.
We've also been trying to compress the data as we write it out to media to send out to researchers
and scientists, and we're just getting started with this. In all of these first three compression
techniques, we're using just a very standard UNIX compress. We're not going into any fancy
compression algorithms, but we have looked into them. And we've found that the UNIX
compress doesn't give us as much as some of these other algorithms, but, given the difficulty
that the researchers would have out there in handling the different kinds of compression, we
stuck with Just a pure UNIX compress.
MS WERNER: We've attempted to apply IDRC on our STK 3480 rack mountable tape drives,
interfacing with SGs and DGs, and have not been successful at doing so.
PANELIST: We have not tried to compress our data yet. There hasn't been the need.
MS POTLER: ROSAT doesn't compress. SeaWIFS is just starting to look at compression
algorithms, so I don't have anything to say about that. TRMM will definitely have to compress
at 60 gigabytes a day, but I donrt have results yet.
MR GOTTLIEB: The Data Center actually uses compression but not on most of the scientific
holdings. The places we've encountered compression and had it successfully implemented and
then extracted again was on the CD-ROMs that the Data Center distributes. There is a concern
that taking compression techniques and applying them to data, there is a possibility that you
will find some data loss. And when dealing with pure bit streams where every bit is either
meaningful or unmeaningful and having that change and become meaningful is a real concern.
So there is a danger in that compression will not yield 100-percent accuracy all the time.
DR HARIHARAN (Systems Engineering and Security): What was the problem in writing out the
data in compressed form on distribution media?
VOICE: Right. The problem wasn't so much in trying to compress the data. It was Just -- it's a
new function for us and we haven't got it working yet. That's all it is. We will get it working.
MR BERRY: The question was: what are the problems that he has experienced in using
compression on his data?
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VOICE: A questionfor the NationalArchives. Why is it necessaryto centralizeall the dataat
National Archives? Why not network the data and haveeach agencywho owns the systems
that areuniqueto their dataarchivethem in placewith you maintainingsomeindex?
MS EATON:That's an interesting possibility. Wehavenot consideredthat becausewedon't
haveaccessto a network. Thereis alsotheconcernaboutdocumentation.It is onlyby working
with agencieswhentheytransfer fliesto us, that we'reableto determinewhat the problemsare
with the documentation.Further, it is onlywhenwecancomparethe documentationto the file
that we know everything is complete. Too often, the documentation is incomplete and
additional work is required. So, there would be a problem with the agency maintaining the
file, unless they ensured that the documentation was complete, which has not been the case to
this point.
As I alluded to in my talk, when the National Archives commissioned the study about current
federal data bases, they specifically excluded scientific data bases. And actually, my friend on
the far right has been dealing with the National Academy of Sciences' study in which they're
looking at what should be done with the scientific records. My personal view is let the agencies
keep them, since the agencies have the expertise. I don't know what the study will recommend,
but perhaps it will be close to what you recommend.
There is also, with the National Information Infrastructure initiative, the idea of creating a
government information locator system. So that might be a way of going about it as well.
There's a lot going on with these issues, and I'm not real sure what the direction for all of this
will be in five years. But at least for now, the National Archives accepts custody of files in
order to maintain the integrity of these records.
DR ANDREW OGIELSKI (Bellcore): Our panelists represent publicly funded archives. What
projects are under way in your institutions to improve access over the data networks?
MR DAVIS: Right nowwe are working on and have several files on llne through Internet that
are free to the scientific community over Internet. These are both metadata files, inventories,
where you can browse and in some cases you can go ahead and go a step further and actually
order off-line data that way, but then we also have actual data flies out there for, in some cases,
the most recent period, like the last month or two, that you can access and use. That effort is
expanding fairly rapidly at our center.
MR BODDEN: For the Goddard DAAC, part of the mission for EOS is to try to bring the Earth
science data that NASA and the affiliated agencies, such as the U.S. Geological Survey, hold, to
bring this data on line. So, that's our mission. As we bring it on line, we are also going to
provide network access for the world to log into the Goddard DAAC and browse through our
data holdings, which will be represented by metadata records, summary records, of the data.
The researcher will then be able to select, during this session, some samples of data up to a
certain limit. That limit we haven't really set yet. And that data, if it's smaU enough, the
amount that the user has selected, can be FTP'd back to the user during that same session. So
we are trying to set up a system where you can research your data, you can access it, and retrieve
it, all during the same session.
MS WERNER: The EROS Data Center has developed a system called a Global Land Information
System (GLIS), and it is available to users on the network for access to US and foreign Landsat
data, AVHRR, and other miscellaneous earth sciences datasets. The GLIS, as we call it, has the
capability to allow research; and some browse files are available, so that the scientist or user
can actually see what their area of interest might be like.
If you would like information on GLIS, please talk to me afterwards and we can give you the
address for that.
MR BERRY: WIll the panelists make sure you speak into the mikes so everybody can hear you?
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MSEATON:What I'm goingto say next really applies to the entire National Archives. The
National Archives has begun to put some of its selective guides on the Internet so people can get
a taste of what is available. We have our title llst that is available on the Internet, but that is
the only thing that we can provide across networks at this point.
We are hoping in the next couple years to determine if there are some files that possibly should
be included so that people could access It that way.
MS POTLER: We certainly have been working on the browse capabilities in conjunction with
the DAAC. The hardware itself is not the problem. SeaWIFS has both Ethernet and FDDI
connectivity, which is more than adequate to handle the load right now. The problem is the
users don't have the high-speed connections, and they have so many hops to go across and so
forth. So it's more in terms of what we have to deal with our audience, our user base, and what
they have to deal with.
We do support anonymous FTP and so forth to get the data and the browse capabilities. We're
trying to improve the software so that they can work with it more easily.
MR GOTTLIEB: Well, it turns out that the Data Center actually has an on-line system that is
actually -- to the users it is a mall interface system. So by simply sending a marl message to the
system, it...
MR BERRY: Could you speak into the mike a little bit more?
MR GOTTLIEB: -- will actually stage your data into an anonymous FTP area and you can come
and get it. As stated before, the Goddard net is a T1, and, as we go outside -- actually it's a
hypernet -- as we go outside, we find that 9.6 may become very painful to transfer, you know,
three or four megabyte fries to a 9.6 station.
There is a selective process that a committee meets on as to which data files are put into the on-
line system; but also as a distribution center, the entire holdings that are cataloged are
available through other means and media requests. So you can actually write to the Data
Center, the User Support Office, which I can give you more information on, and acquire any of
the catalog holdings through the National Space Science Data Center.
MS POTLER: I'd like to add one more thing. Even though the users don't have the FDDI or the
even higher speed networks, by putting some of the Goddard systems on the FDDI, we can send
data to the DAAC via FDDI, and therefore limit the contention on the Goddard Ethernet, which
is a dramatic improvement. So there is that advantage.
VOICE: lhave a two-part question. The first part is for Laura. If you had to make a decision
now as to what type of storage technology you were going to use, do you think you would go for
the 3480s? Or would you go with perhaps the Metrum, or another optical?
MS POTLER: Can you be more specific? Are we talking about TRMM launching in '97?
VOICE: Yes.
MS POTLER: If I had to make a decision now for archiving, for distribution?
VOICE: For archiving.
MS POTLER: For archiving. I -- you're really putting me on the spot here in front of all of these
people. I would -- if I had to make a decision now, I would go with WORM.
VOICE: Okay. I'm afraid I'm going to put somebody else on the spot. For Darla and Dick, you
both have a commitment to the 3480s, and it sounds like you have an awful lot of data to store.
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Doesn't that become kind of a management nightmare for all those cartridges that you're
storing?
MS WERNER: Actually, copying the 9-track tapes to 3480, is a lot less of a nightmare using the
3480. We do have a lot of data, but we have seen about a four time decrease in space
requirements. The advantages of the 3480, as far as speed, reliability and Just the easy
handling make that an easy choice over what we have right now.
MR DAVIS: And my answer is yes. (Laughter)
VOICE: Lee has gone on to the Metrum and I think -- it sounds like he's satisfied with it, where
you get a lot higher density per cartridge. Have you all thought about that? It probably wasn't
out when you made your decisions.
MR GOTTLIEB: Is this question to me?
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MS WERNER: Excuse me. Could you please repeat the question?
VOICE: Well, I guess the Metrum technology -- I'm asking a lot of questions about it because I'm
looking at it. It probably wasn't out when you all were making your decisions. I guess, ff I
understand correctly, it would probably decrease the number of cartridges even further. Have
you all thought about that at aU? Or are you all firmly committed to the 3480s now, so it can't
really be an issue?
MS WERNER: Right now we are committed to 3480s for our lower density data. We are always
keeping our eye open and watching for current technology and future advances. As I stated
before, we tend to be a little bit more conservative because of the large datasets and large data
volumes that we deal with.
MR BERRY: Let me give a corollary question to that, because you all have picked a technology
that's relatively expensive from a per bit standpoint. There's sort of an implication here that
cost is not a driver. If you look at the relative cost of storing something in one media versus
another -- that's some of the dramatic differences between media -- is the cost of storlng or even
sending data to someone.
And it also tends to preclude -- most workstations, for example, don't have that capability.
Certainly almost no PCs do. So are those kinds of considerations having any impact in your
systems? I mean, you're using historically what have been sort of the mainframe kind of
approach.
MR DAVIS: From our standpoint, of course, cost is always a concern. But the initial cost of the
new systems, when you're talking blg bucks, Is Important. Well, If you take a CREO system, a
dual drive CREO system, for example, which we've been looking at, and we'd llke the optical
tape option. We'd like the permanency for our function, which is primarily archive, and has
good recall. But you're talking about a situation there where you've got about 8750,000 to
8800,000 initial price in order to buy a two-station system, and that's a pretty good chunk of
change, particularly for fairly new technology, even though I think it's very viable technology.
The cost of media for 3480s is down about $5 a cartridge. We're paying more than that even for
the 8- mm stuff right now. We, too, are constantly looking at new technology. We're always
open to new ideas, but we do have to take the more conservative approach for our basic
archives.
Now for the NEXRAD system where we're using 8 mm, we have no choice because the National
Weather Service has installed and are installing those recorders in the field, and we had no
option on that. That's strictly an economical situation there. The drives are reasonably
,=.
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priced. The media is reasonably priced for the amount of data that you can get on one of those.
So we're forced into that. We really are not going to convert those to 3480 and give them to
NARA.
DR MARIA ZEMANKOVA (MITRE): My question is on data base management; that is, are you
satisfied with the current state of the art of data base management systems so that given that
we can store all this stuffout there, we can actually get the information from it that we need?
MR BODDEN: I'll start that response for the Goddard DAAC. We anticipate that, as we
approach our 20 terabyte goal, that our DBMS problems are going to become very severe. Right
now our data base is performing quite well, and we don't see that changing in the very near
future. But we have started talking with vendors, and I'm not going to tell you which ones, but
we have started talking with vendors who have new and innovative approaches to data bases
where they will distribute one data base over several platforms and control that data base
through several other CPUs. So there are new ideas out there, and we are exploring them for the
not too distant future.
MR BERRY: Anybody else?
MR GOTTLIEB: There are two aspects of the information you're talking about. I think maybe
what you were addressing was both the pointer to retrieve the actual information, but also
what, at the Data Center, we might call metadata, which is information about the file you
might want to retrieve. And the answer is that I don't think you have to position yourself to use
a single data base to answer that question. So that would be the first approach I would say, ff
somebody were to say "my data base can't handle It anymore" -- perhaps you have to reenglneer
it into several data bases.
But also with medium proof -- there's also a host of other technologies that are improving,
perhaps a little more slowly or even more quickly, and data bases are progressing in some
fashion. I know object bases have become available, and object bases, I think, start handling
the metadata questions where a traditional RDBMS could actually point into the archive and
direct you to retrieve a file.
So I think that the answer to your underlying question is that we will have to rethink how the
traditional data base is implemented as the archives grow.
MS POTLER: Well, I think the DAAC, in particular, that I'm familiar with is doing a lot of work
in terms of metadata and organizing with the user in mind. I know they're holding the projects
to the line on these things.
My concern is more with how to get the data out of the hardware, the media, to locate it and get
it out rather than what particularly you're looking for within the data base and how the data is
organized. I would like to see more elegant handling of the data as it's stored and as it's
retrieved, that sort of thing, is what I'm seeing. I see a lot of jukebox-type mechanisms, but not
necessarily elegant software to use it.
MS EATON: We have developed a data base for capturing the metadata so that we can do
automated validated files that are transferred to us. That project has been ongoing for about a
year and a half. It's still not fully operational, but we're trying to capture the metadata in that
way.
And we are also considering building a system that we call X-WEF so that we can get specific
information about files, across the fries, to do a reference system, and we're just beginning
looking into that now.
MS WERNER: We have several metadata data bases to handle the different data sets that we
have at the Data Center. It doesn't seem to be an issue for us right now.
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MRBERRY:Wehavehada request from the audience. If all of you would be willing to provide
the Internet addresses where some of this data could be reached, then we could make it
available to the participants. What we will do is make it available on a sheet and have it out
front so that you can pick it up later on during the conference. We will do that for you for those
people that can supply the information.
VOICE: There have been a lot of questions as to whether in ten years will there be the drives to
read particular types of media. What about the flip side of the question, the software format of
the data on the media? Are any of you facing the issue of supporting either computers or
software packages simply for backwards compatibility to be able to access data that you would
Just as soon retire?
MS EATON: We cheat a little bit. When certain agencies transfer files to the National
Archives, they give us two copies of the file, one in ASCII, the other in SAS or SPSS format. We
will copy both formats. We will make the dependent format available to researchers for the
first ten years, because we will feel that that version will still be supported by the software
that's out there. When we recopy the file after ten years, we do not recopy the dependent file. We
Just keep the software-independent file at that point. So that is how we cheat.
MS POTLER: I'm not facing that problem; that is up to the DAAC.
MR GOTTLIEB: Actually, we are facing that problem, and the way we're dealing with it is we
currently have another committee to attempt to describe and conclude what the best
formatting techniques will be. One of the ways we are thinking about solving that is basically
internalizing a standard format for the archive so that we could create an In filter and an out
filter, which could either ingest or export any of the required formatting necessary.
MS WERNER: This has been a big problem for us. We have tried likewise to develop an internal
archive format, but many of our datasets are in a native format. So that's what we've elected to
go with so we don't have to rewrite documentation and such. But we are trying to go with an
internal archive format that would include an ANSI standard label, and therefore, to reduce
the amount of software required to use the data.
MR DAVIS: We're basically doing the same thing. Of course, we're obligated to provide data to
customers, as well as have data for use in our own center for as far as we can see into the future.
So it's important for users to be able to go ahead and read these data.
We have basically an internal format for our standard records that we use; but we also get a lot
of stranger tapes that we get from other organizations, and we have to be able to read those and
define what's on there and that sort of thing. So it's a pretty good maintenance programming
Job to keep up with all that.
One hopes that the industry will go ahead and, as it progresses, will allow you to progress in
some reasonable fashion rather than a fruitbasket turnover-type thing.
MR BODDEN: For the Goddard DAAC in dealing with this issue, we have to look at it in two
different parts. For the data that is supported by commercial software, that we access through
commercial software, that's sort of setting a standard for the data, and, by that, I mean that we
are now asking projects that transfer data to us to put the data in a standard format, such as
HDF, which is supported by NCSA. Or there are some other formats that we would be willing to
take but are not sanctioned by the EOS project, such as CDF.
One concern that we have is that our archive Is being placed under a file management system
called UnITree, which so far we've been doing okay with. But our concern is: where is UniTree
going down the road? And is our archive going to be able to evolve with UniTree? Or are we
going to have to at some point move into some other kind of file management system?
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Sothat's a concernfor us. And I might saythat the peoplewho we buy UnlTree from, Titan,
have been very responsive in trying to meet our goals with Unitree.
And then one last aspect of this question is the application software that is used to access
certain types of data files, and that is a real concern. That's something we want to avoid in the
DAAC in the future. We have a lot of old data that is being accessed by programs that have been
written 10 or more years ago. So that, we want to try to shy away from, and want to try to move
towards standard formats for the data that we're receiving.
DR KING (National Space Science Data Center): Our data centers have a dual responsibility to
provide convenient access today to data in the data centers, as well as to preserve the data for
the long term so they will be available 50 years or whatever downstream. In your discussions
of data media choices, I've not heard that particular distinction brought out. In fact, might the
optimal scenario be one where one type of media are in our Jukeboxes, providing that
convenient, current access, and perhaps the same data on either the same type or a different
type media in our deep archives?
MR DAVIS: Well, we keep statistics on what our customers want. Of course, there are some
customers who want everything and they want everything on-line, and we're not able to go
ahead and do that. We Just don't have that capability from hard disk or jukeboxes or anything
else at this point.
However, we have noticed some trends. For example, we no longer get any requests for 7-track
tapes, and we are getting fewer and fewer requests for 9-track, 1600 BPI tapes. We are seeing an
increase in the requests for 3480s, and 2 months ago for the first time, we discovered now the
most popular, most frequently requested format is on floppy disk. We are also seeing a great
increase in the request by customers for data on 8-mm tape. We do have some CD-ROMs. We
don't produce those at will, but we have about seven of those that we distribute.
So we have seen a definite trend towards the users of particularly floppy and 8 mm, and our
obligation is, and what we do is, we take data from our 3480 files, we will go ahead and put out
data files in any of those formats that the customer wants.
MR BODDEN: Yes. The same thing for the Goddard DAAC. Internally, we store the data on
optical platters and VHS tapes. We used two different types of media because of the importance
of the data. We don't want to put all the data in just one type of media and have a single point of
failure. We view the data as very important, number one, and it is very hard to replace. So a lot
of this data is coming down from sateUites that once they're -- it's just irreplaceable.
As far as distributing the data, we distribute on popular media, such as 4 mm, 8 mm, 3480s and
the 9-tracks. Let me cancel the 3480s. That is available but only through special request. And
the same is true with optical disks. That is available through special requests. So we handle
quite a full range of media.
MS WERNER: Our Landsat data will all be transcribed to DCRSs is, so we are being consistent
there with one media choice. And there will be about 50 terabyte of data.
Our lower density, as I've mentioned, we're using 3480. We've got a commitment there, and
we've got about 35 terabyte of data that will be going to 3480. However, our distribution media,
we, too -- it's driven by user request, user demand, and somewhat by what we offer. We are still
putting out a lot of 9-track tapes. We would like to see that move toward more 3480 and 8 ram.
In the last 6 months, we have seen a big increase in the use and demand of 8 mm for file
transfers.
MS EATON: We have had to use the computer center for doing both our preservation work and
reference work, so we've been very limited in what we could offer. We are trying to build an in-
house preservation system. If that works, we would then build a reference system, and we
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would probably try to hang at least floppy drives from this system, as well as other types of
drives, ffthere are enough requests for another format. It's one of the issues we are looking at.
MS POTLER: Obviously, there has to be different criteria for distribution and archlving and
backup, which is something we really haven't talked about here and is a major concern, as well
as internal reprocessing and so forth. I spoke with ROSAT project recently to see how they're
doing, now that they're in operation, and how they feel about it. One of the things they said that
they're looking into is that they have the proprietary and the public archive on WORM, because
they have the most confidence in WORM. But at the same time, they have all their eggs in one
basket, and ff something goes wrong or the company goes out of business or whatever, they're
stuck. It's certainly a major concern.
SeaWIFs took the opposite tact. They took everything. They have 8 mm and 4 mm and 9-track
and MO. As long as the budget allowed, we got a little bit of everything to be covered. But it
would be nice ff there were some way to narrow that down a little bit.
MS WERNER: Good enough.
MR GOTTLIEB: I guess I was kind of set up by the questioner, but at the Data Center we use dual
media philosophy and that is we actually take in a media and as best we can immediately
produce the second media and even go one step further: try to get it to a secondary storage site
so that we have an original and a safe copy which is termed off site.
Unfortunately, the world is not utopian, so we are struggling with how to back up some of the
data that has arrived electronically, and we did not have an original media choice.
The other dilemma that we're faced with is, how to back up half a terabyte of data in a
reasonable fashion without impacting our requesting community's throughput. So the Data
Center is currently supporting a dual media philosophy and are coming up to speed on getting
the dual media throughout the entire archive and also supporting off-site storage.
MR BERRY: I think we have time for one more question. You'll notice that even the panel has
started to leave, so one more. (Laughter]
VOICE: I have a question for the panel. How important is backwards compatibility in your
decision-making process? If you take as an example 3480, 3490, 3490E, you've got a clear
migration path for where you are going to head with your capital investment over quite a
number of years. Or, are you concerned about that you downsize your archives to the extent you
can forego that migration path and go into what we call leapfrogging technologies?
MR DAVIS: Backward compatibility is critical to us because of our customer base. We've got --
although we get about 90,000 requests a year at the Center, that's not all for digital data. We
have somewhere in the neighborhood of 2,800 requests or so per year for digital data. All
youhre got to do is to stop being able to provide one type of media or one format, and you hear
about it very, very quickly.
So, it's important to us, the backward compatibility. But, on the other hand, that means that
we've got to be able to do that to the customers. The only thing we've stopped in the last 38 years
that I've been there is punched cards and 7-track tape. We can still do everything else, and I
think we will continue to have to do that for some time to come.
MR BODDEN: Backward compatibility is also important for the Goddard DAAC, but we are
using the EOS project as a breakpoint where there are certain data sets that we will no longer
support the backward compatibility or the old version of these data sets. And we're actually
migrating them forward to a new technology. An example of that is the coastal zone color
scanner system data, CZCS, some of you may know. This data was produced and was available
through a VAX VMS system.
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We are now in the process of moving thls data over, going through all the bit and byte
conversionsto moveit overto a Unix system. That is our intention, really, for all of the old
data to little by little bring it on line in our newUnix system.
MS WERNER: Backward compatibility is very important to the EROSData Center. Even
though we are upgrading to new technologies, the data migration, data conversions are a
lengthy process. So, for several years, we need to make sure that we can use the data on the
older technology to allow our users to access what they need for their project.
MS EATON: Since we often get the older technologies, it is very important to us. As I was
telling someone, we still receive 7-track tapes from agencies, so we have to have that
functionality.
MR GOTTLIEB: The issue of backward compatibility, I think, can really be addressed as to
whether or not it is an archive concern or a distribution concern. And if you manage your
archive as progressive and even conservative, I think the entire issue of backward
compatibility goes out to a distribution concern.
At the Data Center we do llve and breath with that concern every day. I don't think we've had a
recent request for a 7-track tape, but it wasn't too far back where somebody actually did request
a 7-track tape. Fortunately, we still had a functional drive with which we could fulfill that
request.
So I think you have to look at the whole scenario, and the question you need to ask is: is the
backward compatibility an issue for the archive? I think the answer is no, if you manage your
archive progressively. But it always remains an issue for your community support, depending
on how flexible you wish to be in supporting that community.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MS EATON: Ten years.
MR BERRY: Let me repeat the question so that other people can hear it. The question is:
"Would you consider a system that did not have a clearly defined migration path from where it
is today to where it would go out into the future?"
MS EATON: No. We always look at things that we know we will be able to access in 10 years.
MR BODDEN: The answer for Goddard DAAC is also no, we would not look at a system that did
not have a clear migration and evolutionary path.
MR DAVIS: I believe that we would (laughter) if there's such an animal out there. Yes, we'd
definitely look at that and actually have been looking at it. I would say, for example, a jump
from 3480 to a CREO system would be the kind of thing you're talking about as a leapfrog, and
I'd have no objection to something like that at all.
MS WERNER: The EROS Data Center would need to have a technology with a clear migration
path. However, in our long-term archive for the Landsat data, we did go to a different
technology. So I don't know if that would be a leapfrog or not, going from high density to
DCRSi.
MR GOTTLIEB: I guess the Data Center would answer -- I don't -- it would have to answer: do
you mean a media migration path or a migration strategy?
VOICE: Migration strategy.
MR GOTTLIEB: Then the answer is without a migration strategy, no. But without a clear media
migration, it's possible.
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MR BERRY: Okay. I'd like to thank the panel. I'd like to thank the audience for your
participation, and I think we have a poster session scheduled for 6:00. Do you have any
announcements?
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NCDC Mass Storage Systems and Technologies
Dick Davis
NOAA/Natlonal Climatic Data Center
Federal Bldg
Ashevllle, NC 28801
Phone: (704) 271-4384
FAX: (704) 271-4246
ddavis_NCDC.noaa.gov
1. Size Of Holdings:
Current holdings at NCDC are 107.8 terabytes of digital data and about 0.3 terabytes of
manuscript data.
The nexrad radar system is expected to generate approximately 88 terabytes per year by 1996.
2. Nature Of Holdings:
Basically environmental data. Climatological observations at varying temporal scale from 1
minute to monthly values for both surface and upper air. Analyzed grids of surface and upper
air, summarized climatological information, surface marine observations and gridded values,
selected satellite data. There are approximately 400 different tape decks within the archives.
3. How Long Site In Existence
NCDC was first established in 1938 as a wpa project to use punched cards to tabulate
climatological information. In 1952 the center was relocated to asheville, nc. So, for 14 years
we were the new orleans tabulation unit, then for the next 41 years we became known as the
national weather records center, the national climate center and then in 1976, the national
climatic data center.
4. Popularity Of Data Sets:
The popularity of our basic climatological data sets, hourly surface, summary of the day, and
hourly precipitation has remained essentially constant. The top ten are:
Surface airways hourly
Daily cooperative summary of the day
First order summary of the day
Surface/land summary of the month
Datsave surface hourly
NCDC us upper air
Hourly precipitation data
National solar radiation data base
Mixing height studies
Surface marine observations
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5. Media/Technology Used For Storage:
Current policy is that archives will be on 3480 square cartridges. We have Just completed a
three year effort to copy all round tapes in our primary archives to the 3480 media. This has
included merging two or three tapes to one cartridge where possible.
In addition to the reduced storage space needed, the read/write reliability is much enhanced.
With increasing acquisition of archive files, we have been able to maintain a viable tape
library without an increase in storage area.
We are also involved in a data rescue effort, transferring satellite data from round tapes to
cartridge tapes. Over 50,000 tapes have been "rescued" so far and the remaining 20,000 or so
tapes will be processed prior to july 1994.
The choice of storage media has influenced the distribution of data but generally user
capabilities have also kept pace with the newer tape technologies. While we no longer provide
data on 7-track tape, we do maintain the ability to furnish data on 9-track tape at 1600 or 6250
bpi, as well as on 3480 cartridges.
We also are able to extract data from the archives and provide data to customers on 8 mm tape
or 3 1/2" and 5 1/4" diskette. These are the preferred media by many customers who have pcs
and who do not work with very large data files.
6. Volume Distributed Per Month:
447 media units/month over the past two years.
7. Mode Of Distribution:
Principal modes of distribution remain as magnetic tape, diskette, 8 mm tape, or cd-rom by
marl. On-line capability is increasing and is available through internet. Most of these on-line
data sets are special projects such as profiler, or the most recent (perhaps month) period of
record from the principal climatological files e.G. Summary of the day or hourly airways
observations.
The on-line system also includes several inventory sets and in some cases allows the user to
request copies of data sets to be copied off-line, and mailed to him/her.
Another increasingly popular mode of dissemination is by spectra-fax. Several of the most
requested publications and data sets are kept on line and the user has only to dial into the fax
machine, enter his account number or credit card and then specify the data he wants. The hard
disc is searched and the data transferred directly. No human intervention at the NCDC is
required.
8. Most Frequently Encountered Problems:
Archives: acquisition of"stranger" tapes that do not conform to stated formats, have internal
labels that conflict with our tape management system, or that do not contain the data
purported to be on the tape.
"older" tapes that are difficult or impossible to read on the high speed drives of the main frame
and which must be copied on other, slower speed drives, before converting to cartridge tapes.
Binary tapes with ebcdic labels. These must be copied onto other round tapes in order to
convert the labels to ascii and then copying to cartridge tapes can proceed.
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Most problems encountered in using the 8 mm tapes from the nexrad system seem to be
procedural or system errors rather than problems with the tapes or drives themselves. We
have, however, encountered some difficulties during the write process that have been attributed
to tape debris. This whole system is in its infancy and it remains to be seen how viable the 8
mm technology is for continuous drive operation and long term retention. Economics dictate
the use of this technology.
we guarantee readability of digital data for a period of 60 days. Very few customers
experience difficulty with the output media. Probably the most frequent complaint is with the
documentation that is provided.
9. Type Of Media Requested/Used:
Over the past two years requests for floppy disks have over taken those for magnetic tape.
Requests for 1600 bpi tapes have virtually disappeared. Most tape customers still want round
reels at 6250 bpi although we do have some who request 3480 cartridges.
There has also been an increase in the number of customers asking for data on 8 mm tapes.
We will soon have seven cd-roms available. There has been a 900% increase in requests for
data on this media over the past two years.
10. Evolution Of Media:
Through the years, storage media has basically kept pace with newest technology. This has
provided the opportunity to systematically migrate data sets in order to ensure the readability
of the data, as well as decrease the number of media units required to hold the ever increasing
amount of data in the archives. The progression has been:
Punched cards
7-track 3/4" mag tape
7-track 1/2" mag tape at 200 bpi
7-track 1/2" mag tape at 556 bpi
7-track 1/2" mag tape at 800 bpi
9-track 1/2" mag tape at 800 bpi
9-track 1/2" mag tape at 1600 bpi
9-track 1/2" mag tape at 6250 bpi
3480 cartridge mag tape
8 mm helical scan tape*
* this media is being used for archiving ofnexrad data only.
We are also producing and distributing special data sets on cd-rom.
1 I. Wish List:
We are looking at an hierarchical mass store subsystem that can be upgraded as needed and as
funds permit. This piecemeal approach, may not be ideal, but in the real world sometimes one
has to use innovative techniques in order to secure to the desired end result.
A dual or quadruple creo optical tape system that could be used both as permanent storage for
the archives and as an on-line access for our principal data sets, using raid technology.
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Developmentof anopticaltapesystemusing 1/2" film cartridgesthat couldbeusedin a robotic
system.This would bemoresalablethan the 35 mm format now in existence. The recording
densitiesand accesstimesdevelopedbythe creocorporation,coupledwith the shelf llfe of the
mediamake this a most attractiveapproach.
And of course,my pet wish - a truly operationalholographic storage/recall system. To an
archivist, this would be the ultimate permanentmedia providinghigh density recording and
nearly indestructible data files.
12. Words Of Wisdom:
Caution but not inertia as you attempt to solve the problems of storing multi-terabytes of data.
The next technological break-through is _ Just around the corner. At some point you
have to go with your best intuition and declare that you have reached the comer.
Changing technology must be kept in mind however, and one should assume the mantle of
omniscience, planning for the inevitable migration to yet another "new" system.
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ABSTRACT: A model library containing petabytes of data is proposed by Triada, Ltd., Ann Arbor, Michigan. The
library uses the newly patented N-Gram TM Memory Engine (NeurexX_a), for storage, compression, and retrieval.
Neurex splits data into two parts: an hierarchical network of associative memories that store "information" from data,
and a permutation operator that preserves sequence. Neurex is expected to offer four advantages in mass storage
systems. (l) Neurex representations are dense, fully reversible, hence, less expensive to store. (2) Neurex becomes
exponentially more stable with increasing data flow, thus, its contents and the inverting algorithm may be mass
produced for low cost distribution. Only a small permutation operator would be recalled from the library to recover
data. (3) Neurex may be enhanced to recall patterns using a partial pattern. (41) Neurex nodes are measures of their
pattern. Researchers might use nodes in statistical models to avoid costly sorting and counting procedures.
Neurex subsmnes a theory of learning and memory that the author believes extends information theory. Its first
axiom is a syrmnetry principle: learning creates memory and memory evidences learning. The theory treats an
information store that evolves from a null state to stationarity. A Neurex extracts infonnation from data without a
priori knowledge; i.e., unlike neural networks, neither feedback nor training is required. The model consists of an
energetically conservative field of uniformly distributed events with variable spatial and temporal scale, and an
observer walking randomly through this field. A batik of band limited transducers (an "eye"), each transducer in a
bank being tuned to a sub-band, outputs signals upon registerhlg events. Output signals are "observed" by another
transducer bank (a mid-brain), except the band limit of the second bank is narrower than the band limit of the first
bank. The banks are arrayed as n "levels" or "time domains, td." The banks are the hierarchical network (a cortex),
and transducers are (associative) memories.
A model Neurex was built and studied. Data were 50 MB to 10 GB samples of text, data base, and images -
black/white, grey scale, and high resolution in several spectral bands. Memories at td, S(m,a), were plotted against
outputs of memories at td-I. Stm,a) was Boltzman distributed, and memory frequencies exhibited Self-Organized
Criticality (SOC) [Baket al. (1987) Phys Rev Lett: 59, 381-384]; i.e., "l(l s'' after long exposures to data. Whereas
output signals from level n may be encoded with B._q,_ = O(-IogJ s) bits, and input data encoded with
B _, = O([S(td)/S(td-l)]"l, B,,,_,,/B ,_,, <_ l always, the Neurex determines a canonical code for data and it is a
(lossless_ data compressor. Further tests are underway to confirm these results with more data types.and larger
samples.
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I. Introduction
Electronic libraries holding 10 is bytes (one petabyte, PB) of information are being planned. The Library of Congress'
Global Knowledge Network, NASA's EOS/DIS, the Sequoia earth science project, and seismic data collections at
major oil companies may be measured in petabyte units within ten years [1][2][3]. These large libraries will adopt
information system technologies that compress data, store and retrieve information from very high density storage
devices, and answer queries using knowledge of the information in the library. The Neurex TM memory engine for
mass storage applications, being developed by our finn Triada, Ltd., Ann Arbor, Michigan, should provide features
large libraries will require. And it is being considered for beta installation by several large libraries. Here we
introduce the technology behind Neurex; N-Gram TM, learning and memory theory. We review the N-Gram
associative memory form that equates information with storage locations. We report results of tests using data
samples provided by prospective Neurex users to show that Neurex losslessly compresses data at rates up to 200: I.
In the attachments we illustrate the N-Gram learning transform and the Neurex machine.
How will petabytes of information be stored? How will users retrieve information from a petabyte library? ls it
possible to just automate card catalogs or expand the scale of file based or database management systems? The first
question appears to have been answered. The other questions are actively debated under the rubric of metadata.
Data storage technology now can support petabyte storage systems using mini-supercomputers running UNIX and
UNITREE, redundant arrays of inexpensive disks (RAID), and petabyte libraries comprising helical scan tape
[4] [5] [6]. A large storage system model is being built at the National Storage Laboratory at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory[7][8]. With it data storage technology advances from a role subservient to computers to an
egalitarian role in a network of computing devices. But key issues are unsolved, including support for high
performance computing [9].
The metadata problem requires integrating storage management with data management and current technology does
not solve the problem [ i 0]. First, databases do not extend to tertiary stores [ 11]. Second, unstructured data requires
many file names. Suppose text files are .01 MB and image files are 20 MB. The catalog for a l PB system then
has 1 billion names. 2.5 kilobytes per name requires a 2.5 terabyte card catalog on fast storage. The naming
problem can be experienced today firsthand Issue a global query on Internet. It may be days before the system
contacts tens of thousands of nodes and it might not come back [12].
Meta-data is an intelligence modeling problem; data must become information. Researchers are attacking it from
two directions. We call one the Turing paradigm; the other we call the connectionist paradigm [13].
The Turing paradigm works from the top down. One studies a phenomenon, e.g., intelligence, to deduce an
algorithm that will operate on input data and output the phenomenon of interest. Ostensibly a metadata
transformation is sought to map data into information by a finite number of instructions that can be executed on a
computer in polynomial time, and the program can be self modifying. Artificial intelligence (AI) attempts to provide
a complete solution, while database theory (DBT), information retrieval (IR), and information filtering (IF) attack
parts of the problem.
Although AI, DBT, IR, and IF have progressed during the past twenty years, a general transform for changing data
into information has not been discovered [ 14]. Notwithstanding the problems inherent in intelligence modelling,
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researchaccordingto theTurmg paradigm is robust and new publications are numerous. [15] is about (AI)
implementation issues. [16] is a classic AI reference. [17][18] review problems in image representation and
understandmg. [19] and accompanying articles review database theory. [20] defines a general IR system model.
[21] explains basic concepts in IR and compares these with IF, and [22] reviews an AI application at the U.S. Census
Bureau. An intriguing extension of AI learning models, which has a flavor of fuzzy logic and poses interesting
issues when juxtaposed with semantic logic, is relevance feedback theory [23]. Finally, no review of AI is complete
without referencing Japan's Fifth Generation Language Project [24].
Solutions following the Tudng paradigm that employ indexing methods could exacerbate the storage problem and
not solve the metadata problem. Database keys and indices within text and images must be in primary memory but
primary memory costs are high. If indices measure l0 t° bytes and more, total system costs could measure ($ U.S.)
107 or more. Indices in tertiary storage expand storage costs and they are useless until data is moved to primary
storage.
The connectionist paradigm works from the bottom up and is a branch of cellular automata theory. Cellular automata
are "discrete dynamical systems whose behavior is completely specified in terms of a local relation" [25]. The
phenomenon exhibited by a cellular automaton is expressed by a behavior rule for the individual components. Hence,
a researcher who wants a cellular automaton to act intelligently must discover a local relation that globally will make
the automaton seem intelligent. Most current research defines local relations as either the spin glass model of John
Hopfield, or the Boltzmann machine model ofTerrence Sejnowski [26][27]. An alternative to the energy function
models is the autocorrelation model [28]. Kevin Knight surveys the field, and he contrasts the Turing and
connectionist paradigms [29]. Three survey works are [30][31][32]. Self-organizing systems and a review of
several of the problems mentioned here is in [33]. Marvin Minsky wrote rules for a novel automaton that departs
from the connectionist model [34].
The connectionist paradigm also does not solve the metadata problem. First, memory is not invertible and given the
continuous functions of the local relations the capacity is unknown in general [35]. Second, neural networks can
fall into spurious minima and not yield correct answers [36]. Third, they are not entirely bottom up because behavior
derives from a priori training procedures. Example: A network taught to recognize type written characters will not
recognize hand print. [37] gives a more complete introduction to problems in machine learning including an
introduction to the literature of machine learning paradigms.
The above argues that the metadata problem cannot be solved following either the Turing paradigm or the
connectionist paradigm. The crux of the metadata problem is that its solution may depend on answering a more
profound question, what is meaning, which begs another profound question, what is mind? [38] Study of these go
to the heart of philosophical enquiry dating back to antiquity, and have been investigated by the world's greatest
minds: in jargon, the problem is ihjgh_ non-trivial.
Triada is developing what we believe to be a robust solution to the metadata problem. It is obtained by attacking
the metadata problem as a learning transform problem. Learning in our model is a metric tensor that under suitable
conditions reversibly maps vectors of data into memories that are forms, i.e., information, and thus departing
philosophically from the above paradigms. We study a general model of an observer equipped with a bank of band
limited transducers attached to a hierarchical memory structure. The observer randomly walks through a region
bounded by its lifetime and containing objects that reflect photons thereby allowing the observer to "see" the objects.
The observer's input transducers register events within their frequency band limit by outputting a signal to the
discrete learning transform. A set of ordered signals is a vector that is mapped into a memory form by the learning
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transform.Thesetofall formsrecordedthis way describe the path taken by the observer, and transforming these
into their dual space equivalent constitutes a faithful memory of the objects along the path in the neighborhood of
the observer. Thus, memories are p-forms and electromagnetic events are n-vectors. Our conclusion is that
information is a form while data is a vector, and the learning tensor is the desired metadata transform, that is,
memory and information are the same phenomenon. The transform in hand we introduce the Neurex memory engine
that embodies it. We present results of tests using a Neurex prototype and discuss the benefits afforded by this new
technology. In particular, we will show results indicating 85:1 compression of text and 341:1 of fax image data.
We will conclude with a review and talk about future research directions.
2. N-Gram Learning and Memory Theory
The learning transform acting on a field of electromagnetic events and registering differential patterns, or forms, is
called a Poisson process [39]. Individual memories accumulate at each level of the memory hierarchy at a rate that
decays exponentially, their probability of occurrence within any subregion of the entire region bounded by the
observer's lifetime is Poisson distributed, the length of the path required to completely map all objects into the
observer's memory is gamma distributed. Because sums of Poisson distributed random variables are Poisson
distributed the growth of the entire memory is readily characterized.
Energy values [the memory forms) as memory is well accepted; minimal energy states are memories in both Hopfield
and Boltzmann neural networks. Recently Friedland and Rosenfeld recognized a class of objects using an energy
function [40]. Their work followed Geman and Geman who showed the Gibbs (Boltzmann) distribution and the
characterization of an image as a Markov Random Field (MRF) were equivalent, where an image is a pair of
matrices, the matrix of grey levels, and its dual, the edge matrix. Eugene Margulis applies a related concept in
multiple Poisson models of word distributions in full text documents [41]. He demonstrated empirically that the
meanings of particular words are multiply Poison distributed according to distribution parameters n, and Xi; where
i counts the number of subjects, rti is the probability the i'th subject is covered in a document, and L, is the mean
occurrence of a word in the i'th subject.
We hypothesize the existence of measures 3._._ of local information content, and other measures _,a of global
information content. The measures _,_ are the boundaries of the r volumes that contain the 3._,_, both sets of
measures are found during a point-wise continuous random walk through all parts of an energetically conservative
data field. Should a path of the walk be restricted to a surface of constant energy then only events with the same
information will be fotmd. But, these are elementary results in probability theory where the gamma and Poisson
distributions are shown to be related, and the Boltzmann distribution is a special case of the gamma distribution
[42][43]. In particular, the sum oft Boltzmann distributed random variables with parameter 3, is gamma distributed
with parameters (t, _.), and the probability that there are k occurrences of an event, say a particular word appears
in an interval of length t is Poisson distributed. The equivalence of Markov and Poisson processes then obtains by
[44]. Hence Markov ¢:_ Boltzmann ¢:_ Poisson.
The N-Gram memory model is an elementary implementation of the above ideas. A data stream is input to the
N-Gram algorithm. The stream is parsed into sets of words according to rules that are empirically determined to
be appropriate for the data type. The processor receiving the input word pattem searches its local memory is to
determine if the input word pattern has previously occurred. If it has previously occurred, a counter is incremented
and a signal representative of the storage location of the pattem is output to the subsequent processing level. If the
pattern has not previously occurred, it is assigned a place in storage, a signal representative of its new location is
output to the subsequent processing level, and a counter is incremented to the value 1. The signals output to the next
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processing stage are similarly treated.
We want to know the size of the output stream after n levels and we want to know the size of the hierarchical
memory after x bytes of data have been read. We first determine the size of the memory structure.
The N-Gram Memory can be represented an arrays of numbers. The numbers may be from the set of integers (I),
rationals (Q), real (R), or complex (C-'). Elements in each row, or level, in the network are mapped into the level
immediately above it, and each element in a level is the image of a mapping of elements in the level immediately
below it. Let us assume that the level elements are rank ordered by relative frequency from most to least frequent. 1
Let Xbe a data stream comprised of signals _, 0 < j _<5, _ a nonzero integer, from a nonempty range of signals
measured by (real or complex valued) frequencies, f < g'<ft_ 0 < [f_- f,[. Thus, _ is a signal (most commonly,
an n bit binary code) representing any frequency in thej'th partition oftl_e range ]ff- f l / 5. Define a recognition
event in an N-Gram Associative Memory Network as the image of a function $ from any nonempty string S of
signals _ along a data stremn X. Hence, in the most general case, the N-Gram Associative Memory Network is the
codomain of _ where the domain of $ is any "piece wise continuous" stream of signals.
Now, let T = It_,or t,,,,_t ] be any nonzero time interval. Let $ be any invertible function that rank orders its image
by relative frequency, from most to least frequent. Above we said the N-Gram Memory, N, can be represented by
an array of size Cl,o_ b.v TD with integer elements. Let the first level of N be the image of $ operating on a data
stream X comprised of signals _, where each signal is n bits long. Suppose _ begins sampling X at time ti, ia_1by
consistently selecting s, s e I, 0 < s, nonoverlapping contiguous signals from X. Hence, every S1 has word length
W = s x n bits. Let xt, x_ e I, be the number of words S1 sampled by $ during an interval T. Note, x _ = 0 at time
t,,,,os. Then the first level of N, M2, is the set
M, = { ,,,,,, Im,., = _(S'); l a I < Ira,,, I < [hi; a, b, and m,, t E R }, where
I lbl - lall -> [ ct._(1) ], Clm_(l) is an empirically determined constant, and ["] is the greatest integer
function.
We call an element m_., a "memory," and the level number is td, 1 < td <_ TD. Note, also, that $ is invenible and
its image is discrete and rank ordered, therefore, without loss of generality we define a new function I that substitutes
for each tnz,_ its integer position, i.
Define the second level in N like the first level as the rank ordered image of _, m2,1 = $(S-'). Here S: contains s2
contiguous signals _'from a data stream X. Every S: is now a digital word of length IV = s2 x n bits. Suppose, we
define a binary function f_', that has as its image the position values i of the elements of the second level M2 of N,
and ,_" takes as its arguments the two recognition events (position values) of the elements of the first level M_ of N
that are the level one images of the first and second halves of the signal S:. Let S_(x_J and S_(x2,) be the first and
second halves, respectively, of a signal S: from X: u and v are indices. Then,
i2 = I(me.t) = ,_'[ ,_(k,l) ] = ,_'[ _( m_., ), _( m_._ )] =
f_'[ _( S_(x_,,)), _( St(xt))] = _[ S'(xt,) A Sz(XJ,) ] = _[ S2 ], where A is the concatenation operator.
Therefore, the second level of memories, M: in N, is the set M., = { i, [ i_,= I(m:.) = _{S") = _'(p.q) },
where p,q are recognition events in level one, i.e., p = _(S_(xl,) and q = _(S_(x_);
If the m I are integers, i.e., m, e I, then _ is an indexing function. If the elements of the array are real
(or rational}, i.e., m, _ R (()), and a = 0, b = l, and the relation above is a _<m,, then _ is a correlation
function. If the elements are complex _ is a contraction.
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i2eI; lal < l,n2.,I < Ibl;a.b. and.,2.,eR}; Ilbl-lall ___l-ct_(2), andCl_(2)'], is an empirically
determined constant
We can now define any memory level as the ordered set of integers M_ = { i,d [ i,d = I(mJ = _{S ¢) = _r(p,q) },
where the signal _ is a binary word of length W = s_ x n bits; p,q are recognition events in level td - 1;
i,d e I; la [ < ]m,a.i I < tb I; a, b, and m_,i e R }; I l b I - l a I [ - FCl,_x(td)], and Cl_,(td) is an empirically
determined constant.
N-Gram technology is the study of the N-Gram Memory to better understand human knowledge, and to invent and
develop more efficient information management systems. We obtain the empirical constant Cl_,(td)
CLmax(ttO= CL(xa) (1)
(1 - e-_%
where, _ is the mean of the information density of the data X, Cl(x _) are the number of memories accumulated after
x_ events, and 0 < xa is the number of nonoverlappmg contiguous signals _ from X.
Equation (2) shows a relationship between the relative frequency of a memory at level td, my.,, and its rank in the
relative frequency ordered list of memories at that level. This equation is related to (1) by the information mean
density value, Z..
2 _. = fc_ Nc_ ,
whence,
l (mro) = in) = [Z^l,
(2)
.f'_ is the (relative) frequency of the memory rnu,, and c is the class number, therefore, N,._ is the i'th memory at level
td. c = ["log2(fl '_)]. The total number of classes, Cg, that form at level td is exactly
1 - f0,0 ]. (3)
c,,,=r
Therefore, the total number of memories at level td, is
where f_ is the class frequency.
Cml
a (uo =2x E
¢=1
(4)
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SupposeX has a density Z, at every td:. Then using either (4) or (1), we calculate the number of memories in N
formed after it has observed X. The length of X, Ixl, must be much longer than CI_,_(TD), the number of unique
signals Srv that occur inX; say that the length of Xis greater than an integer N > 10: i.e., let the bit length measure
be Ixl > N CI_,(TD) (s td x n). Thus, the number of memories M contained in a network N is M -- TD x Cl_,_(td).
The N-Gram algorithm N"
(i) parses a data stream X into signals S,_ that are binary words of size W, as defmed above,
(it) maps every S_ in X into one and only one element m_.l of N; and
(iii) outputs a data stream N'(X) = mrz_,i(x), where x is the number of signals Sr9 input to N', and the
output is ordered as x = !,2,3 ....
Each signal Srv has word length W. The length of an output word N'(X) is W" = [- Iog2(Cl_(TD)) 1. Hence, the
density improvement ratio _ achieved by N" as it processes 'X is simply, 0 = W/W'. If N contains fewer than M
memories then the density improvement ratio is degraded by a factor r, where r is of the order O,a(r) -- 2c+1,
where td is the lowest levet at which Clz(x) < Clr_x(td), and c is the corresponding frequency class, In this case the
density improvement becomes (l-O(r))O = W/(W'+r'), where r'= log2(Clz(x)).
3. Neurex System Tests
The machine embodiment of N-Gram learning and memory theory is called Neurex TM and it is patented [45]. Two
prototype Neurex were built and tested using samples of data to (1) test predictions of N-Gram Theory, (2) measure
memory populations, and (3) determine performance parameters. They were not designed to benchmark I/O
performance nor to reduce data samples for compressed storage. Rather, both were designed to gather statistics to
determine the relationship among the size of the memory structure, the amount of density improvement obtained with
a given memory structure, the amount of physical storage that would be needed for a memory structure, and the
distribution of the memories within lists of memories created by the N-Gram algorithm.
The first prototype was a set of boards with four Inmos Transputers installed in a 500 megabyte solid state disk
(SSD) loaned to us by Zitel Corporation. The N-Gram algorithm was written in the "C" programming language.
The SSD held a partial N-Gram Memory. The Neurex was linked by serial ports on the Transputers to Transputer
boards installed in two IBM AT compatibles. The compatibles provided the programming environment, and they
were used to load programs and test software, to supply test data, and to hold statistics gathered during test runs.
The N-Gram algorithm mapped patterns in the input data stream into the N-Gram memory array stored in the Zitel
RAMDisk. Two memory classes were created: those having met a predetermined threshold value and which are
stored permanently, and those which have not met the threshold and are stored temporarily. Memories that have not
met the threshold value, and are thus kept temporarily, are eventually excluded into the output stream. Memories
that have met the threshold value are mapped into the next higher level in the memory array to determine more
complex features in the data stream. The amount of space available for memories bounded the length of the data
stream that could be viewed; i.e., a window was created that reduced the exposure of the Neurex to low frequency
data patterns slowing the growth of the permanent memory structure. The prototype permitted periodic measurements
The assumption that the mean information density exists over a range of levels TD, is valid whenever
the longest signal Sro is small compared to the "field of view" of an N-Gram associative memory
network N.
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of the memories accumulated as a function of the number of events.
We also built a prototype consisting of N-Gram algorithm nmning on a Convex mini-supercomputer. Convex
provided time on their laboratory machines and access to tape drives to load large data files. The algorithm was
modified to process data in sections where every section contained only those data stream patterns that would be
within the section of the memory structure in the primary memory.
Description of Test Data Samples
We tested samples of text, 10 bit four color images, black/white images, travel time data, data base data, a 10
gigabtye sample of 32 bit floating point numbers from a numerical analysis project at NASA Ames, and multiple
spectral band data from the LandSat and NOAA 12 satellites. The text sample was 1.5 gigabytes of ASCII coded
files from the University of Michigan's collection of weekly USENET Internet service articles. A 1 gigabyte sample
three of LandSat scenes was provided by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. A single scene consists of seven
roughly equal sized segments, each of which represents a spectral view of the same area on the surface of the earth
as viewed from the LandSat satellite. The black/white fax images were a 3.2 gigabyte sample of bank check images.
The relational data base contained typical corporate records. The sample was 4.4 gigabytes long.
Test Results
The tests were designed to measure the information density of the data samples, and to calculate a compression ratio
using the above equations.
The information density for each data sample was obtained and it was used to extrapolate compression results shown
in Table I. The fax image sample required approximately 500 million memories to achieve a density improvement
ratio of 341:1. The text data sample reached 85:1 with a 1.6 billion memories. To obtain a 43:1 density
improvement the commercial data base required only 280 million memories. The samples that were most dense with
information were the satellite images. We were estimated the size of a memory structure for these high resolution
images would be 3.6 billion memories and it would achieve a density improvement of 73:1. The worst performance
was with the seismic and floating point matrix samples, however, these were said to be incompressible using standard
compression techniques (according to the owners of the data).
Table I: Neurex Data Compression Performance
Data Type No. Memories Output Code Word
Length
Input Code Word
Length
Compression Ratio
ASCII Text 1.6 * l0 9 24 bits 2048 bits 85:1
Fax Image 5.0 * l0 s 24 bits 8192 bits 341:1
Seismic 5.2 * 107 24 bits 64 bits 2.7:1
LandSat (8-bit 3.6 * 10 9 28 bits 2048 bits 73:1
pixels)
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NOAA11(8bit 3.6* 109 28bits 2048bits 73:1
pixels) __
Commercial 2.8* l08 24bits 1024bits 43:1
Database
FloatingPoint 7.0* l07 26bits 32bits 1.23:1
matrix(32bit)
4. Neurex Model Library
A model library with 36 terabyte capacity is illustrated in the attachments, Key to the feasibility of the library are
the above compression results and the application of the N-Gram memory form to pattern recognition.
5. Conclusions
The N-Gram learning and memory model holds for a large range of data types. The compression possible with the
large memory structure is significantly greater than that achieved using state-of-the-art methods. While additional
test are required using data samples that are significantly larger than the memory structure size, given the stationarity
and ergodicity of the samples we tested there is no reason to believe a larger sample will produce significantly
different results than those given above.
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I. Introduction
Data storage requirements have increased exponentially in the last 10 years. While many
things have contributed to this explosive growth, perhaps the biggest single cause is the
increase in data processing capability brought on by the wide acceptance and use of
supercomputers and large networks of workstations. This added processing power allows work
on complex problems such as medical, digital imaging, modeling, and satellite data analysis
that could not be tackled in the past. More significantly, added processing capability results in
major increases in both the quantity and size of data files to be managed. Prior memory
architectures have been out-dated by these changes. This results in a whole new field, the field
of_.
Figure 1 shows the major functional blocks of a classic mass storage system. The application
program processes data and prepares it for initial storage. Access to the data by the application
program is by the file name established when the data was initially stored. Other applications
can share the mass storage system by common access to the file names or by use of their own
names. These application programs can be on the same computer system (supercomputer,
minicomputer, main frame, or workstation) or networked to the parent computer system.
The file server accepts file requests by file name. Because file storage is hierarchical, a file may
be on solid state (RAM) memory, magnetic disk, optical disk, or tape. When the file server is
asked to retrieve a file, it determines the file/medium relationship. If the file is stored on a
medium managed by the volume server, the file server generates a media request to the volume
server. After the medium is mounted, the file server receives file data from the storage drive.
The volume server accepts media requests, by media name, from the file server. The volume
server maintains the relationship between each medium it manages and the associated media
type and location. The volume server works with a variety of sizes and types of media.
Although the volume server does not control read/write operations with the storage drives, it
knows drive status and can maintain mount statistics and request queues for each drive.
A mass storage system can consist of several robotic and manual archives offering storage for
several media types chosen for a variety of reasons (cost, convenience, speed, reliability, etc.)
An archive houses the storage drives and delivers media to the drives. An archive recognizes
media by external labels, so it has no need to know the information on the media. Storage
drives provide the means to store and retrieve individual files. Storage drives interact directly
with the file server to pass file data. Several drives can be associated with a single archive.
The E-Systems Modular Automated Storage System (EMASS) is a family of hierarchical mass
storage systems providing complete storage /"file space" management. The EMASS volume
server provides the flexibility to work with different clients (file servers), different platforms,
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and differentarchiveswith a "mixand match"capability. Thisvolumeserver implementation
encompassesthe massstoragefunctions shownin figure 1. TheEMASS design considers all
file management programs as clients of the volume server system. System storage capacities
are tailored to customer needs ranging from small data centers to large central libraries
serving multiple users simultaneously. All EMASS hardware is Commercial-off the Shelf
(COTS), selected to provide the performance and reliability needed in current and future mass
storage solutions. All interfaces use standard commercial protocols and networks suitable to
service multiple hosts. EMASS is designed to efficiently store and retrieve in excess of 10,000
terabytes of data. Current clients include CRAY's YMP Model E based Data Migration Facility
(DMF), IBM's RS/6000 based Unitree, and CONVEX based EMASS File Server software.
( rAPP[ ]cati0 n'T''"TT_l'_ RequestsFile '_ File__DataFile Server )_ File Data
Media Requests
__ Media Control
EMASS Volume
Server
Media
Movement
Figure 1 Mass Storage System Components
The VolServ TMsoftware provides the capability to accept client or Graphical User Interface
(GUI) commands from the Operator's Console and translate them to the commands needed to
control any configured archive. The VolServ system offers advanced features to enhance
media handling and particularly media mounting such as: automated media migration,
preferred media placement, drive load leveling, registered MediaClass _ groupings, and drive
pooling.
2. Mission
Provide Transparent Media and Drive Management The EMASS volume server provides the
ability to accept and execute defined commands for media within its domain. The volume
server finds and moves media based on logical name. If the request involves a mount, the
volume server finds a storage drive compatible with the medium and accomplishes the mount.
If the request involves media movement between archives, the volume server manages the
move without involving the client. The volume server system can be applied to a large range of
configurations with storage options involving data rates, media types, number of storage
locations, and number of drives. The volume server system provides data in readily accessible,
near immediate storage for purposes such as: history (archival backup), redundancy (data
security), overflow (near line recovery of data as needed),buffer (temporary storage for later
processing), and data distribution and transfer. Many applications require a single volume
server system to provide for multiple networked clients. These clients do not have to be the
same type of computer and may or may not share data, drives, or media. The volume server
satisfies this mission with a design that can be used equally well for any of the listed purposes.
Minimize Impact of Utilizing Emerging Storage Technologies The EMASS volume server
employs an object-oriented implementation to provide the ability to add new archives, drives,
and interfaces in a modular manner. Existing applications can be preserved while new ones
are added by including their specific control and status interface characteristics. The
evolution in storage systems has been so rapid that any other approach would doom a volume
server to obsolescence in the near future. The volume server uses COTS archives and drives
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with close attention to industry standards. The file server interface (volume name) need not
change even to add new robotic archives, because this interface incorporates the "transparent"
media location capability. Further, the VolServ software is both modular and portable as
demonstrated through added archive types and porting to multiple process control computers,
including SUN, IBM RS/6000, and CONVEX.
C_011fQrm to Industry_ Standards The IEEE recognized the need for a standardized way to
structure memory storage systems through the development and release of its IEEE Mass
Storage System Reference Model, Version 4 and the on-golng work of Version 5. While this
model ks not yet released as an industry standard, it is being developed to allow and encourage
vendors to develop Inter-operable storage components that can be combined to form integrated
storage systems and services. This model recognizes separation of the memory architecture
into component elements including file management and volume management. The EMASS
VolServ software provides the major Physical Volume Library (PVL) functions of centralized
management of storage media, control of storage media architectures (PVRs), and automation
of mounting and dismounting media into drive devices. The VolServ software is also designed
to support multiple independent client systems. The VoIServ software conforms to the
concepts of the IEEE MSS Reference Model, ensuring it can readily adapt to future innovations
in media storage architecture.
3. Library Services
The EMASS VolServ software represents the most complete media and drive management
package available in the industry. The VolServ software provides the capability to accept
client or Graphical User Interface (GUI) commands and translate them to the appropriate
commands to control any supported archive. The VolServ software can service a variety of
robotic archives and manual archives as shown in figure 2. Client commands are received
through a layered Ethernet TM interface featuring a Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
communication path; multiple clients can share the same interface. Operator commands are
provided on a series of screens using the OSF/Motff GUI.
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Figure 2 The Volume Server Emphasizes Mecla and Drive Management
Centralized Media Management The volume sewer provides a complete media management
capability. The VolServ software automatically locates media within its domain. For
example, the volume server receives a mount request, locates the requested medium, mounts
the medium, and returns to the client the drive on which the medium was mounted. The
volume sewer supports media migration between archives based on media type or media class.
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Either sourceor destinationmigrationarchivecan be robotic or manual. If multiple archives
support the samemediatype, mediacan bemigratedfrom one archive to another and, upon
reachingthe migration thresholdof the secondarchive,to still a third archive.
CentralizedManagement of Storage Drives The VolServ software allocates storage drives for
use by the client and controls placement of media into and out of the drives. The client provides
control of read/write activities to/from the medium and releases the medium from the drive
when finished. In automated archive systems, the use of storage drive types is restricted by the
archive architecture. Manual archives can include drives of a variety of types. Each Archive
Manager console has a screen which supports mounting and dismounting media. The VolServ
soflware identifies which medium and drive to use.
Categories of Storage The volume server supports three categories of media storage. These are:
Mr,_dia__thin a robotic_archi_near immediate data recovery, by_Lk_
_dae_a_t. The volume server assures media contained within an archive are suitable for
mounting on drives associated with the archive.
Media in a manualarchive handled by aaarchive operator. The volume server
provides clear operator instructions via Archive GUI consoles for media mounting on
drives considered part of the manual archive and/or movement associated with drives
contained in a robotic archive.
MedJawhich has been checked out and currentl.v ]_Jongs to no archive. The VolServ
software maintains the history of all checked out media to simplify future check in of
the media and return to active control. The check out capability is separate from the
"export" capability which removes the media from all databases.
Media Classes The EMASS volume server provides the ability to segregate media both
physicalIy and logically. Physical separation is done through archives and is enhanced by the
ability to select preferred media placement within an archive. Preferred placement is
implemented through the use of media classes. Media classes are a logical segregation of media
based on client control and security needs. Media classes can be assigned to span multiple
archives that support the associated media type(s). When a media class spans archives, media
can be freely moved between these archives and automatic media migration can be used. The
volume server provides the capability to defhle, modify, or delete media classes during initial
system configuration or subsequently. Every medium known to the VoIServ system must be
associated with a media class. Media classes can segregate media by date, backup, inventory,
per cent of medium filled with data, type of data or any other organizational need. Media
classes figure prominently in the media mount algorithm.
Figure 3 shows a system configuration with four clients, two of which connect directly to the
VoIServ system and the tape drives. Four MediaClass groupings and two archives are shown.
Since any client recording data on media needs access to scratch media, the "Scratch" media
class is associated with both archives. Client A needs access only to Seismic data. If the
"Seismic" media class is limited to Archive A, Client A needs no connection to drives in
Archive B. Client B needs access to all four media classes and needs access to drives in Archive
A and in Archive B. Clients C and D receive data through Client B. Neither client desires
Seismic data, so they create traffic primarily for Archive B. A growth path could provide drive
interfaces between Client C and the drives In Archive B. Media class "Maps" spans both
archives and is ideal for migration and drive load balancing.
Membership in a media class is exclusive. Every medium belongs to one media class. A media
class supports one media type. Media enter a media class as they are imported into the VolServ
system. A default class can be Specified (usuaIly the "scratch" media class) for media auto-
imported into robotic archives. The class for a medium can be entered via the Import
command. The class associated with a medium can be changed via the reclassify command. A
medium can, optionally, be reclassified as part of a mount operation.
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Media Migration The EMASS volume server system supports migration between archives
based on media type or media class. Migration can be established at three levels: 1) automatic
identification of the media to be migrated and their destination archive(s), 2) an operator
notification when a user-specified threshold has been reached, and 3) no migration activity. A
destination archive must be specified for each migratable media class.
A simple migration hierarchy includes a robotic archive and a manual archive. Scratch media
are used and reassigned to a "permanent" media class in the robotic archive. When the media
class high threshold is reached, the least-recently-used media are migrated to the manual
archive. A medium can be recalled from the manual archive for use in the robotic archive. A
medium can be exported (removed from the VolServ system) when it is no longer needed. Media
migration can be used to accommodate other purposes:
• Migration from a robotic archive to another robotic archive - useful when one robotic
archive provides better performance than another, or because the uses for the media
change and different clients have access to one archive and not the other.
• Migration from a manual archive to another manual archive - useful when one manual
archive is closer to the robotic archives than the other, because one manual archive has
drives while the other has fewer or no drives, or because one archive is an organized
DataShelf TM while the other is a "keep-it-for-awhile-longer" stage type archive.
• Migration to balance the load between similar archives with several clients as shown
earlier.
• Migration set at a quantity of one (or two media) to provide one set of backups on-line
while automatically migrating the previous backups to a manual archive or to a
degauss and reuse category.
MediaClass Migration Each archive media class has associated migration parameters
including capacity, high threshold, and low threshold. High and low thresholds are specified
as a percentage of capacity so do not have to be updated when the capacity is changed. Capacity
is the maximum number of media desired in the archive media class. High threshold is used to
trigger migration processing. When automatic media migration is executed the VolServ
software determines how many media must be removed to reach the low threshold and places
those media on the ejection list. (Media can be removed from the eject list via the clear eject
command.) An archive operator supports media migration by selecting media to be physically
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ejectedfrom the eject list on the archive'sconsole. Onceejected,thesemediaappearon the
destinationarchive'senter list. An operator completes migration by physically placing them
into the entry port or manual interface for adding media to the destination archive.
MediaType Migration The volume server also provides automatic media migration for media
types. Media type migration is conducted one media class at a time. When media type
migration is triggered, the media class with the highest migration priority has its fill level
lowered to its low threshold. This processing is applied, lteratively, to the media class with the
next highest migration priority until the fill level for the media type reaches its low threshold.
Depending on migration priorities and thresholds, migration may not be applied to all media
classes.
Use oft]he Low Threshold The VolServ system offers the capability to notify an operator when
the number of media in a media class decreases below the low threshold. Low threshold
notification can be used when scratch media are used and reassigned to "permanent" media
classes or when media are exported, moved, or reclassified down to the low threshold. The
Client may use this information for inventory management, to keep a minimum number of
scratch or in-work tapes, or other purposes. The client can ignore the notification or take an
appropriate action such as adding media, reclassifying media, lowering the archive media
class capacity, etc.
Drive]Pools A drive pool is a logical grouping of drives associated with one or more archives. A
drive pool can frequently offer more rapid media mounting than the standard mount on a
client-specified drive. Drive pools allow the VolServ software to select the best drive to satisfy
a mount request. The volume server provides automatic media movement to get a medium in
the same archive as the selected drive. A preferred solution is to satisfy a mount request within
the archive that contains the medium. This solution is enabled by constructing a non-
exclusive drive pool with at least one drive in each archive. If the medium has been relocated to
a manual archive, a human is required to mount and dismount the medium. Figure 4 shows an
example of drive pool organization for a system configuration with two archives, each with
four drives. Drive pool 1 contains all four drives in archive A. This corresponds to the
MediaClass grouping of figure 3 where all media for Client A are held in Archive A. When a
drive pool contains all drives in an archive, it allows a medium to be mounted immediately on
any available drive. Further, if the mount is queued, it is a candidate for the first available
d rive.
Drive pool 2 has two drives in each archive, ideal when the client has media classes in each
archive, for example, Client B of figure 3. A client could include all drives in one archive and
some drives in the other if this improves system operation. In this case, only two were chosen
to ensure Client B never takes all the resources in Archive A. Drive pool 3 has two drives in
Archive A. Pool 3 could be a second pool for Client A or for Client B. Client A may use pool I
for data capture and hence want access to all four drives. Client A may use pool 3 for a less
critical activity (data playback) to ensure playback operations never take all the resources.
Pool 4 has only one drive. Drives can be added or deleted from a pool, so this could be a
temporary state. A client may have committed to request all mounts by drive pool, but this
function is of lower priority. The DataLibrary TM and the manual archives allow drives to
mount more than one media type. IfArchlve B is a DataLibrary, pool 4 may be for D2 medium,
while pool 2 is for D2 small. Drive 8 can only be mounted by requesting the specific drive.
Medium and Drive Mounting Options The volume server's goal is to mount a desired medium
on any acceptable drive as quickly as possible by offering several options on the way the
medium and the drive are chosen. These options take advantage of the media class and drive
pool groupings. In each case, the mount will be queued if either the medium or the drive is busy.
A sophisticated media-drive pairing algorithm selects media as follows:
* A specific medium - The VolServ software Finds and mounts the user-specified medium
on the nearest available on-line drive (if given a choice) or on the requested drive.
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Figure 4 Exmnple Use of Drive Pools
A list of media - The VolServ software pairs each medium in the user-specified listed of
media with an available on-line drive (if given a choice} and selects the medium/drive
pair requiring the least robotic movement.
A MedlaClass - The VolServ software exercises its drive-media pairing algorithm, using
any medium in the user-specified media class, to find an available mount with the least
robotic movement.
The EMASS volume server allows selection of drives in several ways to assist in satisfying
clients requests:
• A specific drive - If the user-specified drive is available and in a different archive from
the medium, the VolServ software initiates and controls an inter-archlve media
movement to get the medium to the drive.
* A drive pool - The VolServ software looks for an open drive in the user-specified drive
pool that requires the least media movement.
• A drive pool with exclusions - After excluding the specified drives from the drive pool,
the VoIServ software processes this mount request the same as a mount by drive pool
request.
Robot Allocation For most automated archives, a specific medium, a specific drive, and a
specific load port can only be reached by a single robot. To move a medium, the supporting
robot is scheduled to perform the movement. The DataLibrary has an enhanced capability
when two or more robots are used. Ifa medium and a suitable drive or load port can be accessed
by more than one robot, the VoIServ software determines the first robot to become available.
The goal is to match a medium, a drive, and a robot to minimize movement activity time.
4. Archives
A volume server archive Is based on the Physical Volume Repository (PVR) definition in the
IEEE Mass Storage Reference Model. A single instance of the EMASS system can be composed
of one or more archives of the same or different architectures. Automated archives have self-
contained, _roboticaUy-accessed media storage and retrieval providing a mechanical interface
to the storage drives and providing load/unload ports for entering and ejecting media. Manual
archives contain no robotics, so a human operator processes each media request in accordance
with commands from the VolServ software to the appropriate archive console. Manual
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archivescan includedrives of a variety of types. EachArchiveManagerconsolehas a screen
which supportsmountanddismountoftapes.
The VolServsoftwaresupports four types of automated archives and two types of manual
archives:
DataTower stores 227 small 19 millimeter (D2)cassettes, has a single robot, supports up
to four ER90 TM tape drives, and provides 6 Terabytes of storage. Up to four towers can be
interconnected as one archive with pass-through ports.
DataLibrary provides expandable storage in increments of 4-foot cassette storage
modules(CSMs), uses ER90 tape drives, and provides up to 5,000 Terabytes of storage.
Each CSM can store 240 small, 192 medium, ora combinat!on of small and medium 19
millimeter (D2) cassettes. A DataLlbrary can be constructed with up to 20 aisles with up
to 20 CSMs on each side of the aisle. Each aisle consists of a robot with access to any
cassette in the CSMs on the aisle. Internal CSMs, drives, and load ports associated with
internal aisles can be accessed by two robots. Drives can be located at either end of an
aisle.
_I,5480 stores 288 3480 cassettes, uses one or two 3480 tape drives, and provides 58
Glgabytes of storage. Up to four 5480 units can be interconnected as one archive with
pass-through ports.
48 and RS_ flOO store 48 and 600 TI20 1/2 inch helical scan tapes each holding up
to 14.7 Gigabytes of data for a total of 0.7 and 8.8 Terabytes respectively. The RSS 48
uses one or two drives, the RSS 600 uses one to five drives.
DataShelf, a manual archive, stores 3480 cartridges, T120 cassettes, all three sizes of 19
millimeter cassettes, and up to 16 user-defined media types. A single DataShelf archive
can support multiple media types and sizes. Storage is organized into rows, columns,
shelves, and bins. Total storage capacity is limited only by facilities. This archive uses
any storage drive type compatible with any supported media type.
• Stage, a manual archive, has the same capabilities as the DataSheff except the storage
is free form. The stage archive can be used as an area to receive media for import or
export or as a processing station for media needing cleaning, degaussing, certification,
or other client desired processes.
The VolServ software design provides for addition or removal of individual archives from an
established volume server system. Reconfiguration of an archive does notinterfere with the
operations of other archives. New archives and drives can easily be added to the volume server
family with a minimum of effort. The volume server is modular so archive-dependent changes
are constrained to the archive manager software. Clients can use multiple archlves in a
variety of ways: archives can be shared to provide client interusage, archives can be operated
independently to provide data privacy and control, or archives can be structured in a hierarchy
So media can be migrated between any combination of Corripatible archives. Media movement
between two archives is directed by software, but performed manuaUy. An operator can put an
archive in an unattended mode. When a movement request involves an unattended archive, the
VolServ software can cancel the request or wait until the archive is again attended.
5. Client Interfaces and Relationships
Ttie VolServ software provides a control/status interface to the client software over a network.
The VolServ Software is connected to client program computers through an Ethernet or Fiber
Distributed Da-ta i/aferfa6e (FDDI) Connecti6n using-Standard Rem0te Procedure Call (RPC)
pr6toc01s_ This connection allows multiple clients to Share a volume server system. Figure 2
shows a styl]z6dvoldrne server envi/_onment' _qitii several potential fde S_rving clients and the
currently supported EMASS volume servei- archives. The client provides tl'iree
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hardware/software capabilities to use the EMASSvolume server, namely the file server
software application, the data and control interface to each drive, and the VolServ connect
interface. These capabilities reside on each client machine connected via network to the
volume server. EMASS imposes no limit to the number of clients that could be connected on
the network path to the VolServ control processor.
A client system is a hardware/software package performing data management services for the
client's own use or as an intermediary to other client programs. The VolServ software provides
a high level interface relieving the client system of the need to know the storage architecture.
The volume server offers transparency by locating and moving media based on its internal
database. VolServ software provides a programmatic command set that allows a client to
integrate any file management program with Client Interface Software (CIS). Through this CIS,
the VolServ software may communicate with current and future file systems. In addition,
EMASS has an Application Program Interface (API) and a command line interface (CLI) which
simplify the client's interface design by residing on each client's computer and providing the
RPC network interface.
The client interface can be implemented as an application program or as a modification to an
operating system. Commands sent by an application program pass the required information
to the volume server. For example, the VolServ software mounts the appropriate medium to
allow the application to perform its read and write activities. One volume server can
simultaneously perform similar services for several clients. Operating systems may include
file management functions. If the operating system is providing file management, the VolServ
CIS would be included as part of the operating system. Application programs would issue
commands through the operating system which access the volume server transparently and
the user would not be required to learn a new application.
The client provides file server software that determines what data is recorded on each medium
and tracks data location with a cross reference to specific volume name(s). The client migrates
data files onto media, identifies which medium contains which file, and requests the medium
to restore data. The client provides the drive interface (data and control path) to each drive and
knows which files are placed on which media and at what security or privacy level. Finally,
the client provides the VolServ connect interface. This interface emphasizes standards so the
client machine can use the RPC interface for all command and status data passed to/from the
volume server. This interface represents only one load on the client's Ethernet or FDDI
network. All traffic internal to the Volume Server Is conducted over a separate Ethernet path.
The client needs no direct interface with the archives for robot control.
6. Operations and Administration
System administrators and operators work directly with the VolServ software through the GUI
for configuration, reconfiguration, archive management, media management, resource
allocation, and daily maintenance operations for the volume server system. The System
Administrator initializes and configures the volume server system and defines the
associations between volume server components. The System Administrator login ID provides
access to all VolServ software functions, while the operator iogin ID allows access to a subset.
System Administrator/Operator interface GUI runs under any Motif window based manager.
The VoIServ software accesses the GUI directly from the VolServ control processor's console or
remotely via a network. The control processor uses the OSF/Motif TM windo .wing system. The
VolServ software must be installed on the host and INGRES® and the X-window manager
must be running. The UNIX@ shell used to initiate the GUI must be configured with
environmental settings established through the software installation script.
The GUI operations are grouped and accessed through three types of consoles: the System
Management Console, the Archive Console, and the System Log Console:
• System management console - provides access to logical operations and administrative
functions. This console is generated by a System Administrator/System Operator.
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Accessis controlled through the use of passwords. Multiple consolescan be used
simultaneously by System Admlnlstrators/Operators. Console GUIs are grouped into
four functional categories: Media Operations, Administration, Configuration, and
Querles / Reports.
Archive console - used to execute media movement commands and manage the media
stored within an individual archive. A volume server system has a separate archive
console for each configured archive.
System logging console - displays system messages. Logging consoles are generated
automatically by the VolServ software. Message levels are defined during configuration
by the System Administrator. System messages, generated during system operations,
provide information about events occurring within the volume server system, The logs
can be displayed on one or multiple consoles and/or directed to one or multiple files.
Operator options for managing the display provide for Clearing the display, p_ting the
text in the display buffer, saving the information into a file, and setting auto-scroll on
and off. The upper limit of displayable information is conflgurable. Once the limit is
reached, the oldest messages are removed as new messages enter the display buffer.
7. Summary
The EMASS Volume Server provides all the media management capabilities to build a mass
storage system now using a design and current hardware that can be used well into the future.
These capabilities include:
1. Trarmparent media and drive management. The client provides the volume server with
a media name or class and a drive or drive pool. The volume server advises the client
when the medium is mounted (or moved).
, Multiple archive control. The volume server is configured to manage several types of
archives. Storage flexibility is enhanced by the capability to manage multiple copies of
each archive.
, Multiple media (and drive} types. The volume server supports standard media types and
16 user-specified types. The volume server supports robotic mounting of drives in
robotic archives and operator mounting of drives in manual archives.
,
,
.
Easily expandable. The same VolServ software supports one archive or a variety of
archives. Archives can be added with minimal impact to existing operations. Based on
designed-in modularity, when new archive types are added to the volume server design,
these archives could also be added to an on-golng site.
Advanced mounting algorithm using media classes and drive pools. The mounting
algorithm considers media, drives, drive-load balancing, robots, and operator support
(for cross-archive mounts) in choosing the best media-drive pairing for each mount.
Media migration between archives. The volume server uses media type and class
capability to support automated or operator-directed media migration from any type of
archive (manual or robotic) to any other type.
7, Full-featured manual archives. Manual archive support includes a simple table-top
used for media entry, up to a multi-row shelf archive with thousands of volumes,
multiple media types, and a variety of drive types.
. Software portability (now runs on Sun, IBM and Convex platforms). The software
emphasizes basic UNIX concepts. It can be readily ported to other platforms running
versions of the Unix operating system.
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RAID History
In 1986, RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive [or Independent] Disks) technology was introduced as a viable
solution to the 110 bottleneck. A number of different RAID levels were defined, in 1987 by the Computer Science
Division (EECS) University of California, Berkeley, each with specific advantages and disadvantages.
With multiple RAID options available, taking advantage of RAID technology required matching particular RAID
levels with specific applications. It was not possible to use one RAID device to address all applications.
Maximum Strategy's Gen 4 Storage Server addresses this issue with a new capability called Programmable RAID
Level Partitioning. This capability enables users to have multiple RAID levels coexist on the same disks, thereby
providing the versatility necessary for multiple concurrent applications.
Architecture
Gen 4 is essentially a parallel computer. Multiple CPUs work in parallel to facilitate the asynchronous data
transfer to and from up to 20 IPI-2 channels and one or two HIPPI channels.
Gen 4 utilizes a Motorola 68040 microprocessor running a powerful real-time, multitasking operating system.
The 68040 is the centralized task manager for all command and control.
Each dual IPI-2 interface also uses a Motorola 68000 microprocessor running a real-time operating system and
two independent microcontrollers to control the IPI-2 channels.
Gen 4 may be configured with one or two HIPPI channels, the open systems standard for high performance
computing (HPC), and utilizes the IPI-3 command set.
Internally, the HIPPI interface controls data mapping between its high-speed buffers, and all IPI-2 channels.
Additional dedicated hardware performs the functions required for RAID 3 or 5 data recovery.
Three additional interfaces, one Ethernet port and two RS-232 ports are available for external communication.
The Ethernet is also capable of transferring data, however it is not well-suited for transferring at high-performance
levels. The Ethernet port is best suited for third-party or complex data transfers where the command/status
information is sent over Ethernet, and data only is sent over the HIPPI channel. This provides the capability to
interface with various distributed computing solutions that are now becoming available.
Gen 4 may be managed and configured by the host using the IPI-3 command set, or from a system management
console via RS-232 or Ethernet, allowing the operator to monitor real-time status of the system through a menu-
driven interface.
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Investment Protection
The Gen 4 has been designed with the future in mind, utilizing industry standards. First, with the standardized
HIPPI interface, users attaching a system directly to a host today, can move that same storage to a new host or to a
distributed, network-attached storage architecture in the future.
Additionally, as higher performance standard channels and larger capacity disks become available, previously
developed applications can be easily ported to take advantage of new storage capabilities.
Summary
RAID technology has become the accepted solution to the I/O bottleneck in the HPC community. As HPC
becomes more mainstream, it is important that users have the flexibility to mix and match hosts with the highest
performance peripherals. The HIPPI standard has been a major milestone in this process. Other fabrics such as
Serial HIPPI and Fibre Channel are in the early stages of standardization.
Maximum Strategy is dedicated to improving the ability of the high-performance computing marketplace to
provide solutions by increasing the transaction rates, throughput, and mean time to data loss of its storage
solutions. This will allow researchers and businesses to solve problems much faster, save money and resources,
and make HPC more interactive for multiple users.
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Abstract
The DST TM 8001 automated library is a high performance, automated tape storage system,
developed by AMPEX, providing mass storage to host systems.
Physical Volume Manager (PVM) is a volume server which supports either a DST 800, DST 600
stand alone tape drive or combination of DST 800 and DST 600 subsystems. The objective of
the Physical Volume Manager is to provide the foundation support to allow automated and
operator assisted access to the DST cartridges with continuous operation. A second objective is
to create a data base about the media, its location and its usage so that the quality and
utilization of the media on which specific data is recorded and the performance of the storage
system may be managed.
The DST Tape Drive architecture and media provides several unique functions that enhance
the ability to achieve high media space utilization and fast access. Access times are enhanced
through the implementation of multiple areas (called System Zones) on the media where the
media may be unloaded. This reduces positioning time in loading and unloading the cartridge.
Access times are also reduced through high speed positioning in excess of 800 megabytes per
second.
A DST cartridge can be partitioned into fixed size units which can be reclaimed for rewriting
without invalidating other recorded data on the tape cartridge. Most tape management systems
achieve space reclamation by deleting an entire tape volume, then allowing users to request a
"scratch tape" or "non-specific" volume when they wish to record data to tape. Physical
cartridge sizes of 25, 75, or 165 gigabytes will make this existing process inefficient or
unusable. The DST cartridge partitioning capability provides an efficient mechanism for
addressing the tape space utilization problem.
Overview
This paper will provide an architectural overview of the DD-2 (Ampex DST TM) magnetic tape
storage subsystem. The areas discussed within this paper will cover the functionality of the
tape formatting and tape drive design, automated library, the device specific software, and
physical volume management software. The DST library subsystem will then be discussed in
the context of the National Storage Laboratory environment.
The design of DD-2 transport is a novel approach in helical recording. The unit utilizes proven
transport technology developed for the video industry as it's core technology. The remainder of
the system is designed specifically for the data processing industry.
1DST is a Trademark of Ampex Systems Corporation
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Ampex DD-2 Core Technology
The Ampex DO-2 design meets the stringent requirements for long media life in its approach to
tape handling. The design of the Ampex transport was concurrent with the SMPTE/EBU
standards development for D2 Composite Video. This allowed the adoption of several cartridge
features to match specific transport requirements. One example is the size and shape of the
cavity for the threading apparatus, which accommodates the large direct-drive capstan hub, in
addition to four large diameter threading posts.
The unit uses this large direct-coupled capstan hub similar to high performance reel-to-reel
tape drives instead of the usual pinch-roller design found in most helical transports. The
advantages include fast accelerations and direction reversal without tape damage, plus
elimination of the scuffing and stretching problems of pinch loller systems. Since a direct
drive capstan must couple to the backside of the tape, it must be introduced inside the loop
extracted from the cartridge. In order to avoid a "pop up" or moving capstan and the problems
of precise registration, the capstan was placed under the cartridge elevator, so that it is
introduced into the threading cavity as the cartridge is lowered onto the turntables.
In order to prevent tension buildup and potential tape damage, none of the tape guides within
the transport are conventional fixed posts. Air film lubricated guides are used throughout with
one exception which is a precision rotating guide that is in contact with the backside of the
tape.
All motors are equipped with tachometers to provide speed, direction, or position information
to the servo system, including the gear motors which power the cartridge elevator and the
threading apparatus. End position sensors are used only at beginning-of-tape and end-of-tape
while formatting the tape. In other situations, the servo learns the limit positions of the
mechanisms and subsequently applies acceleration profiles to drive them rapidly and without
crash stops. This approach also permits the machine to recover from an interruption during
any phase of operation without damage to the machine or the tape.
The tape transport also features a functional intermediate tape path that allows high speed
searches and reading or writing of the longitudinal tracks without the tape being in contact
with helical scan drum. If tape is already threaded, high speed operations are also performed
without having to unthread tape from the scanner. Thread/unthread operations are not
performed over user data except when the user write performance over-rldes error rate
performance requirements.
The DO-2 Tape Drive architecture and media provides several unique functions that enhance
the ability to achieve high media space utilization and fast access. These core technology
designs allow a set of advantages unique to DO-2 tape transports:
Multiple Unload Positions
Access times are improved, as compared to traditional 3480 type cartridges, through the
implementation of multiple areas (called System Zones) on the media where the media may
be loaded and unloaded. Full rewind is therefore unnecessary. This reduces positioning time
in loading and unloading the cartridge, eliminates mechanical actions of threading and
unthreading/loading and unloading over recorded data and eliminates the wear that is
always inherent in any design that requires a return to beginning of tape.
Head Life
Using DST media, helical heads are warranted for 500 hours, however, experience with helical
head contact time can exceed 2000 hours. Because of the system zones and the ability to move
between system zones without tape loaded to the helical scanner drum, the actual head life with
tape mounted on the drive may be considerable longer.
Head Replacement
DO-2 head replacement in the field requires about 0.5 hours for fault isolation,
replacement, alignment checks and repair-verification of a single head. The time required
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to do thesameactionsonthe completeheadset is onehour. Somecompetitivehelicalscan
implementationsdo not providefor headreplacementin the field.
Safe Time on Stopped Tape
Whenever the flow of data to or from the tape drive is interrupted, ailer a pre-determined
period of time, the media is moved to a system zone and unloaded from the helical drum.
When data is being written, this should be a rare occurrence because of the minimum 64
(maximum 128) million bytes of buffering per drive. When in retrieval mode, returning to a
system zone whenever the access queue is zero should be standard practice. In this way, if
the drive is needed for a different cartridge, it is available sooner and if another access is
directed at the same cartridge, the average access time is not adversely impacted by
positioning the tape to the nearest system zone. Half the time it will be closer to the next
access and half the time it will be farther away. With this type of drive management, the
cartridge may remain mounted indefinitely without exlx_ure to the tape or head wear.
The SCSI-2 implementation offers an interface programmable option, providing the ability to
override the use of system zone for thread/unthread operations. This feature is made available
for use in selected sequential access applications where optimum time-line performance is
more important than achieving the best overall media life or system error rate performance.
Media Usage Life
One of the major applications for DO-2 technology is its use as a storage level in a hierarchy
of storage devices, a Disk/Tape hierarchy for example. As such, the number of tape load and
unload cycles, thread/unthread cycles and searches may be significant. The expected usage
capabilities for Ampex DO-2 media should exceed 50,000 load/unload cycles. An even larger
number of tape thread/unthread cycles spread across system zones (assuming at least three
system zones on a cartridge) can be expected, and up to 5,000 shuttle forward and rewind
cycles. The number of end-to-end reads using incremental motion (less than 15 MB/sec)
should exceed 2,000 while the number of reads of I Giga Byte files using incremental motion
should exceed 5,000.
An operating environment of 20 + 2" C with relative humidity of 50 _+2% will provide best
overall results.
Environmental Archival Stability
Assuming cartridges are always stored within the operating environment recommended
above, 20 + 2 ° C with relative humidity of 50 _+2% non-condensing, computer room storage
of over I0 years is expected. For even longer archival stability, an environment maintained
at 10°C or lower and a relative humidity of 40 % non-condensing or lower should result in
archival stability exceeding 15 years.
High Speed Search
DO-2 data formats include full function use of the longitudinal tracks that can be read in
ether the forward or reverse direction. One of these tracks contains the geometric address of
each physical block of data. This track can be searched at speeds of greater than 300 inches
per second, equivalent to searching user data at more than 800 megabytes per second.
Another longitudinal track is automatically recorded as user data is written to tape and
provides the user with the ability to address either data block or byte offset within a user
file. No user action is required to cause these tracks to be written and they provide high
speed search to any point in the recorded data, not just points explicitly recorded at the time
of data creation.
Data Processing Design
The DO-2 design is the only high performance cartridge based helical data storage 16eripheral
based upon modern digital platforms (DI, D2, D3) that is commercially available today. As
such, DO-2 based products will set new performance and functionality benchmarks for the
data storage industry.
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ADD-2cartridgecanbepartitioned into fixedsize units which can be reclaimedfor rewriting
without invalidatingother recordeddataon the tapecartridge.Mosttapemanagementsystems
achievespacereclamationby deletingan entire tapevolume,then allowingusers to requesta
"scratch tape" or "non-specific" volume when they wish to record data to tape. Physical
cartridgesizescommonin helicalrecordingdeviceswill makethis existing processinefficient
or unusable. The DD-2 cartridge partitioning capability provides an efficient mechanism for
addressing the tape space utilization problem.
DD-2 formatting provides for three levels of Reed-Solomon error correction. In addition, data
is shuffled across the 32 tracks that make up a physical block, and interleaved within the
physical track so that each byte of a block has maximum separation from every other byte that
make up an error correction code word. Data is then recorded using an Ampex patented process
called Miller Squared. This process is self clocking, DC free rate I/2 coding process that
approaches 100% probability of flagging a burst error. This has the effect of doubling the
efficiency of a Reed-Solomon code by knowing where the power of the code should be applied.
The following table summarizes the error management system.
FORMAT ITEM FORMAT DESCRIPTION
BYTES PER TRACK 48,972
USER BYTES PER TRACK 37,495
C1 DIMENSIONS RS (228,220,8) T=4
C2 DIMENSIONS RS (106,96, I0) T=5
C3 DIMENSIONS RS (96,86, I0) T=5
CHANNEL CODE M ILLER-SQUARED (RATE 1/2)
CI -C2 PRODUCT CODE A RRAY I N-TRACK BLOCK I NTERLEAVE WITH DIMENSIONS
456 X 106 (TWO C1 WORDS BY ONE C2WORD)
C3 CODE CROSS-TRACK I NTERLEAVE C3 CODE WORDS INTERLEAVED A CROSS A 32 -TRACK
DESCRIPTION PHYSICAL BIA3CK
OUTER CRC ERROR DETECTION OF C 1-C2-
C3 FAILURE
FOUR 64 PARITY BIT CRC CODE WORDS INTERLACED
OVER 32 TRACKS WHICH P ROVIDE UNDETECTED
ERROR PROBABILITY OF 10 -20
WRITE RETRY Y ES
CODING OVERHEAD 28%
The complete redesign of the D-2 video recorder into the second generation data recording
technology known as DD-2 provides the following characteristics:
Error Rate
Using DST cartridges, the number of bytes read per permanent read error should exceed 1014,
(achieved when factoring in the effect of the interleave, write retry, write bias, and the use of
system zones for all thread/unthread and cartridge load/unload operations). C3 error
correction is disabled during read back check when writing in order to bias the write process.
Any time C2 is unable to correct the error of any one byte, a re-try is invoked.
Error Correction Code
Reed-Solomon CI is (228,220,8), C2 is (I06,96,10), C3 is (96,86,10). All three codes are always
applied, therefore, data rate, capacity, search speeds, and maximum data reliability are all
achieved concurrently.
Technology
Using the core D-2 technology, a new second generation product called Data D-2 (DD-2), was
created.
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Data Rate
Interface rate of 20 MB/see, 15 MB/sec device sustained, even with full error protection applied.
Head Azimuth
+ 14.97 degrees, -15.03 degrees for adjacent tracks provides sufficient suppression of head cross
talk without undue loss of signal strength.
Data Modulation
Ampex Patented Miller Squared Code, (Self clocking, DC Free, Rate 1/2 Code).
Tape Tension
An appropriate tape tension (3+ oz.) is maintained by the tension arm and the servo system to
insure stager free wraps and precise tracking registration.
Physical Format
DO-2 uses a 19 mm wide tape media. The track angle is 6.13 degrees yielding a track length of
150.8 mm. Head rotation speed is I00 RPS, four read and four write heads are mounted on the
scanner, 37,495 user data bytes are recorded on each track yielding a sustained data rate of
14.998 MB/sec. Track pitch is 0.0395 mm which converts to about 69 six inch tracks per linear
inch. This dense track format and rotation speed is what achieves the significant volumetric
efficiency of the DO-2 design and it's superior data rate.
Data Capacity
Data capacity of the DO-2 media are 25, 75 and 165 Giga Bytes for the Small, Medium and Large
size cartridges.
Data Compression
Current implementation does not provide data compression. Current system implementations
tend to provide data compaction and data compression at the source of the data to gain the
benefits of improved capacity and data rate throughout the system. The DO-2 format standards
proposal does include provision for data compaction and compression, should it become a
requirement.
Drive Configuration
DO-2 is configured with a one-to-one, transport to control unit relationship. Helical tape
devices with very high data rates are streaming devices which achieve best results with large
data transfers. DO-2 control units have at least 64 Mega Bytes of high speed memory buffering
for each tape drive, ensuring high probability of efficient usage of the device and the channels
to which they are attached.
Interface
Current interface capabilities include IPI-3 and SCSI-II available from Ampex, HIPPI
(available from Maximum Strategy), ESCON, FDDI and others via an IBM RS/6000 attachment
and others such as FCS and ATM fabrics as they become available.
DST 800 TM ACL
DO-2 can be acquired with a varied array of automation devices. Ampex provides a 6.4
Terabyte Library (DST 800) and two other offerings are provided by other vendors, the first
conflgurable from 3.5 to 25 Terabytes and the second conflgurable from I0 to I0,000 Terabytes.
The DST 800 is a high performance automated cartridge library storage system utilizing an
Ampex designed cartridge handling system in conjunction with a special design of Ampex's 19
mm DST helical scan tape drives. The DST 800 is designed to provide fast access to 6.4
Terabytes of on-line data within a footprint of 21 square feet.
The DST 800 utilizes the 25 gigabyte cartridge which has been specifically designed for
automation. The cartridge is equipped with an indentation the cartridge picker can access to
withdraw the medium from the storage bin. This eliminates the need for the complexities of a
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gripping mechanismand all the moving parts associatedwith gripping the cartridge. This
designfacilitatesthe high performanceof the operation.The cartridgeactually reachesspeeds
of 50 inches per secondwhile beingwithdrawn from it's storagebin. The cartridge is drawn
into aholderthat is then acceleratedto speedsof 90 inchespersecondmovingbetweenstorage
bins and the drive.
The DST800comesin two versions, Version I with physical volume manager (Figure I) or
Version2 without physicalvolumemanager(Figure2).
Version 1:
The interface to the ACL is through an Application Programming Interface (API) Figure 1. This
interface supports a set of APIs in several categories including administrative, error handling,
general information and operation, media management, mount and dismount, resource
reservation and operator interface. Over this interface, a tape is identified by a cartridge ID or a
partition ID. The cartridge ID is the ID for the cartridge. The partition ID is either the entire
cartridge or the ID of a partition on the cartridge depending the cartridge format. A cartridge
can be formatted either as a one partition cartridge or with multiple partitions on the same
cartridge. Each partition acting as a logically contiguous independent storage space.
The DST 800 system delivered and installed at the National Storage Laboratory is as described
in version 1 above. The File Management Software is the NSL version of UNITREE. The ACL
system attached to an IBM RS/6000 which is in tern connected to a HIPPI network.
Version 2:
The physical interface to the ACL is Ethernet. The logical interfaces uses the open system
interconnection (OSI) model as is shown in Figure 2. RPC over TCP/IP is used on the session
layer. The version of RPC used is SUN RPC version 2. On the Application Layer, SCSI-2
Cartridge Changer commands are used. This interface is described in Ampex document PD-
19920918-1, NetSCSI specification. Over this interface a cartridge is accessed by a SCSI-2 Move
Cartridge command specifying a source and destination address. The cartridge is identified by
its location.
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Figure I. DST 800 With Tape Management Software
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I
Whenever a cartridge that is not known to the DST 800 database is entered into the system for
information exchange, the following procedure is performed.
I. The information contained in the cartridge manifest describing the attributes of the
cartridge is entered in the DST 800 database.
2. A DST 800 barcode label is placed on the cartridge.
3. An operator command is issued to enter the cartridge into the DST 800.
4. The operator places the cartridge in an Import/Export slot.
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Figure 2. DST 800 Without Tape Management Software
The ACL automatically notifies the Physical Volume Manager (PVM) whenever a cartridge is
introduced to one of its 8 Import/Export slots. The PVM automatically commands the ACL to
read the barcode after receiving this notification. However, there is no requirement for the
PVM to prioritize reading the barcode of a newly introduced cartridge over other operations.
Barcodes are not automatically read when cartridges are loaded into tape drives. The ACL and
PVM both maintain state information which includes a map of all cartridge locations {storage
slots, import/export slots, tape drives} and, for all occupied locations, the barcode values {6
numeric characters). The barcode is an interleaved two out of five code format (ANSI standard
MH 10.8-1983} and is a high density, self checking code with parity bits and accommodates bi-
directional readingl The data is a six digit number with low optical density for reliable reading.
The narrow bars are 30 mils and the wide bars are 75 mils.
Each cartridge is identified by a human readable cartridge ID on one end of the cartridge and a
barcode on the other end. The IDs are placed on the short sides of the cartridge. The barcode is
read horizontally from left to right and right to left. The DST library drive is designed to allow
loading from the front of the ACL by the operator and at the back of the drive by the cartridge
handling system. In the event of cartridge handling system failure, the PVM will communicate
with the operator via a graphical interface on the front of the library and the operator can
retrieve cartridges from the storage bins and mount them in the library drives. When
automatic operation is restored, the ACL system will read the barcode on each cartridge to re-
establish the integrity of the cartridge positions. This action takes Just over 32 seconds.
All power supplies are equipped with over temperature sensors, that turn a particular supply
off it" an over temperature exists within that supply. In addition cooling fans are equipped with
motion sensors that are monitored by the system. If a fan quits working, the system will shut
down the subsystem affected. The environmental specifications for the ACL are the same as
specified under Media Usage Life for operational environments.
Eight Import/Export slots can be used to input cartridges into the system or export cartridges
out of the system. The DST 800 doors are only opened for repair or to remove cartridges for
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manually loading of tape drives when the cartridge accessor is down for repair. The cartridge
accessor always returns the cartridge to its original position.
The maximum number of drives that have been coupled with the ACL is four. In the television
marketplace over 100 ACLs operate in the maximum configuration. The original design goal
for the cartridge accessor was to support 4 transports, continuously playing back to back 7
second commercial spot segments. Today's typical cartridge accessor cycle times are
summarized below for back to back operation.
Mln. Ave Max. Descrlption
Move 0.5 0.5 .05 Go to a drive
Picker (in/out) 1 I l Get a cartridge
Move 0.5 0.7 .09 Go to a bin
Picker (in/out) 1 1 I Put cartridge
Move 0.5 0.7 .09 To another bin
Picker (in/out) 1 1 1 Get cartridge
Move 0.5 0.7 .09 Go to a drive
Picker (in/out) 1 1 I Put cartridge
6 sec 6.6 sec 7.2 sec
© 1993 by Ampex Systems Corporation
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Abstract
This is a case study. It deals with the use of a "virtual file system" (VFS) for Boeing's UNIX-
based Product Standards Data System (PSDS). One of the objectives of PSDS is to store digital
standards documents. The file-storage requirements are that the files must be rapidly
accessible, stored for long periods of time - as though they were paper, protected from disaster,
and accumulate to about 80 billion characters (80 gigabytes). This volume of data will be
approached in the first two years of the project's operation. The approach chosen is to install
an hierarchical file migration system using optical disk cartridges. Files are migrated from
high-performance media to lower performance optical media based on a least-frequently-used
algorithm. The optical media are less expensive per-character-stored and are removable. Vital
statistics about the removable optical disk cartridges are maintained in a database. The
assembly of hardware and software acts as a single virtual file system transparent to the PSDS
user. The files are copied to "backup-and-recover" media whose vital statistical are also stored
in the database. Seventeen months into operation, PSDS is storing 49 gigabytes. A number of
operational and performance problems were overcome. Costs are under control. New and/or
alternative uses for the VFS are being considered.
Introduction
The conceptual architecture of the Product Standards Data System (PSDS) includes large-scale
file storage. The plan calls for storing 80 billion characters representing the digitization of the
Boeing Company's standards documents. These documents must remain rapidly available
with all revisions for the lifetime of any product built using the standards. The current
documents must remain immediately available for reference and revision.
Project requirements include that the system be deployed on UNIX-based computers. The
preferred UNIX-based systems had, at design time, upper limits of file storage that were
significantly lower than the projected maximum. Additionally, the file-management software
stored files in one single directory unless manually overridden. This limitation posed
problems for fixed-capacity disk drives. Given the above requirements, a solution was sought
that provided large-scale storage capacity, archival storage, disaster recovery, and flexible
disk-space management. This solution is caUed the Virtual File System for PSDS.
Project
The project, in more detail, includes a number of components. They are illustrated in Figure I.
An acronym llst is provided to decipher them. Authors, using the Authoring Workstations,
create or modify the digital standards documents. The documents are stored on the Standards
Authority Database platform. Each digital document consists of multiple files that, together,
may be displayed or reproduced on paper as a formal corporate standard. Subsets of files are
routinely downloaded to subordinate platforms. One set is named Master Local Authoritative
Databases. The other is named Local Authoritative Databases. Customers of PSDS retrieve
and display the standards using Retrieval Workstations. A set of platforms named Derived
_:_l_Clif_N_ P.41_E BLANK NOT FILfO_qk'J
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Authoritative Databasesstoresubsetsof the information in a form retrievable by computer
applications other than the PSDS retrieval subsystems. These other applications may, In
turn, support their own form of retrieval that may or may not be strictly a reproduction of the
printable standard. An example is an expert system that, when posed a question by a design
engineer, reasons about the information stored in an aggregate of standards - including those
stored in PSDS.
S2D
AWS =
DAD =
DDC =
Gateway =
LAD =
MLAD =
PSDS =
Retrieval=
RWS =
S2D =
SAD =
TPS =
Authoring Workstation
Derived Authoritative Database
Decentralized Distribution Contro
Retrieval-access mechanism
Local Authoritative Database
Master Local Authoritative Databa
Product Standards Data System
Retrieve data in a structured man
Retrieval Workstation
SAD-to-DAD Auto Update
Standards Authority Database
Text Processing System
J
Figure I. Global Architecture of PSDS
Objectives
The Virtual File System is a component underlying the Standards Authoritative Database
platform. The objectives of the VFS lnclude:
Store tens of gigabytes of information (80 gigabyte projection)
Store the information as a database and as flat files
Support a file manager that clusters the flat files densely In a small number of directories
Support a commercially-available database management system
Provide "immediate" access to the information
Behave as a permanent archive
- Secure the information through d!saster-recover processes
- Be cost effective " "
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Alternatives
The alternatives analysis was an exercise in matching cost, performance, and functionality
with the objectives. Preceding decisions about architecture also constrained the choice of
alternatives. A major concern for PSDS is to use technology that is available at the time of
need. Although the time of need was 4 months in the future, the procurement activity alone - in
a large corporation - would use 3 of them. Thus, the first decision was to use "off-the-shelf'
technology.
The main UNIX server was limited, at the time, to 32 disks of no more than 1 gigabyte each.
Projected storage volumes exceeded this value. Backup required 1 hour per gigabyte. A
weekend would not provide enough time for a backup. UNIX-based backups also required that
the applications be shutdown during backup. Backups would, therefore, exceed the shutdown
time available. Additionally, the high-performance and high-capacity disk drives available
for the server were relatively expensive and fll suited for archival storage.
Pure backup-and-recover software and specialized hardware did not meet the objectives either.
They did not provide the required online capability. And, pure large-scale data storage
products did not provide the embedded backup-and-recover functionality. The Virtual File
System approach was chosen. A vendor's product met all of the objectives.
Solution
Figure 2 illustrates the interrelationships among the PSDS file-management components.
_le Manager
.Online
Archive
SecUre
Bottomlesw
(Retrieval)
Figure 2. Interrelationship of PSDS File-Management Components
The vendor supplied the following VFS functionality:
Hierarchical file management: The automatic migration of files from one storage media to
another using a least-frequently-used algorithm.
Embedded backup and recovery: Backups were designed to take maximum advantage of
optical hardware to reduce the time necessary to perform a backup. Backup could also run
while other applications were running. Recovery was optimized for disaster recovery in
such a way as to reduce downtime by a factor of 10 over standard UNIX utilities.
Lower cost-per-byte: Files are migrated to optical disk. Given careful planning, the cost per
byte for data storage on the optical cartridges is less than thai for the central UNIX server's
spinning magnetic disks.
Online visibility: Regardless of whether the data are on magnetic or optical, the access is
transparent to the applications.
Disk partition limits are relaxed: Disk partitions mounted on the VFS have data-storage
limits extended by a least a factor of 40 over those on the central UNIX server.
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Limitations and compromisesare still required. First, the VFSdoes not handle database
managementsystems(DBMS)that managetheir own filesusingthedisk asa "rawdevice"- that
is, without using the UNIX file system. The PSDS database Is such a DBMS. The UNIX server's
disks are used by the DBMS. The PSDS file manager uses the DBMS to store the location - UNIX
path name - of all of its files. These files are stored on the VFS. Second, the VFS ls a separate
device with its own operating system. It must be managed separately and Independently yet In
coordination with the central UNIX server.
Performance
Performance was estimated during the design phase to be acceptable for a network-based
system such as PSDS. Actual performance was at first not as good as the estimate.
Backup and recovery are particularly slow. That is, they cannot perform their work in the
time estimated to be required - or in the time available. Their performance is a function of the
UNIX file structure imposed by the PSDS file manager. The file structure also slows
performance of NFS and a host of other UNIX utilities and PSDS modules. The PSDS file
manager's design tends strongly toward placing all files into a single directory. The UNIX file
system is optimized for a tree-like structure of directories, sub-directories, and files. The VFS
is optimized in the same way. Performance drops off geometrically with the number of files in
a single directory. See Figure 3, next page.
f Directory Structure
Good )
Figure 3. Major Source of Performance Problems
The Network File System (NFS) performance was also slower than expected. The NFS
performance is partly a function of the speed of the central processing unit (CPU). The VFS is
not a fast CPU In comparison with the main UNIX server and the PSDS load is large. This
problem is overcome in the current system by using the central UNIX server's disks as a work
area for the most time-critical files. This means unanticipated system management.
Future8
The VFS is being used as a bottomless archive with backup and recovery for the SAD.
three other distinct possibilities exist for use within the capabilities supplied with
See Figure 4.
At least
the VFS.
y
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Figure 4. Potential Future Applications for a VFS
The VFS capability may be extended to components of PSDS other than the SAD. The
Authoring Workstations (AWS) receive original work from authors on a daily basis. The disks
on the workstations may be made into virtual file systems just as are those on the SAD.
Linking the AWS to the VFS would provide the bottomless partition feature and, most
importantly, a centralized backup and recovery mechanism. A drawback to this process is
that both the local-area and wide-area networks will receive more traffic.
Another feature of the VFS is to manage the distribution and proliferation of sub-directories in
a way transparent to the PSDS file manager. Thus the "bad" directory structure can be made
into the "good" directory structure independently from the requirements of the application (the
PSDS file manager). Tests on PSDS data show this to be a 100% improvement in performance
for UNIX utilities, NFS. and backup-and-recovery. A drawback to this process is that the
system administrators have an added burden of maintaining a mapping of files from the "bad"
structure to the "good" structure.
The third additional way to use the VFS is to distribute it among the far-flung platforms that
comprise PSDS. The original VFS acquired by PSDS was an independent "turnkey" system -
hardware and software. Evolution of the VFS is moving it toward a more software-only
architecture. Limitations of CPU speed, memory constraints, number of I/O busses, and
sundry become less restrictive. Each local-area-network could have a VFS. System-
administration tools are also expected to evolve In support of a more distributed architecture.
Traffic on the wide-area-network could be reduced. Drawbacks are cost and training. The VFS
is not trivial to manage. It is not trivial in cost.
Summary
Given its requirements and constraints, PSDS picked a solution for large-scale file storage
that worked. Conversely, a solution was available that satisfied the PSDS requirements and
constraints. Opportunities for wider use of the VFS exist and are being considered.
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Problems were encountered after installation. They included issues involving cost,
performance, and reliability. The issues were attacked vigorously by PSDS and vendor staff
and resolved. _'-
Future management of PSDS data will be supported by enhancements from the VFS vendor,
improvements in the PSDS software, and improvements in UNIX-based systems. It appears,
though, that the volume of data will continue to exceed the currently available "simple" storage
systems and that a VFS in some form will be required.
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INTRODUCTION
A major challenge facing data processing centers today is data management. This includes the storage of large
volumes of data and access to it. Current media storage for large data volumes is typically off line and frequently
off site in warehouses. Access to data archived in this fashion can be subject to long delays, errors in media
selection and retrieval, and even loss of data through misplacement or damage to the media.
Similarly, designers responsible for architecting systems capable of continuous high-speed recording of large
volumes of digital data are faced with the challenge of identifying technologies and configurations that meet their
requirements. Past approaches have tended to evaluate the combination of the fastest tape recorders with the highest
capacity tape media and then to compromise technology selection as a consequence of cost.
This paper discusses an architecture that addresses both of these challenges and proposes a cost-effective solution
based on robots, high-speed helical scan tape drives, and large-capacity media.
DATA CENTER PERSPECTIVE
Significant advances in magnetic tape drives, media capacities, and the integration of robotics now make it possible
for most sites to maintain a significant portion, if not the entire set, of data in the computer center. Using these new
technologies, the amount of floor space required for data storage is significantly reduced. (For example, the Metrum
RSS-600b robot system contains 10.8 terabytes in less than 20 square feet of floor space. This is equivalent to
approximately 60,000 reels of 9-track tape.) Media, housed within computer-controlled and robot-accessible
carousels, is accurately identified by barcode readers integrated within the robotics. Following identification, media
is rapidly retrieved and loaded by the robot. The high speed tape drives quickly locate the data and convey it to
the computer host.
These new technologies enable the co-location of large volumes of data with computer hosts, thereby expediting
data access and analysis. However, they are but mere tools, incapable of performing any data management function
by themselves. Management of the data is performed by software that can manipulate the previously-described tools
to achieve efficient data storage and retrieval. Various software data and storage management solutions are
available. Some, such as UniTree TM, perform a data migration function. They transfer files through a hierarchy of
storage technologies measured by speed, capacity and cost (Figure 1) under the direction of a software-implemented
algorithm responsible for managing the computer system's mass storage resources.
Others, such as AMASS TM, perform a network-attached archival function (Figure 2). They present the entire archive
storage capacity as if it were a huge disk-based file system. Data, referenced by a path-quallfled file name, is
transferred only in response to explicit commands received from a user or an application process. Although these
archival systems are typically not delivered with software to perform behind-the-scenes file migrations, they can be
used to accomplish a limited version of these functions.
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It mayoccasionally be desirable to connect two or more tape drives, located within a single robot, to one host so
that read and write operations can proceed independently, or in order to support multiple concurrent accesses. The
additional tape drives could share the same interface bus or each could be connected using separate buses to
maximize bandwidth. Decisions to utilize separate buses must consider the portion of time the tape drives might
be involved in input and output versus the portion of time spent positioning to'a new location on the tape. A tape
drive places no load on the bus bandwidth during positioning functions.
EXTENSIBILITY OF THE ARCHITECTURE
Metrum tape drive features and robot
configurations are identified and described in
Tables HI and IV in order to enhance the
relevancy of further discussion. The information
in these tables establish a real-world measure of
capacity and transfer rates. All referenced
components are available as commercial off-the-
shelf (COTS) products. Their capacity and
throughput numbers do not represent theoretical
possibilities, but reflect actual system performance
measures.
Extensibility is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows the simple case of one robot
shared by three hosts. Figure 4 shows how
multiple hosts can access data residing in multiple
robots.
Table IIL Metrum Tape Drive Features.
RSP-2i50 Tape Drive 2 MB/S Sustained
4 MB/S Burst
Track Addressable
Record Addressable
Robot-Compatible
.................................................................................
S-VHS Cartridge Media DDC-258 (14.5 GB)
DDC-343 (18 GB)
$1.30 per Oigabyte
The American National Standards Institute Small Computer System Interface specification (SCSI, ANSI X3.131
1986) indicates that a host, through a single SCSI host bus adapters, could be connected to up to seven tape drives
on a single SCSI bus. If each one of these tape drives were located in a different RSS-600b robot, the computer
host would have immediate and unattended access to more than 75,000 gigabytes (ie, 7 tape drives * 10,800
GB/robot) of data storage capacity within a total floor space of less than 140 square feet. This is equivalent to
approximately 420,000 reels of nine-track tape occupying more than J 1,000 square feet Of floor Space_ In essence
then, each SCSI host bus adapter represents the potential for up to 75,000 gigabytes of robot-accesslble data storage.
At the same time, the seven RSP-2150 tape drives represent a total I/O bandwidth of 14 MB/S for that host.
Data archive capacity can easily be increased if the host is al_le to accommodate additional SCSI host bus adapters.
Three host bus adapters represent the potential for 225,000 glgabytes of data storage capacity in 420 square feet of
floor space. The equivalent volume of data on nine-track tape would require 1,260,000 reels of tape (at 6,250 bpl,
2,400 feet long, and 180 megabytes per reel) and more than 30,000 square feet of floor space. The entire 225,000
gigabytes of storage capacity can be shared with six additional hosts using the same principals as shown in Figure
3 and Figure 4.
[NOTE: The ANSI SCSI specification x3.131 1986 gives specific cable length limitations. These canbe extended
through the use of SCSI bus repeaters and/or fiber optic bus extenders.]
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TableIV. Metrum Robot Configurations.
RSS-48b RSS-600b
Tape Drives 2 6
Cartridges 48 600
Capacity (18 GB/Cartridge) 864 GB 10,800 GB
Robot Cost Per Megabyte $ 0.08 $ 0 02
Control Interface RS-232 RS-232
Floor Space Required 6 Ft 2 19 Ft 2
Equivalent 9-trk Reels 4,800 60,000
Equivalent 9-trk Floor Space 125 Ft 2 1,600 Ft 2
The robot command language can be extended to enable a computer host to specify a robot identifier. In this way
the host is able to access cartridges in automated storage systems configured with more than one robot.
• The host could QUERY if a data set is available in the cartridge inventory of a specific robot. The response
could be "AVAILABLE", "NOT AVAILABLE", or "AVAILABLE IN rr", where "rr" identifies the robot
containing the specified data set.
• The host can request that a cartridge be loaded into a specific drive in a specific robot. The robot identifier
would be mandatory. Absence of a robot identifier would generate an "INCOMPLETE COMMAND"
response.
The database and the robot command language can be extended to support controlled access to multiple copies of
a data set. For example, the results of the database query may report that the primary tape cartridge copy with the
requested data set is in use, but that another copy is available. If both the primary and secondary copies reside in
the same robot, the robot-controlling computer simply loads the secondary copy. However, if the secondary copy
resides in a different robot, the robot-controlling computer might respond to the LOAD request with "AVAILABLE
IN rr". This efficiently conveys that the load request could not be satisfied and that robot "rr" has an available copy
of the data set. The requesting host can then decide if it wants to issue a revised LOAD command, probably
determined by the availability of its tape drive in robot "rr".
ADVANTAGES OF THE ARCHITECTURE
A significant advantage is the ability to scale system storage capacity in response to system needs:
• The number of tape drives within a single robot can be as few as one or as many as the robot can contain.
(The Metrum RSS-600b robot can contain a maximum of six tape drives.)
• The number of robots is limited by the number of tape drive comlections a host can support. It can range
from as little as one robot and scale up to the maximum connections possible. Since each robot represents
up to 10,800 gigabytes, a very wide range of data storage capacity is possible.
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System bandwidth can be scaled in response to system needs:
The implementation of multiple tape drives installed in one or more robots can dramatically increase the
number of file transfer operations that can occur concurrently. For example, if seven tape drives were
connected to a single host, up to seven I/O operations could occur concurrently in any combination of read,
write and/or data search.
The number of tape drives can be increased over time in response to rising system load in order to increase
bandwidth. A host system can be configured with one Metrum RSP-2150 tape drive or up to the system-
supported maximum. Table HI lists the RSP-2150 tape drive features. Seven RSP-2150 tape drives can
support a sustained transfer rate of 14 MB/S and bursi rates of up to 28 MB/S for markedly less cost than
a single 19mm tape drive. (This analogy is only valid if either the mandated data acquisition rate is in the
range of the RSP-2150 or if the overall data stream can be demultiplexed and the resultant sub-streams of
data have rates in the range of the RSP-2150.)
A SCSI bus interface can transfer data faster than most network media-plus-protocol combinations. SCSI-
connected tape drives with robot-asslsted access to media in the storage system can be used to transfer data
at sustained rates significantly faster than the network could support.
The ability to directly connect multiple hosts to the same data reservoir optimizes overall system throughput:
• 2 MB/S at each of 7 sites represents a significantly higher bandwidth than 14 MB/S at a single site if the
data from the single site subsequently has to go through the restrictive bandwidth of a network in order to
reach the other 6 remote sites. For example, 300 KB/S is typically the maximum sustainable transfer rate
for a 10 megabit baseband Ethemet network.
• Data access times will be faster, since each tape drive can position directly to a data starting location on
tape without having to first wait for data transfer processes on other tape drives to complete.
Improvements in operations:
• Automated media management means reductions in errors, loss of data, and associated recurring costs.
• Automated media management performs accurate and very fast media retrieve/store operations.
• The automated storage system can periodically analyze all media for wear without operator intervention.
A computer host initiates the process and analyzes the final results. No data from the media needs to
traverse the SCSI bus, therefore there is neither bus bandwidth nor host CPU impact.
• Excessive media wear can be determined before the data becomes unreadable. If a host detects media
showing excessive wear, the data can be transferred to a new cartridge and the old cartridge identified for
removal by an operator.
Costs are minimized:
Less floor space means reductions in the amount of leased media storage space and related insurance and
media transportation costs.
Incrementaly augmenting the number of tape drives in response to rising system load affordab]y increases
bandwidth. For example, seven RSP-2150 tape drives can support a sustained transfer rate of 14 MB/S and
burst rates of up to 28 MB/S for markedly less cost than a single 19mm tape drive. Increasing bandwidth
to 16 MB/S with the acquisition of one additional RSP-2150 is significantly less expensive than acquiring
another 19 mm tape drive.
The volume serve architecture is cost effective for a distributed computing environment because it allows
sharing of the most expensive component (the robot) while still providing llghts-out, operator-free support,
minimizing recurring operating costs.
Limited risk:
Configurations with multiple tape drives and robots distribute risk. Failure in a single component does not
shut down the entire system.
The Metmm components and storage media identified by way of example in this paper are based on
standards.
• TheMetrumRSP-2150tapedataformathasbeensubmittedto ANSIand is goingthroughthe
standardizationprocess.
• TheMetrumRSP-2150tapedriveusesthestandardSCSI-1interface,supportedbyvirtuallyallcomputers
onthemarketthroughdirectmanufacturersupportor throughthird-partyofferings.
• Media wear and aging can by monitored dynamically with software by interrogating Metrum RSP-2150 tape
drive registers.
DISADVANTAGES OF THE ARCHITECTURE
The desired tape cartridge could be in use by another host/drive, resulting in a delay in access of
indeterminate duration. It may be possible to minimize the number and frequency of these delays by
making multiple copies of data cartridges for which access conflicts occur. The database structure would
then have to be extended to support the concept of multiple copies of a single data set.
The situation may arise when the cartridge containing the data set is available but the host's tape drive in
that robot is already busy servicing a data transfer request. This situation may cause an unacceptable access
delay. It may be possible to resolve this by any of the methods listed below. Some of these methods may
require that additional database information fields be generated before they can be implemented.
Additional copies of the cartridge could be placed in other robots. If one tape drive is busy,
perhaps at least one of the others may not be, thereby permitting immediate access to the data.
An additional tape drive could be added to the robot, space permitting.
Implement a data storage architecture capable of passing cartridges from one robot to another
automatically.
SUMMARY
This paper has proposed hardware configurations that support the construction of large computer-accessible data
archives. These configurations minimize storage costs and data access latencles while they maximize data transfer
rates. Simple database constructs and a minimal robot control language have been presented. Commercial off-the-
shelf hardware components were identified, by way of example, to demonstrate the feasibility and capability of this
architecture.
Computer programs needed to implement this architecture, while not exceedingly complex, are not commercially
available at this time. Non-commercial versions with limited functionality are currently under development.
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ABSTRACT
In October 1992, the NASA Center for Computational Sciences made its Convex-based UniTree
system generally available to users. The ensuing months saw the growth of near-online data
from nil to nearly three terabytes, a doubling of the number of CPUs on the facility's Cray Y-
MP (the primary data source for UnITree}, and the necessity for an aggressive regimen for
repacking sparse tapes and hierarchical "vaulting" of old files to freestanding tape.
Connectivity was enhanced as well with the addition of UltraNet HiPPI. This paper describes
the increasing demands placed on the storage system's performance and throughput that
resulted from the significant augmentation of compute-server processor power and network
speed.
I Introduction of UniTree at GSFC
The NASA Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS) is a scientific computing center serving
more than 1200 users with a range of needs from supercomputing to data analysis. The
UniTree file storage management system first arrived at the NCCS on July 6, 1992. As UniTree
was to be the primary system for mass storage management, the Convex C220 was upgraded to a
C3240 with four CPUs, 512 megabytes of memory, and 110 gigabytes of disk. Also included in
this initial configuration were 2.4 terabytes of nearline robotic storage provided by two
StorageTek 4400 silos. Although UniTree supported both NFS and ftp as access methods,
access to UniTree was permitted only through ftp in order to meet the throughput demands of
our Cray Y-MP (UniTree's primary storage client), IBM 9000 users, and workstation clients.
The mass storage contract under which Convex/UniTree was obtained required that it be able
to handle 32 concurrent transfers while 132 other sessions supported users. The size of the
transfers done in testing was realistically large, about 200 megabytes each. UniTree ultimately
showed itself able to manage this workload, and by the third week in September it had passed
acceptance.
In the following sections we describe the extensive efforts of the NCCS in supporting the initial
configuration to bring UniTree to a robust production-level file storage system.
II Getting Ultranet Access
The NCCS computing environment supports an UltraNet network configuration between seven
buildings serving more than 750 scientists at the Goddard Space Flight Center. This network
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providesgigabit-per-secondaccessto theCrayY-MPandtheIBM9000. At acceptancetime, the
UniTreesystemhad notyet beencompiledand testedunder ConvexOSversion 10.x,requiring
that we backlevelthe operating systemdown to 9.1. ConvexOS UltraNet support, however,
required a minimum level of 10.0. When 10.x-compatible UnlTree executables were finally
available in early October, we upgraded directly to 10.1 and installed the new UnlTree routines.
A month later, the HiPPI UltraNet hardware interface arrived, followed in a few weeks by the
beta UltraNet 4.0 software. The next fewweeks were spent stress-testing the system, ultimately
uncovering the same bug that had been reported by other beta-test sites, i.e. the native Ultra
path (-u) could only handle a maximum of sixteen concurrent transfers, refusing to connect the
seventeenth at all. A fix for this problem had been released by Ultra and had been proven to
cause the Convex to crash. Crashes also occurred when too many concurrent transfers over the
host stack (-uh) path were attempted. By early January of 1993 an Ultra microcode fix was
finally available which managed to avoid this problem. The fix allowed up to 28 simultaneous
transfers to take place, and Ultra access to UniTree was now enabled for users on the same port
used for UniTree Ethernet transfers.
Within a week, we discovered that when Ethernet transfers used the same executables as
UltraNet transfers (as intended by the developers), all Ethernet communication throughout the
machine would go into a hang state. To overcome this problem, Ultra access via the default
UniTree ftp port was removed and enabled via a different port, employing locally-written
software to enforce that Ethernet transfers could not be started up on the UltraNet port.
Although patches have been applied to address the original problem, the local software has
remained in place pending stress-testing of the patches. UltraNet access to UniTree has since
enjoyed relative stability in this configuration.
HI Usage Rises, Functionality Increases
Once stability on UltraNet was realized, overall demand for UniTree increased sharply. In
February alone users added nearly as much data to the UniTree system as they had added in
November, December, and January combined (fig. 1).
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By the end of February, more than 7500 silo tapes out of an available total of 10,000 had been
filled with UniTree data (fig. 2).
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But UniTree's growing popularity soon placed us in a potentially disastrous situation - we were
quickly running out of storage. The reason for this was that UniTree 1.5, the only production-
level version of Convex/UniTree that existed at that time, did not allow for more than 10,000
tapes to be managed by the system. Not until early March was Convex able to install a
modification to allow for up to 100,000 tapes, 18,000 of them for nearline storage and the rest
for vaulting, or deep archive.
UniTree vaulting and repacking remained a concern. Our version of UniTree 1.5 did include
executables for repacking, or removing the "holes" from tapes caused by deleted fries, as well as
those for vaulting, or the copying of little-used files onto free-standing tape, for deep archive,
but neither of these worked properly at our site. We soon realized that the additional 8000
nearline tapes that could be accommodated by the software would not last for more than a
couple of months, and that even if they lasted longer, without repacking or vaulting, we would
not be solving our storage crisis but merely postponing it. Another catastrophe we were facing
at that time was that both of ours silos were nearly full. Without vaulting, most of the
additional 8000 tapes for nearline storage would actually have to be offllne, mounted by
operators. On busy days, that would amount to hundreds of tape mounts a day. We did not have
the operations staff necessary for such an undertaking, nor did we want to slow UniTree down
while humans located and mounted the tapes. For these reasons, we found ourselves clamoring
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for repackingand vaultingexecutablesthat worked,sothat wewouldhavea measureofcontrol
overthe numberof freesilo tapes.
By April 5 we finally had a working repackerwith UniTree 1.5. We began immediately to
repackin earnest,freeinghundredsoftapesfor newdata. By April 22 wehad alsosucceededin
vaulting to free-standingtapes. Workingwith Convex,weassembledutilities that operators
could invoketo placea UniTreelabelonnewfree-standingtapes,so that they couldbeusedfor
vaulting. Bothrepackingand vaultingarenow fully operationaland running in a production
mode.
By April 14 wehad obtaineda secondmodificationto UnlTree1.5that allowedup to 36,000
tapesto beusedfor nearline storage. In early May wewere able to acquire a third silo for
UniTree,and asof this writing, wehavealreadyusedover3500of the tapesstoredwithin it.
IV Current Trends in Usage
Recently we have observed that the total number of retrieves for a given period of time outstrip
the number of files stored (fig. I). Since we have discouraged the use of UniTree as a "black
hole" from the beginning, we are encouraged by this finding to believe that users are making
use of the data they have stored. Accordingly, we have begun to see a considerable increase in
the number of silo tape mounts, many of which are done for the purpose of retrieving data from
archive (fig. 3}.
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Weare also gratified to find that users are making increasing use of the UltraNet interface
where available (fig. 4), which frees the heavily-used Ethemet for telnet sessions and transfers
from machines lacking UltraNet hardware.
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At this time, UniTree contains nearly two-and-a half terabytes worth of data (figure 5).
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IV Near-Term Challenges
Since late February, our disk cache has been 77.5 gigabytes in size. We have seen many days
since then when the cache has been so busy that its contents have completely turned over
within 24 hours (fig. 6).
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It is very Inconvenient for users to find that their data which was stored only the day before
must now be retrieved from tape, and it puts a considerably greater load on the UniTree tape
processes. To address thls problem we ordered an additional 40 GB of disk, bringing our total
disk capacity to 150 GB (fig. 7).
However, the inherent difficulty of recovering from disk crashes under UniTree 1.5 prompted
us to allocate the newly acquired disk for RAID use and for hot spares instead of using it to
enlarge our disk cache, opting for reliability over performance. We have yet to determine the
effects RAID has on our UniTree system.
Our real concern of late has been UniTree's current inability to migrate to more than a single
tape at a time. In our experience, migration has never been able to proceed faster than one 3480
cartridge tape every six minutes. If migration performed at that peak rate round-the-clock, we
would have no more than 240 tapes filled by the end of a 24-hour period. For a cartridge tape
with a 200-megabyte capacity, this would mean no more than 48 gigabytes could be migrated
each day. There have already been individual days when more than 35 gigabytes have been
added to UniTree. The arrival of a new Cray C98 in late August will likely mean a three-fold
increase in data production at our Site, and if migration to tape cannot keep pace with the
arrival of new data, UniTree will crash, irrespective of the size Of the disk cache.
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For this and other reasons, we are eagerly looking ahead to future releases of UniTree.
Convex/UniTree 1.7, released just recently, includes a new feature known as family offlles,
which will allow selected flies to be migrated directly to offllne tape, bypassing robotic storage
entirely. In the same vein, large files could be automatically selected for denser archival
media. By the end of the year, a performance release of UniTree 1.7 is expected that we hope
will include faster writing to tape and will allow us to accommodate the storage rate
anticipated from the new Cray.
V SUMMARY
User acceptance of UntTree has been high, as evidenced by the rapid turnover of our disk cache
(figure 6). We have had no complaints about the integrity of the data stored. Although users
have found UniTree's instability to be frustrating, we believe that with time UniTree will prove
to be the valuable and reliable storage system that mass storage sites have anticipated.
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Abstract
The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) Program at NASA Ames Research
Center has been developing a Hierarchical Storage Management System, NAStore,for
some 6 years. This evaluatlon compares functlonallty, performance, rellabillty and
other factors of NAStore and 3 commercial alternatives. FlleServ Is found to be
slightly better overall than NAStore and DMF. UnITree Is found to be severely lacking
in comparison.
I. Introduction and Problem Definition
The Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation (NAS) Program has been Involved with Mass
Storage Hardware and Software since its inception in 1984. In 1985, the Mass Storage
Subsystem (MSS) Project was Initiated to create an Hierarchical Storage Manager
(HSM) to meet the needs of tile NAS Program. Since 1985, there have been several
releases of MSS software running under MVS and UNIX on Amdahl hardware and
currently under UNIX on Convex hardware. During this period, several commercial
alternatives appeared. These alternatives have now been available In the market for
some time and have been subjected to the testing rigors of the marketplace. It Is a good
time to evaluate these packages, compare features and performance, and make a
determination whether to continue internal development of NAStore or embrace one or
more of the commercial alternatives.
The following packages are compared: the Data Migration Facility from Cray Research,
FileServ from E-Systems, NAStore from the NAS Program, and UniTree from Open
Vision.
This paper is arranged as follows: configuration, functionality, performance, hands-on
experience, detailed observations, and conclusions. Weights are assigned for each
category and totaled to give a Final recommendation. The evaluation weights for each
category are shown below:
Category Weighting Factor
Functionality 1 l
Performance 23
Reliability 23
Stability 23
Ease of Use 9
Outstanding 4
Problems
Miscellaneous 7
Total I00
;'Wt_¢11_;_14; P4GE __A.I',IK NOT F_LIMPT._
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2. Test Configuration
Three systems were used during testing; 2 Cray Y-MPs and a Convex C3820. The two
Crays are both running DMF in production and have slightly differing configurations
and loads. The Convex is one of two recently acquired systems for the NAS Mass
Storage Subsystem.
Columbia YMP 2E I / 16, HiPPI UltraNet, Model E IOS, I - 4 channel TCA (total of 4 -3
MB/s paths), 16 - 3480 tape drives in 3 STK 4400 Silos, located in the Ames
Research Center - Central Computing Facility
Filesystem: composed of DS-42s and DD-62s connected to one controller -
not striped
UNICOS 7.0.4.3
Sun 4/330 running ACSLS 4.0
DMF 2.0
This system functions as a dedicated file server.
Reynolds YMP 8/256, HiPPI UltraNet, Model D IOS, 1 - 4 channel BMC (total of 4 - 3
MB/s paths), 16 - 3480 tape drives in 2 STK 4400 Silos, located in the Ames
Research Center Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Facility
Filesystem: composed of DS-42s and DD-49s connected to one controller -
not striped
UNICOS 7.0.4.1
Sun SPARCstation running ACSLS 3.0
DMF 2.0
This system functions primarily as a compute engine. File serving
functionality is of secondary importance except in support of the
computation capability.
Pancho Convex C3820, 1 GB RAM, HiPPI UltraNet, 2 - 2 channel TLI interfaces (total
of 4 - 4.5 MB/s paths), 16 - 3480 tape drives in 2 STK 4400 Silos, located in the
Ames Research Center Numerical Aerodynamic Simulation Facility
Filesystem: composed of 4 wide stripes using DKD-504 disks across 4 IDCs
ConvexOS 10.2
Sun SPARCstation running ACSLS 3.0
FileServ 2.1.5, NAStore 2.1.1, UniTree 1.7.1.14
This system will function as a dedicated file server.
3. Features
Major Software Components
DMF tfrom Cray Research Inc.]
tpdaemon
dmdaemon
Media Specific Processes (MSP)
Applications
dmput, dmget, dmltm, dmmode, several others
The Data Migration Facility is primarily composed of the dmdaemon, MSPs, some
kernel modifications and some application programs. The dmdaemon handles all of
the requests initiated by the user applications and initiates MSP actions. The system
tape daemon, tpdaemon, allocates devices and controls tape mounts and dismounts.
There are only two applications a user is ever likely to use: dmput and dmget. However,
any UNIX file open will automatically cause a migrated file to be restored to disk. There
are numerous other applications which are used primarily by operators. DMF uses
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CTREE routines to maintain database information. DMF is a relatively simple
implementation and has a comparatively small number of functional pieces.
DMF makes use of UNICOS kernel hooks to initiate automatic file restoration on file
opens. The structure of the inode has been modified to show the migration state of a
file. File reads and writes will block until a file is resident on disk.
F fie S_entAfr_om_ K-Sy_skema_incd
INGRES database daemons
(iidbms, dmfacp, dmfrcp, iigcn)
FileServ daemons
(fs_cpyreq, fs media, fs mcontrol, fs_monitor, fs_cpyresp,
fs resource, fs ai]oc_s, fs_fcontrol, fs_rem_s, fs_admin, fs_data)
Applications
fsstore, fsretrleve, fschstate, fsmedinfo, fsmedlist, fsaddrelation,
fsaddclass, others
FileServ uses the INGRES commercial database. There are many daemons and
specialized processes which run to make FileServ function. There are a large number of
applications available. One of the strengths of FileServ is the wealth of applications to
check/modify status information and control variables. Another benefit is the ability
to track the state of individual stores and retrieves while they are in progress.
FileServ makes use of the ConvexOS kernel modifications which cause a file open to
automatically restore files from tape. File reads and writes will block until a file is
restored to disk.
NAStore /developed at NAS)
voldaemon
rashd
Repository Controllers - Manual 3480, Manual 3420, ACS 3480
Applications
forcearc, frestore, arcbuild, archive, reclaim, volstat, volvary, vls, rls,
vol, others.
NAStore has the following functional elements: the Volume Manager, voldaemon, uses
repository controllers to mount and dismount tape volumes, Rapid Access Storage
Hierarchy, rashd, uses the Volume Manager to move files in and out from various media
through Repository Controllers. There are several applications, but only a few that
users are likely to use:forcearc andfrestore move fries in and out from tape, volstat
checks the queue of requests and volvary checks the state of tape devices. It is difficult,
but possible, to see if your archive or restore is in progress. One of the strengths of
NAStore is the relatively few pieces that must be running. NAStore uses BTREE
routines to maintain file and tape information. One of the unique features of NAStore
is that the tapes are standard ANSI format and are readable by ANSI tape readers.
Like DMF and FileServ, the ConvexOS kernel modifications are used to cause
restoration on a file open. NAStore adds several fields to the Convex inode structure
and therefore modifies several file related utilities to make use of the additional
information stored in the inode (newfs, newst, Is, others).
U_nlTree ffrom Open VisioILl
tpdaemon
UniTree daemons
(unamed, udiskd, utaped, uftpd, unfsmntd, tapesrvr, disksrvr, namesrvr,
pdmsrvr, tapemovr, diskmovr, pvrsrvr)
Applications
uftp
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UniTreeis composedof a collectionof specializeddaemonprocesses,the ConvexTape
Daemon,and a modifiedftp daemon. Therearea large number of running daemons.
Under periods of high activity, we might expect high CPU load and lots of context
switching. We were not able to check this due to several bugs encountered during testing.
UnITree uses BTREE routines to maintain file and tape information. UniTree restricts
all access to user data by forcing access through ftp or NFS. This is a restriction unique
to UnITree.
UniTree formats, labels and controls its own file system on the Convex. This means
that UniTree file systems are quite different than other file systems on the Convex.
Rather than take the approach of using the kernel, UniTree runs entirely in user space
with a number of daemons responsible for all event handling and file movement.
One ofthe problems with this approach is that access is limited to an application which
links the UniTree llbrary. UniTree provides NFS and FTP which have been modified to
use the daemons for file opens, reads and writes.
An obvious strength to this approach is that it is very easy to port UniTree to new
platforms. There are versions of UniTree available on systems ranging from Convex
and Amdahl to IBM RS6000, SGI and Sun. There is also support for a wide range of
output devices as well: IBM 3480 cartridges, Metrum VHS, 9-track round tape, others.
One artifact of a large number of UniTree ports is that each may be implemented from a
different base version of the software. Most were ported and are supported by separate
vendors. Many of the points brought up during testing are likely to be indicative of the
large number of UniTree installations even though the implementation hardware may
be different. Convex ks the largest installed UnlTree implementation with over 20 of 54
installations according to Max Morton of Open Vision.
Storage Model
Each of the packages manages files in collections or groups. These collections govern
how files are segregated on tapes (i.e. files within the collection can be mingled on tape).
Package
DMF
FileServ
Grouping Mechanism
fllesystem
class
NAS tore user
UniTree family
DMF
All Ides within a filesystem are managed together. This results in files from several
users on a single tape.
When a file is disk resident, it appears as any other UNIX file in an ls -la listing:
-rw-r--r-- 1 woodrow npo 309848 Jul 20 23:27 file
When it is only available on tape, this is indicated by an "m" appearing in the frst
column of an Is -la listing:
mrw-r--r--1 woodrow npo 309848 Jul 20 23:27 file
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FlleServ
There are system defined classes which are mapped to directory trees. All files in a class
are managed together. Similar to DMF, this means that user files within a class can be
intermingled on a single tape.
When a file Is disk resident, it appears as any other UNIX fde in an Is -la listing:
-rw-r--r-- I woodrow npo 309848 Jul 20 23:27 file
When it Is only available on tape, this Is indicated by an "a" appearing in the first
column of an Is -la listing:
arw-r--r-- I woodrow npo 309848 Jul 20 23:27 file
Thefsfllelnfo command will also llst the state of the file, the number of tape copies and
whether the file is resident on DISK, TAPE or DISK and TAPE.
NAStore
All files for a specific user are managed together. NAStore uses a hot tape model for tape
writes. This means a "hot" primary and backup tape, will be written and filled before a
new tape Is used. There are special eases where multiple hot tapes can occur; for
example when a file will not fit at the end of the current hot tape. There may be space
available at the end of the tape, Just not enough for the current file. In this ease, a new
hot tape is selected, resulting in multiple hot tapes. Files which will span tapes (files
larger than 200 MB) are exempted from the hot tape mechanism and will start a new
tape immediately.
NAStore, unlike DMF, FileServ and UniTree does not know how much space Is left on
tape. This means that NAStore may try to put a file on tape before finding out if it will
fit. The other packages require the system operator to configure the tape size and then
use this to determine whether a file should fit before trying.
When a file is disk resident, it can appear in one of the following two ways In an Is -la
listing: I) as any other UNIX file, or 2) with an "a" in the first column.
-rw-r--r-- 1 woodrow npo 309848 Jul 20 23:27 file
arw-r--r-- 1 woodrow npo 309848 Jul 20 23:27 file
When it is only available on tape, this is indicated by an "A" appearing in the first
column of an Is -la listing:
Arw-r--r-- I woodrow npo 309848 Jul 20 23:27 file
Since the archive state information is available from a file listing, it is easy to track
the file archival state without learning any new commands.
UniTree
Files are grouped in system deI'med families and used similar to UNIX groups (i.e. users
enter a setj'am directive within FTP similar to setgrp In UNIX - all subsequent stored
files are associated with the family). All files in a family are managed together and user
data can be intermingled on tape. UniTree uses a hot tape model for archival. Unlike
NAStore, however, UniTree proceeds linearly through tapes regardless of file size. Thls
means that a spanning _e (a _e greater than 200 MB) can start in the middle of a tape.
This is a decision unique to UniTree.
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NFSdoesnot displaythe archivalstate of a file. Within FTP,a dlr or Is command will
display whether a file is in disk cache (DK) or archived (AR). There is no mechanism to
see ff a file is on both disk and tape.
Some Useful Functionality
Here is a short list of some basic functions which were used or would have been used
during the evaluation. Most of these are provided by several of the packages, some are
unique to one package or another. Some of these are not available and are included as
suggested capability.
Function
List user tapes
List files on a tape
File Status
List Tape Blocks Used
Drive Status
Tape Status
Archive/Restore Status
Media Lists
Media Labeling in
Parallel
M e d i a Recycle / Reclaim
in Parallel
Media compaction
Database Lists
-M i s c . Configuration
Stuff
Description D Ir N U
List all tapes (primary and backup) X X X
In use by a user, class, family,
flles.ystem.
List all files on a specific tape.
List the archival state of a file
List the tapes which 'hold a file
(primary and backup)
This is a modification of the UNIX
du utility to list blocks used for
migrated files.
List the system defined drives and
their current state.
List the % full or bytes on tape
List the files known to reside on
the tape.
List the percent complete for all
archive or restore operations
G i v e n a,
user/family / class / filesystem id,
identify all archives or restores
active and their completion state
Provide information on tape
media in use (virgin/free, labeled
allocated, bad, etc.)
Provide the option for a long or
tabular presentation of this data
A Parallel labeling utility.
X X
X X X X
X X
A Parallel Recycle/Reclaim utility
- i.e. the operator should not have
to manually paralle!ize this
function.
The ability to compact out the old
dead files from a tape and hence
realize some savings in the tape
inventory.
List all versions of a file stored in
system
Specify tape quota
X X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X
X
X
Specify user fries to keep on disk X X X
There is a difference between file migration, the act of copying a file to tape, and file
truncation, the act of removing the file from the disk after migration. UniTree treats
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this as a single logicaloperation,i.e. Itsforcemlg -all command. DMF, FlleServ and
NAStore all have separate utilities which perform migration and truncation. As long
as migration is performed as files are written to disk, truncation can be performed as
necessary to keep the disk usage within a controlled range. For DMF, FileServ and
NAStore file truncation is performed very quickly and is not measured. Each HSM has
a different utility to build the list of candidate files for truncation. These provide a
sorted list of files eligible for truncation from disk. The list is then used to maintain a
file system percent utilization.
Tape compaction is provided by all of the packages except NAStore currently. This is an
important capability and will be required for production use.
FileServ and DMF are very complete in functionality. NAStore needs tape compaction.
UnlTree is hit for the lack of analysis tools a_d capability.
Scorea
Functionality [I 1]: DMF: 11 FileServ: 11 NAStore: I0 UrdTree: 8
4. Performance
NAS sizes the Mass Storage System to hold the latest 30 days of data on disk. This is
based on the assumption that the most current data has the highest usage and should
have the fastest access. File access from disk or the highest level of the storage
hierarchy is therefore one of the most important performance elements of any HSM. Of
course, some fries will be accessed which are not resident on disk. This makes the tape
system read performance of secondary importance. The ability of the system to process
multiple requests simultaneously is important. For this reason, we measure both
individual user and system aggregate performance for tape operations.
Tape read performance is usually more important to the user than write performance,
since most tape writes are initiated by the system and can be scheduled. Tape reads are
initiated in response to an immediate need by a user. Tape read performance should
therefore be as fast as is possible on the media. Tape write performance is measured for
individual files and under various system loads. File migration and truncation
performance from disk is measured to see the relative ability of these packages to keep
up with a stream of input data.
A user workload of file reads and writes using ftp with a mix of resident and migrated
fries is used to make an overall relative assessment of the HSMs. This is probably the
most realistic measure of user performance of all the tests since it incorporates disk,
tape and network performance.
4.1 Individual file, disk read and write performance
Tc_
Files of various sizes (256K, 10M, 75M, 300M) are read from and written to disk.
Sequential I/O tests are used, since file access will typically require a network transfer
and will involve reading an entire file. A program called multlrate is used to measure
disk performance on the Crays and the Convex. This utility was acquired from Convex
and has been used on site for some time.
There are several factors to note when looking at the disk results:
l) The DMF file systems installed on the 2 Crays deliver 8 - 10 MB/s for
individual file reads and writes because of the current hardware
configuration.
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2) The file systems installed on the Convex can deliver 28-31 MB/s for
individual file reads and writes.
Given these points, we are also interested whether the HSM delivers the native
filesystem performance or degrades it.
From Figure 1, NAStore and FileServ both deliver the highest performance to and from
disk. Based on the measurements, DMF, FileServ and NAStore all deliver native
fllesystem performance. However, UniTree degrades the native file system performance
by about 66%. The DMF is given 2 scores: 1) compared to the installed Convex
fllesystem the performance is lower - however this is not a DMF problem 2) if the
filesystem were at the same or higher performance then we would expect DMF to deliver
this performance - however this is an assumption. Both of these scores will be
discussed in the performance summary.
Scores:
Disk Read/Wrlte DIVIF: 0.31 (1.0) FileServ: 1.0 NAStore: 1.0
4.2 Individual file, tape read and write performance
UniTree: 0.33
Test Description
Files of various sizes (256K, 10M, 75M, 300M)are written to and read from tape using
the HSM user commands (dmput/dmget, fsstore/fsretrieve, forcearc/frestore, put/getI).
Elapsed wall clock time is used to measure the duration of the write/read.
Measurements include the time to archive a primary and backup copy of a file. All
timings take into account tape mount activity. The intent is to report rates which are as
close as possible to user experienced rates.
It is important to note the following in this test:
1) the peak 3480 tape drive performance is 3.0 MB/s
2) it is interesting to note the ability of each package to attain tape drive peak
3) higher average performance is expected for larger files as mount activity is
reduced as a proportion of the total elapsed time
Results
During testing, the following was observed
DMF sustained 2.0 MB/s on writes and reads
FfleServ sustained 2.0 MB/s on write and 2.7 MB/s on reads
NAStore sustained 2.7 MB/s on writes and reads
UniTree sustained 1.5 MB/s on writes and reads
All HSMs exhibit an increase in performance as file size increases. Tape mount time
was observed to be 20 - 50 seconds depending on silo load.
Figure 2 shows that NAStore dominates tape read and write performance, especially as
file size increases. UniTree is quite a bit slower t.han the rest. Also, Columbia
outperforms Reynolds in read tape performance with DMF. This is most likely
attributable to the newer silos which likely have had engineering improvements since
the installation of the silos at the NAS facility. The effect of the engineering
improvements is faster tapes mounts. Unfortunately, we have incomplete numbers for
Columbia due to the scarcity of dedicated Cray time.
1 UniTree access is through ftp. This is true even when accessing files on the local system. Put
and get are the ftp commands used to move files in and out of a UniTree controlled filesystem.
Get is also used when retrieving a file from tape.
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Tape Wrlte DMF: 0.71 FileServ: 0.81 NAStore: 1.0
Tape Read DMF: 0.74 FileServ: 0.94 NAStore: 1.0
Un/Tree: 0.43
UniTree: 0_5
4.2.1 Tape handling optimizations
Following is a list of the kind of optimizations observed among the different systems.
Given the fixed performance of the tape media, it is desirable to maximize the delivered
performance from that media. Some of these optimizations are simple to implement.
We hope all of the packages will continue to improve in this area.
Optimization Exists in Package
Parallel primary and backup tape writes. DMF, NAStore
Asynchronous primary and backup tape DMF
writes.
NAStorePre-mount tapes for spanning _e reads
Check pending requests for a tape prior to
a dismount
DMF, FlleServ
NAStore has implemented this
feature but it has not yet been
tested
Optimize wild card transactions (reads DMF, FileServ, NAStore
and writes)
Cache data on disk and perform only full DMF
tape writes
UniTree - this was not working in
our version
Use any available tape for a write (not just DMF, FileServ
the "HOT" tape)
Spannin_ files start with a new tape DMF, FileServ, NAStore
Optimal use of tape system data paths. NAStore
Listing an optimization does not mean that it is necessarily the best choice, it was
simply observed. NAStore and UniTree both sacrifice some tape write performance In
using HOT tapes. However, both may reap improved performance during restores
because improved locality of user or family flies should reduce tape mounts.
NAStore tries to make optimal use of the system data paths by rotating mounts through
controllers. This has noticeable effect during periods of light load.
4.3 Multiple file tape read performance
Test Description
Multiple fries are written to tape in simultaneous streams. Each stream is composed of
consecutive 256K,10M, 75M, or 300M files. Streams have differing numbers of files
based on file size, in an attempt to keep all streams active for the entire test. The test is
run two different ways:
I) with separate store commands for each fde
2) with a single wild carded store command for an entire stream.
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Data inFigures3and 4 show the averagerate acrossall streamsagainst the simulated
loadlevel. Figure3 showsthe performanceon thesystemwhen issuinga separatestore
commandfor eachfile. In this test, a higher levelof tapemountsand dismounts was
expected.In Figure4,asinglewildcardedcommandperformsall of the writes. In this
case,the systemaggregateperformanceis expectedto rise due to reducedmountsand
dismounts.
System aggregate performance over time data is also gathered for these tests, although
only on the Convexes. These charts are included as an appendix. They are not used to
formulate scoring, but are discussed briefly in section 6, Miscellaneous Points and
011_ervatiorm.
All candidates were tested in this area, but UniTree had a problem on the Convex which
caused FTP to block during file reads from tape. This made it impossible to automate
testing of a multiple file restore. We were unable to work around this problem. As a
result, UniTree has rather few measured results from here on. This problem does not
mean that users cannot get fries from UniTree file systems using FTP, but it does mean
that several commands may be necessary to retrieve a single file. This was determined
to be unworkable for performance testing purposes.
Figure 3 shows the average system throughput to restore files for various simulated user
loads. Comparing the results from Figure 3 and Figure 2, we might expect that the
system throughput to be higher. The primary reason system throughput appears lower
is that we average across all file sizes. FileServ has a slight edge in performance over
both DMF and NAStore in this test.
Figure 4 shows the wild carded restore system performance. FileServ dominates at
lower system loads and then NAStore outperforms all others at higher loads. Both
FileServ and NAStore exhibit significantly improved system performance when file
restores are wild carded. DMF (reynolds) does not display improved performance in
this category which is puzzling, especially since DMF does optimize mount/dismount
activity. One possibility for the performance behavior may be a rewind/seek between
files restored from the same tape - this is not confirmed. The DMF columbia result at 8
simulated users suggests that columbia could outperform reynolds in this test. We were
unable to complete the test matrix for columbia because of lack of additional dedicated
time.
The performance difference between Figures 3 and 4 suggests that users would be well
advised to aggregate file reads and writes from an HSM.
Scores:
Separate: DMF" .84 FileServ: 1 NAStore: .79 UniTree:0
Aggregated: DMF: .48 FileServ: 1 NAStore: 1 UniTree:O
4.4 Migrate and Truncate data from Disk
Test Description
This test measures the speed the of each package to archive and truncate fries from disk.
This is an important measure of how well an HSM can keep up with data as it hits the
system. This test differs from the previous test, only in how it was initiated. A single,
wild carded command is used to initiate the store. After the store completes, a truncate
command is issued. The total elapsed time to archive and truncate the fries from disk is
measured.
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Results
DMF, FileServ and NAStore all perform In the same approximate range here, although
FlleServ has a slight edge. UniTree is significantly slower. One of the primary reasons
for this Is that UniTree writes a single stream of data (I tape drive) and does the primary
and backup copies sequentially. This seems to be a feature in all UniTree versions
according to discussions with other sites.
Score@*
Migrate/Truncate: DMF: 0.81 FileServ: 1.0 NAStore: 0.74
4.5 Workload performance disk and tape read and write
UniTree" 0.17
Test Description
This test Incorporates elements of network, disk and tape performance by simulating
the activity of 26 simultaneous users using fip over UltraNet. The user data population
was examined on the previous storage system and users were consulted to define a
workload profile for the system. The workload definition follows:
User Type
3
4
5
Description
Workstation
Backup
Miscellaneous
Small
File Volume
1 - 150K files
50 - 20K files
%
population
15
2O
45CFD steady state 5 - IOM files
5 - 75M files
CFD small unsteady 20 - 75M files 15
CFD large unsteady 50 - 300M files 5
of
Ideally we would have run Increasing loads of users based on this breakdown till we
saturated the system. In the future, perhaps we will do this. In the interest of timeliness
we selected a representative load; 26 users.
Each storage management system is initially configured with a predetermined number
of files resident on disk and migrated to tape. Simulated users issue ftp get and put
commands to move files in and out of the system under test. The test Is driven from a
Cray C-90 and uses native UltraNet paths to ensure that neither the driving system CPU
nor the network are the bottleneck. High, low and average performance are calculated
and plotted by file size.
One unintended limitation imposed on this test is the C-90 filesystem. Since gets and
puts utilize the C-90 file system, this creates a ceiling for Individual file transfers. In
the future, we will use a faster file system on the driving system.
The following are considered in ranking the packages:
1) the average performance at each file size
2) the variation In performance at each file size
Results
Figure 6 shows the high, low and average rate for reads and writes by file size. The data
polnts on the X axis are broken out by package at each file size. DMF, FileServ and
NAStore results are shown from left to right.
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NAStore performs better than both DMF and FileServ at all file sizes. In almost all
cases, NAStore has less variation between the high and low rate than the others.
FileServ, although usually 2nd in average performance, has a large fluctuation in
performance at each file size.
Given the C-90 file system limitation mentioned above, we still see significant
performance differences between the packages.
Workload: DMF" 0.65 FileServ: 0.82 NAStore; 1.0 Un/Tree_ 0.0
4.6 Performance Totals
Performance tests were broken into 4 functional areas and given the following weights:
Disk Read and Write 100
Tape Read 55
Tape Write/Migrate 20
Workload 25
These weights reflect the relative importance of disk read and write performance and
tape read performance. As long as the tape write performance can keep up with the
daily load, it is adequate. The workload reflects all of these categories, but is perhaps a
more representative measure of user performance.
Existing systems were utilized for performance testing. We are well aware that both
Convex and Cray are capable of configuring systems with more or faster hardware. We
made a conscious choice to measure existing systems and rank them based on the
current configurations. File system performance, within reason, is largely a cost issue.
The table below shows only the totals for the performance scoring. The complete,
weighted scoring table is Figure 7.
Total Points 210
DMF 100.25" (169.25)
FileServ 192.27
NAS to re 192.42
UniTree 40.47
From a performance standpoint, FileServ and NAStore are identical. DMF is also a
strong contender. The DMF performance total is 169.25 - a strong third, were we to
assign full points for the disk performance test. Again, we ran against existing
hardware configurations. UniTree would definitely be higher without functional
problems on tape restores.
5. Hands-On Experience
This sections summarizes experiences during installation, configuration and usage of
the packages.
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5.1 Reliabitlty
An exhaustive reliability test including testing of failure modes was not undertaken.
Therefore results in this section are limited to experience during testing. There was no
data loss or corruption by any of the packages during performance or functionality
testing.
During NAStore beta test, it was discovered that exec did not block correctly on files
which were non-disk resident. This resulted in erratic behavior until the file was
entirely disk resident. A simple kernel change was implemented and this was cured.
Scorel
Reliability [23]: DMF: 23 FileServ: 23 NAStore: 23 Un/Tree_ 23
5.2 Stability
Each package has unique stability issues.
DMF
We encountered difficulty when bringing down DMF with tape write processes
active. This turned out to be a cockpit error, but the experience points out the
complexity involved with this systems.
Overall DMF is rock-solid stable.
FileServ
Out of 20 - 30 sessions, we did cycle the software several times to clear hung
behavior. This was related to a bug in the first tested release. In the second release,
this problem was fixed.
There was a problem involving badly formed silo addresses, by the mount utility.
This had the effect of flipping some address information and making tapes
unavailable. The work around involved running an SQL script continuously in the
background. This script worked fine, but added a significant load to the database.
During heavy load, we could get into a confused state. This was also repaired in the
second release we received to complete testing.
A system crash occurred during FileServ testing. We were able to restart the
software after reboot without problem.
FfleServ is rather simple to start and stop. Once started, it is very stable.
NAStore
Corrupted individual user rash index files. Rash recreated these indexes later with
no data loss. This bug bas been repaired and tested.
Tape devices were vary'ed off during high levels of activity. This meant that we
closely monitored activity during NAStore tests. This was attributed to an error
prone TLI driver on the Convex. There were several instances when the voldaemon
core dumped and disappeared during high incidence of TLI errors. There were some
changes made in NAStore to back offon a drive when a high number of errors were
seen, this did reduce the number of drives which were vary'ed off significantly and
removed the voldaemon core dumps.
NAStore stayed up and worked well after it was initiated.
UniTree
Encountered problems getting NFS to work at first, eventually got things working
with help from Convex.
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÷There were numerous times when it was difficult or impossible to dismount the
UniTree NFS partition during shutdown. This had an effect on the stability of the
entire system, even after a reboot.
UnlTree has a tendency to halt completely when it encounters a bad or badly labeled
tape. This meant constant monitoring of the log files during testing.
In general UnlTree could be trusted to stay up if It did not encounter and tape
problems.
It is difficult to determine the stability of software over a short period of time. There Is
extensive local experience with DMF in production usage on several Cray systems.
There is also less extensive, but still significant experience with NAStore during beta
test (4 - 5 weeks) and during unit and integration testing (2 - 3 months). Our experience
with UniTree and FileServ has been for a short period of time (2 - 4 weeks). This
experience certainly influences our impressions on stability.
Sc.oF_
Stability[23]: DMF: 23 _leSe_:21 NAStore: 21 UrflTree: 15
5.3 Configuration, Documentation and Ease of Use
DMF
+ Documentation is terse, but complete
+ Tape recycllng/compaction is very simple to use
- Some operator utilities seem needlessly difficult to use (ex: dmvdbgen)
- Ira file is on disk, the user may not be able to determine ff It is also on tape.
FileServ
Adding tape media to the system requires a pass through the cap door. This means
that even if you already have a silo full of virgin tapes, FileServ would like you to
remove them and define them by entering them through the cap. This problem has
been fixed for the next version.
+ Tape labeling is done in parallel using all drives - painless and fast.
+ Tape recycling is very simple.
+ Easy to defme classes, add relations, change configuration, administer package.
+ Easy to view archive activity (fschstate, fsqueue, fsmedinfo)
NAStore
- Tape labeling is manual, sequential, single stream (however, the user can start up
multiple streams with separate lists) - user supplies a list to a utility
- Tape recycling is manual.
- On-llne documentation is not as strong as the other packages.
+ Strong software architecture documentation.
UniTree
+ Configuration is mostly localized to just a few files
FTP/NFS access is maddeningly restrictive.
knowledge and viewing of UnlTree log flies is essential to monitor activity
Scor_
Conflg, Doc, Ease of Use [9]: DIVIF: 7 FfleServ: 9 NAStore: 7 Un/Tree: 5
5.4 Outstanding Issues
DMF
• Dmdidle Is required to force data to tape, when there is not enough data waiting for
archival. This is a root only command. Ira user determines that he wants to force a
file to tape, but the system does not have a tape full ready to write, the user wiU block
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until the systemhasenoughdata to fill a tape. It is not possiblefor a userto find out
howmuch data must be sent to work around this situation.
Limit of 8 processes per MSP. There is a primary and secondary Media Specific
Process. Although there are 16 tape drives, during restores all files are required to
go through the primary MSP, unless a tape error is encountered. This places a
seemingly arbitrary limit on the number of simultaneous restores possible. This
has apparently been fixed in a patch to be released very soon.
File_rv
• Flipped silo identifiers on each tape with the initial version of FileServ we tested.
This was resolved with a bug fix.
• Tape entry through cap door in this version of the software. This has been fixed in
the next version.
NAStore
• Rash indices were corrupted several times. This has been fixed and tested.
* Tape devices were vary'ed offduring high load. A work around is in place.
• Voldaemon died several times - sometimes requiring a reboot to clear a hung named
pipe. This has been fixed and tested.
UniTree
• Single tape failure halts migration
• "quote wait get" hangs
• Extremely difficult to measure performance
• Wrapping files > 2 GB. During an ftp put of a 5 GB file, the system was observed to
wrap the file at 2 GB back to 0 and then continue. The final file size was 1 GB. There
were no errors reported.
Scores
Problems[4]: DMF: 3 FfleServ: 4 NAStore: 4 UrdTree: 0
6. Miscellaneous Points / Observations
+
+
It is difficult to tell the state of an individual user transaction with DMF. During
"puts", files are gathered In a caching directory until a full tape is ready, then
written. Although the dmput may return immediately, a user's files may not get out
to tape for some time. During "gets", fries may be in the process of restoration, but
unless the user can make the association between his tape ids and what is currently
mounted, he is unable to tell ff his transaction is active or not (this is especially true
on a busy system).
After doing a DMF dmput, a user's disk utilization is immediately reduced by the
size of the file, even though the file may not have left the disk cache. This is
certainly a desirable feature for the user who is running at or near his quota on a
Cray.
DMF used a small percentage of the system CPU. During the simulated user activity
to disk, system usage ranged from 1 - 5%. This percentage is based on an 8 CPU
system.
DMF uses a proprietary tape format.
When the FileServ daemons are not present (i.e. running) directories and files under
FileServ control cannot be listed or read.
FileServ's reliance on INGRES means the FileServ administrator should be versed
in SQL. INGRES is also one of the major bottlenecks in FileServ performance, since
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all transactions must refer to the database. DMF, NAStore and UnlTree all utilize
BTREE or CTREE for database functionality rather than use a commercial database.
FileServ developed a high system load on the Convex. During the 32 Simulated User
restore, system load averaged 50 - 80%. While this is not critical, It is a warning
sign. NAStore was well below 50% utilization. We were not really able to drive
UniTree hard enough to know how it behaved under load.
- FileServ uses a proprietary tape format.
+ NAStore is the only package which delivers bytes immediately as they hit system
memory.
+/- NAStore sacrifices some archival performance to group files by user. This is based
on the assumption that the individual user will benefit during restores, since his
files will be closer together (fewer mounts during restores). I think the positive
aspect of faster restores far outweighs the negative aspect of slower archives.
NAStore is only in use at NAS. The only support for NAStore is provided locally.
The only users who have experience with the system are at one location.
It is difficult, but possible to track the state of an lndivldualforcearc orfrestore
transaction within NAStore.
+ NAStore produces ANSI standard formatted tapes.
UniTree Is very difficult to measure. Using FTP for all transactions, makes
measurement of the individual components of a store almost impossible. Although
FTP reports the time to restore a file, it does not begin measurement until a file is
resident on disk cache. Therefore the numbers FTP reports are suspect. Many times
we were reduced to watching the UniTree log files.
Although UniTree does give the user access to data through NFS, it is not possible to
determine disk residency using NFS. File read and write performance using NFS,
even on the local system, is poor (significantly lower than FTP) and is discouraged.
UnlTree uses a proprietary tape format.
All of the packages were hit for a proprietary tape format except NAStore. Many people
seem to agree that this is Important, however few have implemented using a standard.
System Aggregate vs. Time Plots give a picture into the system of how performance
changes over time. These were produced on the Convex because of an existing utility
called sysplc and access to the source code. A utility exists on the Cray which could be
modified to provide this data, but there was insufficient time prior to testing.
From these plots (included as an appendix), it is clear that there is large variation in
performance over time. One performance goal for these packages could be that the
average system tape performance during load approach (number of data paths * peak
drive performance). On all of the systems tested, this number Is 4 * 2.7 MB/s = I0.8
MB/s. Tape mounts and dismounts will always reduce the system aggregate
performance from a theoretical peak, but with 16 drives, it should be possible to keep
the data paths well utilized during periods of high load. A more aggressive goal would be
to approach (number of data paths * data path rate) = 4 * 4.5 MB/s = 18 MB/s.
Misc [7]: DMF: 6 FileServ: 4 NAStore: 6 Un/Tree: 3
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7. Conclusions
Summary Scoring
Category
Functionality
Performance
Re liability
Stability
Ease of Use
Outstandin_ Issues
Miscellaneous
Total
23
23
23
9
4
7
100
DMF
II
I 1.04 (18.4)
23
23
7
3
6
84.04 (91.4)
FileServ
11
21.16
23
21
9
4
4
93.16
NAStore
I0
21.16
23
21
7
4
6
92.16
UniTree
8
4.6
23
15
5
0
3
58.6
FileServ is the most well rotinded product, based on all of the factors considered.
NAStore is a strong second. DMF comes in third unless the fllesystem performance is
factored out. Removing the penalty for a slow fllesystem, DMF still falls 3rd Just behind
NAStore. UniTree loses many points in the performance area on tests which were not
completed due to a bug. If this bug had been fixed, UniTree would be a stronger
contender but would still place fourth due to lower performance and stability.
The decision of which Storage System to put into long term production at NAS is a
judgment call which will involve the technical comparison, cost information and other
factors. A discussion of costs would have restricted the availability of this report and
was therefore dropped. One of the other factors that will be considered in the
production decision is the ability to influence or make change in the Storage System in
response to local requirements. NAStore is certainly the easiest product for NAS
Program to influence and change. There is no major internal development required to
use NAStore in production service. There are some features which can and will be
added, but these can be accomplished with a sustaining level of effort.
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Introduction of the UNIX International Performance Management
Work Group
Henry Newman
Instrumental Inc.
4500 Park Glen Road, Suite 390
Minneapolis, MN 55044
hsn@lnstrumental.com
The Performance Management Work Group (PMWG) was first convened four years ago, and its
work is now out for public review. Both OSF and USL are implementing this work as are a
number of companies. XOPEN and POSIX 1003.7 have agreed to accept the work after the public
review has been completed. The following White Paper is an overview of this work, and
describes the group's motivations and requirements.
Performance Management Activities Within UNIX International
UNIX International
Watervlew Corporate Center, 20 Waterview Boulevard
Parsippany, Nd 07054
Phone: + 1 201-263-8400, Fax: + 1 201-263-8401
1. Introduction
The primary output of the UNIX International Work Group on Performance Measurement is a
set of requirements and recommendations to UNIX International and UNIX System
Laboratories for the development of standard performance measurement interfaces to the
UNIX System. Requirements will be based on the collective, non-vendor specific needs for a
standard performance architecture. Currently the lack of this standard causes undue porting
and kernel additions by each UNIX System vendor as well as a great variety of approaches to
gain the same basic performance insight into the system. Building tools to monitor, display,
model, or predict performance or its trends is a frustrating and currently single vendor
enterprise. By providing standard data structures, types of performance data gathered, and a
common kernel interface to collect this data, the whole UNIX system vendor community along
with the UNIX software vendors can develop performance tools which last more than UNIX
release and work on multiple UNIX platforms.
Some of the PMWG findings may be in the form of recommendations rather than requirements
as a mechanism to stimulate the creation of a common base technology for performance
measurement or reporting that is more tool oriented and provides a rallying point rather than
a rigid standard imposed on the UNIX system performance measurement, end-user system
tuning, capacity planning, and benchmarking areas.
In summary, the requirements and recommendations of the UNIX International Work Group
on Performance Measurement can be a driving force behind the advancement of UNIX system
performance technology allowing the end-users of UNIX systems to better understand and
answer questions such as: what system to buy, how to tune the system, when to upgrade the
system, and when to move to a faster system.
2. Organizational Statement of UI Performance Management Work Group
It is our desire that the Performance Management Work Group be composed of a balanced team
of performance professionals representing the users prospective, as well as the development
prospective In the area of Performance Management. We have invited a number of system
management as well as development professionals from a number of systems data centers,
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large systems manufactures, small systems manufactures, performance analysis
organizations, and the US government users community to Join the UI Performance
Management Work Group. We are pleased to have in attendance at our Work Group meetings, a
number of user and development professionals representing a broad cross section of the UNIX
industry.
It has also proved to be quite valuable to have in attendance at our UI Work Group meetings, the
performance professionals from other organizations outside of the UNIX International
community. The experience they bring to the team in the performance management research
areas, as well as their desire to develop and adhere to proposed performance management
standards, makes the results of our efforts more acceptable throughout the industry.
With this prospective of having developers, users, and a broad representation of ",.'NIX
interested professionals attending our UI Performance Management Work Group meetings, the
following document is a consensus of our views for making proposals to UNIX International to
include Performance Management functions into the UNIX System V Roadmap,
3. Statement of UI Performance Management Work Group
The objective of this work group is to examine the area of performance management as it
pertains to the UNIX Operating System and to make recommendations on performance
management to UNIX International and to UNIX System Laboratories. In addition, this
organization will also exchange information and ideas regarding performance management,
with other related groups in the UNIX industry including, but not limited to, the IEEE Posix
1003.7 Committees, the Open Software Foundation, and X/Open. In particular, our results
shall be made available to these organizations.
3.1 Scope
This Performance Management Work Group will be concerned with defining requirements and
standards for the collection, presentation and distribution of performance data in large-scale
distributed systems. Here, "performance data" is defined to include:
I. Interval or sampled data describing hardware and software resource usage or times,
either globally .or by some logical entity
2. Count data representing system or applications queue lengths, events, and system
resource states
3. Data representing execution traces of processors
4. Data notifying of events occurring at a system, subsystem, or application levels
A layered model of function and interfaces for acquisition and use of such data is shown in
Figure 1 to further assist in the delineation of the scope of concerns for this Performance
Management Work Group.
• Measurement Appllcatlon Layer
The uppermost level of the model (layer 4) contains the application primitives and tools used to
present currently captured and archival performance data to the end-user (or potentially, to an
automated stand-in). These application implementations will be called Measurement
Application Programs (MAPs).
• Data Servlces Layer
This level of the model (layer 3) is responsible for data simulation, archival data storage,
management or services and resources required for distributed measurement access and
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control, for measurementrequesting,and for data transformations required for analysis and
data recording.
• Measurement Control Layer
This layer of the model (layer 2) is responsible for managing the capture of data, including the
synchronization, and for providing any necessary buffer or queue management for data
assembled by the data capture mechanism. A portion of this layer and the next lower (data
capture) layer may be functionally replicated in a subsystem or application for synchronized
data collection from such entities.
Scope
Measurement Layer
Interface (MLI)
Layer 4
I AMpeplaSiUat%omnnt ]
Data Capture
I Layer 3
Data ]Services
I Layer 2
I Measurement ]Control
Interface (DCI)
Data Capture
Layer I
Figure I. A Measurement Model for UNIX-Based Systems
• Data Capture Layer
This layer of the model (layer l) is responsible for capture of data manifested in system or
hardware counters or structures. Data is considered captured when it exists assembled Into
data structures of predefmed class and type in storage controlled by services contained in the
measurement model.
• Interfaces Defined by the Measurement Model
The interfaces between the layers are defined in a way that flees an upper layer from concern
about how services are provided below it.
The model provides a Measurement Layer Interface (MLI) for requesting measurement
services. The MLI enables MAPs to be implemented without knowledge of the
underlying measurement procedures.
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5.1 Performance Management Systems - Technology
5.1.1 Technology Overview - Large System Facilities
Currently, the most developed performance and accounting data management facilities for
large-scale systems are to be found in proprietary operating systems such as IBM's MVS and
DEC's VMS on its VAX computers.
in general, the modes of capturing data for either presentation as reports or subsequent use by
other tools includes:
• Sampled Data - Data which is measured by repetitive capture (at the sampling rate) and
presumably accumulated In a counter.
Interval Data - Data which represents the incremental activity within a certain time
interval.
• Event Data - Data which provides notification of the occurrence of a particular state
within a subsystem.
• Trace Data - Data which captures a succession of subsystem states, usually in
substantial detail.
iBM's MVS provides _selectable recorclin_ofacco_nflng and performance data through SMF
(System Management FAcilities) extended by high resolution performance data through RMF
(Resource Management Facility). Other MVS facilities provide for the acquisition of trace data.
Since these sources have wen-defined data contents and formats, third parties have created
management tools (especially for SMF/RMF data) that provide extensive reporting capabilities
for accounting, security functions, and performance analysis (e.g. MICS, JARS, TSO/MON).
Some modeling tools, such as BEST/I and CMF/MODEL make direct use of these same data
sources for model definition and validation. Lastly, data manipulation and statistical
analysis packages such as SAS have provided a basis for both "home-grown" and vendor-
supplied tools, again based on these same data sources.
Performance Management Systems - Technology
DEC provides a set of tools for VAXIVMS, each Using its own data collection mechanism and
maintaining separate logs for each VAXcluster node. These DEC products include:
MONITOR: Thls tool provides on-line reporting of system-wlde information for a running
system. Allows viewing of combined usage from VAXclusters on a single terminal.
ACCOUNTING: AS part of VMS, provides basic accounting Information and optional
Information on user jobs or processes, on images or programs executed, and on batch and print
Jobs. An included utility produces reports.
SPM: The SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE MONITOR provides more extensive data collection and
reporting and includes an Event Trace Facility which permits the triggering of custom written
trace code capturing data from both the OS, the Record Management Services, device drivers, or
applications. SPM can maintain a historical database of information over multiple nodes.
Both system-wide and per-process statistics are supported. SPM soIlware does not provide
synchronization among nodes of a VAXcluster.
VPA: VAXPerformance Advisor - Collects and analyzes system-wide performance data using a
knowledge base of rules and thresholds. VPA synchronizes clocks among nodes In a
VAXcluster (to within 0.5 sec).
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It is Important to recognizethe benefitsthat theseand sImilar facilitiesoffer, however,it is not
our intention to replicateeither the specificmethodsor datacontent.
5.1.2. Accessing Performance Data in A Vendor-Independent Way
This Performance Management Work Group believes that accessing of performance and
accounting data through well-defined, standard and non-proprietary interfaces Is essential for
the creation and wide availability of a toolset that is suitable for large-scale UNIX-based
systems management. Such interfaces and their related functions will promote:
Mutual insulation of client measurement applications from Implementation details in
the measurement provider or its sources. This facilitates version independence and
ease of measurement application maintenance which benefits system vendors, software
creators, and ultImately, the system owner.
• Portability of tools. Applications built to a standard, vendor-independent interface can
function on various implementations. Well-deslgned performance and accounting
applications can include awareness of both common data and that specialized to a
particular architecture.
• Data capture efficiency. Requesting of measurements through a common measurement
interface makes it possible to service requests for the same data from multiple
measurement applications by distributing data obtained from a single data capture.
• Extenslbility of instrumentation. A standard interface for data capture make it
possible to add instrumentation in a well-defined and thus more easily maintained
way.
• Distributed control of measurement and access to measurement data, even across
heterogeneous hardware architectures. Such distributed control and access facilities
should also provide the means for achieving a level of coordination and
synchronization between dispersed measurements sufficient to make possible a
coherent logical view of the data.
• Increased third party applications development. Portability of tools encourages third
party interest due to the increased size of the potential market.
5.2. Performance Management Tools
Performance management covers a wide area of related activities and can be grouped into the
following three task categories:
• The first category of tasks is related to capacity planning and quality of services as
specified in the Service Level Agreements (SLA).
• The second category embraces maintenance, tuning and elimination of bottle-necks,
and deals with planning on a weekly or a monthly scale.
• The third category consists of ad hoc operations in order to keep the systems alive and
to solve user problems.
The performance management tools provide for configuration planning , capacity planning,
on-line performance measurement/monitoring, and expert systems to analyze, interpret and
to predict computer systems performance. It is important to note that these performance tools
require accurate data in terms of resource and system utilization and this white paper deals
with descriptions for the performance data gathering facilities. An example use of the
performance management tools in traditional data processing is illustrated in the figures 2
and 3. Figure 2 shows the expected and actual usage in a specified peak period (e.g. 9:00 A.M. -
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I 1:00A.M.)of application packages in a given production data (computer) center. Figure 3
shows the detailed usage of DBMS commands. Based on the information presented in Figures 2
and 3, the data (computer) center management can easily identify the top running applications
and users and, adjust the computer systems resources (CPUs, Memory, Disks, Tuning etc.)
UNIX System Performance Management
Managing Day to Day Performance
Idle
Other 15% _ e-mail
35% Other __,',X_.'N_ 15%
e-mail 35_15% idle
35%
Database Database
35% 15%
Expected Usage - Peak Period Actual Usage Peak Period
Figure 2. UNIX Performance Management Tools/CPU Usage Comparison
UNIX System Performance Management
Managing Day to Day Peformance
Update
75%
Add
13%
Figure 3.
Percentage Usage of DBMS Commands
UNIX Performance Management Tools/DBMS Commands Usage
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6. Performance of systems: A users perspective
6.1._e_
Performance methodologies have evolved considerably over the last two decades from an
analysis of system utilization, to a degradation analysis of manageable subcomponents of end-
user response time (or batch process compete time}. The primary focus of the performance
analyst has shifted from the resource to the workload. This is sometimes called workload
analysis. After workload analysis has been completed, and the critical resource(s) have been
identified, the performance analysts secondary focus shifts to dividing the time spent at the
resource(s) into subcomponents.
A critical requirement for subcomponents analysis of end-user response time is an archltected
definition of what constitutes the beginning and ending of a transaction. In the UNIX
environment this is not the beginning and ending of a process but must be defined from an end-
user perspective. For management reporting and Service Level Agreements it is imperative
that response distribution buckets be maintained so percentiles may be reported. This is
because response times do not fall into statistically 'normal' distributions making average
times difficult to understand.
6.2 Granularity
The required granularity of the subcomponents of response time is dependent upon the level of
analysis being done.
Level I
Total Response Time / Distribution (%)
Level 2
CPU ] Paging ] Other I/O
Level 3
Using ICPU
Queueing [Page
CPU [devl
Swap
dev2 Other
Logic
I/O
Physical I/O
dev3 I dev4
I data ...xfer [ seek ... I
Level 4 CPU
trace ] seek
trace
Figure 4. Workload Analysis By Level
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At the highest level (what we will can level I ) the total response time or response distribution is
all that is required to determine ff further analysis is necessary. This information is best
gathered by event driven mechanisms.
At the next level (level 2) it may be sufficient to see the delays for CPU, I/O, Paging and 'Other'
divided out. These times could include both using and queuing times for each resource. This
information is best gathered by high priority state sampling techniques.
At the next level (level 3) each component can then be subdivided into its component parts. For
example I/O can be divided into logical and physical. Physical I/O can then be split, by device,
into it's measurable subcomponents. This information may be gathered by either high priority
state sampling techniques and/or event driven mechanisms.
At the lowest level (level 4) detailed traces can be used to further divide a subcomponent into
smaller manageable parts.
Measurement controls should be flexible enough to allow monitoring of individual end-users
and groups of end'users by transaction type. Information should be available for both real-
time and historical analysis.
7. Summary
In this paper we presented the planned direction of the UNIX International Performance
Management Work Group. This group consists of concerned system developers and users who
have organized to synthesize recommendations for standard UNIX performance management
subsystem interfaces and architectures. The purpose of these recommendations is to provide a
core set of performance management functions and these functions can be used to build tools by
hardware system developers, vertical application software developers, and performance
application software developers.
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Abstract
With over 5000 units sold, the Storage Tek Automated Cartridge System (ACS) 4400 tape
library is currently the most popular large automated tape library. Based on 3480/90 tape
technology, the library is used as the migration device ("nearline" storage) in high-
performance mass storage systems. In its maximum configuration, one ACS 4400 tape library
houses sixteen 3480/3490 tape drives and is capable of holding approximately 6000 cartridge
tapes. The maximum storage capacity of one library using 3480 tapes is 1.2 TB and the
advertised aggregate I/O rate is about 24 MB/s.
This paper reports on an extensive set of tests designed to accurately assess the performance
capabilities and operational characteristics of one STK ACS 4400 tape library holding
approximately 5200 cartridge tapes and configured with eight 3480 tape drives. A Cray Y-MP
EL2-256 was configured as its host machine. More than 40,000 tape jobs were run in a variety
of conditions to gather data in the areas of channel speed characteristics, robotics motion,
timed tape mounts and timed tape reads and writes.
Background
The major objectives of this study, part of the High-Performance Computing and
Communications Project (HPCC), were as follows:
Io
.
3.
To establish a set of tape I/O performance measurements associated with the current Y-MP
EL hardware configuration for comparison with future technology. The STK ACS 4400 Tape
Library is the first magnetic tape library system available to the project.
To utilize the Cray Y-MP EL as a research tool dedicated to I/O performance measurements.
To apply the results of this research to the user community.
Test Environment
This section discusses the computer, disks, tapes, library hardware, software and the system
configuration used for the STK ACS 4400 tape library performance tests.
a. Hardware Configuratlon
The hardware configuration for these tests is shown in Figure I. The Cray Y-MP EL is a two-
processor machine configured with 256 MBytes of central memory. Connected to the main
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memory via two 40 MByte/sec channels are two Input/Output Buffer Boards (IOBB). Connected
to the disk controller DC-4 are four DD-4 disks, each with 2.7 GB formatted capacity. The
specified peak transfer rate for the DD-4 is 7.5 MByte/sec. These disks are distributed across
two controllers and each controller is connected to its own Input -Output Subsystem (IOS).
The tape drives in the STK ACS 4400 library are connected to the CRAY Y-MP EL by two
Ciprico SCSI interfaces, each capable of sustaining an advertised transfer rate of 4.5 MByte/s.
Both 4781controllers are connected to IOS 0. Each Ciprico controller manages four STK tape
drives. The data buffer size for the tape controller is large, but nevertheless limited by the 128K
maximum allowed by the IOBB. (Note that the data transfer rate obtainable with the STK ACS
4400 SCSI tape drives is dependent on the specific SCSI interface used to connect the host to the
drive. The Ciprico SCSI interface does not have the SCSI incompatibility problem identified
with other SCSI interfaces).
The Cray Y-MP EL shared the same Ethernet rib as the STK Sun 330 server and the two systems
communicated with each other using standard TCP/IP protocol.
The FDDI connection links the Cray Y-MP EL to the NASA/Goddard campus-wide network.
b. Software Con.flguratlon
Release level 6.1.6 of the UNICOS operating system was run on the Cray Y-MP EL and included
Cray proprietary software subsystems: Cray tpdaemon, stknet and Data Migration Facility
(DMF). Stknet is the software interface which communicates directly with the ACSLS Client
Server Interface (CSI) running on the STK Sun 330 server. The ACSLS server software was run
at level 3.0. Tape requests from the Cray Y-MP EL are initiated and managed by the Cray
tpdaemon, forwarded to stknet and processed as level 3 TCP/IP packets. These packets are then
sent to CSI on the STK Sun 330 server using standard TCP/IP protocol (see Figure 2).
The software subsystem DMF manages on-line mass storage space and implements data
retrieval and storage to and from the tape library. DMF requests are initiated and managed by
the dmdaemon and utilize the same transfer path described above.
c. Test Methodology
More than one hundred _programs written in C and Bourne shell scripts were designed and
implemented to gather systems and user performance characteristics of the Cray Y-MP EL
using the STK 4400 tape library. Emphasis was placed on learning what the general user might
experience so accurate predictions could be developed. Snapshots of the Cray Y-MP EL resource
allocation characteristics were captured during individual components of each timed test. The
data for CPU time, user time and system idle time were used to predict tape I/O resource
requirements.
Actual mount times, data write and data read rates were timed under various system load
conditions and block sizes. Mount time is defined as the time from the initial mount request
by the Cray Y-MP EL to when the STK Sun 330 server replies , acknowledging that the
requested tape volume is ready for a write or read operation. Mount time was calculated for
and expressed as follows:
The Cray UNICOS tpmnt command with the -w option was used to control command processing
during timed mount testing.
I. Mount time in seconds.
2. Mount rate: total number of mounts per hour.
A 51 MB data file was used for movement of data during the timed write and read operations.
The Cray UNICOS tpmnt command with the -w option was needed to define the beginning of a
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write/read operation. It was used in conjunction with the Cray UNICOS gettime system
command issued before and after the transfer operation to capture actual data transfer time.
Transfer rate was calculated and expressed in terms of MB/s.
The transfer rate to tape for a large data file using DMF was also timed. The DMF command,
dmput was used with the Cray UNICOS timex command to measure transfer rate for DMF of a
207 MB data file. This measure was expressed in MB/s and included both tape rewind and
unload time.
Potential maximum SCSI I channel speed was also measured for our configuration. A 207 MB
data file was written to tape using the Cray UNICOS tar command with the -b option. The block
size specified with the -b option was 128 and corresponds to a 64K byte block size. The tape was
read using tar with -b equal to 128 and with the -t option which instructs tar to read only the
tape label, but also forces the read process to go to the EOT marker. The time in which tar
accomplished this was defined as the potential maximum channel speed for our configuration
and was expressed in MB/s.
Test Results
This section summarizes the various test results recorded in this study. Mount times, disk -to
-tape read/write transfer rates, tape -to- disk read/write transfer rates, DMF transfer rates,
channel speed transfer rates and robotics observations are presented. Average transfer rates
are also computed for these functions.
a. Mount Times
It took the Cray Y-MP EL/STK 4400 tape subsystem an average of 52.15 seconds to mount one
tape. The Cray Y-MP EL averaged approximately 40-50% user activity during the periods in
which the timed mount tests were run. Figures 3, 4 and 5 further break down the results of the
timed mount tests by tape device and the controller path to which each was configured. These
figures compare mount times for the first and last tape device on each controller, as well as the
last tape device on controller 0 to the first tape device on controller I. Although not
significant, the first device configured to each controller averaged slightly lower mount times
than the last device configured to the same controller. The average mount times appear to be
more a function of position within the controller rather than to the port the controller is
configured. The average mount times by controller and tape device are as follows:
controller 0 - tape device mount time
silo00 51.25 seconds
silo03 52.47 seconds
controller I silo04 51.96 seconds
silo07 52.93 seconds
b. Disk-to -Tape (Tape write operatlon)
The data transfer rates for disk reads/tape writes are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The block sizes
tested are 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, 32KB, 64KB and 128KB. Transparent buffered I/O, a technique
which produces tapes with a block size equal to the maximum block size specified by the -b
option of the UNICOS tpmnt command was used to move 51 MB's of data from disk to tape in
all tests. The last block may vary in size from IB to the maximum block size. Note that the
three smaller block sizes (4KB, 8KB and 16KB) exhibited average transfer rates of less than l
MB/s while the three larger block sizes (32KB, 64KB and 128KB) exceeded average transfer rates
of l MB/s. Movement of data to tape in our environment appears to be fastest when using a
block size of 64KB. Running these tests consistently caused the test job to use 12% additional
system resources regardless of block size. Average tape write operation transfer rates by block
size are as follows:
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Block Size Transfer Rate
4KB 0.36 MB/s
8KB 0.54 MB/s
16KB 0.91 MB/s
32KB 1.01 MB/s
64KB 1.28 MB/s
128KB 1.13 MB/s
c. Tape -to -Disk (tape read operatlons)
The data transfer rates for tape reads/dlsk writes are shown in Figures 6 and 8. The same block
sizes used to write a tape were used to read the tape. The technique of transparent buffered I/O
was also applied. The three smaller block sizes consistently averaged less than l MB/s
transfer rate and beginning with 32KB block sizes, the average transfer rate exceeded 1MB/s.
For the block sizes tested in our environment, a 128KB block size achieved the fastest transfer
rate of 1.92 MB/s. In our configuration, tape read s consistently required 10% more CPU time
than would otherwise be required regardless of the blocking factor used. Average tape read
operation transfer rates by block size are indicated below:
Block Size Transfer Rate
4KB 0.26 MB/s
8KB 0.52 MB/s
16KB 0.91 MB/s
32KB 1.19MB/s
64KB 1.63 MB/s
128KB 1.92 MB/s
d. DMF
The achieved data transfer rate for DMF was 1.39 MB/s. This transfer rate remained
consistent regardless of controller and tape device. The time measured included tape volume
rewind and unload time.
e. Channel Speed
The measured channel speed for the SCSI 1 ports remained consistent at 2.59 MB/s regardless
of controller and device selected. Because this figure included tape volume rewind and unload
time we suspect that the SCSI I port channel bandwidth of 4.5 MB/s was approached if not
realized. However, a measure of tape rewind and unload time was not taken to confirm this.
f. Robotlc Observattons
Considerable effort was taken to observe the motion characteristics of the STK 4400 robotics
during the timed tape mount testing. These observations proved invaluable during the design
phase of the C programs used to time the tape mounts and contributed to the following design
changes:
I. Use the -w option on the UNICOS tpmnt command.
2. Use at least two tape volumes in each timed mount test Job.
3. Use tape volumes not housed in the same general area of the STK 4400 ACS library.
4. Write a zero byte tar file to the tapes used for timing mounts and read them during the
test phase by issuing the UNICOS tar command with the -t option.
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Thesedecisionseliminatedthe inherentbias imposedby the designof the STK4400hardware
and firmware.
The robotwould remain"at home"in the position it was last instructed to go. Usingonly one
tapevolumewouldalwaysput the robot in front of that tape regardlessof locationwithin the
library.
Whenthe Cray Y-MP EL executed a tpmnt request without the -w option it would immediately
begin processing the next command without waiting for acknowledgment from the STK Sun
330 server that the tape was in fact ready for a read or write operation. If the next command
was a UNICOS rls -a (to release all resources) the robot would never physically mount the tape.
It would sit in front of the tape volume still in Its cell location within the library and never
complete the fetch operation.
Once the design changes were implemented,, as many as four timed mount sessions were able to
be run simultaneously, using eight different tape volumes. The intelligence built into the STK
4400 robotics system did not then appear to bias or impact our results.
Discussion
a. Hardware Conslderatlons
The transfer rate for tape I/O depends on several factors, the most important of which is the
block size used for each transfer. However, to a much larger extent than would be evident at
first sight, this transfer rate also depends on the characteristics of the hardware being used.
The I/O capabilities of the Cray Y-MP EL is impacted by its hardware design. The IOBB (see
Figure 1) is designed to support a maximum block size of 128KB. In addition, the IOBB must be
used to support all I/O transfers for all peripheral devices configured on the Cray Y-MP EL
system. This is a limitation which cannot be modified by a user. All simultaneous I/O
operations, tape and disk alike, compete for IOBB resources. In our configuration, this built in
contention was exacerbated by the lack of available disk space (4 disk drives configured, see
Figure I ). One job writing to tape while at the same time another job is trying to read from tape,
will always force the second job to be put in a wait for I/O state until the first job completes.
This wait time accumulates as part of the transfer time and results in a slower overall transfer
rate for the second job.
Some of this contention can be "programmed out" by insuring that the fde (i.e. being written to
tape) resides on a file system that is not heavily used. We did not use the /tmp file system for
thls reason.
In our configuration, both tape controllers were attached to the same Cray Y-MP EL IOS and
used the same IOBB. Contention for tape resources were evident in multiple session tape jobs
and exhibited by both higher mount times and lower transfer rates. In a single session mount
job we were able to achieve an average mount time of 28 seconds, but while running multiple
mount jobs this time approached 52 seconds.
The Ciprico SCSI controller, with the IOBB does not permit block sizes larger than 128 KB.
While the read transfer rate increased progressively for block sizes up to 128K, the write rate
actually decreased for the same block size. We did not expect the disk -to -tape transfer rate to
peak out at the 64K block size, since Cray supports block sizes of up to 4 MB in Unicos 6. 1.6.
The buffering in the 4781 caused the write rate to drop because the buffer set-up time increased
the amount of time required to transfer data. The 4781 has a total of I MB of buffer space which
Is shared equally among all drives configured. Since we have eight tape drives we had only
125KB of buffer space allocated for each tape device. A 128K block size caused a delay in write
operations, due to preparing the 125KB buffer space. In read operations, the transparent
buffered I/O transfer technique worked well and allowed us to successfully stream our data.
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b. Robotic Constderatlons
During this project we uncovered several important factors surrounding the motion and
responsiveness of the robot. Our goal was not only to measure the time for various operations,
but also to characterize the performance of the robot under different operational conditions.
Immediately noted was the fact that the robot would always find as its home position, the
location in front of the last cartridge serviced (i.e., on a tape mount, it would remain in front of
the tape drive; on a release, it would remain in front of the tape's cell location). Such a home
location would only change once a new command to mount or dismount a different tape was
received.
c. UNICOS Issues
During the testing, two significant problems related to UNICOS on the Cray Y-MP EL were
noted with consistency. The first involved crashing the system when trying to read a
previously written 1K block. This problem was attributed to Unicos internals and promptly
resolved by Cray.
The second problem involved the tape daemon. The tape daemon hung consistently while
trying concurrent tape I/O with four sessions by the same user. This problem was not resolved
and is currently under investigation.
Another aspect of library usage also involved the tape daemon and its technique of allocating
drives to user jobs. The Unicos tape daemon assigns tape drives in a round-robin fashion and
does not take into consideration the location of a requested volume when assigning a drive to
this volume. In library configurations of multiple silos this can have a serious impact on
efficiency. Given the tape daemon's round-robln policy of assigning drives, a volume could be
assigned a drive not attached to the silo in which that volume resides. The net effect would be to
at least double the effective mount and dismount times because of "pass-throughs" that would
be required to complete the tape request.
f. Software Considerations
Overall performance as perceived by a user is dependent upon the storage and file management
system used to store data in the library. Cray's Data Migration Facility was used to manage
data stored in the STK ACS 4400 library. An additional goal of this project was to measure and
characterize DMF. We were able to achieve a very respectable transfer rate of 1.39 MB/s.
Unfortunately, the ACS 4400 library became unavailable to us in the test environment shortly
after compieting this phase of our testing and we were unable to further examine DMF as a file
management system.
With DMF we anticipated faster transfer rates due to its larger internal block size (49 KB) as
compared to other popular file management systems, such as UniTree. Some versions of
UniTree use a 15.5KB blocking factor, which may result in slower transfer times.
Summary
This study of the STK ACS 4400 Tape library revealed important information concerning on-
line mass storage space. While the STK Tape Library performed well, it did not achieve the
manufacturer's advertised specifications in our test environment. We see channel port type as
the primary limiting factor. Maximum throughput could be enhanced by upgrading to a SCSI 2
port, if available, or to a Block Mux port, which was used by the manufacturer in a highly
controlled IBM test environment to achieve the figures they report.
Transfer rates from our study, which more closely emulate a real user environment, showed a
direct correlation with block size. Other constraints, primarily due to inherent hardware
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limitations, were circumventedby codemodificationsthat optimizedsystem commandsand
byusingalternatefile systemsto reduceI/O contention.
The speedat which data can be transferred is affected by both hardware and software
considerationsas shownin our study. However, by applying the techniques reported in this
paper, the requirement for reliable movement of data from disk to tape and from tape to disk
would certainly be achieved.
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Abstract
Magnetic tape and optical disk library units (jukeboxes) are satisfying the demand for high-
capacity cost-effectlve storage. The choice between optical disk and magnetic tape technology
must take into account the cost limitations as well as the performance and reliability
requirements of the user environment.
Library units require data management software in order to function in an automated and
user-transparent way. The most common data management applications are backup and
recovery, data migration and archiving. The medium access patterns that these applications
create will be described. Since the most user visible application is data migration, a queue
simulator has been developed to model its performance against a variety of library units. The
major subject of this paper is the design and implementation of this simulator as well as some
simulation results. The relative cost and reliability of magnetic tape versus optical disk library
units is presented for completeness.
Data Management Applications
There are three main data management applications that library units are used for:
The Backup Recovery application enables data that has been lost due to magnetic disk
failure or accidental user file deletion to be recovered from backup media. During
backup, magnetic tape is preferred over optical disk for the following reasons:
Magnetic tape has a lower cost per megabyte than optical disk.
Magnetic tape can provide higher write data transfer rates than optical disk.
Backup is a sequential access process, so the random access feature of optical disk
is not an advantage.
When a large number of files must be recovered from a backup medium, optical disk
could significantly speed up the recovery time. For optical disk, file to file access time
is measured in milliseconds as opposed to seconds and even minutes on magnetic tape.
However, recovery software that can sort the list of files to be recovered by physical
location on magnetic tape has been developed, thereby minimizing search time. This
sorting operation also reduces magnetic tape medium wear.
Mlgratlon is a high-capacity, lower performance, user-transparent extension of a
system's magnetic disk file system. A system that supports migration can provide a
storage capacity that is well in excess of reasonable magnetic disk subsystems at a
fraction of the cost. During the stage-out process, the migration application
automatically identifies least-recently-used data on magnetic disk and moves that data
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to a lowercost stagingmedium.Sincedata is staged-outperiodicallyIn bulk form and
written to the staging medium in sequential form, magnetic tape is as effective as
optical disk. Stage-in moves data from the staging medium back to magnetic disk when
requested by a user. The fast drive load/unload and seek times of optical disk make it
the preferred medium over magnetic tape for stage-in. These user requests for stage-in
are random and unpredictable, making software optimlzations ineffective for general
storage systems. Since stage-in is the most user-visible application, it was chosen as
the application to model against a variety of library units using the queue simulator.
• Archlvtng moves data from magnetic disk to a lower cost archive medium when it is
either not being requested by users or it needs to be replicated for increased data
availability. Users expect an access tlme of hours or days to acquire data that has been
archived. Magnetic tape provides the following advantages over optical disk for
archiving.:
- The storage density of magnetic tape is higher than optical disk.
The cost per megabyte of magnetic tape media is significantly lower than optical
disk media.
Data compression minimizes the physical storage space for off-line volumes.
Hardware data compression is available within most tape drives and is not found in
any optical disk drives today because disks are direct access devices that create
operating system dependencies.
The advantages of optical disk over magnetic tape in an archiving application include:
Longer archive life. Optical disk archive life is measured in tens to hundreds of
years. Magnetic tape is measured in units to tens of years.
Lower medium maintenance. Most magnetic tape formats require retensioning to
repack the tape onto the storage reels. Magnetic tape must also be periodically
cycled from the archive environment back into the active-use environment In order
to monitor medium quality and expire volumes with higher bit error rates. Optical
disk requires no recycling of volumes in this manner.
Data management servers today that run these applications usually employ magnetic tape for
backup/recovery & archiving. Optical disk has been the preferred medium for migration. With
the recent availability of cost-effective magnetic tape library units,, users are requesting that
servers be configured with just tape library units, thereby eliminating the purchase of optical
library units. Although this solution is attractive from a cost standpoint, there are significant
performance and reliability concerns that must be addressed. The stage-in simulator has been
used to quantify the performance differences between these two technologies.
Performance Comparison and the Stage-In Simulator
Motivation for Developing the Stage-In Simulator
Since stage-in is the most user-visible application of data management, the primary purpose of
the stage-in simulator is to quantify the library unit service rate of various magnetic tape and
optical disk library units. Optical disk provides a stage-in service time to the user of
approximately twenty seconds, even in high request rate environments. Idle magnetic tape
library units can service requests within minutes, but in high user request rate environments,
the service time would extend to hours and possible days in extreme cases. The motivation for
developing the simulator was to define the acceptable user request rate limits for a variety of
library units.
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Simulation Methodology
The stage-ln simulator is a discrete queue simulator. The steps involved in the development of
this simulator follow typical simulation methodology [3] which includes planning, modeling,
verification and validation and finally running applications against it.
Simulator Plannlng
The statement of the problem was formed during the planning phase. Initially, the simulator
was going to be designed to model all data management applications being serviced by a single
library unit. This problem statement was simplified to develop a model for just the migration
stage-ln application. This application was chosen since it is the most user-visible application
and it exhibits the most unpredictable user-access patterns.
Simulator Modellng
During the modeling phase, the following activities were undertaken:
• The model of a library unit was developed
• The data model describing input, output and simulation variables was defined
• The simulator was written based on the library unit and data modeling.
• Performance data from real devices was measured and accumulated for input to the
simulator.
Library Unlt Modeling
Each user request that is sent to the stage-In simulator requires that a volume be mounted in a
ltbrary unit drive so that data transfer can take place. The simulator uses a two-level library
unit service model where some requests require a robot to mount the medium into one of the
available drives and all requests require the use of a drive to access the data from the mounted
volume. A queue Is created when the user requests arrive faster than the library unit can
process them, because either all of the drives and/or the robot are busy servicing an
outstanding request. As shown in Figure 1, the stage-in simulator takes a single stream of
user requests and attempts to satisfy them based on the utilization of a single shared robotics
element feeding a number of drives.
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Figure 1. Stage-in Simulator Service Model
0
0
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The service time for a user request Involves a number of robot and drlve service time
components as shown in Table I. When user requests require the use of a robot, the service
time is the sum of all of the library unit and drive service time components If a user request
arrives that can be satisfied by a drive that already has the right medium loaded, only the
drive's access time and data transfer time are included in the service time for that request.
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Table I: Robotlcs and Drive Components of Servlce Tlme
Magnetic Tape (Optical Disk)
Rewind to BOT (Spin-down) Medium
Eject Medium from Drive
Robot Is Requdred
¢
Robotics Exchange, drive->slot, slot-> _/
drive
Drive Medium Load to BOT (Spln-up) ']
Drive Access Time
Drive Data Transfer Time
q
No Robot Is
Required
4
Data Modellng
The simulator data model is comprised of input data, simulation variables and output as
shown in Figure 2. The stage-in simulator accepts laboratory-measured library unit and drive
performance data as input. It produces information on the percent utilization of the library
unit robotics and drive(s) as well as the overall library unit service rate, average service time
and maximum queue length as output. During simulation, simulation variables such as the
user request rate and fde size are varied to simulate different user environments.
INPUT
DATA
Measured
LU Perf
Measured
Drive Perf
Library Unit
Configuration
SIMULATION
VARIABLES
Mean User
Request Interval
Mean
Filesize
Same-Medium
Hit-Rate
OIYFPUT
Robot % Util
Drive % Util
Queue Length
Service Rate
Service Time
Figure 2: Data Model of the Stage-In Simulator
Simulator Output:
Robot % Utilization - the percentage of time that the robot is busy during the
simulation. Logged values near 100% indicate that the performance of the unit is
limited by the robot.
Drive % Utilization - the percentage of time that the drives in the LU are busy during
the simulation Logged values near 100% indicate that the performance of the unit is
limited by the drive.
Queue Length - the size of the user request queue after servicing Fifty user requests is
logged to quantify the degree to which certain LU configurations fall behind in servicing
simulated user request rates. For very high user request rates of very large files, the
queue length of user requests to be serviced could reach into the thousands at the point
in time where just the first fifty requests have been serviced.
• Service Rate - the number of user requests serviced per hour by the library unit.
• Service Time - the average service time per user request.
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SimulatorVariables:
MeanUserRequestInterval - This variable represents the rate that user requests arrive
for stage-in at the server. During simulation, mean user request intervals of 512, 256,
128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, and 2 seconds per request were run. This range was selected
because it showed the region of user request rate that created drive and robot bound
conditions for both magnetic tape and optical disk library units. During simulation, a
Poisson distribution was applied to this mean user request interval to induce variability
in arrival time. This distribution has been widely used to model arrival distributions
and other seemingly random events [3].
Mean File Size - mean file sizes of 10KB, 100KB, 1MB, and 10MB were selected for
simulation. A Poisson distribution was applied to this mean file size to induce
variability in user request file size. The drive's measured data transfer rate was
multiplied by the file size during simulation to create the data transfer service time
component of the total user request service time.
Same-Medium-Hit-Rate (SMHR) - This variable allowed the simulator to model the
behavior of servicing user requests that either exhibit a high degree of same-medium
locality (SMHR = 100%) or a low degree of same-medium locality (SMHR = 0%). Each
user request that arrives is tagged with a flag that indicates whether or not it requires
the use of the robot based on the SMHR % value. Any SMHR percentage can be
modeled. When the SMHR is 100%, the service time only includes a drive access time
and a drive data transfer component. When the SMHR is 0%, the service time is the
sum of all possible drive and robot times as shown in the "Robot Required" column of
Table I.
Simulator Input:
The first real application of the simulator was to model the stage-in performance of a number of
magnetic tape and optical disk library unit configurations. For these devices, the following
data was collected as input to the simulator:
Library Unit (LU} Performance - Each real library unit that was modeled had its robotics
exchange time measured to be used directly by the simulator. The exchange time
includes the time to move a medium from a drive to a storage slot plus the time to move
another medium from a storage slot into a drive. For the purpose of this simulation,
some conceptual library units were created. Their exchange time was set to exchange
times of similar commercially available library units.
• Library Unit (LU) Configuration - The number of media and drives associated with
commercially available as well as conceptual library units.
• Drive Performance - the following drive parameters were measured for input to the
simulator:
- Drive Load Time - the time it takes a drive to load and spin up an optical disk or to
load and get a magnetic tape to its BOT point.
- Drive Unload Time - the time it takes a drive to spln-down and eject an optical disk
or to eject a tape that was already rewound and at BOT.
Drive Data Transfer Rate - the rate at which the drive transfers data to/from the
host computer. This rate was measured while servicing stage-ln requests for all
simulated drive devices. The measured data rate is generally lower than the
manufacturer's published data transfer rate, due to drive and host latencies. For
this reason, it was important to provide this measured data to the simulator.
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DriveAccessTime - For opticaldisk drives,accesstimeis the sum of seektime plus
the rotational delay and is usually well under one second. The accesstime for
magnetic tapedrives is its searchtime which can be measuredin minutes. Since
magnetic tape drive search time is a major service time component for random
stage-inrequests, It was important to accurately model search characteristics for
magnetic tape. The method of capturing this data involved first writing to the entire
medium with a fixed file size and then performing random file reads on that volume
while recording the time for each access. Six-hundred random access tlme samples
were taken for a number of storage technologies. Table 2 shows the calculated
mean and standard deviation of these slx-hundred random access times.
Table 2: Measured Mean and Standard Devlatlon for Various Device Random Access Times
Medium Type
Eraseable Optical
Disk
Tape Length
(Opt. Disk
Diam.)
8mm Tape
(5.25")
Median
(seconds)
0.044
WORM Disk (12") 0.429
54m 31
4mm Tape 90m
112m
1100'
TI20
8mm Tape
DLT Tape
VHS Tape
47
53
54
87
Standard
Deviation
(seconds)
0.011
0.199
15
25
31
31
19
Random access times could have been generated for the simulator using the mean and
standard deviation values in Table 2, but these two values alone did not capture the
inherent skew visible In some of tile distribution histograms (see Figures 3 and 4).
When a random access service time component was required, one of the six-hundred
random access time data points was selected.
I
O
Access Time
(milliseconds)
Access Time
(milliseconds)
Figure 3: 5.25" Eraseable Optical Disk and 12" WORM Disk Random Access Time Distribution
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Figure 4: Magnetic Tape Drive Random Access Time Dlstrlbutions
Simulation Verlfu:ation and Validation
During the verification and validation phase, the program produced a significant amount of
logged data to allow the servicing of each arrival to be studied. This data was helpful in
identifying functional bugs in the early implementations of the simulator. Special simulation
runs were executed that modeled the operating extremes of a device so the simulated results
could be compared against calculated results for validation purposes. The simulator was
executed over the same input data and simulation variables repeatedly to ensure the results
produced were within a reasonable deviation from all other simulation runs. Also, by varying
simulation variables and simulating different library unit configurations, sanity checks of the
change in the output data revealed that the simulator was functioning properly.
During this phase of simulator development, it was important to identify the number of
departures that had to be produced to provide consistent output data. Simulation runs of 25,
I00 and 500 departures were executed with similar output results. For this application, the
simulator was run for each user request rate, file size and SMHR value until 50 departures
were completed.
Simulator Application
The simulator has the capability of modeling the performance of commercially available library
units as well as those that are only conceptual. For this application, a total library unit
capacity of 300GB was selected as a product normalizing criterion. Also, each library unit had
a configuration of four drives. The library unit and media configurations are shown in Table 3:
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Table 3: 300GB Library unlt configurations used during slmulation
Medium
T_>e/Size
EO 5.25"
WORM 12"
4ram 9(_m
8ram 54m
8ram 112m
VHS TI20
DLT_I i00'
Media/L
U
215
47
150
I16
6O
20
50
Media Cap.
(GB)
1.3
6.5
2.0
2.5
5.0
14.5
6.0
LU Cap. (GB)
270
3O7
3OO
3OO
3OO
29O
3OO
Real /Conceptual LU
Real (DISC
w/HP1.3GB)
Real (Sony WDA-930)
Conceptual
Real (Exabyte
EXB 120)
Real (Exab_fte ......
EXB 120)
Conceptual
Conceptual
For this application of the simulator, the three SMHR percentages shown In Table 4 were run.
Table 4: Effect of SMHR on Service Time
SIVlHR
O%
$0%
100%
Effect on Service Time
All user requests require a robotics exchange, drive load and unload
Half of the requests do not require robotics exchange and drive
load / unload
Robot only used to load each drive once
The theoretical maximum library unit service rate (requests per hour) is bounded by the user
request rate as shown in Table 5. This is a units conversion from seconds per user request to
library unit service rate expressed in requests per hour. For example, a user request every two
seconds generates a theoretical maximum library unit service rate of 1800 requests per hour.
Table 5: Maximum LU Service Rate based on the User Request Rate
User Request 64 32 16 8 4 2
Rate(Sec/Req)
Maximum LU Rate 55' ' 112 225 450 900 180
(Req/Hr) 0
After running the simulator across many library unit models while varying the mean file size,
mean user request rate and SMHR, it was observed that the library unit service rate was file
size insensitive (from 10KB to 10MB) for lower SMHR percentages (0%,50%). When SMHR
approached I00%, file sizes at 10K, 100K and IMB had similar service rate performance and
10MB files had measurably lower service rate performance, due to the significant service time
component associated with data transfer. For this reason, the simulator output data was
condensed to the four cases shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Effect of File size on Service Rate for various values of SMHR
SMHR
O%
File sizes (Bytes)
10K, 100K, 1M,
10M
Service Rate Computation
average of service rate for 10KB, 100KB, IMB and
I 0MB files
50% 10K, 100K, IM, average of service rate for 10KB, 100KB, IMB and
l 0M i 0MB Ides
100% I OK, 100K, I M average of service rate for I OK, 100K and I MB files
10Mq00% service rate for 10MB files
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iTables 7 through 10 display the simulated service rate of a number of library units expressed
in requests per hour. This data represents the capability of each library units to service user
requests that arrive at various request rates and file sizes.
The values in Tables 7 through I0 are coded with an indication of whether the unit was dr/re
bound (shown in italics) or robot bound (shown In boldface). In either case, user requests
were being placed in a queue for service and the overall library unit service rate was limited.
Drlve-bound service rates indicate that the library unlt could not service requests at the
required user request rate because the drive access time and data transfer characteristics were
the limiting factor. Robot-bound service rates indicate that the unit was dominated by robotics
exchanges and drive load/unload/search/rewind times.
The queue size data in the rightmost column of Tables 7 through I0 indicates the number of
user requests that were waiting in the queue at the point in time when 50 requests were
serviced and when the user request rate was at 2 seconds per request which is the worst case
user-request rate condition.
Table 7: LU Service Rate - SMHR = 0% - all file sizes
User Req 64 32 16 8 4 2 Queue
Rate(Sec/Req)
Max. LU Rate 56 112 225 450 900 1800 Size
(Req/Hr)
EO 5.25" 215c4d 57 112 220 230 232 232 330
WORM 12" 47c4d 71 I12 210 440 470 480 160
4mm 90m 150c4d 45 45 47 48 47 47 1900
8mm-54m-116c4d 45 48 48 48 48 _ 1800
8mm 112m 60c4d 36 37 37 37 37 38 2400
DLT _ I00' 50c4d 30 30 30 30 30 30 3000
VHS_T 120--20c4d 39 39 40 41 40 40 2200
Table 7 Observations:
All magnetic tape library units were able to service user requests at a rate of 128
seconds per request (this user rate was simulated, but not shown in the table).
Magnetic tape library units are limited to servicing only 30 to 50 requests per hour for
SMHR = 0%.
12" WORM disk outperformed 5.25" eraseable optical disk in this model primarily
because the 12" library unit robotics exchange time was faster. Optical disk technology
can service user requests in the 8-16 second per request range.
• All library units became robot bound as the user request rate increased.
After servicing only 50 user requests, very significant request queues were created for
magnetic tape. With the average service time per user request at ~ 100 seconds for
magnetic tape, the last user requests in the queue of-2000 entries would not be
serviced for 2.3 days. The first 50 requests to magnetic tape library units were serviced
in approximately one hour.
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Table 8: LU Service Rate - SMHR = 50% - all flle sizes
User Req 64 [ 32 16 8 4 2 Queue
Rate(Sec/Req) [
Max. LU Rate 56 112 225 450 900 1800 Size
(Req/Hr)
EO_5.25" 215c4d 56 110 210 400 500 420 150
WORM I_." 47c4d 56i ll2 236 472 700 1050 55
4mm_90m _ 50c4d 58 78 84 97 95 88 1000
8mm_54m_116c4d 55 82 103 90 110 105 700
8mm_112m 60c4d 56 63 65 70 70 70 1300
DLT II00' 50c4d 56 62 60 62 60 60 1600
-- w
VHS TI20 20c4d 50 70 70 90 80 80 1500
Table 8 Observations:
• All magnetic tape library units were able to service user requests at a rate of 64 seconds
per request.
12" WORM disk outperformed 5.25" eraseable optical disk in this model primarily
because the 12" library unit robotics exchange time was faster. Either of these
technologies is capable ofserviclng user requests at a rate of 8 seconds per request.
All library units became robot bound (as shown in boldface) as the user request rate
Increased.
• Magnetic tape library units are limited to servicIng only 60 to I00 requests per hour.
• Using shorter 54m tapes instead of the longer 112m 8mm tapes improved the LU
service rate from -90 request per hour to -I05 requests per hour.
• After servicing only 50 user requests, very significant request queues were created for
magnetic tape. With the average service time per user request at ~60 seconds for
magnetic tape, the last user requests in the queue of ~1500 entries would not be
serviced for -l day. The first 50 requests to magnetic tape library units were serviced In
approximately one hour.
Table 9: LU Service Rate - SMHR = 100% -file slze <= IMB
User Req
Rate(Sec/Req)
Max. LU Rate
(Req/Hr)
EO 5.25" 215c4d
WORM 12" 47c4d --'
4mm 9-0m 150c4d
8mm-54m-i 16c4d
8mm 112m 60c4d
DLT 1100' 50c4d
w
VHS TI20 20c4d
64 32 16 8 4 2
56 112 225 450 900 1800
56 II0 230 450 860 1900
55 ll0 200 470 880 1670
54 If0 212 285 285 285
56 I14 190 370 450 440
75 l I 0 175 260 290 270
56 104 200 270 270 263
56 ll2 190 200 200 200
Queue
Size
2
230
160
270
290
400
Table 9 Observations
Magnetic tape library units were able to service user requests at a rate of-16-32
seconds per request.
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All magnetictape library units becamedrive bound (shown in italics in the table) due to
long drive search time as the user request rate increased.
5.25" eraseable had a performance advantage over 12" WORM, primarily due to the
faster seek time of the smaller 5.25" medium (see Figure 3). It should be noted that a
5.25" medium contains only one-fifth the data of a 12" WORM medium. Either of these
technologies is capable of servicing user requests at a rate of 2 seconds per request.
Magnetic tape library units are limited to servicing only 200 to 400 requests per hour
for this SMHR and mean file size range of 10K-I MB.
Using shorter 54m tapes instead of the longer 112m 8mm tapes improved the LU
service rate from -270 request per hour to -440 requests per hour.
After servicing only 50 user requests, significant request queues were created for
magnetic tape. With the average service time per user request at -15 seconds for
magnetic tape (because 4'user requests are being serviced simultaneously), the last
user requests in the queue of-275 entries would not be serviced for -l hour.
Table 10: LU Servlce Rate - SMHR = 100% -fde size = lOMB
User Req
Rate(Sec/Req!
Max. LU Rate
(Req/Hr)
EO 5.25" 215c4d
WORM 12" 47c4d
4mIn 90m 150c4d
8mm 54m I16c4d
8mm 112m 60c4d
-- ,,, ,,w
DLT I I00' 50c4d
VHS T120 20c4d
64 32 16 8 4 2 Queue
56 112 225 450 900 1800 Size
,,,| llim
56 I01 218 417 843 1130 29
54 97 236 396 582 504 Ill
59 "I03 172 201 219 202 232
60 92 219 236 278 267 259
52 I13 184 i69 191 184 442
60 121 158 228 203 196 381
58 85 164 194 180 196 993
Table I0 Observations:
All magnetic tape library units were able to service all requests at a rate of-16-32
seconds per request.
All magnetic tape library units became drive bound (shown in italics in Table I0) due to
search rate and low data transfer rate as the user request rate increased. The 5.25"
eraseable and 12" WORM library units became drive bound because of their relatively
low read data transfer rate.
5.25" eraseable optical and 12" WORM are capable of servicing user requests at a rate of
16 seconds per request. This simulation set of parameters produced lower performance
than that from Table 9, indicating the increased contribution of data transfer rate to
the overall service time and the low data transfer rate characteristics of optical disk
drives.
Magnetic tape library units are limited to servicing only 200 requests per hour for this
SMHR and file size.
Using shorter 54m tapes instead of the longer 112m 8mm tapes improved the LU
service rate from -184 request per hour to -267 requests per hour.
After servicing only 50 user requests, significant request queues were created for
magnetic tape. With the average service time per user request at -18 seconds for
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magnetic tape (because4 user requestsare beingservicedsimultaneously), the last
userrequestsin the queueof ~350entrieswouldnot beservicedfor -2 hours.
Summary of Slmulatlon Appllcatlon
Tables 7 through 10 indicate that any library unit can be driven to either being drive or robot
bound under various user request load characteristics. If a user can determine a mean file size
for the environment and estimate a user request rate, the SMHR percentage can be varied from
0% to 100% across a number of library unit models to determine the best technology fit for that
environment.
Cost Comparison
Today, most systems that support data management applications employ optical disk library
units for migration and magnetic tape library units for backup/recovery. From the overall
system cost perspective, there is a strong motivation to have all data management applications
running on a single magnetic tape library unit to eliminate the cost of the optical dlsk library
unit altogether.
When comparing various library unit options, the total cost of the library unit, its drives and its
media must be considered. Magnetic tape library units with their media and drives are two to
five times more cost effective than optical disk library units of a similar capacity.
The cost of library unit drives becomes a major factor in deciding on a storage technology for
data management applications. Random stage-in requests from users can be serviced more
effectively when more drives are available to service requests simultaneously. Middle and high-
end magnetic tape drives (VHS, 3480, D2) and larger optical disk drives (12", 14") can be from
three times to hundreds of times more expensive than smaller form-factor drives (3.5", 5.25").
For servicing high-volume stage-ln requests, the preferred library unit configuration would
house many low-cost drives as opposed to a few large drives. This assumes that the
outstanding requests are serviced by as many different media as there are drives.
The cost per megabyte of optical disk media can be from three times to twenty times more
expensive than magnetic tape media, depending on the two specific media types being
compared. The cost of having to replace worn magnetic tape should be factored Into the
comparative media cost calculation. Media cost comparisons become important for
environments where a significant amount of data will be archived off-line outside of the library
unit.
The simulation data presented in Tables 7-10 represented the service rate performance of a
variety of 300GB library units, each having four drives. The range of service performance that
a single library unit can exhibit can be plotted against the estimated cost of the sum of the
library unit, its drives and media to create a stage-in performance versus cost chart as shown
in Figure 5. The service rate minimum and maximum values were taken from the 2 seconds per
request column of Tables 7-10.
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Figure 5: Cost vs. LU Servlce Rate Performance of Simulated 300GB Library Unlts
From the data presented in Figure 5, the following cost & performance observations can be
made:
* Of the devices simulated, only optical disk library units provide service rate capability
over 500 requests per hour.
EO 5.25" Is faster than WORM 12" for high SMHR values because its access time and
data transfer rates are greater than WORM_I2". EO_5.25" can also have a lower service
rate than 12" WORM in very low SMHR environments, since WORM_12" has faster
robotics exchange, drive load and unload times.
Most magnetic tape technologies are clustered in the low service rate, low cost corner of
the chart, with the exception of VHS. VHS tape drives are expensive, but they can
transfer data faster than any other tape drive that was simulated.
VHS produced the narrowest range of stage-in performance. This can be explained by
the shifted random search distribution for VHS as compared to 4mm, 8mm, and DLT
(see Figure 4). Although VHS did not perform well for stage-in, it would most likely
outperform all other tape technologies when used with backup/recovery and stage-out
data management applications.
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The 8mm configuration that used the shorter 54m tape had a high-end service rate that
was significantly higher than the same library unit with fewer cartridges and longer
112m tapes. This is primarily due to the reduced search/rewind times of shorter tapes
as shown in Figure 4. This may be an option for customers who are willing to
significantly reduce the library unit capacity for an increase in overall stage-in
performance.
4ram tape library units can provide service rate performance similar to DLT and 8mm
library units at a reduced cost. This is primarily due to the lower cost of the 4mm
drives.
* There is a high-service rate, low cost library unit product void that has not yet been
filled by new library units as shown in Figure 5.
Reliability and Data Availability Comparison
There are many optical disk and magnetic tape library units available that provide high
reliability and high availability of user data. The critical reliability features of a library unit
include:
Robotics MEBF - the mean exchanges between failure of the robotics mechanism. A
mean of one million exchanges has become the standard that most library units are
expected to perform to.
Drive MIBF - the mean insertions of media into the drive before drive failure occurs. For
optical disk drives, MIBF is usually greater than 400,000. Magnetic tape drive MIBF
values are usually much lower.
Adaptive robotics system that can compensate for robotics wear or mechanical
alignment drift over time.
Robust robotics retry mechanisms to compensate for marginal physical alignment.
Some tape library units exceed optical disk library units in their ability to recover from
soft robot-movement errors.
The critical data availability features of a library unit include:
• Safe operator access to media and drives when the robotics fails. This allows an
operator to "play the robot" while spare robotics parts are in transit for replacement.
Most optical disk library units do not provide user access to media and drives while
many magnetic tape library units do.
• Standard drives that can be installed in the library unit without drive modification.
Because of the complicated medium loading mechanism of certain tape drives, some
tape library units require that the standard drive be modified before installation into a
library unit.
z
° Customer replaceable drives with foolproof drive alignment during drive replacement.
Most optical disk library units are not designed with customer replaceable drives, but
some tape library units do have this feature.
• No required periodic maintenance for drives, media and robotics.
Periodic maintenance is required on many magnetic tape drives and optical disk drives.
Magnetic tape drive heads wear as the medium is passed over them. Helical scan drives like
8mm, 4mm, D2, and VHS have low head life ratings between 1,000 and 5,000 hours [I] while
non-helical scan drives like QIC, DLT, and 3480 tape technology have head life ratings between
5,000 and lO,O00 hours after which drive heads have to be replaced. Certain optical disk
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drives require periodicmaintenancein the form of an adjustment to the laser "head"that is
responsiblefor writing and readingdata. In either the magnetictape drive case or the optical
disk drive case, the cost of adjusting or repairing a worn head is usually a significant cost-of-
ownership for lower-volume larger form-factor drives.
Overall media reliability can be segmented into archive reliability and active-use reliability. The
archive life of most magnetic tape media is between I 0 to 30 years and is signlficanfly affected
by temperature and humidity conditions in the archive environment. Many tape medium
formats require retensioning in order to repack the tape onto the cartridge reel to eliminate
stresses or to separate tape that is beginning to adhere to adjacent layers. For example,
Exabyte suggests rewinding 8mm tape once every three years ff kept in an archive environment
of 20°C, and once every three months if kept in an archive environment of 30°C [2]. Optical
disk media can provide stable archive storage from 25 to 100 years.
Active-use magnetic tape media reliability is mostly affected by the amount of wear between the
drive head and media. Helical scan technologies like 4mm, 8mm, VHS, and D2 specify the
number of passes against the head at ~ 1500 [I], where a pass is any forward or backward
movement that creates contact with the head. Non-helical scan technologies llke QIC, 3480,
and DLT specify the number of passes of media at 5,000 to 20,000.
The limited medium pass count for helical scan tape media has not been a significant problem
for use in a backup/recovery application, since backup is sequential and recovery is
infrequent. When data is staged-out, it creates sequential access to magnetic tape which
minimizes tape wear. Stage.in requests, on the other hand, are random and unorflered,
and will impose a high number of passes over a tape during routine stage-in activity.
Most tape technology cannot withstand this random-access activity. To compensate for
this lack of medium durability, data management software must be developed that provides
improved media quality monitoring, data replication, and volume expiration features. From a
hardware reliability and data integrity standpoint, the medium with the highest number of
head to medium passes is preferred for the stage-in application.
Summary
Magnetic tape library units are more cost-effective than optical disk library units.
Unfortunately, magnetic tape drives and media are less durable and reliable than optical disk
drives and media. Magn6tic tape library units should only be used with user-request rates that
don't cause the library unit to be drive or robot bound as shown in Tables 7-10.
The stage-in simulator has been used during system planning exercises to estimate the overall
performance of very high capacity system configurations. It has been effective in quantifying
the weakness of sequential devices that are perceived to be "high performance" but have been
designed for high data transfer rate, not fast random-access to data.
Improved data migration software needs to be developed as the use of magnetic tape as a
migration device becomes more widespread. Because of the relatively low magnetic tape
medium and head reliability and durability, data management software must perform more
media defect management and historical soft error logging to find the "best" point in time to
expire a volume. In terms of performance, improved data placement algorithms must be
developed that provide a high degree of data locality during stage-in.
Future Simulation Activity
The simulator has been used for a number of other applications since its development. It has
been effective in assisting library unit vendors in planning their next generation library units.
The stage-in simulator can model the effect of changing the number of drives, cartridges and
robotics elements within the library unit. The simulator can also assist in migration data
management research by modeling a variety of stage-out data placement algorithms against
real library unit devices. The goal of this researrh is to increase the locality of stage-in data.
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A numberof simulator enhancementsareplanned.Theseenhancementsinclude:
• Adapting the current simulator to model library units with more than one non-
conflicting robotics element to increase low SMHR performance.
• Producing a UNIX version of the program and providing it to customers for what-if
analysis. It is currently written in ThinkC for an Apple Macintosh.
• A graphical output of the simulator progress as well as direct program charting of
simulation results.
• Continued data acquisition of performance parameters for newer devices.
• Consideration for drives like VHS that allow the medium to be ejected without
rewinding.
Also, the following applications are planned:
• Perform simulation of many library units in the 50-100GB range and the 1-10TB range
to compare against the results of the 300GB simulation presented In this paper.
Assist library unit vendors in planning their next generation library units. For Instance,
it is simple to create library unit configurations that show the results of changing the
number of drives in the library unit from l to n drives to arrive at an optimal number of
drives to robotics elements.
Model the user-perceived effect of modifying library unit service rate components and
configurations. For Instance, if the drive load time could be cut in half from the present
time, what effect would that have on the user-perceived service rate.
A number of papers have been written on the subject of data placement on media
during stage-out In order to optimize stage-in performance in the future [5-10]. Using
the simulator, various data placement algorithms could be modeled against a variety of
library units, user request rates and mean file sizes to quantify the effectiveness these
algorithms. For example, a simulation could be run that quantifies the stage-in
performance when data is staged-out across all magnetic tape volumes withIn a library
unit Instead of fillIng each volume to end-of-tape before starting the next volume. This
scheme would be effective for library units that have fast robotics exchange times and
magnetic tape drives that have fast load/unload/rewind times but relatively slow search
times.
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Abstract
A version-O of a Data Archive and Distribution System (DADS) is being developed at the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to support existing and pre-EOS Earth science datasets
and test Earth Observing System Data and Information System (EOSDIS) concepts. The
performance of the DADS is predicted using a discrete event simulation model. The goals of
the simulation were to estimate the amount of disk space needed and the time required to
fulfill the DADS requirements for ingestion (14 GB/day) and distribution (48 GB/day). The
model has demonstrated that 4 mm and 8 mm stackers can play a critical role in improving
the performance of the DADS, since it takes, on average, 3 minutes to manually
mount/dlsmount tapes compared to less than a minute with stackers. With two 4 mm
stackers and two 8 mm stackers, and a single operator per shift, the DADS requirements can
be met within 16 hours using a total of 9 GB of disk space. When the DADS has no stacker,
and the DADS depends entirely on operators to handle the distribution tapes, the
simulation has shown that the DADS requirements can still be met within 16 hours, but a
minimum of 4 operators per shift were required. The compression/decompresslon of data
sets is very CPU intensive, and relatively slow when performed in software, thereby
contributing to an increase in the amount of disk space needed.
Introduction
The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is building a Version 0 Distributed Active Archive
Center (V0 DAAC) to support pre-EOS projects and test Earth Observing System Data and
Information System (EOSDIS) concepts. This system will consolidate management and
provide access, archiving, and distribution functions for Goddard's Earth Science data.
This paper describes a study of the performance of one of the elements of the DAAC; the Data
Archive and Distribution System (DADS). The DADS is responsible for the ingestion,
archiving and distribution of pre-EOS data. To assess the storage needs and performance
capability of the DADS, a discrete event simulation model has been developed using the
NASA Data Systems Dynamic Simulator (DSDS) package. This study has identified
potential bottlenecks in the utilization of the selected ingest, archival, and distribution
devices (on-line disks, automated tape libraries, jukeboxes, and magnetic tape drives), and
has identified the performance benefits to be gained by adding one or more stackers to the 4
mm and 8 mm tape drives.
* Present address: Systems Engineering and Security, Inc.
7474 Greenway Center Drive, Suite 720
Greenbelt, MD 20770
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The GSFC DADS is expected to ingest 14 GB/day of data and distribute an estimated 48
GB/dayof data over various media (4 mm, 8 mm, and 9 track tapes) and over the network.
With these large volumes of data to be ingested and distributed, the GSFC DADS wanted to
assess the amount of staging disk space and the number of tape drives required to meet the
estimated DADS workload. To address these issues, a discrete event simulation model of the
DADS has been developed using the NASA DSDS package. The model simulates the
ingestion of regular and reprocessed data, and the fulfillment of standing orders and user
requests for data distribution.
First, the GSFC hardware configuration and the main DADS activities that are simulated
are described. A high level view of the DADS model is presented and the results obtained
from the model are discussed. The contention for the robots of the Metrum RSS-600
Automated Tape Library (ATL) and the Cygnet optical disk jukebox, and the various tape and
disk drives is explained. In particular, we looked into the effect of having human operators
in the distribution process and quantify how 4 mm and 8 mm stackers could improve the
performance. The impact of using compression and decompression techniques has also
been studied. Finally, the lessons learned and future work are summarized in the last
paragraph.
VO GSFC DADS Configuration
First we examine the storage devices used to ingest, archive, and distribute data.The current
hardware configuration of the V0 GSFC DADS, as of August 1993, is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Ingestlon
Most of the data to be ingested at the GSFC DADS is received over an FDDI network (100
Mbits/s) and copied to Unix staging disks (2.7 MB/s). The ingestion operation is performed
overnight to minimize the impact on the network. A small amount of data is received on
3480 cartridges.
Archival
To automate the archival and retrieval process, the GSFC DADS has acquired a Cygnet 1803
Jukebox with 2 ATG WORM drives and an RSS-600 Metrum Automated Tape Library (ATL)
with 4 RSP 2150 VHS drives. Based on the data type, a data set is either stored on the Cygnet
Jukebox, which can hold up to 131 12" WORM platters (9 GB per platter), or on the Metrum
ATL which can accommodate 600 magnetic TI20 VHS cassettes (14.5 GB per cassette). The
file management is controlled by Unitree 1.7, which is running on an SGI 4D/440
workstation. Files are automatically migrated from the Unitree magnetic disk cache,
which holds 13.8 GB, to either the jukebox or the ATL. Similarly requests for data already
residing on the Jukebox or the Metrum ATL are handled by Unitree, which retrieves the data
and puts them in its cache. Table 1 provides the specifications of the two archive devices
selected for the DADS.
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Media used
i
Drive type
# of drives available
T
drive read/write rate (MB/s)
Media ca_aclt]y (GB)
Number of media
System capacity (GB)
Number of robot arms
Avg robot access tlme(s)
1803 Cygnet Jukebox
12" WORM platters
ATG WORM
2
0.5
9 (4.5 GB/side)
upto 131
1179
i
8
RSS-600 Metrum ATL
TI20 VHS tape cassettes
Metrum RSP 2150 VHS
4
1
14.5 (Tl20), 16 (Tl60)
i
600
8700 (TI20), 9600 (TI60)
1
i8
Table I. Specification of DADS archive devices
Dlstrlbutlon
It is expected that most data will be requested on 8 mm and 4 mm cassettes. To automate the
distribution process, the DADS has an 8 mm stacker and is investigating the possibility of
purchasing additional 4 mm and 8 mm stackers. For users who still need their data on 6250
bpl tapes, the DADS has two 9 track drives. For quick delivery and for small files, the data
may also be sent over the network. The characteristics of the distribution devices are
summarized in Table 2.
4 mm DAT
Number of drives 3
i
Manual fetch time (min) 1 or 3 1 or 3
Stacker fetch time is) 60 60
Load time is) 14
a mm Exabyte (8500)
4
42
9 track drive
2
I or3
N/A
6O
Unload time (s) l0 21 20
Manual return time (min) I or 3 I or 3 1 or 3
llri_
Stacker return time (s) 60 60 N/A
Search rate (MB / s) 13 22.6 0.15
Rewind rate (MB/s) 25 28 1
0.17Read transfer rate (MB/s) 0.17 0.40
Write transfer rate (MB/s) 0.17 0.43 0.17
Table 2. DADS distribution parameters
DADS Activities Simulated
The two maln activities simulated in the model are the ingestion/archival and the
distribution. The ingested data are subdivided into two categories: regular processing data
and reprocessing data. For both categories the data are first copied to disks (Unix disks),
compressed (optional), and transferred to the Unitree cache (referred to as Unitree disks)
and then migrated automatically, under the control of Unitree, to the Cygnet jukebox or the
Metrum ATL. In the case of ingested data, the metadata containing information about the
data, are first extracted before being sent to the Unitree cache. In addition, some of the new
regular ingested data are known in advance to be requested for distribution. The data used
to satisfy these advance requests (called "standing orders") are kept on-line on the Unix
disks until all the standing orders have been fulfilled. For the distribution requests that
are not standing orders, the data are retrieved from one of the robotic devices (Metrum ATL
or Cygnet jukebox), copied to the Unitree cache, decompressed (optional), staged to the Unix
disks, and finally copied to one of the distribution media.
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Thesequenceof actions,for eachactivityperformedat the DADS,is as follows:
Ingestlon/ Archival
• Write incoming data to Unix disks
• Compress(optional) and copy data to Unitree cache
• If data are used in standing orders
First complete all standing orders and then delete data from Unix disks
• If data are not used in standing orders
Delete data from Unix disks
• Migrate data from Unitree cache to robotic devices archive
• Mark file as purgeable from Unltree cache
Dlstrlbutlon (non-standlng orders)
• Retrieve data from robotic devices
• Copy data to Unitree cache
• Decompress (optional) and copy data to Unix disks
• Mark file as purgeable from Unitree cache
• Copy data to distribution media
• Delete data from Unix disks
Dlstrlbutlon (standing orders)
• Read staged data from Unix disks
• Write data to distribution media
• Remove staged data from Unix disks
Simulation model
Using DSDS, a model has been developed to simulate the various activities and devices at
the DAAC. The block diagram illustrated in Fig 2, has four main components. The first one
contains the elements that generate the files to be ingested or distributed. File sizes and
inter-arrival times are both randomly computed by the use of appropriate distributions (e.g.
uniform). This first component models the expected data volume to be ingested and
distributed by the DADS. The second component (initialization), identifies the source and
the destination of each file as well as the disk to which the file is temporarily stored. The
third component acts as a switch, directing the file to the right device. The fourth
component (devices) models the various storage devices and the resource allocation. After
leaving the devices component, the step is incremented by the counter and the file is once
again directed to the appropriate device by the switch component. This process is repeated
until the file reaches the end component.
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DADS Slmulatlon Model Assumptlons :
Any file ingested is first copied to the Unix staging disks and then to the Unltree
cache disks for migration into the archive storage devices.
Any file retrieved from the archive devices for distribution, is first copied to the
Unitree cache disks and then to the Unix staging disks for tape copy.
The simulation allows all the various DADS disk and tape storage devices to have
different data transfer rates in read and write modes.
UNITREE 1.7 supports multiple simultaneous read operations but can only support a
single write operation at a time. This Unitree restriction has been implemented in
the current version of the model.
Each file read from or written to the jukebox requires a load and unload of a platter.
Each file read from or written to the Metrum storage module, requires a load, and
unload operation of a cassette.
When not using a stacker, each file copied to a 4 mm drive, 8 mm drive, or 9 track
drive requires a manual fetch of the blank tape to the drive load mechanism and a
return of the copied tape.
In the first two scenarios examined the requests are assumed to be distributed with
an equal probability on each of the three types of media (8 ram, 4 mm, and 6250 bpi)
in the proportion of 33%, 33%, and 33%. For later scenarios this was changed to
50%, 33%, and 17% after a survey of potential users was made.
Distribution request files (non-standing orders) are uniformly distributed over 12
hours.
Ingestion files for the SeaWiFS regular processing are uniformly distributed over 2
hours (except in scenario 2, when the 2 hours is changed to 16 minutes).
Ingestion files for the SeaWiFS reprocessing are uniformly distributed over 16
hours.
Ingestion files for the non-SeaWiFS regular processing are uniformly distributed
over 6 hours.
DADS WORKLOAD
The largest volume data set to be ingested, archived and distributed by the Goddard DAAC is
that fi-om the SeaWiFS project (see Tables 3 and 4). The SeaWiFS project regular processing
operation will send 1.59 GB/day to the GSFC DAAC over the network. In addition,
periodically, the SeaWiFS project will reprocess all the data and redeliver replacement data
at a rate of 8.9 GB/day. The total estimated distribution data volume for SeaWiFS (including
the standing orders) is 40 GB/day (see Table 4).
In addition to SeaWiFS data, the GSFC DAAC will also service a number of other projects.
These non-SeaWiFS data add 4.23 GB/day of ingest and 7.97 GB/day of distribution. In this
report the SeaWiFS regular ingest and non-SeaWIFS ingest have been referred to as
ingestion (regular). The workload was modeled to represent these separate categories so as
to facilitate model validation with actual measurements of the DAAC operation with
SeaWiFS test data.
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In the simulation,using the WorkloadModel for Archive and Distribution of SeaWIFS Data
(November 16, 1992), the daily volume of ingested data ofeach data type, has been estimated
and is tabulated in Table 3. This table indicates also the percentage of this volume from
each of the two sources to each of the two archive destinations . For instance, SeaWiFS LIA
product is expected to have a volume of 694 MB per day. All SeaWiFS LIA data will be
received over the network, and will be stored on the Cygnet jukebox. For simplicity, the
simulation model assumes that an data ingested is transmitted over the network. This will
have the effect of adding 1.23 GB/day to network ingestion which are currently assumed to
be ingested by reading 3480 cartridges. Similarly Table 4 represents the workload for the
distribution.
Table 3.
Data Type
SeaWifs (regular)
LIA
L2
L3
_Total
Sea WFs
!reproce s s ing)
L2
L3
Total
No n-SeaWiFS
(regular)
AVHRR
Volume
(GB/day)
0.694
0.461
0.43
l
i .585
4.61
4.3
8.91
i
TOVS 0.233
UARS 1
DAAC"Climate data I
ICZCS
rot_ 4.233
14,728
Ingestion workload
Source %
% From
network
9rand Total
100
lO0
% from
3480
100
100
29.13
8137
Destination %
% to
Jukebox
I00
43.79
0
I00
0
I00
I00
52.75
% to
Metrum
0
100
100
56.2I
100
100
100
I00
0
I00
0
0
47.25
80,13
100
100
100
100
100
i00
10o
,m
100
70.87
91.63 19.87
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Table4. Distribution workload
Data Type Volume
(GBlday)
% from
Disk
Source % ....
%from %from
Jukebox Metrum
Destination %
% to
4mm
% to
8ram
% to
9 track
SeaWlfs
Global data order 16 100 33 33 33
20.91 29.09 33 33 3350
25
62.5
8O
100
5O
49.80
17.28
IOO
25.20
IOO
20.22
2O
5O
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
large chunks
small chunks
level 3
Total
33
19,99 33
33
33
33
33
53
33
Non-Sea WIFS
AVHRR
TOVS
UARS
D_CC_ate
data
CZCS
14
8
2
4O
5
0.466
..... 0.5 IOO ...... 33 33 33
Total 7.966 62.34 18.83 18.83 33 --33 33
Grand Total 47.966 62.47 17.54 33 33
DADS Performance
In order to estimate the amount of disk space necessary to ingest/archive and distribute
data, and to determine the time required to satisfy the daily activities at the DADS, the
discrete events model has been run for scenarios with varying assumptions. These are
summarized in Table 5:
Table 5. Summary of assumptions by scenarios
Assumptions
Regular SeaWiFS ingestion
(hours)
Reprocesslng SeaWiFS ingestion
(hours)
Non-SeaWiFS ingestion (hours)
Distribution SeaWiFS (hours)
% Distribution on 8 mm tapes
% Distribution on 4 mm tapes
% Distribution on 9 track tapes
Ingestion (GB/day)
Distribution SeaWiFS (GB/day)
Distribution non-SeaWiFS
(GB/day)
Number of operators
Number of 8 mm stackers
Scenarios
1 -A I-B 2 3 4 5 6 7-A 7-B
2 2 0.26 2 2 2 2 2 2
16 16 16 i6 16 16 16 16 16
,,, , •
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 i2 12
33.3 33.3"' 33.3 50 50 50 50 50 50
33.3 33.3 33.3 33 33 33 33 33 33
33.3 33.3 33.3 17 17 17 17 17 17
14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7 29.4 14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7
25 40 40" ....... 40 85 40 40 40 40
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8
oo oo ¢¢ oo Qo 1-oo 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 O-2 2 2
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Numberof 4 mmstackers 0 0 0
Compress / Decompress (Y/N) N N N
response/fetch I I IOperator Avg.
time (min)
0 0 0 0-2 2 2
N N N N N Y
ii
I l 3 3 3 3
• Scenario l-A: Disk space requirement for the ingestion and SeaWiFS standing order
distribution.
First, the DADS has been examined ingesting all data over the network and processing the
SeaWIFS standing orders. The disk space used on the Unix disks and the Unitree cache is
illustrated in Fig 3. During the first two hours, the DADS receives regular SeaWiFS data,
migrates them to the archive, and retains a copy of the data (1.6 GB) on Unix disks in order
to fulfil the standing orders. All the other ingested data are rapidly migrated to the archive
and do not accumulate on the Unix disks. Due to the large volume of standing orders (25 GB)
to be copied to slow devices such as 8 mm and 4 mm tape drives, the standing order
distribution operation continues up to I0 hours. At that time, the standing orders are
completed and regular SeaWiFS data are deleted from disk, creating a big drop in the Unix
disk space.
The Unitree disk space is also illustrated in Fig 3 and shows a peak of approximately 400
MB. During the ingestion process, data are migrated to the robotic devices archive as soon
as possible. In this scenario the total ingestion rate approximately matches the archival
rate (including robotic access times as well as jukebox and Metrum ATL write rates), so that
only a small amount of data is retained in the Unitree cache. After migrating the flies to the
robotic archive devices, they are marked as purgeable in the Unitree cache. Only the non-
purgeable files are plotted in the Unitree disk space in Fig 3.
• Scenario l-B: Disk space requirement adding SeaWiFS non-standlng order
distribution.
Figure 4 represents the disk space used as a function of time when the SeaWiFS non-
standing orders are added to the previous workload. With a non-standing order, the data are
first retrieved from the Cygnet jukebox or the Metrum ATL, copied to the Unitree disk cache,
and then copied quickly to the Unix disks. After writing the data set to the Unix disks, the
space used in the cache is marked as purgeable. The Unitree cache used with non-purgeable
files remains small (-400 MB) over time and is similar to the previous case (Fig 3). The daily
volume of non-standing SeaWiFS orders to be distributed is quite large (15 GB) and the
distribution tape device write rates are rather slow (see Table 2). This creates a bottleneck
and the flies are staged in the Unix disks for several hours, waiting to be copied to tapes. The
Unix disk space used is illustrated in Fig 4 and it shows a peak of 5.5 GB and a sudden drop at
I l hours, when the standing orders are completed. The backlog of requests staged on Unix
disks disappears at about i 5.5 hours.
• Scenario 2: Effect of ingesting regular SeaWiFS data over a shorter time interval.
in the previous scenarios, the daffy SeaWiFS ingestion was assumed to occur over a 2 hour
period. A question of interest is to examine the DADS system when the ingestion is
performed during a shorter interval of time. Fig 5 illustrates the case of an ingestion over 16
minutes. As expected, the completion of the standing orders, indicated by a sudden drop bf
1.6 GB, occurs earlier (9 hours instead of I I hours). The non-standing orders backlog
disappears at 14.5 hours, or about 1 hour sooner than before. The Unltree cache during the
first 2 hours is also much larger (1.4 GB). The data are ingested at a rate which exceeds the
archival rate to the Metrum ATL and the Cygnet jukebox. This causes the data to be delayed
in the Unitree cache. By controlling the ingestion schedule of the data (i.e., spreading it out),
it is possible to keep the Unitree cache used at a minimum, but this increases the time
required to eliminate the backlog in the distribution operations.
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• Scenario3: Effectof varying the proportion of distribution media requested.
When the model was originally developed, it was assumed that 1/3 of the requests were
copied on 8 mm tapes, l/3 on 4 mm tapes, and I/3 on 9 track tapes. A small survey of
scientists indicated that a more realistic proportion of media requested may be 50% for 8
mm, 33% for 4 mm, and 17% for 9 track tapes. The DADS model has been simulated for the
same volume of data ingested and distributed as before (in scenario I-B) but with the new
proportion of distribution media (Fig 6). The change affected only the distribution process
and the Unitree disk space remained the same. When compared to scenario l-B, the Unix
disk space needed is smaller (5 GB instead of 5.5 GB) and the distribution requests backlog
was eliminated sooner (13 hours instead of 15.5 hours). By changing the proportion of
media requests, the volume of data copied to 8 mm drives increased. The 8 mm drive write
rates are about 2 to 3 times faster than the 4 mm drives. Consequently it took less time to
fulfil the requests and the data were staged in the Unix disks for a shorter period of time.
• Scenario 4: Effect of processing 2 days worth of data in one day.
In tills scenario we analyzed the ability of the DADS to be unavailable for 24 hours and to
recover in the following 24 hours. In order to examine this case, the model has been fed with
two days worth of data. The doubled amount of data to be ingested and distributed, results in
a substantial increase in the disk space required (Fig 7) for both the Unix disks (18 GB) and
the Unltree disks (7.5 GB). It requires almost 26 hours to complete the requests, thus
slightly exceeding the 24 hours planned recovery period. The fallover could be easily
accommodated the next day. If the disk space available at the DADS is less than the amount
specified as used in the simulation (18 GB for Unix disks and 7.5 GB for Unttree disks), the
ingestion and distribution functions would require additional time.
• Scenario 5: Effect of the number of human operators at the DADS
Human operators play a critical role in the performance Of the DADS, since it may take
them several minutes, on an average, to respond to a request and fetch distribution
cassettes. In the previous scenarios, the simulation assumed that there was no restriction
on the number of operators and each of them took I minute, on an average, to mount or
dismount a tape. In the simulation, this l minute average was represented by a uniform
distribution from 0 to 2 minutes. After discussion with the DAAC operation staff, this l
minute delay to fetch and mount was found to be too optimistic, based on their experience,
and has been replaced by an average of 3 minutes (uniform distribution from l to 5 minutes).
The proportion of media requested are assumed to be respectively 50% for 8 mm, 33% for 4
mm, and 17% for 9 track tape, and the number of operators has been varied from
unrestricted to I.
Table 6 summarizes the results of these tests. Table 6, case # l, differs from the scenario 3
assumptions only in that the operator response/fetch time was increased from 1 to 3
minutes. This resulted in an increase in total disk space (Unitree disks and Unix disks
combined) from 5.4 GB to 7 GB, and an increase in the time to eliminate the backlog of
requests from 13 hours to 16 hours. In cases 2 and 3, restricting the number of operators to 8
or 4 has little effect on the results. In case 4, with only 2 operators, the total disk space
required, and the time to complete the requests, both begin to increase noticeably. In case 5,
with a single operator, the total disk space IS large (14.5 GB) and, even after 30 hours, the
requests were still not completed. Thus, the DAAC needs more than one operator to keep up
with the daily workload.
In summary, with 2 operators instead of I, there is a substantial decrease in the disk used
(l I GB) and a significant improvement in the time required to fulfill the distribution
requests (17.5 hours). Having more than 4 operators does not change considerably the disk
space requirement or the request completion time.
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Table 6.
case #
Number of operators
DADS performance as a function of the number of operators
Max disk space used (GB)
completion of standin_ orders (h)
completion of all requests (h)
I
unrestrict
ed
7
8.5
16
9.
8
7
9.5
16
3
4
7.5
9.5
16
4
2
11
11.7
17.5
5
I
14.5
21.5
>30
, Scenario 6: Effect of having stackers (4 mm and 8 mm) at the DADS
In order to automate the system and provide faster tape handling, the DADS model has been
examined with one or several 4 mm and 8 mm stackers. It is assumed that the total number
of stand-alone and stacker drives, for each type of drive remains constant ( four 8 ram, three
4 mm, and two 9 track ). There is a single operator to mount/dlsmount tapes from the
stackers or the stand-alone tape drives.
The results obtained from the different cases examined are summarized in Table 7. Case 1
in Table 7 is the same as case 5 in Table 6 (i.e. one operator and no stackers). Adding a single
8 mm stacker and a single 4 mm stacker (case 4) has a significant impact on the
performance of the DADS. The combined disk space required is reduced (13 GB instead of
14.5 GB), and the requests are completed much sooner (19 hours instead of > 30 hours) than
when there is no stacker. As more stackers are installed at the DADS, the disk space used is
decreased and the requests are finished over a shorter period of time. For cases 7,8, and 9,
with 3 or more stackers, the results do not differ much from each other. In these 3 cases, the
amount of disk space used is 9-10 GB and all requests are completed within 16-17.5 hours.
Table 7. DADS performance with and without stackers
Case # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Number of operators 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i
# of 4 mm stackers 0 0 l 1 2 0 l 2 2
# of 8 mm stackers 0 l 0 l 0 2 2 I 2
Max disk space (GB) 14.5 13 14 13 11.5 9.5 9.5 10 9
Completion of standing orders 21.5 19 18.5" 13.7 16.5 15.5 12.25 12.25 i0.7
(h)
Completion of all requests (h) >30 24.5 26.2 191 23.7 21.5 16.5 17.5 16
• Scenario 7-A: Effect of ingesting all data and distributing all data without
compression and decompression.
In the previous scenarios, the model had been executed when all data were ingested and
when all the SeaWiFS data were distributed. For this scenario, the estimated distribution
workload of AVHRR, TOVS, UARS, DAAC climate, and CZCS have also been included (8
GB/day). Disk space used when all data are ingested and distributed is illustrated in Fig 8.
Comparing Fig 8 with Table 7, case 9, indicates that the additional 8 GB/day distribution
workload results in an increase of total disk space required ( from 9 GB to 16 GB) and takes
longer to complete the SeaWiFS standing orders (from I0.7 to 13 hours). However, the time
required to complete all requests (16 hours) is not changed.
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• Scenario 7-B: Effect oflngesting all data and distributing all data with compression
and decompression.
The GSFC DADS is investigating the prospect of using data compression techniques to save
storage space (1). Depending on the data set and the compression algorithm used, the
original file can often substantially be reduced, thereby contributing to the mass storage
solutions. However compression is a CPU intensive operation and can be rather slow if the
compression is performed with sol, ware rather than hardware. The goal of this simulation
is to estimate the impact on the DADS performance when using
compression/decompression. In the DADS model the compression algorithm selected is the
Unix compression (LZC), which does not have the best compression ratio, but is faster than
the other algorithms evaluated and is a quasl-standard. The compression rate varies from
data set to data set and, based on the results of the compression investigation, a
compression rate of 200 KB/s was chosen for this simulation. It is assumed that all files
ingested are archlved in compressed form. The standing orders and the other distribution
requests are sent to the.users in an uncompressed form. With a slow
compresslon/decompresslon rate it is expected that this may cause a bottleneck in the
system.
The penalty for performing compression/decompresslon is indicated in Fig 9. The Unix
disk space has increased from 16 GB to 19 GB, and the Unitree cache, which was under I GB,
has now a peak of I0 GB, so that the total disk space is now 29 GB. The time to fulfill the
distribution requests has increased slightly from 16 hours to about 17 hours. The large
increase in disk space required is due to the slow compression/decompression rate assumed,
which delays the ingestion and distribution processes, thereby causing data to build up on
the disks. If the total amount of disk space had been constrained to less than 29 GB, the time
required to fulfill the distribution requests would have been increased.
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Conclusion
The discrete event simulation model has proved to be a very useful tool to evaluate the
performance of the V0 DADS. The amount of disk space necessary to fulfill the daily
ingestion and distribution requests at the DADS has been estimated under various
conditions. The model has demonstrated the importance of matching the ingestion rate to
the archival rate to prevent data build-up in the Unitree cache, thus minimizing the amount
of cache disk space required (scenario 2). Human operators play a critical role at the DADS
since the time of about 3 minutes required to manually mount/dismount tapes is a limiting
factor in the DADS performance. However, having too many operators (4 or more) does not
improve the performance of the DADS (scenario 5). Stackers (4 mm and 8 ram) can
substantially help in automating and processing the DADS requests more quickly (scenario
6). With a single operator, under the assumptions of scenario 6, a single 8 mm stacker
reduces request completion time from > 30 hours to 24.5 hours. The combination of two 8
mm stackers and two 4 mm stackers further reduces the request completion time to 16
hours. The compression and decompression operations are very CPU intensive and, if
performed at slow software rates, will require substantial additional disk space (scenario 7-
B).
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Abstract: There are numerous High Performance Computing & Communications Initiatives in
the world today. All are determined to help solve some "Grand Challenges" 1 type of problem,
but each appears to be dominated by the pursuit of higher and higher levels of CPU
performance and interconnection bandwidth as the approach to success, without any regard to
the Impact of Mass Storage. My colleagues and I at Data Storage Technologies believe that all
will have their performance against their goals ultimately measured by their ability to efficiently
store and retrieve the "deluge of data" created by end-users who will be using these systems to
solve Scientific Grand Challenges problems, and that the issue of Mass Storage will become
then the determinant of success or failure in achieving each projects goals.
In today's world of High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC), the critical
path to success in solving problems can only be traveled by designing and implementing Mass
Storage Systems capable of storing and manipulating the truly "massive" amounts of data
associated with solving these challenges. Within my presentation I will explore this critical
issue and hypothesize solutions to this problem.
Topics to be discussed: To properly lay the foundation for this paper I must briefly discuss
the history of Mass Storage in respect to high performance computing. Once these background
materials are discussed, I will then focus the body of the presentation; "Current and Future
HPCC Initiatives and the Impact of Mass Storage on Their Success or Failure"
The areas of background to be discussed are as follows;
I.- Basic Definitions and Key Underlying Factors
Ii.- The Early Days of Mass Storage and its Role in Advancing the art of Computing
Ui.- The current Role of Mass Storage in High Performance Computing & Communications
Basic Definitions and Key Underlying Factors
Mass Storage per my definition is: "Any type of Storage System exceeding I00 GB in total size
(not off-line), and operating under the Control of a Centralized or Distributed File Management
Scheme.
CPU Power has Increased at a rate of 25% per year (CAGR) for the Past I0+ years, While I/O
Bandwidth/Rates have Remained Constant. 1 MIP of CPU power should correspond to I MB/s.
of I/O bandwidth performance. This fundamental relationship has not been adhered to since
the early days of the mainframe, and is not found anywhere today in HPC.[ I ]
! The following ,are a p,'u'tial listing of the HPCC Coordinating Offices "Gr,'md Challenges" research teams projects;
Computalional Qu,'mtum Materi,'ds, High Resolution Oi)erational Weather Forecasting, Numerical Tokamak,
Multidiscipline Simulation of High Slx_ed Civil Tr,'msi)ort ,'rod Perfonn,'mce Aircraft, etc.
_qt_,;D[_'_ P4_]E BLANK NOT FILk_Ff)
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I/O and Network Bottlenecks, along with OS and other software inefficiencies are crippling all
types of computing systems today, and jot just those utilized in the world of HPC.
There are no panaceas to solve the "Mass Storage Crisis" found in HPC today. A new paradigm
in Systems Architecture and Design Philosophy is required to meet the requirements of future
HPC environments. [4], [5], [6], [7]
As the "deluge of data" continues to grow (25+ CAGR)in the HPC data center, many end-users
will be faced with the dilemma of not being able to store Critical Data due to increasing
economic constraints. Not only is the Cost-per-MB of On-Line and Secondary storage too high,
but the CPU cycles required for off-loading and accessing large files (Multi-GB) is quickly
becoming unaffordable! [2], [5]
The Early Days of Mass Storage and its Role in Advancing the Art of
Computing
Early Mass Storage systems consisted of removable hard disk packs, and magnetic tape drives-
freestanding or serving large off-line round tape repositories. These early peripheral based
systems were augmented by unique, proprietary storage systems such as the IBM 1360 photo-
store, the IBM 3850 helical scan tape library, the Ampex terabit memory , the Braegen
automated tape library, and others from CDC, Remington Rand, etc. Although these early
systems offered increased capacities over stand alone peripherals, none were commercially
successful and most were sold into US Government labs or to the Intelligence Agencies.
Surprisingly thought, these early systems were much better matched to their accompanying
CPU's I/O bandwidth than that found today and they truly did provide very good performance
and value to the customer during their heyday, given the lack of practical alternatives.
The Current Role of Mass Storage in High Performance Computing
Mass Storage systems today range in size from I00 GB to 30+TB, with all under the control of
some type of dedicated File Server CPU. Most of these systems are; slow in performance,
woefully under powered in terms of I/O Bandwidth, and utilize very immature Hierarchical File
Management software schemes. These systems provide cost reductions in terms of storing a
variety of bitfile data set types, but do very little to actually improve the performance of the
overall system. This problem is further exacerbated by the divergence between CPU and
Network Operating Systems (MVS, UNIX, OSI, etc.), and their fundamental differences in
approach to the task at hand and the hardware interfaces supported.
All of today's' Mass Storage systems utilize dedicated, and very expensive components in order
to optimize performance capabilities and most are based on technologies developed in the
1980's which are now just becoming commercialized e.g. RAID, HiPPI, FDDI, DD-2 , UniTree,
etc. These systems will be the benchmark in the early '90's but will be replaced by radically
new approaches scheduled to become available in the mid-'90's.[5], [9], [3]
"Current and Future HPCC Initiatives and the Impact of Mass Storage on
Their Success or Failure"
1.0 The HPCC Initiatives
High Performance Computing and Communications or HPCC has become the buzzword
acronym of the early 1990's. In its simplest form it refers to Public Law i02-194 1991 The High
Performance Computing Act/Initiative Of 1991, signed into law by President, George Bush
(12/91). It is broken down into four constituent parts;
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1.- TeraFlop (now referred to as "Teraop") Computing
2.- NREN (National Research & Education Network)
3.- Advanced Software and Algorithm Development
4.- Training & Research
In its most complex form HPCC Is a catchall for every advanced computing activity in the
world today. It has been widely promulgated as fundamental to the Clinton administrations'
endeavors to improve the US's competitiveness and productivity in respect to Japan and
Europe, and is deeply mired in party politics. Many new initiatives have been tacked on to the
original legislation 2 and funding is anticipated to increase in out years regardless of the
wrangling by each political party that continues to go on..
2.0 Mass Storage's Role in the Success or Failure of HPCC
In spite of Its pollticizatlon, HPCC has provided a focal point for addressing all issues relevant
to the future of computing. In monitoring this focus, it is painfully obvious that the issue of
Mass Storage has been largely ignored, with the exception of the National Storage Laboratory @
LLNL and a few other small projects spread around the HPCC community. [71, [6], [2]
When the Issues of "how to achieve" the levels of performance necessary to solve "Grand
Challenges" scientific computing problems are addressed by all parties involved at conferences
and symposia as well as In articles and abstracts and testimony to Congress; It is painfully
clear that Mass Storage Is forgotten altogether or minimized In Importance In the grand scheme
of things This is a critical error in my opinion.
As computing moves quickly towards client-server topologies in every Imaginable application,
the network will essentially become the computer. Numerous heterogeneous computing
resources will be linked together over "data superhighways" (multi-gigabit links) to form large
on-line computing capabilities. These systems will range from clusters of high-end workstations
to numerous supercomputers in many locations linked together i.e. the NSF MetaCenter.
These meta-type systems are touted as having the capability to finally begin to address some
of the really difficult "Grand Challenges" problems that many believed could only be solved by
Teraops type machines of the future (Table Number 1 lists the capabilities of many of the
network topologies being discussed to form the '"data superhighways".) This approach has been
widely endorsed as of late, but within those endorsements there Is no mention of how these
meta-type systems will store and manage the avalanche of data created by "the system", much
less how one can practically afford the cost associated with the task. 3
The NSF MetaCenter is one of these systems and will utilize the capabilities of some 21
supercomputers (vector, scalar & parallel), linked together over an optical network (NSFNET).
The amount of data to be generated by this system begins to boggle the mind, and yet is Is
treated as a secondary issue by many in the MetaCenter development group. What is clear Is
that when these types of systems are finally up and running is that they will all essentially
swamp their local storage capabilities and that the data sets generated by the meta-computer
will not be able to be stored and further manipulated due to cost, bandwidth and capacity
constraints at every link of the "MetaCenter chain". This ts a quandary not only for the meta-
2 As of this writing, the following new bills and acts regading add-ons to the original HtK2C legislation are in
process;
1.- "the Nation,M hffonnation hffr_tnlcture Act of 1993 (fonnerly kamwn ,as "the High Performance
Computing and High-Speed Networking Ai_plications Act" - IIR 1757
2.- "the National Competitiveness Act of 199Y', ttR 820, S.4
3.- "the Electrolfic Library Act of 1993", S.4 Atulctunent
3 It has been said by m,'my that current costs in the data center are split 50-50 between the CPU and the peripherals.
This has been fairly accurate until recently when, scientific visualization and the use of more on-line archives has
produced a phenomena where peripher,'d costs ,are now climbing to 60+% of the overall cost and we predict that in
the funlre this may rise to ahnost 75% if not abated by a new p,'u'adigm in systems design.
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computertypes,but thoseinvolved in visualization, parallel computing and scientific activities
such as CD, etc. The quandary is as follows: What makes more sense; to utilize the entirety of
the data centers available resources (storage capacity and CPU cycles) to store the results of a
complex computational problem, or to throw the data away and re-calculate the results on
another day, often without the same results achieved or computational resources available? In
its simplest form this quandary speaks to the fact that we have spent the last 20 years
pursuing the Holy Grail of CPU power and speed, but cannot utilize it to its fullest capabilities,
because we have nowhere to store the dataI
Table 1
Emerging Networking Standards
Network:
Fast Ethernet
CDDI
FDDI
FDDbH
HiPPI
Fibre Channel
SONET/ATM/B-ISDN
Type:
TP-Cu
TP - Cu
Opt. Fiber
Opt. Fiber
TP - Cu
Data Rate(s):
100 Mb/s
100 Mb/s
i00 Mb/s
100 Mb/s
800/1600 Mb/s
Data Type(s):
Digital
I,|
Digital
Digital"
A, V & Digital
Digital
Max. Distance:
25m
50-100m
60 km
60 km
25m
Opt. Fiber
Opt. Fiber
lO00 Mb/s
51-2488 Mb/s
Digital
A, V & Digital
10 km
LD Network Limits
In spite of it looming over the future of HPCC, the issue of Mass Storage is not insurmountable
by any means. What is needed are new approaches to the problem and new storage devices
capable of storing, manipulating and retrieving vast sums of data at faster speeds, with higher
volumetric efficiency and will attendant incremental reductions in cost-per-unit stored.
Many of the storage technologies shown in Table Number 2 have been around for some time
now, but have been recently adapted to offer orders of magnitude increases in capacity and
bandwidth, while increasing volumetric efficiency (in terms of physical space utilized) as well as
having unbefore seen low costs-per-unit of data stored.
Table 2
High Performance Data Storage Devices
n,,,
-- Name/Std.:
IBM 3490E
ANSI DI_ I
Ampex DD-2
STK DI_3
Metrum 2150
CREO 1003
Storage Technology: Data Rate(s): Data Capacity: Device Cost:
1/2" Longitudinal OT
19ram Helical OT
4.5 MB/s
15 - 45 MB/s
15 MB/s
15 MB/s
500 MB (Native}
15,50,100GB
25,75,186GB
20GB
$70K
$250K
$200K
$65K
$35K
19mm Helical MT
1/2" Helical IVIT
I/2" Helical OT 2-4 MB/s 14.5 GB
35mm Optical Tape 3 MB/s 1000 MB $250K
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Thesedeviceswhenweddedwith roboticsand advancedDataManagementSoftwareschemes
can begin to meet the challengeof the MetaCenterand other such initiatives. Theyprovide
almost infinite capacity, with wide bandwidth (for time is money)and extremely low cost
relativeto the servicethat theyareproviding.
Theissueof DataManagementcannotbeoverlookedwhenchallengingthe "delugeof data" to
be found in the future. This classof softwareand its influence on the systemsarchitecture
cannot be relegatedto the roleof freeingup moreDASD,and thereforetemporarilyabating the
data centerscapital problems.(seeTable Number 3 for a listing of currently availableFile
Systemand FileManagementS/W) It must insteadbecomethe central directorof all activities
within the network and its attached resources(CPU's, peripherals,etc.).Theorderly flowof
data within the hierarchy of storagedevicesand networks will ultimately control the overall
capabilitiesof the entire computationalsystem..The needfor this classof softwareis made
self-evidentby the MetaCenterconcept.Much attention is currently beingpaid as to how to
breakbig problemsup into largeparallelpieces,but this effortwill be futile ff not supportedby
the DataManagementS/W mandatedby this typeof challenge.
Table 3
File Systems/Data Management Software
Trade Name.:
Network File System - NFS
Andrew File System - AFS
OSF DCE/DFS
DataTree
EpochServ
DFSMS/DFDSM
Open vision UniTree V1.SX
Developer(s):
Sun
Microsyst.ems
CMU/Transarc
OS Fou_tdation
Ia_m./IiiSCOS
F.S.
F.So
O.S. / F.S.
F.M.S.
OS Baseline:
UNIX
UNIX
OSF/1
MVS
OSI/IEEE Oriented:
No
No
OSI Model
Yes (early)
Epoch Systems
IBM Corp.
F.M.S.
F.M.S.
UNIX
MVS Family
No
N0 - Proprietary
LLNL/DISCOS F.M.S. UNIX/NFS Yes V3.0
NSL UniTree V1.X LLNL/IBM "_'.S./F.M.S. UNIX/AFS Yes VS.0 Oriented
Conclusions and Recommendations
Mass Storage has become a critical path driver in the success of all HPCC Initiatives. To
achieve the level of Systems Performance required to solve "Grand Challenges" computing
problems, all elements of system must be optimized, with special emphasis on the role of Mass
Storage in controlling the performance of the entire system.
The cost of storage will be a critical factor in determining the allocation of resources in the
HPCC Initiatives. To meet the challenge, many orders of magnitude of cost reduction in -per-
unit data stored must achieved. Part and parcel to these cost reductions will be increases in
storage device bandwidths, volumetric efficiency and overall capacity. The hardware costs will
be supported increaslngly efficient Data Management S/W systems who manage and optimize
the flow of data within the entire system.
I strongly advocate that Mass Storage and its attendant issues be brought to the forefront of
the HPCC Initiatives. Only by applying this level of visibility and sensitivity to the issue will
there be success in utilizing the HPCC Initiatives to solve "Grand Challenges" problems. Mass
Storage can no longer be a secondary issue.
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I. Abstract
Not all users storage requirements call for 20 MBS data transfer rates, multi-tier file or data
migration schemes or even automated retrieval of data. The number of available storage
solutions reflects the broad range of user requirements. It is foolish to think that any one
solution can address the complete range of requirements. For users with simple off-line
storage requirements, the cost and complexity of high end solutions would provide no
advantage over a more simple solution. The correct answer is to match the requirements of a
particular storage need to the various attributes of the available solutions.
The goal of this paper is to introduce basic concepts of archlving and storage management in
combination with the most common architectures and to provide a some insight to how these
concepts and architectures address various storage problems. The intent is to provide potential
consumers of storage technology with a framework within which to begin the hunt for a
solution which meets their particular needs. This paper is NOT intended to be an exhaustive
study or to address all possible solutions or new technologies, but is intended to be a more
practical treatment of todays storage system alternatives.
Since most commercial storage systems today are built on Open Systems concepts, the
majority of these solutions are hosted on the UNIX operating system. For this reason, some of
the architectural issues discussed focus around specific UNIX architectural concepts. However,
most of the architectures are operating system independent and the conclusions are applicable
to such architectures on any operating system.
The problem:
The explosion of information storage requirements is being driven by more on-line data
collection, data intensive applications such as imaging, government regulation over data
availability and maintenance, and other needs. As this explosion takes place more and more
users are realizing that disk (magnetic disk, DASD) is not an ideal solution for many reasons.
Relative to other technologies, disk is more expensive, more prone to mechanical failure or
data loss, requires increased administration, and other limitations.
Organizations are continually looking for solutions which meet their individual storage and
retrieval needs which solve some of the problems associated with disk. However, disk has
many advantages such as high transfer rates, random access, readily available file system
interfaces and others. These advantages mean that disk almost invariably plays some role in
meeting the storage requirements. The architectures discussed in this paper are all built
around systems where disks play a primary role in the architecture. These are the most
common solutions available and they leverage the good attributes of disk while utilizing
alternative technologies to minimize the less attractive aspects of disk.
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2. Criteria
This paper is forced to limit the scope of parameters discussed to only a few. In keeping with
the stated goals of providing high level guidance, these parameters will be dealt with in general
terms and as such should be useful as guidelines in evaluating or selecting technologies.
The parameters we will try to address are:
cost
performance
transparency of data access
administrative burden
distributed access
The conclusions reached on any given architecture will be arguable. For example, it is
impossible to provide detailed performance information for tertiary storage systems. Nearly
all systems discussed handle multi-user or multi-tasking environments where system
throughput will vary by access patterns. A system with no contention and pre-staged media
can provide nearly instantaneous response while the same system could require 2 _utes to
begin providing data under other circumstances. Instead of providing details, an attempt will
be made to present the issues. Only a detailed analysis or even evaluation period can determine
actual performance under a given situation.
Costs win be given in relative terms along with some insight into the elements driving system
pricing.
3. Terminology
The terms defined below are useful for understanding this paper. In no way do these
definitions attempt to resolve the confusion over the correct use of these terms in the industry.
Other industry terms will be introduced in context.
On-line:
Data which is on-llne is accessible without human intervention.
Off-line:
Data which is off-llne is inaccessible without human intervention.
Tertiary storage:
Storage which is accessible without human intervention but which is not RAM or
directly addressable hard mounted media such as a magnetic disk drive. Tertiary
storage devices in this paper will typically refer to removable media auto-changers such
as optical disk jukeboxes or tape libraries. : =
Transparent Access:
Transparent access implies that a file can be accessed using the standard file system
calls of the native operating system. Under transparent access, an application written
to be capable of creating, reading, writing, etc. on the operating systems standard
magnetic disk file system could perform these same functions on the tertiary storage
without modification.
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4. Non-Transparent Access Systems
While most storage solutions offered today are stressing transparent access, there are still
many non-transparent access solutions on the market.
4.1 Backup Systems
Backup is only mentioned here for completeness. While backup systems are typically used in
conjunction with any storage solution to protect from data loss in the event of failures in the
storage system, in and of itself backup would not typically be considered a storage solution.
Backup is, however, often used as simple archival mechanisms as referenced under "Simple
Archive" below.
4.2 Simple Archival
For many applications and users, the usage characteristics of files (data sets) is either well
known whereby a specific determination is made of which files should be archived, or specific
user or application control over the process is desired. This environment could most easily be
characterized as manual or demand archival. Typically the device used is a removable media
device such as a cartridge tape drive which would require manual loading of the tape for
retrieval. Some newer systems integrate the archival software with tertiary storage devices,
providing unattended access to the files.
In some systems, certain data types are always considered archival data and are only retrieved
to on-llne devices when accessed. Not only is automated file/data management not necessary,
it is often undesirable in these systems.
In order for these systems to operate effectively, mechanisms need to exist which support the
storage and retrieval of these files to and from the archival system storage. Older systems
accomplished this by providing specific archival functions which enable applications or users
to copy file data from its current location to the archival system. Those systems typically
would either provide an archival name or allow the user to specify an archival name. With
these systems, an archived file could not be accessed in place by an application. Access
required the file to be copied from the archival media to on-line storage. In addition, the
archived files did not appear in the standard system file name space (file system). This
required that the application or user remember the "archival name" of the file and learn new
access methods.
Nearly all modern archival solutions will at a minimum, manage and track media volume
allocation. This allows the non-transparent access simple archival process to be minimized to
as few as two commands equivalent to "store the file" and "retrieve the file". Manual systems
will typically then interface to a system administrator or the user to satisfy the media load
function. The identification of the correct media is provided by the archival software which
tracks the file to volume relationships.
There are many similarities between these archival solutions and backup solutions, The
advent in recent years of simplified identification and retrieval of individual files from
backup volumes, combined with the ability to specify individual files for backup, has all but
duplicated the functionality previously provided by archival software. In fact, many backup
vendors sell their solutions for both backup and archival purposes.
4.3 Automated Archival
Automated archival in these systems provides a function which automatically identifies
which files should be archived. Typically such a function would be used to groom the on-line
disk file systems for files which have not been accessed for long periods and/or which are large
files. These procedures are often un-popular since the lack of transparent, automated access
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combinedwith the lack of user control overwhat is archivedcan createvarious problemsfor
both usersand their applications.
4.4 Characteristics of Non-Transparent Access Systems
Clearly these solutions do not provide the benefits of transparent access to files. However, they
can be very cost effective solutions when used with stand-alone tape drives or low cost
autoloaders.
PerformanCe of these systems ranges from essentially off-line to low performance since even
automated systems will require restoration of the file from the archival media before access to
any data can take place. These systems provide no ability to access the data without restoring
the entire file, thus sufficient on-line storage capacity must exist in order to get access to the
data. If sufficient space does not exist, it is up to the user or system administrator to move
other files to create space or to find an alternative location for the file.
The administrative burden of these systems is placed on the user or application to determine
which data should be archived. In addition, manual load system will require manual
interaction to handle media load functions. Clearly data archlved using these systems should
be data which is very infrequently accessed.
5. Transparent Access Systems
The remainder of this paper discusses systems which attempt to provide transparent access to
files held in tertiary storage. By transparent access, we mean that the access methods used to
read or write these files is identical to those used in accessing the operating systems standard
magnetic disk resident files. In order for this to happen, files on tertiary storage must be
available in the file system name space and the standard operating system calls must be
supported for access. There are numerous architectures available providing this functionality.
Each architecture has been designed to provide certain features and functions. We will try to
identify these as well as any trade-offs made by a specific implementation.
5.1 Virtual File Systems Interface (VFS)
In tertiary storage systems implemented on UNIX systems, the most common approach to
achieving transparent access is to utillze the Virtual File System Switch as a mechanism for
inserting new file system types or for extending the functionality of existing file systems. The
VFS provides a standard interface to the internal OS calls dealing with file data. The purpose
of this interface is to allow multiple file system types to co-exist within a UNIX kernel. Because
the calls are well defined and adhered to by all underlying file systems, it is theoretically
impossible for the users, applications, and network protocol packages to identify which file
system is being accessed. This allows file systems to be added to the kernel which are designed
to deal with the idiosyncrasies of the underlying hardware, transparently to the users.
FIGURE 1 shows how the VFS hides the file systems from the users, applications, and network
protocols. The system calls to the operating system and the VFS call layer provide a set of
standard interfaces which allow the introduction of new file system types for handling new
functionality. The VFS is the facilitator which allows many of the architectures on the market
today to provide the transparent access that is so desirable. In addition, since the underlying
file systems are isolated from and invisible to the network protocols, systems implemented
using this layer can be compatible with existing network software, allowing the vendors to
utilize the standard protocol packages available from the OS and network software vendors.
This minimizes the development efforts of the storage system vendors, reducing price,
complexity, and cost.
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While the VFS depicted above is specific to UNIX, new operating system designs, including
Microsoft's NT and most micro-kernels such as MACH are incorporating these concepts.
The transparent access systems discussed below can also be broken down Into two classes of
systems, those which try to provide automated data management and those which do not.
Automated data management has come to be known as Hierarchical Storage Management
(HSM). In HSM, the system attempts to manage the data, keeping it on the appropriate class of
storage for its type and access patterns. A simplistic model of this is to move the least
frequently accessed data from magnetic disk to tape as the magnetic disk fills up and more
space is required. For vendors providing HSM, the goal is to keep the data management
function hidden from the user. This is only possible ff file retrieval is truly automated and the
users access methods remain unchanged. Any solution will only be successful if the user
population accepts it. Users are less likely to subvert the data management solutions if the
solutions are designed well, make good selections, provide good performance, and do not
interfere with their applications.
Systems which are not trying to attempt data management typically will utilize the native
operating systems ability to specify the device as part of the file name specification. In UNIX
this is done by allowing the device to be "mount"ed into the fde system tree. From then on, data
can be created or accessed on that device by using the path name which includes the mount
point of the device. Through these methods, users and applications can control the device on
which their data resides while maintaining system usability by having identical access
methods to those of the primary data storage devices. While no industry accepted terminology
exists for this class of tertiary storage systems, we will call them "direct access" systems in this
discussion.
Even within these sub-classes there are a number of possible architectures which can be found.
These architectures wiU be discussed below in order to see how they impact the criteria which
we are trying to address here.
6. Direct Access Systems
These systems share many attributes with archival systems. The user or application of direct
access systems makes the determination of which device(s) the data should reside on. Unlike
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archival systems,however,the data files can becreated directly on the tertiary storage (or
copied there) using the standard file access methods of the host operating system. Some
vendors call these systems "Direct Access Secondary Storage" since the data is created and
accessed in place on direct access devices with random access characteristics.
Direct access systems exist which will cache the most frequently used data on high speed
devices in order to provide better system performance. Such systems will typically allow
repeated accesses to data to be satisfied from the cache. These systems differ from data
management systems in that the primary copy of the data is on the specified tertiary storage
device, while a copy of the data may exist on a high performance cache device only when it has
been recently accessed. Data management systems, on the other hand, would have the primary
copy on the high speed device and would only create a copy of the data on the tertiary storage
device when the primary copy is about to be deleted. The sophisticated caching methods, of
these direct access systems, blur the distinction between direct access and data management
systems.
Direct access systems are particularly useful in environments where users or applications need
control over data location or where the best location of data can be better determined by the
user or application. Such situations may include:
Secure environments
The applications or users require deterministic location for data integrity,
performance, transportability or other reasons.
Large me situations where the files or the aggregate size of the files being accessed at
once do not fit on the available magnetic disk storage.
Situations where large data streams would force a data management system to purge all
recently accessed data to handle the creation of the resulting large data ides thus
overriding the benefits of the data management algorithms.
System contains primarily small files where the overhead of tracking the data
management function would mitigate the savings potential of tertiary storage.
Environments where the cost of storage Is an overriding concern over the performance
of repeated file access.
6.1 Server Based Direct Access Architectures
In a server based system, FIGURE 2, the tertiary storage is connected to a system which is
responsible for allocation of drives, loading of media, and movement of data to/from the
drives.
In these systems the data for all storage or access functions flows through the server
architecture. Thus this architecture can create certain bottlenecks in the system. Careful
consideration of the software architecture must be given in order to allow the simultaneous
operation of the library and each of the drives to maximize total system throughput. In
addition, the server must be closely matched to the performance requirements of the
application and the hardware devices. A server handling 4 optical disks capable of I MBS each
is clearly a different class of machine from the server which would be required to handle 4 tape
drives capable of 20 MBS each.
In some environments all data processing, at least for a given set of data, is done on a single
machine and no distributed access to the data is required. A direct access tertiary storage
system for such an environment would be typically be configured similarly to a Server Based.
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6.1.1 General Characteristics of Server Based Architectures
Server Based systems implemented as shown in FIGURE 3 have the benefit of providing the
transparent access discussed in relationship with the VFS. Such systems can support local file
access or remote file access using the OS vendors protocols or third party network protocols
available for the host computer.
Some Server Based systems are available which provide transparent access by re-
implementing specific network protocols. These implementations will typically limit the
flexibility, since most only support a limited number of protocols.
A Server Based system will usually provide acceptable performance and functionality in any
environment where file servers are now used to provide distributed access to a single shared
name space. However, since the data stored on tertiary storage is often less frequently accessed
or it is archival data, the applicability of this architecture can he far greater than those served
by file servers alone. Often it is the data rate performance that prevent this type of architecture
from being used. For example, ffthe system was required to support multiple simultaneous 10
MBS data streams to/from high performance helical scan tape drives, it may be difficult, or too
expensive, to configure a single server to handle the requirements.
This architecture is particularly cost effective. Since direct access is being used, the large front
end disk farm usually associated witl_ HSM systems is avoided. Further, since the data rates of
many of the devices used in tertiary storage systems is not particularly high, an inexpensive
server class machine is usually quite effective as the underlying host hardware.
Administrative burden is variable with the specific Implementation and is treated below
where specific implementations are addressed.
The distributed access, server approach used, particularly for VFS based systems, allows these
servers to be utilized in a very broad range of applications and heterogeneous network
environments.
SERVER BASED DIRECT ACCI
FIGURE 2
6.1.2 Direct Access Using a Magnetic Disk File System
Since a number of the devices used in removable media storage libraries have similar
characteristics to magnetic disks, many vendors provide system solutions which use magnetic
disk file systems to provide identical access methods for the tertiary storage. FIGURE 3, below,
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shows a UNIXsystem architecture which implementsthis approach and a alternative file
systemapproach. As shownin this opticaldisk Jukeboxsystem,the standardmagneticdisk
file systemcan beused to write the on-medlaformat of the optical disks in the system. An
additionaldevicedriver, the Jukeboxdevicedriver, is layeredbetweenthe file systemand the
devicedriver which operates the optical disks. This allows the block I/O requests to be
interceptedsothat the correctmediaforthe givenrequestis loadedbeforeactually issuing the
I/O requestto the opticaldisksdrive(s).
In particular, this method is used by a number of vendors for optical disk devices. The
implementationof the devicedrivers is relatively simple to the implementation of a special
file system and some compatibility with the standard OS's file system ks achieved. However,
this approach can not be used for media types which are not substantially the same as
magnetic disk, e.g. WORM optical disks or tape devices since the file system is designed for
random access of re-writable media.
6.1.2.1 Characteristics of Magnetic Disk File System Implementations
As mentioned above, one of the limitations of this approach is that certain types of devices
and media types cannot be used. This stems from the fact that by re-using a file system written
for magnetic disks, we are restricted to operating with device which can emulate the magnetic
disk.
These systems also suffer from restrictions in the design of the file systems used as follows:
The file system typically cannot cross media boundaries. This means that a minimum
of one physical file system will exist per media volume. For two sided media, this will
usually create two physical file systems per volume. This can be a burden for the system
administrator who must now allocate space in much smaller fragments and potentially
move data sets around the volumes as volume space becomes scarce. This will also
typically limit the maximum size of files and will prevent files from being created in
file systems and directories when media volumes become full.
The file system does not know that the underlying media is removable and will
schedule block I/O in random fashion, potentially causing thrashing of the Jukebox. In
addition, since the media is removable, standard file system sync mechanisms will not
function correctly and system crashes may cause extensive file system damage.
The caching mechanisms are also designed for non-removable media and may be
inadequate for the long delays associated with loading and unloading media in a multi-
user or multi-tasking environment.
These factors are typically weighed against system software cost. Systems which are
implemented around custom file systems designed to solve these problems require
significantly more R&D and typically carry a higher price.
Performance of these systems is typically acceptable if the above problems can be avoided.
Thrashing in particular will drive system performance down. In this situation, the random
block I/O patterns keep the jukebox constantly changing media volumes and very little I/O
actually gets done.
6.1.2 Direct Access Using Alternative File Systems
As seen above, it is possible to use the embedded standard file system when the devices used
have characteristics similar to a magnetic disk. But what if the vendor is interfacing non-
standard devices or wishes to solve some of the problems pointed out in the discussions above.
This is where new file systems have been introduced by several vendors. The VFS layer is
called into play to allow a new file system to be added into the architecture where "alternative
file system" is identified in FIGURE 3. This approach has allowed some well known file
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systems to be added, as shown in FIGURE I, which are considered to be a "standard part" of the
UNIX kernel, but which in fact are really add on file systems for dealing with different device
types or even networks. For example:
High Sierra File System (HSFS). Most UNIX systems implement this CD-ROM file
system under the VFS layer allowing the CD-ROMs to be mounted as a separate file
system type.
Network File System (NFS). As a network file system connecting two hosts, the NFS
implementation consists of two pieces. The NFS client software which makes a remote
file system appear as local is implemented under the VFS as a unique file system type.
The NFS server software is implemented as "application code" which makes calls into
the file system services of the VFS just as does any other protocol. This allows the
server code to make any file system under the VFS umbrella available to the network.
These are Just two examples of well known VFS implementations. Just as the HSFS
implementation was designed to handle the differences associated with CD-ROM, third party
tertiary storage solutions using this implementation are free to implement whatever
mechanisms are appropriate for the device being integrated. The designers of these systems
have much more flexibility in handling the idiosyncrasies of the various devices and can add
custom scheduling algorithms, add additional caching, adjust the on-media formats, etc. as
needed to provide good solutions for these devices. Packages are available to deal with re-
writable and WORM optical disks as well as tape devices.
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6.1.2.1 Characteristics of Alternative File Systems Implementations
The virtual file system approach has allowed vendors to directly address the unique
characteristics of removable media devices while providing a standard file system type
interface, making these devices appear as magnetic disks. The flexibility of this approach is
born out by the availability of UNIX style file system interfaces for tape libraries as well as
optical disk Jukeboxes with WORM media.
The cost of these solutions is typically higher than others discussed thus far. This is due to the
extensive software development effort required to write a complete UNIX file system. In
addition, many of these file systems provide features not found in traditional file systems and
invest a great deal in tuning the file system designs to obtain the best possible performance.
Additional caching is available in most of these systems. This caching allows the systems to
provide a higher overall system performance, particularly in mutli-user and multi-task access
environments. Here the cache can be used to implement read ahead and write behind
algorithms which reduce wear on the auto changer hardware and increase overall system
throughput by minimizing the number of volume exchanges required.
Some of these solutions also provide the ability to concatenate the media, thus providing a
single file system view of the entire system. This can greatly alleviate the system
administrators burden when dealing with space allocation. Single file system views also
typically provide full file size support and eliminates the problems associated with full media
volumes discussed above.
6.2 Direct Access with Network Attached or Switched Peripherals
In order to provide high data transfer rates and avoid the potential bottlenecks of server based
systems, several vendors provide access to the tertiary storage peripherals through a high
speed network, e.g. fibre optics, or high speed switch such as HPPI. Such a connection allows
the data to be transferred direct from the data storage device direct to the requesting station.
These systems are only employed in environments where distributed processing and very high
performance distributed data access is required. There would be no need for such a system ffall
data was accessed or processed on the server.
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In thesesystems,in orderto supportsharedaccessto the flies stored on the tertiary storage, a
central file system name space must still be maintained. This central processor is then also
responsible for allocation of the drives, and operation of the library. In a system llke this
caching can get very complicated ff shared simultaneous access across multiple processors Is
supported. In fact, the problem becomes identical to the caching problems addressed in such
distributed file system implementations as DFS and NFS. Since the tertiary storage system
has now become not only a storage subsystem but also a complete distributed file system
implementation, the products tend to be incompatible with other network protocols and much
more complex to administer.
If the files are not shared, each system on the network may maintain its own file system
information and provide specific volume load requests to the library controller. Since each
system tracks its own files, the files are not available to other users on the network. This
model looks much like the server based implementation, without other network users, except
for the fact that the library and devices become shared resources.
The benefits of these systems are that once the data is located, the transfer takes place directly
between the peripheral device and the users processor. With a high speed connection, this
configuration is much more capable of achieving the high transfer rates that are available on
todays latest tape drives. Typically these systems are found handling the high speed data
streams associated with todays super-computers. Since todays workstations are incapable of
driving a 20 MBS tape drive at full speed, using these configurations on a network of
workstations will not typicaUy provide enough benefit to justify the increased complexity and
cost.
6.2.1 Characteristics of Network/Switched Peripherals
Since direct peripheral device access and control is required to implement this architecture,
custom software must be loaded onto both the server and each of the systems requiring data
access. The architectures presented thus far have avoided this by utilizing exiting network
solutions to provide the data access. This add a high degree of administration and support
overhead to these systems. It also requires the implementation of custom data transfer
protocols and control protocols by the software vendor.
Since the peripheral device control is turned over to the remote machine once the media
volume is loaded, it is also not possible to share the peripherals. Once allocated, a drive will be
dedicated to the remote machine until all of its I/O is complete. Therefore, although the I/O is
most likely happening at a much higher rate, there is no ability to use caching as a solution to
providing mutli-user access to the tertiary storage.
The extra software components, hardware components, and complexity of these systems
relegates them to environments where very high performance transfers are required. This is
usually associated with real time data streams or super computer centers in combination with
very fast peripherals such as D1 or D2 tape drives. These same issues also mean that these
systems are perhaps the most expensive to configure.
The requirement of dedicating access to drives and media volumes in this configuration makes
comparison with cached systems difficult. Since contention can create significant delays in
allocation of the drives or access to a particular media volume, the time saved in data transfer
must more than compensate for the ability of a cached server type system to provide shared
interleaved access and cached data. This implies that these systems also work best In
environments with very large data sets.
7. Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) Data Management
HSM or data management systems attempt to provide automated administration of data such
that data is safeguarded against loss, shared access is provided where necessary, and large data
repositories are managed in a performance/cost tradeoff fashion which minimizes the costs of
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keepingthe dataavailable.MostHSMsystemsprovidea viewof the manageddata that makes
all dataappearasthoughit is magneticdisk resident. Thus, the magneticdisk systemsact as
the primary storagedeviceand, in fact, tertiary storageresident data which is accessedis
typicallymovedback to the disk in orderto provideaccess.
Unlike Direct Accesssystems,HSMsystemswill nearly alwaysprovidea first tier of storage
which is a magnetic disk file system. The HSM then controls whether, and when, files are
moved from the primary storage to tertiary storage. This is often referred to as "file
migration", another name used to specify an HSM system. Users are given some level of
control over the factors used to determine which files are migrated, however, it is the
migration software which will perform the move automatically. Typically files are moved
from the primary magnetic disk storage to the tertiary storage in order to maintain free space
for new flies on the magnetic disks. When a file which has been moved is accessed, the file is
moved back to the magnetic disk for access.
Much like direct access systems, HSM systems can be configured in a large variety of
architectures to meet various needs. A typical HSM system today would have only two tiers of
storage, being magnetic disk and an optical disk or tape library. However, more vendors are
now offering multi-tler systems with three or more tiers of storage. For example a system
might move a file from magnetic disk to an optical disk jukebox and then if still not accessed
after an additional time period move the data again to a tape library.
7.0.1 General Characteristics of HSM Systems
HSM systems can be very complex. The analysis of HSM systems requires an in-depth look at
the architecture used and some general issues concerning HSM and how the systems and data
are used. However, it can be generally stated that HSM systems can provide significant savings
in storage costs when used in the right environment. In addition, the automation of the data
management function frees system administrators from the chores of managing disk space
and data archives.
Much like Direct Access systems, the performance, flexibility, network compatibility and
other issues are determined by the specific packages architecture. We will try to address these
below.
In evaluating HSM systems there are several hidden aspects to be aware of. First, HSM
performs its function by being aware of which files have been used recently and which have
not. For this reason it is imperative that nothing on the system destroys this information or
the HSM system Will not operate correctly. However, it is common for backup software to
routinely go through file systems "looking" at ff not accessing all fries. This can cause the HSM
system to see all fries as recently accessed.
Some vendors solve this problem by providing special local and client/server backup packages
which can work With their HSM solutions to solve the problem. With these vendors, the
customer may be locked in to that backup solution, in which case it is imperative that the
backup package also be evaluated as to functionality, cost, performance, etc. since it is the only
backup package which can be used.
Other vendors solve this problem by making their HSM software compatible with third party
backup packages. This is usually done by providing a framework within which to run the third
party package such that it does not destroy the vital information needed by the HSM system.
With such a system, the entire market of available backup packages can be used, leaving more
flexibility for the consumer.
In addition, there are other backup issues;
How do you prevent the backup package from migrating in all fries on a "full" backup.
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Howdoyou restorea migratedfile.
What happensif you restorean old backup tapeon a client. Are the references to
migratedfriesstill accurate.
SelectanHSMpackagewhichhasaddressedtheseissuesin its design.
HSMsystemsalso imposeadditional storageoverheadon tiles they migrate, and sometimes
evenon fileswhich arenot migrated.An HSMsystemwhich putsa file on tertiary storage will
potentially require the followingstorage:
An inodeto track the migratedfile,
A data block for informationabout the file,
A local databaseentry for additional information,
A database entry on the tertiary storage system to track the files location,
An inode on the tertiary storage system for identifying the data file,
and of course the data file itself.
Look at how much storage is used for migrated files and how much disk is required Just to set up
the file migration. For most systems it is not economical to migrate small files.
It is also important to determine whether there are functions on your system which will defeat
the data management system. For example, does anything periodically sift through your file
systems reading files which would cause all files to migrate back. If users use the "file"
command, does the HSM system aUow for that without causing all files to migrate in.
For systems that are composed primarily of very large files, HSM may also be a bad choice. If
each file access causes some other file to migrate out to make room to migrate this file in, then
a direct access system may be a better choice. For example, a 2 GB disk HSM system where all
files are 200 MB and which has l i simultaneous users will thrash the system trying to get all
I 1 200 MB files read in at the same time.
The following are some features to look for In HSM systems.
File data is available as it is migrated in, as opposed to waiting for the complete file to
be resident on the magnetic disk.
It is possible to determine ff a file is resident or non-resident.
Manual migrate in & out is possible.
The system supports high and low watermarks for controlling available disk space.
The system supports pre-migrated fries which can have their space freed up quickly.
The system catches "out of space" and begins "demand migration" creating space instead
of returning an error.
Files migrate in both directions, some system migrate out and only provide Direct
Access to these files after being migrated.
The software can manage pre-existing file systems. File systems are compatible with
the native operating systems file system software.
7.0.2 VFS Versus Non-VFS HSM Implementations
The implementation approach taken implies a great deal about the functionality of the
package. In HSM systems we find, as we did in the Direct Access discussions, that some
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implementations utilize a VFS approach while others re-implement specific network
protocols. These later system suffer from the same flexibility issues, in that all protocols or
access methods supported must be re-implemented and cannot build on the existing system
capabilities. These systems may also suffer from performance degradations associated with
trying to implement file system type functions as application level software. In the UNIX
community, the non-VFS implementations are nearly always Server Based HSM only and do
not support the Client/Server HSM model. One benefit of non-VFS systems is that the
opportunity exists to use mechanisms other than traditional inodes to track files. This could
alleviate some of the duplicated overheads and prevent file systems from becoming full by
running out of inodes.
Those systems implemented as VFS code will typically either overlay data management onto
an existing file system or insert a file system with data management capabilities. The former
approach allows the use of the vendors standard magnetic disk file systems. By layering the
data management function over the existing file system, it is possible to maintain complete
compatibility with all file system utilities and other software.
The approach of adding a unique file system, whether through the VFS or not, means that the
resulting on-media formats will be incompatible with the vendors and a complete set of
separate file system maintenance utilities will have to be used.
7.1 Server Based HSM
In a server based HSM configuration, FIGURE 5, all managed storage is centralized on a file
server. These systems utilize file transfer protocols such as FTP or distributed file systems
such as NFS or DFS to provide decentralized file access services. Any data not resident on the
server cannot be managed by the HSM solution.
For network environments where centralized storage is already in use with network file
servers and where the network clients are usually diskless, this type of system fits well. The
HSM system will continue to manage storage as a central resource and the tertiary storage is
shared as a function of data management of the shared disk farm.
7.1.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVER BASED HSM:
The performance of Server HSM varies with the implementation. A good implementation
should have a minimal impact on the performance of the magnetic disk file system on non-
migrated files. In fact, the managed file system should perform with less than I to 2 %
degradation.
It is usually possible to add Server Based HSM to an existing file server and obtain acceptable
performance, assuming that the performance was already acceptable. These systems should
place a minimal amount of load on a functioning system.
The cost of Server Based HSM should be close to that of Server Based Direct Access systems of
the VFS style. The level of complexity of the two products is roughly equivalent. However,
prices will reflect the type oftertlary devices being supported as well as the type of server.
The administrative load of these systems should be quite low. In fact, most vendors claim the
reduction in system administrator load as one of the cost Justifications of HSM systems.
However, there is certainly an initial setup and learning curve on systems this complex.
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7.2 CLIENT - SERVER HSM:
Client Server HSM, FIGURE 5, provides the ability to manage data at both the client level as
well as at a server level. By creating a client-server network interface, the client HSM software
can manage local data repositories and utilize the storage capacity of centralized tertiary
storage devices. This allows the most recently accessed file data to be moved close to the client
by moving it to the clients local disk while sharing the high capacity lower cost storage devices
for the data which has been migrated from the primary storage.
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The primary consideration when deciding on a Server Based or Client - Server configuration is
the impact on accessing the file systems. Most HSM solutions, in order to provide high
performance in combination with transparent access, keep some type of reference to the
migrated files on the disk, and the file system, where the file was originally created. When
using Client - Server configurations this implies that In order to get distributed access to each
of the diskfull clients files, their individual disk file systems must be "exported" to be made
available for access from other clients. This in effect makes each client a server as well ff
shared access to each clients files is required. However, for environments where shared access
is not required, this method can provide data management to each diskfull machine, high
local file system performance, and access to shared inexpensive tertiary storage.
Since the Client - Server architecture typically supports the client software running on the
server as well, data management of the servers disks is also provided as depicted in FIGURE 6.
This allows shared access to the servers disk file systems combined with data management.
Some systems will also allow the servers disks to be the first "tier" of storage used for migrating
files from the clients. This provides two tiers of high performance storage before files migrate
to tertiary storage.
It is easy to see the flexibility of Client - Server architectures. If the workstations shown in
FIGURE 6 were configured as servers, and each was serving a network ofdiskless workstations,
we would have a configuration which would support a number of decentralized department or
work group servers where each server's local disks had HSM software managing the local data
and moving less frequently used data to a shared tertiary storage system.
7.2.1 Characteristics of Server Based HSM
When the client software is used in conjunction with the server based tertiary storage
components, this system is identical to a Server Based HSM.
For true Client/Server configurations, this system provides the performance benefits of local
disk file systems combined with the benefits of HSM. The client software can also be written to
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beconsistentwith the nativeoperatingsystemscapabilities. On clients with such features as
access control lists (ACLs} or typed files, the client software can retain such functionality while
implementing the data management function. Under Server implementations, the clients may
only see those file system characteristics available on the Server.
The single biggest factors affecting the performance of access to migrated files will be the
network interface used to send commands and data between the components and the
performance of the tertiary storage system. The network interface should be flexible enough to
support a wide range of client implementations. No standard exist at this time for these
interfaces and vendors have all gone their own way. However, standards are expected in the
future, in the hope that the components from various vendors will be able to work together.
System pricing for client server varies widely. Some vendors price by client, others by GB of
tertiary storage and yet others by GB of disk managed. (I'm sure I missed some.) These systems
will typically cost more for equivalent servers and storage devices because of the higher
complexity involved in supporting remote clients. However, the current market forces have
created a broader selection of these systems than high end Server Based HSM systems and
competition seems to be quickly driving prices lower.
7.3 Multi-Tier HSM
In multi-tier configurations, data can be moved from the primary storage through multiple
levels of tertiary storage according the migration parameters. The first tier might be an optical
disk jukebox providing fast random access, fast media load times and a lower cost per MB than
the primary storage. Once resident on the optical disks, data may later become eligible to be
moved again to less available storage. The next tier might be a tape library system. This tier
would feature a very low cost per MB but at the expense of much longer file retrieval times
should the data be requested.
Some systems will have off-line media as the lowest level of managed storage. In such a
system, data moved to the off-line media will require operator assisted media loads for any
requested data. While this is certainly the least expensive, it does require an operator, and data
access is no longer automated.
7.3.1 Characteristics of Multi-Tier HSM
Multi-tier HSM provides a very sophisticated ability to tune the cost of data storage to the
access patterns of the data itself. However, setting up, managing, and tuning such systems can
be a significant effort. In addition, the cost of these systems is higher due to the added
functionality and flexibility. Look carefully to see that the added savings on storage capacity
of the lowest tier(s)justifies the administrative effort and initial purchase differentials.
These systems should be capable of moving data from any tier direct to the user systems
primary storage. The performance impact of having to move the file through multiple tiers to
retrieve the file would create severe performance penalties.
7.4 Distributed HSM Architectures
While we have demonstrated some of the configurations available in HSM solutions from a file
system perspective, we have yet to discuss the flexibility some vendors offer on the tertiary
storage side. Whether or not the system consists of multiple tertiary storage devices as
discussed in the mutli-tier configuration above, it may be desirable for the tertiary storage to
be remote from the primary storage or from other tertiary storage components. FIGURE 7
shows a distributed storage HSM configuration.
The ability to distribute the storage elements of an HSM system can spread the processing, data
transfer and the network loads. This type of capability creates a more scalable system and one
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where additional capacity can be added in smaller increments. The power of any given
componentdoesnot needto bescaledto matchthetotal systemscapacity.
DISTRIBUTED MULTI-TIER HSM
RF
Second
Tier
HSM
Name
Server
First
Tier
FIGURE 7
8. Combined Architectures
It is possible to configure many different system architectures from the individual concepts
presented in this paper. For example, a multi-tier HSM system consisting of a RAID as the
primary storage device coupled with an optical jukebox could be used in a network attached
peripheral system in order to provide the high performance advantages of both architectures
and the central name space attributes of a server based Implementation.
9. Summary
It is not possible to address all of the possible architectures.
however, introduced the basic architectural concepts.
I hope that this paper has,
By having the basic understanding of the various type of Implementation available, it is
possible to analyze ones requirements with respect to performance, cost, transparency,
complexity, etc. and to be able to evaluate the competitive offerings on the market with a more
objective set of criteria. No one vendor offers all of the configurations discussed, It is therefore
Important to understand the technology to determine ff a given vendor's proposal meets your
requirements.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a new high-performance paradigm for accessing removable media such as
tapes and especially magneto-optical disks. In hlgh-performance computing, striping of data
across multiple devices is a common means of improving data transfer rates. Striping has been
used very successfully for fixed magnetic disks, improving overall system reliability as well as
throughput. It has also been proposed as a solution for providing improved bandwidth for tape
and magneto-optlcal subsystems. However, striping of removable media has shortcomings,
particularly in the areas of latency to data and restricted system configurations, and is
suitable primarily for very large I/Os. We propose that for fine-grained media, an alternative
access method, media plpelinlng, may be used to provide high bandwidth for large requests
while retaining the flexibility to support concurrent small requests and different system
configurations. Its principal drawback is hlgh buffering requirements in the host computer or
file server.
This paper discusses the possible organization of such a system, including the hardware
conditions under which it may be effective, and the flexibility of configuration. Its expected
performance is discussed under varying workloads, including large single I/Os and numerous
smaller ones. Finally, a specific system incorporating a high-transfer-rate magneto-optlcal
disk drive and autochanger is discussed.
I. Introduction
"Life does not give ItselJ to one who tries Io keep all Its advantages at once."
Leon Blum
For Dr. Klm "Wombat" Korner, 1953-1993, a good and marvelously unconventlonal frlend and
teacher.
We propose that, for fine-grained media, a new access method, which we have dubbed media
pipellning, can be used to dramatically increase the aggregate bandwidth available. Media
pipelining operates much like pipelining in a CPU with multiple functional units I,
overlapping multiple requests (or portions of a single large request) to improve system
throughput and resource utilization. Many of the analysis techniques applied to processor
pipelines, including space-time diagrams and pipeline reservation tables can usefully be
applied to media pipelining.
Pipelining can benefit single large jobs in a manner comparable to striping, while retaining
the flexibility to accommodate smaller requests that striping may sacrifice. It also easily
supports different system configurations, allowing the system to operate effectively with any
number of drives. This flexibility also means that dynamically changing workloads can be
handled effectively. The principal drawback to media pipelining is high buffering
requirements in the file server or fflesystem cache to achieve maximum throughput.
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Section2 presentssomedefinitionsfor discussingthe performanceof such systems.Section3
briefly explains striping for removable media. We present a contrasting discussion of
pipelining in Section4. Section 5 briefly covershost requirements for pipelining. Section 6
describesin detail onepossibleimplementation,and section7 presentsour conclusions.
Wedefinegranularity as the ratio of the capacity of a medium to its transfer rate. The result is
the amount of time it takes to read the entire medium. Some removable media have a very high
capacity-to-bandwidth ratio. As an example, the ASACA AMD-1340NS HSMO disk drive, with
a medium capacity of 600 MB per side and a transfer rate of 10 MB/s can read an entire medium
in under one minute, which is approximately 4 times the time necessary for an autochanger to
exchange the medium and a drive to perform its load and unload operations. We refer to such
media as fine-grained media, as opposed to those whose read times may be on the order of
hours (for example, the new optical tape has a capacity of one terabyte per reel, and a transfer
rate of 3 MB/s, making a granularity of 3.3x105 seconds, or more than 900 hours), which we
call comme-grained media. Some example granularities of both common and experimental
removable media are summarized i_ table 1 (the capacities for HSMO and ISO MO are for one
side of a double-sided disk). (Note that this simple chart does not take into account drive type
and host interface, which may result in different apparent granularities for the same medium.)
It is easy to see that granularity varies by orders of magnitude. The impact of this feature on
system design has not been fully explored.
Media Type Capacity Transfer Granularity
(MB) Rate (sec)
(MB/s)
3480'tape 200 2 I00
3 2,700VHS T- 120
tape
14,000
25,000
optical tape
15
i0
D-2 S tape
HSMO disk 6OO
ISO MO disk 300 0.6
1,000,000" 3
1,700
60
5OO
330:b00
Table I: Example Granularltles of Removable Medla
It is also sometimes desirable to talk about the effects of media granularity on the total
performance of an autochanger system. In this case the important measure is the
(dimensionless) ratio of the media granularity divided by the cartridge exchange time, G/tx.
2. Assumptions and Definitions
We will discuss both striping and pipelining in the context of two different access patterns. The
first is for an assumed linear scan of a very large (>>Cm) dataset. It will be analyzed primarily
for its steady-state behavior rather than startup or latency. The principal metric is rt, the total
apparent throughput for a complete system.
The second workload is small requests located randomly in the entire available dataspace. In
any removable-media system, with an average request size O(rm*tr), both p and r t are low; a
better metric is x n, the number of requests that can be serviced in a given time. Flexibility and
the ability to support dynamically varying workloads will also be discussed.
We assume throughout this paper that the number of media in use is much larger than the
largest possible stripe set; typically hundreds of media in a single autochanger (or "cart
machine"). We further assume that it is desirable for this entire collection of media to be
composed into a single dataspace (or a small number of large dataspaces). For fine-grained
media this appears to be a reasonable assumption, freeing applications from managing data in
chunks that may be unnatural and result in wasted capacity. However, this does force fixed
addressing, as demonstrated later, making compressing media or other media with highly
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variable capacity poor candidates for pipelining. This also essentially constrains the
management of the media to automated handlers, but fine-grained media are unlikely to be
used for human-handled dataset import/export anyway. While removing or adding media
from/to the middle of the dataspace is impossible once the addressing is fixed, simple
expansion is straightforward -- new addresses are allocated past the end of the existing
dataspace.
Ifa user process is transferring very large amounts of data, >> c m, a fine-grained system is to a
certain extent handicapped. The apparent aggregate transfer rate using one drive, ra, is limited
to rm * p, where
p=G/(G+tx) for tx=tu+tr+tl+ts.
It is clear that for coarse-grain media this ratio p is close to 1, meaning that over the long term
for very large requests (>>c m) that the cost of media exchanges is negligible. However, for fine-
grained systems such as the ASACA HSMO, p may be significantly less than one. Thus, low
granularity would appear to be a significant handicap; can it be turned into an advantage?
Abbr..
B
Cm
Cs
P
rm
Description
buffer space necessary
capacity of a single medium
capacity of a stripe set = S * cm
percentage of time a drive spends
transferring data
transfer rate of a single drive
rs
rp
ra
rt
tm
tl
tu
ti
td
ts
tr
tx
nb
nd
S
Sb
Ss
Sp
Xn
G
transfer rate of a stripe set
transfer rate of a pipeline configuration
aggregate transfer rate including media
exchange times
total throughput for a multi-drive system
robot cartridge move time
drive load time
drive unload time
time for the robot handler to actually
insert/remove a medium
data transfer time
seek time
robot round trip time, perhaps 2*tm
time to exchange a medium, including
eject, setup, and seek
number of blocks per medium
number of drives in system
striping factor (ignoring ECC additions)
block size (in bytes) of media
logical block size for stripe set = S * sb
logical block size for pipeline set = sb
request (transaction) rate (dimension
#requests/time)
granularity = c m /rm (dimension is time)
Table 2: Definitions
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3. The Shortcomings of Striping
One possible way to increase system throughput for large requests is to stripe the data across
multiple media, increasing the available data size and multiplying the data rate. This
approach is fine for fixed disks with stable configurations, but in a more dynamic system with
removable media it presents severe management and use problems and may substantially
increase the vulnerability of the user's data to access problems or media failures.
Hard disk systems that perform some form ofstriping must take steps to ensure the integrity of
the data. The simplest approach, simply copying the data across two disks, improves the safety
of the data but does not help either the transfer rate or the capacity. Larger RAID systems
improve all of the above by using more than two disks and designating one or more disks to
store error correction information 2.
Striping of data across two or more removable media is being investigated 3. The principal
problem with striping of removable media, especially in a robotic system designed to reduce
the latency of access to the data, is that the whole set (perhaps, depending on the management
scheme, minus the error control tape) must be on-line at once to read or write. Figure 1 shows
the logical block layout of two stripe sets laid back to back as a single address space. A minor
consideration is that the block size also goes up by a factor of S.
media I
media 2
Fo-----il1 121"" I n ll
I-0 I 1 I 2 I"" I nb-ll
• t
° i
media S [_0[[ 1 I 2 I'-" Inb-ll media 2S
logical logical
block 0 block nb-1
media S+I 0 I 1 I 2 I"" l nb-1]
media S+2 0 Iill 21"" n_-ll
Ii
ii
0 1
logical
block n b
121-,, nb-11
loglcal
block 2rib4
Figure I: Loglcal Block Layout for Striped Media
Assuming intra-cart machine striping, bringing a stripe set online involves several operations
by the robot to fetch multiple media, and forces the drives to sit idle while other drives in the
set are loaded. Also, ffthe set consists of S striped tapes, ff only S-I drives are available at the
time, the dataset may be unavailable. In a striped system drives must generally be allocated
and used in sets of size S, meaning that the addition of a single drive does little good but the
removal of a single drive may prevent access to data.
For a single cart machine servicing small requests, the maximum rate of requests that can be
serviced, Xn, is I/(tr * S).
Inter-cart machine striping can be used to eliminate the increased latency for media access and
increase the throughput of the system for small requests, but this again is very limiting in
system configuration (requiring S cart machines exactly) and increases the vulnerability of
the system to robot failures. It may be effective for small autochangers (10-tape stackers, for
example) but becomes a very expensive solution for larger autochangers.
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Figure2 showsthe accesstiming for a 4-way Intra-cart machine stripe set.
Drivel
Drive2
Drive3 I i_
|!Drive4
time
[] robot cartridge exchange
• drive load/unload time
• data read/write
Figure 2: Strlplng of Removable Media
4. An Alternative Solution
One answer which appears to address some of the problems of striping for fme-gralned media
is media pipellnlng. It can use a higher percentage of available drive bandwidth, !ncreasLng
total throughput for large requests, and retain the flexibility to accommodate small requests.
The logical block layout for media pipelining can be the "obvious" one, with blocks counting up
on the first medium In the system and continuing consecutively across media boundaries, as
shown In figure 3. A key assumption of this paper, as mentioned earlier, is the desirability of
maintaining a single addressable space (the dataspace).
I011 121"" Inb-ll I011 I 2I""1nbll
÷ ÷ ÷
logical logical logical logical
block 0 block block block
nb-1 nb 2nb-1
Figure 3: Logical Block Layoul for PIpelined Media
The concept of media pipelining comes into play when requests move into the range of the
media size Cm, on up to the terabyte range. How can multiple drives be used to increase thl_
speed at which such requests are serviced? The simple answer is to recognize that the request
spans a disk boundary, and preload the next disk in the request and have it ready to read when
the first disk completes. This in itself is a simple form of pipelining, with the loading of a disk
overlapping the reading of another. However, it commits two drives to the read and provides
the effective bandwidth of one full drive. This we call linear plpeUning (our definition is
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somewhatdifferent from that of Hwang and Briggs). Linear pipelining is illustrated in figure 4.
Even in fine-grained systems, two drives should be sufficient to provide linear pipelining.
Drivel
Drive2
time
I-] robot cartridge exchange
Ill drive load /unload time
m data read/write
Figure 4: Linear Plpellnlng
It is possible, with a little care and appropriate driver software, to increase the drive
utilization with pipelining by allowing the second drive to begin reading as soon as it comes on
line. This we refer to as SUlaerllnear pipellnlng, as in figure 5. The diagram shows the
overlapping reads, and below, a graph of the amount of data delivered to the application,
assuming that the application is infinitely voracious but insists on data being delivered in
order. It can be seen that both drives run at p efficiency, resulting in a total sustained
throughput rt = 2 * r a.
The data that is read off of the second medium before the end of the first medium must be
buffered (represented graphically as the gray area above the data delivered curve). It can be seen
that this peaks right before the end of the first medium. The maximum amount of buffer space
necessary is B = (G - t r) * rm. It should be readily apparent that this requirement can be reduced
by having the system pause before starting the transfer from the second disk, reducing the total
overlap. This obviously delays somewhat the delivery of the data, but may be acceptable
depending on the rate at which the application is truly consuming data (in very long reads, the
impact on average throughput would be negligible anyway). The most efficient configuration is
of course device- and system-dependent.
As the size of the request grows, the fuU resources of the system can be brought to bear on the
problem. For reads of N * c m or larger, we reach steady-state transfer rates utilizing the
maximum percentage of the bandwidth of each drive.
A key feature ofpipelining is its flexibility of configuration, allowing dynamically varying
drive allocation depending on user needs and work load. For example, in a four-drive system,
the first user to begin using the system may receive data at the full transfer rate, just as in a
striped system. A second user entering the striped system may. find his access _to his data
blocked, while the pipeJindd system can-rec_nflgure [pi'esd/nably On _i medium boundary in-t-fie
first transfer) dynamically, reallocating the drives 2-2 or 3-1 in favor of either user, allowing
both to continue working in a manner very analogous to dynamic multiprocessor
configurations. The system should autoconflgure, allowing up to as many users as there are
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drives available (at one drive per user, this would be subllnear plpellnlng, equivalent to a
"stalled" processor pipeline). It Is not even a requirement that the different operations be the
same kind of operation; one may be an excellent candidate for pipelining, one may be a
concentrated series of operations within a single medium, while another is randomly placed
reads and writes throughout the entire dataspace.
D rive 1
Drive2
total
bytes
I I
'1I
[] buffered data • delivered data
time
Figure 5: 2-Way Superlinear Plpellnlng
The pipeline overlap can be decreased when necessary (i.e. when the host cannot afford such a
large buffer) for the simple tradeoff of reduced throughput for plpelined requests.
The system hardware configuration is extremely flexible with respect to the number of drives
in the system. Unlike a striped system, a pipelined system can run comfortably with any
number of drives, allowing drives to be moved, allocated, or maintained without necessarily
forcing the unavailability of the entire system.
For small reads and writes (where "small" in this context may be less than a few hundred
megabytes), << Cm, the probability of the entire read residing on a single medium is high. In
this case, the operation will be dominated by the media load time rather than the transfer time
(as mentioned above, the load time becomes substantially longer in a striped system), negating
any advantage in improved transfer rate from a stripe set. A single drive may be allocated to
the request, leaving the other drives free for other operations, thus allowing the system to
concurrently process as many requests as it has drives.
5. Operating System and File System Requirements
The operating system and file system have numerous demands made of them in a pipelined
system. Both must be able to address large spaces. The device driver must be able to support
multiple physical devices and manage and reassemble data as it comes in. Naturally the
system should support transfers at such high rates.
If the requests to be ptpelined arrive at the driver as a linear collection of smaller requests
rather than a single huge request, the driver should still be able to pipeline the requests by
prefetching data. If the file system provides "hints" it eases the process of determining when a
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prefetchand pipelinesetupwill beworth the extra trouble. As discussedabove,the system
must be able to provide adequate buffer space, which should be readily available in a
configurationwith a minisupercomputerasa file serverfor a supercomputer.
High-speed interfaces are required to make such a system work. HIPPI and SCSI-2 and SCSI-3
are examples. The peak supported I/O burst rate (sum for the I/O busses used for pipelining;
there is no requirement that all the drives be on the same bus) must be at least nd* rm in order
to maximize plpelining.
6. A Specific MO System
Evaluating real-world systems is of course substantially more complex than the abstract
concepts presented above. Probably plpelining is best suited to removable disks, since their
capacity is fixed, although uncompressed 3480 tape, with its low granularity, is also a
possibility.
Asaca has developed the world's fastest magneto-optical disk drive, the AMD-1340N, 4 with a
native data transfer rate of 12.24 megabytes/second, and a cartridge capacity of 1.2 GB (600
MB/side). These represent, respectively, twenty times and two times the values for most ISO-
standard 5.25" MO drives. The speed advantage comes primarily from ASACA's 4-beam head
technology, in which two heads each focus four lasers, for a total of eight beams lifting data off
the disk concurrently. This tremendous speed improvement results in an entire side of a disk
being readable in only 50 seconds. Using the SCSI-2 fast-wide interface, sustained transfer
rates of approximately I0 MB/s are expected, and this is the number used throughout this
paper.
The Asaca ADL-450 HSMO library contains 450 disks, 900 sides, 14,790 sectors of 40,448 bytes
each, for a total capacity of 538 GB. It can hold up to four AMD-1340NS drives. Its potential In
mass storage has already been discussed 5.
With the ASACA cart machine, the In'st disk comes on-line in approximately 15 seconds, and
the second in approximately 23. The disk handler can hold two disks, meaning that during
steady-state striping operations, the handler can prefetch the next disk while a drive is
finishing a read and ejecting the disk, and have the second disk ready to load when the first is
ejected. Thus, although the round-trip exchange time t r is 15 seconds, the load time t I is 8
seconds, the unload time t u is 3 seconds, and the insert time is approximately two seconds, a
new disk can be online in approximately 15 seconds t x = t u + tl + 2 * ti).
For p = G/(G + tx), using G = 60, p = 0.8, so during steady-state pipelining, we can expect to receive
approximately 80% of the drive bandwidth.
Assuming that the driver makes the intelligent choice of mounting the disk with the most data
on it first (a plpelining reordering operation), the worst case for a one gigabyte read is when the
data is split 500 MB each on two disks. In that case, the read should be completed in 50 seconds
of read plus the 23 to mount the disks, for an average aggregate throughput of 12 MB/s.
This transfer rate amounts to an aggregate of 32 MB/sec. across the four drives in a complete
system. The difficulty is in managing the data, drives, and robot to provide fast access in a
relatively transparent manner. A crucial part of the problem is coordinating multiple drives
so that a user may take the best advantage of all the resources the system has to offer.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented here a new concept, the granularity of media, and shown how free-grained
media can be used in a method called media pipelining, which offers some advantages over
striping for fine-grained removable media. It offers additional flexibility and improved
response time compared to striping for small-request and dynamic workloads. For very large
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requests,it can offer improvedthroughput comparedto striping at the cost of high buffering
requirements.
Further work calls for simulations and an implementation to verify predicted performance,
increasedformalizationof the analyticmodel,and possiblyextensionsto the concept to allow
plpellningto be used for coarse-grain media as well. The interaction of media pipellning with
the host operating system also offers challenging work.
1Hwang, Kai and Briggs, Faye' A., Computer Architecture and Parallel Processing, McC_n'aw-HiU, 1984, pp. 145-
212.
2David A. Patterson, Garth Gibson, and Randy H. Katz, "A Case for Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks" Proc.
ACM SIGMOD, June 1988.
3Drapean, Ann L. and Katz, Randy H., "Striped Tape Arrays," Proc. Twelfth IEEE Symposium on Mass Storage
Systems, Monterey, CA, April 1993.
4Nakagomi, Takashi et al, "Development of High Speed Magneto-optical Disk Drive Using 4 Beam Optical Head,"
IEEE Translation J. on Magnetics in Japan, Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 250, March 1991.
5Nakagomi, Takashi, et all, '_Re-Defining the Storage Hierarchy: An Ultra-Fast Magneto-Optical Disk Drive," Proc.
Twelfth IEEE Symposium on Mass Storage Systems, Monterey, CA, April 1993.
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Background
Supercomputers users and vendors are finally
discovering the importance of i/Or
Recently I read a paper titled "Satisfying the I/O
Requirements of Massively Parallel
Supercomputers"
Nice paper, but not a single reference to any
work in the parallel database system field
• I found this:
2j
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AMAZING!
Why Amazing?
• Parallel DBMS community has been working on
this problem for 15 years and essentially has it
solved
• Teradata has systems in the field with over 300
processors and 1000 disk drives!
• Other vendors include NCR/Sybase, Tandem,
IBM SP2, & DEC (soon)
• All vendors use the same basic architecture
• None of the supercomputer vendors use it.
J
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What am I going to talk about?
I wondered the same thing when I saw the
program for this conference
f
Talk Outline
• Hardware and software architectures used by
today's relational DBMS products
• DBMS trends - the transition from relational to
object-oriented
• What is an object-oriented (OO) DBMS?
• OODBMS and standards such at NetCDF
• FutureOODBMS directions
• 1 slide sales pitch
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Database Systems Today
• Relational data model and SQL dominate
• Targeted at commercial applications
• A relational database: set of relations
• A relation: a set of homogenous tuples
Telephone_Book NAmA AddrA_=_= NHmhm
Jones 110 Main St 255-4834
Smith 2164 Lake Lane 238-5936
Smith 5 Roby Rd 748-0192
SQL used to create, update, and query
SELECT Number
FROM Telephone_book
WHERE Name = "Smith"
7_
Relational Database Systems
• SQL is easy to optimize and parallelize
• Terabyte databases, consisting of billions of
records, are becoming common
• Databases of this size require the use of
parallel processors
• Teradata and other commercial parallel DBMS
employ what is termed a shared-nothing
architecture
8_
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Shared-Nothing
Each memory and disk is owned by some
processor that acts as a server for that data
_:::_
IFiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill
;::,"....
..- Iiii!iii!ii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill
• Teradata, NCR 3600, Tandem, IBM SP2
Actual interconnection network varies: trees,
hypercubes, meshes, rings, ...
r
Relational DBMS Parallelism
• 3 key techniques: pipelining, partitioned
execution, & data partitioning
• Pipelined parallelism Partitioned execution
P 4
Telephone_Book Relation
I' '
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Relational DBMS Summary
• Shared-nothing approach has proven to scale
very successful providing both linear speedup
and scaleup on I/O intensive applications
• The largest Teradata systems have over 300
processors and 1000 disk drives (1 terabyte)
• While NASA has lots of satellite data, K-Mart
and WalMart have lots of cash registerst
• Despite all the talk about an I/O bottleneck, the
vendors supplying parallel processors to the
scientific community are not following suit.
• What are they doing?
%_
D_/O Nodes (Shared-Disk)
Each processor has a private memory and
access to all disks
..-
NN
CM-5, Intel Paragon, Cray T3D, IBM 3090
DBMS community have rejected such
architectures
- coordinating access to shared data is complex
- extra cost required for !/O nodes and lheir network
interfaces 12j
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Common Gripes about Shared-Nothing
• Packaging problems
- total nonsense. Teradata is sufficient proof
- by 2000, 1", 1 gigabyte drives will be common
• Interference with application code
- Assume:
,, 50 MIP cpu
,, 20 ms. to do a disk I/0
,, Each "remote" disk request consumes 3000 instructions
locally (1000 to accept message, 1000 to start I/0, 1000 to
send page back to requestor)
- So every 20 ms., 3000 instructions are stolen from
application. These 3000 instructions account for 0.3% of the
available CPU cyles!ll
• The future of parallel computing may be
commodity computers connected by
commodity networking technology (e.g. ATM)
Another Observation
DB community has totally accepted message
passing for both parallel computation & parallel
I/O
Scientific community has accepted message
passing as the standard communication mode
(though HPF may hide a lot of ugly details)
But, is holding on to a "shared-disks"
architecture for the parallel I/O system
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Talk Outline
• Hardware and software architectures used to
today's relational DBMS products
• DBMS trends - the transition from relational to
object-oriented
What is an object-oriented (OO) DBMS?
OODBMS and standards such at NetCDF
Future OODBMS directions
1 slide sales pitch
The Transition from Relational to
Object-Oriented
Why?
Relational DBMS:
- Modeling capabilities too limited:
,, Tuples (records) of base types only!
,, No arrays let alone polygons or polylines
,, No nested tuples or structure-valued attributes
- Application interface (i.e. SQL with cursors)
is simply wrong for manipulating scientific
or CAD data
,, CAD applications love to chase pointers around
- No support for tertiary storage
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What is an Object-Oriented DBMS?
• The marriage of a modern programming
language such as C++ and a modern DBMS.
° From the programming language world:
- Rich type system including classes with encapsulation and
inheritance
- Computational completeness
• From the DBMS world:
- Persistence
- Bulk types ( sets, lists)
- Transactions (concurrency control end recovery services)
- Associative queries (balance < $100)
• Transparent Access to Persistent Objects
Example
• Given the following type definition
class raster_data {
int time;
int frequency;
float image[4096][4096];
}
• Can declare persistent variables of this class:
persistent raster_data X, Y;
• Transparent access to data on disk:
for (i=0;i<4096 ;i++)
for (j=0;j<4096 ;j++)
Y[i][j] = f(X.image[q[j]);
• A year's worth of data:
persistent raster_data GeosDataSet[365];
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OODBMS & Standards like NetCDF
• Data model provided by a typical OODBMS is
much more general than that provided by a
standard
- Typical OODBMS, in addition to arrays and records,
provide sets, lists, and relationships as type constructors
• Transparent access to persistent data makes
manipulation of data residing on secondary
and tertiary storage trivial
- Current products have sufficient performance to satisfy
even the most demanding CAD applications
• Persistent objects are strongly typed with their
type descriptors stored as perslstent objects
in the database
Talk Outline
•
Hardware and software architectures used to
today's relational DBMS products
DBMS trends - the transition from relational to
object-oriented
What is an object-oriented (OO) DBMS?
OODBMS and standards such at NetCDF
Future OODBMS directions
1 slide sales pitch
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Future OODBMS Directions
• Standardization via either ODMG or SQL3
• =Integrated support for tertiary storage
• Extension to parallel processors
- Current products architected for client-server environments
- Only "small" databases supported: 10s of gigabtyss and
not terabytes
- Two possible directions
,, Relational products will adopt a richer type system such as
SQL3
,, OODBMS products will be extended to operate on parallel
processors
,, Joint project between KSR and Intellitic to parallelize
Matisse is the first such effort
21
Parallel-Sets (ParSets)
• Proposed by Kilian, basis of Matisse/KSR effort
• Employs a data-parallel approach to object-
oriented parallel programming
• ParSets extend set type constructor as follows:
- ParSets are partitioned across multiple processors/disks to
facilitate CPU and VO parallelism
- Provide 4 basic operations:
,, Add()
,, Remove0
,, SetApply0 - invokes a method on all the objects in parallel
,, Reduce() function - calculates a single value from all objects
in the ParSet
• Most promising proposal to date. Can be
extended to other bulk types such as arrays,
lists, trees, etc.
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1991, the first lnstantlatlon was installed and tested. It was based upon the architecture
depicted in Figure One and employed a Convex control processor, the STK silo, and custom file
server software developed by our Integration contractor. The purpose of the interim system
was to test the proof of concept and functionality of the product, and most importantly, to
develop lessons learned which would help shape Improvements for the larger I015 bit system.
The system was tested with Cray client systems during late 91 and early 92 and the desired
lessons learned were captured.
The second release would also use a Convex control processor, but would have more
functionality and increased performance. To handle the marked increase in capacity, an aisle
based robotic tape archive with the desired modularity and capacity was developed. Built
under a subcontract, this product was designed, developed, and tested by our integration
contractor. This archive would use the ERg0 D2 helical scan recorders and would be fully
compliant with all of our stated goals and requirements. As we all know, what started as a
custom development has now become a commercial product known as E-MASS. In addition,
varying size robotic libraries are now commercially supported which include the STK Silo, the
Odetics Data Tower (6 TBs) as well as our Data Library ( 150 TBs).
Taking advantage of the rapid expansion of commercially available Mass Storage product
offerings, the Agency began restructuring the ABUNDANT program. In late FY92 a separate
contract was awarded to field a network attached Volume Server based on the D2 recorders and
the Odetics Data Tower. This system would use HiPPI switch technology to suppor
t tertiary tape storage needs of the recently acquired Cray YMP C-90 computer system used by
our research organization. Once again it should be noted that we were acquiring a COTS, vice
custom system. In addition, it was determined that the File Server EMASS product was mature
enough so that the current ABUNDANT contract type (for the second release) could be changed
from developmental to firm fixed price. Other operational changes have allowed this system to
be utilized as a shared resource vice a dedicated system to a s_eciflc user group. Finally, to
accelerate the fielding of the file server system, we decided to first implement it as a Data Tower
this summer, and to then field the larger Data Library in late FY94. These changes have now
been contractually implemented and final planning is being conducted to provide for a smooth
Installation this fiscal year.
Figure Two contains a depiction of both the interim and final file server configurations. It is
important to note that this architecture is totally modular, offers significant flexibility for
future change and upgrades, and clearly satisfies our COTS, footprint, and flexibility program
goals. Figure Three contains a similar depiction of the HIPPI network attached Volume Server
Data Tower system. Our principal activities over the next year will be to perform significant
testing, of both approaches to Mass Storage so as to determine their optimal employment.
Detailed plans are being developed with our customer, support, and operations organizations
to fully evaluate both products.
3.0 Current Environment
I alluded to the appearance in the commercial marketplace of a wide range of products that
have, in most instances, found their way into our current operational environment, since the
inception of ABUNDANT. Let me outline some of these that are used in our daily computer
production. Perhaps the STK Silo could best be described as today's Mass Storage System of
choice at the high end of the spectrum. Numerous silos are employed for the Cray, Convex, IBM
and Amdahl, and other high end processors that we utilize. Silos are used as volume servers
and are usually clustered in groups of two or three. They are cross connected to insure high
availability and permit data interchange.
Next, we use both the Metrum RSS 48 and 600 SVHS robotic tape systems for mid-range
processors. All of these are used as file servers and run the AMASS commercial file server
product. Other AMASS uses employ robotic 8ram tape and optical disk libraries. In addition,
Exabyte robotic controlled 8mm systems (EXB-120s, 10i's, and carousels) are used as volume
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servers principally to perform backup function. A few user groups employ the Epoch file server
software to manage their files.
4.0 Near Term Environment
Later this summer, the first UnlTree evaluation will occur. This test wlll use the Amdahl as the
control processor and the STK silo as the robotic library. Another user group Is acquiring the
TriPlex STX controller and the Sony ID- 1 robotic library for use with a Cray YMP system. As
previously stated, both the EMASS Data Tower FileServ and VolServ systems will be Installed
this year for evaluation. The Data Library EMASS FlleServ product will replace the Data
Tower in 1994. In addition several IBM 9570 RAID disk devices will be fielded; some will be
tested as H1PPI attached network storage. Plans are being developed to evaluate shared file
systems among multiple client computers with these devices.
5.0 Future Environment
One of our principal goals for the future Is to match massively parallel processing with
network attached storage. We have been active with the IEEE Mass Storage Reference Model
Committee and other forums and will continue to participate. We Intend to deploy Mass
Storage technology to selected field sites In order to reduce our network bandwidth
requirements. We intend to field an architecture that employs network storage devices which
are readily accessible by any of our processors, yet has directly attached storage In those areas
where security and access requirements dictate. We will closely monitor research work In
these areas as well as that done in tape striping. We will also continue to closely monitor
optical tape.
One of our principal lessons learned over the years is that we can no longer afford to enter Into
a custom development effort for Mass Storage. We must and will rely upon published
standards, COTS products, and open systems architectures. We believe that the computer OEMs
must accommodate storage product support as a price to do business. Finally, we believe that
system reliability, manufacturer warranty, and support costs are just as important as any
other acquisition consideration.
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Introduction
Competitive pressures in the oil and gas industry are requiring a much tighter integration of technical data into E&P
business processes. The development of new systems to accommodate this business need must comprehend the
significant numbers of large, complex data objects which the industry generates. The life cycle of the data objects is a
four phase progression from data acquisition, to data processing, through data interpretation ending finally with data
archival (Figure 1.) In order to implement a cost effective system which provides an efficient conversion from data to
information and allows effective use of this information, an organization must consider the technical data management
requirements in all four phases. A set of technical issues which may differ in each phase must be addressed to insure an
overall successful development strategy.
The technical issues include standardized data formats and media for data acquisition, data management during
processing, plus networks, applications software and Girl's for interpretation of the processed data, Mass storage
hardware and software is required to provide cost effective storage and retrieval during the latter three stages as well as
long term archival.
Mobil Oil Corporation's Exploration and Producing Technical Center (MEPTEC) has addressed the technical and cost
issues of designing, building and implementing an Advanced Computing Environment (ACE) to support the petroleum
E&P function, which is critical to the corporation's continued success. Mobil views ACE as a cost effective solution
which can give Mobil a competitive edge as well as a viable technical solution.
Cmy MPP
Shlpbome Recorder
EMASS E-Mass
Alslo 8y_i__ Towm"
........ _ WCO4leboratlv.
Existing Tape Library ExJstlng Hardcopy Records
Figure I Data Life Cycle
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Acquisition
The search for hydrocarbon accumulations requires an analysis of the earth's subsurface using the seismic reflection
technique. Seismic data sets are acquired by land and marine crews over areas of interest and organized into surveys
which are thentransformed to 2-D or 3-D images of the subsurface. The increasing use of 3-D surveys in field exploitation
has reduced the percentage of dry holes drilled from approximately 70% to 80% in the 1970's to 20% to 30% in the 1990's
by providing more accurate and comprehensive geologic information. This reduction is significant when the cost of
drilling a well in deep water exceeds $100 million. But the trend to 3-D, and denser spatial data sampling has resulted
in survey data sets which are terabytes in size. A single seismic acquisition vessel (thereare approximately 90 in operation
today) may collect 240 channels of seismic data every 12.5 meters using a 2 millisecond sampling rate. This amounts
to 4 GBytes of data collected each hour or a terabyte (TB) every l0 days. As Figure 2 indicates, the trend since 1965 is
a 5-10 fold increase each year in the amount of seismic data collected per square kilometer surveyed.
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Figure 2. Seismic Data Volumes
from Martin Thompson & lan Jack, Seismic 92
TheProblem
Data/Km 2
The challenge in the acquisition phase is how to contain the increasing cost of seismic data collection and storage using
a standard mass storage technology which is generic to the foliow-on processing, interpretation and archiving phases.
The _St0ragem_dia_tec_ol0gles in use mdayare=9-track ' tapes and 3480c_dgeS_ A 10 TB Survey requires
approximately 66,000 9:track tapes or 50,000 3480 cartridges with a total media cost of $500K to $1000K. To transport
the Survey to be processed, as well as to replehish the Supply of media, requires a costly port call by the seismic vessel.
Then the land/air transportation to the seismic processing center may well exceed $100K. The bottom line to the
acquisition contractor and ultimately the end user is a 3-D survey which may approach $100 million in acquisition costs !
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The acquisition contractors are always evaluating the latest storage media technologies for adaptation to seismic vessels.
Of particular interest today are the helical scan technologies because of the higher media densities, faster transfer rates
and increased reliability. Mobil is cooperating with acquisition contractors to evaluate the 19ram D-2 media technology.
The D-2 technology enables the storage of a 10 TB survey on 400 small (25 GB) cassettes which cost $17K, 140 medium
(75 GB) cassettes which cost $13K or 70 larger (165 GB) cassettes costing $15K. Port calls will not be required to off-
load the D-2 cassettes or to replenish the D-2 supply nearly as often and the projected transport costs to the processing
centers will be two orders of magnitude lower than current costs. The ability to make a backup copy of the survey field
data, something not done today, prior to transporting to the processing center is akey advantage to insuring the security
of the survey against catastrophic loss. In the past, entire surveys have been lost in transit and had to be reshot. The backup
of the survey will result in lower insurance premiums.
The data transfer rate and reliability of the D-2 technology is also important to the data acquisition process. Faster
sampling rates and increased number of input channels in the future translate to higher bandwidth requirements. The D-
2 recorder is capable of sustained transfer rates of 15 MB/sec and the reliability of the D-2 recorder has been measured
at one permanent write error per TB with a 99% confidence. The features of the D-2 technology have led major oil
producers such as Mobil, Shell and British Petroleum to request the development of a standard D-2 tape exchange format
for seismic data by the industry standardization bodies including the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG),
International Association of Geophysical Contractors (IAC-C) and Petrotechnical Open Software Corporation (POSC).
Processing
The processing of seismic field surveys to develop 3-D images of the subsurface consists of several computation steps.
But before the computations begin, the field data media must be manually mounted and the data transferred into the
computational engine. This step can take months in the case of a 10 TB survey stored on 9-track or 3480 media due to
the thousands of manually intensive tasks required and the relatively slow transfer speeds from the 9-track and 3480
recorders to the compute engine. Estimates of the cost of this step range from $1 to $2 per media when the manual
handling, data administration and storage of active data are taken into account. Mobil has minimized these costs through
the use of D-2 media and the EMAS S® DataTower TM from E-Systems. The DataTower TM is a robotically controlled mass
storage device about the size of a soft drink vending machine with a capacity of 5.7 TB of data stored on 226 small D-
2 cassettes. The D-2 cassettes are accessed within 30 sec and loaded into one of four ER90 TM D-2 recorders contained
in the tower, each of which can transfer data at up to 15 MB/sec to Mobil's Convex C3220 file serving computer. In the
future, Mobil plans to migrate all active and archived data to an EMASS® DataLibrary TM which is scalable to a 10,000
TB data capacity and bandwidth _pacity which matches any commercially available supercomputer or MPP.
Each computational step to convert field surveys to image data requires careful analysis with intermediate data sets and
partial test data sets created by different algorithms with multiple analytical parameters tuned for differing geophysical
subsurface properties. A large 3-D survey can take months to process on the largest vector supercomputers. Mobil is
reducing the time required for each of the computational steps by using a CM-5 massively parallel processor (MPP) from
Thinking Machines. The EMASS file-serving Convex platform is connected to the CM-5 by an Ultra Network
Technologies HiPPI channel which sustains a bandwidth of about 10 MB/sec.
It is desirable to store the interim results of the computational steps because the process is recursive, plus the results of
step n+3 may indicate that a return to step n is necessary because geophysical parameters used on step n+l were not
optimal. Today the output of the current processing step is transferred to 3480 tape media because the amount of disk
required to store these results is cost prohibitive and the earlier, interim steps are therefore deleted. The output of the
current step normally requires many 3480 or 9-track media and results in additional manual intervention. Another I/O
bottleneck occurs when the output data set on 3480 or 9-track media is used as the input stream for the next processing
step. The supercomputer incurs an I/O wait while the slower I/O device transfers the data to the CPU and this I/O wait
can amount to a yearly cost amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars. This I/O wait is reduced significantly bY using
the ER90 TM recorders as a virtual disk, storing the output stream and then transferring the data as an input channel to the
next compute process.
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The long, compute intensive processing steps are susceptible to errors inherent in the datastorage media. Permanent write
errors in the input data stream to the seismic processing procedures can cause abnormal termination of the processing
and require restarts and/or reprocessing. The improved reliability of the ER90 TM recorders and D-2 media reduces the
risk of these occurrences and is a major reason why other major producers such as Aramco and Exxon are seriously
considering the D-2 technology.
Interpretation
Elements of the modern interpretation environment include high-performance X-based desktop displays, fast networks,
tools for collaboration between remote sites, and seamless access to data. An advanced prototype environment, named
MobilView, has been constructed to demonstrate key aspects of this environment.
Subject areas covered in the interpretation environment include:
-Relational (drilling, geoscience, and engineering)
-Vector (downhole sensors, hydrography, political boundary)
-Array (raw seismic, processed seismic, scanned photos and microfiche, scanned paper documents)
-Other (grid/CAD files, multimedia, compound documents)
The desktop user interface is geographical in nature, in line with users's mental models of the world. The user interface
conforms to draft versions of an extension to the Motif style guide, which has been developed by an oil industry
consortium known as the Petrotechnical Open Software Corporation (POSC). At the physical level, the underlying
cartographic database has been organized using tree-structured tiling methods to ensure rapid data access over a wide
dynamic range of scales.
The primary objective of MobilView is rapid viewing of large complex data objects, spanning a variety of formats.
Secondary objectives include low-volume data ingest, file routing, and project archiving/recovery. Little emphasis is
placed on actual computational processing, 3-D visualization, or hardcopy output. The viewing environment consists of
a collection of Motif display programs ranging from purchased oil industry-specific tools to publicly-available image
viewers. These are all integrated under a common shell and launcher environment that is fed by disk and cassette-based
components of the storage hiearchy.
Image scanning and ingest in low volume are supported by a software environment that enables the user to pick an object
(e.g., a seismic line) from the map or from alist, then scan in one or more hardcopy documents or images using a deskside
scanner. The primary key association is made transparently and the user may then key in ancillary information about
the scanned hardcopy. A browse-and-route function allows the user to browse through thousands of images and other
large data types, and then route a file to destinations including the user's local workstation, a high-end processor (such
as an MPP), or to a plotter.
Archiving functions have been developed to capture the results of long-running multidisciplinary studies. A named
archive can be created and associated with a site, and files entered. Bulk data in any of the supported formats may be
written to D-2 cassette and their associated metadata updated. Mandatory metadata includes an archive's geographic
boundaries, thus enabling placement on the electronic map anduse for later browsing. Upon selecting the archive, its
contents are displayed for detailed browsing, display, or file routing over wide-area networks.
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Archiving
B y emerging standards for archive size, the needs of a large oil company represent a medium-size (one Petabyte) problem.
Data ingest consists of a mix of low-rate scanning input, medium-rate transcription from low-density tape, and direct
insertion of D-2 tapes from offsite acquisition and processing activities. The upper limit of a petabyte is projected to
consist of:
-hardcopy scanning = 400 TB total
.existing tape library = 200 TB total
-future (15 year) inflow = 400 TB total
interpretation results @10 TB/yr
acquisition processing @15 TB/yr
The requirements for an archiving function include long effective media life, scalability, and reliability. Typical data
has value for 15-20 years, comparable to the nominal lifetime of most magnetic tape media. Given the large number of
files per tape on D-2, the likely failure mode becomes one of mechanical wear and tear. This occurs at approximately
1000 mount/dismount cycles, estimated at 2-3 years. The EMASS FileServ software enables automated transcription
to be invoked after a specified number of cycles or at a given error rate threshold.
Scalability is important for supporting physically remote offices having relatively poor data communications service.
Current plans are to configure non-robotic servers consisting of a pair of ER-90 rM recorders managed by a RISC
processor. With the ability of the recorders to use the large (165 GB) cassette, this gives a respectable 300 GB' slow disk'
facility. Bulk data transfer from the central archive could then be done on off-hours. The usual issues of synchronization,
federation, etc. found in distributed database environments exist here as well v
At the high end, the archive must be designed to scale up from the present 10 TB systems to 1000 TB library systems.
D2 Cassette replication will be needed to ensure backup and disaster recovery. Long-range technology planning for
future media (optical tape, holographic) is simplified in a robotically-accessed environment having computer managed
metadata. With increased data density from 3-D seismic data acquisition and the growth of full-motion video, the
nominal one petabyte case may be overtaken by events later in the 90's.
Conclusion
The oil and gas industry is currently one of the largest application areas for high-density mass storage technology. Current
immaturity of the technology and standards forces the use of rather custom systems; by late in the decade, however, off-
the-shelf one petabyte systems should be readily available. At the high end, Grand Challenge problems will spur the
development of large integrated systems, while sub-petabyte systems will be commodity items in use by thousands of
organizations. The seismic problem is a challenging one. The global competitiveness of the U.S. oil industry depends
on solving this problem.
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Abstract
There is a trend in institutions with high performance computing and data management
requirements to explore mass storage systems with peripherals directly attached to a high
speed network. The Distributed Mass Storage System (DMSS) Project at the NASA Langley
Research Center (LaRC) is building such a system and expects to put it into production use by the
end of 1993. This paper presents the design of the DMSS, some experiences in its development
and use, and a performance analysis of its capabilities. The special features of this system are:
I) workstation class file servers running UniTree software; 2) third party I/O; 3) HIPPI
network; 4) HIPPI/IPI3 disk array systems; 5) Storage Technology Corporation (STK) ACS 4400
automatic cartridge system; 6) CRAY Research Incorporated (CRI) CRAY Y-MP and CRAY-2
clients; 7) file server redundancy provislon; and 8) a transition mechanism from the existent
mass storage system to the DMSS.
I. Introduction
The Distributed Mass Storage System (DMSS) project at the NASA Langley Research Center
(LaRC) integrates emerging technologies from the areas of data storage hardware, high speed
communications, and mass storage system software into a system that overcomes the
limitations of the current approach to mass storage. The DMSS is characterized by
peripherals attached directly to a network, and a workstation acting as the file server. The file
server will no longer be an active participant in most data transfers because they will occur
directly between the peripheral and the requesting client.
The first phase is a prototype system to provide a proof of concept. It will also provide a base
for testing ideas, and measuring and tuning performance. Once the prototype system is
successfully completed, the production phase of the project will be initiated. This phase will
include the procurement of necessary production storage and the addition of other
functionality, such as network-attached tape.
2. Background
The Analysis and Computational Division (ACD) is responsible for providing a Mass Storage
System (MSS) to meet the storage needs for both central and distributed computing systems at
the NASA LaRC. The current production MSS is implemented on LaRC's CRAY Y-MP. The
system consists ofa CRAY disk and three STK 4400 robotic tape libraries. The disk is managed
by CRI's Data Migration Facility (DMF) software. When it fdls to a site specified threshold, the
DMF automatically moves selected files to the STK libraries. Files that reside on tape are
transparently moved back to disk upon access.
The main access method to the MSS is through a set of LaRC-developed Explicit Archive and
Retrieval System (EARS) commands (masput, masget, masls, etc.) which allow the users to put,
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get, llst, move, remove, make and remove directories, and change attributes of MSS files. Fries
are transferred over the local area network to and from the CRAY disk. Users may also use the
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) which is available for most network-attached machines.
The current MSS is typical of large scale mass storage systems in use today. Each transfer
results in data flowing through the file server before arriving at its destination. In order to
meet high performance demands, this server is usually a supercomputer or mini-
supercomputer. Because of the high cost of this class of machine, the current system has
Limited expandability, scalability, performance, and availability.
3. Goals
The primary goal of the DMSS project is to move away from costly proprietary hardware and
software solutions towards an open systems approach that does not limit expandability or
scalabillty. The hardware and software purchased and developed for the DMSS must adhere to
industry standards. This will facilitate expandability, scalability, and changes to hardware
and software platforms. Software used and developed must be portable so that [,aRC efforts and
experiences can benefit other sites with common masS_St0rage requirements. The system must
be capable of providing high-speed access to files for selected client machines (i.e. the
supercomputers), while not penalizing the performance of other clients.
RS600097O
Cray-2
K_ IBM 9570RS6000560 Disk Array
Ethernet
Figure l
DMSS Prototylx
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4. DMSS Prototype
4.1 Equipment
The DMSS prototype [Figure I I consists of an International Business Machines Corporation
(IBM) 9570 disk array, two IBM RS6000 workstations (models 560 and 970), a CRAY Y-MP, and
a CRAY-2. All of these pieces are connected to a Network Systems Corporation (NSC) PS32
High Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) Switch [1,3]. The workstations are also connected
to the existing STK 4400 tape libraries through a SCSI interface. A separate ethemet network
connects the workstations and the disk array. This ethernet is used for disk array control and
tape mount requests to the STK Sun workstation.
The disk array uses the Intelligent Peripheral Interface (IPI3) protocol [4]. IPI3 commands may
be submitted to the disk array via either the HIPPI interface (using HIPPI/IPI3) or the ethernet
interface. Data can be directed to flow through either interface. The current disk array
supports the Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) level 3 and supplies 40 GB of
storage.
The file servers for the prototype system are IBM RS6000s. Each file server currently has 3.5
GB of local disk, 128 MB of memory, and HIPPI and ethernet connections.
The CRAY supercomputers act as clients in the DMSS prototype system. They request data
transfers from the file servers. The CRAY-2 has one HIPPI channel and the CRAY Y-MP has
two.
The PS32 HIPPI Switch allows up to 32 machines or peripherals to be connected. The switch
allows multiple HIPPI connections without any degradation to standard HIPPI performance.
Switches may be hooked together to provide more connections.
UniTree, a product of OpenVision, is a mass storage system software package which manages a
storage hierarchy for files. UniTree is available on almost all open system platforms. We are
currently running version 1.0 of the National Storage Laboratory (NSL) UniTree. The NSL
modified version 1.7 of the general UniTree product and made numerous enhancements. The
enhancements of particular interest to the DMSS project are support for HIPPI-attached disk
arrays and multiple dynamic storage hierarchies. UniTree provides FTP and NFS interfaces to
its fllesystem and also supports distributing pieces of the system to different machines (i.e. one
machine can support tape functions while another supports the disk cache).
4.2 Data Flow in the DMSS
Throughout the rest of this paper, components of the DMSS will be discussed in terms of the
IEEE Mass Storage Reference Model (MSRM), Version 4, and the current evolution of Version 5
[5,7].
Clients of the DMSS that have HIPPI channels and the appropriate software drivers can take
advantage of the speed of the disk array. These machines have bitflle client software which
sends UniTree file transfer requests to the fde server. UniTree then instructs the disk array to
transfer data to/from the HIPPI port specified in the file transfer request. The disk array then
initiates the data transfer with the requesting client's software component, called the mover,
which moves data between the proper memory address and the HIPPI channel. The protocol
used to accomplish the data transfer is IPI3 third-party [8].
Other clients of the DMSS, which do not possess HIPPI channels, cannot trade data directly
with the disk array. For these clients, one of the file servers acts as an intermediary. The file
server receives requests from them through a standard protocol (FTP or RCP). The file server
then transfers data between the client (through FTP or RCP) and disk array (through IPI3 third
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party). It is worth noting here,while hundreds of theseclients exist and make useof the
current MSS,they only accountfor approximatelytwenty percentof all data transferred.
TheSTKlibrariesareconnectedto the file serversanddonot have HIPPIconnectivity. During
a file migration,a file serveracts asa HIPPIclient (asdescribedabove)to getdata from the disk
arraybeforeit writesthedata to the tape. During a file recall a file server readsthe data from
tapebeforesendingit to thedisk array.
The Initial user interfaces supportedby DMSSinclude FTP,RCP,and EARS. All of these
interfacesareexplicit file transfer mechanismswhich transfer completefiles sequentially.
4.3 Redundancy
The approach for providing high availability is through redundant equipment. The
production system will consist of two disk arrays, two workstations, and two HIPPI switches.
This allows for the loss of any single piece of equipment without incurring lengthy down time.
There are external SCSI disks that house the NSL/UnITree databases. Upon the loss of one
server the other can be reconflgured to take over the functionality of the unavailable server,
with access to the most up to date databases. The redundancy of equipment also allows for new
system testing and development without impacting production use.
5. Prototype Development Work
The prototype system required LaRC to undertake development and integration work. The
areas that needed development were IPI3 third party movers for the CRAY machines, user
interfaces, and a mechanism to transition our current production system data to DMSS in an
efficient manner.
5.1 Mover for the CRAY Y-MP with Model E Input/Output Subsystem (IOS)
In order to provide third-party transfer for the supercomputer client, movers have been
developed for both user space and kernel space. The kernel version has been chosen for
production use because it allows access to DMSS from multiple processes and fair sharing of
the mover's system resource, the HIPPI channels. The user space version only allows one
process to access the HIPPI channel at a time.
Mover Interface
The bltfile client, which is a set of NSL UniTree functions, communicates with both UnlTree
and the mover. It communicates with the mover by issuing transactions which consist of the
following information:
function - action to be performed (such as read, write, or cancel)
transaction identifier - a 32-bit integer which uniquely identifies the transaction
buffer - a pointer to a buffer
length - the data length in bytes of the transaction
device index - the device index of the HIPPI device used for this transaction
status - pointer to a status structure associated with this transaction
When the bitflle client issues a transaction to the mover, it also issues a companion request to
the file server which results in the file server issuing one or more IPI3 third-party transfer
requests to the disk array system. The disk array system then sends the waiting client's mover
one or more Transfer Notification Responses (TNR), each of which contains a Transfer
Notification Parameter (TNP) with the following information:
transaction identifier- a 32-bit integer which uniquely identifies the transaction
offset- offset in bytes of this segment relative to the beginning of the transaction
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length-data length in bytesof this segment
last_transfer_flag - flag to indicate that this request is the last transfer for the
transaction identifier
The moveruses the TNPinformation to take action to completethe third-party transfer. One
transaction requestfrom the UniTree bitfile client may result in multiple TNRsdue to file
segmentationand systemresourcesharing requirements. Themovermakesno assumptions
asto the orderofarrlval or segmentlengthoftheseTNRs.It alsodoesnot assumethat all TNRs
for a particular transaction identifier must arrive before it can handle the TNRof another
transaction identifier. [8]
Mover Design
The mover maintains transaction queues and other information necessary to manage requests
from multiple processes. The mover also maintains two kinds of internal buffers. It owns
three large buffers used to receive the TNR and data, and many small ones used to store the
HIPPI-FP (Framing Protocol) header and IPI3 command for a write request. The buffers are
necessary because the mover must always be ready to accept a TNR for any transaction in the
system.
The size of the large buffer limits the amount of input data coming from the disk array system
via UniTree. As the buffer size increases, the number of HIPPI packets needed to perform the
transfer decreases. An appropriate buffer size must be chosen to maximize performance and
minimize waste of memory. The raw HIPPI driver on the CRAY Y-MP can handle a HIPPI write
that has data split between two buffers. Therefore, the mover only needs to provide small
buffers for the HIPPI-FP header and IPI3 command, and the user data does not need to pass
through an intermediate buffer on a write. The size of the output packet is slightly larger than
the user buffer size and is only limited by the maximum size ofa HIPPI packet supported by the
Model E IOS.
There is a set of commands to provide the following operational capabilities for the control of
the mover:
Initialize the mover environment.
Halt all mover operations immediately (without shutting down the supercomputer
client).
Disable the submittal of transactions.
Drop all active transactions.
Close all HIPPI devices.
Clear mover internal tables.
Disable the submittal of transactions; all current transactions will be allowed to
complete.
Re-enable the submittal of transactions.
Provide dynamic configuration capability for message logging options.
Provide dynamic configuration capabilities for changing the time interval length for a
transaction to be considered as timed-out and the time interval length to do the periodic
checking.
5.2 Mover for the CRAY-2
The mover for the CRAY-2 is similar to that of the CRAY Y-MP, except for the handling of the
third-party write. The raw HIPPI driver does not support a two buffer write. As a result, the
mover's large buffers are used to pack the HIPPI-FP header, the IPI3 write command, and data
into one contiguous area to be sent out with one HIPPI packet to the disk array system. So the
bitflle client on the CRAY-2 can only submit requests to UniTree for transfers of size equal to
or less than the large buffer size., Currently, the user space mover for the CRAY Y-MP has been
ported to the CRAY-2. The porting of the kernel code began in June, 1993.
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5.3 User Interfaces
The EARS commands have been rewritten for DMSS clients with HIPPI channels. These
commands submit requests to NSL/UniTree using the supplied libnsl library. This library acts
as the bitflle client and uses the LaRC developed mover for data transfer. This version of EARS
is supported on the CRAY Y-MP, CRAY-2 and IBM RS6000.
Non-HIPPI attached machines have to retrieve their files from one of the file servers. These
machines can get data either through FTP, RCP, or EARS. FTP is provided with UnlTree. Two
options are currently under Investigation for providing RCP access. The first uses a locally
modified version of RCP that understands how to talk to UniTree and the disk array (much llke
the EARS commands for the CRAYs). The second is to NFS mount the UniTree file system and
use the regular RCP. The modified RCP currently works, but NFS with the disk array does not,
so no compatlson of performance is available at this tlme. The EARS Interface is available to
all distributed machines and is built using RCP for file transfers.
5.4 Transitioning From the Present DMF/UNICOS System to NSL/UniTree
The current LaRC MSS has more than a million files which comprise 1.5 terabytes of data on
the STK ACS 4400 tape library under DMF management. LaRC has developed software that
provides a mechanism for users to access any data in the current mass storage system on the
first day of DMSS usage. The transition of DMF data Into the DMSS is transparent to the users
and requires minimal down time for the current system.
The day before DMSS production, the current mass storage system will be shut down for the
transition process to take effect. First, on the CRAY Y-MP, a database called LaRCDB will be
created usIng inode information of the current mass storage file system, the DMF daemon
database, and the tape catalog database. The LaRCDB will then be moved to the file server. For
each entry In LaRCDB, an entry will be created in the UniTree name server with a special flag
set, indicating that it is a DMF formatted file. When a DMF file is accessed by a user via
UniTree, the DMF flag will result in the tape fde being staged onto UniTree disks using locally-
developed routines incorporated into UniTree. After the staging, the DMF file becomes a bona
fide UniTree file and its entry In the LaRCDB will be marked as soft-deleted.
While all the DMF files are available for UniTree users when they access them, not all of those
files will be accessed by the users. So after DMSS is in production, a utility will be run on non-
prime shifts to transition DMF files, cartridge by cartridge, into bona fide UniTree files until
all files have been transferred.
6. Current Status
The prototype system is currently in a functional state. Test files are constantly being
transferred, compared, and migrated. A majority of the effort now is spent testing and
stabilizing the locally developed software and NSL/UnlTree. The major items still in
development are the CRAY-2 kernel mover and the transition software.
6.1 Performance of the DMSS
The initial tests of accessing DMSS data on the disk array system have been encouraging. The
performance figures are grouped into three parts: disk array performance, file transfer
performance to and from the CRAY Y-MP with Model E IOS, and flle transfer performance
between a Sun workstation and DMSS. The Sun is connected to the local area network via
ethernet. The supercomputer's statistics were gathered on an idle machine, whereas the
statistics for the local area network access were gathered in a normal production traffic
environment. The IBM 9570 disk array system is configured using a 64K block size. All file
transfer performance measurements include the whole transfer time between the client disk and
the UniTree-managed disk array.
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Disk Array Performance
Figure 2 shows the performance for the IBM 9570 disk array in both the first-party and third-
party modes. Third-party performance was gathered using the CRAY Y-MP as the client and the
IBM RS6000 560 as the file server. The performance includes the overhead of the command and
response packets sent over the ethernet for control.
Complete File Transfer Between CRAY Y-MP and the DMSS
The timing measured is for file sizes of .5MB, 2MB, 16MB and 64MB, which are all block-
aligned. Transfers that are block-aligned occur directly between the disk array and the CRAY.
For non-aligned parts of a transfer, the file server is responsible for performing the transfer
with the disk array [8]. In this case, the file server gets data from the CRAY's mover and places
it on the disk array. This part of the transfer has been observed to take between 0.06 and 0.5
seconds.
Figure 3 compares the DMSS read transfer rates of different file sizes using large buffer sizes of
IMB, 2MB and 4MB. The graph for the 4 MB buffer case shows a decrease of performance as the
file size increases from 16MB up to 64MB. This is due to the time necessary to flush the CRAY
disk cache buffer. The performance of the current system is also plotted to show the increase of
performance of DMSS.
Figure 4 compares the DMSS write transfer rates of different file sizes using large buffer sizes
of 1MB, 2MB and 4MB. The write scenario is not limited by the large buffer size but rather the
user level program's, namely masput's, buffer size. The graph shows that changing the user
level buffer size from 2MB to 4MB did not yield a proportional increase of performance. The
performance of the current system is also plotted for comparison. The CRAY's disk buffer
cache was cleared before each transfer.
Figure 2 shows that larger buffers give increasingly better results. This is true for data
transfers between the disk array system and the client's memory, but not for disks to disk file
transfers. Both Figures 3 and 4 support the choice of 2MB for the mover's internal large buffer
and user level program's buffer. Choosing buffer sizes larger than this gives rapidly
diminishing returns due to the CRAY disk speed and the size of the CRAY disk buffer cache.
Complete File Transfer Between the LaRC Local Area Network and the DMSS
Figure 5 gives the statistics for DMSS access from a Sun workstation on the LaRC campus local
area network. Masput and masget make use of the modified RCP (on the file server) which talks
directly to UniTree. The performance of the current system is also plotted for comparison.
6.2 Schedule
Development will continue through the summer of 1993, along with debugging efforts for
existing components and NSL/UniTree. Internal test users wiU begin making use of the system
sometime in August and will use the system for a two month evaluation period. If the system is
stable at this point selected users from the research community will be invited for a one to two
month beta-test, followed by full production use by the entire research center. A second 40 GB
HIPPI-attached disk array, external SCSI disk, and second HIPPI switch will be added to the
configuration before production usage is initiated.
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7. Future Plans
Once DMSS is stable, other features will be added. Of particular interest is a file system
interface (using vnodes). The first supported intel_aces are all d_k-to-disk file transfers.
There _ al_o a need for high performance da_ tr.an_f.era directly between an application on the
CRAYs and the dis.k, array. Currently the only way to do th._ IS tQ |ncorp0rate the llbnsl
routines directly into a program. This does not give the users file location transparency, thus
placing an unnecessary burden on the users. A transparent file system _terface would allow
for extremely good performance for Jobs running on the CRAys, while malnta_in|ng location
transparency. In this way all permanent file storage for the CRAY_ can _ mj_naged by DMSS.
Also of .l.intere._t b a site-wide d_tdb#ted file system that will be able to use the DMSS to store
dat_. F.Olrexam. lale, this could be b¢3._ed..on OSF_ D_CE/DFS.
Other machines with HIPPI attachments will have movers developed to enable high speed
DMSS access. The next machine targeted is the Inte! Paragon.
LaRC will also pursue adding network-attqched tape to DMSS. This will relieve the
workstations0f more than 95 percent of the'd_ t[_np[er responsibilities of the current CRAY
Y-MP based MSS. Migrations and recalls _ c_ctlr d_rgctly between network peripherals. As
the multiple dynamic hierarchies mature, applications, such as backup and visualization, will
move data directly to and from the network-attached tape.
8. Conclusion
When DMSS goes into production in the fall of 1993, it will relieve the CRAY Y-MP of its
function as a file server. Users of DMSS will experience performance three times better than
the current system. Their access to DMSS will no longer be interrupted by the file server's
unavailability due to various system maintenance functions, malfunctions, or system time.
The system wit] be expandable and scalable. Disk and tape will be added directly to the
network as the need grows. If one file server is not powerful enough to handle the workload,
then the function can be split among two or more file servers.
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Invited Panel: User Experiences with Unix Based Hierarchical File
Storage Management Systems
DR PRATT: The Panel moderator will be Dr Sanjay Ranade, who has a bachelor's degree in
aeronautics and a Ph.D. in computer science. He worked at NASA/Goddard for eight years. He
helped to design and develop a high-performance network flleserver for Hughes STX, and now
has his own company, Infotech S.A., Incorporated.
San jay?
DR RANADE: Thank you. Can everybody hear me okay? I'd like to start off" by introducing the
panel. The topic is User Experiences with Unlx-based Hierarchical Storage Systems, and we're
going to refer to these things as HSM or File Servers or whatever. But that's the main topic-
Unix-based only.
The first person I'd like to introduce is Mike Daily. I won't go into a big discussion of him
because he was already introduced earlier. Mike is from Mobil, and he has experience with the
FileServ software.
The next person is Ellen Salmon, who works with Hughes STX supporting NASA's Center of
Computational Science. She's a principal systems programmer, and she has worked one and a
half years with the UniTree system on the Convex machine at Goddard. Prior to that, she has
eight years software support experience, also at Goddard.
John Garon is a computer scientist at NSA. He has an MS in computer science and a BS in
mathematics. He's been developing software for data archive data bases and software analysis,
and he has experience with Advanced Archive Products'AMASS software.
Thomas Woodrow is from NASA Ames Research Center. He's a Scientific Analysis Software
group leader. He has a BS in computer science from Hobart College and some very apt
experience here, because he was recently asked to perform an evaluation of the Unix-based
HSM software and he has written up a nice paper which we had a chance to look at yesterday. I
am sure he will be telling us of his experiences. Included in his evaluation were DMF from Cray
Research, UniTree, FileServ and Nastor.
Joe Marsala is from the Supercomputing Research Center in Bowie, Maryland. He has a BS in
mathematics from Texas A&M, and he has worked with the EPOCH storage management
software over the last few years.
Suzanne Kelly is from Sandia National Labs in Albuquerque, New Mexico. She is a
Distinguished Member of the Technical Staff there. She has a BS in computer science from the
University of Michigan and an MS in computer science from Boston University. Sue is the
president of the UniTree Users' Group. She has ten years' experience maintaining HSM
software storage systems. She's very well known in the UniTree community. She's involved in
the HPSS software development work for the National Storage Lab.
So, having introduced everybody on the panel, I Just want to give you a summary of how we are
going to try and do this panel discussion. The first thing is I'd like each panel member to just
introduce themselves, what they do, what their installation is like, basically give a little
synopsis of their experience there.
Then we have a bunch of discussion topics. After we've been through the panel, each one
describing their experience and so on, we have ten discussion topics. We will step through each
one, one by one, and I will ask the panel members to comment on it. Anybody in the audience
who wants to, can chime in and say whatever you like. You can ask questions at any time.
Don't be shy. Just raise your hand and ask whatever you like.
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Let'stry to keep this really informal and productive and interactive so that we have more of a
dialogue rather than people here lecturing to people over there. Let's try to keep it informal.
So, why don't we start with Mike? Do you want to say a few words about yourself and your
installation, and we will go on down the line here?
DR DAILY: Well, I'm a geologist by training, so I don't'_0w that much about all the technical
aspects. As I said in the talk, we're FileServ based, with a Convex front end. The evolution that
we see is that we will have direct connection in due course to things like the Connection
Machine. Our installation is intended to be very diverse, so it is supporting not only
supercomputer-type processing but also wide-area access by workstations, and also data
archiving.
Our definition of archiving Is not deep storage; it's more sort of a back end store for what will
eventually be several hundred terabytes of data. We are committed entirely to open systems.
So we started this thing in the Unix world and have no intention of moving from there. So in
that sense, I guess we're not carrying a whole lot of baggage with us.
What were some other -- we're not going to turn to the ten questions yet, are we?
DR RANADE: No.
DR DAILY: Okay. So those will come out in due course. I guess that will do as a capsule
summary of what we're up tg.
MR WOODROW: I'm Tom Woodrow. I am a manager for Cocnputational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
Visualization Developers and Parallel Software Tool Developers. I provide support for users
who are trying to analyze CFD data sets which range in size from 50 GB - I TB. In an attempt to
support users with very large data sets, I borrowed a Storage Technologies robotic tape silo,
attached it to an existing Convex Visualization System and ran a UNIX-based HSM called
Convex Storage Manager (CSM).
Later, when our organization needed to make a decIsion on whether to go into production with
a home grown HSM, NAStore, or a commercial alternative, my experience and the fact that I
was not involved with Storage Development made me an ideal candidate to conduct the review.
Our environment consists of 2 Cray C-90s which generate CFD data sets. We currently have 2
production HSM systems deployed at the center, one is a dedicated Cray YMP2E running Cray's
Data Migration Facility (DMF), the other is one of the C-90s which runs DMF to keep scratch
disks relatively free. The use of DMF on the C-90 system is tolerated because it allows us to
keep scratch disk space free and the CPU load does not appear excessive. We are about to place 2
dedicated Convex C3820s into service running NAStore, a locally developed UNIX-based HSM.
The volume of data and daily flow into these systems is approximately as follows:
YMP2E 1.3 M files, 5 TB, 7 GB/day
C-90 31 GB/day
Convex 2.2 M files, 3.7 TB, 4 GB/day
MS KELLY: Hi. I'm Sue Kelly, and i wanted to talk to you about what Sandia National Labs'
Scientific Computing Directorate has for file servers. We have four file servers, two in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, two in Livermore, California. In each site, one is doing classified
file serving and the other is doing unclassified fde serving.
All-f6ur systems are pre_c0mparable in architecturel They're all based on Convex C2 or C3
CPUs. They have on the order of 100 gigahytes of disk on each of them, and they have one or
two Storage Tek silos as the archive. They interface to networks via FDDI and two of them that
interface also have an UltraNet connection to Cray Y-MPs.
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For client nodes, there are approximately 500 on the classified network, and 500 on the
unclassified network. The nodes are one Cray on each of those networks and an assortment of
HPs, Suns, Macintosh, Silicon Graphics. And that's pretty much the hardware side of it.
On the software side, all file servers use the UniTree 1.5 version from Convex. That means the
access methods are NFS and FTP to the UnITree system. In the ease of the Crays we have
UltraNet, because we use native Ultra FTP to communicate, and that provides us higher
performance. So in deference to previous speakers, we do not have performance requirements
problems with UniTree systems. They satisfy our needs, and in all cases it has been
networking, protocol stacks or the client that has been the slow part of the file transfers to the
UniTree system.
For the rest, when I discuss these systems -- because there are four of them, it gets confusing to
differentiate to you, who certainly don't care about my four systems -- I'm going to refer only to
the one system which has the longest lifetime. It's been around for 18 months, has 1.2
terabytes of data on it. It averages only about 5 glgabytes a day of traffic and grows by about 1
gigabyte per day.
This system manages about 277,000 files. I think that's about all I wanted to say for the
hardware and the software environment. I look forward to your questions.
MR GARON: I'm John Garon. I have been working at NSA for 18 years and, for the last 12
years, one of my responsibilities has been in the area of mass storage systems. I began by
developing software to interface to the Bragaen Automatic Tape Library systems attached to
CDC Cyber 176 and Cyber 84's. Although we were using commercial equipment, we had to
develop all of our own software since we used a home-grown operating system and
programming language. With the introduction of UNICOS around 1987, we began to explore the
use of commercial software to replace the storage control software used to drive our hardware
storage systems.
In the late 1980's, my office initiated the ABUNDANT requirements that Mike Shields talked
about earlier. My office is no longer the customer for that project, and it is now being developed
for another NSA customer.
We are still using internally developed software to perform file and volume management on
our main storage products, the STK silos, using Crays as the host. My concern is that the
software will become unmaintainable as people leave the project and that it will eventually not
satisfy our growing requirements. In the late 1980's, we thought that hardware would be the
limiting factor in solving our storage needs, but over the last few years, it appears that industry
will develop the hardware and storage capacity to satisfy our requirement. The problem seems
to be in the software to control the hardware, and to perform file management to those high
density robotic systems.
I have had experience with the AAP product in our office on optical and Metrum VHS tape
systems. Although the AAP applications do not store nearly the amount of data that goes to
our silos, the functionality of the product is very close to our requirements. My problem is in
the control software, and I think the product that will satisfy my requirement has its basis In
the AAP product. I have plans to begin working with my systems developers at NSA to
determine whether it is desirable to have the AAP software enhanced to work on Crays to
interface to our silos.
MR MARSALA: Hi. I'm Joe Marsala of the Supercomputing Research Center. We're a relatively
small research house, about 140 people. We have 300 workstations, a Cray 2, a TMC CM2 and a
TMC CM3. Our backbone network is FDDI. We've got about 13 or 14 relatively large servers,
and one of those servers, our archive server, is an EPOCH I Optical Jukebox System. After
hearing all the massive storage requirements here, I think I'm here to provide the comic relief.
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MS SALMON: Hi. I'm Ellen Salmon. I work for Hughes STX supporting the NASA Center for
Computational Sciences at Goddard. We have about 1,200 space and earth science researchers
who are users of our facility. So they have a great divergent group of requirements themselves.
The facility itself has a primary compute server in the form of a Cray C98, and it has six
processors. That itself has a Storage Tek silo and runs DMF for a 21-day archive. After 21
days, the data is purged from that system.
We are running UniTree 1.5 on a Convex C3820. Our Convex/UnlTree system has three Storage
Tek silos that are within a couple of hundred tapes of being completely full. We have about
5,000 vault tapes from our UniTree system. We've got about 105 gigabytes of disk cache. We
have about 3.3 terabytes stored at this point.
Our UniTree system has been operational a little over a year at this point, so we've gone from
nothing to 3.3 terabytes in a year's time, and one of our big issues, of course, is handling that
volume of data. We do have UltraNet connectivity between the C98 and the Convex. UltraNet is
the route where most of our data comes, and the Crays are the primary storage client,
We are expecting, as far as requirements are concerned, that our transfer requirements are
going to have to be even bigger than they are now. At the moment, we see in the neighborhood
of 50 to 70 gigabytes oftrafflc a day into and out of our Convex/UniTree system, Depending on
the day, we can see more gets than puts. We allow only FTP access for reasons of performance.
Recently, we've been seeing on the order of 30 to 50 gigabytes of new data a day.
Probably our primary concerns at this point are issues of network robustness and the ability to
write enough data tapes fast enough to keep up with the data coming in from the Cray; we're
also very concerned about the fact that we also have an IBM system from which we have I to 2
terabytes of data to transfer into bur UniTree System, Right-now, _we're going from 3480
technology on the IBM system to 3480 technology at this point with our UniTree system, and
we'd like to see higher density. So, at least we would have our storage in a smaller area and not
Just moving the data from one kind of system to another.
DR RANADE: Okay. Before we get to the questions, I Just want to say a couple of things to set
the background, as it were. First of all, the market for mass storage systems, many people look
at it as being composed of three segments: the small segment, your workstation, LAN, file
server; the middle segrnent, which is often commercial market; and the top end, high
performance, high capacity, which some people call the lunatic fringe of the market.
So that's one way to break down the mass storage picture. Another way is by the type of system
that's really needed in a given case, and the four cases that I can say, there is what is called the
virtual disk, which is just one machine with extended storage. There's the network file server.
There's the backup and recovery, and there's client migration. There are four different kinds of
software there.
I just said that because we're not comparing apples and apples, and we're not talking about the
same thing. We're talking about different kinds of software for different requirements. So
having said that, I'd like to ask each of the panel members how they developed their
requirements. What process did you go through to come up with your requirements? Or did you
go through a process to come up with your requirements?
Mike?
DR 'DAILY: I guess looking back into the deep dark past -- five or six years ago is when we
started doing this. Originally, our use of this technology was envisioned in the grand scale,
which is kind of how it's turning out. And then about halfway through its life or the
development cycle, it got sort of pinched down, and then it has subsequently re-expanded. So
let me just mention that.
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Five or six years ago we looked at it primarily as a back end to supercomputers and as a
replacement for the tape library. So the idea was that we had this pretty compelling economics
of projection of a couple million tapes sitting off the tape library with capital costs of that
running $20 million or 830 million just for media and $4 million to 85 million a year for
managing those tapes.
I don't know if any of you have ever worked with round tapes especially. You actually have to
be like these people at brindle champagne where you go in and quarter turn them every three
months to straighten out the magnetic flux lines and all that, some sort of weird physics
involved in these large amounts of magnetic media.
So the two drivers at the time were replacement of the tape library and the back end for the
supercomputer. With E Systems we did a lot of numerical simulation about how many
recorders and latencies and all that sort of thing and put that case together.
At the time we also recognized that there would be a future need for things llke serving
workstations over wide area networks, but that was not explicitly part of the Justification.
About halfway through the project the focus narrowed Just to replacing the tape library, so
there was little attention paid by the people that were managing at that time on these other
things.
Then about a year ago, things opened back up again. So I guess the long and the short of it was
that there was a lot of thinking done, constructive thinking, and now it has rewidened with all
these opportunities which have come available, especially with faster workstations.
DR RANADE: Is it possible for you to say what proportion, what is the ratio between the money
you spent on developing your requirements compared to the money you spent in buying the
system? The reason I ask is my own experiences, having worked with the procurement, which
is about a million dollars, the government spent $200K on developing the requirements and
doing the spec. So how does this compare with your experience?
DR DAILY: Multiply that by ten in both cases and you're about right on.
DR RANADE: Okay.
DR HARIHARAN: (Off microphone.)
VOICE: Is that a later question?
DR RANADE: Yes, we can come to that.
DR DAILY: Do you want me to go ahead, though?
DR RANADE: Go ahead, yes.
MR WOODROW: Okay. I wasn't around at least to develop or participate in the requirement
discussion for how we got going. I can talk a little bit about what model I know we use. We've
been driving the requirements for how much storage space we needed basically by the solution
development capability that we have in the Crays. We have an idea of how fast the systems are,
what the canonical grid size is for a CFD data set and about what we can produce per day.
Unfortunately, most of the data that is produced is saved forever, whether it's good or not. So
we're not terribly aggressive to go out and get people to throw away the data set that they don't
really need to keep. At least I know that that's part of the model. So we're talking with users to
identify how big their data set is and we multiply by the capability that we have to produce on
the tray.
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One of the factors that's making things more difficult for us now is we're going from a situation
where people are generating a single time step to generating a hundred or ten thousand time
steps. So we're seeing that individual users are increasing their output tremendously, and what
they want to look at later.
Okay. So that talks about at least how I believe we derive the requirements for the production
systems that we have on the floor. For the purpose of the evaluation that I ran, I did the same
kind of evaluation. I sat down with users. I talked to them about data set sizes, and I also took
a look at the population breakdown for what we have on our production system. Then I put
together a workload that reflected user needs and population breakdown.
DR RANADE: Does anyone in the audience have anything to say at this point on
requirements? Any comments? No? Sue?
MS KELLY: Yes. We did a very detailed requirements study in order to purchase the system. It
was a competitive bid, so the requirements study was translated into a Request For Proposal.
We spent approximately $300,000 for that requirements study which resulted in an acquisition
of 83.3 million. Different color money, however, capital versus expense.
DR RANADE: So it's I 0 percent roughly.
MS KELLY: Yes.
MR GARON: I have no Idea what it cost to gather our requirements. We have two sites that I am
familiar with usLng the AAP AMASS product, and I was not involved in either procurement
process. My office has the AAP product controlling two optical units. The other site has two
Metrum systems, a 600-cassette and a 48-cassette system.
How we got the AAP product in our office was rather by chance. I stumbled on the two optical
units that were a by-product of the ABUNDANT program. They were not being used, so I
borrowed them and discovered that the systems were managed by the AAP software. So we re-
initiated the AAP license and found, to our surprise, how functional the software actually was.
Now we are investigating other platforms where the AAP product may be useful.
MR MARSALA: Well, see, at SRC, my group's function is primarily to support our research user
population. So we basically developed requirements by talking to those users, looking at some
historical data, and a scan of available technology. I couldn't give you any Idea what It wound
up costing. The evaluation assistance later wound up being a whole lot more than gathering the
requirements.
MS SALMON: I wasn't in on the whole procurement process, but I understand ours was one that
started five years before the final product was accepted, kind of a large-scale government
procurement type of thing where, at least initially, I think the need for storage, et cetera, was
greater than what was available on the market.
As far as requirements, we had an existing, and still have an existing, IBM MVS-based HSM
system. Processing done on that system was primarily satellite data calibration, et cetera,
very I/O intensive work. The other big use of data, of course, is our supercomputers, the Cray
C98 at this point in time, I know the procurement process was pretty thorough In trying to
understand what the satellite processing requirements were going to be and including major
users and asking for their trends and trying to look into the crystal ball and seeing what the
computers, the supercomputers, of the future were going to require.
That's pretty much what I can tell you about our requirements.
DR RANADE: Anybody In the audience from Goddard who has something to say on the
requirements development? Because Goddard had an interesting experience. They purchased
one mass storage system, and then they bought another one. And I think a lot of It had to do
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with the requirements being reformulated or whatever. Anybody want to comment? No?
Okay.
The second one -- and let's start with Tom -- how did he develop acceptance tests or benchmark
tests? Did you have a need to have acceptance testing or benchmark testing? Did you write
your own? Did you go and talk to other people, borrow theirs?
MR WOODROW: For the HSM evaluation I Just completed, I created my own set of benchmarks
to stress disk, tape performance and that of the HSM product. These tests included individual
peak performance tests as well as a simulated user workload. I was interested in pointing out
differences between several alternatives rather than testing out a system before it went into
production. Our Mass Storage Groups ran extensive acceptance tests on NAStore, the system we
recently placed in production. These tests were oriented towards verifying functionality and
performance, reliability, stability and failure testing, and an extensive beta testing period. We
had access to the experience of two production HSM capabilities on site and were able to
develop extensive test suites.
DR DALLY: Going back to requirements for just a second, I wanted to know if any of the
panelists had _he experience of, in the process of the requirements, having seriously
underestimated their total capacity? Have they filled up their systems dramatically faster
than they had originally anticipated? Or were they always aware that they were dealing with a
very short time constraint? Because it sounds like a number of the panelists are already
pushing up against the limits of their existing systems.
MS SALMON: It's my understanding -- and once again, I wasn't in on all the details of the
procurement for our particular system, but ff the money had been available-- by the time
things finally came through, we would probably have initially obtained two to three times the
storage we have now with, of course, growth capability. So, to a certain extent some people felt
that we had overestimated the rate at which we would be storing data. But it's pretty much gone
according to those who felt we were going to be storing more data than what prevailed
budgetwiae.
DR RANADE: Okay. Anyone else?
MR WOODROW: We're also seeing data coming in from other sources than we had earlier
anticipated, so that's not a major increase. But we did not expect to see the volume of data saved
on the Cray that we are seeing, and it's causing us to rethink the way that we stay in production
with our service.
MS KELLY: For our requirements, every capacity requirement also had a requirement for an
order of magnitude expansion beyond what was already there. So we bought a system that can
be expanded quite readily.
DR DAILY: I think that's pretty much our experience, too. We chose the solution that we did
because of the very large dynamic range and size. I think we are pretty much on track for the
sizing that we did but for the wrong reasons in the sense that we anticipated 200 or 300
terabytes a few years out. That was based on the idea that we were going to transcribe the
existing million and a half tapes in the tape library, because no one has the guts to throw away
existing data.
Well, since then, with the travails of the oil industry, people have gotten a lot more courageous
about it. We're putting them into deep storage in salt mines. So, our guess now is we're only
going to transcribe about 20 percent of that one and a half million or so, but it's being made up
for by the much higher data densities that we're getting in seismic acquisition now, gigabytes
per kilometer of line mile, that sort of thing.
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DRRANADE:Movingto the next topic: how did you evaluate the software? What process did
you go through? Can we step through, let's have a bit more speed, because we've got a lot of
topics, and we're at 5:00 o'clock now, I think, aren't we?
VOICE: 5:30.
DR RANADE: But right now it's about 5:00?
Okay. Sue, do you want to start on this one?
MS KELLY: Well, it was a competitive bid, so that's how the evaluation was done. To kind of
pick up on question number tWo, we did develop a set of benchmarks for evaluating the various
solutions that were offered to us. The evaluation and the benchmark criteria were part of the
$300K investment we made in the requirements.
MR WOODROW: I can say a couple things.
MR MARSALA: Well, we didn't do a benchmark per se. We took the requirements that were at a
more functional level and did a validatlon/evaluatlon of all of those, including some transfer
times and that sort of thing. But that was basically the extent at which we evaluated it.
MS SALMON: For us, the part of the procurement was also acceptance criteria. Basically, the
product had to satisfy the acceptance criteria, and there's a list of them. We kind of had to go
through one by one and show that they could be met.
DR RANADE: Mike, do you want to go?
DR DAILY: Our selection was really driven by some of the requirements for the media itself.
We have pretty stringent requirements on bit error rate, llke l0 -12. We needed bandwldths of
I0 to 15 megabytes per second. The large capacity per cassette is to minimize the handling, so
we wanted these 10-, 20-, 30-glgabyte cassette sizes instead of sub-gigabyte, and the scalability
left up to libraries.
At the time that we really got into writing checks and things like that, about the only thing that
we sawout there was the _tuffthat our cousins in Fort Meade are doing. So I think it ended up
being pretty much of a sole-source sort of thing.
MR WOODROW: We had to justify why we would continue going with Nastor as opposed to one of
these commercial alternatives that certainly are getting a lot of use. So we brought in UniTree,
we brought in FileServ and DMF and ran them on systems in-house for about three months
while also running Nastor. We ran a number of different benchmarks across all of them, and
then we basically rated all of them for performance, functionality, ease of use, stability as
much as we could determine in a short period of time, and ranked them and made a decision:
in the end, to stick with Nastor since there is no additional development that needs to be done.
Basically, because of a cost decision at the end, it's the lowest cost one for us to go with.
DR RANADE: It was the lowest cost one?
MR WOODROW: It was the lowest cost at the level of functionality and performance that we
wanted. Basically, the result of our evaluation was that DMF, FileServ, and Nastor were all
very, very close in terms of performance, ease of use, functionality, and that DMF was behind
primarily on a performance basis. I'm sorry, UniTree was behind primarily on a performance
basis.
Question?
MR JIMMY BERRY (DoD): (Off microphone.) How much did it cost the government?
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MRWOODROW:I'm sorry. Could you repeat that?
MR JIMMY BERRY (DoD): You indicated that your own internal system was the lowest cost.
What value did you assign to the government resources that were used to produce these?
MR WOODROW: We assigned a cost of $0 to NAStore. This clearly does not take into account
any of the development costs that have gone into It. However, given that we are faced with a
choice of several alternatives, all of them cost real dollars for us to acquire, except NAStore.
These costs are not trivial, especially when dealing with a tape inventory of significant size.
Most of the commercial packages are priced based on size of the inventory or on the number of
robotic tape units. For an installation like ours where we have eight 3480 silos, the cost of a
commercial license is large.
MR JIMMY BERRY: How do you account, then, for the subsequent releases in the operating
system, changes in the environment? I mean, for example, there's some of the other people
that are running on like a release 1.5, which is about two releases back on even the commercial
products.
MR WOODROW: We recognize that whether we run a commercial or home-developed HSM, we
need a staff who understand the product in detail. In fact, we require that the local staff can
build the product from source code on site. With this in mind we believe that OS upgrades for a
home developed HSM can be accommodated locally without significant additional cost.
For the four packages in the HSM Evaluation, we looked at startup and recurring costs. We
estimated that we would require a local staffof2 for a commercial package and 3 for NAStore,
to find and repair problems (yes we do this for commercial packages too) and add features as
required..
Based on a one-person difference between a commercial HSM and NAStore, significant start-
up costs and the fact the NAStore was very strong from a performance standpoint compared
with the other alternatives, we chose to go into production with it. This decision makes sense
today. When we started development of NAStore in the mid 80s, there were no UNIX-based
commercial alternatives. The Storage decisions we make in the future will again be a
cost/performance tradeoff and will likely be tipped in favor of a commercial package.
DR RANADE: Are you happy with that answer?
MR BERRY: (Offmlcrophone.) Well ... (laughter)
DR RANADE: I'm not either. I mean I'm not --
MR WOODROW: You're not.
DR RANADE: Well, let me rephrase It. I'm not unhappy with It, but what I'm thinking, isn't thls
the case everywhere? I mean, wouldn't this be the Justification In any place where they have a
home-grown mass storage system? For example, does the Census -- go ahead.
MR WOODROW: We recognize that continued development on an in-house package makes less
sense in light of current commercial alternatives. We do not intend to continue development of
NAStore. It is useful as Is and can be sustained at a competitlvle cost. At thls tlme, factoring in
cost, performance, and features, the balance is in NAStore's favor. As tlme goes on, the
commercial alternatives should Improve, and the balance will tip In their favor. We welcome
this and will continue to evaluate our situation in light of the market.
DR RANADE: Anyone else on the panel? No? Okay. Let's move to number four. We have now
developed the requirements, we've done the benchmarks, we've evaluated and now we're up to
installation. Were there any special events or something you wanted to communicate to
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potential buyers about the installation phase, something that you learned and which you
wouldn't know otherwise about any of the software packages?
MR MARSALA: Well, at SRC we sort of learned remembering back that our primary function is
supporting our research users. While we go a lot of input about the functional things that they
wanted to do, when we implemented it, we implemented it about as user unfriendly as we could
have, and, of course, the users didn't use it, which brought to our attention that it wasn't being
used. After a little checking, we found out that maybe if we did a little more homework, we'd
have it right. We now have our archive mounted as normal user UNIX file systems, and users
don't seem to have any problems anymore.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR MARSALA: FTP, telnet, and, of course, they hated it. I mean, it sort of makes the
assumption that you have a knowledgeable UNIX user with lots of time, and both of those
assumptions are bad.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR MARSALA: Right. It's now NFS-mounted.
MS KELLY: When the system went into production, I had a 3-month hard deadline for
decommissioning the old file system, which had about a terabyte of data. That was by far the
most painful experience, migrating the old data to the new system, whlle we were still learning
how to operate It. Of course, we didn't quite have our administration guide and all our
procedures down pat on day one. So the conflict between getting the data off the old system at
the same time we were trying to learn how to run the new system was a very painful experience.
I don't know ifI should elaborate too much, but We didn't spend enough effort on the scripts for
transferring the data. And yes, we chose to transfer the data rather than a CuLover date where
the old system went away and the new system came on-line. We didn't spend enough time on
recovery on the scripts. We didn't spend enough time on statistics to tell how we were doing.
Operations had to dedicate one person 24 hours a day for those 3 months, and during that time
an analyst worked 7 days a week, just making sure that everything was running all right.
DR RANADE: Mike, do you want to say something?
DR DAILY: i guess the only lessons learned were the typical things that you learned when
you've got a complicated system: a fair amount of finger pointing, problems with software revs
with mismatches, FTP daemons misbehaving and all that sort of stuff. I think ff we had to do
It over again, we would have tasked E-Systems a little bit harder to be the total system
integrator rather than maybe doing a few end runs around them, or we would go chat with
Convex about something. Pinpointing accountability and this sort of stuff is important,
especially ffyou're not trying to be in this business.
MR WOODROW: Two points: 1 ) make sure data gets out to tape daily (don't allow a backlog to
develop); 2) do regular backups of the file systems. Both of these are things that seem obvious,
but can pass you by a little at a time..
DR mADE: Okay. Well, both sides learn lessons, I'm sure. Quest!on?
VOICE: When you're dealingwith a terabyte of data, how long does it take to back up a system
like that, or multiple terabytes of data? It strikes me as a significant problem.
DR DAILY: In our case, a substantial amount of what is on the system is data that's been
transcribed in from external sources, and we transcribe in duplicate and pull the duplicate
cassettes. As we start working more with intermediate data sets that get shed out of the
supercomputers, that problem is going to become much more severe. I agree.
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MRWOODROW: We use a primary and backup tape for all user files. User file system backups
only save metadata (the node information) to tape and are quite fast. We also do regular
backups of system file systems directories, but these are quite small and the backups are
similar to most UNIX systems.
MS KELLY: We only backup the metadata, also. We only make one copy of the actual user data.
MR GARON: We don't back up the data. Most of our metadata is in Sybase data bases, and we
Just back that up as regular Sybase backups.
MR MARSALA: We Just do a rotational kind ofthlng. It takes us about a week before we finish
backing up our optical Jukebox.
MS SALMON: Well, we back up the data bases that control where things are on tape, et cetera,
but we've made it very clear to our users that we can only afford to keep one copy and can't make
backups of the user data.
DR RANADE: How about the lessons from the other side of the fence, the vendors? I'm sure
they learned lots of lessons in installing big systems and small systems. Would somebody
from the vendor community like to say something? Dale, would you like to say something?
MR LANCASTER (Convex): (Off microphone.)
I was Just saying that I don't know ffit's a lesson learned, but it's just that you want to have the
customer expectations well defined so that there's no mismatch in what you're trying to do.
Also, try to bring these systems up slowly, rather than try to turn them on overnight. I think
that's probably one lesson that I have seen out of many installations that we've done.
DR RANADE: Yes.
MR BENDER (Convex): I'm Ed Bender of Convex, and one of the things that I've seen is that data
management customers are a hell of a lot more maintenance for us, a lot more work than
typical computer servers. So that's one thing we've learned. We've had to put a lot of people into
keeping things working.
DR RANADE: Can you tell us why that is, I mean elaborate a bit?
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
DR RANADE: A lot of different technologies are coming together in one system, and, therefore,
you have these things.
MR LANCASTER: (Off microphone.)
I guess to summarize what your question is: why is there so much work, it's that we're really a
system integrator now, rather than just a computer vendor, and that's really a big step.
DR RANADE: How about -- Dave, would you like to say something from the lower end of the
market? I mean, you don't have as big a system as Convex does, for example, but --
MR THERRIEN (Epoch): (Off microphone,)
DR RANADE: Well, your lessons learned from installations with your customer base. I mean,
yours is more or less a shrink-wrapped thing, isn't it? I mean, it goes in and --
MR THERRIEN (Epoch): Right. EPOCH was -- I think when you go from being a turnkey
supplier to being a software supplier and expecting the hardware to come from somewhere else,
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the problems are magnified even more so. Because now you're dealing with product revisions
that are sitting in some dusty distributor's site that don't really match your minimum
requirements, and you've got to kind of manage all that.
Those are some new problems that we're facing as we're moving toward being a software-only
supplier: hardware incompatibilities. So we have to maintain quite a bit of information on
which revisions of which storage products and which platforms actually do work with our
software on a revislon-by-revision basis. It's a big problem, but it's not impossible.
I guess what it produces is a limit to how many products you can support. If we go back to some
of the talks today, you Just don't want to support everything out there. What you want are a
collection of things that you know work from release to release. So you've got to limit what you
support.
DR RANADE: And you guys do very thorough testing before you actually support it in your
product.
MR THERRIEN: Sure. Sure. Right. You have to do that. If you don't, you spend all your days on
the phone in customer support problems.
DR RANADE: Anybody from a systems integration company? Do you want to say something
on this?
VOICE: The prototyplng seems to be very important, especially when you're working with new
hardware. Also, simulation seems to be a good tool. We use quite a bit of that, but the real key
is when you're experimenting with new types of hardware, HiPPI switches, if that's the case,
MaxStrat disk arrays, or even at the lower end, the newer disk drives, that prototyping is pretty
critical to understanding how user requirements relate to system sizing.
DR RANADE: How about somebody in that segment of the audience? That's a pretty quiet
segment over there. No? All right. Well, let's move on to the next one, performance, which is a
big issue for many people. Whose turn is it? Joe, is it your turn to start? We are on question
six.
MR MARSALA: Well, what I'd llke to say about the Epoch l is the performance met our
expectations.
DR RANADE: Okay.
MS SALMON: For us, performance is a continuing concern. I think, in general, we've gotten
some strong performance out of all parts of our system. We're handling 50 gigabytes of new
data a day and up to 70 or more in and out of the system. So clearly, it's not that any of these
pieces is a fly-by- night kind of thing. But our users' performance requirements continue to
grow, so the level of the fence that you have to jump over keeps getting raised, as well. It's
something that we have to continually work in concert with the vendors to try to solve, and the
users.
DR RANADE: Mike?
=: 7 :
DR DAILY: I'd say for most operations we're within a factor of two of the nominal numbers for
these things, which is pretty good for being only a year or so out of the gates. There's still plenty
of room to improve, and I think in many cases we're still technology-limited. Things llke the
CM5 are sufficiently fast that we're going to have trouble feeding it no matter what we use.
DR RANADE: What about this problem of small files and the D2 tape drive? Is that something
you've experienced?
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DR DAILY: No, we tend to have different classes for the large data files that get stuffed into the
Connection Machine and smaller files that sit off on other classes that serve as workstations.
And we've been experimenting with some of the things that the Sequoia folks have thought up,
llke abstracting, and our own crude forms of clustering of data to kind of intuit what the user is
going to do next to improve the perceived performance there.
MR WOODROW: One of the surprises in the HSM Evaluation was that although the same
underlying storage media was used there was great variation in the disk and tape performance.
Apparently simple things llke keeping a slow tape device streaming were accomplished by only
two of the four packages.
Another surprise was the extent to which the disk performance differed between UniTree and
the other candidates.
There is a lot of variation between commercial HSMs in the types of performance
optimizations built in to the package. There appears to be a lot of room for improvement for
some of the packages and extensive benchmarking appears to be a very wise investment.
I spent a lot of time on performance in the evaluation report and you can see the specific
differences for yourself in the proceedings.
DR RANADE: Sue?
MS KELLY: Well, I've already given my two cents' worth on performance. The UnlTree system
satisfies our performance needs. But I guess to give four cents' instead, when we had originally
done the requirement study, we had selected the protocols of NFS and FTP. They were given.
And we began an early campaign of recommending NFS for directory management and for
small files and using FTP for any large file transfers.
So when we think of performance, we tend to focus in on the FTP performance. UniTree is a
poor NFS server. Our NFS transfer rates with UniTree are about 250 kilobytes per second,
whereas we can get up to 6 megabytes per second with FTP. Did I say that right? Six megabytes
per second with FTP; 250 kilobytes with NFS for reads and writes.
MR WOODROW: That's from disk.
MS KELLY: From disk. Well, yes, that's where they come from. For our tape activity, we have
approximately four new gigabytes that are written a day. I said we have five gigabytes a day of
I/O; four is writes and one gigabyte is reads. With the four gigabytes per day, our tape system
has no trouble keeping up. Our migration is idle a good part of the day. So it's somewhere
between four gigabtyes and five that there's a problem.
MR GARON: The system that's using the Metrum AMASS software, they're very happy with
what they have. They just bought it and plugged it in and it sort of worked Just the way they
expected it be. They're storing about eight gigabytes a day. I talked to them and interviewed
them, and they Just can't imagine anything much better than what they're getting.
And there are improvements coming with AMASS software. Those improvements, I'm hoping,
will help me solve some of the problems that I'm going to try to use another Metrum system for
coming this fall. I'm going to try to store 25 gigabytes a day and see what comes of it, see how
well it does in that environment. Call me up in 6 months and I'll tell you.
DR RANADE: Well, since we have about 10 minutes lei%, let's skip number seven and go on to
number eight. This is: what are your thoughts on cooperating servers, different mass storage
systems being able to talk to each other, so to speak? This will lead into our next topic, which
is the IEEE Mass Storage Reference Model.
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MR GARON. The only problems I have with the AMASS software is that it does have a
proprietary format on a tape and the disk, but I think that's all done for performance issues.
What eventually I!d like to be able to do is be able to move that media into other software
management systems.
DR RANADE: Right. What most of these do -- I mean, all of them do.
MR GARON: Right. That's the problem.
DR RANADE: They Just get IockedLnto thelr universe of data formats and then it's impossible
right now to move data between one system and another. So in whose interest is it to have that
happen and are we likely to see it? Does anybody want to comment?
: : 7: ==
For example, if there's a UnlTree system or some system and there's an Epoch system or some
other system, is it useful to expect them to talk to each other? Does anybody have a need like
that? Yes? Do you have a need?
VOICE: I have a question about proprietary formats. By definition, a format is proprietary if it
is used by one company to store its data.
DR RANADE: Okay.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
Is it still proprietary ff that plan is public, even though it's only used by one vendor? If you
have access to the formats so that you could translate the data ffyou need to, then is it still
proprietary? = =
DR RANADE: Well, I don't know what the definition of proprietary is, but I see what you're
saying. If the format is public, then anybody who wants to can write in that format. But what
I'm asking is: is there a need for this to happen? I mean, are there installations where they
have two different types of storage systems and they have a need for one of them to talk to
another one?
I would think that there would be such a need, but I don't know if any -- yes, Jim?
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
DR RANADE: Any comments from NASA/Langley?
MRBERRY: Not NaSA'Langley, but I can give you a different comment. We went through an
evaluation on doing backup and recovery for a bunch of file servers. In the paper by Mike
Shields of the National Security Agency which appears in this volume, you could see there were
a lot of systems back in there. One of the primary criteria for the selection wasthat the tapes be
readable through the standard Unix utilities, which means we could take a tape that was made
through the backup system, move it somewhere else, restore it, and put it back up. From the
system administrators' standpoint, that _ very significant for their selection criteria. There
were relatively few systems that did that, but that was one of the reasons why Bud Tool was
selected, for example, because it produces that type of format that you can then use through a
standard utility,
DR RANADE: Right.
MR BERRY: So in that particular situation, that was a very important criteria, and it also let
you exchange tapes between Bud Tool Systems. So you -- Or you can even -- well, the other thing
we were concerned with was being able to read a tape if we didn't have Bud Tool installed on a
given server so that we can move fries around.
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So there is a very specific situation where that's true. It's also -- in some of the situations, one
of the reasons why we don't have some of the systems on our supercomputers was the ability to
share those files and not wanting to be locked up inside somebody's format, so that multiples o f
those systems can read the same data.
And actually, as we go to a more scattered processing, that becomes even more important. We
don't want to funnel it through one thing.
DR RANADE: Right.
MR BERRY: So in both of those cases where we've got production processing, we think that's an
issue. And backup and recovery, I think it's an issue that's turned out to be fairly important.
DR RANADE: Backup and recovery is a big issue. So are these open systems under Unlx-based
HSMs -- but how many of them are really open systems? I think to my knowledge there's only
one HSM that writes migrated data in a standard format.
MR SARANDREA: What format? (No reply) Which is?
DR RANADE: Which is NetStore. They write standard format optical disks when they send
data off the magnetic disk.
Yes? Go ahead.
MR SARANDREA: With reference to NetStore, Just to comment. You said they write open
format optical disks, but what they're really writing is the UFS file, magnetic disk file system,
of the system they're on, which is far from standard. UFS file system on media format changes
from vendor to vendor, so that's not an open standard.
DR RANADE: Okay.
VOICE: Our FileServ product --
DR RANADE: Writes tapes.
DR DAILY: It writes tapes and it writes standard ANSI tapes.
DR RANADE: Okay.
DR DAILY: So any utility that can read an ANSI tape can read our formatted tapes. Also,
there's work with POSC to standardize an interchange format for tapes, so that it's not Just the
format that FileServ might use on D2, but it would be a standard that anybody that wishes to
adhere to could use.
DR RANADE: Okay. Moving on to number nine, we have 5 minutes left, 6 minutes left, I think.
I've purposely left that one vague. It says: IEEE MSS RM - practical import. So I think when we
discuss that question in the panel, what we mean is: if the IEEE Mass Storage Reference Model
has been an ongoing activity for a long time, and who knows how much longer it will go on. So
what is the practical relevance of it to buying a system today? I mean, flit were ready and done,
would it affect the way you buy something today or would it not?
I'd like to hear from the panel and also from the audience on this, because almost every spec
from the government that one sees, it says the system shall be IEEE MSS RM-compliant or
something to that effect.
DR DAILY: Well, we're big fans of standards, and we're willing to pay a certain performance
penalty for it. But I don't think it would be a make or break in anything we're doing. This area
is still awfully immature and there are other bigger fish to fry right now. But longer term, yes.
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DRRANADE:Brian, did you have something?
MR SARANDREA: Yes, SanJay. Can you define mass storage reference model-compliant?
DR RANADE: No, I can't. That's why the question is there. Why do you think it's on the list of
things to talk about?
MR WOODROW: Yes, that's why I think the problem everybody puts in their spec, but how do
you determine whether when the vendor says yes, this is compliant, what is it? Certainly, this
is what we look for, one of the things that we look for, but it's not one of the things that we've
been terribly rigid about enforcing.
DR RANADE: Well, yes. I think the goaI of it is great and we want that, but how can the user
community move towards it? I mean, is there a way for the users to accelerate that? I don't
know. Sue?
MS KELLY: We used the IEEE MSS Reference Model during our requirements study. We had first
done our requirements in more traditional areas of functionality, performance, and capacity.
We then turned it around and looked at the system, looking for requirements based on the
components of the reference model. We were not able to identify any new requirements by
looking at it from the reference model viewpoint.
MR GARON: We would certainly ask the question, but I don't think it would have any impact on
what we bought or didn't buy.
DR RANADE: It would or wouldn't? What did you say?
MR GARON: It would not impact what we bought.
DR RANADE: Okay.
MR GARON: I think it would satisfy the requirements, and it wasn't -- it satisfied what Mike
Shields was talking about: solid company, they're going to be in business for a while and we
can work with these people. Then we will continue to -- that would be a big plus, not necessarily
the IEEE model.
DR RANADE: Joe?
MR MARSALA: I don't think I can add anything to what has already been said. I mean, it's Just
not defined enough yet.
DR RANADE: Ellen?
MS SALMON: Well, I can pretty much only speak for myself and not for the folks that went
through the procurement. I think that the Reference Model is an important basis, but perhaps
for us it was more important that the product we ended up with could run on multiple platforms
from multiple vendors. So the product being "open" was probably more important than the
Mass Storage Reference Model itself.
DR RANADE: Anyone in the audience?
MR BERRY: Yes, I can give one comment. Probably the most practical import that we've seen
from our basis is early on and almost continuously they've emphasized the separation of
control and data. And for at least the high-performance applications, I think we've validated
that that is a concept that must be present if you're going to get performance. It's absolutely
critical. You can't move this data across the networks with the control. You literally need to
set up things. So when -- in Mike's charts you saw HiPPI switches, eventually fiber channel
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kinds of things in which the data is going to move in a path that's not out contending with
network traffic; it's running TCP.
So in that sense, I would say that's -- from our standpoint, we've seen that that's really a critical
factor and is how you get high performance.
DR RANADE: Now that's a very specific application.
MR BERRY: It's a very specific thing in terms of model, but in terms of the whole model, no.
There's lots of things in there that don't seem to be -- you know -- who knows?
DR RANADE: Yes, sir?
VOICE: How do you verify compliance?
DR RANADE: With something that doesn't exist?
VOICE: How do you verify compliance with things like compilers, POSIX, for instance? It
seems to me what you're going to need to do is you're going to have to come up with a series of
tests by some group affiliated with the people that come up with the standards or the models,
and the products are simply going to have to be -- you're going to have to be able to run these
tests to guarantee that all of those requirements are met when in operation.
DR RANADE: Right. It's a big job, isn't it, to say if something is compliant or not and actually
prove it or certify something like that.
Dale?
VOICE: I think Mike --
DR ISAAC (MITRE): Just having some experience with the reference model, I felt obligated to
stand up and say something about it. There's three or four comments I'll make. I'm not sure
they're all connected.
Of practical importance, I'm not sure any reference model has any practical importance, and
perhaps it shouldn't. Maybe the only practical importance a reference model would have is
that one of the goals of the reference model establish a common vocabulary; this way, we can
sit around here and talk about migration, and everybody knows that we mean something
different than caching.
So just having a common vocabulary can be practical importance, but that's about as close as a
reference model can get. Its goal is, especially ffyou read the fine print in the front, that thls is
not a document that one can establish compliance with.
The goal of the reference model, the second goal besides establishing a common vocabulary, is
to establish a framework for the standards that are to follow, and that's where you should look
for the compliance, the rigor, the benchmarking, and compliance testing. There are three or
four dots that have been spun off the IEEE P1244 project. PVR will be the first one out of the
gate. You can look to have active work on that towards a standard that will get you a physical
volume repository, and the major vendors are actively involved in that.
It is yet to be seen whether or not such a standard is successful. It's quite a challenge to develop
a standard rather than accepting the product.
DR RANADE: See, that's my point. Go ahead. Sorry.
DR ISAAC: That's about all I said. As for the other ones, storage systems management, the
identifier, storage object identifier, and storage server, there is a dot spun up that has been
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launched to establish standards in those areas. So maybe down the road in another few years,
we can start looking at standardization that will actually get you Interoperabllity and some of
the other things that we'd llke to see.
DR RANADE: Thanks.
Dale, do you want to say something?
MR LANCASTER I think -- I was going to make one of the points that David pointed out, that
the reference model is really not the standard. It is, you might say, a fleshing out of the
thinking behind the need for a standard. The standard is really called P1244 dot whatever and
is currently being developed. How you do compliance is one of the goals of the National Storage
System Foundation, which is having somebody that says yes, you really are compliant to the
P1244 dot whatever standard.
I think mainly it benefits the vendors, rather than the users. I think the users have a
secondary benefit, but the vendors, you know, we're puUing our hair out trying to have five
different PVMs and PVLs and PVRs and all this other stuff that we have to integrate day to day
with each ofthese systems. So it benefits us more than the users. The users Just want a system,
and I think I heard that a little bit earlier today, maybe from Mike, that you Just want to store
lots of data quickly and easily access that, whatever that means. And you're not going to hear, I
don't think, a customer say "I think I need to buy another PVL today." That just won't happen,
even though the PVL will be P1244 dot something complaint. So I don't think I -- I think there's
no practical import to the user, but there's a lot of practical import to the vendor, which in the
end will probably save money to the users buying the stuff.
DR RANADE: Sam, would you like to add something?
DR SAM COLEMAN: (Off microphone.) ...
In the software area, UniTree is an implementation of one of the earlier versions of the
reference model, and it points out some of the strengths and weaknesses of the model. But the
success of that product is demonstrating the importance of the reference model.
The National Storage Lab was a direct result, an outgrowth, of the IEEE effort, and that's a
collaboration with 27 companies at this point working on new architectures that were
suggested by the reference model.
There's a new project in the National Storage Laboratory which is specifically chartered to be
an implementation of Version 5 of the Reference Model, and that system is going to provide
performance of a couple of orders ofmagnltude greater than what can be achieved today. That
project will become one of the projects of the National Storage System Foundation that John
Simonds described yesterday, and the software division of the National Storage Industry
Consortium is a direct result of the work in the IEEE.
I think the most important value is that the vendors have deemed this to be sufficiently
important that several dozen companies are willing to send people to meetings every two
months, and we have forty to fifty people that come together to talk about the best ways to
design a storage system. The IEEE provides the forum and the reference model is the basis for
those discussions. And that's very important, because we brought together a lot of traditional
competitors in this area. We have all of the major software developers that are working on
these systems. We have IBM and DEC and HP talking about how to build storage systems. We
have Ampex and Storage Tek talking to each other. We even have Convex and Cray in one room
having friendly discussions on how to build storage systems.
I think that the real importance is that this storage problem has gotten to be so big that no one
vendor, not even Convex and not even Cray, is going to be able to solve this problem when we
have large networks of heterogeneous, massively parallel systems, and we're talking about
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terabytes a day and many petabytes of storage. This is an enormous problem, and the only way
we can solve it is by collaborating and cooperating. And we see good cooperation among the
vendors, and I think with that kind of effort being applied to the problem, that we will be able
to solve it. So I think that's the main importance of the model.
DR RANADE: Any more on the model? Okay. Let's go on to the last one, metadata.
DR HOWELL (ICI Imagedata): Sanjay?
DR RANADE: Somebody on the model? Okay.
DR HOWELL: This makes me a little horrified, hearing that the standard is actually Just a
vocabulary. I would agree with the previous speakers that standards, in my book, are an agreed
solution to a common problem. If it's a vocabulary, let's not have it masquerading as a
standard.
DR ISAAC: Should I respond to that?
DR RANADE: Yes, absolutely.
DR ISAAC: (Off microphone.)
So you'll see IEEE documents that say guidelines four, blah, blah, blah, and standard four, and
this is a Reference Model four. So it's not -- there will be a standards to come, and that's what
you'll get, lots more than vocabulary. But the reference model has -- besides the Reference
Model activity, I think Sam pointed out well that half of the importance of the Reference Model
is the Reference Model activity in the working group. Establishing common vocabularies and
establishing the major components as a framework for the follow-on standards is the most
important activity of the Reference Model itself.
DR RANADE: Any final thoughts on the model before we leave it for another year? All right.
On metadata, anybody on the panel want to start? We talked about it yesterday. But let me Just
explain what we mean by that. Metadata, we mean data about data. You have lots of files, lot of
information, but how do you access it? Must you use the file name every time? Or is there a
way to intelligently index what you've got stored? I think we have somebody who has actually
done a pilot system. Do you have a DBMS that --
MR GARON: The only data that we store in the one main system we work with is all -- there's a
Sybase data base and it points to every entity of data. The analysts never pull by file name.
Well, they don't know what the file names are. They query the data base, and they query in
certain columns and get their information; that gives them their file name. We have built a
level of software above that does the queries for them if they know what they're looking for. It
goes out and retrieves the data for them.
DR RANADE: So they ask for certain types of data and the files come to them.
MR GARON: It could be.
DR RANADE: Right.
MR GARON: By various reasons, dates, whatever. I can't tell you the rest of it.
DR RANADE: It could be content-dependent, also, like what type of data is it; you could say for
a simple example--cloud cover. You know, if you want data with X percent cloud cover, you
could pull those, for example.
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I would think that, Ellen, in your system, where you have 60 gigs going in and out for a day,
something like that would be useful, right?
MS SALMON: Well, I think one of the problems with implementing that system-wide for our
facility is the wide diversity of users and the reasons that they use the data. I think the
division is looking towards at least providing the tools for users to organize their data in that
way, and at some point it may be the logical step for us to step up to the management of that.
But that's almost going to have to be something that the user labs explicitly come to us for and
say we need this, and by the way, here are the funds from headquarters to go purchase the
software and things.
DR RANADE: Well, there are actually two efforts that I'm aware of that are going on to define
metadata standards. One is the one in Austin, and Bernie -- is Bernie O'Lear here? He lei1? He
Just lei_, okay.
MR LANCASTER: (Off microphone.)
DR RANADE: Could you tell us about it, about both of them?
MR LANCASTER: There are two efforts that are actually combining. I Just found out this
afternoon, because I talked to Paul Singley from Oakridge, who was on that committee with
Bernie O'Lear. Basically, the IEEE, the same group that Sam and I and all are involved in,
especially the one that was responsible for doing the Mass Storage Reference Model, started a
series of workshops to deal with intelligent access to large amounts of data. Now, I'm not sure
exactly what the titles were, but that's what I call it. Or what we call simply the metadata
problem, which Is: you've got ten million files-- how do you find what you're looking for?
Even people at NASA retire eventually, but their data doesn't. And you wonder: well, do I need
to delete this file or keep it? And you don't know, because you didn't generate it originally.
But anyway, we had a workshop in Austin that Jim Almond and I set up down at his center, and
we had several people come who were highly motivated to try to get a handle on this. We have
some minutes from that workshop that have been generated, and a white paper is being written
bya couple of people. Robyn Sumpter and I think even SanJay is working on that as well -- to
try to define what the problem is and where we might want to go with that.
Parallel with that, there was supposed to be a workshop at Oakridge sometime in '94 to deal
with something that they thought would be the data base-type problem. Well, they had their
first meeting to set up the workshop, and they realized that they were really more interested in
metadata; that's what they really want to talk about.
So Paul Singley and I got together Just a while ago -- and I don't know if he's in here or not.
There he is -- to say: well, gosh, we're skinning the same cat; let's go skin it together rather than
try to relnvent the wheel.
Then I saw some papers on the Information Interchange Reference Model, again maybe
defining some vocabulary; but the idea that -- It's a big problem. In fact, I think that's public
enemy number one, because I think that anybody can store lots of data, but not anybody can
effectively use it. And I think this Is a step to get there.
So that's my 25 cents' worth, SanJay.
DR RANADE: Thanks.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
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DR RANADE: Well, ff there's no more, I'd llke to thank each of the panelists for being here with
us and sharing your experience, and the audience for being here and listening to us and
participating. Thank you.
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EVENING RECEPTION AND DINNER
Moving Images Archive
David Parker
Acting Head
Curatorial Section
Division of Motion Pictures, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound
Library of Congress
Washington, DC 20540
MR. PARKER: -- for lower check, for the way things were. I'll try not to make this
autobiographical and dull; I'll try to make it official and dull instead. But I got something in
the mail Saturday. It was one that didn't say "occupant" or "resident." It said something to the
effect that if you get to the Library of Congress by 3:00 a.m. on Wednesday morning and stand in
line or bring a cot, as you would for a Roiling Stones concert tickets, you were eligible to retire.
It puts me in a retrospective mood tonight.
Well, came Wednesday and a lot of people were in line, including our assistant chief. He's
been there for 30-some years. So it was retirement, retirement all day long. People who hardly
knew each other, who were barely colleagues at the Library, would pass in the halls, and one of
them said, "I don't want to hear another word about retirement."
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At the end of the day, one of the last researchers came in, somebody I knew, and he didn't
know anything about this. He hadn't been reading the paper. So he saw the assistant chiefs
secretary putting on her coat, and he said, "Oh, are you leaving early?", as one would ask, "how's
the weather?" She said, "I'm not retiring." And neither am I.
But it does take me back to 1969 when I came to the Library of Congress. I was a film maker,
and somehcw they convinced me it was more important to save the original negative of Citlzen
Kane than whatever I might turn out next year.
I was also there in the early '70s when they changed the name of our division. It's a little bit
of immortality for me, because the word "broadcasting" in the name, "The Division of Motion
Pictures, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound was my suggestion. And about 15 minutes al_er it
was officially adopted, it became obsolete for reasons that may have to do with what you were
talking about during this conference.
I hold here a printout. This is my security blanket. I'm a bureaucrat, I bring this. This is
ultimate truth. This is a count of everything we had as of last October. If you want a count of
everything we hold in our division as of last October, that's why I may look a little more frayed
than usual today. We're still working on it. We're going to have it ready tomorrow. It's four
days overdue right now.
I guess an important milestone would be in 1964, when we got a film scholar as head of the
film division, not a retired military person, which had been the tradition up till then. I mean,
pledge of allegiance to the flag first thing every morning.
The film scholar decided it would be good to retain more films than fewer. So the idea of
selecting only the very best ofthe best, chosen by whatever the standards of that year, reverted
to what Archibald MacLeish, a Librarian of Congress in 1943, had envisioned at the
establishment of the film area: instead of sending films in for copyright , having a clerk note
some information from the film and sending them back to be dispersed and perhaps never to be
collected again, the Library of Congress, as the national library, should select every year for
the permanent collection films that tell us about living in that year.
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And Archibald MacLeish didn't Just want the best of the best of that year; in addition to
films of great news events, he also wanted newsreels about whatever would be the 1943
equivalent of the hula hoop, and he spells that out, the range of production, I guess, as ff it were
to go into a time capsule. And curiously enough, the University of South Carolina, which now
has the collection of films of the Movietone News, most of the requests are not for the hard-
core news features; they're for the other parts of the newsreel: the dog who ice skates, the guy
with the wooden garden, and the hula hoop. Because a newsreel of 1943 was made up of all sorts
of things, and that's the mix he wanted.
We were able to select a lot of films because of the U.S. copyright law, one of the best in the
world, if we wanted a film for the permanent collection, it must be surrendered. One copy
instead of two. For books, two copies are required, but the Motion Picture Association and The
Library of Congress made a deal, not the last one.
In the late '70s we had a shotgun marriage, and all media was put in one area. It's sort of the
concept that I understand was used by the University of Maryland library. You could dial the
media number -- probably still can -- and they answer the phone, "non-book." So I guess I'm in
the Library's "uncola" division.
Well, that's the way it is. That's the library, the books and the media, these Johnny-come-
latelies. Perhaps the reason film has become thought of as an art is that there is now television
to trash, you know, because it's newer.
So we're now the Division of Motion Pictures, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound.
(Presumably that's sound isn't wandering around, bouncing off the walls but is actually
engraved on a support base.) In the division, they came up with the Curatorial Section. They
already had the standard library administration, acquisition, processing and cataloging and
added something called "curatorial". (That's not "custodial", but some days I can't tell the
difference.)
I'm up to '92. The official count: In our curatorial division alone -- omitting the books and
the electronic media, (machine-readable documents and CD ROM) -- only counting moving
image and audio -- we hold 3,328,589 items, which take up linear shelf feet of 263,875 feet and
7/10s of a foot.
I can't give you the cubic feet they fill; because we have many formats, from miniature home
movie formats to 70 mm copies of films such as "Lawrence of Arabia," each reel of which is
counted as one item -- and don't drop a reel of 70 mm on your foot_ In fact, if you've been with
the projectionists' union so long that you have the seniority to be projectionist at the house
where they show 70 mm, you might get a hernia. They ought to assign 70 mm work to
projectionists in reverse order of seniority.
So we have several hundred pictures that are in 70 mm format, including reels that came
from Elizabeth Taylor Warren's residence of a motion picture called Around the World in 80
Days. A film studio has accessed that material to put together a new 70 mm version of that
film, in the same restoration procedure done with Lawrem_ of Arab/a and Spartacus.
That kind of holdings help make us an archives, not just a library. It's not getting just
having video copies for home viewing; it's also having the original camera negative of
Casablanca.
The Library and copyright started about I00 years ago copyrighting films. We have now
some film copies manufactured made 100 years ago that are still in good shape. The others are
not and I want to get to that right away, because that's the part that worries us in the Janitorial
part of the Library here.
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Wealsocollect45rpmrecords,althoughthere'saguywhosayshehas more45 recordsthan
the Libraryof Congress.His trick is that he bought up all stock from the regional exchanges as
they went out of business, because the computer let the record companies ship nationally from
a single location -- Terre Haute, I think -- so he may have many copies of the same 45. But it's
true, he has more copies of 45s than the Library of Congress. We're talking to him.
Now, when a format becomes obsolete, we don't throw it away. We give it to the Library of
Congress. For instance, recorded sound on cylinders. We've got 10,500 of them in last year
from one collector. So when people clear out their attics and basements and they find
something very valuable, the Library of Congress has to have something to play it back on, into
whatever new wonderful equipment is now the technology for the next decade or so.
Maybe the name ."shou'_d have come up with in "_970 was "the Division of Motion Pictures,
Broadcasting, Recorded Sound and Laser-Etched Saran Wrap, and whatever they invent
next"..."non-book", the book side seems a bit more stable.
I've seen some things along the way that even with my poor eyesight I knew weren't going to
pass muster. Somebody was explaining to me -- I think it was a film manufacturer-- the
advantages of something new called super eight (How many remember super eight?)
He was explaining the advantages of super eight over standard eight. Does anybody
remember standard eight?) He said you couldn't recognize your own grandmother on standard
eight, but with super eight, you could.
So somewhere between Lawrence of Arabla or Far and Away or some showing in IMAX
format and the poorest half-inch videotapes we've ever been offered, we have to decide what is
appropriate or acceptable quality of preservation for the moving image. Does the film still
survive when you can barely make it out as if it's transmitted by wirephoto? Or do we require a
70 mm original copy?
You can look at a movie called Love Story and hardly make out the figures of the actors, and
it can still make you cry. But ff you're looking at an Anthony Mann western, the landscape is
very important to what the filmmaker is trying to communicate. Some film makers use such
strong geometric forms in their pictorial compositions that you could send it by thermofax and
the idea would get across. But the more detailed the physical surface, the more the sensuous
parts of the medium are used to tell the story, in contrast to diagrammatic plots and cliche'd
dialogue, the more important it is to retain the resolution, the technical quality, of the
original, at least in one format so it could then be translated into the other forms in which it's
going to be distributed and viewed.
So ideally the problem is getting a print from the original negative of Oasab/ant_ over the
fiber optics network to Los Ceritos, California, where it can be picked up in the viewer's own
home, and still look and sound like Casab/anca. There are perhaps one hundred shades from
the whitest to the blackest black in C/tizenKane. To reduce that to 20 shades of gray gives you
the equivalent of a smudged carbon copy or something even worse. Let me take an example
from music: listening to Mahler's Symphony of a Thousand over a 50 cent, two-inch loud
speaker (like those used in cars at the drive-in movie) may work fine if you've already heard
Mahler's Symphony of a Thousand in a concert hail or on a fine CD. You can bring your earlier
experience to what's actually there from the 50 cent speaker from the drive-in. But ff the drive-
in quality of sound is yourflrst experience with the work, your filling-in of what's actually not
there may be relatively unsuccessful.
The Library of Congress has to worry about such considerations when we talk about
compression and sampling rates, when we talk about translating it into any other formats.
But mostly we worry about the condition of the phys, ical material on which the content is
recorded. Digitally we can now recopy every five years and theoretically lose virtually
nothing. But if we've got 700,000 safety films, all of which may be attacked in the present or
future by the vinegar syndrome, that's 770,000 cans that have to be opened by somebody has to
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dosomethingphysicalto eachcan,evenif It'sJustto stick the rubbernipplein the first time so
that a probecan beusedwith the nipple everysubsequent time to record information about
gasesin the canand not haveto openthe canItselfagain.
Wehave 110,000cansof nitrate film. Whennitrate film is ignited by a spark or an open
flame -- it doesn't explode; it just burns so fast, even under water, that you can't tell the
difference, -- With nitrate film, we try to open each can for inspection once every six months.
But the irony now is with the vinegar syndrome problem, we have movies made on safety film
in the '50s and '60s, the original negatives of which are showing -- not on a large scale yet, but
on a small scale -- throughout that entire 20-year period, deterioration characteristics quite
similar to those of nitrate made from the late 1890's to 1952.
We've found there are not that many differences between the new safety films of 1915 or '52
and the nitrate, if we're talking about long-term keeping and storing and their total lifetime.
Letls move closer to the present time.
Remember you couldn't recognize your grandmother in the straight eight? Now let's go to
something I saw a couple years ago that made me very excited and made we want to be part of
this group here to learn what I could learn. All this time we've been hearing something Just as
good as 35 mm and then we've been seeing, and it does not meet large auditorium, large screen
showings. It may work in some other kind of presentation environments.
I've seen Kodak's new system, where you convert a 35 mm mm image -- not 70 mm, not
IMAX, but 35 mm to a digital record, manipulate it in that form and etch it back onto back 35
mm film. , at least on a reasonably-sized screen, some pretty remarkable digitization. First
the Kodak tests and then Cinesite, the company that restored Snow White and the Seven
Du_rfs.
Now we're back to an area in which I'm some kind of an expert, having memorized "Snow
White" over many viewings. I've been seeing that film -- I won't tell you how many times and
for how long. Every time it was reissued, I saw it, and I have some clips of a print at home
which I could compare what the digital form was like with the original. If I were an art
historian, I could quibble about this shade and that hue and that intensity and say that the
blacks are too gray and the saturated reds are not there. But it's amazing what Is there.
What is there is a pristine copy. If you saw it in its last reissue in 1987, produced with
conventional printing techniques, in the scene where the prince first meets Snow White and
she's singing to the doves -- well, in that 1987 print you could see the doves fly offto the left and
the field of dust go over to the right, and both were about equally prominent visually. In the
current reissue the dust has been now removed digitally, except for two specks they left on the
surface of the magic mirror because, you know they made it look more like a mirror. Without
the dust, it looked too transparent. That's referred to as the inability of a dog to pass a fire
hydrant without stopping.
That's not fair to the people who have done a wonderful job, and they showed the "before
and after" of the first reel to us at the Library of Congress,. They had an idea in mind that tied
right in with something we'd been talking about ever since we knew in 1969 what NASA could
do visually that was not possible for us. When large pieces of the original film emulsion with
the original information fall off of that 1895 picture, leaving only the clear base. And if what's
been lost is redundant information, if it's present in adjacent frames, and ffyou could capture
it from those frames and put it back in the frame suffering the diverticulatlon, it could look as
flit had been shot yesterday.
When Frank Capra, the director visited the Library of Congress in his later years I was
privileged to set up a screening for him of one of his movies made in the mid-thirties; we had
struck a print from the original negative. It was a test print, and I thought it was terrible due to
shrinkage of the native -- the sharpness was not good. But Mr. Capra said he was impressed
with what he saw because there were no visible scratches, and without the scratches it seemed
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that the action was happening not in 1933, but right now as we were looking at it. The illusion
of the movies was sustained. That could hold good for a sound recording, too, where the
processing allows the original to come through with its own kind of sound.
We had wet gate to make the grain less visible. You couldn't see the grain. You could blow up
16 mm, Disney's True L_fe Adventures, The African Lion or The Endless Summer, On Any
Sunday, and you didn't see an oppressive grain structure; that was removed. You didn't have a
very sharp image there either, but you had the cues of color and shadows in your own mind to
help separate planes of action and foreground and middle ground from background. As for
what's not there, but it doesn't seem to matter because the psychological effort of the person
who are reading the image or listening to the sound image compensates for it.
Maybe we may decide to do exactly what they did with Disney's African Lion shot in 16
mm. We can't Just save everything in 70 mm, although the technology to do it is there. Here is
one thing which the Library of Congress is somewhat slowed up a bit, and it's the same factor as
in 1969, when we were talking about diverticulation and the patches and what NASA could do
to restore visual information at that time:
With Snow White it goes something like this. I may not be quoting this directly, but this is
what I remember hearing them say: For each frame manipulated, it takes thirty seconds and
costs $8 to etch that amount of information into the digital format, and then when you're
finished manipulating it, getting rid of the holes and patches and creases and all or maybe
touching up the color a bit -- for instance, it's monochrome down to the bottom of the ocean, so
you add red coloring to the coral so the audience doesn't see such a boring all-blue image.
(That's being done for a new Tom Cruise picture. Look for the coral; it's digitally enhanced --
and then you get it back onto motion picture film so it can be projected in 35 in a regular-size
theater, that's $6 more. Twenty-four frames a second, 90 feet a minute -- well, you get the idea.
And that isn't paying for the 100 people who worked three shifts around the clock to get "Snow
White" ready.
So the difference between the potential and possibilities and what resources the Library
might have available for that seems to be a great chasm to bridge.
There is another demonstration I saw that cheered me up as much as seeing the digital
Snow Wh/te. This was a development by a professor and his graduate student, working with
limited resources, using off-the-shelf materials at a university brought to the Library of
Congress. It was a particular jolt for me because the man who had just been given the
assignment at the Library of Congress to look into what might be technologically possible for
such an application, was watching the demonstration and could see that this system was
already up and running, and we were starting far behind.
Positioned on the West Coast you could view the cracks and gouges on the surface of a disc
recording that we hold in the Library of Congress in Washington. It's a 78 rpm record. (How
many people know about 78 rpm records?) Maybe they're in your attic, ffyou're not tidy and
haven't done spring cleaning.
We have become reconciled at the Library that our 78 rpm records are going to get fully
cataloged Just about the time all those 45s also get cataloged by conventional means. It isn't
going to happen soon. So let's talk about applying the low tech of 1975. We photographed each
label, front and back, on each disk onto a frame of 16 mm film. It may not have the best
resolution, but if they can use 4 mm for photographing recording instrument panels for test
planes, we can use 16 mm film for photographing record labels.
Now, we haven't cleaned up the mistakes on the record, the typos. And beyond mere typos,
you may not believe everything stated on the label: we have a Decca record that says, "Bill
Haley and the Comets, "Rock around the Clock'. Fox'trot."
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But catalogerscanworryaboutwhat it is ff it isn't a foxtrot later. What you can do now is
punch a four digit number and retrieve by composer, by artist or by title every 78 rpm that we
have in the Library of Congress and in four other U.S. sound archives, up until the time when
the project was over, when they quit photographing labels onto those 16 mm frames.
Accessing a huge data base is possible, thanks to a meat packer who'd made a lot of money, who
liked opera, who wanted to find out what there might be in the way of opera on 78 rpm records.
And he was convinced that everything on 78 rpm ought to be treated the way he wanted opera
treated.
Now they're working on getting that data onto a CD-ROM so it can go out with all the other
things the Library makes available on CD-ROM. We have videodisks of San Francisco, of New
York, photographed at the turn of the century. These are the paper prints, contact sheets made
for purposes of copyright. Until 1912, the only way moving pictures could be copyrighted was
as still images. And between 1912 and 1943, when the Librarian of Congress said, "We ought to
be keeping some of these films here in the national collection," that's the period we were trying
to fill in by getting the original negatlves from the major studies and making a master film
copies on 35 mm to match the originals as closely as we could with the silver content of
emulsions today, to retain the ability to recreate a large screen theatrical experience.
Yes, you can get a copy of Casab/ant_ on a half-lnch video copy, but it's not quite the same
thing. The size, the dimension, a lot more is lost than one would know unless one saw it in
reverse order, on the big screen first as I've been privileged to do, as we did for all of these films.
As you may have suspected by now, I am lost somewhere in the past, selecting films made
before 1952 to be copied, because they're on a nitrate base and going to crumble into dust early.
And now we're also concerned about the pictures made in the '50s and '60s because of the
recently discovered threat of disintegration.
The one thing that it seems to me that all this boils down to that I've seen since '69 is the
technology changes every decade or less. The Library of Congress has to keep all the
information we might want to access that's recorded on the cylinders -- Brahms playing-- down
to the present day. And the physical materials that these recordings are on is so fragile. If the
consumer audiotape is projected to last 20 years plus however lucky we get -- and, of course, we
don't control the materials chosen. We don't have the materials of our choice to work with.
Often we have just what the collectors give us, .
In a play by Brendan Behan titled the Choir Fellow, which takes place in a bar, The woman
who runs the bar sees a man dandling a girl on his lap, and says, "Put that girl downl You don't
knowwhere she's been."
We don't know where the collections have been before they come to us, so it's harder to
figure out what their additional life span may be now. We know about a man who owned the
organ company and wanted to have something to look at while he played his magnificent
theater organ. He got a wonderful collection of the great silent films. He lived in a castle by the
sea. In It he had a vault near the seacoast in which he kept the films. By the time we learned
about It, there was only one of his films that could be salvaged. It was Sa/ome. We hung it up
around a room in the nitrate film building, and dried it out like wet wash. When it was dried
out we were able to print it.
So we worry about compression, we worry about sampling rate. But mainly we worry about
the tendency of all things laminated to delaminate, whether we have 20 years or 30 years and
whether the accelerated aging tests of materials done at Kodak and elsewhere are accurately
predictive. We do know tests for the longevity of films, done in the '50s at one of our sister
archives, didn't prove to be accurate. So there must be other factors, such as "where it's been",
that couldn't be taken into account.
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We have somebody who believes in cryogenics, digs the film a hole, buries it in the hopes
that the technology to bring it back will come from this group or others one of these days.
That's a faith in science maybe, but beyond my powers of willing suspension of disbelief.
All of this audible and moving image material is the memory of the world or at least, the
memory of the Continental United States and its territorial possessions, et cetera, et cetera, as
of certain times. Of this memory of the world, we never know for certain what is going to be
wanted next. Although we keep a great deal of it, we have to make "triage" decisions every now
and then.
The fragility of the material, the lack of backup copies, that's the sort of thing that bothers
me. But the excitement is what is possible even ff the Library of Congress doesn't have the
resources yet to play in that particular high-tech, high-expense bail game in that club, in that
league.
The disk that you can not only.hear played for you but can also look at its notches and
cracks, as well as the label stating that it's a foxtrot called "Rock Around the Clock", from
across the country, that's a little more exciting than Just the offerings on pay TV, as easy as
selecting something from your local video store. It's an example of what the Librarian of
Congress may be talking about when he speaks of "getting the champagne out of the bottle", so
the super digital highway is a wonderful dream of possibilities and we're all following that
dream.
But the time and cost of getting from here to there is a problem, and I suppose I'm an arch
conservative. I'll end with repeating what I heard at the East German film archive: (remember
East Germany?) And if I suspect that it was chosen because they didn't have the high tech
resources available to them, it still may be the right choice.
But what the head of the archive there said is something like this: "we've built good vaults
with proper temperature and humidity controls to keep the film and tape alive for I00 years.
And when you with the high technology figure out what are the optimum means of re-recording
this material might be, the material will be here. We'll know where it is, we can find it and we'll
make it available to you. It will have been saved."
So those are the two paths, to what I like to call "archivery". It's "thievery" and "sorcery".
bit of everything in it. I think it sounds better than "janitorial".
(Applause)
A
If there's someone I've not confused totally by what I'm saying or where I seem to be going,
raise your hand. I'm open to questions.
VOICE: (Off microphone.}
MR. PARKER: What is the relationship between the Library of Congress and the National
Archives? Do you mean from the firing on Fort Sumter or after that? I get this asked all the
time, when I don't get asked about Kemp Niver, the guy who got the Academy Award for the
paper prints being transferred to 16 mm film.
There are gray areas, which I'll not go into, but roughly it is that what the government
produced, the documentation the government produces, like your Army record from 1915 or
films about activities of the government -- that's how they sneak in newsreels with hula hoops
into the collection -- material generated by the government goes there.
The private sector, largely, I guess, because of the books we buy and the fact that the
copyright office gets materials to us, the private sector is represented in the Library of
Congress. We're always getting mistaken. You know, it's like the actresses, Gale Sondergard
and Judith Anderson: which one played the sinister housekeeper in The Cat and the Cana_
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and which oneplayedthe sinisterhousekeeperin Rebecca? After a while, the one that wasn't
in Rebecca Just wearily thanks the fan for the compliment and doesn't try to correct anybody.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: Surrender the copyright to the government? Did I say that?
VOICE: No.
MR. PARKER: Sounds good. Surrender copies, two copies. Should there be a legal case, then
this would be evidence. We've even sent out a videotape of a movie that was evidence in a
copyright infringement case, and we put a ribbon around it and stated ion a note, "We verify
this was a true copy of the movie."
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: Yes, we have two copies of one film, Johnny Guitar, because one copy came
from its star, Joan Crawford, and they didn't say no to her. And there is a problem of how
much backup is desirable. If you have one copy and it gets torn up during the next screening,
where are you?
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: Everything until about 1955 might have been shot in the three-color process.
(Foxflre was the last movie shot in the three-color process, that's Foxj'ire with Jane Russell, not
Flrefox with Clint Eastwood.)
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR P_R: Yes and no. We are storing them for the archive they belong to, along with
three vaults of other materials. Well, let me just explain about these three million items by
way of Technicolor and Warner Bros.:. If you want to see Robin Hood, it runs about two hours.
If you want a print from the original negatives, that's forty reels. For every reel of picture you
look at for ten minutes, you've got a cyan record, a magenta record, a yellow record, and the
soundtrack.
So If you lose one of those -- and it happened to a reel of The High and The Mighty, I'm told --
then you've got to try to reconstitute what shouid be there from the surviving elements, and
that happens too, as was done with the restoration of Becky Sharp.
Yes, we have -- we're storing MGM color pictures made during the nitrate era to my
knowledge, but they're not ours. We're storing them temporarily for another archives.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: You hold onto it as long as possible, because still and yet again, (Snow White
on digital notwithstanding), it is the best source material to copy from. Of course, if it does
start ticking, it is put under water, because flit crumbles into pieces, it is much like gunpowder.
If it becomes a safety hazard, it goes under water. But you try to save as much of the picture as
possible. You don't say: "oh, this reel smells bad. I'll throw it away." You carefully cut out the
deteriorating parts. It's a bit like running a cancer ward.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: Well, we hope, you know, it will go by fiber optics to Los Ceritos, California,
but we're a little way -- but with 88 a frame going out of film and $6 a frame going back to film,
we're not quite there yet.
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The other thing, of course, are the copyright owners. Oftentimes we have to send access
seekers to the donor of the material, flit is on deposit at our place, to their lawyers to find out
what rights are involved. Paranoia in the industry is classic and has not been mollified by the
discovery people who have been active selling
video copies that are unauthorized. The copyright office is located one floor above us, so we're
very circumspect about that sort of thing.
But we always have the success story of the guy who did everything we told him to do,
instead of trying to find a way to beat the system to get access. The rights owners said yes, the
publisher said yes, and he got what he wanted. It takes a little longer maybe than you wish and
a little patience, but it works.-- I think the last Line in my job description says: "get the stuff out
so people can see it and hear it. So we've found new ways of doing that. We're having some
touring shows next year for the centennial of the motion picture. Nearly every state will have a
showing, over two years. The details are not worked out yet.
We're making the first batch of films available to the public. Early films by early film
directors, women -- some important black cast films that are otherwise not being distributed.
And those will be out in February for rental on 16 mm, 35 mm, and for sale by mail on half-
inch videotape.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: What I heard, they don't store it on digital video for "Snow White." It takes up
too much space, it's impractical. If you're talking about full 35 mm resolution.
VOICE: (Off microphone.}
MR. PARKER: Well, yes. We're working with -- that's why I was interested in last year's
transcripts. One thing I may have in common with this group is interest in the longevity of D1.
We worry about the moisture content of the tape at the Library, too.
We make -- the analogy, I think, for our policy, quickly, would be when we make a transfer
on audio, we make both an analog and a digital copy because we're trying to have something
retrievable for 200 years, and because we have anecdotal evidence accumulating that's not
cheering, such as not being able to read time codes and things like that. In fact, I guess our most
extreme position would be the one we've taken with the Marlboro Music Festival. They've been
sending us recordings of the festival for years. When they started sending us digital recordings,
we said, in effect, "Thanks for the recordings. Now we want the machine they're recorded on,
too," because we've got to be sure we'll be able to play them back." That may be an extreme
position, but I guess that's the way our thinking goes.
VOICE: (Off microphone.) ...Movietone News
MR. PARKER: I didn't see it personally. I've talked to fellow archivists about it. I have a
prejudiced, bigoted opinion of it without having enough information to even be worthy of
having an opinion. However, would you llke to hear my opinion?
So far, it has nothing to do with preservation. It has to do with access. The preservation
part of it does not meet our criteria, to put it mildly. These films go back to c. 1919. There's yet
to be any test of film in shrunken, curled or otherwise unsatisfactory physical condition being
transferred. I don't know whose criteria it might meet. We'll fred out as they work it out. It
may mean that a lower level of preservation is acceptable for some applications. But if you've
got gorgeous, breathtaking 35 mm images, to reduce them to that kind of quick, easy access
only does part of the job, I think.
Although, that would be half the solution that I would see as ideal somewhere along the
way. But I would say you start with retaining the Iniormatlon that is there in some kind of
master copy and then make it available for prompt use that way. And my boss, who Just
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retired,wasonce calleda bad name by a frustrateddocumentaryfilm makerat the top of his
voicebecausethe Library, then working through an outside lab -- wedidn't have our own in
thosedays -- couldn't meet his deadline for television.
So that part of the problem, the Fox has got -- let me say something nice about the studios.
You know, we're not -- I feel llke Teddy Roosevelt: "Alone in Cuba" should be the name of my
address here.
There are four archives that conserve this same kind of material in the United States, as
well as the film companies, i saw something wonderful in last year's program about assets,
preserving and protecting assets. That's a new idea, instead of nitrate Just being this stuff that
explodes on you and costs a lot of money. And one of the major companies that just built a
beautiful restored vault for nitrate films, state-of-the-art facility, calls it "asset protection".
Why didn't we think ofcaUing it that in 1969?
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: It's here. I can work it out with you afterwards.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: I could have gone on with several more formats, you know, after super 8mm
and 78 records. By a reel, the industry, since the '30s, has considered a reel about 8 to I0
minutes of running time. When we get these reels, they may come off the airplane in 3,000'
reels. Typically, with original 35 mm negatives, you don't store anything larger than 900 to
1,000 feet a reel.
So the average A budget picture in the '30s runs 10 to 12 reels. A Fred and Ginger musical
may run 10 to 12 reels, although its running time may be only 90 minutes, because they don't
want to cut right in the middle of one of the numbers of where the reel breaks go.
However, once when the Library of Congress had a total of three people working on motion
pictures and the industry had changed over from 1,000 foot as its standard length to 2,000 foot,
because everybody now had projectors with take-up reels with 2,000 feet capacity, there was
one guy, I understand -- and I've seen some of the musicals, so I think it's true -- who had a
machete. If he had a 2,000-foot reei that came in for copy_ht, about I i000 feet in, he would
whack it with the machete so it would fit in the 1,000 cans. He only had 1,000-foot cans. We
couldn't buy 2,000 foot. And he didn't miss a musical number; it was sort of amazing--whacked
right in the middle of each one. I don't know about the others, just the musicals I went through.
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: It's difficult having to operate many kinds of equipment at once, and we've
had special programs transferring cylinders.
Let me tell you about the amateurs who recorded wax cylinders, because what's semi-soft
wax and what's stamped celluloid, what's original wax recordings, is one of the more exciting
stories we have.
Indian rituals that would be lost to the memory of the tribe today are sometimes
documented and retrievable by amateurs who went out with their portable cylinder machines.
Long before the folk song project of the '30s that the Library of Congress is noted for, when they
took tons of recording equipment in a truck right out in the field and recorded folk songs on
site.
We had a special project for transferring these disks in the late "70's, and I remember
vividly when we became part of the recorded sound division in a shotgun marriage. We would
have a meeting around the great green table in a recording studio. But the project couldn't stop.
z
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In the same room they were transferring native American chants at the same time. Yes, we
don't deal with all obsolete formats the same way, but yes, we try to cover the waterfront.
VOICE: {Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: Do we buy hardware?
VOICE: (Off microphone.)
MR. PARKER: Yes. In the case of the Vitaphone system, the disk system that brought sound
movies, to popularity -- they'd been around forever, llke 3-D, but they weren't popular -- the
Vitaphone system we now share is in a lab in Hollywood with one of the other archives.
You see, they -- this is a symbiotic relationship. They have the soundtracks for these
movies and we have the movies without any soundtracks. And there is a third factor: All Baba
and the 40 Thieves, I left them out. These are the collectors, bless their hearts, without whom
I'd be out of business, because a lot of these things are not available at the studios or from
copyright deposits, if the movies we're talking about are from the silent era or the very first
years of sound.
And there's a record collectors group now, a consortium, which negotiates with the Library
of Congress, because their collectors have the soundtracks and we have the films. It's getting
more interesting. If you want to know what the Ed Sullivan Show would have looked like in
1927, we're about to be able to show it to you. Because in the first years of sound, twenty-four
hours a day in a studio in Brooklyn, they set up four cameras, and anybody in show business
who was appearing in town came in and did their act. They didn't cut away to Alice Faye
kissing Don Ameche or keep the plot going during the act. You get to see the act ungilded. So
you get to see somebody who had done the same act for 30 years on the stage, and in their
thirtieth year they're recorded picture and sound for the vitaphone in 1926. That's sort of a
reach- back.
Not as amazing as seeing a pope who was born in 1830 on a motion picture, which we can do
with the paper prints of films made before the turn of the century, but we're getting back there.
We're finding out that we're not necessarily better in every way than anybody else who ever
lived in this country. I guess we learned that from Ken Burns' television series on the Civil War.
He found people who wero sensitive and intelligent and admirable and their experiences could
be moving to us from that kind of presentation, and we're finding the same sort of thing as we
go back to these obsolete formats and bring them back to life.
Not all of the films and recordings are equally wonderful, but enough are so that the pride
of discovery is still there and the delight in finding something that communicates to us today
is there.
Well, we've got Mickey Mouses now. Disney has deposited at the Library important
material, World War II and -- the people who acted out "Snow White" live before the cameras,
the animators translated it into drawings and much more. Please do come to visit our division
at the Library of Congress. And ffyou give me enough advance notice, I'II try to crack out a
Mickey Mouse to look at. Thank you.
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Abstract
Networks based on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) are expected to provide cost-effectlve
and ubiquitous infrastructure to support broadband and multimedia services. In this paper,
we will give an overview of the ATM standards and its associated physical layer transport
technologies. We use the experimental HIPPI-ATM-SONET (HAS) interface in the Nectar Gigabit
Testbed to illustrate how one can use the SONET/ATM public network to provide transport for
bursty gigablt applications.
Introduction
The phenomenal progress in telecommunication and computer technologies in the past decade
has created an emerging demand for broadband and multimedia services. Such demand
stimulated the development of the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) [I-
4]. B-ISDN is a standardized public switched telecommunications network infrastructure
capable of supporting both broadband and narrowband services on a single flexible network
platform. A key element of the standards is the use of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) for
multiplexing and switching. ATM combines the advantages of both circuit- and packet-
switching techniques, allowing many services to be transported and switched in a common
digital format. Furthermore, the current recommendations include the Synchronous Optical
Network (SONET) [5,6], also known internationally as the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
(SDH), as the physical layer transmission standard. ATM, together with SONET, is expected to
provide the reliable high-speed transport, bandwidth flexibility, and integrated transmission
and switching for a diverse set of traffic characteristics as required by B-ISDN.
This paper provides an overview of ATM and SONET standards and explores how the current
broadband standards can be extended to accommodate bursty gigabit applications for
supercomputers and high performance workstations. We use the experimental HIPPI-ATM-
SONET (HAS) interface in the Nectar Gigabit Testbed as an example to illustrate how one can
use the ATM-based public network to provide end-to-end transport for gigabit applications.
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
ATM is a high-speed and low latency packet-like switching technique. It employs fixed size
packets, or "cells", With a 5-byte header and a 48-byte information payload. It is a connection-
oriented technology whereby user data is transported through a network of switches over pre-
defined routes. Because it is a statistical multiplexing and switching technology, ATM can
operate over a wide range of data rates with different physical media. The latter can be optical
fiber, twisted copper pair, or wireless medium. Depending on the media, the data rates can vary
from 1.5 Mb/s to 2.5 Gb/s and beyond.
The protocol stack for ATM is shown in Fig. I. Each layer performs the function corresponding
to a similar layer of the International Standards Organization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnect
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(OSI) communications protocol stack. The physical layer deals with the framing and physical
transport of the data. The ATM layer addresses such issues as switchlng/routing and
multiplexing. The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) converts the information from the higher layers to
ATM cells and vice-versa. It handles the segmentation and reassembly of data packets into ceils
as well as service dependent functions such as timing and synchronization. The user plane deals
with user application information while the control plane handles call and connection control.
The management plane supports operations, administration, and management functions.
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Fig. 1 ATM Protocol Reference Model
Unlike other communications technologies, ATM is designed to accommodate a variety of traffic
types with different quality of service characteristics. ATM assigns all traffic to one of four basic
classes as shown in Fig. 2. In Class A service, the data rate is constant and a timing relationship
exists between the source and destination. Examples of such services are voice or fixed rate
video. Class B services differ from those of Class A in that the bit rate can be variable. Examples
include differentially encoded video. In Class C service, the connection between the source and
destination is asynchronous and the data rate can be variable. An example is file transfer
between computers. Finally, Class D is similar to Class C except that it is connectionless. An
example of such services is connectlonless data transport (e.g. UDP/IP or SMDS).
Timing Between
Source and Destination
Class A
"BitRate Constant
Connection Mode
related
Class B Class C Class D
unrelated
Variable
Connection-oriented Connectionless
Figure 2: ATM Service Classes
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Advantages of ATM
ATM offers significant advantages over earlier networking technologies in supporting broadband
and high performance computer networks. A key advantage of ATM is its high speed and
associated low-latency. Many organizations are beginning to store documents in image formats.
A high resolution image may contain 4096 x 4096 pixels each with 16 bits of gray scale resulting
In a file size of 256 megabits. It would take over 25 seconds to transmit the image over a l 0
Mb/s Ethernet. However, an 155 Mb/s ATM link would require less than 2 seconds. This
difference becomes more pronounced when a set of data contain a large number of images.
Furthermore, these images might only constitute a part of a complete file such as a detailed
medical record. The amount of data could reach gigabit range and lower-speed technologies
perform inadequately. Also, unlike Ethemet or FDDI, which are shared media technologies, ATM
connected workstations have dedicated links to the networks. As a result, a user performing
network-intensive operations is unlikely to affect other network users.
Another advantage of ATM is its flexibility. Since it was designed to support different types of
traffic over the same network, ATM can be used as the single network technology for the various
systems within an organization. Image transfer applications, which require high bandwidth and
low loss, can use the same network as video conferencing system, which requires low latency
exchanges. A common network platform would facilitate the interconnection of the critical
information systems of the organization.
An aspect of this flexibility is that ATM is both a local area network (LAN) and a wide area
network (WAN) technology. It can potentially offer seamless connectivity between an
organization's internal network and the public network. This would not only facilitate the
Interconnection of geographically distributed facilities allowing for greater sharing of data but
would also spur "telecommuting" whereby services could be provided to remotely located
business sites. Because there would be no need for special internetworking units connecting the
LAN to the public network, this could result in decreased startup costs and increased
performance and reliability. Furthermore, ATM has a well-defined set of performance and
management functions. For end-to-end applications, a homogeneous management structure can
be employed to manage most of the public and private networks. This could result in
considerable savings in cost and management effort.
ATM has become an international standard with the support of both the telecommunications and
computer industries. In addition to the international standard bodies such as ITU-TS
(International Telecommunications Union -- Telecom Sector, formerly called CCITT), the ATM
Forum appears to be evolving into a new standard body guiding the implementation of ATM
products into the marketplace. These emerging standards (for example, Ref. 7) are under intense
scrutiny from both equipment manufacturers and users to help ensure that the specifications
are implementable. Even though the specifications are not yet completed, many companies are
currently offering products. For example, almost every major router and bridge vendor is
offering, or has announced, support for ATM LAN interconnectivity either by marketing small (up
to 64 ports) switches or by adding ATM interfaces to their existing products. Several companies
are also offering ATM adapter cards for workstations and PCs. For WAN connectivity, most large
switch manufacturers are marketing first generation switches and many local and long distance
carriers in the U.S. have announced plans for offering ATM services within the next several years.
Synchronous Optical Network (SONET)
Most of the ATM applications will likely be carried over the Synchronous Optical Network
(SONET} [5,6] as the physical layer. SONET defines a standard set of optical interfaces for
network transport in interoffice transmission and cross-connects, switching, local distribution,
and local area networks in customer premises. It is a hierarchy of optical signals which are
multiples (called OC-N) of a basic signal rate of 51.84 Mb/s called OC-I, or Optical Carrier at
Level I. The electrical counterpart of these optical signals are called STS-N, or Synchronous
Transport Signal at Level N. The STS-N signals have standardized frame formats with a frame
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duration of 125microseconds(8kHz). The STS-I frame consists of 90 columns and 9 rows of 8
bit bytes. The STS-N signal is formed by synchronously byte-lnterleaving N STS-I signals. The
OC-3 (155.52 Mb/s) and OC-12 (622.08 Mb/s) have been designated as the customer access
rates in future B-ISDN networks. Other important SONET rates are OC-48 (2.488 Gb/s) and, in
the future, OC-192 (9.953 Gb/s). Of special interest to B-ISDN and glgabit networking is the
Concatenated Synchronous Transport Signal Level N (STS-Nc) which is an STS-N signal in which
the N STS-ls have been combined together as a single entity and is transported not as several
separate signals but as a single channel [5]. The concatenated signal provides a contiguous high
speed channel to support services that require large bandwidths.
The orderly, synchronous structure of the SONET/SDH concept simplifies multiplexing, and
reduces significantly the amount of network equipment for each node. As a result of
international standardization, SONET/SDH allows the interconnection of different
manufacturers' products at the optical level, and facilitates optical mid-span meets. The flexible
payload structure can accommodate virtually any type of digital signal, and provides a flexible
platform for future services. The definition of SONET also includes provisions for standardized
operation and maintenance support which will become a key consideration in the
implementation of future broadband networks.
Recently, there has been considerable standards activities at the ATM Forum to propose methods
of sending SONET and ATM signals over unshielded twisted copper pairs (UTP) at data rates of
up to 155 Mb/s (STS-3c rate) for short distances (up to I00 meters). A key application of SONET
over UTP is to provide low cost ATM connectivity all the way to the desktop within an
organization. The basic SONET rate of STS-I (51.84 Mb/s) has further been extended to
subrates of 25.92 and 12.96 Mb/s in modulo 2 fashion to support lower speed applications at
the desktop. The most Important SONET rates and their equivalent in the international SDH
hierarchy are listed in Fig. 3.
m,
OC Level STS Level SDH Level Line Rate (Mbls) Remark
Scalable 12.96 Modulo 2
SONET on UTP
Scalable 25.92 Modulo 2
SONET on UTP
OC- l STS-I 51.84 OK on UTP
OC-3 STS-3 (c) STM- I 155.52
OC- 12 STS- 12 (c) STM-3 622.08 B-ISDN
UNI
OC-48 STS-48 (c) STM- 16 2488.32
OC- 192 STS- 192 (c?) STM-64 9953.28
Fig. 3: Key SONET rates and their SDH equivalents
B-ISDN
UNI
OK on UTP
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ATM over Satellite and Wireless Transport
In addition to the terrestrial networks, one may also carry ATM over satellites or other wireless
means. Although satellites can support link rates that are orders of magnitude less than fiber
links, the basic ATM transport rates -- DS-3 (45 Mb/s), SONET STS-1 (51 Mb/s), and STS-3
(155 Mb/s) -- can be supported over the current generation of satellites or other wireless media.
It is expected that the next generation of satellites can support link rates of STS-12 (622 Mb/s)
and higher data rates [8]. A hybrid fiber-satellite ATM-based computer network would
significantly extend the reach of a terrestrial network to remote areas.
Extension of SONET/ATM to Support Gigabit Data Services
With the advent of gigabit networking, networks capable of transporting bursty gigabit/sec data
packets will be necessary to satisfy the increasing bandwidth demands for communications
among supercomputers and large data archives. An example of such a high speed network is the
local area network employing the High Performance Parallel Interface, or HIPPI [9-11 ]. HIPPI was
proposed by the ANSI X3 standards committee for transmitting digital data at peak rates of 800
or 1600 Mbit/s between high performance computer equipment. HIPPI, however, is defined only
for twisted-palr copper cables over a maximum distance of 25 meters, or serial point-to-point
HIPPI extenders over private fiber links. To take advantage of low-cost shared facilities of the
ubiquitous public network, it would be highly desirable to interconnect HIPPI hosts over much
longer spans across the public metropolitan and wide area networks. The SONET/ATM-based B-
ISDN networks offers an attractive solution for such applications [12].
The HIPPI-ATM-SONET (HAS) Interface
In this section, we outline the experimental HIPPI-ATM-SONET (HAS) interface which is one of
the first attempts in investigating the transport of bursty gigabit/sec data packets over a
SONET/ATM-based public network. The HAS is a key component of the Nectar Gigabit Testbed
[13], and is implemented in a collaboration between Bellcore and Carnegie Mellon University.
The role of the HAS interface in the Nectar Testbed is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 The Nectar Gigabit Teatbed
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The basic functions performedby the HASare as follows. In the transmit direction HIPPI
packetsfrom a HIPPI-basedhost computeror routerare terminatedon the HIPPImodule(Fig.
5). The data within the packet, along with routing information is passedto one of eight
ATM/ATM AdaptationLayer (ATM/AAL)modules,each correspondingto oneSONETSTS-3c
channel. The ATM/AAL modules convert the routing information to ATM virtual circuit
information, segmentthe HIPPIdata into ATMcells and provide for various forms of error
checking. TheATMcells are then passedto the SONETmodulewherethey are mappedintoSONETSTS-3c(155.52 Mb/s) channels. Eight STS-3cchannels are used for one HIPPI
channel; the testbed will accommodateup to 16 STS-3cchannels so that eight additional
channelscould beusedfor a secondHIPPIchannel. ThesixteenparallelSTS-3cchannelsare
then multiplexedup to the STS-48rate (2.488Gb/s)and convertedto an opticalOC-48signal
for transmission across the network. At the receiveside, the OC-48 signal is received,
converted to the electrical STS-48 signal and demultiplexed to sixteen parallel STS-3c
channels. ATMceils areextractedout of the SONETpayloadand rassembledinto HIPPIdata
units. ATMrouting informationis convertedto HIPPIrouting informationand theHIPPIpacket
is then reconstructed. The architecture of the HASinterface is modular so that the HIPPI
modulecouldbe replacedbyanotherhigh-speeddatacommunicationinterface.
800 Mbls
155 Mb/s
'q'_l_ ATilAAL 1 1HIPPI . -
q-_ ATMIAAL
• 16
Fig. 5 Schematics of HIPPI-ATM-SONET Interface
As described above, the method chosen for transmitting HIPPI packets is to terminate HIPPI
physical-layer signals, such as handshaking control signals, at the network interface rather
than transporting them across the network. This approach has the advantage that it does not
depend on HIPPI's link layer flow control mechanism, which resembles the window-based flow
control mechanisms used in lower-speed data networks. Window-based flow control
mechanisms may not scale well to glgablt/second speeds because they control only the number
of outstanding packets in the network, not the traffic flow rate. The approach of terminating
HIPPI and transporting the data in the form of ATM ceils allows rate-based traffic control
mechanisms to be used and also provides the flexibility to adapt the HAS interface to transport
other types of data traffic.
Conclusion
We have reviewed the key features of the ATM and SONET standards for the B-ISDN public
network which is expected to provide an ubiquitous infrastructure for the emerging broadband
and multimedia applications. These applications will undoubtedly include gigabit/sec data
transfer among high performance computing devices ranging from supercomputers to mass
storage archives.
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Introduction
The U.S. Government has recently begun a renewed effort to support the research and
development of digital libraries. This happened as part of a larger package intended to hasten
the evolution of a new and improved information infrastructure. The project is Intended to
benefit everyone to some extent, not just the institutions that currently have wide-area network
access[ I ]. The questions facing us now are therefore not of an exclusively technical nature.
People hearing the phrase "digital library" are bound to worry about things like the relative
availability of romance novels when the public library on the comer decides to go electronic.
Such worries are not entirely unfounded, and we will attempt to address them in this paper.
We wiU also try to answer the questions, What exactly is a digital library? How long have they
been around? What are they likely to become, and what has that got to do with romance
novels, anyway?
Digital Libraries Today
Depending on what sort ,of digital library is being discussed, one may claim that they already
exist or that they could not exist for at least ten years. To some, a digital library is any
collection of electronic books. This phrase can be taken loosely to include any kind of
structured data, so that existing archives and even databases could be construed as digital
libraries. However, in the future, the phrase electronic book is likely to refer to a particular
standardized encoding for arbitrary collections of data. Electronic books, or e-books, can
encompass quite a lot more than what is currently thought of as a book. Standards already
exist for how to encode pictures, sound, and movies for storage, retrieval, and playback on a
computer. Furthermore, e-books can be interactive. An e-book can give you all of these
elements together In something remIniscent of a video game, it can be the ASCII text of the
world's most boring stereo instructions, or it can be any combination, however well
orchestrated or poorly pulled-off. Today's personal computers already have the processIng and
storage capacity to support full-fledged e-books, let alone today's low-cost workstations. What
remains for the future, some would say, is to make use of these resources with digital libraries.
Digital libraries are destined to be the first true archives of integrated multimedia data. Today
we have corpora of text, image, and sound files; soon we will have corpora of electronic books
which contain all these things in a single organized package.
To others, a digital library is not just any collection of e-books, but a facility which makes use
of a limitless number of resources which are accessed through a wide-area network. The focus
is not upon individual "books," but on the data repositories which provide them. The digital
library as such would be the unification of all the available repositories through a single
interface. That interface would naturally be able to cope with whatever kind of data,
multimedia or otherwise, is retrieved, while it might seem as if the production of multimedia
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e-books would be the greatest challenge, that technology already exists. The intelligent
management of networked resources is what remains a difficult topic for research. This
research has been going on for some time in an attempt to manage the already existing
repositories of data which are public on the Intemet. With the new initiative to build a better
information infrastructure, it has become even more important that we improve the ways in
which we manage, locate, and retrieve information over wide-area networks.
The above two "definitions" of digital libraries are only mutually exclusive in the sense that they
both lay claim to the same buzzword. There is nothing really preventing those technologies
from beLng integrated. Individual "digital libraries" wfi! be needed to provide e-books to the
world, and we will need some way of providing access to those libraries that allows users to find
the repositories they need and to access them without undue trouble. Although the latter topic
is more interesting from a research perspective, the former is more important to ordinary
people who are more interested in what digital libraries can do for them than in how it is
accomplished.
Digital libraries in the Future
It is probably a safe prediction that many serious efforts will be made to build digital libraries.
A lot of money will be spent on getting books and other items onto computer media, on the
physical media themselves, and on the software and hardware required to read these electronic
books. However, after this startup period, very little of the cost of a real life digital library will
have to do with the cost of building or maintaining the library itself. The real cost will be
licensing fees.
Most proponents of digital libraries want to see them benefit everyday people, not Just
academicians and engineers. In order for digital libraries to be a popular success, they must
contain popular e-books. In order for publishers to provide e-books, they must make a
comfortable profit. Therefore, we may predict that if popular entertainment shifts into the
realm of digital libraries, it will be after sufficient propagation controls and billing procedures
have been put in place to insure that whoever has to pay for the e-books will pay for all those
who make illicit copies as well. With sufficient effort, the number of illicit copies could be small
indeed. The propagation controls could be as draconian as any which have ever been applied
to computer software, and all the more sinister for having had so many years to be perfected.
It could be insured that a customer has the use of a data object exactly once with a sufficiently
encrypted data object and an obfuscated, self-destructing piece of software which is necessary
to make use of the data. The software could insist on contacting an authentication server
maintained by the publisher before executing, so that copying the software itseff would achieve
nothing. First-run movies and premium sports broadcasts would probably be handled this
way, and the companies providing the copy protection stand to make as much money as their
clients.
On a more pedestrian level, publishers will want to sell copies of more ordinary e-books to
people and hope that the cost of blank media will be sufficient to discourage truly rampant
piracy. When digital phone service becomes widely available in the U.S., a new species of 900
numbers wilI appear. Small computer companies, always in search of a niche with profit
potential, will offer access to well-maintained and well-stocked digital libraries. These libraries
will offer reasonably new movies, music, periodicals, and books, similar to today's video,
record, and book stores. Customers may pay a specific price for each item they retrieve, a per-
kilobyte charge, or both, but the objects retrieved will not be subject to draconian controls and
customers will be able to use them as much as they please. A large portion of the proceeds
from these operations will be returned to the publishers in the form of licensing fees.
Digital libraries owned by educational institutions and research companies, containing
specialized scientific and professional e-books, will probably be more open to the public than
such libraries are today, but few of these institutions will miss the opportunity to charge for
access. In fact, they may be forced to charge Just to cover the licensing fees for the e-books,
which, like the subscription rates for today's scientific journals, will be high in order to
compensate for their relatively small circulation. In the present time, it is already the case that
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institutions are charging for access to databases which merely catalog the titles, authors, and
abstracts of current periodical literature. A researcher who does not have access to such a
database is at a noticeable disadvantage when trying to find related work. The free access
databases cannot afford to be as current or as complete as the pay-databases. In the future,
the situation wlll be the same with digital libraries of a technical nature, and those without
access will be a step behind in their research.
Public libraries will presumably retain their traditional, underfunded role after they become
digital and concentrate on whatever they can afford to provlde -- maybe romance novels, maybe
shareware e-books. Most government funding will go to educational Institutions and to public
libraries, and that funding which goes to public libraries will be a pittance compared to what
the public at large will spend on premium entertainment through private companies.
It may sadden some to believe that quality news and entertainment will be just as expensive in
the future as they are today due to licensing fees, but let us consider the alternative. Suppose
that public digital libraries, funded by the government, were the only game in town. Let us
even suppose that they were well funded and could afford to house whatever they chose.
Having spent federal funds on the deployment of a digital library, the government will set
standards on what sorts of e-books are worth procuring. We may boldly predict that this will
include mostly educational material, but with a large section of romance novels. Without
independent digital libraries, e-book publishers will have no Incentive to produce e-books other
than tutorials and romance novels. Romance novels would effectively become the only officially
sanctioned form of entertainment.
Let us give thanks, then, for the independent retailers and for the commercialized publishers
that bring us so many choices in what to read. Indeed, e-books could take commercialism to
previously inconceivable levels of shallowness as advertisers cash in on the element of future
shock. Imagine reading a newspaper In standard black print on a white background, turning
the page, and being assaulted by a full color, moving, speaking advertisement with CD-quality
Surround Sound 1 blasting subliminal messages from seven different directions. Had enough?
Not yet: it could be interactive. An advertisement could argue with you until it gets your credit
card number. If there is any vestige of human compassion left in corporate society, it will be
possible to dismiss these solicitations, or at least to iconlfy them until they give up and go
away.
Help Wanted
Bringing digital libraries to life will require us to make significant progress In the following
areas:
Integration of multimedia data. An extensible standard must be developed for the
seamless integration of multimedia data objects into e-books. Hawking proprietary
formats will only lessen the chances of long-term success.
Licensing and copyright issues. While the digital library medium must be open to the
public, the contents of e-books must be protected in law and in practlce from unauthorized
use and duplication. Researchers are still thinking of new problems in this area as they
seek to solve the old ones[2,3].
Wide-area networking. While our desktop computers have enormous capacity for
processing and storlng information, our wide-area networks have limited bandwidth and
accessibility. Public use of digital libraries will require much greater bandwidth.
Upgrading to faster network technology will help, but we must also learn to make more
efficient use of network resources lest we again use up all the available bandwidth. Alibi[4]
Is a software system now In development to help us achieve this goal.
1Dolby Surround is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
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Resourcediscovery. Usersmust beable to locate the digital libraries which would be
useful to them. A number of systems are already in place to support resource discovery
through browsing or through cataloging of network resources. Alibi uses a more flexible
method for finding resources which may prove to be more useful in the long run.
Knowbots[ 1 ] are another strategy which is being Investigated for resource discovery and
information retrieval in digital libraries.
Information retrieval. How are we to keep track of all our e-books and find the ones that
users want? After years of research into ways of retrieving textual documents, we are still
not able to automate the process of accurately cataloging arbitrary documents for later
retrieval. Research into Image retrieval is relatively young, and sound retrieval may be
unresearched. Presumably publishers of e-books would be willing to provide catalog
entries for them if we could agree on a format for the catalog as well. This Is a complicated
problem in itself, since the catalog must contain enough data to be useful but not enough
to overwhelm the search. There is great potential for innovation in the development of
algorithms for retrieving e-books.
Conclusion
In much the same way that the field of artificial intelligence produced a cult which fervently
believed that computers would soon think like human beings, the existence of electronic books
has resurrected the paperless society as a utopian vision to some, an apocalyptic horror to
others[5]. In this essay we have attempted to provide realistic notions of what digital libraries
are likely to become ff they are a popular success. E-books are capable of subsuming most of
the media we use today and have the potential for added functionality by being interactive. The
environmental impact of having millions more computers will be offset to some degree, perhaps
even exceeded, by the fact that televisions, stereos, VCRs, CD players, newspapers, magazines,
and books will become part of the computer system or be made redundant. On the whole,
large-scale use of digital libraries ls likely to be a winning proposition.
Whether or not this comes to pass depends on the directions taken by today's researchers and
software developers. By Involving the public, the effort being put into digital libraries can be
leveraged into something which Is big enough to make a real change for the better. If digital
libraries remain the exclusive property of government, universities, and large research firms,
then large parts of the world will remain without digital libraries for years to come, just as they
have remained without digital phone service for far too long. If software companies try to
scuttle the project by patenting crucial algorithms and using proprietary data formats, all of us
will suffer. Let us reverse the errors of the past and create a truly open digital library system.
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Virtually all of the data distribution strategies being contemplated for the EOSDIS era revolve
around the use of files. Most, ff not all, mass storage technologies are based around the file
model. However, files may be the wrong primary abstraction for supporting scientific users in
the 1990s and beyond. Other abstractions more closely matching the respective scientific
discipline of the end user may be.more appropriate. JPL has built a unique multimission data
distribution system based on a strategy of telemetry stream emulation to match the
responsibilities of spacecraft team and ground data system operators supporting our nations
suite of planetary probes.
The current system, operational since 1989 and the launch of the Magellan spacecraft, is
supporting over 200 users at 15 remote sites. This stream-oriented data distribution model can
provide important lessons learned to builders of future data systems.JPL's Multlmission
Ground Data System (MGDS)
JPL's Multimission Ground Data System (MGDS)
JPL's MGDS is a distributed, workstation based, ground data system that provides on-line,
near-llne and off-line storage for all telemetry, ancillary and processed data in support of the
Voyager, Magellan, Galileo, Mars Observer, and Ulysses missions. In the future the MGDS will
support the MESUR Pathfinder mission, the CASSINI mission to Saturn, and the mission to
Pluto currently in the early planning stages. The MGDS began development in 1985 as the
Space Flight Operations Center (SFOC) software upgrade following the successful prototyping
effort to apply workstation technology to support the Voyager encounter with Uranus and
continues through todiay as part of the Advanced Multlmisslon Operations System (AMMOS)
with mission support and maintenance activity.
The MGDS provides a Project Data Base (PDB) for each mission Consisting of two parts:
• A Telemetry Record-Based System.
• A File-Based System to support data products processed at levels 2 and above.
The fde-based system is in close harmony with systems proposed for EOS. The file storage
system consists of science and engineering file data products, and a catalog constructed using
relational database technology (Sybase). The MGDS supplies a variety of tools for browsing the
catalog and importing and exporting products to and from the system.
The telemetry-record based system, the subject of this paper, consists of the set of all Level 0
and selected Level 1 mission telemetry products and related ground data system information.
Specifically, the telemetry-records based system contains:
• Spacecraft Engineering Data
• Decommutated (channelized) Spacecraft Engineering Data
• Level 0 and Level l Science Data
• Deep Space Network (DSN) Monitor Data
• Radio Science Data
• Quality, Quantity and Continuity (QQC) Data.
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Thetelemetry-recordbasesystemis implementedas the TelemetryDeliverySubsystem(TDS}
andsupportedbytheCentralDatabaseSubsystem(CDB}.
TheMGDSSystemArchitectureis basedarounda set of project Local Area Networks(LANs)
Interconnectedovera high speedbackbone(Figure i). WideAreaLANsare supportedto the
MagellanspacecraftteamIn Denver,and to Pls/CoPIsall overthe country for Mars Observer.
Each project LAN has a CDB for non-real-time data storage, and a TDS for near real-time
(NERT) and real-time telemetry data access. The basic architectures of these two systems are
common among projects -- typically, project specific adaptations require changes to tables
along with minimal software changes.
The Spacecraft Team and Operations Support
The Telemetry Delivery Subsystem's primary role Is to support the dally activities of the
individual Mission Spacecraft Teams, the supporting Multimtssion Control Team (MCT) and
Data System Operations Team (DSOT}, and to provide science Investigators with access to their
primary data. The function of the Spacecraft Team Is to operate the spacecraft, monitor Its
health, perform routine calibration and maintenance and deal with spacecraft anomalies.
Spacecraft teams consist of spacecraft subsystem analysts (power, propulsion, command and
control .... ), a navigation team, telecommunications analysts and others typified by the Mars
Observer team with over 40 personnel (including management and staff}. During periods of
routine operation, the Spacecraft Teams at JPL operate on a 40-hour 5-day work week as a
baseline. On a typical work day, MGDS users will review engineering and ground data system
data received since the end of the previous working day, and continue with real-time data
throughout the day. Each element within the Spacecraft Team will summon data related to
their area of responsibility from the TDS for processing and analysis.
The MCT and DSOT provide 24-hour monitoring of all spacecraft and operation and control of
the JPL ground data system. For these teams, the primary role of the TDS is to provide
operators with data to support problem resolution.
Query Requirements
Typical scenarios supported by the Telemetry Delivery System Include daily queries from the
end of the previous working day right into the current real-time stream of return link
telemetry: a I0- to 60-day trend analysis study; a query for retransmitted data from the DSN:
ad hoc queries of on-llne engineering data to support anomaly resolution on the spacecraft or
ground data system and a query for science data from a local or remote principle Investigator.
To support all of these responsibilities the data distribution strategy of emulating telemetry
streams was devised. A telemetry stream consists of a subset of processed telemetry data
tailored to the needs and responsibilities of the user.
The strategy to emulate telemetry streams allows TDS to support on-line, Interactive access to
telemetry, access to real-time return link streams, and to provide seamless queries that
transition from non-real-time to real-time telemetry data. Gap filling, overlap removal,
besting are supported automatically and transparently. Because the data distribution model is
based on a functional rather than an Implementation model of the system, users can Interact
with the data system based on their operational view of the system with little or no knowledge
about file systems, database manager internals, or data transmission protocols.
Telemetry Record System Organization
To support our distribution strategy the telemetry data system Is organized by mission,
telemetry record type and, more fundamentally, by time. There is a plethora of clocks within
the scheme of mission telemetry to support. Spacecraft Clock (SCLK}, Spacecraft Event Tlme
{SCET), Earth Receive Time {ERT), Record Creation Time (RCT), Monitor Sample Time (MST},
Radio Science Sample Time (RSST}, and even orbit number was proposed as a clock. Each of
these clocks have unique behaviors which affect the ordering of data. SCLKs are subject to
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spacecraftresetandtape recordersanomaliessuchasthe "crap-ln-the-gap"phenomenawhere
old data was recordedand remained In betweennew recording periods. This old data is
streamedbackImbeddedin the latest recordeddata. SCETsarecorrectedfor reset,but will be
effectedby "crap-ln-the-gap". ERTis a simple, well-behavedclock, but ls not homomorphic
with the spacecraftclockbecauseof recorderplayback.
The clocks of primary interest to the spacecraft teams are SCET, and ERT. The preference
typically reflects whether a mission has a short one-way light time (Magellan) where team
members tend to work In terms of SCET, or a long one-way light time (Voyagerl where team
members seem to prefer ERT. The data system must handle both on an equal footing and
produce a stream of telemetry that is ordered "as it occurred". Thus, queries by ERT are ordered
by SCET unless specifically requested otherwise. To support this level of functionality, the
telemetry database had to go through several incarnations.
The Magellan Telemetry Database
Magellan was the pathfinder system and our first attempt to implement the telemetry stream
access strategy. The approach taken on the Magellan system was to implement a Channel
database {Borgen, [31) in addition to a telemetry record database. To understand the Channel
database we need some background. Planetary spacecraft (and presumably earth orbiting
spacecraft) use the concept of commutation and decommutatlon to pack and unpack telemetry
data during transmission to Earth. Commutation occurs on the spacecraft, and involves
systematically sampling several sources of data and constructing a single telemetry frame
from these samples. Each sample occupies an assigned position (as specified in a
decommutation map) in a regular, repeating fashion. Decommutation occurs on the ground,
where separation of the single telemetry frame into its component parts takes place based on
their assigned position {as specified in the same decommution map) in a data frame. The
channelization process is performed on the data after acquisition by matching each sample
value with an explicit channel identifier. Thus, a channel is the output data from a single
instrument or sensor, uniquely identified by the MGDS.
In the JPL telemetry world, there are various types of channels. Engineering channels
correspond directly to spacecraft Instruments and sensors. Monitor channels are added to the
telemetry stream by the Deep Space Network [DSN) where tracking data, radio science and
other quality indicators are produced. QQC channels are added to the telemetry stream by the
Product Generation System and represent the processing analysis done on the raw data.
Header channels are those values that correspond to the SFDU CHDO h'eaders {discussed below)
that are added to the data as part of telemetry processing. All of these channel data are
packaged in the same manner and archlved for later distribution to users.
This Channel database was an experiment where "channelized" telemetry was disassembled,
and the Individual channel records were stored into a relational database. The premise of the
system was that users would be able to peribrm complex operations on channels using a
relational model, and that the performance would be superior. In terms of performance, the
Channel database was fairly fast for queries, but the loading suffered due to the overhead of
loading thousands of data Items into an RDBMS (compared to loading a file of data). There was
also the problem thai channels are dynamlc and can be added to the system at any time by
changing the commutation process on the spacecraft, or by introducing new channels through
the DSN. Thus the PDB had to be able to deal with both time and channels and dynamlc
variables. This early experimental system was not pretty, but was able to formulate a tailored
stream of telemetry in response to a request by a user. This capability formed the basis of our
fundamental strategy.
MGDS Multimission Telemetry Database Architecture
After the Magellan system went operational land it is still in operation), the telemetry
database was redesigned to enhance its multlmission nature and resolve the issues associated
with the Channel database. The redesign took advantage of the VANESSA prototyping effort to
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support Voyager'sNeptuneEncounter. VANESSAplaced greater emphasis on storing and
retrieving telemetry records rather than individual channels in satisfying the needs of the
science community for near real-time (NERT) access to data. Any channels needed were
extracted "on-the-fly", either by the Query Server or by the users analysis tools. The channel
database was dropped in the redesign and a simpler storage mechanism was Implemented for
near real-time data based on files (the NERT cache). To maintain our distribution strategy in
the new system, data Is separated by telemetry record type as it is recorded into files. These
files are cataloged according to record type, and the start and end clocks of interest for that
type. Data Is queried from the NERT cache through a process of ordering the files according to
their starting clocks and time merging the data across them.
The most challenging complication in this approach has been dealing with clock anomalies.
In order to support queries by any of the clocks mentioned above, and to be able to order the
data by any of those clocks "on-the-fly", the clocks associated with the data within any file
have to be well behaved. This means that for all clocks of interest, the end time has to be
greater than the start time, and clock values have to be monotonically increasing. To
guarantee this behavior, algorithms were devised to detect clock anomalies as the data ls being
loaded. When anomalous behavior Is detected, loading to the current file of data Is closed out
(and cataloged) and a new file started. If the new file has well-behaved clocks (just disjoint
from the previous file), loading continues. If the clocks are poorly behaved they are Isolated
and query processing may or may not ignore them based on the query request.
The VANF, SSA prototype also had the capability to provide real-time access to data as It
entered the system. Users of the VANESSA prototype were able to query from the past and into
the future and receive stored and real-time data In the same query. This capability had been
specified for the original Magellan system but was never implemented. A]though the PDB
provide near real-time loading of telemetry data, access to future data was impossible to
implement in the context of an RDBMS because these systems will only support queries of data
already existing within the database. The simpler NERT cache storage model has made it
possible to implement a real-time query capability and provide data to end users directly as it
is received and processed from the DSN.
Finally, the initial concept of the NERT cache was as a shortterm storage location.
Responsibility for longer term on-line storage was retained by the CDB subsystem. The NERT
cache was intended to provide quick access to data and smooth out the operational
irregularities of loading data into the CDB. The NERT cache has proven to be very robust and
use of the CDB telemetry record storage system is starting to wane. Nevertheless, the final
query system as Implemented in the TDS provides seamless access to all three sources of data
(CDB, NERT cache and real-time). Its architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.
Application of Standards, The Standard Formatted Data Unit
The Standard Formatted Data Unit (SFDU) has been critical to the development of the MGDS
and Its data storage system. SFDUs provide a way to globally define and identify data products
for interchange among various software applications and international organizations (Miller,
Elgin, [21). The SFDU concept provides a means for globally defining and identifying data
products; a means for aggregating instances of these data products; and a means for
administering the data products definitions and descriptions to ensure their accessibility and
understanding. The abstract nature of the SFDU has proven itself time and time again in
constructing software to meet JPL's multimisslon requirements by providing sufficient
polymorphlc richness to characterize all telemetry data within the system.
The SFDU structure is derived from Label-Value-Objects (LVO) which are self-identifying and
self-delimiting data records that follow the labeling rules of the Consultative Committee on
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) or one of its Control Authorities. LVOs have a label element to
identify the data object and give it length, and an element that contains the data values (data
fields). High level SFDU structure guidelines are determined by the CCSDS and focus on
standard labeling of data. These guidelines include rules to enable individual agencies to
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define their own detailed formatting specifications. JPL has adoptedor developedseveral
standardsfor formattingdatawithin the SFDUincluding the CompressedHeaderData Object
andthe ParameterValueLanguage (PVL).
Compressed Header Data Objects
A Compressed Header Data Object (CHDO) is an LVO except that it has a shortened, 4-byte label
to provide a compact envelope structure for telemetry, monitor and QQC data. The CHDO
structure is used only for data exchange between MGDS subsystems. The CHDO label contains a
2-byte type field and a 2-byte length field. The fixed size of the length field places a 32-kilobyte
limit on the size ofCHDO-structured SFDUs. The type field contains an integer representation
of type information sufficient for MGDS purposes (Figure 3).
CHDOs at JPL are enveloped within SFDUs with standard CCSDS labels, making the SFDU
readable by other systems that use the SFDU standard. Within the SFDU header itself, JPL
further defines subheaders (Figure 4):
• Aggregation subheader CHDO
• Primary subheader CHDO (required: data type, mission ID)
• Secondary subheader CHDO (optional: mission independent metadata)
• Tertiary subheader CHDO (optional: mission dependent metadata)
• Quaternary subheader CHDO (optional: mission dependent metadata)
• Data CHDO
The data ("metadata") fields of the primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary subheader
CHDOs further define and identify the data. The headers are produced by the MGDS Product
Generation System, and may be mission independent or mission specific. The content of these
subheaders are defined by the projects.
Parameter Value Language
The Parameter Value Language (PVL) is a simple ASCII language of the form "keyword = value;"
plus some delimiting constructs. PVL provided a standard for expressing query requests, in
ASCII, that could be encapsulated within an SFDU in a standard fashion (Figure 5, TDS Query
Protocol).
Data Aggregation
The Version 3 SFDU label provides the ability to create a variable length information product
without requiring byte counts of the product's length. This was utilized by TDS to create an
SFDU compliant query product that could be constructed and transmitted to the end user, on-
the-fly, without having to stage the product locally to measure its size and fill in the label of the
encapsulating SFDU.
The Version 3 SFDU labels support (in addition to others) the notion of delimiting an SFDU by
an End Marker. The marker is embedded in the length field of the encapsulating SFDU and is
paired with an End Marker Label at the end of the data product ( Figure 6, TDS Data Product).
Stream-based Versus File-based Data Distribution
"Get away from files and filenames" (Dozier, [41).
The easy way to manage data distribution problems involving extremely large datasets is to use
files. The file model is universally understood and supported by all operating systems, storage
systems and network transfer services. In addition, once the requested data is staged into files,
there is nothing more for the data system to do other than to notify users to retrieve them.
Presumably, users will have access to plentiful file transfer tools Icommercial or public
domain) and can perform the actual transfer themselves. Once the files are transferred, the job
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Figure 4: CHDO Aggregation, MGDS SFDU
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OBJECT = Mo_Query;
DESCRIPTION = 'Tot Query';
REQUESTER_NAME = AI Sacks;
MISS/ON_NAME = MO;
SPACECtL_.FT_NAME = Mo 1;
TIME_TYPE = ERT;
START_TIME=91/352T20:09:;
END_TIME = 91/352T21:09:;
GROUP = FRAME;
DATA_TYPE = sci_tes;
DSS_ID = ALL;
END_GROUP = FRAME ;
, END OBJECT = Mo_Query;
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Figure 7: Telemetry Output Tool
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of the data system is complete -- it is the user's problem to get at the scientific data within the
files.
XBROWSE, from the University of Rhode Island (URI)
In contrast, data systems based on streams or other abstractions require more processing and
system administration support, but enhance the usefulness of tile system to end users. The
'xbrowse' system provides one such example.
The 'xbrowse' system, developed at URI (Kowallski, Gallagher, et all 1 l) is a stream-based layer
over a data system whose basic data abstraction presented to the end user is the image. Users
make requests for images that, because of their size, are broken up Into 'chunks' by sampling
the high resolution images and transmitting a stream image of progressively higher
resolution. Tile data is transmitted directly into data visualization tools at the client site
{which may be local to URI, or over the lnternet). The system allows users to view Images and to
throttle the incoming data interactively if the image is examined at low resolution and
rejected. A file-based system would not be able to provide either of these capabilities directly.
Telemetry Output Tool
Users of JPL's MGDS are provided with an interactive, point and click (and type a little bit)
telemetry query tool called the Telemetry Output Tool [TOT). Users are presented with an
abstraction that closely models the Telemetry problem domain. Figure 7 shows the TOT
graphical user interface with widgets for selecting packets, channels, channel sets, time
ranges, spacecraft, clock types, and so on. Once users have specified the query parameters for
TOT [including the desired output), transfers occur 'in the background'. The requested data is
packaged into standard SFDU objects and, if requested, deljvered directly into workstation
analysis tools Isuch as the MGDS Data Monitor & Display, (DMD)I over local and wide area
networks. Users interact with the system via the telemetry stream abstraction with no
knowledge of the underlying file or database management systems involved.
The 'look and feel' of the TOT interface is tile same for all JPL missions. Each mission "adapts"
the TOT through MOTIF resource files [TOT is constructed using the public domain Widget
Creation Library, WCL, which affords considerable flexibility) rather than constructing new
query applications for each new mission because the underlying abstraction is derived from
the model for doing business at JPL.
Building Custom Client Tools
As mentioned above, abstract views of a data system require extra processing by the system.
Both TOT and 'Xbrowse' required custom software, at the client side, to properly present the
system and ingest their data products. Unlike the file transfer model where standard FTAM
and FTP tools can be assumed, no standards exist to construct these client tools. A first step in
developing standard data system presentations in client-side software is to adopt some
existing standards for data packaging (SFDU, HDF, etc.), and lhen provide enhanced
client/server tools that understand the formats. To some extent, the NCSA tools supporting
HDF are built on this model.
Although neither XBrowse nor TDS provide a general solution to representing space data
systems to users, both are good examples of developing presentations to data system users
which more closely model their particular problem domain.
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Abstract
This paper examines the mass storage systems that are currently in place at the Alaska SAR
Facility (ASF). The architecture of the facility will be presented including specifications of the
mass storage media that are currently used and the performances that we have realized from
the various media. The distribution formats and media will also be discussed. Because the
facility is expected to service future sensors, the new requirements and possible solutions to
these requirements will also be discussed.
Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an imaging radar technique that achieves high resolution
through synthesizing the performance of a large aperture radar with a small aperture by
processing the data from multiple samples of the beam footprint across the target in the
azimuth direction. Typically the SAR data is collected from spacecraft or alrcraf_. To achieve
high resolution and wide coverage, large volumes of data are collected from the SAR, and large
data sets are produced when the data is processed into images.
The ASF is a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) sponsored project to
collect data from space borne SAR instruments, to process this data into SAR images, and to
operate an active archive in support of scientific investigations which use these images for the
study of geophysical processes. Currently, the ASF is collecting SAR data from two satellites:
the European Space Agency's (ESA) first Remote-Sensing Satellite (ERS-1) and the Japanese
space agency's (NASDA) first Earth Resources Satellite (JERS- i). ERS- I was launched in July
of 1991, and JERS- 1 was launched in February of 1992. Both satellites have been transmitting
SAR data steadily to the ASF since their initial validation period. The ASF will evolve to
support ERS-2 which is ESA's second in the series of Remote-Sensing Satellites with a launch
in late 1994 or early 1995, and to support the Canadian Space Agency's (CSA) RADARSAT
which is scheduled to launch in early 1995. The ASF was designed and built by Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and is located at the University of Alaska in Falrbanks (UAF) and is operated by
the UAF. The ASF is now one of the Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) sites by the
Earth Science Data and Information System (ESDIS) project.
ASF Architecture
The overall functional diagram of the ASF is shown in Figure I. The ASF consists of four
major components [1]: the Receiving Ground Station (RGS), the SAR Processor System (SPS),
the Geophysical Processor System (GPS), and the Archive and Operations System (AOS). The
RGS functions are to track the satellites with a i0 meter dish, to receive and record the SAR
data sent by the satellites on high density recorders for both the local archives and for the
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respective flight agencies. The SPS functions are to read and decode the data that has been
recorded on high density tapes by the RGS, to process the SAR signal data into SAR image data
products, and to deliver these products to the archives. The GPS functions are to create
geophysical products such as ice motion vectors, ice classification images, and wave products
from the SAR images, and to deliver these products with their metadata to the archives. The
AOS functions are to manage the archive, to provide a user interface for searching the catalog
of the metadata and for ordering data from the archives, to manage the data distribution, and
to provide mission planning capabilities including the ability for a user to request a data
acquisition.
Receiving
Ground
Station
SAR Processor System
Alaskar ] SARSAR Post
Processor I Processor
I
,I I
Archive and
Operations
System
I I
Flight Scientific
Agencies Investigators
Geophysical
Processor
System
Figure l: The Alaska SAR Facility Functional Block Diagram.
Radar Instruments
The ERS- I satellite gefierates data at 105 Megabits per second during a data take which can last
up to 15 minutes. The ASF receives multiple data takes per day. For 60 minutes of collected
SAR data, the volume amounts to 47.3 Gigabytes (105x60x60 Megabits) of the raw data. The
JERS-1 satellite has a lower data rate of 65 Megabits per second, but it also has an on-board
recorder which can concurrently dump data recorded from anywhere around the earth with the
data collected in real time.
For standard processing of ERS-I data, each minute of data generates about 4.5 images, or 9
images from each 2 minutes of data. Each image is 8kx8k pixels covering an area on the earth
of 102.4km x 102.4km with plxei spacing of 12.5 meters in each dimension. One of the
standard products derived from each image is a Ikxlk low resolution _mage generated by
performing an 8x8 average of the full resolution image. For each image there are also metadata
that describe the image and the processing that produced the image. Each metadata set is about
30 kilobytes (KB) of information. The total storage required for each image is about 68.2
Megabytes (MB), or 20.5 Gigabytes (GB) per 60 minutes of data. For a I000 day mission, this
translate_ to 36.7 Terabytes of input data and 20.5 terabytes of output data. Mass storage is one
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of the major cost drivers in the operation of the ASF, as it will be for all SAR data systems.
This has become especially true with computing systems rapidly increasing in power. A few
years ago, the cost of high volume and high speed storage systems were secondary to the cost of
high performance computing systems. In recent years, the relation has reversed.
The RGS
The RGS records the telemetry and SAR signal data to many combinations of high density
recorders including: two Honeywell HD-96 for data sent to Japan, one Thorn-EMI Digital tape
recorder for data sent to ESA and six AMPEX DCRSi recorders for the local archives and for
inputs and outputs of the subsystems that operate on the data. Typically at transmission time,
the RGS will record two DCRSi tapes, one for the archives and one for the working copy, and
one tape for the respective flight agency. Because the JERS-1 has an on-board recorder, it can
transmit dual data streams - one from the on-board recorder and the other from the SAR
instrument in real-tlme, so the RGS will record data to both Honeywell recorders
simultaneously as well as to two DCRSI drives.
The SPS
The SPS consists of two subsystems: the Alaska SAR Processor (ASP) and the Post Processor
(SPP). The ASP is composed of a custom hardware for reading, decoding, and processing of SAR
data from DCRSi tapes and a MASSCOMP computer which controls the custom hardware and
the DCRSI tape drives. It uses one DCRSi drive to input SAR data and one to record the output
results. The ASP reads ancillary data from the DCRSi to generate processing parameters
which are used to set up the custom hardware for processing the SAR data.
The SPP is composed of two computers that work together for specialized input and output and
for making the products compatible with VMS-RMS file system. A DEC MicroVAX is used to
control all of its functions, while an APTEC IOC-24 is used to perform some of the high data
rate functions. Its functions include reproducing high volume data from the DCRSi, receiving
averaged image data from the ASP, converting all data into the VMS format for the AOS, and
recording image data onto trims. The SPP uses a disk system shared with the AOS to quickly
exchange large volumes of data. In addition, the SPP uses local storage to keep its copy of
metadata and ancillary information.
The GPS
The GPS, which produces the higher level geophysical products, is implemented on a SUN-4
workstation with a high-speed array processor. It communicates with the ACS via an Ethernet
connection. It needs enough local storage for its own database of metadata and for work space
to handle input image data and output geophysical products. This space amounts to 3 GB of
magnetic disk storage.
The AOS
The AOS consists of two subsystems: the Archive and Catalog Subsystem (ACS) and the
Mission PLanning Subsystem (MPS). The ACS maintains the archive and the catalog of the
archive, and the ACS provides the user interface so that they can search the catalog, order data
from the archives, and request data be acquired from a satellite. ACS is providing the IMS and
DADS functions in the ESDIS DAAC model. The MPS provides the mission planner with tools
to perform conflict resolution of satellite schedules and to create weekly operations schedule o f
data acquisition times.
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The MPS is implemented on a VAXstation 4000/90 and the ACS is implemented on a VAX 8530
which will soon be augmented with another VAXstatlon 4000/90 to perform its database
operations. The ACS has a large volume (24 Gigabytes) of magnetic disk storage to serve several
storage requirements. The largest use is to cache data as it is moved to and from the optical
disk jukebox, which stores all of the low resolution data and all of the higher level products in
the near-line archive. Other uses for the magnetic disk Include staging area for data that is to
be transferred to the user electronically, housing of the database for the archive catalog, and
providing work space for some of the auxiliary processing. For digital image distribution, the
ACS has two 9-track tape drives with multiple density capabilities (800 bpi, 1600 bpi, and 6250
bpi) and two 8-mm tape drives. The ACS can make prints of low resolution images on a
Lasertechnics printer. One of the major auxiliary processing that ACS must perform is to
transform the images onto a map projection such as Universal Transverse Mercator or
Polarstereo projections by using an array processor and a large portion of its 96 Megabytes of
memory.
ASF High Density Storage Systems
The ASF currently uses two types of high density tape recording formats for data storage in the
RGS and the SPS. One format used in the Honeywell and EMI high desnity data recorders
(HDDRs) is the familiar reel to reel 1 inch wide high density data tape (HDDT) with multiple
linear data tracks that are recorded by moving the tape over a fixed head assembly. The other
format is the AMPEX DCRSi which uses a rotating head assembly that records data tracks
across the width of the tape as it is moved over the heads.
The reel to reel HDDTs were traditionally used for recording high rate data collected from
instrumentation and satellite systems. The tapes are one inch wide, and each reel contains
approximately 9600 feet, providing approximately 15 minutes of recording time at the
maximum data rate. The reels are approximately 14 inches diameter and each reel of tape
weighs about 20 pounds. Both the EMI and Honeywell drives are capable of recording data at
various rates from a minimum of less than l megabit per second to a maximum of about 150
megablts per second on up to 32 data tracks. The drives can record data onto each track with a
maximum density of 33 kilobits per inch. With all 32 tracks in use, this provides an aerial
density of approximately l megabits per square inch. This translates to approximately 12 GB
of data capacity per reel. In practice, some of the data tracks are used for recording error
checking and correcting codes (ECC), so the effective data density and capacity are somewhat
less.
The recorders input data via a serial data line and use a separate clock line that synchronizes
the data. The drive electronics track the input clock and set the tape speed and density
accordingly to keep up with the data. The recording rates are changed by varying the speed of
the tape motion; the drives are capable of moving the tapes at a minimum of 15/16 inch per
second tips) to a maximum of 120 ips, in binary increments. As the tapes require different
recording and playback equalizations at each different speed, a different set of equalization
and biasing circuits in the recorder are required for each speed of operation. As a new tape
speed is selected, a different set of recording electronics, tuned for that speed, is selected. Each
set of recording electronics can tolerate small variations of data rates, and the recorder can
compensate for some of these variations by slewing the tape speed and changing the data
density on the tape. However, large variations of data rates will cause the recorder to select the
next higher or lower tape speed, and the associated recording electronics. But because of the
size and weight of the reels, the recorders can not change the speed of the tape motion very
quickly. Therefor, during recording, the input data rates must remain fairly constant since
some data will be lost as the recorder selects a new speed and a different set of recording
electronics.
When preparing for a recording, the tape drives must be started at least 15 seconds before the
input data becomes available in order to spin up the reels to move the tape at the proper speed.
In practice, however, much more lead time is used for the spln-up and pre-roll functions in
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order to insure that no data is lost. Similarly, during playback, the tape motion must be
startedfrom a point wellbeforewherethe databeginsto allowthe reelsand tape to reachtheir
correctspeeds. Then the data is output by the recorderat a constant ratewith a clocksignal,
andthe devicereceivingthe datamust becapableof ingestingthe data at that rate. Typically,
in orderto processthe data, the receivingdeviceis a generalpurposecomputersystem. These
canonly acceptthe dataat ratesfar lowerthanwhenit wasrecorded.In addition,the computer
most likely could not be performingany other tasks at the sametime or it could bediverted
from the data receivingtask long enoughto losesomeof the data. Often in practice, when a
tapeis playedbackat amuch slowerspeedthan when it wasrecorded,the playbackprocessks
not reliable,and is subjectto veryhigh error rates.
In order to facilitate locationof dataona HDDT,time codesare recorded onto the tape with the
data. During playback, a time code decoder is used to find the approximate starting location of
the data area of interest. Then, as the recording is played back to the processing computer, it
will contain the desired data as well as unneeded information. It is the task of the processing
computer to separate these by locating the desired data.
The ASF provides data recording services for ESA and NASDA when their respective satellites
are within its station masks using the tape formats that each agency uses. The JERS- 1 satellite
uses an on-board recorder to store some of the data that it collects. The recorder does not
rewind its tape when it dumps the recorded data, so it is dumped in reversed order from when it
was collected. The two Honeywell recorders have the ability to play its data in reverse order as
well, so the reversed data that was recorded onto it can be played back in the correct order.
The ASF uses the AMPEX DCRSi cassettes for storing its own long term archives of ERS- l and
JERS-I satellite data and all processed data generated by the SPS by processing the SAR data.
The digital cassette format is a relatively new entry in the field of high density data recording.
The DCRSi is derived from an AMPEX broadcast video cassette format. The tape itself is I inch
wide and each cassette contains about 1600 feet, providing approximately l hour of recording
time at its maximum data rate of 107 megabits per second. This translates to approximately 48
gigabytes of data capacity. The record/playback head assembly consists of 6 heads mounted on
a drum which rotates in a direction perpendicular to the direction of tape motion. As the tape
is moved across the head assembly, successive "swipes" of data are recorded across the width of
the tape. Each block receives its own address during recording, so it can be referenced during
playback. The recorder also records a linear track onto the tape containing coarse address
markers which aid in location searches.
The DCRSI moves the tape at only one speed, the maximum speed, and records data onto the
tape at one density, the maximum density. The recording heads scan across the width of the
tape, recording 4356 bytes, or 34848 bits, of user data in each block, with a linear density of 606
blocks per inch. This represents an aerial density of over 21 megabits per square inch. This is
effective data density, as actual density is somewhat higher to record ECC data, time codes, and
block addresses in addition to the user data.
The DCRSI recorder uses a front-end buffer to catch input data and spool output data. During
the recording process, as the buffer becomes half idled with the input data, the tape drive pre-
rolls the tape and begins recording the buffer data at its maximum speed. As the buffer empties,
the tape motion stops, and the tape is reposltloned, ready to start moving again when the buffer
becomes half full. The tape motion is simple and quick enough that it can be accomplished
before the buffer fills up. During playback, the drive first plays data into the buffer. If the
destination device cannot accept the data fast enough, the buffer will fill up, and the tape will
be stopped and reposltioned. As the buffer reaches half empty, the tape is pre-roned and started
again, filling the buffer. This allows the external data rate to vary continuously between 0 and
the maximum rate during recording or playback with no restrictions on how often the rate
varies. In addition, there is no need to start recording on the tape before the input data becomes
available, as there is with the HDDTs. The recorder can respond to incoming data and outgoing
data requests with almost no latency. This allows the data to be recorded at, and later to be
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retrieved from, exactly the specified location on the tape. This also has the benefit of helping
to make more efficient use of the tape.
The flexible data flow characteristic of the DCRSI is established once the recorder is put into
the proper recording or reproducing mode. This step requires that the recorder move the tape to
the requested block, which could require up to two minutes, depending on what position the
tape was in initially. But once the initial seek is completed, the recorder response to incoming
or outgoing data is nearly instantaneous. Effectively, the DCRSi behaves like a 48 glgabyte
disk drive with long seek times, fast transfer rates, but no latency times.
The versatility of the DCRSi makes it much easier to use than the reel to reel HDDRs. Its
capabilities have made it the only recorders used in the operational data processing in the SPS.
The DCRSi cassette itself is capable of storing about four times as much data as a full reel of
HDDT, but it requires approximately one-fourth the physical volume for storage. This makes
it a much better medium for long term archives in the ASF. The one function that the DCRSi
cannot perform for the ASF is to play its data in reverse, as the linear track recorders can. So
in order to process the JERS-1 data collected from a dump from the on-board recorders, the
data must first be dubbed onto a DCRSi cassette from a Honeywell HDDR playing in reverse.
The DCRSI does share some inconvenient features with the older HDDRs. Because of the high
data rates of these types of recorders, they cannot be easily interfaced to a general purpose
computer for access of their data. The DCRSi currently requires a customized interface for
communicating with any other device. On the RGS, the standard serial data and clock lines
adequately communicates with the drives. On the ASP, a custom interface was designed in-
house to make use of the DCRSi's parallel interface. On the SPP, a special interface was
designed by AMPEX to communicate with the APTEC IOC-24, also using the parallel interface.
The ASF is currently investigating a high speed SCSI interface for the DCRSi. It consists of a
DCRSI interface installed into the VME chassis of a small computer system based on a SUN
SPARC processor. The system also includes a fast SCSI interface for interfacing to general
purpose computers. This will enable the DCRSI to be attached to most computer systems with a
fast SCSI interface.
The ASF currently operates 6 DCRSi drives. The RGS requires at minimum 1 DCRSi drive,
although the normal operation is to record on two drives at down link time to concurrently
make both the archive and working copy. The SPS requires three DCRSi drives, one for input
and one for output during SPuR image processing and one for playback of the processed data.
The sixth drive is kept for a working spare which allows quick change when a drive fails. A
parallel switch helps to easily configure which drive is connected to which port of a specific
computer.
To store all of the data on-line would be prohibitive and the archive strategy to this date is to
store all large volume data sets on high density recorders in the off-line manner. The location
(tape identity and addresses on the tape) and other key information are kept in an on-line data
base in the ACS.
The ACS uses a Jukebox with a capacity of 89 platters of Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM) laser
disks for storage of low resolution data. With a 2 GB capacity per platter, the juke box has a
capacity of 178 GB. The jukebox contains two drives each capable of addressing only one side
of the platter at a time. The robotic mechanism in the jukebox moves the platters between
their storage bins and the drives, and positions the selected side of the platter in the drive. To
prevent excessive robotic action, the input data is cached on magnetic disks on the VAX, and
periodically flushed to the jukebox. Since the disk platters are normally stored in their bins,
the initial access time to each platter is approximately 30 seconds, the time required by the
robotic mechanism to retrieve the platter, insert it into the drive, and spin it up to speed. Then,
the optical disk drive behaves llke a slow magnetic disk drive; they are capable of transferring
data at 250 kilobytes per second, with seek times on the order of tens of milliseconds.
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TheACShasatotal of24 GBof magneticstorageto providestoragespacefor cachingof data to
thearchive,to providestoragespaceforthe catalogandthe neededwork spacefor the database
system,to provideworkingspacefor geocodingof images,to providecachespacefor stagingof
data to usersand to the GPS,and to provideworkspaceto all users. It uses6 GBof magnetic
disks for cachingdata for theoptical disk jukebox. In addition, it shares8 GBof disk storage
with the SPPfor bufferingof dataexchangedin betweenthe twosystems.
Initially, the ACSused physically large disk drives connected to the VAX through VAXBI
controllers using a proprietaryDEC interface. Thesedrivesand controllers were costly, not
very reliable,and consumedlargeamountsof physical spaceand power. The ACShas now
beenupgradedto new disk drive technologies. In the last twoyears,disk manufacturershave
releaseda number of technologicallyadvanceddisk drives into the market. Thesedrives are
physically smaller, transfer data at higher ratesthan older drives,and are far lessexpensive
in termsof costperunit ofstorage.Thesedrivesalsousea newversionof the Small Computer
System Interconnect (SCSI-2) interface standard for connection to the host computers. This
open standard interface allows any of these drives to be connected to any host computer with a
SCSI adapter.
The SPP uses SCSI-2 disk drives almost exclusively for its operations. Its 8 GB of shared disks
are composed of 4 SCSI drives which have dual host attachments. The SPP writes the data it
produces onto the shared disks for the ACS to retrieve, and the ACS writes processing requests
and data onto the disks for the SPP to read. The two systems are using the disks in a static
dual-port manner; one disk is configured to allow only the ACS to write to and the SPP to read
from while the rest are configured to allow the SPP to write to and the ACS to read from. The
VAX clustering feature on the VMS operating systems on both the MicroVAX and the 8530 can
be enabled to perform full active dual-porting of the shard disks. However, it was found that
the overhead of VAXclustering was too great, and that the current configuration is more than
adequate. The SPP also keeps its own repository of all full resolution metadata on its local
storage of 4 GB of SCSI disk drives.
The ASP MASSCOMP currently uses disk drives with the old Storage Module Device (SMD)
interface. There are a total of i GB of storage used for operations. The ASP is in the process of
replacing the MASSCOMP with one of the newer workstation based systems which will be
much faster, easier to maintain, and will also use the more efficient SCSI disk drives for
storage.
Data Distribution
The ASF is responsible for distribution of data on various media to the scientific users.
Currently, the ASF delivers data on the following media: nine track magnetic tape at 1600
bytes per inch (bpi) and 6250 bpi, 8 mm tape at 2.3 gigabytes or 5.0 gigabytes per tape, file
transfer of s all files, and hard copies of images on low or high resolutlon /'rims. The data is
stored and distributed in a format that is in compliance with the specifications of the
Committee on Earth Observations Satellites (CEOS) [2], to which ESA, NASDA, NASA, and
CSA have agreed as the format of data exchange. The data that is put on tape also have a CEOS
volume description that identifies the contents of the tape(s). The CEOS specifications allow
for leader and trailer files which describe the details of the data, the processing, the sensor, and
the satellite. The hardcopy and film products also are in compliance with the guidelines set by
the CEOS specifications.
The digital data distributed on the various recording media include low and high resoluti6n
multi-look detected image data, high resolution slngle-look complex data, and reformatted
SAR signal data. Initially, the ASF supported only the 9 track magnetic tape as its sole form of
data distribution media. These tapes are usually packed with 3600 feet per reel, providing up to
270 MB of storage in 6250 bpi and up to 69 MB at 1600 bpi. In the higher density, this provides
the ability to record about 80 low resolution detected images, two high resolution detected
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images,or onecompleximage.ThereformattedSARsignaldata files needto be spread across
two reels, or volumes of tapes.
More recently, the ASF began distributing data on the 2.3 and 5 GB 8 mm cassette tapes.
Because oflts high capacity, a single 8 mm cassette can usually store all the data requested by
any user. It requires less operator assistance since it is rare to need to change tapes to make
more than one volume for any request. The media is also much smaller and lighter than the 9
track tape, making it easier to handle store, and ship. In addition, all of the 8 mm tape drives
available are produced by the Exabyte Corporation, which has created a de-facto standard in
the 8 mm format. All drives also use the SCSI standard interface, making it readily usable by
most computing platforms.
The 8 mm tape format does have some drawbacks compared to the old 9 track tapes. First, its
drive mechanism is much slower than those of the 9 track machines. Typically, any given tape
motion on the 8 mm drive can take up to an order of magnitude longer to complete than the 9
track drives. Then, the data transfer rates of the 8 mm drives are about half as fast as the 9
track drives. Finally, the one opera{ion that is the most time consuming on the 8 mm drives is
the creation of a new tape file. The Exabyte tape format uses a very large header for each file.
Each header can be several MB in length, and requires on the order of tens of seconds to create.
Using the example ofa CEOS formatted tape, each product contains a leader file, the data file,
and a trailer file, each of which would require a physical file header to be created by the drive.
In addition, the CEOS tape also has a volume directory file, and a null descriptor file. So the
overhead of creating a CEOS formatted 8 mm tape usually requires more time than
transferring the actual data. In contrast, file headers are very efficient on the 9 track drives,
and are usually executed very quickly.
The hard copies of image data are distributed on two types of films. The low resolution data are
recorded onto dry silver films using a LASERTECHNICS 300D printer. The high resolution
data are recorded onto Kodak photographic films using a ColorFIRE 240 film recorder made by
MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates (MDA), now Cymbollc Sciences Incorporated (CSI).
The 300D printer takes 8 bit image pixels as its input. The data is used to modulate a Bragg
crystal which in turn modulates the intensity of a Laser beam that exposes the plxels on the dry
silver film. The modulated beam Is scanned across the width of the film by an oscillating
mirror. The film is developed by heat rollers within the printer, providing a nearly instant
hardcopy on the image. The printer is capable ofwrlting up to 2048 plxels across a 8.5 inch
wide film, and up to 1500 lines of plxels. The transparency film provides 128 effective gray
shades, or 7 bits of dynamic resolution. The paper film provides 64 shades, or 6 bits of
resolution.
The ColorFIRE 240 is capable of making use of full 24 bit color (8 bits red, 8 bits green, 8 bits
blue) image data to generate color films. However, the SAR image data that the ASF currently
produces has only one channel at 8 bits per pixel, so only black and white films are being
generated from existing data. The recorder is capable of writing up to 8800 pixels across the
240 mm (9.44 inch) film, and up to 9600 lines ofpixels. It also uses a Bragg crystal to modulate
the intensity of a beam of light which exposes the film. The beam is directed across the width
of the film by a rotating mirror riding on air bearings. This allows the printed image to have
extremely accurate geometric fidelity. The ColorFIRE 240 in the ASF is set up to also provide
very accurate radiometrlc accuracy while maintaining the full 8 bits of dynamic resolution.
RADARSAT Support
The ASF facility was originally sized to collect and process 5 minutes per day of ERS-1 data, I0
minutes per day ofJERS- I data, and 30 minutes per day of RADARSAT data. During the first
year of ERS-I operations, ASF collected on the average more than 30 minutes of data per day
and for JERS-I the volume has also exceed the original sizing. For RADARSAT, the system is
now being specified with a requirement of 80 minutes of processed datafrom 120 minutes of
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collected data. This translates roughly to 5 terabytes of processed and 33 terabytes of raw data
per year. The remaining unprocessed data is to be collected for other stations who will be
responsible for processing their own data.
Currently the ASP processor at ASF is being upgraded to have the ability to process 60 minutes
of data per day. For the RADARSAT, additional processors will be delivered to ASF so that the
processing throughput will be increase significantly to keep up with the data volume. The
storage capacity is quickly being consumed even at the processing rate of 40 minutes per day.
The storage of on-llne data will exceed capacity the current archive system within 6 months,
and ASF is investigating different technologies and archive strategies which can alleviate the
expected overflow in the near future, but the studies are looking also at the big picture of the
many years of data to come and also at the ESDIS schemes to handle storage with their DAAC
contract.
Conclusion
SAR data is a very high volume form of data which requires a processing and archive facility
which can accommodate multiple terabytes of Input and output data per year. The data
distribution also must be able to handle large volumes of data to a very diverse community of
users whose requirements on the data are almost unique on a user by user basis. The ASF has
been able to meet the demands for the large volumes of data by employing not only a variety of
storage media but an archive strategy that tries to keep the more frequently accessed and
smaller data sets either on-line or near-line while the less frequently accessed and larger data
set are kept in the off-line, high volume storage media. Granted, the system is tasked rather
heavily, but it has exceeded Its original requirements and will be able to grow and evolve with
the ever increasing requirements of future.
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Abstract
Researchers in the Molecular Sciences Research Center (MSRC) of Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) currently generate massive amounts of scientific data. The amount of data that wiU need
to be managed by the turn of the century is expected to increase significantly. Automated tools
that support the management, maintenance, and sharing of this data are minimal. Researchers
typically manage their own data by physically moving datasets to and from long term storage
devices and recording a dataset's historical information in a laboratory notebook. Even though
it is not the most efficient use of resources, researchers have tolerated the process.
The solution to this problem wlll evolve over the next three years in three phases. PNL plans to
add sophistication to existing multilevel file system (MLFS) software by integrating it with an
object database management system (ODBMS). The first I]hase in this evolution is currently
underway. A prototype system of limited scale is being used to gather information that will feed
into the next two phases. This paper describes the prototype system, identifies the successes
and problems/complications experienced to date, and outlines PNL's long term goals and
objectives in providing a permanent solution.
Introduction
Researchers in the Molecular Sciences Research Center (MSRC) of Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) spend a considerable portion of their time on the encumbering task associated with
managing their scientific data. Automated tools that support the management, maintenance,
and sharing of this data are minimal. Researchers typically manage their data by physically
moving datasets to and from long term storage devices and recording a dataset's historical
information in a laboratory notebook. While this process has been tolerated, it is not acceptable
for managing the amount of data researchers will be generating in the near future.
The Environmental and Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) is currently under development
at PNL for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The goal of this construction project Is to field
a fully functional, equipped, and staffed research facility in early 1997. The EMSL will be
operated by PNL as a DOE Collaborative Research Facility open to scientists and engineers
from the academic community, industry, and other government laboratories for collaborative
research in the molecular and environmental sciences. Major facilities within the EMSL include
the Molecular Sciences Computing Facility (MSCF), a laser/surface dynamics laboratory, a
high-field nuclear magnetic resonance laboratory, and a mass spectrometry laboratory. The
MSCF will consist of the High Performance Computer System (a massively parallel processor),
the DataBase Computer System (described below), and the Graphics and Visualization
Laboratory.
With the development of EMSL, it is anticipated that by the turn of the century, data to be
archived annually will be on the order of seven terabytes. The size of individual datasets will
reach tens of gigabytes and the total amount of data each researcher will manage is expected to
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increase significantly. Manually managing this scientific data and maintaining historical
information about individual datasets will prove to be cumbersome, if not impossible. The need
for high-speed, large-scale data transfer and long-term storage and retrieval of scientific data is
critical to the MSCF. Large data streams will be produced by multiple computational
experiments and Instruments. The data archival and retrieval required to support the post-
processing for these experiments and instruments is the primary driver for the high
performance DataBase Computer System (DBCS).
Given these observations, researchers have two basic needs: I) a data archiving facility that
allows immediate access to any given datasets and 2) an automated means by which to
maintain and access historical information about individual datasets. The solution to this
problem will evolve over the next three years in three phases. As part of the MSCF, the DBCS
will be used for scientific data management. PNL plans to add Sophistication to existing
multilevel file system (MLFS) software by integrating it with an object database management
system (ODBMS) (i.e., value added data archiving). The goal is for DBCS to provide researchers
with a completely automated facility in which both datasets and the associated historical
information will be electronically accessible. Each phase of DBCS will be implemented on
increasingly more sophisticated and powerful hardware architectures. The first phase in the
evolution of DBCS is currently underway. A prototype system of limited scale is being used to
gather information that will feed into the next two phases.
The sections that follow provide an overview of DBCS and describe the activities associated
with each of the three phases of the DBCS development.
Database Computer System (DBCS)
DBCS wili be a scientific information management "instrument." DBCS will provide data
archival services over a backbone network connecting most offices, users, workstations, and
servers. In addition, data archival services will be provided for very high bandwidth data
transfers using a High Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) based high speed network.
Research scientists using the EMSL will access theses services via a graphical user interface.
Behind the scenes, an ODBMS will be integrated with MLFS software to provide a sophisticated
data archiving package for managing scientific data (i.e., datasets) and files. DBCS will be rich
in methods to store, manage, and effectively search and browse information about datasets
that are part of the file system.
The MLFS will provide virtually infinite file size and file system size. This is made possible by
automatically moving or mlgratlng files up and down a hierarchy of successively faster but
lower-capacity storage devices (levels). High speed storage will be provided by a Redundant
Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID). Medium and low speed storage will be provided by "robotic
removable" media devices/robots. The IEEE Storage Systems Standards Working Group is in
the process of developing the IEEE Mass Storage System Reference Model [I] that will
eventually result in a set of standards for mass storage System software, it is important for the
long term viability of DBCS that the MLFS be based on the Reference Model. This requirement
ensures that future upgrades of one or more components of the MLFS software will be feasible
due to the industry standard interfaces between c0mponents.
The ODBMS component will provide persistent storage of information about datasets and files
in the MLFS. This information, often referred to as metadata, win allow associative access to
datasets and files by information other than filename, in addition, the ODBMS will provi_de
sophisticated and extensible querying facilities, support for versloning, views, and additional
security.
DBCS will be implemented in three distinct phases:
1. DBCS-0 prototype system
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2. DBCS-0
3. DBC__- 1
The DBCS-0 prototype is a system of limited scale and is described in detail below. DBCS-0 will
be an interim system that will provide a hardware and software platform on which to develop a
scientific database application, as well as tools for users and application developers. The final
production system, DBCS-I, will be acquired and implemented in the third phase.
Phase I: DBCS Prototype System
The DBCS prototype system includes an ODBMS, MLFS, and minimal supporting hardware.
This system is being used to gain hands-on experience and knowledge with these types of
products. The prototype system's hardware includes a host computer system, SCSI disks, and
an 8-ram tape robot archive. The National Storage Laboratory's version of UniTree (NSL
UniTree) {hereafter referred to as UniTree) is used as the MLFS software and ObJectStore is the
ODBMS.
The host computer system is an IBM RS/6000 980 POWERserver running version 3.2.3e of the
AIX operating system and has 128 megabytes of memory, one 970 megabyte and two 1.37
gigabyte internal SCSI disk drives. A disk farm consisting of four Seagate SCSI-2 disk drives
(connected to a SCSI-2 I/O controller) providing a total of 8 glgabyte of formatted disk space is
also part of this system. However, none of the SCSI-2 disk space is being used for UniTree
support. Instead, this disk space is used for the Andrew File Server (AFS) in support of other
EMSL software development efforts. A total of 2 gigabytes of the internal SCSI disk drives
serves as UnITree's disk cache. While this is a minimally sized disk cache, it serves the purpose
for the near term prototyping efforts. A Comtec ATL-8, Model 54 8mm tape robot archive
supports UniTree's long term storage needs. This robot contains two EXABYTE 8500 5gigabyte
disk drives and is capable of holding 54 tape cartridges in its carousel. The host computer
system is connected to other workstations through a Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)
network.
An NSL UniTree license to manage 250 gigabyte of data has been purchased for the prototype
system. For this initial prototype, three users have been identified for MLFS support. Many of
their files are in the rang_ of 50 to 250 megabytes in size, with the largest file size approaching
500 megabyte. It is expected that files produced by these users will reach 1 to 2 gigabytes
within the next year.
Current Status
Due to several unfortunate events, the delivery and installation of the prototype system is
behind schedule at the time of this writing. The original schedule called for delivery and
installation of the system by February l, 1993, with an additional 30 days scheduled for a
series of acceptance tests. Thus, the system was to be available for general use beginning the
first part of March 1993. In addition to problems encountered during system installation, the
acceptance tests identified several problems that required resolution. Consequently, progress
towards developing an intelligent data archiving system for DBCS has been severely impacted.
In any event, the anticipated near-term work required to implement value added data archlving
is described below.
Near Term Direction
It is highly desirable that researchers using DBCS have a user-friendly interface by which to
access their data in UnlTree. The first logical step in achieving this is to develop a layer of
software that minimizes the need for users to become familiar with NSL UnITree. In the
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prototype system, several scripts will be provided to shield the user from the implementation
details of UniTree. These scripts will mimic standard UNIX commands (e.g., utcp and utmv for
moving files to and from UniTree, utrm for removing files in UniTree, utls for listing files that
axe in UniTree, etc.). Where appropriate, the scripts will query the user for the file's metadata
and store this information into the ObJectStore database. Lessons learned from this initial
implementation will feed into future, more robust versions of DBCS.
Perhaps the ultimate mass storage solution is to provide users with what appears to be a
virtual file system or file "space" in which mass storage services are performed automatically.
One such implementation can be found at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, where AFS
has been successfully extended to provide mass storage support and multiple copies of data to
users [2, 3]. In the prototype system, this concept will be tested by attempting to implement a
file space in which a user's UniTree files are accessed as local files. In reality, this may be as
simple as using scripts or C programs that automatically shuttle files to and from a specific
directory under the user's home account (using anonymous FTP). Alternatively, it may be
possible to use existing tools such as Alex [4]. In Alex, anonymous FTP sessions are disguised
as a pseudo-file system that allows users to access FTP sites as a local file system. Since Alex is
freeware, it is unlikely that any implementation using this product will provide a long term
solution for DBCS.
Problems Encountered and Lessons Learned
Buying an off-the-shelf integrated mass storage system that will meet the needs of the EMSL is
simply not possible. Integrating hardware and software to support mass storage needs is a
challenging task and requires considerable resources and talent. Like many systems'
integration efforts, the time required to implement such a system can easily and grossly be
underestimated due to unforeseen difficulties. Integrating this seemingly simplistic mass
storage system for the DBCS prototype proved to be such a challenge. PNL is fortunate to be in
a situation where time has been appropriated for experimentation. While installing the
prototype system resulted in a rather significant schedule slip that was not budgeted for, the
lessons learned will prove to be a valuable asset in the next two phases of DBCS and will be
carried forward into future procurements. Likewise, it is intended that these lessons be
disseminated to others who axe undertaking similar efforts.
Perhaps the most significant negative impact was due to the fact that no attempt was made to
integrate this system prior to delivery to PNL. The prototype system was perceived as a simple
implementation compared to other systems in use today. The fact that the prototype system's
hardware is virtually identical to that used by the NSL UniTree development team indicated
that the system could be integrated on site. However, certain acceptance tests on the prototype
system identified problems that required an update from version 3.2.2 of the AIX O/S to
version 3.2.3e, as well as several Program Temporary Fixes. This resulted in distinct differences
in the versions of the AIX O/S used by PNL and NSL, and caused severe complications in
integrating NSL UniTree. In addition, PNL's tests identified several unknown bugs in UniTree.
The extent of the bugs detected indicate that more extensive testing is required prior to
releasing future versions of the software. While PNL does not perceive NSL UnlTree to be a
mature product at this time, the advanced features it offers for mass storage systems,
including third party transfer and support for multiple dynamic hierarchies, certainly warrant
it as a worthy candidate for investigation. In any case, the efforts spent on integrating NSL
UniTree into this prototype system have not been wasted. In order to avoid these types of
problems in future procurements for DBCS, the integrator who is awarded the contract will be
required to submit a detailed integration plan, integrate the system prior to delivery, and
demonstrate the system by successfully running a predefined set of acceptance tests.
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Phase 2: Database Computer System - Level 0
The DBCS prototype system is implementing one hierarchy of storage devices (SCSI disks and
an 8-mm tape robot archive). Phase 2 in the evolution of the DBCS, DBCS-0, will expand the
capabilities of the prototype system by adding a second hierarchy of more powerful devices
(RAID disks and a fast tape robot archive). NSL UniTree will support these multiple dynamic
hierarchies of storage devices.
The files and datasets to be stored in DBCS-0 wiU range in size from less than 1 megabyte to
multiple glgabytes. DBCS-0 will efficiently support data archlving of this vast range of file sizes
by providing multiple hierarchies of storage devices. The smaller files will be assigned to the
hierarchy containing the slow devices (i.e., SCSI disks and 8mm tape robot archive) and the
larger files will be assigned to the hierarchy containing the faster devices (i.e., RAID disks and
the fast tape robot archive). Determining the optimal match of file size-to-hierarchy will be
achieved by experimentation. A RAID Level 3 configuration will result in maximized data
throughput and efficient management of large files. It is possible to manage small files on the
RAID disks under this configuration by utilizing a log-structured file system [5, 6], that groups
the small files into a segmented log. The advantages and disadvantages of using this approach
in DBCS-0 have not yet been identified, but will be investigated.
Each hierarchy will consist of two levels of successively faster but lower-capacity storage
devices (Figure I). The "first level" within each hierarchy will consist of disk drives that provide
relatively hlgh-speed storage. The "second level" within each hierarchy will consist of one or
more tape robot archive machines which provides relatively medlum/Iow speed storage. The
"first hierarchy" (i.e., Hierarchy I) will consist of RAID disks and one or more high capacity tape
robots for long term storage of datasets and files. The "second hierarchy" (i.e., Hierarchy 2) will
consist of SCSI disk storage and an 8-mm tape robot, both eof which are directly connected to
the host computer system. Among other things, Hierarchy 2 will be used for intermediate
storage of datasets and files. UniTree, the ODBMS, and the 8-mm tape robot, which are part of
the prototype system, will be transferred to the DBCS-0 archive computer system.
Level 1
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SCSb2 DISK
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Figure I:
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Multi-Level !File Syst m •
J HIPPI RAID STORAGE
t
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Tape Robotl
(>=_1200GB
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DBCS-0 Levels and Hierarchies
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DBCS-O will support a variety of client platforms, including the High Performance Computer
System (HPCS) (a massively parallel processor), High Performance Graphics stations,
workstations, etc. (Figure 2). Those clients requiring high speed data transfer (e.g., HPCS, High
Performance Graphics stations) will be integrated with DBCS-O through a HIPPI based high
speed network. A slower speed backbone network (i.e., FDDI/Ethernet) will be provided for
client platforms that only require medium speed data transfer. The DBCS-O computer system
will be devoted to managing the datasets and files on these client platforms and will be
reconflgurable as required (both software and hardware). Third party transfer, as implemented
by NSL UniTree, will be utlllzed for data transfers from HIPPI connected clients. This
implementation of third _ transtrer passes control packetsto theh_ computer syste--m over
the slower speed network and passes the data packets over the HIPPI network. This should
prove to be a very efficient way in which to move data between clients and DBCS-O.
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Figure 2:DBCS-0 Connectivity
anticipatedOne of the greatest challenges in implementing DBCS-0 will be supporting a
massively parallel processor (MPP) such as HPCS. The problems associated with supporting the
mass storage needs of an MPP are well documented in [7]. NSL UniTree in its present form will
not be able to support an MPP because it only supports one logical stream of data. A new breed
of MLFS software that is capable of supporting scalable, parallel storage systems is require_l.
While there are no such products readily available today, any efforts in developing a reasonable
solution will be closely tracked, i
F
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Current Status
A Request For Proposal for DBCS-0 has been prepared and distributed to companies interested
in bidding on providing a solution. Hardware procured for DBCS-0 will include a host computer
system with 256 megabytes of memory and 8 gigabytes of SCSI-2 disk space, a HIPPI
connected RAID with at least 30 gigabytes of usable disk space and a minimum sustained data
transfer rate of 40 megabyte/second, and at least 1200 gigabytes of storage on one or more fast
tape robot archives. The fast tape robot archive(s) will have at least four tape drives, each
capable a sustained data transfer rate of 2 megabyte/second. The NSL UniTree license
procured for the prototype system will be upgraded to support the desired amount of storage
and the ObjectStore license will be transferred to the new host computer system. The
integrated DBCS-0 system is expected to be delivered in October 1993 and acceptance tests
will begin thereafter.
Future Direction
Data that is currently generated in the MSRC is manually managed and maintained by
researchers. Pertinent historical information about this data is usually recorded in a laboratory
notebook. When disk space shortage mandates, data is manually archived to tape for long term
storage via standard backup procedures. These tapes are then physically maintained by the
researcher. The degree of reliability in this process is directly dependent on the researcher's
ability to maintain and coordinate the tapes and notebook. Over time, inventory control of data
in long term storage becomes a time consuming task.
It is expected that researchers will initially be reluctant to relinquish control of their data and
its associated historical information (i.e., metadata) to an automated facility such as DBCS-0.
Researchers feel secure in having the ability to control the physical media and laboratory
notebook at all times. Developing a similar level of trust in an automated system must be
achieved in order for DBCS-0 to be successful. Extensive, but fair acceptance tests for DBC_-0
will ensure a high degree of reliability in all hardware and software components. Lessons
learned in testing the DBCS prototype system will be used in developing the scripts and
procedures for the DBCS-0 acceptance tests. Likewise, all procedures and software developed
for DBCS-0 will undergo a rigid set of predeflned tests that will ensure all flles/datasets and
metadata are maintained in a highly reliable manner. Recovery from failures must be handled
gracefully.
Like any other system, DBCS-0 will require a certain level of administration. The individual(s)
responsible for administering DBCS-0 must be intimately familiar with each hardware and
software component. Administration policies will be written to ensure that users' data is
maintained in the most reliable manner. Researchers will be polled for their concerns and this
input will be incorporated into the administration policies. Regular and routine maintenance of
the MLFS and ODBMS will be performed to ensure recovery in the event of system failures.
Once developed, the policies will be automated to the extent possible.
The administration policies for DBCS-O will also account for management of media used for
long term storage. To reduce the amount of human intervention in administrating DBCS-0, it is
necessary to provide a maximum amount of storage capacity within the robot archive(s) at all
times. While redundant copies of datasets/flles will be allowed, only the media containing the
primary copy of ffles/datasets will typically reside in the robot for an extended period of time.
Media containing secondary copies of flles/datasets will periodically be removed from the robot
along with the necessary backup of the MLFS software's databases. The number of times each
individual media is used will be automatically tracked in DBCS-0. When any media has
outlived its expected lifetime, all of the flies and datasets it houses will be transferred to new
media and the old media will be destroyed. All information supporting the media management
policies will be stored in the ODBMS and will be readily available for the DBCS-0
administrator.
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Future implementationsof DBCS-0 will provide researchers with a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) for managing and manipulating files. This interface will allow users to move flies and
datasets to and from the mass storage system, enter the flle/dataset's metadata, and search
and browse the metadata for any publicly accessible files/datasets. Researchers will be able to
access fries and datasets within DBCS-0 by querying the ODBMS for attributes of the data
(e.g., all datasets on a "class" of molecule). These features will save a researcher considerable
time compared to the present day practice of keeping notes in one's laboratory notebook and
will allow researchers to readily exchange information, thereby increasing their overall
productivity and effectiveness. While some types of metadata will be entered by the user via the
DBCS-0 GUI, it is important that the user not be required to enter any metadata that can be
collected automatically (e.g. user's name, date, etc.).
Restricted access to flles/datasets and metadata will be supported. Some metadata maintained
by researchers are private notes and are not intended to be shared with others. Also, some
datasets/flles produced or collected may be immature or meant to be used only on an interim
basis. This type of information will be protected from unauthorized access by allowing each
researcher to determine what data are to be shared with others. Access to a researcher's data
may be granted on a user and/or group basis. In order to support this requirement, the
underlying MLFS software must support restricted access to data which has been archlved.
A toolkit will be provided that will allow developers of scientific applications to manage and
manipulate fries and datasets from within their code. Access to the advanced features and local
extensions of the MLFS software will be provided within this toolkit. Likewise, information in
the ODBMS will be accessible through this toolkit. This back door into DBCS will provide
application developers the means to search the ODBMS for the required information and stage
and migrate flies/datasets within the mass storage system.
Supporting the features described above requires that the MLFS so/Iware and the ODBMS be
integrated. A considerable amount of analysis and experimentation is required before
attempting this integration. Much work has been done in an attempt to provide extended
capabilities and intelligence to existing MLFS software. As an example of one such effort, Isaac
describes a prototype in which the UniTree is integrated with a DBMS [8]. A standard
Structured Query Language interface is provided for accessing data in the file system. Data are
automatically staged from the file system to the DBMS. As Isaac points out, utilizing the Bitflle
Identifier found in UniTree's Name Server database for referencing datasets warrants further
investigation. This use of a Bit/de Identifier will likely prove an efficient way in which to access
flies/datasets within DBCS-0. Also, expanding Isaac's concept to include maintaining metadata
about each dataset in the DBMS is consistent with the requirements for DBCS and worth
investigation. PNL plans to leverage efforts such as these when integrating the MLFS software
with the ODBMS.
Phase 3" Database Computer System - Level 1
The third and final phase will yield a production mass storage system (DBCS-1) for the EMSL.
The planned November 1995 delivery of DBCS-1 will result in a fully operational system in
March 1996. Development and enhancement of DBCS-1 is planned to continue after the
system is put into operation. Currently, it is not assumed that DBCS-1 will simply be an
extension of DBCS-0. While some components of DBCS-0 may be reused in DBCS-1, emerging
technology may dictate that DBCS-1 be an entirely new system. It is imperative that evolving
technology in both hardware and software be tracked closely. The specifications for DBCS-1
will be prepared based on information collected during the first two phases, input solicited from
EMSL users, recent trends and developments in the mass storage community, etc. It is
important that the communication channels with others undertaking similar activities, as well
as vendors of mass storage systems/products, be open and active at all times. Future papers
will describe this phase in more detail.
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Conclusions
Intelligent data archlving services will be provided to researchers in the EMSL in 1996 in the
DBCS-I system. MLFS software will be integrated with an ODBMS to provide researchers with
a convenient and efficient way in which to manage their flles/datasets and electronically
maintain its associated historical information. Emerging technology and information gathered
in two previous phases of development will drive the specifications for DBCS-I.
The first phase is currently under way. A DBCS prototype system of limited scale is being used
to gain hands-on experience and knowledge of NSL UniTree and ObJectStore software. The
second phase, DBCS-0, will expand the capabilities of the prototype system to include more
powerful storage devices in multiple dynamic hierarchies later in 1993. DBCS-0 will be faced
with the challenge of supporting a variety of clients, including a massively parallel processor.
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Introduction
8 ram tape libraries are known primarily for their small size, large storage capacity and low cost.
However, many applications require an additional attribute which, heretofore, has been lacking -- high
transfer rate. Transfer rate is particularly important in a large scale data distribution environment - an
environment in which 8 mm tape should play a very important role. Data distribution is a natural
application for 8 nun for several reasons: most large laboratories have access to 8 mm tape drives, 8 mm
tapes are upwardly compatible, 8 nun media are very inexpensive, 8 mm media are light weight
(important for shipping purposes), and 8 mm media densely pack data (5 gigabytes now and 15 gigabytes
on the horizon). If the transfer rate issue were resolved, 8 nun could offer a good solution to the data
distribution problem. To that end Exabyte has analyzed four ways to increase its transfer rate: native
drive transfer rate increases, data compression at the drive level, tape striping, and homogeneous drive
utilization. Exabyte is actively pursuing native drive transfer rate increases and drive level data
compression. However, for non-transmitted bulk data applications (which include data distribution) the
other two methods (tape striping, homogeneous drive utilization) hold promise.
Tape striping is the tape analogue to disk arrays. However, there are many problems associated with tape
striping, especially for the data distribution application. These problems include the need to distribute
multiple tapes per data set and the requirement that each receiving site have a tape array to reconstitute
the data, as well as data synchronization problems. For these reasons and others, tape striping was not
deemed suitable for the distribution application.
The final mechanism for transfer rate enhancement explored by Exabyte, homogeneous drive utilization
(HDU), offers the potential speed of a tape striping system, without the multiple tape transmission and
receiving site burdens or the data synchronization problems associated with tape striping solutions. The
primary premise of HDU is, that for large scale data systems, there is a significant amount of data
concurrence. This data concurrence can be exploited so as to read or write the concurrent data in
parallel. By reading or writing data in parallel, the speed of the system becomes the sum of the speed
of the attached drives. The easiest exploitable concurrent data movement activities occur when
performing the data duplication work needed to distribute large amounts of data.
This paper will discuss the various concurrence types, exploitable tape drive effects, exploitable tape
library effects, a priori table manipulation, the Exabyte controller and describe a practical system using
these techniques; that is HDU.
Concurrence Types for Multiple Tape Drive Systems
In order to move data in parallel to a system of tape drives, one must understand when and how data set
concurrence occurs. In addition, the amount and type of data set concurrence must be known for each
specific application so that those concurrences can be exploited as parallel activity. My studies have led
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to theconclusionthatthereexistatleastfourdifferenttypesof generalizedconcurrencewhichcanbe
exploitedto producemultipletapedrivebandwidthenhancement.
, Type 0 Concurrence ignores the structure of the data and imposes concurrence by
fracturing the data.
, Type 1 Concurrence uses the physical hardware determined data structure to provide the
concurrence structure.
. Type 2 Concurrence uses the logical structure of the data to provide the concurrence
structure.
at Type 3 Concurrence uses the application determined data structure to provide the
concurrence structure.
For brevity the equations that I am using to compute the type x concurrence throughput limits are
published in the proceeds of the Goddard Conference on Mass Storage Systems and Technologies,
September 22 - 24 1992, "High Speed Data Duplication/Data Distribution - An Adjunct to the Mass
Storage Equation" by Kevin Howard.
Type 0 Concurrence
Type 0 concurrence is what is usually considered in discussions of tape striping. Type 0 concurrence
works best in those applications where the media remain in a fixed or near fixed location such as a hard
disk array. The first limit placed upon type 0 concurrence in tape systems is found in a consequence of
tapes' removable nature. Removable media offer the opportunity for data set discontinuity which is not
present for fixed media systems. This makes type 0 concurrence unsuitable for any application where
the media will be frequently removed as is the case with data duplication and distribution. The second
limit to type 0 concurrence is also a consequence of removable media; this is the total system throughput
limit. The total system throughput limit can be seen in equation 1 below:
(equation 1)
Total average time = average load time + average unload time +
(2 * (average pick time + average place time)) +
(average drive speed * amount of data)
This equation shows that load/unload/pick/place must be included when discussing total system time.
With a removable media system a large amount of the total time is spent as system overhead with the
overall throughput limit defined to be a function of the maximum capacity of the media used, the average
data set size, the average drive speed, the number of pick and place devices and their average speed, et
cetera. Below is the type 0 concurrence throughput limit for an Exabyte EXB-120 tape library with EXB-
8500 tape drives starting in the normal situation (the normal situation assumes that all four tape drives
are full and must be emptied prior to starting.)
average drive speed .5 MB/s * 4 drives = 2 MB/s
amount of data 5 GB
number of pick and place devices 1
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unload = 11 + 1 + 1 + 1
pick/placel = 17 + 17 + 17 + 17
pick/place2 = 20 + 20 + 20 + 20
load = 32 + 12 + 12 + 12
overlap effect = O- 1- 1- 1
overhead = 227 seconds
streaming = 2500 seconds
Total time = 2727 seconds
Type 0 concurrence throughput limit = 1.8 MB/s
This means that under the very best case our throughput was limited from 2 MB/s to 1.8 MB/s only
because of the concurrence type used. As the size of the dataset decreases the system overhead has a
greater and greater effect. For example, if we limit the data set size to 2.5 GB instead of 5 GB, the Type
0 concurrence throughput limit is 1.7 MB/s, and if the data set size is 1.3 GB the Type 0 throughput limit
is 1.5 MB/s. In addition to this speed degradation, any redundancy required for data integrity compounds
the problem.
Type 1 Concurrence
Type 1 concurrence occurs in a number of applications, some of which are listed below:
1. Disk farm applications
2. Multiple channel telemetry applications
3. Multiple server networks.
The primary attributes of type 1 concurrence are:
1. The primary or secondary storage systems have a natural discrete boundary condition.
2. Those natural discrete boundary conditions can be retained in the tertiary storage system.
Exploiting type 1 concurrence is far easier than type 0 concurrence for the following reasons:
o There is no need for data synchronization. If the natural discrete boundary conditions are
maintained as a boundary condition of each tape, then each tape drive can act
independently.
. A full data set can be placed on a single tape thus eliminating both the data duplication
problem and the potential data set discontinuity problem. Again, if the natural discrete
boundary conditions are maintained as the boundary conditions for each tape, then each
tape drive can act independently.
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This still leaves the problem of increasing the total system throughput. Total system throughput can be
thought of in terms of the tot_ amount of data which needs to be transferred from one portion of the
system to another. Given this definition of system throughput only three requirements need to be met
to exploit type I concurrence for throughput enhancement. These requirements are given below:
1. Multiple tertiary drives are available.
2. The system of tertiary drives can be run in parallel.
3. The load on the system of tertiary drives can be balanced.
If these three conditions are met, then the throughput for the system can be as much as the sum of the
speeds of the attached drives minus the system overhead. The throughput problem thus becomes a
problem of keeping the multiple drives streaming; that is, keeping the maximum number of drives
simultaneously streaming. To insure the maximum system throughput two additional conditions must be
met. These conditions are:
. The number of discrete boundary conditions is an even multiple of the number of tertiary
drives or
if the number of discrete boundary conditions is not an even multiple of the number of
tertiary drives, then other "filler" data can be used to balance the
system or
.
the sum total of all associated data sets per drive times the native drive throughput is
equivalent for all attached drives.
The sum total of all associated data sets per drive times the native drive throughput is at
least equal to the total system overhead.
An interesting side note is the fact that type 0 concurrence can be treated as type 1 concurrence if the
following conditions are met:
° The data sets are fractured into sections which correspond to the number of tertiary
drives.
2. Retrieval order for the fractured sections is not relevant.
This second condition is met when each fractured section is treated as an individual data set then
recombined outside of the tertiary system.
There is a type 1 concurrence total system throughput limit. However, because we do not have to wait
for the totaI array Of drives to become available before We s_the data transfer, this limit is less severe.
As We did With the type 0 concurrence we will show the type 1 concurrence throughput limit for an EXB-"
I20 tape library with EXB-8500 tape drives starting from the normal situation.
average drive speed .5 MB/s * 4 drives = 2 MB/s
amount of data 5 GB
number of pick and place devices 1
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unload = 11 + 1 + 1 + 1
pick/plac¢l = 17 + 17 + 17 + 17
pick/place2 = 20 + 20 + 20 + 20
load = 32 + 32 + 32 + 32
overlap effect = -37 - 38 - 38 - 1
overhead = 53 + 32+32+32 = 149
streaming = 2500
Total time -- 2649
Type 1 concurrence throughput limit = 1.9 MB/s
This means that under the very best case our throughput was limited from 2 MB/s to 1.9 MB/s only
because of the concurrence type used. As the size of the dataset decreases, the system overhead has a
greater and greater effect. For example, if we limit the data set size to 2.5 GB instead of 5 GB, the Type
1 concurrence throughput limit is 1.8 MB/s, and if the data set size is 1.3 GB the Type 1 throughput limit
is 1.6 MB/s. This compares to the 1.5 MB/s of maximum throughput for type 0 concurrence or an
approximate speed difference of 10%. The difference in speed occurs because type 1 concurrence
(because of its data set independence) does not need all of the tapes loaded to start transferring data.
_jpe 2 Concurrence
Type 2 concurrence can most easily be seen in network applications. Within a network server, the data
is stored as a function of departments, groups, and/or users. Each department, group or users represents
a discrete boundary condition which can be exploited in the same way as type 1 concurrence. In fact,
because of the discrete nature of the data, the type 2 concurrence throughput limit is the same as that for
type 1 concurrence. The following conditions must be met in order for type 2 concurrence to yield
throughput enhancements:
1. Multiple tertiary drives are available.
2. The system of tertiary drives can be run simultaneously.
3. The load on the system of tertiary drives can be balanced.
4. The system of tertiary drives can be accessed using multiple access threads.
The first three conditions are the same as that required for type 1 concurrence. The fourth condition can
be met by the tertiary system having the capability of disconnecting from one discrete boundary condition
and reconnecting to another discrete boundary condition. This occurs with many hardware bus protocols
-- the Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) being one.
Djpe 3 Concurrence
Type 3 concurrence occurs when the application itself determines the discrete boundary conditions. An
example of this can be seen with data duplication systems. A data duplication system performs four types
of duplication; they are:
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1. Copy data from a single source to a single target.
2. Copy data from a single source to many targets.
3. Copy data from many sources to a single target.
4. Copy data from many sources to many targets.
This leads to two defining conditions:
. When reading data to be copied, the number of sources define the amount of system
parallelism.
2. When writing data, the number of targets define the amount of system parallelism.
These defining conditions support the discrete boundary condition which can be exploited in the same way
as type 1 or type 2 concurrence. Like type 1 and type 2 concurrence the type 3 throughput limit is the
same. The following conditions must be met in order for type 3 concurrence to yield throughput
enhancements:
1. Multiple tertiary drives are available.
2. The system of tertiary drives can be run simultaneously.
3. The load on the system of tertiary drives can be balanced.
4. The system of tertiary drives can be accessed using multiple threads.
5. The direction of data exploited is stated.
The first four conditions above are the same as that required for type 2 concurrence. The fifth condition
can be met by the application itself. For example, in the data duplication application, the number of
parallel reads and writes can be known prior to committing system resources.
Exploitable Tape Drive Effects
A tape drive sits between the media and the host. However, unlike disk drives, a type drive can fill its
internal buffer much faster than it can read or write to the media. Generally there are two measures of
speed for a tape drive -- the burst transfer rate and the sustained transfer rate. The burst transfer rate
can be thought of as the time it takes the tape drive to fill its buffer either from the media or from the
host. The sustained transfer rate can be thought of as the time it takes the tape drive to read from or
write to the media. Since many tape drives (including 8 ram) are able to disconnect after its buffer is full
(the disconnect threshold is reached) and reselect after its buffer is empty (the reselect threshold is
reached), we have an important tool which can be used to exploit type 1 through type 3 concurrences --
the burst transfer rate to sustained transfer rate ratio. When a tape drive disconnects from the host, the
host is able to select or be reselected by other tape drives. This means that either a single or multiple
hosts can cause parallel transfers of data on a single bus and keep those parallel drives streaming.
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(equation 2)
D =I + (B/S)
D = The number of drives which can stream in parallel
B = The average burst rate of the attached drives
S = The average sustained transfer rate of the attached drives
An example of using the burst transfer rate to sustained transfer rate ratio is given below:
EXB-8500 tape drives:
Burst transfer rate = 4.0 MB/s
Sustained transfer rate = 0.5 MB/s
The number of parallel streaming drives = 9
This means that, for each bus, up to nine EXB-8500 drives could stream if the bus can attach that number
of drives, the transfer rate of the bus is at least the burst rate, and total system overhead is kept to a
minimum. This example implies several interesting ways to optimize the use of a system based upon this
effect. The first optimazation implication is that the wider the gap, between the burst transfer rate and
the sustained transfer rate, the more drives that can stream in parallel. The second optimization
implication is that the gross throughput is the sum of the sustained transfer rates of all attached parallel
streaming drives. The third optimization implication is that the number of channels required to achieve
a given transfer rate can be computed. For example, if the required transfer rate is 8 MB/s and the
drives are EXB-8500 tape drives, then two channels are required to achieve this rate with each channel
able to move data a 4.5 MB/s. The number of channels required for a given number of drives (which
defines the required transfer rate) is defined in the equation below:
(equation 3)
C = 1 + int(d/D) + mod(rem(int(d/D)))
d > or = DimpliesC = C-1
where: C
d =
D =
int =
rem =
mod =
Number of channels required
Number of drives
Burst transfer rate to sustained transfer rate ratio
Function which returns only the integer value of a real number
Function which returns only the decimal value of a real number
Function which returns a zero when given a zero or a one when given
any other value
Note: All values are assumed to be positive real numbers.
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An example of this equation in use is given below using 12 EXB-8500 tape drives:
C=1+1+1=3
12 > or = 9 which implies that C = C - 1 --- 2
As can be seen, the burst transfer rate to sustained transfer rate ratio combined with the
disconnect/reselection methods of many tape drives gives a practical way to insure parallel reads and/or
writes of multiple tape drives on a single bus.
Exploitable Tape Library Effects
Tape libraries are an automated way to load and unload tapes from one or more tape drives. There are
several parameters associated with the speed with which a tape library can move tapes into or out of tape
drives. These parameters are given below:
1. Native robot speed and average travel distance
2. The number of drives which require tape service
3. The number of tapes within the library
4. The number of robotic tape handlers in the system.
The worst case for a multiple tape drive library system occurs when all of the tape drives require service.
If there is only one handler (as is usually the case) the library itself becomes a system throughput
impediment because it imposes sequential activity upon the system. Within the worst case scenario it is
possible to increase the total system throughput without changing the speed of the robotic tape handler.
This throughput increase is accomplished by increasing the number of handlers and using parallelism to
decrease the total system overhead. To accomplish this the following conditions must be present:
1. All robotic tape handlers must be under a central control unit.
2. Parallel movement of the robotic tape handlers must be possible.
One of the most cost effective ways to insure condition 2 is to use a disconnect/reselection protocol at
the robotic tape handler level. Because sending the movement commands takes so little time compared
to the movement itself, near parallel robotic tape handler movement can be accomplished without the
extra expense of extra bus controller circuitry, cabling, or controller firmware. If the tape libraries are
inexpensive and a way to parallel control multiple libraries could be found, then it is possible to move
tapes in parallel across multiple libraries, which would greatly decrease the total system overhead. For
each additional library added to the system of libraries, the system overhead decreases according to the
following equation:
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(equation 4)
n>2
O
T-
11
n<or-2
O
Where: T
O
n
x
-- Total system overhead
= Overhead with one robotic tape handler
- Total number of robotic tape handlers
= Additional robotic tape handler number
As can be seen, as more robotic handling systems are added their effectiveness decreases. The following
sequence shows the effect of adding additional robotic handling systems:
{100%, 50%, 27.7%, 27%, 25.6% .... }
With only one robotic handling system we get 100% of the system overhead, with two we get 50% of
the original system overhead, with three we get 27.7% of the original system overhead, et cetera.
Adding either more libraries to the system or adding additional robotic handling devices to the system
can greatly decrease the overall system overhead.
A Priori Table Manipulation
In type 1, type 2 and type 3 concurrence only a priori knowledge can guarantee that parallelism is
maintained. Since the operative feature of types 1, 2, and 3 concurrence is that concurrence is derived
from the physical world concurrence, an a priori map of this concurrence should facilitate its accurate
distribution throughout the array of tape drives. For example, a disk farm which contains 10 1 gigabyte
disk drives which are mapped into an array of 4 tape drives might look like the following diagram:
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Type 1 Concurrence Mapping
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The question now becomes, "How do I guarantee the above mapping?". The answer to this question is
to provide the tape array system with adequate information. Adequate information in this case is given
in the table below:
A Priori Table
Link # Data Set Name _ Links
0 disk 1 data 1.0 GB NULL
1 disk 2 data 1.0 GB NULL
2 disk 3 data 1.0 GB NULL
3 disk 4 data 1.0 GB NULL
4 disk 5 data 1.0 GB NULL
5 disk 6 data 1.0 GB NULL
6 disk 7 data 1.0 GB NULL
7 disk 8 data 1.0 GB NULL
8 disk 9 data 1.0 GB NULL
9 disk I0 data 1.0 GB NULL
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The link # is a simple index number for the data set name. The data set name is used to tell the host
which data set is required next. The data set size allows the tape system to determine when the current
drive will complete next. The links allow different discrete data components to be placed on the same
media. Now the tape system can use the drive information, sustained transfer rate, burst rate/sustained
rate ratio, internal tape drive buffer size to compute where each data set should go. The above map
would tell the tape system that each data set would go on separate media. This would not be the
optimum use of the system because there are more loads, unloads, picks, and places involved with ten
tapes versus four. A better mapping would be given by the following table:
A Priori Table With Links Filled
Link_ Data Set Name _ Links
0 disk 1 data 1.0 GB 1, 5
1 disk 2 data 1.0 GB NULL
2 disk 3 data 1.0 GB 6, 7
3 disk 4 data 1.0 GB 8
4 disk 5 data _ 1.0 GB 9
5 disk 6 data 1.0 GB NULL
6 disk 7 data 1.0 GB NULL
7 disk 8 data 1.0 GB NULL
8 disk 9 data 1.0 GB NULL
9 disk 10 data 1.0 GB NULL
This mapping would give the best overall performance for the system of tapes. To read back the data
quickly and to know which tape to load initially, one needs another column which specifies the volume
number. This augmented table is shown below:
A Priori Table With Volume Number
Link# Data Set Name D_tt_t.S._,S._ Links
0 disk 1 data 1.0 GB 1, 5 000001
1 disk 2 data 1.0 GB NULL NULL
2 disk 3 data 1.0 GB 6, 7 000002
3 disk 4 data 1.0 GB 8 000003
4 disk 5 data 1.0 GB 9 000004
5 disk 6 data 1.0 GB NULL NULL
6 disk 7 data 1.0 GB NULL NULL
7 disk 8 data 1.0 GB NULL NULL
8 disk 9 data 1.0 GB NULL NULL
9 disk 10 data 1.0 GB NULL NULL
For robotic tape library systems which do not retain volume information, simple location information
could be substituted. For data sets which can be placed on any of the currently available volumes, the
"links" data can be computed a posteriori. All that is needed is a symbol to inform the tape system that
a posteriori processing is required. Below is a table which would allow the tape system to assign media
location:
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A Priori Table With Automatic Assignment Operator
Link# _ Data Set Size Links Volume
0 disk 1 data 1.0 GB * 000001
1 disk 2 data 1.0 GB * NULL
2 disk 3 data 1.0 GB * 000002
3 disk 4 data 1.0 GB * 000003
4 disk 5 data 1.0 GB * 000004
5 disk 6 data 1.0 GB * NULL
6 disk 7 data 1.0 GB * NULL
7 disk 8 data 1.0 GB * NULL
8 disk 9 data 1.0 GB * NULL
9 disk 10 data 1.0 GB * NULL
These table entries would force link # 0 to volume 000001, link # 2 to volume 000002, link # 3 to
volume 000003, and link # 4 to volume 000004, all other volume assignments could be made by the
controller of the multi-tape drive system. After assignment the links field would be changed to reflect
the final status. Below is an example:
A Priori Table With A Posteriori Computed Assignment
Link# Data Set Name Data Set Size Links
0 disk 1 data 1.0 GB *,1,8 000001
1 disk 2 data 1.0 GB *,NULL NULL
2 disk 3 data 1.0 GB *,5,9 000(02
3 disk 4 data 1.0 GB *,6 000003
4 disk 5 data 1.0 GB *,7 000004
5 disk 6 data 1.0 GB *,NULL NULL
6 disk 7 data 1.0 GB *,NULL NULL
7 disk 8 data 1.0 GB *,NULL NULL
8 disk 9 data 1.0 GB *,NULL NULL
9 disk 10 data 1.0 GB *,NULL NULL
To ensure that this information is retained regardless of the state of the tape system or its controller, the
above table must made available to the host. If automatic assignment is selected for some or all of the
data sets, the there must be a computation done which takes into account the data set sizes and native tape
drive throughput. If we assume that the native tape drive throughput is the same for all tape drives in
the array then that calculation simply assigns the next data set to the tape drive which will be depleted
of data the soonest. Below are two tables
which _show the effect of different data set sizes on the links field outcome:
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A Priori Table With Automatic Assignment Operator
and Varying Data Set Sizes
Link# Data Set Name Data Set Size Links
0 disk 1 data 1.0 GB *
1 disk 2 data 0.5 GB *
2 disk 3 data 1.0 GB *
3 disk 4 data 1.0 GB *
4 disk 5 data 1.0 GB *
5 disk 6 data 1.0 GB *
6 disk 7 data 0.5 GB *
7 disk 8 data 0.5 GB *
8 disk 9 data 1.0 GB *
9 disk 10 data 0.5 GB *
Volume
000001
NULL
OOOOO2
OOOOO3
000004
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
NULL
A Priori Table With A Posteriori Computed Assignment
and Varying Data Set Sizes
Link# Data Set Name _ Links Volum_
0 disk 1 data 1.0 GB *,5 000001
1 disk 2 data 0.5 GB *,NULL NULL
2 disk 3 data 1.0 GB *,8 000002
3 disk 4 data 1.0 GB *,1,7 000003
4 disk 5 data 1.0 GB *,6,9 000004
5 disk 6 data 1.0 GB *,NULL NULL
6 disk 7 data 0.5 GB *,NULL NULL
7 disk 8 data 0.5 GB *,NULL NULL
8 disk 9 data 1.0 GB *,NULL NULL
9 disk 10 data 0.5 GB *,NULL NULL
As can be seen the algorithm assigns the largest data sets first and then fills in the rest of the information
as required to balance the tape drive load. Type 2 concurrence would work similarly to type 1
concurrence except the logical rather than physical concurrence would be used. An unlinked data set
which has a NULL volume field assignment in the a priori table is requesting the tape system controller
to assign a volume. For a reasonable assignment to take place two assumptions must be made. The first
assumption is that the user does not care where the data set is placed. The second assumption is that
load/unload and pick/place times are expensive overhead. The natural consequence of these two
assumptions is to use the normal assignment algorithm and use the currently loaded volumes. If a volume
is full another volume assignment must be made.
The Exabyte Controller
Since Exbyte tape drives and libraries are SCSI devices, the SCSI bus is an integal part of this discussion.
However, any bus protocol can be used to acheive these results.
The SCSI bus protocol allows only eight devices per bus. Since one EXB-120 uses five devices, and
there must be at least one host, only one EXB-120 can be attached to that host. This problem is
overcome by placing a controller between the host and the tape libraries. This accomplishes two things:
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1. Provides a single control point for the various devices and
2. Allows multiple EXB-120s to reside on a single SCSI bus port.
The basic system architecture is as follows:
HOST 1
HOST 7
I External
SCSI
Exabyte
Control
Board
Internal
SCSI
Library
1
Library
343
The Exabyte controller board can communicate with up to 343 EXB-120 class libraries by chaining
multiple controller boards together. A controller board has the following basic architecture:
HOST
External
SCSI
Micro IProcessorl__
MEMORY
Internal
SCSI
Where: BD = SCSI bus driver hardware/firmware
As can be seen, the host communicates to the Exabyte controller board via one SCS-i bus (the External
SCSI bus), and the Exabyte controller board communicates with the EXB-120s via another different SCSI
bus (the Internal SCSI bus). This allows the SCSI device limit to be overcome. For example, if three
EXB-120s are to function as a single device we would connect them together as follows:
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As can be seen, there are two types of Exabyte controllers -- the alpha and beta controllers. The only
difference between these controller types is the firmware.
The alpha level controller passes commands and messages through to the next level controller. Since the
alpha level is the only level which has access to the host identity, it passes this host identity down to the
beta level controller. The first alpha level controller, virtue of its central location, receives and interprets
all system level commands. For the data distribution application we have the following system level
commands:
1. Device Selection command
2. Initialize Blank Cartridges command
3. High Speed Data Duplication command.
The device selection command is an index command which allows the host to select the internal bus
identity to which subsequent commands are to be passed. The format of the device select command is
as follows:
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BIT
BYTE
O0
01
7 6 5
1 1 0
L U N
02 Reserved
03 Reserved
04 Reserved
O5
4 3 2 1 0
A P
A P
A P
Reserved
06 Reserved
07 Reserved
08 Reserved
09 Reserved
0A Reserved
0B Reserved
0 0 1 0
Reserved
Device ID
Device ID
Device ID
The first byte is the command identification byte. The LUN field is for compatability with an older
protocol. The 'A' fields are the active bits. Because an alpha level controller can be attached to another
alpha level controller, we support three levels of communication. This provides us with the ability to
communicate with up to 343 EXB-120 class tape libraries. The 'P' fields are the pass-through bits. The
pass-through bits determine if subsequent commands and messages will be passed through to the next
level.
The initialize blank cartridges command allows the host to designate where in the system of libraries the
blank cartridges are located. This is important for the subsequent analysis required to optimize the data
duplication effort. The format of the initialize blank cartridges command is as follows:
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BIT
BYTE
O0
Ol
O2
7 6 5
1 1 0
L U N
4 3 2 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
Reserved
Reserved
03 Reserved
04 Reserved
05 Reserved
06 Reserved
07 Reserved
08 Reserved
09 Reserved
0A Number of Data Pages Field
0B Reserved
If the number of data pages field is zero, then this command deletes the memory of all blank cartridge
locations. If the number of data pages field is not zero then the data pages are used to define the location
and number of blank cartridges in the system of libraries. Below is the format of the data pages:
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BIT
BYTE
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
00 Page
01 Reserved
02 Reserved
03 Reserved
04
05
06
07
08
09
0A
0B
0C
0D
0E
OF
i0
ii
12
Number
A Device ID
A Device ID
A Device ID
(000-007)Blanks Location
Blanks Location (008-015)
Blanks Location (016-023)
Blanks Location (024-031)
Blanks Location (032-039)
Blanks Location (040-047)
Blanks Location (048-055)
Blanks Location (056-063)
Blanks Location (064-071)
Blanks Location (072-079)
Blanks Location (080-087)
Blanks Location (088-095)
Blanks Location (096-103)
Blanks Location (104-111)
Blanks Location (112-115)
The page number field gives the current data page identity. The 'A' field indicates that the associated
device identity is active. The device identity fields provide a path to the correct library and the blanks
location fields are a bit map which show the location within a library of each blank cartridge.
The blanks location fields of the page data is a bit map which designates the position within the library
of the blank cartridge.
The high speed data duplication command allows the host to analyze and duplicate files in a system
coordinated manner.
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BIT
BYTE
00
01
02
03
04
O5
06
07
O8
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
i i
L U
(MSB)
0 1 0 1 0 0
N Reserved
Reserved IANAI H
HOST DATA LENGTH
(MSB)
NUMBER OF
(LSB)
HOST DUPLICATIONS
(LSB)
09 Reserved
0A Allocation Length
0B Reserved
The 'ANA' field is a bit which designates that either analysis or actual duplication is to take place. The
'H' field is a bit which designates that the data is to come from the host. The host data length field
allows up to 4 GB to be duplicated. The number of host duplications field allows up to 65,000 copies
to be made. We will not discuss tape to tape copying, blank tape location rejection, or host multiple data
set analysis for brevity. However, it is clear how the use of a prior tables can be used in the multiple
data set analysis to guarantee parallelism.
If analysis is selected, the Exabyte controller will divide the duplications by the number of attached
libraries which contain blank cartridges. This is to decrease the duplication overhead by performing the
cartridge loading and unloading in parallel. We then map the duplications to the specific tape drives
within the libraries. A list of the cartridge locations which will receive the duplicate data is then sent
back to the host. If the host approves of the selection it retransmits the high speed data duplication
command with the 'ANA' field set to duplicate. The data to be duplicated is then sent to the controller
and, if larger than the controllers buffer, is saved on a scratch tape. Finally, the data is duplicated in
parallel to the designated blank tapes.
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A Practical Data Distribution System
A practical data distribution system using 8 mm tapes consists of the following elements:
1. Host computers with access to the data to be duplicated
2. Two or more Exabyte controllers
3. One or more Exabyte libraries.
Because of the application (data distribution), type 3 concurrence can be assumbed. To perform the data
duplication portion of the data distribution system, the host first gives the location of the blank cartridges
to the lead controller. Next the host requests that duplication analysis be done by the lead controller.
Finally, the host sends the data to be duplicated to the lead controller which duplicates the data. This
concludes the data duplication effort. Now the tape cartridges are collected and mailed to their respective
sites.
The speed of the duplication effort is limited only by the bus limits. In the case of the SCSI bus these
limits are 5 MB/s for normal SCS1, I0 MB/s for fast SCSI, 20 MB/s for fast/wide 16 SCSI, and 40 MB/s
for fast/wide 32 SCSI.
In conclusion, HDU offers tremendous throughput for the data distribution application and indeed for all
other bulk data applications.
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Abstract
The Goddard Space Flight Center Version 0 Distributed Active Archive Center (GSFC V0 DAAC}
is being developed to enhance and improve scientific research and productivity by
consolidating access to remote sensor earth science data in the pre-EOS time frame. In
cooperation with scientists from the science labs at GSFC, other NASA facilities, universities,
and other government agencies, the DAAC will support data acquisition, validation, archive
and distribution. The DAAC is being developed in response to EOSDIS Project Functional
Requirements as well as from requirements originating from individual science projects such
as SeaWiFS, Meteor3/TOMS2, AVHRR Pathfinder, TOVS Pathfinder, and UARS. The GSFC V0
DAAC has begun operational support for the AVHRR Pathfinder (as of April, 1993), TOVS
Pathfinder (as of July, 1993) and the UARS (September, 1993) Projects, and is preparing to
provide operational support for SeaWiFS (August, 1994) data. The GSFC V0 DAAC has also
incorporated the existing data, services, and functionality of the DAAC/Climate, DAAC/Land,
and the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS} Systems.
Introduction
This paper presents the architecture of the DAAC which includes two SGI 4D/440 mini-
supercomputers and numerous smaller computers including: an HP 730, MicroVAX II, VAX
3900, SGI 4D/35 and three SUNs all configured in a distributed environment. The DAAC
contains two different mass data storage systems, a Cygnet 1803 12" WORM Optical Jukebox
and a Metrum RSS 600 VHS Automatic Tape Cartridge System. Both systems are being
configured under the UniTree File Management System. The DAAC also supports a host of
peripheral devices including two 9-track tape drives, three 8 mm tape drives, two 3480 tape
drives, two 4 mm, two CD ROM drives, over 40 GB of magnetic disk storage, ten X-terminals and
over 25 Macintoshes and personal computers. The DAAC's distributed environment includes
two ethernet Local Area Networks, an FDDI network interface, two appletalk networks, and a
T1/T3 link. This paper presents the advantages and disadvantages of the chosen architectural
approach of the DAAC including a discussion of the cost trade-off analyses justifying the
decisions made by the DAAC. This paper also discusses the system performance
characteristics in terms of throughput rates and volumes for the data ingested into the DAAC's
archive and for data distribution conducted by the DAAC. The percentages of data distributed
on different media, and the medias popularity is also discussed.
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GSFC V0 DAAC Mission
The Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC) is a component of NASA's Earth Observing System
(EOS) Data and Information System (EOSDIS). The EOSDIS acquires Earth science data, derives
scientifically useful data products, archives the data products and makes them available to the Earth
science researchers. The EOSDIS currently includes eight DAAC sites. These DAAC sites are
generally oriented around scientific disciplines and are multi-agency.
A DAAC consists of three components, a Product Generation System (PGS) that generates derived
data products, a Data Archive and Distribution System (DADS) that stores the data products and
distributes requested products to a researcher, and a Information Management System riMS) that are
used by researchers as a catalog of all the DAAC products from which he/she can select specific data
files of interest. The IMS allows the user to select data based on time, spatial location, geophysical
parameter and/or instrument. The IMS will also provide a capability to browse interesting data
products as an aid to ordering the data. The IMS at all the DAACs are interoperable so the user sees
the holding of all the DAACs and can order them from any DAAC he/she logs into.
This paper focuses on the DADS component. Data are ingested into the DADS primarily over the
EOSDIS dedicated computer network either from instrument data capture facilities, other DAACs, or
from the DAAC's own PGS. Metadata information is extracted or created from each data file and
loaded into the IMS database. The data are archived to on-line (magnetic disk), near-llne (robotics
storage system), or off-line (on the shell) storage. When an order for data is received via the IMS the
data are copied from the archive to either magnetic disk for network (FTP) distribution or to magnetic
tape (8ram, 4 ram, and 9 track are standard media supported).
The EOSDIS and the DAAC elements are being developed in an evolutionary manner with Version 0
being the initial system. Version 0 is intended to demonstrate the concept of an Interoperable set of
distributed archive centers and to prototype various aspects of the system. The version 0 will
operate with pre-EOS satellite data sets, either currently existing or missions between now and the
EOS flights.
Requirements
The GSFC V0 DAAC archive will contain about 20 Terabytes by FY97. The amounts of data expected
from the projects and sources interfacing with the DAAC is shown in Figure I. Rates for data
delivery into the DADS are expected to reach 17 GB/day via a computer network. FTP data
distribution and other networking activity is expected to double this figure for a total network load of
30 to 40 GB/day. Estimates are that distribution volumes may reach 50 to 60 GB/day. It is
estimated that for tape distribution, 50% will be on 8mm cartridges, 33% on 9-track 6250 bpi round
tapes and 17% on 4 mm cartridges. Distribution on prepublished CD-ROMs will also be supported.
The researcher will be able to order and receive small amounts (TBD) of data via network
transmission during an interactive session while logged on to the DAAC's computers. Larger
amounts of data will be available for distribution on the various media supported by the DAAC. The
guideline is that all orders will be filled within 30 days, with 3 days response time being a desirable
goal. Specific data sets have been identified by a Science User Working Group as being high priority
(expect a lot of scientific interest) and with this prioritlzation, the DAAC have organized their on-line,
near-llne, and off-line archive storage to have the higher priority data more readily available.
One group of data that will also be stored on-llne and accessed interactively by a user are the browse
products. Browse products are reduced resolution images used as an aid for selecting and ordering
data. The user will need to have the analytical tools required to display these browse images. Other
data products such as scientific documentation describing the data sets will also be available for
ordering.
Data compression is planned prior to archiving in order to reduce storage needs. The DAAC will
encourage users to accept data in compressed form but will decompress the data prior to distribution
to the user if desired. Data compression is also being recommended for the data being transmitted
into the DAAC from the various supported science projects.
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Strategy and Approach
The approach being used to meet the above requirements begins with an analysis of the system
capabilities. This analysis initially was done using crude spreadsheet calculations of overall
bandwidth for networks and published write rates for various peripheral devices. These simple
calculations were used to arrive at a hardware configuration that was "in the ballpark" and the
computer and two each of each peripheral were ordered. This initial configuration provided a
platform for software development and for making performance measurements to gain better
throughput figures.
We then initiated the development of a computer simulation of the workload, configuration, and
operation of the DADS. Performance measurements were made to determine parameter values to be
used in the computer model (e.g. actual device transfer rates achieved using operational software)
and overall system throughput was calculated and compared with the simulation results (e.g.,
simultaneous ingest and multiple distribution activity).
With the validation of the computer model, using the benchmark measurements, the model can then
be selectively modified to assess changes to the system configuration (e.g., faster processors, more
tape drives, more disk space, use of data compression, number of operators) or workload (e.g.,
different proportion of distribution media types requested, greater number of requests for data).
Finally, after all hardware and software development and integration is completed the DAAC will
perform a formal test of the systems ability to meet the performance requirements. These tests will
also include stress testing to determine the upper limits of the processing capabilities of the DAAC.
Trade-off Analyses
The trade-off analyses for the DAAC began with the evaluation of different computers and operating
systems. The types of media that would be supported and the drives were also analyzed. Most
importantly, the DAAC evaluated the mass data storage hardware currently available and the file
management systems that will support the hardware.
All major computers available on the market today were evaluated during this analysis. Each
computer was evaluated against the following criteria:
• MIPS
• Internal BUS throughput
• Individual magnetic disk storage capacity
• Magnetic disk transfer rates
• Power requirements
• Drives supported including interface mode
• Total number of drives supported
• Long-range maintenance
• Network connectivity
• Product reliability
• Applications s/w supported (DBMS,tools)
• Cost
• MFLOPS
• SCSI & IPI channel throughputs
• Total magnetic disk storage capacity
• Operating system/planned upgrades
• Space requirements
• Availability of device drivers
• Upgrade path
• Total memory capacity
• Product quality
• Procurement vehicle
• File management systems supported
• Standards supported(x-window/motif)
The information for the criteria listed above was collected and compared, and the SGI 4D/440 S and
4D/440 VGX computers were selected. This computer provided a very cost-effective MIPS/$ with an
eight CPU expansion capacity per computer. The SCSI channel and internal BUS throughput rates
were fast enough to meet the requirements of the DAAC and the disk storage capacity could also be
expanded to meet the DAAC's needs. The space efficient SGI had high marks for quality and
reliability with a low maintenance record. The SGIs also provided fddi and ethernet network
connectivity.
The peripheral drives and corresponding media were also investigated as part of the overall computer
system using the following additional criteria:
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• Drivetransferrates
• Media capacity
• Available device drivers
• Popularity of media and drive
• File search time
• Media longevity
• Compatibility with host computer
• Cost of media and drives
Using this criteria, the DAAC selected SGI 8 mm, 4 mm, QIC, 9-track, and CD-ROM drives. Many of
these drives were third party hardware sold by SGI. The rlsk of having interface problems with the
computers was greatly reduced by selecting drives that have been thoroughly integrated. Two
Fujitsu 3480 drives (one with a stacker) were also procured. This wide range of peripherals allows
the DAAC to provide support to a broad base of users, an important consideration for the DAAC.
The DAAC analyzed mass storage hardware systems and the corresponding file management
systems. The criteria used in this analysis were:
• Drive transfer rates
• Media capacity
• Mass storage system capacity
• Available device drivers
• Power requirements
• Reliability in the field
• Procurement vehicle
• Cost of file management system/licenses
• Maturity of file management system
• Data format and standards
• Adherence to IEEE Mass Storage Reference Model
• Multiple mass data storage systems supported
• File search times
• Media longevity
• Expandability and upgrade paths
• Compatibility with host computer
• Quality
• Maintenance costs
• Cost of hardware, media and drives
• Space requirements
• Functionality provided
• Supports hierarchical file migration
• Vendor support
• Integration support
The results of some of these analyses are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The Cygnet 1803 12" WORM
Optical Jukebox and the Metrum RSS 600B VHS Automated Tape Library were selected along with
UniTree as the file management system. The optical media inside the Cygnet jukebox provides the
DAAC with a long-life substrate for its most important data. The Cygnet jukebox also provides rapid
access for files that require it such as browse data. The media cost does prohibit all of the data from
being place on the Cygnet jukebox. The Metrum provides a slightly higher throughput than the
Cygnet Jukebox with a very cost-effective $/TB ratio. The low cost of the media makes the Metrum
the DAAC's selection for where most of the data will be stored. The UniTree file management system
is the only system that can support both mass storage systems, although support for the Cygnet
Jukebox and the dual support capability were introduced into UniTree at the request of the DAAC.
The selection of a file management system was essential in avoiding expensive development and
maintenance costs associated with providing this functionality as part of the software development
effort.
Hardware and Software Selected
The Silicon Graphics Inc. 4D/440 VGX computer is a four CPU machine that was selected for the
IMS. It can be upgraded to an eight CPU version (4D/480) by simply plugging in additional boards.
The ease of expansion and the relatively inexpensive cost was a factor in the selection of this system.
Other factors are the commercial software packages available for this platform.
The database manager product used in the IMS is Oracle. Oracle was chosen primarily because in
had been successfully used previously on other data systems that the DAAC organization continues
to operate. Another factor is that the Oracle product on the SGI computer can use any and all _f the
processors available and thus as the need requires additional CPU boards can be added. A feature
used with oracle is configuring for separate tables and interface from remote machines for software
development activities, system testing activities, and for operational activities. The large number of
platforms for which Oracle is available provides flexibility in future system configuration changes.
The IMS user interface was implemented using the JYACC Applications Manager (JAM). This
product allowed us to create both the interface for alphanumeric users and for graphical users
without needing to develop separate programs. JAM also supported interface with the Oracle
database product and allowed running the interface from remote systems without additional license
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costs. The wide variety of platforms for which JAM is available provides flexibility in future
configuration changes.
The SGI 4D/440 S is a four CPU machine in a server configuration that is the computer system
selected for the DADS activities. This server configuration substitutes the graphics hardware [in the
VGX model] with additional I/O capacity. Like the IMS machine this system is expandable to eight
CPUs. Cost and availability of software was a factor in selecting this computer system. Also, having
the same operating system for both the IMS and DADS makes system support easier.
The DAAC selected two mass data storage systems for its archive. The first is a Cygnet model 1803
12" WORM Jukebox with two ATG Glgadisc model GD9001 WORM drives. The ATG WORM platters
hold 4.5 GB per side. With the two drive configuration, the Cygnet holds 131 platters providing a
total storage capacity of I 179 GB. The second mass storage system is a Metrum model RSS-600B
Automated Tape Library system with four model RSP-2150 VHS Cartridge Tape Drive Subsystems.
The DAAC is currently using ST-120 VHS cartridges, that hold 14.5 GB per cartridge. The RSS-600B
holds 600 cartridges providing a total storage capacity of 8700 GB. The Metrum system can also be
used with ST-160 VHS cartridges that hold 18 GB/cartridge yielding a storage capacity of 10800 GB.
The DAAC will be storing its low level (LI) data on WORM because of it's reported long life
characteristic and the higher level (L2, L3, and L4) on VI-IS tape because this data is more likely to be
reprocessed and replaced as better scientific processing algorithms are developed.
UniTree Central File Manager (UCFM)from Titan Cllent/Server Technologies and Open Vision was
selected to manage the archive. Agreements were reached to introduce into this version (1.6.1) of
UnITree support for mixed mass storage media. It also has been enhanced to support asynchronous
I/O and thus can take advantage of the multiple CPUs of the SGI 4D/440 machine to give improved
performance for simultaneous archive and multiple distribution activities.
Hardware and Network Architecture
The hardware architecture of the DAAC is shown in Figure 4. The functionality of the DAAC was
distributed over two computer systems in the operational configuration; the Information
Management System (IMS) and the Data Archive and Distribution System (DADS).
For distribution of the large number of data orders, anticipated for 8 mm cartridges and 4 mm DAT
media, several of the distribution tape drives are configured in a tape stacker configuration. This will
reduce the workload on the operations staff for mounting and dismounting of media.
Functional Capabilities
Information Management System (IMS)
Users will connect to the IMS computer through the GSFC V0 EOSDIS Ethernet LAN [network]. The
user interacts with the IMS system through an interface program that support either an
alphanumeric or graphics terminals. There are actually two IMS interface programs; one is an
EOSDIS IMS interface that interacts with all of the DAAC sites (there are currently eight) and the
other interacts only with the local (i.e., GSFC) DAAC. With the EOSDIS IMS the user sees the
holding at all the DAACs while the GSFC local IMS only sees the GSFC DAAC holdings.
Either of these IMS user interfaces is used to search a database containing metadata information for
the DAAC data holdings in order to identify and then request desired data. Users may also order
browse data, for data sets of interest, that may be viewed on hls/her local workstation, and to
directly order the corresponding data file from the browse viewer program. Orders for data are stored
in an order database. Ordered data may be retrieved over the network or copied to media and mailed
to the user.
Data Archlve and Distribution System (DADS)
The DADS provides two main functions; the ingest and archiving of data and copying of data from
the archive to a disk for network distribution or to media for distribution by that mechanism. Most
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Introduction
This paper will discuss user interface development and the structure and use of metadata for
the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Archive. The ARM Archive, located at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, is the data repository for the U.S.
Department of Energy's (DOE's) ARM Project. After a short description of the ARM Project and
the ARM Archive's role, we will consider the philosophy and goals, constraints, and prototype
implementation of the user interface for the archive. We wlll also describe the metadata that
are stored at the archive and support the user interface.
ARM is a part of the global research effort directed toward understanding weather and climate
change. The current generation of climate simulations, general circulation models (GCMs),
cannot treat the physics of radiative transport and cloud behavior at the relevant distance
scales. DOE has initiated ARM to characterize the physical and dynamical structure of the
atmospheric column well enough to significantly improve the modeling of the radiative flux of
the earth. This entails measuring radiative fluxes and a wide range of atmospheric conditions
at five highly instrumented sites worldwide. The ARM sites constitute the Cloud and Radiation
Testbed (CART). Each site will collect data from all its instruments for transmission to the
ARM Archive. The first site, in Lamont, Oklahoma, has been operational since June 1992.
Other sites will come on-line over the next few years.
The ARM Archive stores ARM data and will provide the scientific community with data taken
from the sites, along with data developed from the merger of site data with data from external
sources, information describing the quality assurance (QA) checks, and contextual information.
The archive will eventually use a mass storage system architecture based on the National
Storage Laboratory (NSL) architecture to manage and store these data, This system uses a
relatively small computer that controls a group of mass storage devices linked by a high-speed
data network.
Philosophy and Goals of the ARM User Interface
ARM Archive users--students, government-funded re,_earchers, and policymakers--span a
fairly large range of interests and capabilities. Initially, the user interface will be primarily
designed to support professional researchers In atmospheric science and related disciplines.
As more information about the data is available at the ARM Archive and more summary and
value-addeddataproductsarecreated,the focusof the user interfacewill expandto supporta
broaderusercommunity.
To support users, both Initially and over the long term, the principal goal of the user Interface
Is to provide enough Information about data and products that are housed in the ARM Archive
so the users can select exactly the data they need. To make the necessary Information as
accessible as possible, the user Interface ls designed to address the users In terms familiar to
them. For Instance, the user interface offers complete Instrument names rather than the
cryptic abbreviations that Instruments are known by within the CART Data System. In
addition to providing the users with familiar terminology, the user interface hides the details of
how data are managed at the ARM Archive. The users do not need to know about file names,
data base structures, or how to develop a data base query to get access to archive data. To
successfully retrieve data from the archive, the users Indicate the instruments of interest, date
ranges, and other criteria [such as data processing level or QA level) that wlll narrow their
selection. Then the users request that the data be retrieved.
Another goal of the user Interface ls to make sure that it ls Inexpensive enough so that It can
be given away to anyone. Furthermore, every effort will be made to port the Interface to a wide
variety of computer hardware. Input from users working with the initial interface will help
refine this system. This should ensure that the interface will continue to provide easy access to
the ARM Archive.
Constraints on the User Interface
Constraints as well as goals shape all systems. In addition to the usual limits on money, time,
and resources, the ARM Archive has several technical constraints, some unique to the ARM
Archive and some that affect any large scientific data archive.
One of the leading constraints for a large scientific data archive ls simply its size. Although not
as large as several of the NASA data centers, the ARM Archive will hold as much as l O0
terabytes of data and metadata by the time the ARM Project ends. With that amount of data
and metadata, maintaining all or even a significant portion of It on spinning disk In a data base
management system is not feasible, either technically or economically. Almost all of the data,
and a good fraction of the metadata, will be maintained only as files in a tape-based mass
storage system. The user interface will be based primarily on the metadata that are kept in a
relational data base management system (RDBMS). In addition, some metadata will be
managed and accessed In a Wide Area Information Server (WAIS), a search/retrieval system for
computer networks. The smallest data granule given to the user will be a file. Because of the
volume of information, users will not be able to directly browse the data. Summary or value-
added products may be created so users can browse.
Another aspect of keeping the data files In a mass storage system Is that the user can only
request that data be retrieved from the system and not examine these data using the user
Interface. The user must later retrieve the requested files via "ftp _ (electronic transfer) or wait
for surface marl to deliver the physical media containing the requested data to the user's
computer. Direct interactive exploration of the data in the ARM Archive is not available.
Additional difficulties are imposed by the fact that not all of the data or metadata arrive at the
archive produced in the same format, written with the same degree of formality, or subject to
the same level of quality control. This diversity and how it is dealt with by the ARM Archive
system are discussed later in the paper. Briefly, most of the data and the formal metadata,
such as instrument, location, and current calibration readings, arrive packaged in highly
structured NetCDF files generated by the Site Data System (SDS). Some data arrive in the file
format of the instrument that produced them, with little associated metadata. Finally, there
are logs describing conditions of instruments and other information about the site that affect
instrument operation. These are human generated and fairly informal, and there is little or no
quality control of the entries. All of this variability makes presenting the users with the
necessary metadata in a uniform fashion a very challenging problem.
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Implementation of the User Interface
We have chosen to build the user Interface on a client/server model shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The user Interacts with screens provided by a client application. This client sends
requests to, and receives data from, a server system, which Includes the archive's RDBMS and
_e-retrieval system. Currently, TELNET ls used to access the archive's host computer and the
user Interface. In the future, the client will reside on the user's local computer while the server
runs on the archive's host computer. Our prototype Interface ls based on the X-windows
protocol using the Motif window manager.
The Initial screen Is shown In Fig. 2. Here the user Is asked for a user ID and an easily
remembered password. On the second screen of each session (Fig. 3), the current Identifying
data about this user are displayed for verification: name, phone number, electronic-mail
address, and surface-mail address. New users will be prompted for these data when they first
log on to the archive.
The SDS packages data Into flies labeled by platform and date. The Data Criteria screen (Fig.
4) Is hence composed of sections for selecting a set of platforms and a range of dates. The user
can select platforms based on either the SDS platform name or Its equivalent "plain English"
Instrument name (and accompanying location Information). This prototype assumes that the
user already knows which named data streams are contained In the data files for a single
platform or Instrument; an RDBMS table and Interface screens for this mapping will be added
later. The user can type or use a scroll bar to specify the start and end of the date interval for
which he or she wishes to get data. The system will return all those data files that include at
least one data point within the Interval specified.
The restricted set of queries that users can presently make (based on the small number of
search parameters) is stored as string templates in the client C-program. They are filled in on
the basis of the user's choices from the Data Criteria screen, then executed against the
metadata data base. When that query Is executed, a Transfer Confirmation screen (Fig. 5)
displays the number of files (and the total number of bytes of data contained therein) that meet
the selection criteria. The user may then choose Initiate or Cancel at this screen. "Initiate"
causes the client program to request that the files meeting the selection criteria be retrieved
from mass storage and delivered to a pickup directory on the server computer system: "Cancel"
returns the user to the Data Criteria screen directly for a new query without requesting data
retrieval. Back at the Data Criteria screen, the user may refine the existing query by altering a
few values or start afresh (Reset) by clearing all of the settings chosen for the previous query.
The server portion of our user interface consists of the metadata data base and the file-retrievai
and user-notification system. The metadata data base is implemented as a set of tables in the
Sybase RDBMS, which are queried by the client program through Sybase-provided library
functions. The metadata that pertain to data files stored at the archive are described below:
Information about user addresses and tables for processing requests for file retrieval are also
stored in thls data base. When the user initiates a request for data from the client, the file
names requested are written Into a Sybase table, which Is then read by a process that submits
a retrieval request to our mass storage system (currently, a Storage Tek Silo managed by an
IBM 3090 computer). The files are retrieved via ftp and then put into a holding directory on the
host computer to await pickup by the user.
When all of the files requested by a user in a single session have been retrieved from the mass
storage system, an electronic-mail message is sent to the user, Informing him or her of the
availability of the requested data. The user can then copy those data files by ftp to his or her
local computer. After an interval of a few days, the files will be deleted from the pickup
directory.
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Metadata for the User Interface and the Archive
As noted above, the primary unit of data given to the user is a single data file, which contains
data recorded over a specified time interval from a specified set of sensors (an instrument or
platform). In order to allow the user to select the desired files, retrieve them, and use the data
properly, we must deal with three classes of metadata: (1) data extracted directly from the
individual data files, (2) other data about individual files (e.g., file size and storage location),
and (3) site operations logs and other documentary information that are not keyed to a specific
data file.
To extract needed metadata from the data files themselves, we have a copy of the suite of
programs that produces the NetCDF files for the SDS. We use this code to extract the data-
start and data-end dates and times, and the number of samples for each variable from each
NetCDF data file, for entry into our data base. As files arrive at the archive, we record their file
name, arrival date/time, and file size in our Sybase data base. Further information about
storage locations and dates is collected as the files are sent to our mass storage system and as
a permanent, vault-archlved copy of the files is written by that system. Other metadata include
the Site Operations Log, platform and data dictionaries for instruments, and other textual
information that may affect the correctness or usability of data files but are not directly linked
to them. The Site Ops Log is being stored in a table In the metadata data base (based on date
of entry), as well as being archived as entries arrive. The other text files will be managed (and
accessed by the users) through the WAIS system, which is specifically designed to allow
browsing of large free-text data files for keywords.
The current stock of metadata may be significantly expanded as the ARM Project continues. As
discussed above, all of the header information in the NetCDF files from the SDS could be
incorporated into the metadata data base. We are also starting to explore schemes to allow
users or persons responsible for specific instruments to comment on data files, perhaps at the
single data point level. (In this case, we intend for users requesting data with existing
comments to receive the comments along with the data files.) We further expect that some
metadata will arrive in a form that is not computer-readable, and we are pondering our
response.
Future Improvements to the User Interface
To make the ARM Archive user interface as helpful as possible, the capabilities that have been
discussed in this paper must be extended to provide the users with more information about the
available data. In addition to making more information available about the holdings of the
ARM Archive in general, more selection criteria need to be available for the users to refine their
requests for data.
Additional selection criteria will be derived from the formal metadata transmitted with the data
from the CART sites. As with the current selection criteria of platform and date, this data will
be managed with the use of the metadata RDBMS. In order to implement additional selection
criteria, we need to work with the user community to identify the useful selection criteria for
each platform and to extract that metadata from the data files and place it in the metadata
data base. We also envision a desire to select data files for one platform on the basis of the
availability of data from another platform for the same time interval: "Give me the BSRN l data
for June 1993 where EBBR9 data exist," for example. The user interface is designed so that
new selection criteria can be easily added to the user interface screens.
Most of the information about the ARM Archive that explains the contents to users Is in textual
form. If ARM data are to be accessible to relatively naive users, this textual information must
be made available on-line. The current plans are to manage textual information about the ARM
Project with a WAIS server. A WAIS client will become part of the client portion of the user
interface to make all ARM text available for perusal and downloading through the user
interface.
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Several potential metadata sources, such as operators' descriptions of instrument status in the
site operations log, are textual with little formal structure. This type of information can be
critical to the user in deciding if a particular data file is desired or not. In order to make text
information part of the selection parameters, links need to be developed between the metadata
kept in the RDBMS and those kept in the WAIS system. We are developing a design to provide
this connection using a common identifier in the RDBMS records and the text record that will
allow textual information as part of the selection criteria for requesting data flies.
As a final assistance to users in selecting data, we are exploring the possibility of logically
linking textual comments to data files. The proposed implementation would allow the users to
see brief comments on the data flies that they are-about _o request. On the basis of those
comments, they might elect to remove some data files i_om their request. The comments would
deal with data quality and use issues that were not captured in other parts of the metadata
system. One proposal is that some of these comments might be from previous users of the
data.
Conclusions
Scientific data are useful only when they are producing scientific or policy results. The ARM
Archive user interface is designed to make the ARM data quickly and easily available to the
user community. To accomplish this goal, the user interface will provide the users with
information in the terms of the atmospheric science discipline. Over time, it will also provide
users with extensive documentation about the condition of the data, why and how the data
were collected, and other information to make data selection and use easier.
Metadata that provide clear, accurate, and precise information about the context of the basic
data are necessary to support this type of user interface. The ARM metadata are being
organized with the use of an RDBMS for data that are very formally organized and lend
themselves to management in tabular format. For those data that are textual and do not easily
fit the row/column format, a WAIS system will be used for data management and access. In
the future the ARM Archive will explore ways to link the metadata in the RDBMS and WAIS
systems to provide users with both a rich set of selection parameters and concise descriptions
of the data they are requesting.
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Abstract
The put decade ha_ experienced a phenomenal growth in the &mount of data and resultant infor-
mation generated by NASA's operations and research projects. A key application is the reprocessing
problem which hu been identified to require data management capabilities beyond those available
today [PRAT93]. The Intelligent Information Fusion (IIF) system [ROELgl] is an ongoing NASA
project which hu similaz requirements. Deriving our understanding of NASA's future data manage-
ment needs based on the above, this paper describeg an approach to using paxallel computer systems
(processor and I/O axchitecture_) to develop an efficient paxal]el database management system to
address these needs. Specifically, we propose to investigate issues in low-level record organization and
management, complex query processing, and query compilation and scheduling.
1. Problem Understanding: NASA's Future Data Management Needs
The past decade has experienced a phenomenal growth in the amount of raw data and resultant
information generated by NASA's operations and research projects [l_OEL91]. The need for significant
improvement in information technologies to manage, identify, and access this data has been clearly identi-
fied [ROEL91, CROM92, CAMPg0a, CAMP90b]. This section present's our view of NASA's future data
management needs (at least in part). It is based on (i) the description of the reprocessin9 problem given in
[PRAT93], (ii) published descriptions of the Intelligent In[ormation Fusion (/IF) system [ROELgl], and
(iii) miscellaneous NASA publications.
1.1 A View of NASA's Data Management Architecture
Figure I shows the schematic of a system architecture where the principal emphasis is on the path
data takes, and the transformations it goes through, from sensor collection to the scientific user. This
architecture borrows from that of the IIF system [ROEL91]. The aim of this diagram is principally for
problem understanding purposes and to establish a context for the subsequent discussion. It is by no
means a proposal of what the complete architecture for NASA's data management system should be, and
is much wider in scope than that of the present paper.
Sensor data first goes through some very low-level processing to generate 'raw data' [PRAT93] which
is stored in a Parallel Raw Data Archive (PRDA). The reproce_ing activity creates 'data products'
[PRAT93] which axe managed by a Parallel Relational DatabMe Management System (PRDBMS). MeCa-
data about both raw data and data products is stored in a Metadata Database (MDB). The three different
types of data stores, i.e. the PRDA, PRDB, and MDB, reflect the three basically different types of usage
of the data and metadata in such an environment [PRAT93]. The raw data is expected to be used mostly
by reprocessing algorithms running on vector supercomputers and massively parallel processors (MPPs),
and hence is shown managed by a high-performance file system. Since existing data products can also
be inputs to the reprocessing activity [PRAT93], direct access to the Parallel Record Management Layer
(PRML) of the PRDBMS by the machines running the reprocessing algorithms is shown, A typical
user of the data products is a remote scimtist who logs in and browses the metadata seaxching for data
relevant to a research project. While most browsing involves interaction with the metadata, the scientist
may periodically access data products as well as raw data to identify interesting data. Upon s_lecting
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Figure 1. Our View of NASA Data Management Architecture
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the needed data, the appropriate portion isdownloaded into the scientistshome location.To support
such patternof user behaviour the MDBMS should support largenumbers of interactivebrowsing ses-
sions,each posing mostly small queriesagainstthe MDB, interspersedwith occasionalqueriesagainstthe
PRDA or PRDB. While interactiveresponse time isneeded, the bandwidth requiredisexpected to be
small during the browsing. Once browsing iscomplete, the user willissuea seriesof requeststoextract
the data to be downloaded to his home location.These requests can be SQL queriesto the PRDBMS
or fileaccessrequests to the PRDA. These requests are expected to have high bandwidth requirements
sincea largevolume ofdata may be extracted.Since execution times ofdifferentplans for a SQL query
can differby a few ordersofmagnitude, query optimization iscriticalto ensure both interactiveresponse
time and reduced system workload.
1.2 Parallel I/O: Key to NASA's Data Management
Given the volume ofdata/information inNASA's applications,the use ofmultiple disksforstorageis
well accepted. In a database processingenvironment, the fact that disk I/O isthe main bottleneckhas
been a consensus among researchers.Recent years have seen phenomenal increasein processorspeeds,
whilethe 'diskaccesstime'has not shown much improvement, exacerbatingthe 'accessgap' problem. The
advent ofmultipleprocessormachines has added to thisproblem. Fortunately,the computer architecture
community has startedaddressing the needs of data intensiveapplicationsby developing parallelI/O
architectures,e.g.Redundant Array ofInexpensive Disks (RAID) [PATT88] and Disk Arrays [GORD91].
This promises futureparallelI/O systems which can feed data to the multiprocessorat a high sustained
bandwidth.
Along with the development of parallelI/O hardware, thereisa need to develop efBcientparallelI/O
algorithmsto exploittheirfullpotential.The main focus of research in parallelalgorithmshas been on
main memory residentdata, where processor parallelismhas been of primary concern [LEWI92]. With
I/O bandwidth being a principalconcern,high performance paralleldatabases requireparallelalgorithms
for disk residentdata. Parallelprocessing of database operations was firstaddressed by the database
machine community, where the focus was on designing special-purposehardware [SU86]. No single
architecturewas found suitablefor alldatabase applications,and the cost of building specialpurpose
hardware forspecificapplicationsled to only limitedsuccessin thisdirection[DeWI92]. In the put few
years therehas been renewed interestin looking atdatabase issuesforgeneralpurpose parallelmachines.
The availabilityofa varietyofcommercial parallelmachines, which has eliminatedthe expense ofbuilding
specialpurpose hardware, isin largemeasure responsibleforthis[DeWI92].
A crucialfactorinour choiceof the relationalmodel for the PRDBMS component of the architecture
inFigure I isthat the set-oriented,non-procedural nature ofthe relationalmodel providesopportunities
formassive parallelization[DeWIT92]. This choice isfurthersupported by the fact that the IIF system
has alreadyproposed using a relationalDBMS for its low-levelrecord management system (LLRMS)
[ROEL91].
1.3 Scope of Our Project
Realizationofthe architectureshown inFigure I isa major task and requiresresearchand development
in many areas.The scope ofour projectislimitedto addressing problems in the PRDBMS component
ofthe system. Specifically,we address the followingproblems:
• Data organization, loading, sorting, and retrieval, and index creation and maintenance, in the
Parallel Record Management Layer. The proposed solutions must consider that access requests
to this layer will be a mix of (i) very high rate of large size access requests from the reprocessing
algorithms, and (ii) low to medium to sometimes large size requests from the upper layers of
PRDBMS.
• Parallel algorithms to support expensive operations, e.g. join, union, etc., in the Parallel Relational
Algebra Layer.
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• Compilation and optimizationof SQL queries,and resourceallocationand schedulingof operators
in the resultantplan. Minimizing response time and maximizing throughput willbe consideredas
the optimizationcriteria.
The restofthe paper isorganized as follows:Section 2 presentsthe technicaldetailsofour approach.
Section 3 presents a listof goals that must be met, includingspecifictechnicalproblems that must be
solved,to make such a system a reality.Section4 provides the conclusionsand section5 containJthe list
ofreferences.
2. Technical Details of the Proposed Approach
Our overallgoal isto investigatetechniquesforbuildinga paralleldatabase engine which could fulfill
the needs of the PRDBMS component of Figure I. Following are the key ideas behind our approach:
• Tuples in a relation(or recordsin a file)are modeled as points in a multi-dimensionalspace,with
each attributerepresentingan axis.
• This multi-dimensionaispace can be divided into (overlappingor non-overlapping,nested or non-
nested)subdivisions.
• The subdivisionsare allocatedtodifferentI/O units(e.g.diskJ)ofa parallelcomputer, with usually
many subdivisionsgoing to a singleunit,and possibly a singlesubdivisionreplicatedon multiple
unitsforreliability.This has been termed declustering[DEWI90]. The aim isto providegood (close
to optimal) load-balancingforquery processing.
• New declustering-awareparallelalgorithms for basic data retrievaloperations,e.g. relation/file
scan,aswellas complex operations,e.g.join and sort,are builtto take advantage of the underlying
declustering.
• The query compiler/parailelizer/schedulertakes considersarchitecturalparameters and decluster-
ing information,in addition to the traditionalquery and database parameters, in minimizing the
execution plan cost.In addition,itgenerates an initialresource allocationschedulefor plan execu-
tion.
The remainder of thissectionisorganized as follows:Section 2.1 presents an architecturefor the
PRDBMS. Sections 2.2 through 2.4 describe our approach to solving specificproblems in the record
management, relationalalgebra,and query compilationlayersof the PRDBMS.
2.1 Parallel RDBMS Architecture
As shown inFigure I,the PRDBMS has a layeredarchitecture.The parallelrecordmanagement layer
provides the abstractionof relations/tableswhich can be created, deleted,populated, sorted,and on
which simple selections(predicatesinvolvingsinglerelationsonly) can be performed. This abstractionis
used both by the higherlayersofthe PRDBMS and by the reprocessingalgorithms.The parallelrelational
algebrala_/ercontains algorithmsforcomplex operationssuch asjoin,union, difference,ag4_regation,etc.
Ituses the abstractionsprovided by the recordmanagement layer.The quer_ compilationlayerprovidesa
declarativeinterface(SQL) to PRDBMS users(theintelligentfront-endand metadata manager in Figure
i),and does the necessarytranslationand optimizationofdeclarativequeriesintoa sequence ofrelational
algebraoperations.
2.2 Parallel Record Management Layer
The parallelrecord management layeruses the servicesofferedby the operating system toprovide an
abstractionof relations/tablescontainingrecords.
2.2.1 Requirements
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Wefirst identify the characteristics of data stored in the record management system as well as of the
retrieval requests on it. Datasets for many large-scale scientific applications, including those of NASA,
exhibit the following characteristics [ROEL91, CAMP90a]:
The basic data unit is an observation, e.g. from a satellite, with various attributes such as latitude,
longitude, temperature, time, etc.
The data is multi-dimensional, e.g. the three spatial dimensions, the temporal dimension, and
various other attributes.
The database is fairly stationary, i.e. new data can be appended or results of analyses can be added.
However, the basic data once added is rarely, if ever, updated.
High speed and volume of reprocessing requires support for efficient creation and population of
relations, both in terms of bandwidth and response time.
A very high rate of large size retrieval requests is expected from reprocessing algorithms. Large size
requests are also expected from the intelligent front-end working on the users' behalf, albeit not at
quite the same rate as reprocessing algorithms (though it really depends on user load).
2.2.2 Approach
In the following we describe our approach to the specific problems listed below. Comparisons with
related work are included where appropriate.
• Data declnstering, i.e. partitioning a file of records across multiple disks of a parallel I/O system.
• Parallel algorithms for range query processing on a single relation/table.
• Parallel algorithms for loading large data files into relations/tables.
Unit datum is modeled as a tuple/record whose attributes/fields represent various facets of the datum
such as latitude, longitude, temperature, time, etc. Relations/Files, i.e. a collection of records of the
same type, model sets of observations of the same type. A general request on a collection of observations
of the same type is modeled as a multi-attribute range query, with predicates defined on one or more
attributes.
Let D_ (1 < i < d) be an ordered set. A record is an ordered d-tuple (rl, r2, ..., rd) E D1 × D2 × ... X Dd.
D_ is defined to be the domain of the i th attribute, and r_ is the value of the i th attribute of the record.
A d-dimensional file, F, is a non-empty set of records, stored on a parallel disk system with M disks.
The most general retrieval operation, the range query, is denoted by Q = ([LI, U1), ..., [L4, Ud)), with
[L_, U,) being the desired range on the i _h attribute. The answer to the range query Q is A(Q) - {(rl, ..., r_)
F ] L_ _ _'_ < Ui, 1 < i < d}. Note that the exact-match query and the partial-match query can be
treated as special cases of the range query. For a query Q, let Worki(Q) be the number of blocks required
from disk i to answer the query, 1 < i < M, and let Work(Q) = _"_l<i<M H/or/c_(Q) be its total work.
Assuming parallel operation of individual disk units, and the performance'of the I/O subsystem being the
critical factor in system performance - which is a reasonable assumption given trends in parallel machines,
the response time of the query is Rap(Q) = MAXI<i<M {W'orki(Q)}. The optimal (minimal) response
time for the query Q by distributing data over M disks is then _Work(Q)/M].
Now, the data declustering problem for a parallel record management system is to develop a strategy
such that it provides (i) optimal parallelization of individual queries (speed-up) as well as (ii) good
parallelization of all possible queries (robustness). In the last few years a number of declustering strategies
have been proposed [DeWI90, GHAN91, GHAN92, HUA91 LI92, FALO93, ABDE93]. A survey of a
some of these is given in [DeWI92]. The focus of [DeWIg0, GHAN91] is to decluster based on a single
attribute, thus improving performance only of queries containing a predicate on that attribute. [GHAN92]
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improves upon their previous proposal by selecting a tppical query and using information about it to
improve declustering. [HUA91] considers multiple attributes but optimality is not addressed. [ABDE93,
FALO931 identify specific subsets of queries for which their schemes have optimal performance, but the
issue of robustness is not addressed. Our work [LI92] has developed the Co-ordinate Modulo Dedmaering
(CMDJ techn/ques (i) which is optim_l for a very large percentage of all possible single relation SQL
queries, (ii) has a small deviation from optimality for the rest, and (ill) whose deviation from opthnality
decreases as the size of the query result grows. Complete details of CMD and its comparison with other
schemes is given in [L192]. Here we provide a brief overview.
For illustration amume that all files are subsets of the unit space S -- [0 , i) _, d >_.I. Divide each
dimension of S into nM equal sized intervals for some integer n:
[0,11nM), [llnM, 2/nM), ...,[(nM-l)/nM, i).
Let the:h intervalofthekthdimensionbe denotedby ir_,- [thi,hb,)---[i/nM, (i+ l)/nM),for0 <
i < nM - I,with itsinternalcoo_inate,icb,beingi. Given a region[/t,,,hti,)x [t2_,h_,) x ...x
[/_,,hdi,)ofS, itsregioncoordin6te,re,isdefinedto as an orderedsetofitsintervalcoordinates,i.e.
re - (let,it2,...,icd).Now, a region,i.e.p_rtitionofthe multi-dimensionaldataspace,withregion
coordinatercisnAsignedtodiskCMD(re, M), where the allocationfunctionCMD isdefinedas:
CMD(re, M) = (it1 + is2 + ... + icd) rood M.
Example 1: Let S = [0, 1)2, M = 4 and n = 2, i.e. each dimension is divided into 8 interv_ with
length 0.125 each. The partitiona of S and their allocation t,o disk units is shown in Fig. 2.
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F/gure 2. The partition and allocation of S = [O, I) x [O,1) among 4 disks with M = 4 and n - 2
We have developed parallel algorithms for multi-dimensional range queries on data with CMD par-
titioning. The following theorems describe the key properties of the algorithms. Proofs are given in
[LI921.
Theorem 1 (Speedup): The CMD method is optimal for all range queries whose length, in terms of
thenumber ofregionscovered,on some dimensionisequalto kM where k isan integer.
Corollary 2.1. The CMD method isoptimalforallrange queriesinwhich at leastone attribute
isunspecified(sincethequerylengthon thatattributeisthe completerange,automaticallyan integral
multipleofMr).
Example 2: Consider0uery Qt = ([0.000,0.375),[0.250,0.750))in Figure2. Assuming each
regioncan be fetchedin a singlediskaccess,Work(Qt) = 12 diskaccesses.Sinceexactly3 accesses
need to be made to each of the disks0,1,2,3,the responsetime forQi isoptimal. The condition
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in Theorem I is sufficientbut not necessary since optim_l response time is also achieved for query
Q2 = ([0.625,1.000),[0.250,0.5001).
Theorem 2 (Robustness):For any arbitraryrange query Q the response time, Rsp(Q), isbounded
by [Work(Q)/M] + (M- 1) _-l - 1.
Theorem 2 gives an approximate upper bound, and the actual performance of CMD is much better.
For example, for 2 and 3 dimensions the worst case upper bounds are M/4 and M2/16, respectively.
Note that range queries usually examine a very large subspace of S, i.e. Work(Q) is usually large. Thus
rWori_(Q)/M], the fraction that is optimal, is much more significant than (M - I) d-t - 1.
Parallel Data Loading Algorithms: Our recent work [LI93] is developing efficient parallel algo-
rithms for loading files of records into a CMD format. Initial results show that almost linear speedup of
the process, in terms of the number of disk units, is achievable. Detailed algorithms and their properties
are discussed in [LI93].
2.3 Parallel Relational Algebra Layer
The parallel relational algebra layer contains algorithms for complex operations such as join, union,
difference, and aggregation. It uses the abstractions provided by the parallel record management layer.
2.3.1 Requirements
Descriptions of various NASA projects, including the Intelligent Information Fusion (IIF) system
[ROELgl, CAMPg0a], the Intelligent User Interface for Catalog Browsing system [CROM89], etc., have
identified the need for performing complex comparisons across different types of data sets. Thus, the
requirements for this layer are:
• Efficient algorithms for complex operations such as join, union, set difference, etc.
• Efficient algorithms for various kinds of aggregate operations.
• Since space and time are special types of attributes, correlations on them can be potentially treated
in a more specialized and efficient manner, e.g. by supporting temporal joins [McKE92].
2.3.2 Approach
In the previous section we presented results about the efficacy of the CMD approach in processing
queries acceding a single relation. A vast body of work [DeWI92, WOLFgl, FRIEg0, SCHN89, DeWI92,
CHEN92, NICC92] has shawn that join continues to be one of the most expensive relational operations in
the parallel environment. Our recent work [NICC92] has shown that an approach to achieving efficiency
for complex database operations in a parallel environment is to make them declu$termg aware, i.e. an
algorithm implementing a complex operation (e.g. join) will perform better if it is aware of the underlying
declustering strategy. [NICC92] describes and analyzes in detail the benefits of making hybrid-hash join
algorithm [DeWI84] aware of CMD declnstering. We outline the approach here.
For a relation stored using CMD declustering, we define the following:
Definition (Join A:i$, b): The axis of the multi-dimensional space representing the join attribute
161"
Ea_ interval (li, hi) along the join axis denotes a subrange of the join attribute domain.
Definition (Joining Region, JR(ll,B,i)): The d- 1 dimensional subspace, of the d dimensional space,
created by fixing the subrange of the join axis, b, to have values in the interval (li, hi) and allowing the
other axes to be free.
JRRo, is the ifh joining region of relation R along attribute axis a.
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As shown in Figure 3(a), consider R and S as relations to be joined on attribute b. JR(R, b, 2) and
JR(S, b, 1) are example joining regions of relations R and S, respectively. A joining region of R must join
with every joining region of S with which it overlaps on the join axis. Thus, JR(R, b, i) and JR(S, b,j)
must be joined iff.
(t_ _<ti _<h_)or(1, <_h_ <_h,)
The following results describe the properties of our declustering aware approach, details of which are
presented in [NICC92]:
Theorem 3: If there is enough aggregate buffer memory, i.e. among all processors together, to hold
the largest joining region of the smaller relation, plus one disk block per processor, then no data need be
read from the I/O system more than once.
Corollary: There exist cases where declustering aware algorithm will read a disk block exactly once
while a non declustering aware algorithm will read it more than once.
In addition to reducing disk accesses, a declustering aware algorithm may entirely eliminate part of
the computation, by skipping over entire joining regions of either relation, if there is no intersecting
joining region of the other relation, as shown in Figure 3(b). Essentially, a declustering-aware approach
to query processing has the following advantages:
• A large problem is broken down into a set of subproblems, such that the sum of the work for
the set of subproblerrm is usually lesser than that for the original. For example, the work for an
equi-join between relations R and S, with sizes IRI and ISI respectively, is roughly proportional to
IRIISI, say with a nested-loops join. If, however, the join axis has k partitions, a declnstering-aware
nested-loops algorithm is required to do only k(IRIISI)/k 2 total work for the k subproblems.
• The performance of most database algorithms, e.g. join, sort, etc., is highly sensitive to the amount
of main memory buffer available, with performance often increasing dramatically as the ratio
BufferSize/ProblemSize increases [CHOU86, YU93]. For a given amount of aggregate main
memory buffer (of the parallel machine), breaking a problem into smaller subproblems has the net
effect of increasing this ratio.
• Skewed data distribution causes serious performance problems for most database algorithms [DeWI92a
DeWI92b], mainly due to improper load balancing. Declnstering aware algorithms provide one way
to handle this [NICC92].
2.4 Parallel Query Compilation and Scheduling Layer
Database query compilation for sequential machines provides the functionality of translating a high-
level (declarative) query into an optimized sequence of relational algebra and record management level
operations. For a parallel machine, the additional decisions of (i) determining the type and degree of
parallelization, (ii) an estimation of resource requirements, and (iii) an initial assignment of resources,
must be made [GANG92, SRIV93].
2.4.1 Requirements
Descriptions of various NASA projects, including the Intelligent Information Fusion (IIF) system
[ROEL91, CAMP90a], the Intelligent User Interface for Catalof Browsin9 system [CROM89], etc., have
identified that the interface between the applications, e.g. intelligent front-end of Figure 1, and the
database of data products be a high-level one, e.g. SQL. Query compilation and scheduling for par-
allel databases is currently an active research area [DeWI92a, WILSgl, GANG92, SCHN90, HUA93,
SRIV93, NICC93]. While detailed survey and comparisons are provided in [SRIV93, NICC93], the basic
requirements for this layer are:
• Translation from SQL to an internal form (not a research issue).
• Optimizations performed on the internal form based on the desired objective, e.g. minimize work,
minimize response time, etc., to generate a 'good' query execution plan.
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• Determining the type(s) and degree of paratlelization of the query plan.
• Estimation of resource needs for a query plan to help resource managers during query execution.
• Determining an initial resource allocation for the plan, which may potentially be modified during
execution.
2.4.2 Approach
Our overall approach to query compilation is shown in Figure 4. It is a 2-phase approach, where in
Phase I a compiler that optimizes SQL for sequential machines is used, which (heuristically) minimizes
work. This is not a research issue since good sequential optimizers ezist. The output is fed to Phase 2
which (i) parallelizes the sequential plan, (ii) estimates its resource needs, and (iii) generates an initial
resource allocation schedule. The output of Phase 2 is a set of tasks schedulable on a parallel machine.
An example input query, represented as a query graph, and its corresponding set of tasks, tt through
tn, is shown in Figure 5. In each of the seven time slices, numbered 0 through 6, the total resources
allocated for this query's execution are shared between the tasks allocated to the slice. Further details
axe in [NICC93]. While in general it is not true that the parallelization of a 'good' (or even the optimal)
sequential plan will yield the best parallel plan, a 2-phase approach such as ours has the advantages of
(i) drastically reducing the search space size, and (ii) leveraging off the existing technology in sequential
optimization. We share the belief with [STON88, HONG91, HONG92] that a 2-phase approach is a
viable heuristic and worth a detailed investigation.
Figure 4
Pamilelizer
Estimator
and ._dloalor
Set e_ Tasks
We now briefly describe the key elements of our approach to query compilation and scheduling.
Details are provided mainly in [NICC93] and some in [SRIV93]. Specifically, we propose (i) a parallel
query plan representation, (ii) a new cost model to incorporate parallel execution, and (iii) heuristic
search algorithms.
Query Plan Representation: A parallel query plan can exploit the following kinds of parallelism:
• [atra.operator parallelism: A relational operator, such as select, project or join, can be performed
by multiple processors simultaneously.
• Inter-operator parallelism: Different relational operators of a query, eg. different joins, can be
performed in parallel by different (sets of) processors.
• Pipelinin_ Different relational operators can be performed in a pipelined manner using separate
(groups of) processors. The result of one is pipelined to the other.
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In our model a parallel query plan is represented as a capacitated labeled ordered binar T tree. The
shape represents inter-operator parallelism, the orientation represents operand ordering, the node labeling
represents intra-operator parallelism, the NI (P) branch labeling represents materialization (pipelining)
of results between operators, and the branch capacity represents the size of the main-memory (producer-
consumer) buffer when materialisation (pipelining) of intermediate results is being done.
4
Flg_e
Figure 6 shows a plan for a query with four joins, i.e. Jl, J2, ./3 and J4, between five relations,
i.e. RI, R2, Rs, P,4 and Rs. Jl has in_..ope_tor parallelism with J2 (and with J3). Old--ions Jl
and 34 are on a root-leaf path and thus do not have inter-operator parallelism. The same holds between
32, J3 and 34. Since the branch between Jl and 34 is labeled with M, Jl must complete before J4 can
begin. The same holds for 32 and J3. The branch between J3 and 34 is labeled P, and thus the two are
pipelined, with J4 beginning as soon as J3 has produced the first result tuple. The labels 4, 4, 6 and 6
on Jl, 34, J2 and Jz, respectively, represent the number of processors assigned to each. Note that the
processors assigned to operators at the opposite ends of a branch labeled M are the same set, i.e. they
first perform the child task sad then proceed to the parent task. The processors on the opposite ends of
a branch labeled P are distinct sets since the operations are pipelined. The 4 processors will first perform
the join Jl and then J4. The 6 processors will first perform the join 32 and then J3. The two processor
sets will be working independently while performing the joins Jl and J2. While performing Js and 34,
the 6 processor set will be the producer while the 4 processor set will be the consumer. The capacity of
2 on the branch (J4, J3) means that the intermediate buffer is assigned 2 units of memory. A capacity of
4 on the other branches indicates that each materialized intermediate result has been assigned 4 units of
buffer space. Upon overflow the results must go to disk. Total system memory is I0 units.
Cost Model for Parallel Query Plans: A cost model for parallel query plans requires (i) developing
analytical cost expressions for individual operators such as select, project, join, etc., and (it) comb/nin 8
the expressions for individual operators to obtain costs for entire plans. Special care has to be paid in
combining costs for operators executing in a parallel or pipelined manner. The two key components are:
• Cost of Individual Operators: A number of simulation and experimental evaluations of parallel
algorithms for relational operators exist {DeWI90, BARU88, SCHN89, FPHE90]. For query opti-
mization, however, an analytical parameterized cost model is needed. In addition to convention_d
parameters such as database size, query selectivity, indexes, algorithm used, etc., the cost of an
c_perator depends on (i) its degree of par-_llelization, (ii) its resource allocation, (iii) parameters of
the m_chine architecture, e.g. costs for unit processing, I/O, and communication operations, and
(iv) data declustering.
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• Combining Operator Costs: For parallel query processing the plan with total minimum work and the
one with the shortest critical path may not be identical [GUST89]. Maximizing overall throughput
in a multiprogrammed environment requires minimizing a query's total work, while minimizing
individual response time requires reducing the critical path. Calculating the critical path in a plan
can be quite tricky as it needs to consider data flow dependencies and resource allocation [GANG02,
SRIV93, NICC93].
In [SRIV93, NICC93] we describe the details of a cost model that addresses the above issues. It
provides means of labeling nodes of the query plan tree with various cost metrics such as work, response
time, etc., and lends itself to efficient bottom-up evaluation.
Search Algorithm: It has been argued by [SWAM88,SWAM89,IOANg0] that exhaustive enumera-
tion techniques such as dynamic programming [SELI79] are not likely to be successful for queries with
large number of joins, i.e. 100 or so, and have proposed heuristic combinatorial optimization techniques
such as Simulated Annealing, Iterative Improvement, and Successive Augmentation. The size of the
search space for parallel query plans will be much larger than that for sequential ones [SRIV93]. This
makes the need for efficient search algorithms of paramount importance. In [SRIV93] and [NICC93]
we present two search heuristics to reduce the search space. The key elements of our approach are the
following:
• The join-tree output from the sequential optimizer is converted into an operator tree.
• Decisions is made about which branches, i.e. intermediate results, will be pipelines and which will
be materialized.
• Resource estimation for various tasks is done.
• Resource allocation for various tasks is carried out.
• At each step some heuristic choices are made to reduce the search space size.
We have built a prototype query optimizer and performed its initial evaluation [SRIV93, NICC93].
Figure 7 shows a schematic of our prototype optimizer. It is a customizable optimizer in the sense that
it is table-driven and takes architectural parameters from a file as an input to its cost model. Thus, it is
customizable to various architectures.
3. GoalsJ_Specific Research Issues
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3.1 Research Issues in the Record Management Layer
For the record management layer, the following specific research problems must be addressed:
Evaluate the CMD approach with NASA data sets.
Based on above evaluation tune/modify CMD, and if need be create new declustering strategies for
NASA's data sets.
Enhance our approach to provide better declustering by including information about a core set of
NASA application queries. Many applications often have such a set, and we would like to identify
such a set for the reprocessing algorithms.
Since the relations axe partially sorted on each dimension, its benefit on parallel external sorting
algorithms needs to be examined.
CMD provides an implicit indexing because of partial ordering of various domains. How this affects
and is complemented by explicit indices, e.g. tree or hash based, needs exploration.
Development of specialized indices for the parallel I/O system to speed-up the evaluation of aggre-
gates [SRIV89], temporal selections [KOLO89], etc.
Develop efficient parallel algorithms for loading large data files into relations in the PRDBMS, since
this expected to be a frequent operation [PRAT93].
Develop algorithms to perform operations along the temporal and spatial dimensions efficiently.
3.2 Research Issues in the Parallel Relational Algebra Layer
In this layer the following research issues must be addressed:
* Evaluate our declusterinf aware join algorithm on NASA's data sets.
• Based on above evaluation tune/modify the join algorithm, and if need be create new ones, for
NASA's data sets.
• Apply the declustering aware approach to other algorithms in the relational algebra layer, e.g.
union, difference, aggregation, etc.
3.3 Research Issues in the Query Compilation Scheduling Layer
Query compilation and scheduling is a wide open area of research today, and a number of issues
remain open. Given the fact that it took almost a decade to get satisfactory sequential database query
compilers, this is likely to be an area of active research for a few years. Specifically, the following research
issues must be addressed:
• Evaluate the effectiveness of our optimizer on some typical queries found in NASA applications.
• Customize our prototype optimizer for a parallel architecture that NASA may be considering for
building/acquiring a parallel DBMS on.
. Evaluate and validate the optimizer cost model, which is one of the keys to building a successful
optimizer [DeW192a]
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4. Conclusions
Inthepastdecadetherehasbeen a tremendous growth in the amount of data and resultant information
generated by NASA's operations and research projects. This growth is expected to continue in the future.
Use of parallel computers, both processing and input-output, will be a key to solving the resultant data
management problem. In this paper we have described the architecture of a parallel data management
system which is based on visualizing data as points in space and query processing as geometric operations.
The architecture is highly parallel and is quite generic, i.e. can be realized on a wide variety of parallel
machines. We provided an overview of our results and pointed out a number of open research issues.
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Abstract
Data compression has become an increasingly popular option as advances in information
technology have placed further demands on data storage capacities. With compression ratios
as high as 100:1 the benefits are clear, however; the inherent intolerance of many compression
formats to error events should be given careful consideration.
If we consider that efficiently compressed data will ideally contain no redundancy, then the
introduction of a channel error must result in a change of understanding from that of the
original source. Whilst the prefix property of codes such as Huffman enables
resynchronisation, this is not sufficient to arrest propagating errors in an adaptive
environment. Arithmetic, Lempel-Ziv, discrete cosine transform (DCT) and fractal methods
are similarly prone to error propagating behaviours. It is, therefore, essential that
compression implementations provide sufficient combatant error control in order to maintain
data integrity. Ideally, this control should be derived from a full understanding of the
prevailing error mechanisms and their interaction with both the system configuration and the
compression schemes in use.
Introduction
Data compression is essentially the process of identifying and extracting source redundancy in
order to reduce storage requirements. Since the nature of encountered redundancy is dependent
upon the type of source, e.g. image, audio, video, text, program source, database,
instrumentation, etc., the best compression performance is achieved by a source-specific
algorithm. For example, an image source may contain a large amount of positional
redundancy (e.g. a raster scan of a vertical line) which could be efficiently exploited. However,
an algorithm of this type would be of little benefit if applied to a textual source. Accordingly,
each of the main source categories have their own families of compression algorithms.
The following text provides an introduction to some important compression concepts,
methodologies and behaviours, with the aim of demonstrating the effects of compression on
data integrity and the need for adequate error control. Where possible, examples have been
used to illustrate this information such that a prior understanding of compression methods
and behaviours is not required.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Data Compression
'_[_ P_,_E BLANX NOT FIL_:'_;
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In addition to the increasein data storagecapacity, real-time compressionimplementations
can enhancedata transfer rates, improve network performanceby reducing traffic loads on
lines and, via the encryptionprocess,provideadditional data security against unauthorised
access[I].
Thereare,however,disadvantagesinvolvedin datacompression.Firstly, the compresseddata
is significantly more vulnerable to error, as will be demonstrated below. Secondly, the
majority of softwarecompressorsdo not work in real-timesuch that data retrieval and storage
can be significantly delayed. This is particularly noticeablewith most imagecompression
methods,althoughthedelay is, of course, dependent on system performance and source size. In
addition, the plethora of algorithms currently available can result in compatibility problems
when transferring data between systems. For example, the absence of an early compression
standard for DAT (Digital Audio Tape) drives resulted in two competing and incompatible
implementations, such that compressed DAT tapes cannot be freely transferred between
systems which would otherwise be. compatible [2]. Compatibility is also deteriorated, to some
extent, by the existence of a variety of patents which make bespoke compressors more
attractive.
Channel Errors and Data Integrity
There are two types of channel errors; amplitude errors and phase errors. In digital form
amplitude errors appear as inversions of bit values whilst phase errors appear as the insertion
or extraction of one or more bits in the data stream. As shown in Figure I, amplitude errors
affect only those bits which are directly afflicted, whereas phase errors result in a stream of
amplitude errors which propagate to the end of the information source or until the next
resynchronisation marker.
• )I'I0101'I'I°I°I'I°I°I°I'I°I< , 0 0 , , 0 0 , 0 ° 0 , °
> 1110111,1110101,I0101011101 
I
1 Bit Amplitude Error
> I' I°i' I' 1010110101011!°111
-1 Bit Phas_[ Error
Figure I : Example of Channel Errors
a) Source data, b) Source data with channel error imposed, c)Resultant bits in error.
AU systems are prone to error mechanisms of one sort or another, and with an understanding
of these phenomena the subsequent, or secondary, effects on data integrity can be ascertained.
For example, in magnetic tape recording systems a primary source of errors is the existence of
embedded asperities, introduced either via the manufacturing process or v!a external
contamination. The secondary effect Of these mechanisms is the burst error syndrome caused
directly by a departure of head-to-tape contact which attenuates signal amplitude. This
phenomenon is referred to as a dropout, and where the attenuation results in effective signal
loss then, as well as a burst of amplitude errors, the system may also experience a loss of
synchronisation, i.e. a phase error. Therefore, although these events are comparatively rare
their potential for error propagation makes them the dominant contributors to the overall
error rate. So whilst bit/byte error rates are important indicators ofsystem performance, the
distribution and characterisation of error events are similarly important, and can be used to
determine suitable error control measures i.e. interleaving, resynchronisation markers and
error control coding.
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Lossy and Lossless Compression Techniques
The amount of compression that can be achieved by a given algorithm depends on both the
amount of redundancy in the source and the efficiency of its extraction. The very high
compression ratios often quoted generally relate to high-redundancy sources such as databases
or to lossy compressed formats such as fractal image representations.
Lossless techniques are, of course, required by many applications, such as computer disk
compression, where exact replication of the original is essential. Alternatively, lossy
compression techniques, where only a close approximation of the orlglnal is reconstructed,
can be successfully applied to many image, video and audio applications where losses outside
visual/aural perception can be tolerated, and where the additional compression achieved is
highly desirable. For example, the philosophy behind the lossy DCT (Discrete Cosine
Transform) compression of images is that the human eye is less sensltive to high-frequency
information. Further compression can, therefore, be achieved by more coarsely quantising
high-frequency components of an image without significant visual deterioration.
There are, however, some image compression applications where certain quality and/or legal
considerations dictate the use of lossless compression. For example, medical imaging [3] and
deep space communication of imagery data [4].
Static and Adaptive Implementations
Compression algorithms remove source redundancy by using some working definition of the
source characteristics, i.e. a source model. Compression algorithms which use a pre-deflned
source model are referred to as static, whilst algorithms which use the data itself to fully or
partially define this model are referred to as adaptive.
Static implementations can achieve very good compression ratios for well defined sources;
however, their inability to respond to changes in source statistics limits their usage. If applied
to a source significantly different from that modelled, a static algorithm could result in source
expansion rather than compression.
In contrast, adaptive algorithms are more versatile, and will update their working source
model according to current source characteristics. However, adaptive implementations have
lowered compression performance, at least until a suitable model is properly generated. In
addition,
"A major problem wlth any adaptive compression method Is that a slngle error on the
communlcatton channel or storage medium can cause the sender and recelver to lose
synchrontsatlon and can result In error propagation that in the worst case can corrupt all data
to follow. "[5]
Compression Methodologies
The following text presents a selection of commonly used compression methods and
investigates the effects of channel errors on data integrity. Image sources and bit error maps
are used to illustrate these phenomena since the effects of any errors are more readily
appreciated.
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H-/Yman Coding
Huffman compression techniques are examples of statistical coding, where character
frequency statistics are used to allocate appropriate codewords for output. The basic
philosophy is that compression can be achieved by allocating shorter codewords to the more
frequently occurring characters (a simple example of this technique is the Morse Code where,
for example, E= * and Y ..... ). As shown in Figure 2, by arranging the source alphabet in
descending order of probability, then repeatedly adding the two lowest probabilities and
resorting, a Huffman tree can be generated. The resultant codewords are formed by tracing the
tree path from the root node to the codeword leaf.
Relative Generated
Ch_ac_r £mbabn x Su_man T_ Codewo_
o.,, o.,,to,, io ,.o '1
"c °" °"'/°:'J°",-- r -q r --q0.$$ 0.42 B.---@I
o O.llr.l,lO.l,- ,c:,,,
lo.I o.,, v--,o,E 0.08 1 -4 0.12 (D=I01)
0.08 0.114
(E=1000) (F=I001) F=I001
Figure 2 : An Example ofHuffman Coding
The relative probabilities and, hence the Huffman tree, can be derived by the compressor in
three ways. Firstly, In static implementations the probabilities are predeflned. This enables
rapid and efficient compression and decompression but only for sources whose character
frequencies are accurately described by those of the algorithm. Secondly, the probabilities can
be generated by an initial pass of the data to count the character frequencies, but this requires
an additional second pass to perform the compression. Thirdly, the probabilities (and hence
the codewords) can be adjusted dynamically during the compression process. This adaptive
Huffman method, although more complex, can still perform quite rapid compression and
decompression and has the advantage of being more versatile as well as being able to respond
dynamically to changes in the source.
Compression performance can be improved by increasing the order of the source model (i.e.
considering the context of incoming characters). For example, when the letter "q" is parsed
from a stream of english text there is a very high probability (approx. 95%) that the letter "u"
will follow.
11111110111101o 1o111101011111Ilot 11111olo11110101111ololo I
c II D UA tl B II A I1 C II B II F I1A 11 E I
Amplitude Error
1[1 110[0[0 010 1101011 1]0[1 1]01011 [010 1[01010
C E A F D F A E
-I Bit Phase Error
111 110 ] _010 011 010 I[I !011 11010111010 1101010
C E B A C B F A E
Figure 3 : Resynchronisation of Huffman Coded Data in the Event of Channel Errors
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There Is, therefore, no single Huffman method, but rather a whole family varying in adaptlvity
and order[8]. The specific effects of any transmission errors on Huffman compressed data
would therefore depend on the particular implementation as well as the source. Fortunately,
however, some generalisations can be made. Firstly, static implementations have an in-built
resistance to error propagation. This is due to the prefix property common to all Huffman
codes, whereby no code is a prefix of any other. For example, using the generated codewords in
Figure I, if00 is a permitted codeword then no other codeword may begin with the sequence 00,
similarly if lOl IS a permitted codeword then no other codeword may begin with the sequence
101, and so on. Figure 3 illustrates the effects of an amplitude and a phase error, demonstrating
the code's self-synchronising abfllty.
Adaptive Huffman implementations, however, are not protected by this facility since;
'The fact that the sender and recelver are dynamlcally redeflnlng the code Indlcates that by the
tlme synchrontsatlon Is regalned, they may have radlcally different representatlons of the
code" [7].
Figure 4b below shows the effects of a single bit error on an image source compressed by an
adaptive Huffman scheme.
a) Original b) Adaptive Huffman with 1 Bit Error
c) Arithmetic Compression with 1 Bit Error
Figure 4 : Examples of Bit Errors on Arithmetic and Adaptive Huffman Formats
Arithmetic Coding
The method of compression employed by Huffman compression coding involves the allocation
of shorter codewords for more frequently occurring characters. It is, however, unable to
allocate fractional codeword lengths, so that a character must be allocated at least a one-bit
codeword no matter how high its frequency. Huffman coding cannot, therefore, achieve
optimal compression.
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Arithmetic coding [8] offers an alternative to Huffman coding, enabling characters to be
representedas fractional bit lengths. This is achievedby representingthe source as a real
number, greater than or equal to zero, but less than one, denoted as the range [0,1). As shown in
Figure 5, each character of the source alphabet is allocated a proportion of this range according
to its probability. As data symbols are parsed from the source, the working range is reduced
and a real number is generated which can then be transmitted and decompressed via a parallel
process. The source sequence shown in column four of Figure 5 illustrates this process. As can
be seen the initial range is [0,1) which is reduced to [0.2,0.5) when a "B" is encountered. The next
symbol, an "A", requires the range [0,0.2), i.e., the first 20% of the working range, [0.2,0.5),
hence the new range [0.2,0.26).
Sourc_
Characters
Relative
Probabilitie
S
Allocated
Range
A O.2 [O,O.2)
B 0.3 [0.2,0.5)
C 0.1
D 0.2
E 0.1
F 0.1
[0.5,0.6)
[0.6,0.8)
[0.8,0.9)
[0.9,1.0)
Source Denoted Range
Sequence
--- [0,I)
B [0.2,0.5)
A [0.2,0.26)
C [0.23,0.236)
C
F
[0.233,0.2336)
[0.23354,0.2336
)
Figure 5 : An Example of Arlthmetic Coding
The handling of the necessary floating point arithmetic and the need for special terminating
sequences makes arithmetic coding more complex than Huffman coding. However, the
algorithm achieves close to optimal compression, and, like Huffman coding, can be increased
in order and adaptivity.
Unfortunately, arithmetic coding, whether static or adaptive, is particularly vulnerable to
errors, whereby a single bit error can result in a complete scrambling of all subsequent data
[Teuhola91], as demonstrated in Figure 4c.
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DATA SEQUENCE : "rilE THREE TREES"
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Y
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Code
Output
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Meaning
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T H The string "TH" already
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E T
ET
R
RE
R
E
Thestring "ET"already
existssoa new
dictionary codewordis
not_enerated.
D7
Thestring "RE" already
exists so a new
dictionary codeword is
not generated.
D3+R
=ETR
D3 ET
E D8 D5+E
=REE
D5 RE
E S D9 ES E E
S End of ...... S S
data
F/gure 6 • Simplified Example of LZ78 Compression Process
The orlg/nal source conta/ns 13 8-bit characters (=104 bits) and the compressed output conta/ns
10 9-bit codewords (=90 bits).
Lempel-Ziv Methods
There are two Lempel-Ziv compression algorithms: LZ77 [10] and LZ78 [II], both of which
compress data by replacing repeated strings by defined codewords. LZ77 uses a so-called sliding
window from which repeated strings are identified and referenced by a coded block indicating
the position and length of the string. In this way LZ77 creates a compressed format which
comprises uncompressed data interspersed with pointers to recognised strings. This simple
format enables rapid decompression; however, compression is comparatively slow since
continuous searches of the sliding-wlndow are required.
Alternatively, the LZ78 algorithm (and similarly LZW [12], an improved and patented version)
creates a dynamic embedded dictionary designed with a self-referencing structure. The
algorithm parses the data source for unique strings (i.e., strings not previously encountered) for
which it allocates dictionary codewords that can be used to replace the string if it occurs again.
The implementation of this method is best explained by means of a simple example as shown
in Figure 6 (reading left to right, row by row). In its simplest form all of the output (characters
and dictionary codewords) are in 9-bit form, but can be increased to I0, 11 or 12 bits as required
by sending reserved codewords (control flags). These are also used to fully or partially reset the
dictionary when it fills or when significant deterioration in compression performance is
detected. The simplified example shown in Figure 6 describes dictionary entries as DI, D2, D3
etc., and a high-redundancy data sequence ("THE THREE TREES", with spaces ignored) is used
in order to demonstrate the compression of repeated strings.
During compression, the self-referencing nature of the dictionary enables longer and longer
strings to be replaced by just one dictionary codeword, and there is no need to explicitly write
the dictionary contents since it can be regenerated via the same process on decompression.
Initially the compression performance of the algorithm is poor, but, as strings are re-
encountered and replaced with dictionary codewords performance increases rapidly.
The speed and versatility of the Lempel-Ziv implementations have made them particularly
popular and have led to the development of a large and growing family of related algorithms
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([13] refers to 12 variants of Lempel-Ziv methods). Implementations of Lempel-Ziv type
algorithms can be found in most computer disk compressors and on tape drives including DAT.
Channel Errors in LZ78 Compressed Data Formats
The introduction of amplitude errors into the compressed format can have the following
effects:
1, a small number of amplitude errors restricted to the locality of the original,
2. a propagation of amplitude errors from the point of error location to the end of the
entity, and
3. a complete loss of data either occurring abruptly or following a varlable-length
burst of amplitude errors.
These outcomes are explained in Figure 7 by considering the types of compressed source
involved.
Location of
Error
a) In an output
character.
b) In an output
dictionary
codeword.
The Effects of Channel errors on LZ78 Compressed Data
Description
(i) The character value Is
altered.
(ii) The character is
transposed into a
dictionary codeword.
(111) The character is
transposed into a control
flag.
(i) The error transposes the
dictionary codeword into
a n o t h e r [recognised]
dictionary codeword.
(ii) The error transposes the
dictionary codeword into an
unrecognised dictionary
codeword.
(iii) The error transposes
the dictionary codeword
into an output character.
(iv) The error transposes the
dictionary codeword into a
control flag.
Resultant Effect on Data Integrity
The error would remain in the
decompressed output and be
replicated for each repeating string
in which the character was parsed.
*The difference in length alone will
produce a synchronisation loss.
**The source will be corrupted or
lost since control flags adjust byte
lengths, manipulate the
dictionary, and indicate the end of
data.
The referenced string is replaced by
an erroneous string. If these are of
different lengths then
synchronisation will be lost, and
any future references to the newly
created dictionary codeword will be
affected in the same way.
The decompressor will be unable to
identify the codeword and
subsequent data will be lost.
AS i
As _,
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c) In a control
flag.
F/gure 7 : A Descrl
(l)The control flag Is
mistaken for an output
character or a dictionary
codeword.
_tion of the Potential Effects of Channel Errors on an LZ78 Compressed
SO_.
8 below shows 3 different bit error maps: a), b) and c), of LZ78-type compressed sources
which correspond to I., 2. and 3. above. These results were generated via the comparison of the
original source with the decompressed output of the same source, but with a slngle-bit error
introduced into the compressed form.
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Figure 8 : The effects of single amplitude errors on LZ78 compressed data.
a) Recovery, b) Error Propagation and c) Data I_ss
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Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) Image Compression
The philosophy behind DCT image compression is that the human eye is less sensitive to high-
frequency information (and also more sensitive to intensity than to colour), so that
compression can be achieved by more coarsely quantising the large amount of high-frequency
components usually present. Firstly, the image must be transformed into the frequency
domain. Since it would be computatlonally prohibitive to transform even a low resolution
image in one full block, the image is subdivided. The developing JPEG (Joint [CCITT and ISO]
Photographic Experts Group) standard algorithm [14] for full-colour and grey-scale image
compression uses 8x8 blocks.
The DCT itself does not achieve compression, but rather prepares the image for compression.
Once in the frequency domain the Image's high-frequency coefficients can be coarsely
quantised so that many of them (>50%) can be truncated to zero. The coefficients can then be
arranged so that the zeroes are clustered and Run-Length Encoding (RLE), whereby repeated
values are referenced and followed by a counter indicating the number of successive
occurrences, can be applied. The remaining data is then compressed with Huffman coding
(arithmetic coding has also been proposed but implementation has been hampered by patent
issues).
DCT compression, therefore, involves a number of processes, all of which combine to allow
extensive error propagation. An example of the effects of a single bit error is shown in Figure
9g. The RLE coding alone is prone to error propagation since the length or value of referenced
symbol repetitions can be altered by a single amplitude error. The JPEG standard addresses
this problem by providing "restart" markers which allow the decoder to resynchronise after a
transmission error [JPF__ Version 4:USAGE]. This facility does not correct errors, but arrests
their propagation. The number of markers used is user defined and should be determined by the
channel error statistics, the error tolerance of the system, and the reduction in compression
which can be tolerated as a result ofthelr insertion.
The lossy nature of the DCT method is shown in Figure 9. As can be seen in Figure 9b,
significant compression can be achieved without any visible loss in picture clarity. However,
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by Increasing the compression performance further losses are seen to develop (particularly
lossy examples were chosen since the effects were required to be visible after reduction for
inclusion in this document).
The presence of artifacts around sharp edges is referred to as Glbb's phenomenon [15](pg225).
These are caused by the inability of a finite combination of continuous functions to describe
Jump discontinuities. As shown in Figure 9e, at higher compression ratios these losses become
mores apparent, as does the blocked nature of the compressed form. Figure 9f shows a
difference mapping of the original and the highly lossy decompressed image in which the loss
of edge clarity can be observed.
This type of lossyness makes JPEG and other DCT-based algorithms unsuitable for non-
realistic images, e.g. line drawings, cartoons, etc., as can be seen by the large amount of
deterioration In the geometric example used in Figure I 0.
Fractal Image Compression
A fractal, in simplest terms, is an image of a texture or shape expressed as one or more
mathematical formulae. It is a geometric form whose irregular details recur at different
locations, scales and angles, and which can be described in terms of formulae called afflne or
fractal transformations [16]. Fractal image compression is achieved by dividing an image into
sub-blocks, each of which is then compared to scaled and rotated versions of the other sub-
blocks in the image. When sufficiently similar sub-blocks have been found for all of the sub-
blocks in the image, they can be referenced geometrically so that a fractal description Is
obtained.
Unlike other image compression techniques, the fractal transform is a very asymmetric
process. The exhaustive searching for serf-similarity requires intensive computational power,
but once expressed in terms of fractal transforms the image can be quickly decompressed.
Fractal compression is therefore best suited to WORM applications. For example, the Microsoft
multimedia encyclopaedia Encarta makes use of fractal compression to store hundreds of
colour maps and thousands of photographs on a single CD which also contains extensive audio,
animation and textual data. [15].
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a) inal
c) DCT " QF 10:CR 11.6:1
e) DCT : QF 25 : CR 14.2:i
DCT:QF3 :CR8:I
d) DCT : QF 20 : CR 13.6:1
f) Difference Mapping of Original and QF 25
iiiiil
g
i_!_,i,..... .:
g) DCT (8:1) with 1 Bit Error
Figure 9: b)-e) DCT Compressed Images of a) : QF (Quality Factor) in the range [1-25] (best-worst)
f) Comparison of a) and e)
g) Data Loss due to a Single Bit Error
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Original DCT:QF25:CR 11.6:1
DifferenceMappingofOriginalandQF25
Figure 10 : Edge Distortions Produced by DCT Compression
The large amount of self-slmilarity in "real-world" images enables fractal image compression
to achieve very high compression ratios, usually significantly higher than those for DCT
compression. But like DCT compression, fractal compression is unsuited to geometrical
images where self-similarity Is not evident [17].
The effects of small numbers of bit errors on fractal compressed images can result in severe
degradation of the afflicted sub-blocks and propagate Into the referenced self-similar sub-
blocks. However, the iterative nature offractal Image generation means that these distortions
will have reduced contributions.
Since fractal compressed images are represented as mathematical structures they are size-
independent. Compression ratios can therefore be increased by comparing the size of the
fractal form to the size of the enlarged original, rather than the original itself.
Compression oflnstrumentation Data
The compression of instrumentation data is a comparatively neglected area. This can be
explained by the variance in byte lengths and also the application specific nature of generated
sources. However, one method which can be more generally employed Is difference modulation,
whereby data symbols are encoded as the difference (positive or negative) from the previous
symbol. For example:
42 41 43 43 45 44 42 39 40
could be represented as;
42 - I +2 0 +2 - I -2 -3 + 1
which, of course, could be easily compressed by using fewer bits to represent the differences.
Instrumentation data Is suited to difference modulation since it often involves either visible
trends relating to gradual changes in a monitored process, or relatively small perturbations
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centredabout some mean value. Difference modulation is also useful in audio compression
applications, where trends can be identified in the source waveform. In applications were
losses can be tolerated, the quantisation of differences can achieve further compression.
In the presence of channel errors difference modulation will result in error propagation since
each of the symbols measures itself against its predecessor. The resultant shift caused by a bit
error will be replicated in all subsequent symbols on decompression, propagating until the end
of the data sequence or until the next true measurement is parsed.
Conclusion
In the absence of data compression many systems, when afflicted by uncorrected channel
errors, will suffer only localised losses in data integrity, i.e. will fail gracefully.. However,
similar errors in systems using data compression can have disastrous results. For this reas'on
users of computer disk compression are advised to take regular backups since: "/f somethlng
does go wrong, It Is llkely to be major".[18].
The results of transmission errors on different compression methodologies has been
demonstrated, and the need for robust error control emphasised. This control should be
determined by the channel error statistics and the error tolerance of the system. In addition to
error control coding, piece-wise compression, resynchronisation markers and deep
interleaving can also be employed to limit the propagation of errors and reduce the correction
burden placed on the error control coding.
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